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AF1

This question is about the whole document.
Is there anything else you would like to say? This could include comments that have not fitted into your responses to the other questions,
or suggestions of different options that you would like us to consider.
Ref
2

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Ellerby

3

Mr Robin Shucksmith

4

Mr Ian Scruton

10

Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby
with Anlaby Common
Parish Council

Comment
We must develop our natural resources for the benefit of the
communities and this means some developments which some will not
like e.g. wind turbines, solar panels, marinas. We have been discussing
wind turbines since the 1990s and so far we have 6 or 7 operational. Solar
water heating should be compulsory on every new house. There is too
much NIMBYism in the riding the council should be giving a lead.
The Sustainability Matrix needs to take into account the needs of smaller
communities and it is essential that those that are struggling to maintain
current levels of services are given a higher level of support than at
present.

Housing targets. The 1200 pa target is too low. 40% affordable should be
added onto the 1200 and not taken off. We must not further restrict the
supply of private housing. We must encourage development as the driver
of the vision and we should consider allowing the market to dictate what
and where new homes are to be built. Councils must not rely on the
planning inspectorate to decide what is delivered there should be a
consensus that if a site is deliverable and the design has merit than a
permission should be forthcoming.
The experience of completing this questionnaire has been interesting but
we feel the general public would be 'put off' making a full contribution
due to the length of material covered.

Officer Response
Comments noted. The Council will need to meet some
stretching targets for delivering energy from renewable sources.
This is discussed in Chapter 6 of the Issues and Options paper.
Chapter 7 introduces the subject of BREEAM and the Code for
Sustainable Homes which concern the environmental impact of
development.
The Sustainability Matrix was a tool developed to inform
decisions for Development Management purposes. Once
completed, the LDF will be part of the Development Plan
(together with the Regional Spatial Strategy) and used to
determine planning applications. The Preferred Approach Core
Strategy sets out a proposed strategy to supporting rural areas.
The Council will also support new ways for service delivery and
development which provides community benefits where the
scale is appropriate.
The housing requirement is set out within the Regional Spatial
Strategy which attempts to steer the location and quantity of
development across the region.

Comments noted. The questionnaire formed part of the ‘formal’
consultation. Many members of the public gave us their views
more informally through emails, letters, by telephone and in
person at a number of events we held across the East Riding.
These have formed part of the overall response to the Issues and
Options paper. We will continue to look at new ways to ensure
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment

16

P J Gray, Dee Atkinson
and Harrison on behalf of
Hudson and Pick

17

P J Gray, Dee Atkinson &
Harrison on behalf of MB
Goodwin (Skipsea) Ltd
P J Gray, Dee Atkinson &
Harrison on behalf of
Megginson and Hudson
and Pick
P J Gray, Dee Atkinson &
Harrison on behalf of The
Browsholme Settlement

We generally support the strategic approach taken in the Core Strategy.
In particular the option to focus a large proportion of new development
in the Principal Towns. This includes Driffield. It is a settlement which
provides housing as a relatively 'affordable' alternative to Beverley's high
prices. It also has a strong base for employment and links to both
Bridlington and Beverley. This is strengthened by a good public transport
network.
Our clients generally support the strategic approach taken in the Core
Strategy in particular the option to focus a large proportion of new
development in the Principal Towns. This includes Bridlington.
We generally support the strategic approach taken in the Core Strategy in
particular the option to focus a large proportion of new development in
the Principal Towns. This includes Driffield.

18

19

20

P J Gray, Dee Atkinson
Harrison on behalf of The
York Diocesan Board of
Finance

22

P J Gray, Dee Atkinson
Harrison on behalf of The

We generally support the strategic approach taken in the Core Strategy in
particular the option to focus a large proportion of new development in
the major Haltemprice settlements. This includes Cottingham. Further
growth in Haltemprice will be in a location with the greatest access to
services and facilities around key areas of employment activity. It will also
help to deliver high levels of affordable housing in the area.
We generally support the strategic approach taken in the Core Strategy
although consider that the suggested options will only allow limited
opportunities for further development in the rural areas. We consider that
new development particularly housing in such areas would be appropriate
to support existing facilities in a number of the smaller settlements. We
note that the consultation document recognises that some villages
provide important local services and facilities to support everyday needs.
However it also questions the extent to which new housing development
creates opportunities for additional facilities being created and stems the
closure of shops and other community uses. We consider that new
housing can contribute to the retention of existing facilities by ensuring
they remain viable.
We generally support the strategic approach taken by the Core Strategy in
particular the option to focus a large proportion of new development in

Officer Response
people are involved and have an opportunity to have their say.
Comments and support noted.

Comments and support noted.
Comments and support noted.

Comments and support noted.

Comments noted. The Preferred Approach Core Strategy sets out a
proposed strategy to supporting rural areas. The Council will
support new ways for service delivery and development which
provides community benefits where the scale is appropriate.

Comments and support noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
A M Watson Trust

23

P J Gray, Dee Atkinson
Harrison on behalf of
Dewhirst and Stephenson

24

Mrs E. Woodhouse,
Flamborough Parish
Council

25

Mr Dale Greetham,
Development Planning
Partnership on behalf of
Tesco Stores Ltd

31

Driffield Partnership

32

Mr Alex Willis, Atisreal
Limited on behalf of
Associated British Ports

Comment
the Principle Towns. This includes Driffield. We consider that Driffield is
excellently placed to accommodate further housing growth over the
period of the LDF to support and be supported by those facilities which
make it one of the main sustainable settlements in the East Riding.
We generally support the strategic approach taken by the Core Strategy in
particular the option to focus a large proportion of new development in
the Principle Towns. This includes Driffield. Driffield is a settlement
which has provided housing as a relatively 'affordable' alternative to
Beverley's high property prices. It also has a strong base for employment
and links to both Bridlington and Beverley. This is strengthened by a
good public transport network. We consider that Driffield is excellently
placed to accommodate further housing growth over the period of the
LDF to support and be supported by those facilities which make it one of
the main sustainable settlements in the East Riding.
With regard to the document the Council feels that actual problems and
challenges are not addressed within the document and that this is too
high above reality. This is an academic scheme with no reality check and
is social engineering rather than planning.
In general we welcome and support the approach taken by East Riding of
Yorkshire Council in relation to the area's spatial planning objectives. In
particular we welcome the identification of Beverley, Bridlington,
Driffield and Goole as Principal Towns. We also support the objective of
strengthening the role of market and coastal towns as local service
centres including Market Weighton Hornsea and Withernsea.
The Driffield Partnership has a preference for shared equity in affordable
housing provision
Ports are essential for both UK trade and the economy, and UK
Government Policy recognises that the country, ‘needs a thriving ports
industry’. Some 95% of international cargo in the UK passes through
ports, equal to an estimated 75% of the value of UK trade and goods.
Ports also support the movement of people, with approximately 68
million passengers using the UK’s ports every year.
ABP is the UK’s largest port operator, helping to drive the vital
contribution that ports make to our economy. In 2005, ABP’s 21 ports

Officer Response

Comments and support noted.

Comments noted. The purpose of the Core Strategy is to deal
with the key strategic planning issues such as how much
development should be directed to different places. It does not
necessarily cover detailed and small-scale planning and
development issues.
Comments and support noted.

Comments noted
Comments noted. The Council recognises the significant role of
the ports and logistics sector in the East Riding. This is reflected
at the regional level through the Regional Spatial Strategy, the
Regional Economic Strategy and the through the Northern Way
initiative. Chapter 6 and the Employment Land Review
undertaken for the East Riding recognise the strength of the
economy of Goole and in particular the port and logistics sector.
Through the LDF and together with the Local Transport Plan,
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
across the UK handled 135 million tonnes of cargo (approximately 23%
of total UK port tonnage), and served over 5 million passengers. ABP
have a statutory duty to operate and provide port facilities at its harbours
and is therefore deemed a ‘statutory undertaker’.
Ports are instrumental in facilitating modal shift, with the UK ports
owned by ABP supporting 25% of all UK rail freight (around half of all
freight carried by rail in the UK moves to and from ports). Every year
around 30 million tonnes of domestic cargo is transported around our
coast by sea. Thus by facilitating modal shifts help remove lorries from
the UK’s congested road network, contributing to a more robust and
efficient transport network.
The Port of Goole is the East Coast’s most inland port. With excellent
transport links, the Port provides one of the fastest and most sustainable
freight routes linking the Midlands and northern Britain, with the rest of
Europe and Scandinavia. It thus provides a key opportunity to increase
the more sustainable trans-shipment of freight via coastal shipping and
rail freight around the UK as opposed to road.
Effective transport links to ports are more important than ever to secure
business and prosperity in an increasingly globalised economy, with
inefficient road and rail access to ports damaging competitiveness,
employment and economic growth.
In light of the above, ABP would expect The East Riding of Yorkshire
LDF Core Strategy to recognise the Port of Goole’s importance to the
local and regional economy. Integral to which, would be encouraging
and supporting any future development at the Port, as well as
improvements to the transportation links connecting the Port to national
networks.
In addition, whilst it is ABP’s intention to continue operations at the Port
of Goole for the foreseeable future, ABP continually undertake strategic
reviews of their UK port holdings, in order to increase future operational
efficiency. It is therefore possible that surplus land will be identified
within the Port Estate during the Plan period, which is no longer suitable
for Port related uses, and thus available for redevelopment for alternative
uses. This land may otherwise remain unused for the foreseeable future,
unless planning policy flexibility is provided that would allow for it’s

Officer Response
the Council will seek to work with ABP and partners to explore
ways of developing a modal shift – especially reducing the
proportion of freight moved by road.
Any surplus land identified by ABP should be brought to the
attention of the Council as soon as is practicably possible. This
would help with the development of the LDF and programmes
such as the Goole Renaissance initiative. Furthermore, the
Council is keen to be involved in the development of Port
Masterplans.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

43

Cllr John Whittle

48

Mr Garth Hanlan, Savills
on behalf of St John's
College, Cambridge

Comment
redevelopment for alternative uses. The Core Strategy should thus also
recognise and make provision for this.
I found the exercise interesting but feel that a series of shorter documents
might have aided the consultation process. Anyone would feel daunted
about filling in a questionnaire of this scale and very many would not
bother. I would like to know how many people responded.

The Core Strategy is a strategic document which requires suitable
reference and direction to be made to a wide range of development types.
In presenting the Core Strategy policy document (in terms of the LDF)
for the East Riding area, it is recognised that a variety of opinions and
stakeholder interests that such a process encourages should be aired by
the public.
We feel that as a part of this process, employment is a major catalyst for
change and that Goole, as a Principal Settlement, should be afforded the
opportunity to promote and encourage further change and investment,
particularly following the establishment of Capitol Park.
Expansion to the west of the existing Capitol Park business site would
fulfill a variety of objectives and satisfy a variety of policy considerations
related to location to transport infrastructure, expansion of an existing
employment area where there is a recognised need (not just for
employment but for other compatible uses) and where such a designation
would help to fulfill wider regional objectives to promote change,
regeneration and re-development of the town and its wider catchment.
Although the Capitol Park site is an employment area, we look to seek a
more generic and flexible allocation for the land to the west of this area.
In looking to facilitate employment development it is possible that waste

Officer Response
Comments noted. The Issues and Options paper covered a broad
range of challenges and potential approaches The questionnaire
formed part of the ‘formal’ consultation. Many members of the
public gave us their views more informally through emails,
letters, by telephone and in person at a number of events we
held across the East Riding. These have formed part of the
overall response to the Issues and Options paper. We will continue
to look at new ways to ensure people are involved and have an
opportunity to have their say. Over 200 people formally
responded to us using the questionnaire or writing a letter or
email. Others gave us their views through a series of events we
held across the East Riding. This meant we received over 3,000
individual comments.
Comments noted. The Employment Land Review for the East
Riding has identified Goole as a key economic driver for the
region and has identified demand for additional employment
land designations (particularly for the distribution/logistics
sector). In response, the Issues and Options paper looked at a
potential area to the west of Capitol Park to fulfil such a role
(option E in Figure 22).
Paragraph 4.109 states that these ‘strategic sites’ could be
allocated for a variety of uses. Specific proposals will need to be
examined in closer detail and those proposals for waste
processing developments will need to be considered alongside
the Joint Waste DPD currently being progressed by the Council
with Hull City Council.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

49

Rose Freeman, The
Theatres Trust

51

Mrs C. Binnington,
Driffield Town Council

52

Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council

54

Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council

Comment
processing/energy recovery and renewable energy production affords the
council with an opportunity to address a variety of strategic infrastructure
projects which would benefit Goole in the long term.
We support your Vision and Objectives headings and sub-headings and
general content. This is a well-balanced strategy document and we look
forward to being consulted on the next stage; also Development Control
Policies town Area Action Plans (Beverley) and the Developer
Contributions SPD.
In view of the significance placed on the development of Alamein
Barracks the Town Council would suggest that serious consideration be
given to extended the parish boundary of Driffield to include
Kelleythorpe. Currently within Kirkburn Parish, this development will
signal a significant rise in population to the immediate area who require
services provided by the town council, yet due to the precept
arrangements, this significant mass of population will not be contributing.
The Town Council feel that the inclusion of the Kelleythorpe would
promote community cohesion and encourage those living in this area to
feel part of the town as it is believed that these people will feel they live in
Driffield more than in Kirkburn. The Town Council would also like to
comment that they feel that the affordable housing schemes should in the
majority be shared equity schemes, this will give more young people and
families a chance to get on the property ladder. There is already plenty of
cheap private rental accommodation in the town according to the
Consultation paper. The Town Council would like to see the main roads
to the town greatly improved, particularly the A614 [sic] Howden road, as
these links will encourage business to settle in the area only if they are of
good quality.
Affordable housing is the solution to many of the social and economic
problems encountered by councils and communities. The local authority
should be positively encouraging housing schemes wherever possible
through open dialogue with all factions of the community. Design
competitions have resulted in many exemplary responses to the problem
elsewhere in the country.
The overarching policy must enhance the rural outlook of the East
Riding of Yorkshire. It must make adequate provision for development

Officer Response

Comments noted. Please note that a Beverley Area Action Plan
has not been identified in the Local Development Scheme (the
project plan for the completion of the Local Development
Framework).
The extent and coverage of individual parishes is not within the
scope of planning policy. This is a matter for the Boundary
Commission for England, the Council’s Electoral Services
department and the individual parish councils concerned.
The comments regarding the ambitions for Kelleythorpe/
Alamein are noted. It is hoped that any proposals for this area
are progressed through the Local Development Framework
where people can have their say early on in the process.
The A614 is recognised as a Primary Route within the East
Riding’s Local Transport Plan. Through the LDF and the Local
Transport Plan, the Council will continue to explore ways of
improving movement and identify any potential issues resulting
from future development.

Noted. The Core Strategy will seek to increase the delivery of
affordable housing across the East Riding and raise the quality
of new development.

Noted. The Preferred Approach Core Strategy provides an approach
for managing development in rural area – particularly proposed
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

55

Mr Christopher Hughes

56

Doctor Alan Kelly

Comment
whilst protecting valuable rural areas - this could easily become a policy
for confliction if not handled carefully.
This has taken a great deal of time and work to answer say: about eight
hours to anticipate that the vast majority of the public have the requisite
skills or are prepared to spend the time to do so is to stretch credibility to
its limit.

Please consider the idea of "Riverland" as an area of Local but Protected
Amenity, (for all its inhabitants - human or otherwise).
I am presently travelling in the USA (Kansas, Utah, Arizona) obesity is
visibly epidemic over here (staggeringly so). In the towns and cities which are vast - people have to driver everywhere to get anywhere (post
office, shops, whatever). In the country, there seems to be no footpath
network over private land, (certainly in Kansas), so the small township
(where there may be many poor) are often surrounded by vast acreage of
PRIVATE landholding which is inaccessible to them and though there
may be huge acreage of PUBLIC landholding throughout the states, since
these are often at a distance they might as well - for many people - be just
as inaccessible.
Either way, there is little stimulus for people to get into their local
landscape and there is no counter....... to the ubiquitous con.............. cult
that affects most Americans and the obese state of mind that it induces.
It is important that ERYC CONSULT. CONSULT with every Parish
Council they have the knowledge of local issues and EYRC must listen
not just pay lip service to Parish Councils but listen carefully.

57

Mr David Hammond,
Beeford Parish Council

58

Ms Maureen Dale

Being a lay person - some parts I could not really understand sufficiently
to reply to!

60

Julie Abraham

It is very difficult to comment on what is effectively half a plan - the
other half belongs to Hull City Council. The whole thrust of the JSP was

Officer Response
policies SS2 and SS3.
Noted. The questionnaire formed part of the ‘formal’
consultation. Many members of the public gave us their views
more informally through emails, letters, by telephone and in
person at a number of events we held across the East Riding.
These have formed part of the overall response to the Issues and
Options paper. We will continue to look at new ways to ensure
people are involved and have an opportunity to have their say.
Noted. The Preferred Approach Core Strategy seeks to improve
accessibility throughout the East Riding. The issues of access
over land is beyond the scope of the LDF.

Town and Parish councils will be consulted at each stage of the
LDF. Specific meetings and presentations have, and will
continue to be, set up with Town and Parish Councils to seek
their views.
Noted. Some of the topics are technical in nature and we are
aware that not everyone will be able to respond. However, we
will try to keep the LDF as simple as possible to improvement
engagement.
Noted. The Council and Hull City Council will continue to work
with each other to ensure that our Core Strategies are aligned
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

61

Ms Helen Anderson

62

Mrs Pamela Austin

66

Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby
Conservation Society

70

Mr Stuart Natkus, The
Land and Development
Practice on behalf of
HICA

72

Mr S. Young, Bubwith

Comment
to direct housing to Hull and the surrounding Haltemprice area - here we
only have the ability to comment on one portion of what is still the
overall aim hence my qualified answer to SS10.
Consideration needs to be given to the whole of the East Riding. The
plan needs to recognise that the market towns large villages and less
densely populated rural areas all make valuable contributions to the
economic prosperity of the East Riding and are therefore desirable and
worthwhile communities in which to live and work.
There is little included on the following:- a) Implications for waste
disposal with denser building + higher population. b) Use of waste
disposal sites to produce biofuels + biomass generation less landfill. c)
Implications for water supply to a denser population (pumping stations
supply reservoirs etc.) d) re-education of crime in high density housing
(secure walkways homes business premises more policing as population
increases). e) improvements of air quality in urban areas.

This is a thoroughly prepared document which has been produced by
'joined up thinking' It seems to cover all aspects of planning and the
suggested policies are based on a large amount of factual information.
The Core Strategy as proposed includes no site allocations and no
provisions for deliverability in accordance with the provisions in the
recently published Yorkshire and Humber Plan. Previous inspectors
reports on Core strategies have highlighted that the Core Strategy should
provide sufficient direction to subsequent DPDs in terms of land
allocations otherwise it will be these DPDs that establish the distribution
of new development rather than the Core strategy. Furthermore PPS12
confirms that the Core Strategy should incorporate the housing
requirement figures established in the RSS. Neither of these elements are
included within the core strategy and may therefore render it unsound
when subject to assessment by an Inspector. As such the accompanying
letter sent with this questionnaire provides a case for the inclusion of a
site at Pocklington to be allocated as a HICA site.
A very comprehensive document reassuring to know that so much

Officer Response
and in general conformity with the Regional Spatial Strategy.
Noted. The Preferred Approach Core Strategy recognises the diverse
nature of the East Riding and the different roles and functions
of different places.
Noted. Waste issues will be covered by the Joint Waste
Development Plan Document as part of the LDF, though the
strategic approach to waste management is provided in the
Preferred Approach Core Strategy. An Infrastructure Study is looking at
water implications. Design, including in terms of crime, is an
important issue referred to in the The Preferred Approach Core
Strategy. There are currently no Air Quality Management Areas in
the East Riding but this is continually monitored by the
Council’s Environmental Health team, who are also consulted
on the LDF.
Comments noted and welcomed.
The Issues and Options paper was a consultation document – the
first formal stage in preparing a Core Strategy. The Preferred
Approach Core Strategy provides a strategic approach for allocating
land through the Allocations Development Plan Document
(DPD). Allocations will be made after a review of their
deliverability using such studies as the Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment.

Comments noted and welcomed. VAT is beyond the scope of
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Parish Council

88

Cllr Winifred I Knight

90

Cllr Kate Gray

102

Catherine Birks, RNLI

104

108

I W Scruton, Scruton

G M V Winn and Co

Comment
thought and effort is going into the LDF The Council should consider
removing the VAT on refurbishing derelict buildings. It is a disincentive
to developers and leads to Greenfield development
The East riding is an enormous area and should use its clout to protest to
the Government on various issues. i.e. too many houses demanded to be
built. They cannot all be for the local population. Why should Yorkshire
be the retirement capital of Great Britain. Time to fight back. Amassing
Charter marks etc. is not the answer use the energy to assent our rights.
The rail link between Hull and York being re-established. The rail
connection to Manchester Airport from Bridlington line being reestablished. This gives a sustainable link without unnecessary car
connection. ??? ??? always the same allowing passengers of all ages the
opportunity of using public transport discouraging using ones own car as
the cheaper option.
There is insufficient recognition given to the scale of the affordable
housing shortfall within the draft LDF Issues and Options Paper. The
draft LDF has a much greater role to play in addressing this issue and
identifying that a range of settlement types including Local Service
Centres and the Rural Area have a valid role in overcoming the shortfall
as part of a wider strategy for the Borough including the Principal Towns.
The RSS has confirmed that 1190 dwellings as a minimum are to be
delivered between 2011-2026. The East Riding has delivered up to 2000
new dwellings per annum in certain years. This reduction coupled with
the 40% affordable means that only 714 private new homes will be
available each year. A reduction of some 1286 units per annum. This
reduction will only serve to drive a larger disparity between affordable
housing and private housing creating a two tiered housing society. The
policy in the East Riding to ensure a good supply of private and
affordable housing should be 1190 dwellings as an absolute minimum
plus 40% on top of this. The housing total should be 1750 per annum to
include affordable.
There could be a tendency for those in local and central government to
make the Core Strategy over prescriptive and regulatory. A successful
future for the East Riding lies primarily in the hands of the private sector.

Officer Response
the LDF.
Note. The amount of housing proposed through the Preferred
Approach Core Strategy is less than historic rates over the last 15
years as the focus is on directing development to large centres of
population.
Noted. The Preferred Approach Core Strategy seeks to encourage
and facilitate more sustainable methods of transport. This
includes supporting the rail link between Hull and York.

The need for more affordable housing is a key issue drawn out
in various places in the Issues and Options paper. The Council has
commissioned an Affordable Housing Viability Assessment to inform
a policy approach for delivering more affordable housing.
The Preferred Approach Core Strategy identifies a range of different
settlement types.
Noted. The reduction in the Council’s housing requirement is to
support the wider approach of directing development to the
most sustainable locations – hence, greater numbers of houses
are directed to the region’s cities and large towns.
The Council has commissioned an Affordable Housing Viability
Assessment to inform a policy approach for delivering more
affordable housing (e.g. looking at the viability of 40%
affordable housing).
Noted. The Preferred Approach Core Strategy adopts an enabling
approach recognising the role of the private sector in delivering
many of the aspirations.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

111

East Riding House
Builders Group

116

Kate Anderson, Indigo
Planning on behalf of Mr
D Curtis

118

W Buckle, Wetwang Parish
Council

119

Julia Billany, Ottringham
Parish Council

120

Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council

126

Karen Wood, East Riding

Comment
The Core Strategy should be an enabling document not a dictat from the
public sector.
Annual Targets of 1200 units are significantly below those indicated
previously. Taking 40% off these targets for wholly affordable housing
will only serve to exacerbate the gulf between affordable and private sale
housing to the detriment of sustaining affordable housing provision.

Summary. The Core Strategy should identify those rural villages that
perform an important role and where small scale development would be
appropriate. Beeford should be identified given the level of services and
facilities it offers to the local and neighbouring communities.
As a Council you should try to have a more forward thinking approach.
There is a real chance to break the mould with future developments and
encourage other regions to do the same. We are lagging behind most of
Europe in so many ways so there is no better time to make a difference.
Some questions were very difficult to answer for members of a small
community which is not close to or served directly by the four areas
identified. Also some questions required specific knowledge and insights and it was difficult to choose between some of the options when the
wider impact of certain choices was not fully known/ made clear.

There is little included on the following: a) implications for waste disposal
with denser building and higher populations b) Use of waste disposal
sites to produce biofuels and biomass generation less landfill c)
Implications for water supply to a denser populations (pumping stations
supply reservoirs etc) d) Reduction of crime in high density housing
(secure walkways homes businesses more policing as population
increases) e) Improvement of air quality in urban areas
The East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership welcomes the attention

Officer Response
Noted. The reduction in the Council’s housing requirement is to
support the wider approach of directing development to the
most sustainable locations – hence, greater numbers of houses
are directed to the region’s cities and large towns.
The Council has commissioned an Affordable Housing Viability
Assessment to inform a policy approach for delivering more
affordable housing (e.g. looking at the viability of 40%
affordable housing).
Noted. The Preferred Approach Core Strategy does this.

Noted.

Noted. The questionnaire formed part of the ‘formal’
consultation. Many members of the public gave us their views
more informally through emails, letters, by telephone and in
person at a number of events we held across the East Riding.
We had to strike a balance between setting out all the
implications of particular options, and the need to ensure that
the document could be understood by many and was not overly
long.
See response to 62

Noted. This has been considered as an important element in
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership

Comment
given to the rural dimension in the document. It would however like to
draw attention to the intrinsic rural nature of the East Riding of
Yorkshire and to what the East Riding is inherently about - its
countryside its villages and its market towns. These three together with
their important linkages and interfaces must be carefully managed if the
area is not to lose its unique identity - and indeed its heart.
Insert a new sub-heading on Coal Bed Methane (CBM) in the Energy
Section.

127

Mr James Reilly, C B
Richard Ellis on behalf of
Composite Energy Ltd

130

Ms Avril Russell,
Thorngumbald Parish
Council

Better communication. Use local knowledge. Better services when in
smaller borough councils.
Members felt that this was a leading document and that it has already
been decided what will happen.

129

Ms Jan Crowther,
Easington Parish Council

128

Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council

133

Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

Villages should be allowed a greater say in how they think their villages
should be developed. More notice should be taken of Parish Council’s
recommendations. They know their own area.
The East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership welcomes the attention
given to the rural dimension in the document. It would, however, like to
draw attention to the intrinsic rural nature of the East Riding of
Yorkshire and to what the East Riding is inherently about - its
countryside, its villages and its market towns. These three together, with
their important linkages and interfaces, must be carefully managed if the
area is not to lose its unique identity - and indeed its heart.
We have allowed too many developments where maximising the
differential between the builder’s costs and the initial sale price of the
properties was the sole objective. Of course successive government
policies have made it hard to do otherwise, but this LDF allows us to

Officer Response
drafting the Preferred Approach Core Strategy.

The proposed policy on Minerals in the Preferred Approach Core
Strategy set out the planning approach in the East Riding to the
exploitation of coal bed methane. The issue of Energy minerals
including Coal Bed Methane will be addressed further through
the Joint Minerals DPD. The DPD will contain a policies to
specifically deal with proposals for exploration and appraisal
boreholes, and production and distribution of oil and gas. A
proposed approach consultation for the Minerals DPD is due
out in April 2010 to coincide with consultation on the proposed
approach Core Strategy.
The Issues and Options document presented some issues which are
governed by national/regional requirements and policy.
However, it presented a large number of options for many topic
areas. The responses to the consultation have helped to prepare
the Preferred Approach Core Strategy.
Noted. This consultation exercise has provided a formal
opportunity to influence the LDF.
See response to 126

Noted. The Preferred Approach Core Strategy has sustainable
development at it’s heart – see proposed policy SS1 for example.
Specific issues relating to building sustainability are considered
in Chapter 8 of the Preferred Approach Core Strategy.
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Ref

134
135
136

Consultee/Agent

Mr M Cromack, Preston
Parish Council
Mr J Kilby
Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council

Comment
break this mould and look seriously at sustainability. It is reasonable, and
may fit within the current government rules to say that where a
development has high architectural, insulation and passive
heating/cooling standards, making it fit for use for over a hundred years
there may be more flexibility over other standards. Whatever their claims
to sustainability under the current rules, properties which need major
overhauls after 20 years and rebuilding after 50 are not really sustainable
homes. We also should be looking at sustainability issues for houses built
in the 19th and 20th centuries, aiming to give sound guidance to houseowners and small businesses as to how such homes can most efficiently
have improved insulation, passive heating etc.
From a technical point of view: 1. Several of the questions fell within
what I feel are my areas of expertise while others exposed my ignorance.
It might be desirable to encourage respondents either to make comments
which make these facts clear, or just to respond “Don’t Know” on
occasion.2.
We attempted to respond as a town council. The
nature of this document made response by committee almost impossible,
and despite spending (in all, including a very helpful presentation by an
ERYC officer) several hours as a committee and many more as
individuals trying to produce a Beverley Town response, our actual
corporate response was skeletal. It might be worth considering what
information you can reasonably hope to get as a corporate response and
giving some guidance to those involved in such endeavors.
We would hope that comments from parish Councils are taken as an
informal view.
It is unwise to generalise because the area of the East Riding has so much
diversity. Although this document sets out principles some flexibility of
operation is the pre-requisite for success.
There is no movement towards radical change, this is an opportunity to
reshape the future and this is more of the same.

Officer Response
The questionnaire formed part of the ‘formal’ consultation.
Many members of the public gave us their views more
informally through emails, letters, by telephone and in person at
a number of events we held across the East Riding. We had to
strike a balance between setting out all the implications of
particular options, and the need to ensure that the document
could be understood by many and was not overly long.

Noted.
Noted.
Noted. The current quality and beauty of the East Riding is
treasured by most people and a radical change was not
considered an appropriate way forward through previous
consultation events. However, the Preferred Approach Core Strategy
does include a ‘step change’ for many aspects of planning – e.g.
more focussed development, higher standards of design and
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment

138

Daniel Gaunt, Highways
Agency

Along with this letter, we have also attached a letter containing sections
on Travel Plans and Impact of Development on SRN. We would like to
see these sections included in the Core Strategy or any other DPD that
you consider appropriate.

I1018

Cllr Peter Turner, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council for Mid
Holderness

I1032

Cllr Charles Bayram, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council for Howdenshire

1.‘Spatial Planning’ does not work – Proven in the 1950s/60s – failed,
discredited principle – then called ‘Zoning’;
2.Only works with major strategic assets – hospital schools etc; and
3.Does not work with market driven issues – labour, housing, transport
etc.
4.Spatial planning is too top down, I would prefer a bottom up approach
in which we listen to the people.
The current JSP was commenced after government announcements were
made that the past procedures were to change. At the JSP examination
panel members saw the exercise as a waste of time. The Authority gave
the impression that the JSP was a stop-gap with a very short life and
would quickly be replaced with a core-strategy. Then, following the
examination, the Authority announced that a core-strategy was not
needed and the JSP would be used instead. This gives the impression the
Authority is unsure how to proceed.
It took until 2007 to persuade the Authority to produce a core-strategy.
It is now being rushed and parallel sister plans are being prepared, but if
the core-strategy falls it will bring down other plans. See comments made
by PAS.
The Authority put an issues and options paper out to consultation
without first gaining the approval of the Council. The paper was
presented to the cabinet of the Council but not as an urgent item nor
having 4 months on the cabinet forward work plan.
At the examination I shall produce the functions regulation, which will
show this as a regulation “I” function. Even if the authority are able to
convince the inspector that development plans fit into the class of a

Officer Response
efficiency for buildings, etc.
Noted. The Council continues to work with the Highways
Agency to promote more sustainable modes of travel and
consider the impact of the approach on the Strategic Road
Network (SRN). This has helped to prepare the Preferred
Approach Core Strategy.
Noted. The LDF, and the spatial planning approach it
incorporates, is built on gathering evidence and building
consensus through consultation – e.g. through things such as the
Issues and Options document. The Preferred Approach Core Strategy,
therefore, has been prepared as a result of this consultation
exercise. It also seeks to use market forces to deliver the
aspirations drawn out through consultation.
The consultation document for the Core Strategy Issues and
Options paper was considered by The Cabinet on 8 April 2008
where it was resolved that the document be approved for the
purpose of consultation.
In terms of the Forward Plan of Key Decisions, the item was
not included within the Forward Plan. This does not prevent a
decision being taken, as the requirement is that where an item is
not included within the Forward Plan of Key Decisions, notice
must be given that this matter is to be considered. The practice
in the East Riding is for it to be set out on the agenda for the
Cabinet meeting which items are being considered that contain
key decisions but are not included within the Forward Plan of
Key Decisions, which ensures compliance with the relevant
legislation.
The Issues and Options document was a consultation paper, and
did not set out the proposed approach of the Council for the
Core Strategy - it presented a range of options for consultation.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
regulation “4” function, it is still not a cabinet function.

Officer Response

Schedule “1” to Appendix “1” of the Functions and Responsibilities
Regulations 2000 covers functions which cannot be exercised by the
Executive, (a) functions relating to Town and County Planning, as well as
Development Control “by virtue of having its own separate and specialist
statutory regime”, ie part 2 of the 2004 Act, ppg12 AND THE 2004
Planning Regulations.
Section 113 of the 2004 Act “Section 284 of the 1990 Act” gives two
areas of challenge to anyone who could be aggrieved, (a) the document is
not within the appropriate powers and (b) the procedural requirement has
not been complied with “misfeasance and nonfeasance”.
To overcome this the Authority should redraft the document, taking into
account recent changes in the RSS and PPS 12, then reconsult after
spending 4 months on the forward work plan which gives Overview an
opportunity to scrutinise the paper making for an open discussion when
the paper is presented to Full Council.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of AF1

SA1

Are there any comments you would like to make about the Sustainability Appraisal that accompanies the Issues and Options document?
This could include comments about the appraisal of any of the options, or a comment about the overall document.
Ref
10

Consultee/Agent
Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby
with Anlaby Common
Parish Council

Comment
The figures of Table 3.1 are difficult to interpret.

38

Jane Allen, Fangfoss Parish

The document emphasized development in towns. There is little attention

Officer Response
Noted. Table 3.1 is intended to be a reference table showing
how each of the proposed options in the Issues and Options paper,
‘score’ against 20 sustainability objectives. The scores range from
3 (a major positive impact on the objective) to –3 (a major
negative impact on the objective).
This is not the purpose of the Sustainability Appraisal.
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Ref

43
46

Consultee/Agent
Council

Cllr John Whittle
Serena Ralston, Baker
Associates on behalf of
Dennis Wilkinson Ltd

47

Dr Amy Crowther, RSPB

55

Mr Christopher Hughes

Comment
given to the sustainability of villages where a small amount of
development is necessary to enable them to grown and prosper in a small
meaningful way. The appraisal lacks information on where employment
will be generated and thus about where housing development will be
required.
I'm sure it's a very worthy document!
We support the overall approach taken to assessing policies in the
Sustainability Appraisal. Issues SS10a - We support the conclusions that
“all seven options assessed are expected to result in overall beneficial
effects against the SA objectives.” (para 3.7) However, we consider that
the individual assessment of option A has unfairly scored the option
negatively against the following objectives: 9 To encourage more efficient
use of land. Option A includes brownfield land which could form part of
an urban extension and help to achieve targets for recycling previously
developed land. 17 To protect and enhance the countryside and
landscape quality It is clear from the Council’s own document that option
A contains only “ordinary” quality landscape whilst all other options
contain at least some “good” or “high” quality landscape. The
development of open land under option A would not impinge upon any
locally important green gap which prevent coalescence between
settlements, in contrast to all other options. Should these factors be
reassessed more positively, option A would be identified as performing
best overall against the SA objectives.
The SA appears thorough. There do appear to be a number of significant
conflicts between some of the objectives. A significant proportion of the
options performed poorly against objective 15 (to protect and enhance
biodiversity and important wildlife habitats and to conserve geology)
suggesting that some of the options are highly inappropriate. Of
particular concern is the detrimental affect of options 10a-e on achieving
protection and enhancement of biodiversity and important wildlife
habitats.
I fear that this appraisal has been overtaken by events. Due to the
increase in the price of oil public transport will have to play a far larger
part in public mobility. It will also mean that the population drift from
urban to rural living may well be reversed.

Officer Response
The Preferred Approach Core Strategy sets out an approach to
managing development in rural areas.
Noted.
Comments noted. In respect of Objective 9, Option A scores
lower as the land is all Grade 2 agricultural land; the other
options include areas of Grade 3 and therefore score higher.
Many of the options have areas of brownfield land though it
should be noted that greenhouses are considered to be
greenfield.
In respect of Objective 17, the score will be revised (to 0) in
light of the assessment made in the Landscape Character
Assessment. (N.B. the revised change will not be shown in the
Issues and Options Sustainability Appraisal but will be
considered when analysing the preferred areas of search for
development around the Major Haltemprice Settlemetns)

Noted. Options 10a-e involve the development of land –
something required through the LDF. Whilst on its own this is
likely to have an impact on biodiversity and habitats, other
policies as part of the Core Strategy will be used to mitigate and
reduce the impact as part of integrated approach to considering
development in the East Riding.
Noted.
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Ref
56

Consultee/Agent
Doctor Alan Kelly

57
62

Mr David Hammond,
Beeford Parish Council
Mrs Pamela Austin

74

Mr M Guest

88

Cllr Winifred I Knight

90

Cllr Kate Gray

108

G M V Winn and Co

120

Mrs Paula King,

Comment
My impression from a quick perusal of the document is that the
Sustainability Appraisal showed a neutral or negative outcome when its
criteria were applied to many of the options offered as responses to the
issues raised by the Core Strategy - Issues and Options paper. Would
application of the Riverland idea raise the score ?
Some of the questions we could not answer as they did not relate to our
local needs.
More needs to be included on increasing the diversity of employment and
updating the tourism facilities (+marketing of tourist facilities) at present
much employment is seasonal or low paid or both. Are most products
used by the largest employer (EYRC) sourced in the county as much as
possible or on a cost basis only.
Cannot see any cultural development for Beverley
This is the anniversary of the 2007 floods and the 2006 floods in
Cottingham. Cottingham has had sporadic flooding over many years recorded. The streams pour into the sewers. Hull has built a cemetery in
the wettest possible place and will inevitably lead to pollution. Can this
place honestly be declared sustainable? Cottingham is written off by the
East Riding Council.
The document would need reviewing as future guidelines can sometimes
lead to less than sensible decisions. Flexibility is not often applied to
many circumstances but can make quite a difference in the setting up of a
viable business with living accommodation e.g. in Holland how often one
sees a fine house next to a market garden. The whole being well cared for
and maintained.
The doubtful if not totally false premise on which sustainable planning
policies are based is that by forcing virtually all new development to the
main centres the residents of that new development will use public
transport. This is a fallacy and removes the choice of members of the
population to lead what they may consider to be a better quality of life in
a village. This in turn forces up house prices in villages to the detriment
of local people and inevitably leads to the acceleration in decline of rural
services.
More needs to be included on increasing the diversity of employment and

Officer Response
Whilst on their own, some of the options scored poorly, other
policies as part of the Core Strategy will be used to mitigate and
reduce the impact as part of integrated approach to considering
development in the East Riding.
Noted.
Noted. Some of these issues are beyond the scope of the LDF.
The Council’s approach to sourcing local supplies is governed by
national and European regulations.
The Preferred Approach Core Strategy includes reference to tourism
and cultural development in Beverley.
Noted. The Major Haltemprice Settlements include land within
high risk and low risk flood areas.

Noted. The Preferred Approach Core Strategy includes references to
work-live units in rural areas (proposed policy SS3)

The statistics show higher proportions of people use public
transport in urban areas than in rural areas as it is a much more
viable option for individuals. That said the Preferred Approach Core
Strategy seeks to support many forms of development in rural
areas. When complete, the Affordable Housing Viability Assessment
will inform the next stage of the Core Strategy’s preparation and
help to develop a policy aimed at increasing the amount of
affordable housing being delivered.
See response to 62
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Bridlington Town Council

I105

Mr Michael Jones,
Sanderson Weatherall on
behalf of Royal Mail
Group Property
Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

I189

I216

I455

Mr R Stafford Charles, R
Stafford Charles & Son on
behalf of Capel House
Property Trust Limited
Mr Carl Jones, Wolds
Edge

I478

Mrs C. Hird, Snaith and
Cowick Parish Council

I592

Mrs Jean Mayland,
Barmston & Fraisthorpe
Parish Council

Comment
updating the tourism facilities (and marketing of tourist facilities) at
present much employment is seasonal or low paid or both. Are most
products used by the largest employer (ERYC) sourced in the county as
much as possible or on a cost basis only?
General satisfaction of the content of the Core Strategy Document
however we would like to take this opportunity to clarify that our clients
needs are frontloaded as part of this LDF process.
We advise that the SA should make it clear why some issues and options
have been taken through the sustainability appraisal and others have not
(eg PE9). Natural England advise East Riding of Yorkshire Council that
it will be necessary to consider the Core Strategy under the Habitat
Regulations. (The Conservation (Natural Habitats &c.) Regulations 1994)
[Copy of letter of response to August 2005 Issues and Options
Document provided] We consider that suitable measures should be taken
to ensure good standards of development modern transport systems and
protection of the environment.
I would like to ensure that ALL the items shown as TM2 remain as
committed highway schemes for the future. In addition the protection of
the river Hull headwaters should remain in place.
As a rural area there are only limited sustainable employment
opportunities in the Snaith and Cowick area. As a result the majority of
the working population here travel into the West Riding and South
Yorkshire by car thus increasing their carbon footprint.
The Parish Council of Barmston and Fraisthorpe have considered this
document and have asked me to convey to you their thanks. They do
however note with concern that it makes no reference to villages such as
ours which are not designated as 'Development Villages' .THEY VERY
MUCH HOPE THAT SUCH VILLAGES WILL NOT BE
FORGOTTEN AND THAT RESOURCES WILL CONTINUE TO
BE MADE AVAILABLE TO THEM. WE ARE STILL SMARTING
AT THE FAILURE OF OUR CAMPAIGN TO KEEP OUR
VILLAGE POST OFFICE AND SHOP OPEN

Officer Response

Noted.

Noted. PE9 was assessed through the Sustainability Appraisal
but was unfortunately omitted from the published document in
error. Option A achieved an average score of +0.55, Option B
achieved +0.35 and Option C +0.3.
Noted.

Noted. Committed highway schemes will be re-evaluated in light
of the Local Transport Plan and associated evidence base, as
well as the amount of development proposed in each area.
The protection of the River Hull Headwaters is referred to in
proposed policy SS10 of the Preferred Approach Core Strategy.
Noted. These issues have been considered as part of the Preferred
Approach Core Strategy.
The Preferred Approach Core Strategy includes an approach for
managing development in rural area. Please note that the LDF
does not dictate whether a Post Office closes.
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Ref
I550

Consultee/Agent
Ian Smith, English
Heritage (Yorkshire
Region)

I673

Enid Thompson

I676

Mr N Smithson

I497

Yasin Raja, Government
Office for Yorkshire and
the Humber

Comment
National policy guidance The introductory section to PPS12 makes it
clear that the advice it contains compliments but does not overrule other
national planning policies and that its guidance needs to be read in
conjunction with other relevant statements of national planning policy.
There is nothing within PPS12 that cancels the various statements made
within PPG15 and PPG16 regarding the need to ensure that development
plans have appropriate policies to protect the historic environment.
Consequently English Heritage considers that the advice given in national
policy guidance regarding how the historic environment should be
addressed in development plans (particularly PPG15 Paragraphs 2.2 to
2.10 and PPG16 Paragraphs 14 and 15) needs be adequately reflected
within the policy framework of the LDF. Whilst it is accepted that the
policies for the historic environment should not simply repeat the advice
in national policy guidance they should nonetheless explain how the
guidance in those documents will be implemented at the local level. In
those areas where there is very little guidance given within national policy
(such as for Historic Parks and Gardens and Registered Battlefields) the
LDF should provide an appropriate framework for the consideration of
development proposals which might affect them.
[Comment that the document is too formal. Newspaper article submitted
to accompany response which shows a Case Study of Durham].

I object to any future development to the rear of my house at 61
Herbuttgate Road (North) Pocklington which is currently farming land.
Not only would this spoil my view but more importantly it would cause
more traffic pressure at Yapham road which is already a very busy road.
A more suitable area would be the Balk were there is already new
development.
Topic Based Chapters. You might want to consider how best to present
the Core Strategy i.e. topic vis-a -vis place specific or both. Monitoring It
is important that the Core Strategy is clear about delivery of policies and

Officer Response
Noted. Chapter 8 of the Preferred Approach Core Strategy considers
the historic environment.

Noted. The document questionnaire formed part of the ‘formal’
consultation. Many members of the public gave us their views
more informally through emails, letters, by telephone and in
person at a number of events we held across the East Riding.
These have formed part of the overall response to the Issues and
Options paper. We will continue to look at new ways to ensure
people are involved and have an opportunity to have their say.
Noted. Specific site issues are considered as part of the
preparation of an Allocations document.

Noted. The Preferred Approach Core Strategy includes a sub area
approach and a topic-based Development Management section.
It also seeks to concentrate on the locally-specific issues and not
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I593

Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

I648

Mr John Holmes, Hull
Forward

Comment
that their output can be monitored. Evidence Base DPDs should be
evidence based but concise through not repeating national or regional
policy or by avoiding the inclusion of unnecessary detail when the Core
Strategy can signpost to the supporting evidence. You will need to ensure
the evidence base is robust and comprehensive.
There are also a number of documents and strategies referred to
throughout the document where greater consideration needs to be given
to the links with Hull. The need to undertake joint studies and consider
the findings of reports undertaken for Hull should be reflected
throughout the strategy. The document has raised a number of issues
where more joint working is required between Hull CC and ERYC
particularly on housing and employment requirements. Greater joint
leadership is required to ensure the two Core Strategies are progressed in
an integrated fashion.
Hull Forward notes that a new regulation 29 is to be introduced on 27
June 2008 (following the amendments set out in the replacement PPS12)
which requires a Core Strategy to be in general conformity with the
Regional Strategy. Hull Forward has a general concern that the Issues &
Options consultation document on the East Riding Core Strategy will not
be in conformity with the Yorkshire and Humber Plan. Moreover
Government is looking increasingly for the evidence base for
development plan documents to acknowledge that market areas do not
follow administrative boundaries and to draft policy accordingly including
as appropriate to prepare Local Area Agreements to ensure that the
policies of adjoining authorities are complementary. We would therefore
suggest that much more explicit acknowledgement is required of the role
of Hull as a Regional City. Much of the East Riding lies within the area
covered by RSS Policy HE1; policy seeks the transformation of Hull’s
role as a Regional City and does so particularly through remodelling the
city centre and transforming the city’s residential areas. PPS6 directs to
Hull city centre city centre uses which serve a wide catchment and
generate significant trips; this wide catchment is most reasonably
understood as Hull’s travel to work area which covers a large part of the
East Riding. The Core Strategy for the East Riding needs to more
explicitly acknowledge the settlement hierarchy placing Hull and the city

Officer Response
repeat national or regional policies within the proposed policies.

Noted. Since the Issues and Options paper, the two councils
have provided input to various pieces of Evidence Base (e.g.
Employment Land Reviews, Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessments) as well as engage in the consultation process.

The Preferred Approach Core Strategy recognises the extent of
different markets and the fact that these extend beyond
administrative boundaries. It has responded through the
development of sub areas and sub area policies which have been
informed by looking at the extent of various markets (e.g.
housing, labour, retail).
The role of Hull is acknowledged throughout the document and
is believed to be in general conformity with the RSS at this
point.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
centre at its apex otherwise the document will risk conforming neither
with regional policy nor with national policy. The spatial strategy for the
East Riding should therefore acknowledge Hull and in particular the role
of the city centre as the Regional City for the East Riding and should do
so as follows: i) the Vision needs to acknowledge that the East Riding
surrounds the city of Hull which is the Regional City the role of which is
to meet the needs of its wide catchment for higher order retail leisure
culture and office-based employment; ii) Spatial Strategy (SS) needs to
acknowledge Hull as the Regional City and the particular role of the city
centre in transforming its growth and competitiveness (regeneration is
not the role of the Regional City but something that needs to happen for
Hull to play that role and to do so to the advantage of the East Riding);
iii) A Prosperous Economy (PE) needs to refer to the role of the
Regional City as set out in RSS Policy HE1 (as well as C1) and the
reference to sufficient land for employment should refer also to the
particular role of Hull Hull city centre (especially for office-based
employment) and the port. SS1 needs to acknowledge the Regional City
and role of the city centre in spatial terms and should also acknowledge
the imperative of enabling this role and posing no risk to it. Hull is not
just one of three Regional Cities it is the sole Regional City bearing
directly on the East Riding and which the East Riding wholly surrounds.
We would suggest that a Regional City is an essential regional economic
driver and as an economic driver does rather more for the East Riding
than simply confer benefits. Indeed the evidence shows that without a
much more successful Regional City at its heart the East Riding will
continue to underperform regional and national policy objectives for
economic growth and competitiveness. The description of Hull’s role
needs to include: i) its role as the principal retail centre at the top of the
Humber Estuary retail hierarchy focused on the city centre; ii) the locus
in the Humber region of office-based employment in the private and
public sectors; iii) the locus of higher order cultural leisure and urbanbased tourism activity in the Humber Region. The Haltemprice
settlements constitute a collection of centres and do not collectively
represent a major centre that is an alternative to Hull city centre. The
centres are well below Hull in the hierarchy and should meet only local

Officer Response
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I777

Mr G E Wright

I651

Allie Savage, Atkins
Transport Ltd on behalf of
H.M.Prison Service

Comment
needs. It is contrary to RSS to suggest that these centres (and Beverley)
have the same role as Hull city centre most particularly for office-based
development. RSS is unequivocal in this as is PPS6.
I find the document fails to clearly and correctly identify the spatial
framework as a response to the local challenges and opportunities. As
such it fails to deliver a locally distinctive spatial framework as is required
by PPS12. A problem presents itself to the Forward Planning team which
needs to be addressed to the Council in order to facilitate any Core
Strategy. The problem is the Community Plan is a document based on
broad and inclusive generalised aspirations and in itself not locally
distinctive. This is something the Core Strategy can only remedy by a
strong vision which sets out the priorities programmes and policies which
will deliver it. However that has to be a holistic vision which is embraced
by the Council not just the planners. These concerns can be identified as
an objective reading of the document against the policy requirements of
the newly published PPS12. The process needs to be more related to the
Local Area Agreements and needs to reflect the needs of the private
sector.
PPS12 'Local Development Frameworks' notes that the Core Strategy
Development Plan Document should set out broad locations for
delivering the housing and other strategic developments needs such as
essential public services. Paragraph 4.1 encourages early involvement of
government agencies in preparation of LDFs while paragraph B3 requires
local planning authorities to develop a strategic approach to infrastructure
provision (including community facilities) when preparing local
development documents. Circular 3/98 'Planning for Future Prison
Development' highlights the continuing overcrowding within the prison
estate and the need to replace outdated and inadequate facilities.
Specifically there is a need to identify more sites for new prisons. The
Secretary of State expects that local planning authorities will work
together with the Prison Service to identify land for new prisons through
the development plan process. The circular advises that in order to enable
authorities to make provision for prisons within their development plans
the Prison Service will consult with authorities about likely areas of future
need (paragraph 7). Circular 3/98 recognises at Paragraph 2 that there

Officer Response

The Preferred Approach Core Strategy adopts a sub area approach
which recognises the distinctive and varied nature of the East
Riding. It also includes a number of strong visions for various
places within the East Riding (and for the East Riding as a
whole) based on those set out in the Community Plan. These
have, in turn, been influenced by various local-level regeneration
strategies and town plans.
A number of the targets and aspirations set out in the Local
Area agreement can be addressed, in whole or in part, by the
LDF and these are acknowledged in the Monitoring and
Implementation section of the Preferred Approach Core Strategy.

Your response raises an issue which has not previously been
brought to our attention in detail. Whilst the information and
legal requirements set out in your response are useful, we cannot
develop specific criteria based policies for specialist uses that are
seldom likely to come forward within the plan period.
The spatial planning system and transition from Development
Control to Development Management require that we do not
develop a large number of detailed 'check list' criteria based
policies to cater for every eventuality. The Core Strategy instead
develops a more limited number of policies that can achieve the
ambitions of the Community Strategy, and the LDF, whilst
being flexible enough address a broader range of development
proposals, including those for new prisons.
We note that there are currently no specific proposals for new
prison development within the East Riding. If this changes, we
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Consultee/Agent

I646

Mr Ian Cawsey, MP - Brigg

Comment
should be guidance in development plans on community facilities and
infrastructure requirements and also that they should take account of the
need for new prison developments which should be identified through
the planning system. The Circular notes that in identifying potential
prison sites the Prison Service has to take account of local and regional
requirements for additional prison places the court catchment areas
served and the relationship of the site to nearby population centres. It
goes on to specify a number of other site development considerations
and also recognises that the objectives of sustainable development and in
particular the need to reduce unnecessary travel should apply to site
selection. Prisons should not be located too far from the centres of
population they serve and there should be reasonably good accessibility
to public transport services. The circular also recognises that new prisons
have potential for a substantial and beneficial impact on the economy of a
local area. New jobs are created on site (both during construction and
permanent jobs) goods and services are purchased in the community and
extra local income is generated as a result of the disposable income of
prison staff. In recent years there has been a significant increase in the
prison population. In the 1970's the prison population in England and
Wales was in the order of 40 000; in July 2005 that figure had risen to 76
538. The prison estate is experiencing serious overcrowding. NOMS is
doing everything it can do maximise capacity at existing prisonss by
bringing buildings back into use through refurbish new house blocks
temporary units and 'ready to use' units. However many prisons are
already operating at capacity and there is limited potential to significantly
increase the number of places at existing prisons. The prison service is
therefore heavily dependant on new prisons to provide the additional
places. While there are no specific proposals for new prison development
in your district at present nor specific sites identified in line with
Government guidance NOMS requests that you consider the inclusion of
a criteria based policy to deal with a firm prison proposal should it arise
during the plan period. I would be pleased to propose a detailed policy
for inclusion in your Development Plan Document and would welcome
your views on how this proposal should be taken forward.
Letter thanked us for including Mr Cawsey in our consultation had no

Officer Response
would welcome the submission of any proposal to us as a 'land
bid' so that we can consider allocating it within our Allocations
Development Plan Document.

Noted.
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Ref
I833

Consultee/Agent
& Goole
Mr Adrian James, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Trustees of the
Needler Settlement

Comment
comments to make but wished to be kept informed.
In taking forward the LDF we strongly recommend that the Core
Strategy is completed quickly and that the Site Specific LDD makes
sufficient allocations particularly for housing to ensure that the annual
housing building rates within the East Riding are met. In the past plans
such as the Beverley Borough Local Plan did not provide adequate
housing sites to meet the requirements of strategic policy. In the context
of PPS3 and the need to provide a 5 10 and 15 year housing supply it is
vital that the LDF provides sufficient land to meet requirements.

Officer Response
Noted. The Allocations document will make site specific
allocations for various forms of development including for
housing and employment uses. It will seek to identify at least a
15-year supply of land for housing as the Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment has shown this to be possible.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of SA1

Land Bids provided as part of response
Ref
13

Consultee/Agent
Church Commissioners

Comment
Land Bid provided for site in Stamford Bridge

32

Mr Alex Willis, Atisreal
Limited on behalf of
Associated British Ports
Mr Stuart Natkus, The
Land and Development
Practice on behalf of
HICA
Mr Jamie Pyper, Signet
Planning Ltd on behalf of
Southwell County Homes
and Makinder
P J Gray, Dee Atkinson &
Harrison on behalf of Mrs
A Beal
John Downing, Rollits
Solicitors on behalf of
Trustees of W H Welsted

Background and supporting information provided regarding the Port of
Goole, Land at Hull Road (Hedon) and Land at Paull (Hedon Haven).

70

107

112
113

Land bid submitted for sites in Pocklington and Anlaby.

Officer Response
Individual sites will be considered as part of the preparation of
an Allocations Development Plan Document (DPD).
Hedon Haven has been identified as a key Strategic
Employment Site within the Preferred Approach Core Strategy. See
also response to 13
See response to 13

Details of land bid at Leven on behalf of Southwell County Homes and
Mr M Makinder submitted with response

See response to 13

Information submitted in support of land bid for land to the north east
of Driffield on Bridlington Road.

See response to 13

Information submitted in support of land bid for land at Hessle on the
corner of A15 and Ferriby Road.

See response to 13
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Ref
114

124

125
I170

I190
I217

I368

Consultee/Agent
Decd
Mr Andrew Rose,
Spawforth Planning &
Urban Regeneration Ltd
on behalf of Miller
Strategic Land

McKay Charlotte, Walton
and Co on behalf of
County Properties Group
Ltd
Jenny Massingham, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Beal Homes
Mr Michael Glover on
behalf of Great Gutter
Lane Collaboration
Mr Robert Crolla, Indigo
Planning on behalf of St.
Modwen Properties Plc
Mr R Stafford Charles, R
Stafford Charles & Son on
behalf of Capel House
Property Trust Limited
Mr Raymond Barnes,

Comment

Officer Response

An Advocacy Document accompanies this representation promoting our
client’s site at Land off New Village Road Cottingham which is under the
control of Miller Strategic Land. This Advocacy Document updates the
document submitted to the Council in May 2006. It demonstrates the
deliverability of the site as a residential development as part of the
emerging East Riding of Yorkshire Local Development Framework. This
site is not to be treated as a strategic site and will be promoted through
the Allocations DPD for residential purposes. There is a need for the site
at Cottingham in order to meet the housing requirement and needs for
the area. East Riding has a role to play in the future growth of the
Yorkshire and Humber Region. The settlement of Cottingham is
identified in local and regional policy guidance as being high on the
hierarchy list for receiving additional residential development and being a
suitable extension to Hull. Cottingham needs to continue to
accommodate new housing into the future in order to
Information submitted in support of land bid number 1499 land at
Bilton.

See response to 13

See response to 13

Information provided to support a land bid at Hornsea Golf Course (Site
ID: 1500)

See response to 13

Information provided in relation to the land bid: A Collaboration
agreement is in place - all members are active and united. There remains
significant developer interest and active negotiations. Provision is being
made for further investigation of key development appraisal issues.
Information submitted to support land bid at Melton

See response to 13

Land bid submitted for site in Bilton

See response to 13

Additional information submitted in support of land bid 910 Land at

See response to 13

See response to 13
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Ref
I369
I371
I372
I373
I374
I375
I376
I378
I379
I380
I381
I382
I218
I274
I333

Consultee/Agent
Town Planning Consultant
Mr Raymond Barnes,
Town Planning Consultant
Mr Raymond Barnes,
Town Planning Consultant
Mr Raymond Barnes,
Town Planning Consultant
Mr Raymond Barnes,
Town Planning Consultant
Mr Raymond Barnes,
Town Planning Consultant
Mr Raymond Barnes,
Town Planning Consultant
Mr Raymond Barnes,
Town Planning Consultant
Mr Raymond Barnes,
Town Planning Consultant
Mr Raymond Barnes,
Town Planning Consultant
Mr Raymond Barnes,
Town Planning Consultant
Mr Raymond Barnes,
Town Planning Consultant
Mr Raymond Barnes,
Town Planning Consultant
Mr Paul Thornton, White
Young Green on behalf of
Sanctuary Housing
Mr Paul Thornton, White
Young Green on behalf of
Stamford Homes Ltd
Mr Peter Hall, Indigo
Planning on behalf of CP
Group/Wykeland
Group/Quintain Estates

Comment
Birker Lane Wilberfoss
Additional information submitted in support of Land Bid 914 Land north
of Moorfield Way Wilberfoss
Additional information submitted in support of Land Bid 926 Land south
of Main Street Bubwith
Additional information submitted in support of Land Bid 529 Land at
Yapham Road Pocklington
Additional information in support of land bid 911 land adjoing Roman
Avenue South Stamford Bridge
Additional information recieved in support of land bid 913 Land
adjoining A166 Stamford Bridge
Additional inofrmation submitted in support of land bid 530 Land at
Thorndale Farm Wetwang
Information received for land bid 528 land at Spring Road Market
Weighton
Additional information received in support of land bid 927 land south of
Nanrock Close Eastrington
Information received in support of land bid 662 at Burnby

Officer Response

See response to 13

Additional information received in support of land bid 925 Skelton Goole

See response to 13

Additional information in support of land bid 924 Land west of Bell
Lane/north of Field Lane Rawcliffe
Additional information received in support of land bid 912 land on
southern edge of Stamford bridge
Land bid (1382) and supporting information provided for site in
Beverley.

See response to 13

Supporting information provided for land bid (796/1218) to the north of
Beverley

See response to 13

Information provided in support of planning application at Flemingate
Beverley.

See response to 13

See response to 13
See response to 13
See response to 13
See response to 13
See response to 13
See response to 13
See response to 13
See response to 13

See response to 13
See response to 13
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Ref
I471

Consultee/Agent
and Development PLC
Mr G A White

I576

J P Clegg

I502

I636

Mr Peter Hall, Indigo
Planning on behalf of
National Grid Property
Ltd
Terry Horton

I644

Terry Horton

I815

Mr Tom Brereton,
Development Land and
Planning Consultants Ltd
on behalf of site owners of
site at Lowthorpe Lane,
Nafferton

Comment

Officer Response

Statement submitted in support of land for development between the
villages of Cranswick and Hutton just outside the present Cranswick
village boundary. The land adjoins the present boundary to the rear of
Churchill Avenue and runs behind the housing in the Main Street as far
as the railway line.
Information submitted in support of a landbid 1483 - 2.95 hectares of
land situated to the north of the B1230 at Main Road Newport.
Supporting information provided for application at Exchange Street
Driffield (08/01814) and land bid at Quay Road Bridlington (1416).

See response to 13

Additional information received in support of land bid 291 land to the
south side High Street Bempton
Information submitted in support of Land bid number 292 land to west
side South Sea Road Flamborough
Additional information provided promoting the site's suitability as a
future housing allocation (land bid 1494)

See response to 13

See response to 13
See response to 13

See response to 13
See response to 13

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of land bids
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Paragraph 1.5 – The role of the Core Strategy
Ref
I431

Consultee/Agent
Mr Geoffrey Streets

Comment
Decline in cash available raw material prices increase and fuel increases
could all have a great influence on the objectives in this paragraph

I905

Mr Paul Bellotti,
Sustainable Development,
East Riding of Yorkshire
Council

Do we need to mention the Community Plan and use the corporate
priorities here?

Officer Response
Comments Noted. Consultation with developers (for example
through the SHLAA) and other stakeholders is allowing us to
gain an understanding of the deliverability of new housing and
other developments, which involves consideration of costs.
We have sought to make more links with the Community Plan
and corporate priorities.

Paragraph 1.6 – Documents which will make up the LDF
Ref
I23

Consultee/Agent
Mr James Durham

I906

Mr Paul Bellotti,
Sustainable Development,
East Riding of Yorkshire
Council

Comment
The Minerals and Waste DPDs are important documents in their own
right so I suggest that these are included as individual bullets rather than
as one.
Might it be useful to add details of the additional SPDs here?

Officer Response
The individual importance of both of these documents are now
being more explicitly stressed.
Agree that this would be useful, but it would also increase the
length of an already lengthy document. It may therefore be
better to include more details on the SPDs closer to the time of
their preparation, when we will also be asking the public for
comment on draft versions of the documents.

Paragraph 1.7 – The Sustainability Appraisal
Ref
I783

Consultee/Agent
Mr Ian Taylor, Molescroft
Parish Council

Comment
The sustainability appraisal document is extremely complicated and we
find that code SS10b which is of specific concern to us highlights the
issue we raised when we were originally consulted about the Joint
Structure Plan that there is insufficient long term vision in planning for
the longer term and none of the options are satisfactory in relation to the
efficient use of land or minimising the impact of climate change. These
conclusions by Atkins state the obvious.

Officer Response
The areas of search are presented as broad areas without specific
boundaries or exact uses. It has therefore been necessary to keep
the Sustainability Appraisal at a fairly general level.
The issue of climate change is central to the Preferred Approach
Core Strategy – see proposed policy SS1 for example. The ‘plan
period’ of the Core Strategy stretches to 2026 so is long term in
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment

I907

Mr Paul Bellotti,
Sustainable Development,
East Riding of Yorkshire
Council

Should we not say the legislative requirements and the next steps in
relation to this process - eg. when SA's are undertaken throughout the
development of the LDF.

Officer Response
its nature.
The Preferred Approach Core Strategy provides details on the
Sustainability Appraisal process.

Paragraph 1.9 – Reflecting other plans and policies
Ref
I52

Consultee/Agent
Mr Hooper

I575

Jon Palmer, Yorkshire
Forward

Comment
There seem to be such tight restrictions arising from the spatial planning
policy due to 'sustainability' issues that perspectives are narrower in real
terms.
Links to Other Plans and Strategies In order to contribute to the
achievement of sustainable development and ensure consistency with
National Planning Policy it is important that a Core Strategy takes full
account of regional sub-regional and local strategies that seek to support
economic growth. Only one reference is made within the Issues and
Options Consultation Paper to the Regional Economic Strategy
(paragraph 6.32) which relates to the development of tourism assets in
the region. This does not demonstrate how the Core Strategy will be an
essential element in supporting the delivery of a wide number of
Objectives within the Regional Economic Strategy for Yorkshire and
Humber to 2016 (RES). Therefore we suggest that the pre-submission
Core Strategy should clearly highlight the links between the Council’s
Local Development Framework (LDF) and the RES. Of particular
importance is the relationship to Yorkshire Forward’s urban (Bridlington)
and rural (Gilberdyke Hornsea Howden Market Weighton) renaissance
programmes and other towns within the East Riding that might be
developed using similar principles.

Officer Response
Comments noted, we are obliged to carry out Sustainability
Appraisal and cannot go against its recommendations without
strong evidence justifying an alternative approach.
Links with the Regional Economic Strategy and renaissance
agenda have been developed in greater detail. In particular, the
sub-area policies as part of the plan’s Spatial Strategy have
referred to specific regeneration priorities in each settlement.

Paragraph 1.10 – Integrating the LDF with the Community Plan
Ref
I908

Consultee/Agent
Mr Paul Bellotti,

Comment
There is a concern that the community plan may not include all of the

Officer Response
Biodiversity and the natural environment are being considered
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Sustainable Development,
East Riding of Yorkshire
Council

Comment
elements needed for the LDF. For example biodiversity/natural
environment has no mention in the updated Sustainable Community
Plan, yet it maybe included next time, but even so, it is clearly important
that it is covered by the LDF. Is it possible to still include these? Also
can you mention that the Sustainable Community Plan is reviewed on a
regular basis and that both documents inform each other. Would you
also please add the Council Business Plan as a reference document.

Officer Response
through the Core Strategy along with other important issues not
included in the Community Plan.

Paragraph 1.12 – The Regional Spatial Strategy
Ref
I501

Consultee/Agent
Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly

Comment
We welcome the reference to the need for the Core Strategy to be in
general conformity with the RSS which for information is now The
Yorkshire and Humber Plan (Regional Spatial Strategy to 2026) and was
published on 21st May 2008.

Officer Response
Comments noted

Figure 1 – The East Riding Local Development Framework
Ref
I909

Consultee/Agent
Mr Paul Bellotti,
Sustainable Development,
East Riding of Yorkshire
Council

Comment
Would it be possible to refer to all figures in the text? This would help the
reader.

Officer Response
Comments noted

Return to contents page
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General
Ref
I503
I491

I849

Consultee/Agent
Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly
Yasin Raja, Government
Office for Yorkshire and
the Humber

Ms Liz Philpot on behalf
of Bridlington
Regeneration Partnership

Comment
We welcome and support the breadth and depth of the baseline
assessment.

Officer Response
Support welcomed.

The spatial portrait key issues and evidence base will help in providing a
foundation for the vision and strategic objectives. Clear focused key
issues developed from the spatial portrait will help in providing the basis
for the whole spatial strategy. Key issues will need to be prioritised for
East Riding based on importance to the District available resources and
other factors. Priorities will need to be derived from the Sustainable
Community Strategy (SCS), LAA as well as RSS and national planning
guidance.
This introductory section, should it become the basis of the Core
Strategy’s approach, pays too little regard to some of the key
influences on the East Riding’s future. The emphases of national and
regional policy, with which the Core Strategy must comply, include a
priority for reducing the productivity gap between Britain’s regions
(and between the UK and the other advanced economies) and
accelerating the pace of economic growth, not least as a means of
reducing disadvantage and exclusion in local communities.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach Core Strategy.

Although the document acknowledges the significance in the East
Riding context of Bridlington’s size, it says too little about what this
means in terms of its role as an economic driver, a locus for
employment growth and the sources of employment that will arise
from enhancing the town’s ability to meet the needs of its growing
catchment. This growth is also critical to overcoming constraints
imposed by the age structure of the local labour market and the
‘shortage’ in the East Riding particularly of the 18-24 cohort.
Too much emphasis in the section on the economy is given to the
availability of employment land as the source of job growth, and far

Further work on the evidence base is ongoing and the Forward
Planning unit are involved in Community Strategy and LAA
initiatives.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach Core Strategy.
The role of planning involves consideration of economic, social
and environmental issues. The Council’s Stage 2 Employment
Land Review, part of the evidence base for the LDF, sets out
the economic context for the East Riding, highlighting
programmes such as the Northern Way and the Hull and
Humber Ports City Region Development Plan (CRDP). Some of
the key economic issues are drawn out in table 1 (page 16) of the
Proposed Approach document and in paragraphs 2. 22 – 2.26.
Detailed economy policies will be included in the Preferred
Approach version of the document which is due to be published
in early 2010.
In question SS5 of the Issues and Options Paper, the Council
sought to identify particular issues for the East Riding’s Principal
Towns. The responses to this question and further
developments in the preparation of the Bridlington Area Action
Pan (AAP) will allow the Core Strategy to adopt a more specific
approach, centred on the requirements of the individual places.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
too little to the factors which dispose job growth generally in the
economy. This is understandable given the focus of employment land
studies on jobs in the B Use Class, but it is an inadequate basis for
employment policy in a spatial strategy. Most particularly such an
approach pays far too little attention to ‘town centres’ as economic
units and to population growth as a driver of demand in job-creating
sectors, including in public services like health and education.

Officer Response
The identification of particular challenges for Bridlington is
therefore welcomed.

In spatial terms, in line with national policy, ‘town centre uses’ should
be directed to the centres of the principal towns – with an appropriate
distinction in policy between the roles and catchments of Bridlington
and Driffield. Bridlington town centre, we argue, is at the top of its
own housing and employment / travel to work markets.

In addition, the East Riding Town Centre and Retail Study
provides additional detail and emphasis regarding the
importance of town centres in the East Riding.

Thus, to confine the role of town centres to ‘retail’ as the Issues &
Options document presently does is too narrow an approach and
arguably outdated. A hierarchy of town centres, correctly drawn,
should be on a much broader basis than just retail.
Spatial strategy for the economy would also benefit from recognising
the linkages between housing and population growth, and in turn
between population growth and employment growth. The latter is
particularly important, given that much prospective employment
growth in the East Riding is driven by the services required to meet
the needs of this growing population, most of which again are in
services that national policy directs first to town centres.
The limited recognition of these critical spatial relationships is most
evident and problematic in the diagrams which set out the options for
the direction of growth in the principal towns. We comment below on
the options this approach sets out for Bridlington’s growth.

The adopted RSS provides a relatively detailed policy approach
on town centre uses. Through the development of the Core
Strategy, the East Riding will need to consider the additional
value of a more locally specific town centre planning policy.

The ‘town centre-first’ principle is applied within the East Riding
and will continue to do so through the Core Strategy. Revisions
to PPS6 (Planning for Town Centres) continues with this
principal and the East Riding’s LDF will need to reflect this.
Paragraph 4.49 of the Issues and Options Paper stated that it is
important that the LDF recognises the differences between
Principal Towns through responsive policies and considers the
aspirations of locally-driven programmes and plans.
Figure 16 of the Issues and Options Paper reflects the retail
(convenience goods) catchments as recorded in 2001. As
paragraph 4.27 clearly states, the forthcoming 2008 study will
consider town centre and retail issues. This will involve
consideration of a wide range of town centre uses – as set out
within the consultation draft of PPS6.
A key challenge for the East Riding is to provide housing to
accommodate the changing demographic trends and to support
economic growth – this is reflected in paragraph 4.89 of the
Issues and Options paper.
With respect to the broad areas of search for future
development around Haltemprice and the four Principal Towns
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment

Officer Response
(figures 18-22), paragraph 4.107 clearly states that the Council
will explore brownfield opportunities within settlements as a
priority. However, the Council recognises that to meet the
agreed housing requirement across the East Riding over a 15year period, greenfield sites will need to be identified for
potential development.

Paragraph 2.2 – Setting the scene
Ref
I54

Consultee/Agent
Mr Hooper

Comment
Travelling by car across York to work is necessary for many despite its
public transport services and obviously this worsens congestion; moving
further away towards other bigger settlements where development is
allowed increases travelling distance by car. Yet rural settlements which
are relatively close to York by car [such as certain villages off the A166]
are now deemed unsustainable/too remote and no planning permission
can be obtained although they would be valuable short-distance
commuter villages.

Officer Response
Noted. Planning policy attempts to direct development towards
these locations which have sufficient services and employment
opportunities and/or those places where public transport is
good. Furthermore, directing development towards larger
settlements can reduce the need to travel as everyday needs,
including employment, are more likely to be provided within the
local vicinity.

Paragraph 2.5 – Setting the scene
Ref
I24

Consultee/Agent
Mr James Durham

Comment
It is a little misleading to call the East Riding a County. Humberside
County Council was abolished in 1996.

Officer Response
Noted. The term ‘county’ has been used within the document to
refer to the East Riding of Yorkshire Council’s administrative
area for ease.

Paragraph 2.6 – Setting the scene
Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment

Officer Response
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Ref
I8

Consultee/Agent
Mr Graham Hulme

Comment
There is NOT a regular train service to Leeds from Goole. It is easier to
get to London!!!

I25

Mr James Durham

I434

Mr Geoffrey Streets

What about the importance of linkages to the A1 (M) via the A64 in the
north-west of the region (part of the justification for A1079
improvements). The port of Hull is a major transport provider for the ER
too. A63 links through Hull crucially important for Holderness.
I would add in York and Bridlington with regular trains. The trains 'to
and from' Hull to London also stop at Brough and Howden in the ERYC
area.

Officer Response
Paragraph 2.6 does not suggest that there are regular train
services between Goole and Leeds. The ‘To Leeds’ label on
Figure 3 refers to the M62 and not the railway line.
Comments noted. Further discussion on transport and access
issues are presented in paragraphs 2.48-2.59 and 6.39-6.64.
Comments noted. Further discussion on transport and access
issues are presented in paragraphs 2.48-2.59 and 6.39-6.64.

Figure 3 - The East Riding of Yorkshire Area
Ref
I433

Consultee/Agent
Mr Geoffrey Streets

Comment
Does not show the A63 from the M62 to Howden. Should the Goole to
Crowle/M180 be shown

Officer Response
The map shows the Strategic Road Network as defined by the
Council’s Transport Policy Team. The A63 from the M62
through Howden is shown on the map. The A161 links Goole
to Crowle directly but is not part of the Strategic Road Network.

Paragraph 2.7 – Global challenges
Ref
I435

Consultee/Agent
Mr Geoffrey Streets

Comment
A realistic entry on a difficult subject. However additional needs not
included e.g. houses, G.P. and hospital services, schools, policing
translation costs. Philosophical differences can also arise e.g. catching fish
to eat.

Officer Response
Comments noted.

Paragraph 2.9 – Global challenges
Ref
35

Consultee/Agent
William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

Comment
Statement on subsidies is incorrect: farmers are no longer incentivised by
quantity of crop produced. The flat rate subsidy based upon historic
output is de-coupled from production, and is reducing every year.

Officer Response
Comments noted. Paragraph 2.9 does not suggest that farmers
are incentivised by the quantity of crop produced.
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Paragraph 2.10 – Global challenges
Ref
35

Consultee/Agent
William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

Comment
Delete ‘Natural Processes’, otherwise you need to define which gases are
being produced not by man. Add after industrialization ‘forest loss and
intensive agriculture’. In bracket post CO2 add ‘methane etc’. Last
sentence add ‘sea level rise’

Officer Response
Please note that chapter 2 is an attempt to set the scene and
draw out the main strategic issues. It will not necessarily form a
part of the adopted Core Strategy. The Issues and Options
document is the first stage of the plan making process and the
text in chapter 2, for example, will not be replicated in further
consultations. Nonetheless, errors, clarifications, omissions, and
suggestions have been noted.

Paragraph 2.11 – Global challenges
Ref
I312

Consultee/Agent
Mr Jon Bowen, Dalton
Warner Davis on behalf of
E.ON UK

Comment
The language of paragraph 2.11 in the context of demand for energy and
resources being provided within East Riding is somewhat emotive in that
developers should/will take care to minimise adverse effects on the
environment. The Energy White Paper 2007 identifies two long-term
energy challenges as tackling climate change by reducing carbon dioxide
emissions and ensuring secure clean and affordable energy as the UK
becomes increasingly dependent on imported fuel. In Chapter 8 the
White Paper makes the point that ‘The planning system plays an
important role in delivering the necessary energy infrastructure to meet
our national needs. In so doing it has to integrate national regional and
local benefits; economic environmental and social objectives; and
possible tensions between the interests of individuals or local
communities and the needs of society as a whole’. Amend paragraph 2.11
to read as follows. ‘The increasing demand for energy and resources is
problematic for requires increasing reliance on technology and innovative
solutions in all parts of the world. The environmental consequences of
this demand are well known increased pollution destruction of habitats
etc. but there are economic and security dimensions too. The 2007
Energy White Paper highlights amongst other things that high and
volatile prices for energy sources such as oil will mean that the UK will

Officer Response
Comments noted. Please note that chapter 2 is an attempt to set
the scene and draw out the main strategic issues. It will not
necessarily form a part of the adopted Core Strategy. The Issues
and Options document is the first stage of the plan making
process and the text in chapter 2, for example, will not be
replicated in further consultations. Nonetheless, errors,
clarifications, omissions, and suggestions have been noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

35

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

Comment
need to explore alternative provision ways of tackling climate change by
reducing carbon dioxide emissions while ensuring secure clean and
affordable energy as the country becomes increasingly dependent on
imported fuel. This will aid our energy independence and; investing in
renewable sources and other forms of energy infrastructure will enable a
more prudent use of the finite resources we have. There are a number of
European and national targets which set the context for developing
renewable energy and the Core Strategy will need to rise to this challenge;
it will also need to address the need for other forms of energy
infrastructure to which parts of the East Riding can contribute. Indeed
the East Riding of Yorkshire area is well-placed to exploit the
opportunities of alternative energy sources to and to provide valuable
infrastructure that will complement those existing operations’
After renewable resources add ‘energy efficiency measures’. End of para
add ’improve energy efficiency measures through use of the planning
system’.

Officer Response

Please note that chapter 2 is an attempt to set the scene and
draw out the main strategic issues. It will not necessarily form a
part of the adopted Core Strategy. The Issues and Options
document is the first stage of the plan making process and the
text in chapter 2, for example, will not be replicated in further
consultations. Nonetheless, errors, clarifications, omissions, and
suggestions have been noted.

Paragraph 2.14 – National and regional priorities
Ref
I53

Consultee/Agent
Mr Hooper

Comment
Is the banning of any development even a single house in a village
deemed 'unsustainable' fair for everyone? That village will not have any
new more environmentally sustainable houses and those needing the
tranquillity of a quiet village life will find this practically impossible to
realise.

I436

Mr Geoffrey Streets

Expenditure of lower paid people is on essentials so they are affected by

Officer Response
The management of development in the East Riding’s rural areas
is a key challenge for the Core Strategy. The Council is required
to provide a strategy for directing development and ensure that
development takes place in suitable locations. Concentrating
development in those locations where it will provide
opportunities for new householders to access existing services,
employment opportunities and most of their everyday needs is
crucial. The Preferred Approach Core Strategy sets out an approach
for residential development in the East Riding.
Comments noted. The ability of planning policy to support
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
higher food prices due to the CAP (cannot find any entry for fishing).
Diesel fuel (heavily taxed) is a new anxiety for rural bus services. The Post
Office is not providing any audited accounts to justify closures which also
bring financial difficulties.

Officer Response
people in rural areas, especially with regards to these matters,
needs to be carefully considered.

Paragraph 2.19 – National and regional priorities
Ref
I437

Consultee/Agent
Mr Geoffrey Streets

Comment
The usage of 'brownfield sites' as set out by the Office of the Deputy
Prime Minister has caused widespread consternation including all parties
in the House of Commons.

35

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

Explain why Greenfield sites important in the sense you mean here i.e.
landscape value, agricultural value and avoiding coalescence?

Officer Response
Noted. Planning Policy Statement 3: Housing provides a
definition for ‘brownfield or previously developed land’. That
document does state, “There is no presumption that land that is
previously-developed is necessarily suitable for housing development nor that
the whole of the curtilage should be developed.”
Greenfield sites can be important for a number of reasons
including: landscape value; biodiversity value; agricultural value;
recreational value; and avoiding coalescence or sprawl. Avoiding
development on greenfield sites can also stimulate the redevelopment of previously-developed land.

Paragraph 2.21 – The local dimension – Population and demographics
Ref
I9

Consultee/Agent
Mr Graham Hulme

Comment
77000 increase in population does not relate to all the new homes you
propose to build. See 'Joint Minerals Development Plan' Planned and
Emergent Development Needs para 2.12.

Officer Response
The Joint Minerals Development Plan states that 2,000 dwellings
are required in Hull and the East Riding – re-stating the
requirement set out within the then draft RSS. The predicted
increase of 77,000 people for the East Riding’s population
(referred to in paragraph 2.21) is a ‘policy off’ estimate. That is,
no assumption has been made as to whether or not 77,000
additional people should be accommodated in the East Riding (it
includes migration calculations as well as natural change and
changing household demographics). The challenge for Regional
policy is to develop a spatial strategy that seeks to direct new
development and people to those locations most able to
accommodate growth. The adopted RSS, for example, contains a
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment

I439

Mr Geoffrey Streets

There is such uncertainty on housing at present and the true population
figures that would seem best to have quite a large additional area of land
designated for houses (each locality a proportional area to existing
houses). This will enable speedy response to needs and keep land prices
down.

I778

Mr G E Wright

I disagree with the high-level analysis of circumstances relating to
population growth and the economy assessment set out in the document.
This concern is linked to the spatial framework of regional policy. I
believe that the clear challenges for the East Riding set by regional policy
are: How to manage the out-migration which RSS requires and How to
maintain economic growth where population growth restraint is being
imposed. The out-migration point arises from the evidence of the
Household Projection (DCLG 2007/8) which shows that on a trend
based projection the need for annual additions to housing to 2026 is at a
rate in excess of 2000 units per annum. The actual target set by RSS is
nearly half that at 1150. The squeeze on housing numbers and the
consequence for -'out migration' is likely to have a serious impact on the
local economy unless the issue is positively managed. This to my mind is
a major challenge and it should be clearly identified in the Core Strategy
Issues and Options so its management can be clearly discussed. Without
this important main issue being identified in the Core Strategy the local
distinctiveness of the spatial challenge is neither set within regional policy
nor addressing the evidence base - it is put simply an unsound approach.

Officer Response
spatial strategy which, amongst other things, aims to stem
population migration from the Region’s towns and cities.
The LDF will need to allocate sufficient land for residential use
to meet the housing requirements set out within the RSS. Part of
the purpose of the Core Strategy is to identify broad locations
for development and the appropriate scale of development
envisaged in different parts of the East Riding (see Chapter 4 for
more details).
Comments noted. The thrust of regional policy through the RSS
does mean that the East Riding needs to exercise a degree of
managed restraint when it comes to development. It cannot
therefore ‘predict and provide’ to meet demand (or replicate past
approaches) in respect of residential development and as such
this presents a number of challenges.
The East Riding has always been a popular place to move to
though the natural population growth has tended to be negative
in recent years. This means that house-building has generally
been provided to meet the needs of incomers and the changing
composition of existing households.
The RSS promotes additional house building in East Riding –
over and above that currently set out in the adopted Joint
Structure Plan and the previous RSS (1,150 net dwellings per
annum between 2008-2026 in the RSS compared with 1,050
dwellings per annum between 2010-2026 in the JSP).
Between 1991 and 2001, the population of the East Riding grew
by 6.7%. If 1,150 dwellings per annum are built between 2008
and 2018, then the population of the East Riding could grow by
8% (26,910 people using an average of 2.34 people per
household – ONS projections show ER population in 2008 to
be 338,300). This suggests that the population growth in the
East Riding is likely to be higher than previously experienced.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment

Officer Response
Increasingly, economic development is being planned on a subnational scale.
Over one third of employed East Riding residents work outside
of the authority area illustrating the important role that
neighbouring places have for the prosperity of the East Riding.

Paragraph 2.24 – The local dimension – Population and demographics
Ref
I290

Consultee/Agent
Ms Janet Harris

Comment
ERYC might like to consider that if it wants to retain younger people in
the critical 20 - 34 age group it needs to provide the appropriate facilities
and affordable housing to do this.

Officer Response
Comments noted. The Bridlington Area Action Plan (Preferred
Options) recognises that the retention of people within the 2034 age range is one of the town’s key challenges. This is perhaps
true for many other parts of the East Riding. Affordable
housing, for all age ranges, is a very important issue for the East
Riding and highlighted on a number of occasions within the
Issue and Options document.

Paragraph 2.27 – The local dimension – Housing
Ref
35

Consultee/Agent
William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

Comment
Update given recent falls in market, improving affordability.

Officer Response
Noted – though other problems with obtaining finance are
doing little to improve the situation.

Paragraph 2.28 – The local dimension – Housing
Ref
35

Consultee/Agent
William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

Comment
Vacant and unfit property to be tackled before any greenfield
development.

Officer Response
Noted. The Council’s Housing Strategy aims to provide a
framework for ‘Creating quality homes and places’, and includes
an action plan to meet the ‘Decent Homes’ standard (HS2.1)and
bring empty properties back into use (HS2.4/5). The LDF will
support the housing strategy and seek to promote the
redevelopment of previously developed land (including re-using
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment

Officer Response
existing properties) in preference to greenfield sites. However,
over the plan period, the development of greenfield sites is likely
to be required. A Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) is informing this process.

Paragraph 2.33 – The local dimension – Communities
Ref
I63

Consultee/Agent
Ms Phyllis Foster

Comment
The road network to Bridlington needs improvement. A couple of dual
carriageways would help.

I354

Ms Margaret Baddeley,
Nathaniel Lichfield &
Partners Ltd on behalf of
Bourne Leisure Ltd

Bourne Leisure considers that the issues section of the Core Strategy
should fully recognise the existing and potential importance of tourism to
the district. Bourne Leisure notes that para 6.30 of the consultation
document discusses tourism and the visitor economy and existing
significance of tourism. In terms of the future potential of tourism para
6.32 of the Issues and Options consultation document states that both
the draft RSS and the RES recognise the potential of some parts of the
region to further develop their assets in order to build the tourism offer.
It goes on to state that the East Riding's Economic Development
Strategy shows that there is significant potential to enhance the role of
the area's market towns as hubs of visitor attraction with high quality
retail events and festivals. At the same time paras 2.33 and 2.35 identify
current problems relating to specific centres. For example Bridlington
currently suffers from a high degree of deprivation whilst Withernsea and
South East Holderness ‘suffer from issues related to their peripherality
and the decline of the British seaside resort as a tourist destination.’
Bourne Leisure therefore considers that the scope for the promotion of
tourism as a means of regenerating the area and diversifying the economy
should be fully recognised and promoted throughout the Core Strategy.

Officer Response
Noted. The Council continues to seek funding opportunities for
large-scale highway improvements which the Council could not
otherwise fund. However, the policy of road building to solve
transport problems is rarely seen as appropriate in most
instances. The exploration of alternative transport initiatives
such as improvements to public transport provision, travel
planning, park & ride schemes and demand-side interventions
are often prioritised.
Comments and suggestions noted. The role of tourism in the
East Riding is recognised. Policy E6: Sustainable tourism of the
RSS provides a framework for developing a more locally specific
response to the challenges of the East Riding in the Core
Strategy. As well as recognising the role of tourism in chapter 2
of the Issues and Options paper, Objective 12 specifically refers
to encouraging a thriving but sustainable tourism and visitor
economy. Further discussion in chapter 6 highlights the weight
afforded to tourism with respect to the East Riding’s economic,
social and environmental well being.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I846

Ms Liz Philpot on behalf
of Bridlington
Regeneration Partnership

Comment
The focussed approach would be entirely in line with recent guidance set
out in CLG's Good Practice Guide Planning for Tourism (May 2006)
which highlights the role of tourism in: acting as a focus for regeneration;
providing a catalyst for growth in an area; providing opportunities for
retraining the resident workforce; and helping to maintain and expand
underused sports and recreation facilities. Specifically in relation to
tourism and the need to extend the tourism season improve the quality of
the overall offer and attract more longer term visitors, the Issues section
and subsequent objectives and policies within the Core Strategy should
promote the enhancement of existing tourism facilities and
accommodation and encourage the development of new tourism facilities
and accommodation as means of: encouraging more visitors; diversifying
economic activity; broadening the role of tourism; and lengthening the
tourism season within East Riding.
Para 2.33-2.34: The statements on Bridlington are well put and
supported.

Officer Response

Support welcomed.

Paragraph 2.34 – The local dimension – Communities
Ref
I1

Consultee/Agent
Ms Phyllis Foster

Comment
Turn South Cliff Gardens into a ball game area and a state of the art
Adventure Playground aimed at ages 2 to 13.

Officer Response
Noted. The proposal for Cliff Gardens is beyond the scope of
the Core Strategy. Proposals for Cliff Gardens should be
considered as part of the development of the Bridlington Town
Centre Area Action Plan.

Paragraph 2.36 – The local dimension – Communities
Ref
35

Consultee/Agent
William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

Comment
Focus on improving development design and quality. We can never meet
aspiration of the few remaining villagers’ children to live in their villages
all their lives. We are a mobile society now and it is rather an unfair focus
on a particular interest group.

Officer Response
Comments noted. Design and quality are high on the LDF
agenda (see chapter 7 for example). A number of different
interest groups are considered in chapter 5 (see paragraphs 5.105.16 for example).
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Paragraph 2.37 – The local dimension – Communities
Ref
35

Consultee/Agent
William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

Comment
i.e. in remote settlements.

Officer Response
Noted.

Paragraph 2.38 – The local dimension – Communities
Ref
I489

Consultee/Agent
Mr Matthew Reid,
Principal Leisure, Tourism
and Culture Policy Officer,
East Riding Of Yorkshire
Council

Comment
Whilst paragraph 2.38 makes reference to the value placed on a range of
cultural elements within rural East Riding we feel it might be beneficial if
the following sentence was added to the end of this paragraph....
‘Continued Investment in cultural facilities and providing opportunities to
engage in a wide range of cultural activities will further enhance the
quality of life for our communities.’

Officer Response
Comments noted. Please note that chapter 2 is an attempt to set
the scene and draw out the main strategic issues. It will not
necessarily form a part of the adopted Core Strategy. The Issues
and Options document is the first stage of the plan making
process and the text in chapter 2, for example, will not be
replicated in further consultations. Nonetheless, errors,
clarifications, omissions, and suggestions are noted.

Paragraph 2.39 – The local dimension – Skills, employment and the economy
Ref
I64

Consultee/Agent
Ms Phyllis Foster

I440

Mr Geoffrey Streets

Comment
There is not one secondary school within the East Riding of Yorkshire
that has obtained an Outstanding result with Ofsted. In Bridlington alone
the two secondary schools have been consecutively in special measures.
For many years there has been steady decline in educational standards
throughout the land: confirmed by universities and employers. So hard to
have good standards locally.

Officer Response
Noted. Beverley Grammar School was graded as ‘Outstanding’
as a result of its last inspection – 8 others were graded ‘Good’.
Paragraph 2.39 discusses attainment and examination results.
Noted.

Paragraph 2.48 – The local dimension - Transport
Ref
I488

Consultee/Agent
Mr Matthew Reid,
Principal Leisure, Tourism

Comment
The Cultural Policy Team have been working for the last couple of years
to raise the profile of Culture Services. The Core Strategy refers to

Officer Response
Comments noted – ‘culture’ to be used where appropriate.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
and Culture Policy Officer,
East Riding Of Yorkshire
Council

Comment
cultural services and the importance of East Riding's cultural heritage on
a number of occasions drawing suitable economic and environmental
links. However I would like to suggest that where the Core Strategy refers
to 'leisure' for example paragraph 2.48 (see below) that we refer to
cultural activities instead. The Department of Culture Media & Sport
definition of culture includes sport and leisure activities a definition that
the Council has adopted therefore for the sake of consistency could we
make this alteration. 2.48 'Transport is a key issue for the East Riding as it
underpins a wide range of activities such as housing employment
education and leisure. Earlier paragraphs have highlighted some of the
challenges in improving accessibility and much of spatial planning is
about making the most of our transport network.'

Officer Response
Please note that chapter 2 is an attempt to set the scene and
draw out the main strategic issues. It will not necessarily form a
part of the adopted Core Strategy. The Issues and Options
document is the first stage of the plan making process and the
text in chapter 2, for example, will not be replicated in further
consultations. Nonetheless, errors, clarifications, omissions, and
suggestions are noted.

Paragraph 2.49 – The local dimension - Transport
Ref
I10

Consultee/Agent
Mr Graham Hulme

Comment
Public transport could become an option for those living in the west of
the region i.e. Goole to Gowdall if the rail service was enhanced the
infrastructure is there but not the service.

Officer Response
Comments noted.

Paragraph 2.50 – The local dimension – Transport
Ref
I65

Consultee/Agent
Ms Phyllis Foster

Comment
Need more dual carriage ways for roads leading to Bridlington. Hauliers
dread a trip to Bridlington and tourists get held up in traffic jams behind
rural vehicles and trainee truck drivers.

I26

Mr James Durham

What about the A614 corridor from Howden to Bridlington - An
important link for Bridlington to the motorway network supporting its
regeneration priorities etc

Officer Response
Comments noted. The Council continues to seek funding
opportunities for large-scale highway improvements which the
Council could not otherwise fund. However, the policy of road
building to solve transport problems is rarely seen as appropriate
in most instances. The exploration of alternative transport
initiatives such as improvements to public transport provision,
travel planning, park & ride schemes and demand-side
interventions are often prioritised.
Comments noted.
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Ref
I898

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Brown, Action
Access A1079

Comment
Add reference to A1079 connections to North and North East.

Officer Response
Comments noted. Please note that chapter 2 is an attempt to set
the scene and draw out the main strategic issues. It will not
necessarily form a part of the adopted Core Strategy. The Issues
and Options document is the first stage of the plan making
process and the text in chapter 2, for example, will not be
replicated in further consultations. Nonetheless, errors,
clarifications, omissions, and suggestions are noted.

Paragraph 2.51 – The local dimension - Transport
Ref
I444

Consultee/Agent
Mr Geoffrey Streets

Comment
Look at local problems e.g. small roundabout at Swanland Road and
could slope off ground at Great Gutter Lane/West Ella junctions enable
a relatively cheap bridge under to remove junction and remove the horse
crossing.

Officer Response
Comments noted. The Council’s Transport Policy team are
looking at potential options for easing congestion and improving
flows along the A164.

Paragraph 2.52 – The local dimension - Transport
Ref
I447

Consultee/Agent
Mr Geoffrey Streets

Comment
The cutting at Wilberfoss A1079 could enable a bridge over to remove
junctions and help buses on the several routes York to Pocklington

I578

Cllr David Rudd, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council
Mr John Brown, Action
Access A1079

The A1079. I agree with this two paragraphs and the sooner there are
improvements to the road the better for all road users.

I898

Re-word: Stretches of the A1079 are often congested and early studies
have identified the need to dual this strategic A-road. The scale of
development proposed for this corridor would need to be considered
against the capacity of the transport infrastructure.

Officer Response
Comments noted. The Council’s Transport Policy team are
looking at potential options for improving the A1079, and
specifically the junction points at Pocklington and Wilberfoss.
Comments noted. The Council is looking at a number of
options for funding improvements to the A1079.
Comments noted. Please note that chapter 2 is an attempt to set
the scene and draw out the main strategic issues. It will not
necessarily form a part of the adopted Core Strategy. The Issues
and Options document is the first stage of the plan making
process and the text in chapter 2, for example, will not be
replicated in further consultations. Nonetheless, errors,
clarifications, omissions, and suggestions are noted.
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Paragraph 2.53 – The local dimension - Transport
Ref
I308

Consultee/Agent
Mr Robert Crolla, Indigo
Planning on behalf of St.
Modwen Properties Plc

Comment
Decisions on the location of development must continue to reflect Policy
YH7 of RSS

Officer Response
Comments noted.

Paragraph 2.55 – The local dimension - Transport
Ref
I11

Consultee/Agent
Mr Graham Hulme

Comment
See earlier comments. Goole to Leeds/Manchester in not a viable option
particularly if you want a day return service.

I451

Mr Geoffrey Streets

Recent years have seen increases in frequency and 31% of services on the
west side of Hull go through Hull to beyond. Preliminary studies could
start new developments e.g. extend Hull Docks branch 2.5 miles on old
route to Saltend to provide Holderness people with rail travel and reduce
traffic on A1033/A63.

Officer Response
Comments noted. Services from Goole to Manchester involve a
change at Doncaster (around a 2 hour journey – slightly longer
than the direct Howden-Manchester journey).
Hull’s Issues, options and suggested preferred option Core Strategy paper
(June 2008) explores the possibility of park and ride schemes to
the east of Hull. There are currently no plans to look at reopening branch lines to the east of Hull.

Paragraph 2.56 – The local dimension - Transport
Ref
I453

Consultee/Agent
Mr Geoffrey Streets

I898

Mr John Brown, Action
Access A1079

Comment
Urgent need to look at proposals for large new freight traffic to bio-fuel
plant at Salt End.
Add reference to the fact that a high volume of freight traffic from Hull
and Goole ports is transported along the A1079.

Officer Response
Comments noted.
Comments noted. Please note that chapter 2 is an attempt to set
the scene and draw out the main strategic issues. It will not
necessarily form a part of the adopted Core Strategy. The Issues
and Options document is the first stage of the plan making
process and the text in chapter 2, for example, will not be
replicated in further consultations. Nonetheless, errors,
clarifications, omissions, and suggestions have been noted.

Paragraph 2.59 – The local dimension - Transport
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Ref
I132

Consultee/Agent
Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

I454

Mr Geoffrey Streets

Comment
Restoring disused canals and connecting them into the navigable
waterways system will in some cases have implications for nature
conservation. For example much of Pocklington Canal is designated as an
SSSI and Driffield Canal is adjacent to the River Hull Headwaters SSSI
has a population of otters and water voles which are both protected
species.
Add in a reference to the fact that some navigations (especially Market
Weighton Canal) also have great drainage importance.

Officer Response
Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Paragraph 2.60 – The local dimension – The environment
Ref
I359

Consultee/Agent
Ms Margaret Baddeley,
Nathaniel Lichfield &
Partners Ltd on behalf of
Bourne Leisure Ltd

I456

Mr Geoffrey Streets

Comment
Para 2.60 of the Core Strategy Issues and Options consultation document
notes the importance of the East Riding's rich and diverse landscape
open spaces and coastal areas whilst para 2.66 refers to the importance of
East Riding for nature conservation. Bourne Leisure considers that both
the Issues section and subsequent objectives and policies within the
emerging Core Strategy should recognise the need for a careful and
balanced approach to be taken between protecting and enhancing the
natural and built environment ensuring that appropriate and attractive
tourism-related facilities can be provided and existing provision is
enhanced.
Not included is a reference to the heavy cost at times to the economy due
to 'wildlife site' protection.

Officer Response
Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Paragraph 2.61 – The local dimension – The environment
Ref
I320

Consultee/Agent
Mr Zulficar Ali,
Environment Agency

Comment
This should read that ‘With the exception of the Yorkshire Wolds, the
East Riding is a predominantly low lying area. The presence of numerous
rivers including the rivers Hull, Derwent, Ouse, Aire and Trent as well as
the Humber Estuary, mean that a large proportion of the East Riding is
at risk from flooding (fluvial (rivers) tidal (seas) and pluvial (rainwater)
flooding).’ We also suggest that surface water and sewer flooding be

Officer Response
Comments noted. The Council has a range of data on surface
water flooding from the June 2007 floods (as well as other
events) which has helped inform the East Riding’s Strategic
Flood Risk Assessment.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

35

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

Comment
discussed separately and that defining sewer flooding and surface water as
zones is inaccurate.
2.61 and by permanent loss to sea level rise: See EA Halcrow studies.
You seem to being trying to avoid mentioning the reality of this.
Hopefully any new development will last at least 100 years. Best case
scenario is 1m rise by 2105, and more likely we have runaway polar
melting within 15 years so rise could be +7m. That means loss of much
of agric in east of district. Therefore we should not waste resource in
giving consent for development (including extension etc) that cannot
cope with this either via defences of design e.g. in foundations.

Officer Response
Comments noted. The impact of Climate Change needs to be
drawn out more in the preparation of the Core Strategy. This
will be informed by the development of the Shoreline
Management Plan 2 which provides a large-scale assessment of
the risks from coastal process to people, property and the
environment.

Paragraph 2.62 – The local dimension – The environment
Ref
I321

I322

Consultee/Agent
Mr Zulficar Ali,
Environment Agency

Mr Zulficar Ali,
Environment Agency

Comment
This paragraph makes reference to the conclusions of various
Environment Agency studies. We suggest the rewriting of the final
sentence to fully reflect the approach which is advocated in the Humber
Flood Risk Management Strategy. This approach has 3 main features: 1.
We will manage flood risk around the estuary to protect people and
property through maintaining existing sustainable defences identifying
potentially unsuitable development and through flood warning. 2. We will
withdraw maintenance from uneconomic defences but will look at other
ways to protect people and property. 3. We will move defences where
doing so will provide flood storage, help us stop maintaining uneconomic
defences and replace lost habitat. In addition this paragraph should state
that these Catchment Flood Management Plans are expected to be
published in December 2008 ready for implementation.
Para 2.62 should read ‘The purpose of CFMPs is to set long-term
strategic policies that will ultimately guide investment decisions in future
flood risk management indicating where flood risk is likely to increase
decrease or remain the same over the next 50-100 years. The Humber
Estuary FRMS, Ouse FRMS, draft CFMPs suggest that investment in
defence infrastructure in rural and sparsely populated areas is gradually
being withdrawn in favour of restoring natural floodplains.’

Officer Response
Comments noted. The Catchment Flood Management Plans will
be important factors for considering the spatial approach within
the Core Strategy.
Please note that chapter 2 is an attempt to set the scene and
draw out the main strategic issues. It will not necessarily form a
part of the adopted Core Strategy. The Issues and Options
document is the first stage of the plan making process and the
text in chapter 2, for example, will not be replicated in further
consultations. Nonetheless, errors, clarifications, omissions, and
suggestions have been noted.
Comments noted. The Catchment Flood Management Plans will
be important factors for considering the spatial approach within
the Core Strategy.
Please note that chapter 2 is an attempt to set the scene and
draw out the main strategic issues. It will not necessarily form a
part of the adopted Core Strategy. The Issues and Options
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment

Officer Response
document is the first stage of the plan making process and the
text in chapter 2, for example, will not be replicated in further
consultations. Nonetheless, errors, clarifications, omissions, and
suggestions have been noted.

Paragraph 2.63 – The local dimension – The environment
Ref
I135

Consultee/Agent
Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

I137

Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

I323

Mr Zulficar Ali,
Environment Agency

I358

Ms Margaret Baddeley,
Nathaniel Lichfield &
Partners Ltd on behalf of
Bourne Leisure Ltd

Comment
Natural England's view is that coastal erosion does not 'threaten' natural
habitats however where the rate of coastal erosion is accelerated for
example by the construction of coastal defence structures in
inappropriate locations this can interrupt sediment transport along the
coast and natural habitats can be put at risk.
Whilst it might be factually accurate to state that the existing ICZM and
SMP state that 'the main settlements along the coast will be defended' as
the SMP is currently being reviewed Natural England advise that it is not
appropriate to refer to specific coastal protection policies at this stage as
this may falsely raise expectations about the extent of coastal protection
in the future. Suggested re-wording for paragraph provided.
In some instances the managed ‘realignment’ of activities further inland
will allow us to mitigate against some of the impacts of this process. The
SMP is currently under review and will provide a number of options for
managing the East Riding's shoreline.
Bourne Leisure considers that reference should also be made here to the
recognition of the need to consult with local landowners and business
operators early on in order to take into account their future plans.
Moreover Bourne Leisure considers that it will be critical for there to be
an ongoing review of the approach taken to coastal erosion throughout
the plan period. In particular Bourne Leisure considers that the
importance of maintaining existing coastal defence works and providing
new works for the protection and enhancement of existing coastal area
and tourist-related businesses should be identified early on as key issues
which need to be taken in the future strategy in all of the above referred
to plans for the area.

Officer Response
Comments noted.

Comments noted. Paragraph 2.63 does refer to the fact that the
Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) is under review.

Comments noted.

The approach to managing coastal process is taken forward
through the Integrated Coastal Zone Management (ICZM) Plan
and the Shoreline Management Plan (SMP). The current ICZM
and SMP recognise the role of tourism and business issues in
relation to the coast. The Council, and partners, are working on
a second SMP which will provide a large-scale assessment of the
risks from coastal process to people, property and the
environment. The development of the Plan involves
considerable stakeholder engagement and a ‘Public
Examination’.
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Figure 10 – International and European nature conservation sites in the East Riding
Ref
I144

Consultee/Agent
Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

Comment
This figure is not up to date the SAC, Ramsar and SPA cover the whole
of the Humber Estuary and further along the River Trent. Consider using
different shading to ensure that designations are not hidden.

Officer Response
Comments noted. The latest designation coverage maps have
now been obtained.

Paragraph 2.68 – The local dimension – The environment
Ref
35

Consultee/Agent
William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

Comment
Particularly as these sites will be lost to sea level rise.

Officer Response
Comments noted.

Paragraph 2.69 – The local dimension – The environment
Ref
I552

Consultee/Agent
Ian Smith, English
Heritage (Yorkshire
Region)

Comment
Listed Buildings: Although PPG15 provides a considerable amount of
detailed guidance regarding general aspects of the approach to be taken to
development proposals affecting Listed Buildings it nonetheless makes it
clear that local planning authorities should ensure that aspects of
conservation policy that are relevant directly or indirectly to development
control decisions affecting Listed Buildings are included in their
development plans (PPG15 Paragraph 2.4). In the case of a number of
LDFs (such as the recent Redcar and Cleveland LDF) Inspectors have
considered the inclusion of a specific Policy for Listed Buildings to be
‘sound’.
Conservation Areas: PPG15 makes it clear that local planning authorities
should ensure that aspects of conservation Policy that are relevant
directly or indirectly to development control decisions affecting
Conservation Areas are included in their development plans. Whilst
national policy guidance may provide a broad overview of the main
considerations regarding development proposals which are likely to affect
the character or appearance of a Conservation Area it is for the local

Officer Response
Advice and guidance welcomed and noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
planning authority to provide detailed Policies which will ensure that the
special character and appearance of each of its Conservation Areas is
preserved or enhanced. The ongoing review of the Council’s
Conservation Areas together with the production of management and
enhancement proposals could form the basis for such a policy.

Officer Response

Paragraph 2.70 – The local dimension – The environment
Ref
I553

Consultee/Agent
Ian Smith, English
Heritage (Yorkshire
Region)

Comment
Historic Parks And Gardens: PPG15 says little about Historic Parks and
Gardens - other than a requirement for local planning authorities to
include appropriate policies to protect them within their development
plans. Consequently in order to provide the necessary framework for
determining development proposals an appropriate Policy framework for
the protection of Historic Parks and Gardens should be included within
the LDF. The following areas would need to be covered in a Policy
and/or be included as part of its reasoned justification: - The preservation
or enhancement of Historic Parks and Gardens and their settings Safeguarding features which form an integral part of the special character
or appearance of the Park or Garden; - Ensuring that development would
not detract from the enjoyment, layout, design, character, appearance or
setting of the Park or Garden, key views out from the Park or prejudice
its future restoration; - Encouraging the preparation of conservation
statements or management plans and the implementation of appropriate
enhancement schemes.
Registered Battlefields: At the time that PPG15 was published
(September 1994) the Battlefields Register was still in preparation.
However PPG15 makes it explicit that the Secretary of State considered
that the approach to be taken by local planning authorities in their
development plans towards Registered Battlefields (once the Register was
published) should be the same as that for Historic Parks and Gardens.
The guidance relating to Registered Battlefields follows that given on
Historic Parks and Gardens. It states:- ‘similar non-statutory Register of
Historic Battlefields is being prepared by English Heritage (see paragraph
6.39). This will not entail additional statutory controls but when

Officer Response
Advice and guidance welcomed and noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
consultation with landowners and others on the content of the Register is
complete it too will need to be taken into account by local planning
authorities’. [Paragraph 2.25] The way in which this Section of PPG15 is
structured and the specific phraseology used in Paragraph 2.25 clearly
implies that the advice that:- ‘local planning authorities should protect
registered parks and gardens in preparing development plans and in
determining planning applications’ [Paragraph 2.24] should also apply to
Registered Battlefields. Consequently in order to provide the necessary
framework for determining development proposals an appropriate Policy
framework for the protection of East Riding’s Registered Battlefields
should be included within the LDF. In the case of most battlefields there
is often little visible evidence of the battle itself. The battle is appreciated
through interpretation of the remaining elements of the landscape and in
some instances through archaeological finds - although it is often more
about sense of place than physical remains. The following areas would
need to be covered in a Policy and/or be included as part of its reasoned
justification: - Permission will be granted for development affecting the
site or setting of a Registered Historic Battlefield only where the proposal
would not adversely affect the historic archaeological or landscape
interest of the site and - Would not prejudice any potential for
interpretation of the site.

Officer Response

Paragraph 2.74 – The local dimension – Quality of life
Ref
I66

Consultee/Agent
Ms Phyllis Foster

Comment
Introduce free activities for children swimming, sports centre usage,
cycling groups, nature rambles etc.

Officer Response
Comments noted, however, this is beyond the scope of the Core
Strategy

Paragraph 2.75 – The local dimension – Quality of life
Ref
I67

Consultee/Agent
Ms Phyllis Foster

I457

Mr Geoffrey Streets

Comment
The upcoming service reductions at Bridlington Hospital detract
residents and tourists.
The accessibility of health care is something that is almost impossible to

Officer Response
Comments noted.
Comments noted. The Council will need to consider the plans
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
influence. The NHS never heeds views of the public. Please include note
on the troubles for the Bridlington area.

Officer Response
and strategies of partner organisations such as NHS East Riding
of Yorkshire.

Paragraph 2.77 – The local dimension – Resources
Ref
I458

Consultee/Agent
Mr Geoffrey Streets

Comment
It would be useful to add a figure to show the origins of waste - not
widely realised most comes from industry/building/commerce. Re-use of
vegetable matter waste food could be significant.

I686

Yasin Raja, Government
Office for Yorkshire and
the Humber

Clarity will be needed about the relationship between your & Hull's
individual Core Strategies and the Joint Waste and Joint Minerals DPDs.
A key issue will be resolving what strategic component relating to
waste/minerals should be included in the Core Strategies and what
strategic component should be developed in the JW/JM DPD. You will
need to establish the range and nature of policies which might need to be
included in the respective DPDs. It is noted that East Riding's Core
Strategy is already published for a round of Issues and Options
consultation and the Hull Core Strategy is due to be published during
June 2008. Under these circumstances the individual core strategies will
need some waste and minerals content as a policy link in the chain of
conformity.

Officer Response
The Joint Waste Development Plan Document (Issues and Options
paper) published in April 2008 provides data on current and
forecasted future waste arisings. Commercial and Industrial
Waste does make up a higher proportion of total waste, though
agricultural waste also contributes.
Comments and advice noted.

Paragraph 2.78 – The local dimension – Resources
Ref
I68

Consultee/Agent
Ms Phyllis Foster

Comment
How about developing landfill sites along the eroding coastline.

I318

Mr Zulficar Ali,

We have been consulted on the joint Waste and Minerals Document

Officer Response
The Joint Waste Development Plan Document (JWDPD) will
contain planning policies to complement the waste strategy set
out in ‘Target 45+’. The JWDPD will provide an indication as
to what types of waste management facilities are needed and
where these could be provided. It is unlikely to identify the
eroding coast as a suitable location of landfill sites.
Comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Environment Agency

I670

Miss M. J. Barker,
Elstronwick Parish Council

Comment
DPD and will comment separately on this issue. We support the council’s
efforts to look for more sustainable methods of waste disposal and
treatment of waste.
Support the objective set out here as it means there will be no waste
disposal by incineration at Salt End or anywhere else within this
authority.

Officer Response

‘Target 45+’ is a joint initiative between East Riding of
Yorkshire Council and Hull City Council which aims to improve
recycling rates and recover energy from the residual waste. The
Energy from Waste plant at Salt End has planning permission
and a project team has been put together to deliver the plant.

Paragraph 2.79 – The local dimension – Resources
Ref
I671

Consultee/Agent
Miss M. J. Barker,
Elstronwick Parish Council

Comment
Support the objective set out here as it means there will be no waste
disposal by incineration at Salt End or anywhere else within this
authority.

35

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

Including plastic packaging.

Officer Response
‘Target 45+’ is a joint initiative between East Riding of
Yorkshire Council and Hull City Council which aims to improve
recycling rates and recover energy from the residual waste. The
Energy from Waste plant at Salt End has planning permission
and a project team has been put together to deliver the plant.
Noted.

Figure 11 – The waste hierarchy
Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment

Officer Response
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Ref
I12

Consultee/Agent
Mr Graham Hulme

Comment
ERYC needs to seek more active partners in recycling of waste
particularly all plastics. There is also a need to make recycling easier for all
residents with more door step collection of recyclable waste.

Officer Response
‘Target 45+’ is a joint initiative between East Riding of
Yorkshire Council and Hull City Council which aims to improve
recycling rates. There are over 50 different types (polymers) of
plastic and currently the Council can only accept plastic grades 1
- 3. All of the plastic materials that East Riding of Yorkshire
Council collects are sent to recycling companies which
determine which types of plastics they will and will not accept.
There are currently no other plastic recycling companies close to
the East Riding of Yorkshire which can accept a greater range of
plastic materials. At some point in the future they may start
accepting a wider range of plastic grades.
The Council has recently begun to pilot a Brown Bin scheme
that involves kerbside collection of green waste and a recent
waste collection consultation exercise explored the possibility of
including cardboard within the Blue Bin collection.

Return to contents page
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Chapter 3 – Vision and Objectives –
Core Strategy Issues and Options
Responses
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2

Paragraph 3.5 – Objectives for the LDF
Ref
I685

Consultee/Agent
Yasin Raja, Government
Office for Yorkshire and
the Humber

Comment
You will need to demonstrate why and how these themes have been
arrived at in relation to the key issues and challenges faced by the district
i.e. whether they stem from the previous section on 'issues problems &
challenges' or they aim to address wider strategic issues in the district.

Officer Response
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. A section has been added to confirm where the
issues have come from.

Paragraph 3.6 – Links between LDF Objectives and Community Plan
Ref
I692

Consultee/Agent
Yasin Raja, Government
Office for Yorkshire and
the Humber

Comment
It would have been useful if earlier on in the document it was shown how
the SCS has been taken account of and what consideration has been
given to articulating the key issues in a spatial way.

Officer Response
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. A section on the Sustainable Community Plan has
now been included in the introduction to the document.

VO1

Is this a suitable vision for the East Riding and does it reflect the aspirations of the Community Plan?
Responses with no further comments
Yes –
Mr Robin Shucksmith; AntonyAspburyAssoc, Strawsons Development / Omnivale Ltd on behalf of Mr Adrian Sail; Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with Anlaby
Common Parish Council; Louise Reevell; Dr Amy Crowther, RSPB; Julie Abraham; Ms Helen Anderson; Mrs Judith Macklin, Cottingham Parish Council; Mrs
M. Barker, Swanland Parish Council; Mr S. Young, Bubwith Parish Council; Mr M Guest; Mr Mike Jackson, Nafferton Parish Council; Cllr Winifred I Knight; T
Appelbe, Elmfield Estates Ltd; W Buckle, Wetwang Parish Council; Ms Avril Russell, Thorngumbald Parish Council
No –
Ref
2

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Ellerby

Comment
I do not like the phrase “developers, our communities and stakeholders”
by putting developers first it reads as if they are the most important.

4

Mr Ian Scruton

The vision should embrace all towns and villages and not be so selective.
The vision should be championed by a forward thinking robust and fair

Officer Response
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. The wording has been amended.
Comments noted. The Local Planning Authority has a duty to
ensure that development does not put people or property at

3

Ref

Consultee/Agent

5

Mrs Anne Crick, Humber
Mental Health Teaching
NHS Trust
Duncan Ross, East
Yorkshire Primary Care
Trust
Kerry Lawson, Barton
Willmore on behalf of
Wykeland ltd

6
15

31
35

Driffield Partnership
William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

43
46

Cllr John Whittle
Serena Ralston, Baker
Associates on behalf of
Dennis Wilkinson Ltd

Comment
planning system that works closely with developers the community and
the stakeholders. The line 'avoid development that puts people or
property at risk' should be deleted. Deliverability should be the main
driver of the vision.
The vision is suitable and is supported by the following Statement of
Ambition from Humber Mental Health Teaching NHS Trust: To
improve the health and wellbeing of the communities we serve
Yes the vision reflects the Community Plan and is a suitable vision for the
East Riding.
Whilst our client generally support the vision particularly its emphasis on
good quality local services and economic prosperity our client wishes to
raise an objection to the use of the terms 'towns and large villages' since
this terminology does not reflect that used by RSS in its description of the
settlement hierarchy of the region (RSS policies YH4 to YH6)
The Driffield partnership supports the vision
You need to add ‘new developments to incorporate low energy
dependency’. Add efficient lifetime functionality of new development it is
not just about the construction phase. Add a vision for existing business
leisure and domestic developments i.e. enhanced to become well
insulated and less carbon dependent. There is a bigger win here for
environment with reduced costs of running the UK and energy security
than will arise from new development at the margin. The document is a
little too focused on new development not necessarily a good thing.
As a vision this is fine. Implementation may be a little more difficult!
The vision needs to be better articulated in terms of defining the
distinctive aspirations of different places. At the moment it appears too
general with little that goes beyond national aspirations for balanced and
sustainable communities. There should be a clear link between a spatially
defined vision strategic objectives and spatial strategy. It is difficult to
achieve this clear linkage when there is such a generalised vision for East
Riding. A key measure of how successful the Core Strategy will be in the
future is whether the vision can be achieved. A spatially distinctive vision
is required to allow the community to determine whether progress is
being made towards its achievement. It is important at the very least for

Officer Response
unnecessary risk.

Support noted.
Support noted.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. The terminology has been amended to reflect the
proposed East Riding settlement network.
Support noted.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. A number of other Council plans and strategies
will deal with the condition of existing stock, empty dwellings
and refurbishment, but the planning implications of this will be
dealt with by the Core Strategy.
Comments noted.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. The amended vision is considered to be more
locally distinct.

4

Ref

Consultee/Agent

50

Mrs K. Richmond, South
Cave Parish Council
Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council

52

54

Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council

55

Mr Christopher Hughes

Comment
the vision for East Ridings to recognise the importance of the spatial
relationship between the City of Hull and the major Haltemprice
settlements and the way that this Regional City shapes the lives of the
communities within both authorities. It is therefore recommended that
the vision be amended to reflect the clear thrust of the new adopted RSS
to support the transformation in the role of Hull into a Regional City
which is attractive cohesive and safe with a radically more modern and
wider range of housing and employment premises.
Yes. The Parish Council agree it reflects the aspirations of the CP.
Perhaps the proposed vision should somehow allow for more flexibility
in the forward planning policy in that the greatest threat to the East
Riding are the consequences of global warming and environmental
change which will require rapid assimilation of new technology and
techniques to protect the historic built and natural environments.
The parish council broadly agrees with this but the vision should also
specific state the inclusion of people property and the environment.
Yes but unfortunately there are many variables and one cannot help the
impression that it has been overtaken by events. The ridiculous height to
which house prices has risen is now going through a period of correction
therefore the affordable housing crisis may well become less acute indeed
it may disappear altogether. The rocketing price of world food will affect
the importance of farming in relation to other industries as well as forcing
a rethink on the land protection policy of sustained retreat. This will also
reduce the amount of green belt available for house development as
farmers become reluctant to sell. The concept of having an NHS based
on super clinics which require patient transfer and movement will
invariably fall foul of the increased price of oil. This will also affect
general transport policies. There may well be a general drift back to urban
living hence reducing the social pressures on rural life. If as seems likely
our electrical power will now be supplied by atomic power stations then
there will have to be a radical rethink on our transport philosophy
particularly if no alternative to the petrol engine is discovered. These are
but a few of the world movements that are making much of such a plan

Officer Response

Support noted.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

57

Mr David Hammond,
Beeford Parish Council

58

Ms Maureen Dale

59

Mr Roger Jones, Humber
& Wolds Rural
Community Council
Mrs Pamela Austin

62

66
67

68

Comment
out of date before its implementation. The last time this concept
happened was the late sixties early seventies and it fell foul of trying to do
it on the cheap. Far better less but better quality housing this does not
necessarily mean bigger. (No more Bransholmes Hull Royal Infirmaries
or tower block flats please). Even the concept of the Treasure House was
erroneous given that Norwood House is still looking for a role in life.
Okay as far as it goes but there seems to be very little information
regarding rural villages surrounding principal towns.

Mainly but I suspect that the quality of life mentioned for residents
probably differs for residents of certain streets in Beverley town and will
this be taken into consideration or it a 'blanket' plan.
What about more sustainable small villages? They cannot be left to
decline.
Yes. However there needs to be a more definite inclusion of proposed
social housing for those on very low wages who cannot part share etc.

Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby
Conservation Society
Mrs Sylvia Sheard,
Millington Parish Council

Yes. This vision is suitable. It enlarges on the aspirations of the
Community Plan.
No. It appears to exclude the needs of the smaller rural communities.

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning on behalf of Hull

There is a broad support for the vision which seeks to create thriving and
vibrant sustainable communities in both urban and rural areas. However

Officer Response

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. The vision now points out the role of Rural
Service Centres, further information on rural areas is provided
later in the document.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. Increasing the provision of more affordable
housing is one of the 21 LDF Objectives, detailed policies on
Affordable Housing will also be set out in the full Preferred
Approach draft in early 2010.
Support noted.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. The vision now explains the role of Rural Service
Centres serving the needs of small rural catchments. The needs
of rural areas will be met by the Local Service Centres and
limited development in some smaller settlements, some forms of
development may be aloud in Open Countryside areas but this
will be controlled. This approach is outlined in Chapter 4.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Ionians RUFC (Holdings)
Ltd

77

Cllr Geoff Pickering

81

Phillippa Edwards, G V A
Grimley on behalf of
Horstine Farmery

Comment
we would suggest that in working closely with developers and
communities to protect and enhance assets the vision should also
emphasise the need to deliver development to provide jobs and homes to
meet peoples' need both now and in the future. Deliverability is a key
thrust of government policy and the Core Strategy needs to take a proactive approach to enabling new development.
Although the Community Plan and Local Strategic Partnership are
endorsed. It is recognised that there are shortcomings in the consultation
process and Member involvement which has possibly resulted in
distortion of the balance of local and national priorities. In response the
Council has introduced Local Action Teams. The Core Strategy should
recognise that the Community Plan and Local Strategic Partnership are
dynamic and priorities may change as a result of recent structural
changes. Vision: ' new developments will be of high quality design
incorporating high standards of sustainable construction whilst being
sympathetic to the historic built and natural environments' As Design and
Heritage Champion I support this vision and commend the prominence
given to high quality design and the built and natural environment. This
priority is not at present demonstrated in the Council's Constitution. I
wish to highlight that to achieve this vision will involve significant
structural changes and will have cost implications. 'Our towns and larger
villages are economically prosperous' This limits economic policy to
specific designated areas which would create a gulf between the
prosperous larger settlements and smaller rural communities. This is not
consistent with the aspirations for the economic prosperity of the whole
County. It is also inconsistent with policies promoting rural
diversification. Suggest Our towns villages and rural areas are
economically prosperous. 'Minimise the need to travel' This fails to
acknowledge that the East Riding is a widely distributed rural County.
Suggest seeking an appropriate reduction the need to travel whilst
recognising the differing needs of rural and urban communities.
Reference should be made to the long-term development aspirations of
the East Riding. Consideration of the East Riding's ability to meet the
development aspirations within the thresholds of available land supply
should be made and existing development limits reviewed early in the

Officer Response
Core Strategy.

Support noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. The development of a Core Strategy is an
opportunity to consider individual settlements on their own
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

83

Mr Mark Johnson, Dacre,
Son and Hartley on behalf
of Redrow Homes
(Yorkshire) Ltd
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning, on behalf of
Peter Ward Homes Ltd
Cllr Kate Gray

86
90

Comment
LDF process to ensure future development is efficient proactive and
sustainable and avoids the piecemeal development of greenfield sites in
the future.
While we support the vision set out in the Core Strategy and welcome
reference to the 2026 end date we feel the statement lacks the
distinctiveness required for LDF DPD's.

Officer Response
merits and establish a strategy that considers their future
development needs over a medium- to long-term timescale.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

The starting point has to be the reality of the place East Riding of
Yorkshire reflecting the diversity of the urban centres (towns) and the
needs of people living in rural areas. A fantasy of what a vision may or
should be cannot be developed when meeting real need.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.

See comment 68 to this question.
See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

102

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr & Mrs JH Foreman
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mrs J Boat
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning on behalf of
Bryan Brown & Sons
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning on behalf of Mr
and Mrs Hudson
Catherine Birks, RNLI

Comments noted. The vision has to be in general conformity
with the Regional Spatial Strategy and should be closely related
to the Sustainable Community Plan. The vision does seek to
promote economically prosperous, communities in both urban
and rural areas.
See response to comment 68.

The proposed vision for the LDF should given the recognised shortfall in
affordable housing at Para.2.26 refer to the need to right this imbalance
throughout the Borough in order to enhance the quality of life for local
residents.

103

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus

See comment 68 to this question.

Comments noted. Whilst there is no specific reference to
affordable housing, increasing the amount affordable housing is
one of the objectives of the LDF. The role of the objectives is
to help deliver the vision which makes specific reference to
ensuring everyone enjoys a high quality of life. A specific policy
on affordable housing is contained in the Preferred Approach
Core Strategy.
See response to comment 68.

93
94
98
100

8

Ref
104

105
106
107

108
109

Consultee/Agent
Planning Group on behalf
of R Swales
I W Scruton, on behalf of
Scrutons

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning on behalf of W.
Clifford Watts Ltd
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning on behalf of Mr
C Hill
Mr Jamie Pyper, Signet
Planning Ltd on behalf of
Southwell County Homes
and Makinder
G M V Winn and Co
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning on behalf of Mr

Comment

Officer Response

Please see below a revised vision statement: By 2006 the East Riding of
Yorkshire and the City of Kingston upon Hull will sit and complete on
level terms within a vibrant and thriving region. A progressive
economically prosperous community both regionally and nationally with
European and worldwide recognition our communities will become
sustainable in urban village and rural areas with a clear vision that respects
and enhances the regions culture historic built and natural environments.
Our towns and villages will benefit from a range of quality local services
that will prosper economically and prove sustainable for future innovate
generations. New development will embrace the regions identity be of
high quality design and incorporate the needs of sustainable modern
construction methods. New development offers the opportunity to help
meet not only our housing needs but our economic social and community
targets enhancing the quality of life for its residents and future
generations and delivery of this vision should be championed by a
forward thinking robust and fair planning process that meets its targets
and works closely with developers communities and stakeholders seeking
to protect and enhance our natural and built environments.
See comment 68 to this question.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. The revised vision has taken into consideration a
number of responses to the Core Strategy Issues and Options
Paper.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

It is vital that the importance of rural community is given increased
emphasis in this vision particularly as a high percentage of the population
of the authority live and work in such areas.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. The vision indicates the importance of both
urban and rural communities.
Comments noted.

The vision is a feel good statement. Much depends on interpretation and
implementation of policies and will need to improve on the current
negative approach of E.R.Y.C. officials.
See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

See response to comment 68.

9

Ref
110
111
114

Consultee/Agent
A Morley
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning on behalf of MB
Goodwin (Skipsea) Ltd
East Riding House
Builders Group
Mr Andrew Rose,
Spawforth Planning and
Urban Regeneration Ltd
on behalf of Miller
Strategic Land

115

Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd

119

Julia Billany, Ottringham
Parish Council

120

Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council

Comment

Officer Response

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

The Vision seems appropriate and we support the strategic planning up
to 2026. We consider that this is a sustainable vision for East Riding and
reflects the aspirations of the Community Plan. Nevertheless given the
timescales at present it may be prudent to plan beyond 2026 to provide a
vision for 15 years from the date of adoption. Furthermore we consider
that in line with national and regional guidance the focus on planning for
housing growth should be made more explicit.
In broad terms the vision is acceptable and meets the aspirations of the
Community Plan. However sufficient emphasis is not given to the
principles of urban concentration as set out in the RSS and Spatial
Strategy. Reference should be made to the need to focus the majority of
development within and surrounding the main centres in East Riding in
accordance with the Spatial Strategy and in order to secure sustainable
patterns of development.
It is clear that it is considered to be desirable for future planning and
development to be focussed into the areas of Haltemprice Goole
Beverley and Bridlington - which are the larger centres in the ER.
However there are large portions of the ER that do not use these areas as
their social centres workplaces or 'nearest town of choice' and are not
particularly concerned by or desirous of development in any of these
areas. Many residents in the ER wish to continue to live and work and
socialise in small rural communities and would prefer to see a plan which
addresses directly the sustainability of this way of life.
Yes. However there needs to be a more definite inclusion of proposed
social housing for those people on very low wages who cannot part share
etc.

Comments noted. National guidance, in the form of PPS12,
states that the target length of a Core Strategy should be 15
years; in the case of the East Riding this also falls into line with
the end date of RSS.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. The vision now explains the role of Rural Service
Centres serving the needs of small rural catchments. The needs
of rural areas will be met by the Local Service Centres and
limited development in some smaller settlements, some forms of
development may be aloud in Open Countryside areas but this
will be controlled.
Comments noted. Whilst there is no specific reference to
affordable housing, increasing the amount affordable housing is
one of the objectives of the LDF. The role of the objectives is
to help deliver the vision which makes specific reference to
ensuring everyone enjoys a high quality of life. Specific policies
on affordable housing are set out in the Preferred Approach
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment

126

Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership

I27

Mr James Durham

I55

Mr Hooper

Whilst broadly endorsing the first sentence of the vision statement – ‘By
2026 East Riding will comprise thriving vibrant sustainable communities
in both urban and rural areas which reflect our culture and in which
everyone can enjoy a high quality of life’. The East Riding of Yorkshire
Rural Partnership has a number of concerns about the vision statement The definition (page 32) of what must be offered for a community to be
sustainable suggests wrongly that many of the East Riding of Yorkshire’s
smaller settlements - which do not currently offer all 6-7 factors listed are unsustainable. This is clearly not the case as many settlements will
have already been without one or two of these factors for a number of
years. .Moreover the vision statement’s use of the terms towns and larger
villages implies that smaller settlements and villages should not be
prosperous. Such a statement clearly fails to capture the important
historic built environmental and agricultural aspects of these communities
which contribute significant economic - and wider - benefits to the East
Riding as a whole.
The general thrust of the Vision is fine but it would benefit from being a
bit more concise by being less repetitive i.e. 'sustainable communities'
'sustain communities' and 'sustainable construction'
Will villages which are 'unsustainable' [where no new builds can be added]
be allowed to be thriving and vibrant ?

I148

Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

I324

Mr Zulficar Ali,
Environment Agency

I360

Ms Margaret Baddeley,
Nathaniel Lichfield &
Partners Ltd on behalf of

We agree that this is a suitable vision for the East Riding although we
advise an addition as follows: ...avoid development that puts people and
property at risk from for example flooding or coastal erosion...
We are in agreement that the vision for East Riding is progressing in the
right direction. We particularly welcome the emphasis on avoiding
development that places people and property at risk whether that is from
flood risk contaminated land or the disruption of source protection
zones.
Bourne Leisure supports the proposed Vision but considers that
reference should also be made in the first para to the importance of
visitors to the East Riding also enjoying a high quality of life.

Officer Response
Core Strategy.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. The revised vision now refers both urban and
rural communities being economically prosperous. The
Preferred Approach Core Strategy identifies a number of
settlements as Rural Service Centres and sets out the
methodology that was used to determine them. The
methodology is a 4-stage system which does use a number of
deciding factors but also remains realistic when considering
whether new development should be allowed there. The
Council is committed to ensuring the future viability of all East
Riding settlements.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. The Council is committed to ensuring the future
viability of all East Riding settlements.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
Support noted. Your response has been taken into consideration
when producing the Preferred Approach to the Core Strategy.

Support noted. Your response has been taken into consideration
when producing the Preferred Approach to the Core Strategy.
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Ref
I518

I504
I492

I577

Consultee/Agent
Bourne Leisure Ltd
Ian Smith, English
Heritage (Yorkshire
Region)

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly
Yasin Raja, Government
Office for Yorkshire and
the Humber

Jon Palmer, Yorkshire
Forward

Comment

Officer Response

We support the proposed Vision and especially that aspect which relates
to the protection and enhancement of the environmental assets of the
East Riding. However whilst we broadly support the desire that new
development be ‘sympathetic’ to the East Riding’s historic and built
environment it would be better expressed along the lines that new
development will help to reinforce the distinct identity of towns and
villages of the area. This would also relate better to the proposed
Objectives (for example Objectives 5 and 16). It is suggested therefore
that the second Paragraph is amended along the following lines ‘New
development will be of a high quality design with high standards of
sustainable construction that reinforces the distinct identity of the
settlements and landscapes of the East Riding’
We welcome the Vision and note that it is in alignment with the main
objectives of the YH Plan.

Support noted. Your response has been taken into consideration
when producing the Preferred Approach to the Core Strategy.

The vision needs to present a succinct and realistic picture of how the
LPA sees the district developing over the next 20 years in physical
economic social and environmental terms. For example what will the area
and more specifically places within the area be like in 20 years time and
how will they function. The vision needs to be embedded in place and
provide a picture of how the area will spatially develop whilst being
realistic and deliverable. The PAS ‘Core Strategy Guidance’ provides a
useful example.
The proposed vision for the LDF appears to be relatively general and
does not outline how the main towns or key sectors of the economy
within East Riding will have changed by 2026. Paragraph 4.1 of Planning
Policy Statement 12 (PPS12) states that the vision should ‘set out how the
area and the places within it should develop’. Therefore it is important
that the Vision for the East Riding of Yorkshire LDF is locally distinctive
in its nature and incorporates the vision for key settlements in the
District. For example additional detail on the vision for Bridlington
should be included. This would provide a strategic setting for delivery of
the Bridlington Area Action Plan (AAP) and ensure conformity between
the Core Strategy and the AAP.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.

Support noted.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
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Ref
I625

Consultee/Agent
Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

I738

Mr Dan Mitchell, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Wykeland Ltd

I684

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes
Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings
Mr Tom Brereton,
Development Land and
Planning Consultants Ltd
on behalf of site owners of
site at Lowthorpe Lane,
Nafferton

I765

I798

I834

Paul Butler, Barton

Comment
Hull City Council broadly supports the vision although it is somewhat
repetitive in places i.e. ‘sustainable communities’ ‘sustain communities’
and ‘sustainable construction’.
Whilst our client generally supports the vision particularly its emphasis on
good quality local services and economic prosperity our client wishes to
raise objection to the use of the terms ‘towns and large villages’ since this
terminology does not reflect that used by RSS in its description of the
settlement hierarchy of the region (RSS policies YH4 to YH6). Policies
YH4 and YH6 refer to Regional Cities Sub-Regional Cities and Principal
Towns and Local Service Centres. For consistency and clarity is would be
useful if the Core Strategy adopted this terminology. It is acknowledged
that the Core Strategy must depart from the RSS definitions when
identifying ‘large villages’ however a definition should be provided so that
it is clear which settlements are being referred to. Consequently we
believe that the second sentence of the proposed LDF vision should be
substituted to read: ‘Those settlements forming part of the Regional City
of Hull and our Principal Towns and Local Service Centres will be
economically prosperous and will have good quality local services which
will sustain communities minimise the need to travel and meet people’s
needs both now and in the future’
See comment I738 to this question.

Officer Response
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
Support and comments noted. Your response has been taken
into consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to
the Core Strategy.

See comment I738 to this question.

See response to comment I738.

We note and support the vision of creating thriving vibrant and
sustainable communities in both urban and rural areas. In the context of
the site at Nafferton its development for housing provides an opportunity
to create a further mix to the local community by enabling a range of
house types and a mix of tenure. It would add to the vibrancy and vitality
of the village as people living in the new housing would utilise the
existing services and facilities.
See comment I738 to this question.

Support and comments noted. Your response has been taken
into consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to
the Core Strategy. Encouraging a mix of housing is one of the
objectives of the LDF and specific policies on this will be
included in the Preferred Approach to the Core Strategy.

See response to comment I738.

See response to comment I738.
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Ref
128

Consultee/Agent
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc
Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council

Comment

Officer Response

Whilst broadly endorsing the first sentence of the vision statement “By 2026, East Riding will comprise thriving, vibrant, sustainable
communities in both urban and rural areas which reflect our culture and
in which everyone can enjoy a high quality of life” the East Riding of
Yorkshire Rural Partnership has a number of concerns about the vision
statement -

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. The revised vision now refers both urban and
rural communities being economically prosperous. The
Preferred Approach Core Strategy identifies a number of
settlements as Rural Service Centres and sets out the
methodology that was used to determine them. The
methodology is a 4-stage system which does use a number of
deciding factors but also remains realistic when considering
whether new development should be allowed there. The
Council is committed to ensuring the future viability of all East
Riding settlements.

The definition (page 32) of what must be offered for a community to be
sustainable suggests wrongly that many of the East Riding of Yorkshire’s
smaller settlements - which do not currently offer all 6-7 factors listed are unsustainable. This is clearly not the case as many settlements will
have already been without one or two of these factors for a number of
years.
Moreover the vision statement’s use of the terms towns and larger
villages implies that smaller settlements and villages should not be
prosperous. Such a statement clearly fails to capture the important
historic, built, environmental and agricultural aspects of these
communities which contribute significant economic - and wider - benefits
to the East Riding as a whole.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of VO1

VO 2

Do you think the 19 objectives for the LDF are appropriate, or can they be improved?
Responses with no further comments

14

Yes –

Mr John Ellerby; Mr Robin Shucksmith; Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with Anlaby Common Parish Council; Louise Reevell; Mrs Judith Macklin, Cottingham Parish
Council; Mrs K. Richmond, South Cave Parish Council; Mr R. Vickers, Tickton & Routh Parish Council; Julie Abraham; Ms Helen Anderson; Mrs M. Barker,
Swanland Parish Council; Mr S. Young, Bubwith Parish Council; Mr M Guest; Mr Mark Johnson, Dacre Son & Hartley on behalf of Redrow Homes
(Yorkshire) Ltd; Ms Laurie Norris, National Farmers Union; Cllr Winifred I Knight; T Appelbe, Elmfield Estates Ltd; Mr Andrew Rose, Spawforth Planning &
Urban Regeneration Ltd on behalf of Miller Strategic Land; W Buckle, Wetwang Parish Council; Mr M Guest; Ms Avril Russell, Thorngumbald Parish Council

No –
Ref
4

Consultee/Agent
Mr Ian Scruton

Comment
HBHM 8. Ensure a 'deliverable' and flexible supply of housing land

5

Mrs Anne Crick, Humber
Mental Health Teaching
NHS Trust

6

Duncan Ross, East
Yorkshire Primary Care
Trust

Objectives1 3 4 17 & 18 It is important that access to healthcare services
is not seen as a physical presence or regular clinic within the geographic
location of each sustainable community. As a specialist Mental Health
Learning disability and Addictions service provider many of our bases are
in main centres of population but those services are accessed by clients
across the East Riding. We often provide services to a client in their own
home but when a higher level of care is needed then this may only be
available at one or two locations in the East Riding. In this context good
transport links are crucial to the service being accessible. Objective 7&8
these are supported as affordable housing is an issue for our clients and
staff. Should there be reference to joint work with employers to ensure
business expansion is supported by the housing supply. Flexibility of the
housing supply should include the Homes for Life concept to reduce the
need for residential home care. Objectives 10 There is no reference to
employment opportunities being diversified to enable disadvantaged
groups for example those with disabilities to access employment but this
is a local area agreement target.
Objective 1 - needs clarifying as to what is meant by sustainable
communities. This is explored further in the document but at this point it
will generate an emotive differential response based on individual
perceptions of what is a sustainable community and the services that
should be located there. Objective 18 - the use of adequate is interesting.
New development needs to be appropriately serviced not only when
initially developed but to allow for the consequences of the development

Officer Response
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

7

Mr Adrian Sail, Antony
Aspbury Associates on
behalf of Strawsons
Development / Omnivale
Ltd
Kerry Lawson, Barton
Willmore on behalf of
Wykeland ltd

15

Comment
later years for example housing developments will attract individuals who
may have families and grow older within the development which changes
the demographics and service needs of the area this needs to be allowed
for.
Generally yes but suggest that O8 (HBHM) is amended as follows:
‘Ensure that there is an adequate amount and flexible supply of housing,
etc.’
Objective 1 - support the over all aim but we consider it to be ambiguous.
For assurance and clarity it would be useful to identify the kinds of
locations that the objective is referring to. We consider the objective
should therefore be reworded as follows: ' Support the thriving and
sustainable communities by locating development within the settlements
that will comprise part of the Regional City of Hull the Principal Towns
and the Local service Centres so as to enable people....' Objective 10 Supports the Objective 2 - consider the use of the term 'Haltemprice'
unclear. This is a colloquial term which is not sufficiently defined in the
Core Strategy. Even if a clearer definition was provided our client
considers that the use of the term could lead to misunderstanding and the
constant cross referral to the definition to be clear which settlements are
included. It is suggested that they are instead called 'settlements
comprising the regional city of Hull'. Objective 3 - in general support of
its aim however policy YH5 of the RSS advises how LDF's should
support the role of Principal Towns. We do not consider that Objective 3
is broad enough to be in accordance with Policy YH5 and provide
sufficient support of the Principle Towns. Objective 4 - is not consistent
with RSS when it refers to 'Market and Coastal Towns'. The Core
Strategy does not sufficiently define these settlements. Instead we feel
they should be referred to as 'defined Local Service Centres...' in this
objective. Objective 6 - issues to do with flooding should be dealt with in
the proposed Development Policies DPD PPS 12 suggests that the Core
Strategy should only include Strategic Objectives and should not deal
with Development Control issues. Objective 10 - supports the overall
emphasis on strengthening the economy but does not go far enough.

Officer Response

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. Anlaby, Willerby, Cottingham, Kirkella and
Hessle will continue to be labelled ‘the Major Haltemprice
Settlements’ to ensure local recognition and identity, however
the document makes it clear that this is part of the Regional City
(Para 4.7). Flooding has been dealt with by the Core Strategy
because it has an important impact on strategic issues,
particularly where we locate development. The Development
Policies DPD was also removed from the most recent LDS and
the Core Strategy will now contain both strategic policies and
development management policies, the chosen objectives relate
to the content of the whole document.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

25

Mr Dale Greetham,
Development Planning
Partnership on behalf of
Tesco Stores Ltd

28

Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates

31

Driffield Partnership

Comment
Further clarity and additional support could be given to the local
economy particularly with regard to attracting new types of industry.
Objective 10 should be amended as follows: 'Strengthen, modernise and
diversify the economic base currently dominated by Office, Health,
Retail, Agriculture, Tourism, Manufacturing and the Ports and Logistics
Sectors and support both existing and emerging economic drivers and
clusters particularly those which require skilled and qualified labour.'
Objective 11 - support this objective as it is vitally important that
sufficient and appropriate employment land is provided through the
LDF.
Objective 3 - We support objective 3 of the spatial strategy (SS) which
supports the role and function of Beverley, Bridlington, Driffield and
Goole as Principal Towns and would involve responding to their specific
needs maximising regeneration opportunities and providing a greater mix
of housing. These towns should be the main local focus for shopping.
Objective 4 - We also support objective 4 for the Spatial Strategy as this is
concerned with strengthening the role of market and coastal towns as
Local Service Centres in order to meet the needs of the rural community.
The objectives are appropriate and appear to be broadly consistent with
RSS. However the East Riding has regionally significant assets which may
result in a need to deviate from the standard spatial strategy of RSS which
seeks concentration in larger settlements. The M62 / A63 corridor and
the importance of this link to the Humber Ports may need to be reflected
in the priority given to development needing to utilise this corridor. This
asset may result in enhanced attractiveness to both indigenous and
external businesses and the ability of the District to attract this
investment should not be ruled out by the LDF. Accommodating this
would need to be considered in the evidence base of the LDF for the
deviation to be justified. However for this potential to be reflected in site
allocation DPD’s we would suggest that an appropriate policy ‘hook’ be
provided in the Core Strategy- the objectives being one of the key places
in the document where this could be provided. Therefore we suggest that
Objective 11 be expanded to include at its end ‘and where best use can be
made of regionally important transport infrastructure’.
The Driffield Partnership strongly supports objective 3.Objective 11.

Officer Response

Support noted.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. An Infrastructure Study is currently being
commissioned to assess the capacity of existing infrastructure in
the East Riding, if it could accommodate new development and
where improvements may need to be made.

Support and comments noted. Your response has been taken
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
Should include new businesses as well as existing.

33

Rachael Martin, Sanderson
Weatherall on behalf of
KeyLand Developments
Ltd

35

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

The objectives are considered appropriate. However it is considered that
the Core Strategy should make particular reference to maximising the
development of sites in sustainable locations adjoining settlement
boundaries. The hazard of flood risk should be addressed but the benefits
of flood defences and history of flooding on the site are important
factors to be considered.
Yes and yes. SS6 add ‘not at risk from sea level rise’. HQE13 add ‘and
energy efficiency’. HQE14 add as above: encourage energy efficiency in
existing buildings. E.g. any planning permission required for an extension
or alteration should trigger an energy review (as per Home Buyers pack)
of whole building and Council than makes it a condition of planning
house has to go up say two levels of energy performance cert. This is
funded for owner in effect by value of the alteration approved.

41

Natasha Rowland, Savills

4.6 …make good use of ‘existing built environment’ and previously
….4.6 … subject to not compromising agricultural sustainability.4.9….as
the low lying areas will be lost to agriculture with sea level rise anyway,
and as this means the higher level agriculture is long term the most
important asset to retain for our survival, unfortunately we have to
potentially waste some resources medium term building in areas sub 7
metres. The cost reduces if this is focused on land at least between 1 and
7 metres. It also implies development is going to have to be more
intensive on existing developed areas. This is about design. Much of
existing development is low density suburb that needs to be replaced on a
phased basis. 4.10 Once identified, what will Council do with that
information?4.11 – Emphasise that existing development is at risk and at
cost to the nation, and this can be mitigated by proper maintenance of
neglected existing drainage systems by EA and Council’s due to short
term funding considerations and pressures.
V09 - states that the supply of previously developed land is finite. The
LDF objectives should acknowledge that greenfield sites will need to be
released for development (as acknowledged in the housing chapter) and
where this is the case the use of such land will be in sustainable locations.

Officer Response
into consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to
the Core Strategy.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
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Ref
43

Consultee/Agent
Cllr John Whittle

46

Serena Ralston, Baker
Associates on behalf of
Dennis Wilkinson Ltd

47

Dr Amy Crowther, RSPB

48

Mr Garth Hanlan, Savills
on behalf of St John's
College Cambridge

Comment
Objective 1 - Whilst I accept 1 I feel that leeway must be given to allow
small scale development in our villages to allow the unique quality of life
achievable in such small communities. Objectives 4 & 5 could therefore
be a little more integrated. Objective 6 - The danger is of going overboard
re flooding - but we must take more notice of pluvial flood risk. Other
specific comments made elsewhere. Overall - OK
We support the principle of objective 2 of the Core Strategy to meet the
needs of the Haltemprice settlements and to support the regeneration of
Hull as a Regional City. However we recommend that this is reworded to
clarify the relationship between the Haltemprice settlements and the City
of Hull which has been established through the RSS. The objective
should be worded as follows: Meet the needs of the Haltemprice
settlements and support their contribution to the transformation of Hull
as a Regional City. We consider that there is a gap in the strategic
objectives relating to housing. Whilst support is given for references to
the provision of affordable housing and to a mix of housing by type and
tenures there is nothing currently to support housing growth. We
therefore consider that there should be a further objective which relates
to increasing housing to provide homes for all those wanting homes
taking account of economic growth in the Regional Cities. This would
meet the national agenda for housing delivery reflect the priorities in the
new RSS and the role of the sub areas.
The RSPB believes the following amendments would strengthen and
enhance the sustainability of the LDF policy in line with national
government policies including PPS9 PPS25 and Defra's Making Space for
Water. Objective 1 - Add - without damaging protected sites of nature
conservation importance or harming locally important biodiversity and
wildlife. Objective 12 - Add - including East Riding's rich natural heritage
of designated nature conservation sites. Objective 15 - We suggest
wording is changed from 'seek to protect' to 'protect' as many of these
sites are protected by national and international law from damage
including threats from new development.
Objective 1 - Within Goole which is a Principal Town within the
Yorkshire and Humber Plan there are a variety of existing transport
infrastructures and nodes which would be highly suitable for the location

Officer Response
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. The document explains the relationship between
the Haltemprice Settlements and the Regional City.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. Goole is identified in the Regional Spatial
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
of further employment uses - including warehousing and distribution
uses. Land to the west of Goole as an extension to Yorkshire Forwards
Capitol Park is available and excellently places in terms of its low
landscape value score proximity to the town and ability to utilise existing
transport infrastructure (subject to modifications) including rail freight
and road and utility services. Objective 3 - With a population of 19 500
Goole contains some residential pockets that experience high levels of
social exclusion in terms of the skills/educational base of residents poor
access to services within the town and a higher then average welfare
dependency culture (see para 2.14 - Core Strategy) within the housing
stock and a picture of a town suffering as a result of certain then it is
entirely appropriate that a review is underway to assess planning matters
over the plan period. In line with the initiatives of 'Renaissance Goole' an
initiative to support the revival of the town we would recommend that
further economic development (via the expansion of existing areas to the
west) at Goole could strengthen the town's employment base and
contribute to an increase in regional economic competitiveness and a
reduction in employment disparities. With more employment
opportunities in place the Council would be broadening the town's
economic base in line with Strategic Policy SS5 thus providing a greater
variety of options for the residents of the area. Further employment at
Goole would also help to further promote long-term in-migration into
Goole as well as the wider East Riding District and help to limit the
present significant levels of daily out-migration in terms of residents
commuting for work into neighbouring areas especially areas further west
towards the Humber Estuary area (north Lincolnshire). Objective 6 - The
majority of Goole is within the highest risk flood zone where nearly all
new development projects commercial or residential would be highly
vulnerable to flood related events. Placing the most compatible types of
development within those areas that are more susceptible to such events
should if possible be a priority. Housing renewal and regeneration
projects should (in line with PPS3) be focused as much as possible in
existing residential areas (i.e. Previously Developed Land) where (in
accordance with the findings of the forthcoming Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment) there are relatively lower potential instances of flooding. In

Officer Response
Strategy as a Principal Town and as such is expected to be a
main local focus for housing, employment, shopping and other
forms of development. Any development will have regards to
the level of flood risk and will be informed by the preparation of
a detailed flood risk assessment for Goole.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
line with PPS25 (Development and Flood Risk) this would enable more
resistant types of economic development to be located within higher risk
zone areas which would be subject to the exceptions approach and strict
mitigation measures. B! B2 and B8 uses are most compatible within high
risk flood zones (such as 3a - PPS25) and because of the employment
nature of the proposed expansion proposals to the west of Goole (west
of Capitol Park) as well as the area's excellent communication potential to
the M62 port and freight services the area could also accommodate larger
scale infrastructure developments such as power generation or waste
management initiatives. The siting of such 'estuary related uses' (as stated
in the Yorkshire and Humber Plan) next to rail and port facilities would
align well with Policy W6 (Option 6.2) of the Hull and east Riding Joint
Waste DPD (Issues and Options) which would require 'that rail and water
based modes of transport are given consideration and discounted before
road based modes are used' in proposing locations for waste facilities.
Objective 10 - An employment extension to the west of Capitol Park or
utilisation of some of this land for renewable energy/ waste purposes
could strengthen and diversify the existing variety of employment sites
within around and adjacent to Goole. Expansion would compliment the
Capitol Park development site (a 310 acre employment designation
situated to the east of Percy Lodge and west of Goole) which already has
permission for B1 - Business B2 - General Industrial B8 - Storage and
distribution C1 - Hotels as well as A3 A4 A5 (food/drink related outlets).
Additional expansion to include the College's landholding adjacent to the
west of the Capitol Park site would represent a sustainable extension to
the existing employment area west of Goole in terms of utilising nearby
infrastructure utilities and communications networks which could be
adapted and extended for future requirements. The location of industrial
or other infrastructural uses (previously mentioned) could utilise the port
of Goole's associated waterways - Aire and Calder Navigation the Rivers
Ouse and Humber as well as adjacent rail and road facilities. Such a
spatial concentration of economic development fits within the remit of
PPS1 in that there would be (among other factors) less environmental
impact as development would be able to utilise the Port of Goole this
would represent a strengthening of the cluster capacity present at Goole.

Officer Response
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

54

Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council

55

Mr Christopher Hughes

56

Doctor Alan Kelly

Comment
Finally in line with Draft PPS4 the Council should be planning for and
facilitating a supply of land which is better able to cater for business and
employment needs but which is flexible enough to be responsive to a
changing economy or new business requirements within the plan period.
The inclusion of an additional parcel of land to the west of the existing
Goole Cluster would provide extra capacity to meet demand as identified
in the Employment Land review. Such an additional allocation would also
help to diversify the existing economic base within the local area and
make the existing area more attractive to inward investment. Objective 11
- Expansion to the west of the Capitol Park site would represent an
appropriate addition to an existing and established employment cluster
whilst increasing the area's overall capacity and potential to accommodate
a wider range of employment uses. Such diversification of employment
land at a site with an excellent communication network would improve
the investment potential for Goole and this part of South Yorkshire.
Additional allocations would increase the range of significant
employment opportunities available and enable existing national and
multi-national firms within South Yorkshire to re-locate to an area close
to their existing operations. Such an allocation would also link in well
with the objectives of Draft PPS4.
The Council would like to see more emphasis put on the renovation of
existing properties where possible to make much better use of housing
stock. Housing allocation should only be done based on sound annual
research. Otherwise the Council agrees with the 19 objectives.
The aspirations are laudable but I fear that the method of achieving them
will have to constantly change and at a far faster rate than our present
bureaucracy is capable of. You are trying to dictate events over which we
have little control. Far better to watch events and respond to them as fast
as possible.
Please consider the idea of Riverland as identified and discussed as area
of local amenity but very significant and important biodiversity in Part 2
of the article Core Strategy - Issues and Options: Riverland - Amenity
Biodiversity and Proximity on the website www.wwfo.com.uk The idea is

Officer Response

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. A number of other Council plans and strategies
will deal with the condition of existing stock, empty dwellings
and refurbishment, but the planning implications of this will be
dealt with by the Core Strategy.
Comments noted. PPS12 requires every Local Planning
Authority to produce a Core Strategy that includes an overall
vision which sets out how the area and the places within it
should develop.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

57

Mr David Hammond,
Beeford Parish Council

58

Ms Maureen Dale

More needs to be taken into account of resident’s views but overall it
seems to be OK.

59

Mr Roger Jones, Humber
& Wolds Rural
Community Council
Mrs Pamela Austin

Add CULTURAL facilities.

62

66
68

Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby
Conservation Society
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning on behalf of Hull
Ionians RUFC (Holdings)
Ltd

Comment
of Riverland as an area of Local but Protected Amenity for all its
inhabitants (human or otherwise).
For the principal towns information was good but again rural villages
need to know how much development they are going to get and how
much is going to be spent on the infrastructure of the village to
accommodate this development.

Objectives are appropriate. Strong and healthy communities ensuring
development has new community facilities. MUST INCLUDE sufficient
social services healthcare and social care for the new inhabitants e.g. 169
people in Bridlington cannot register with a GP - insufficient facilities and
as the populations rises this will worsen.
The 19 objectives seem to be (all) appropriate (and the summary table on
Page 29 is helpful).
Overall the broad topic areas covered by the key objectives appear
appropriate and in accordance with the principles of sustainable
development. In particular our client is supportive of objective 4 which
seeks to strengthen the role of local service centres to meet the needs of
rural communities and allow development of an appropriate size and
character. We would support Objective 8 to ensure a flexible supply of
housing land but would suggest that deliverability should also be a key
objective. Housing land needs to be not only flexible but also deliverable
and responsible to changing circumstances if the district is to meet its
strategic housing targets both now and in the future. Deliverability is a
key thrust of central government planning guidance (PPS3: Housing) and

Officer Response
Comments noted. The Preferred Approach Core Strategy
(chapter 4) sets out a settlement hierarchy for the East Riding
which indicates which settlements will receive development in
the future, this includes a number of Rural Service Centres
which will receive a limited amount of development. It also sets
out what development will be appropriate in the open
countryside. Chapter 6 sets out how development will be
divided between different tiers of the hierarchy and the six Core
Strategy sub areas.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
Support noted.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
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75

Mr Nick Kolodziej

77

Cllr Geoff Pickering

Comment
therefore should be reflected in the vision and key objectives of the Core
Strategy.
Objective 1 is supported in the context of the site as it represents the
potential to provide new housing in Hessle which has a wide range of
services and facilities and is easily accessible to the centre of Hull.
Objective 2 is supported as it is considered that a high level of growth
should occur in the Haltemprice settlements to support the regeneration
of Hull. Hull represents the principle economic driver of the sub-region
and the regeneration of it should be supported to strengthen this role by
the development of high quality housing adjacent to it and in attractive
locations as would be the case with the development of this site. It is
understood from Table 4 that completions in the Major Haltemprice
settlements have been low compared to other areas and that suitable sites
are relatively scarce. This site is suitable and available and is therefore
ideally placed to help meet housing need in a location where it is well
placed to support the regeneration of Hull due to the proximity and
accessibility to it.
Objective 1 - There is a merit in locating development close to services.
But this is not appropriate for a widespread rural authority. It stagnates
smaller settlements and the rural economy and fails to take account of the
fact that development in some areas is needed to maintain the viability of
a settlement or the need to develop some communities so that they
become sustainable . It also fails to take account of the positive
sustainability arguments in providing local jobs and facilities in rural areas
which reduces the need to travel. There is a conflict with the needs for
rural diversification and regeneration. The potential for clustering of
village facilities for sustainable settlements is not taken into account.

Officer Response

Objective 2 - The East Riding cannot be sacrificed to support the
regeneration of Hull. The development pressures on Haltemprice is
already affecting the quality of life environment and leading to failure of
infrastructure such as drainage as a result the desire for place shaping and
producing an attractive environment is lost and the area is susceptible to
surface water flooding. This is at odds with the statement on quality of
life 2.72. The plan should reflect the capacity of an area to absorb

The Core Strategy recognises that there is a balance to be struck
between meeting the needs of the East Riding, improving the
performance of the sub-region as a whole and aiding the
regeneration of the City. An Infrastructure Study has been
commissioned to assess the capacity of existing infrastructure in
the East Riding, if it could accommodate new development and
where improvements may need to be made.

Comments and support noted.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. The revised vision now refers both urban and
rural communities being economically prosperous. Chapter 4 of
the proposed approach identifies a number of settlements as
Rural Service Centres which will receive a limited amount of
development to support their role and function. It also considers
what development would be appropriate in the open
countryside. The Council is committed to ensuring the future
viability of all East Riding settlements.
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Comment
development before considering spatial designation.

Officer Response

Objectives 3 and 4 - The concept of Principal towns and service centres
does have some merit and it is reflective of previous but much criticised
selective settlement hierarchy policy. This does have the danger of
distorting funding and investment priorities. In directing development to
these areas there is a danger of damaging the character and quality of life
for those living in these areas and for placing undue stress on the services
and infrastructure. The designation of these settlements does not reflect
the development pressure within the Howdenshire area which will result
from the implementation of the Economic Development Strategy which
places job creation in a concentrated location. This will make nonsense of
the vision to reduce travelling as the population centres are distant from
the place of work Goole is 20 miles from Selby and 21 from Doncaster.
The large number of 40 miles round journeys has to be a major
consideration. Consider the effect of this spatial designation against the
sterilisation of smaller settlements and rural communities in the interests
of sustainability. An LDF on this basis would be inconsistent.
There is no provision for the consideration of new or expanded
settlements. Areas such as Brandesburton which good transport links
and with large areas of derelict or despoiled landscape could provide
relief from the development pressure in Beverley where development is
restricted by the existence of common land. And the desire to maintain
separation from the City of Hull.
Unless the plan proposes major development or expansion or
infrastructure which requires spatial expression, spatial and allocation is
not suitable. It would be preferable in most cases, to define criteria for
suitable development rather than adopt a spatial approach.

Any development will have regards to the level of flood risk and
will be informed by the preparation of a detailed flood risk
assessment. It is may be that in some locations, due to the level
of flood hazard and the predicted impacts of climate change,
coupled with any gradual withdrawal of defence maintenance in
rural areas, development will be difficult to justify.

Objective 5 - Why should development provide benefit to the overall
community. As community is not a single uniform entity this is
impossible as well as inappropriate.
Objective 6 - Development can never be not at risk from hazard eg all
development is at risk from impact from aircraft meteor tidal wave
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81

Phillippa Edwards, G V A
Grimley on behalf of
Horstine Farmery

86

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning on behalf of Mr
Peter Ward
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr & Mrs JH Foreman
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mrs J Boat

93
94

Comment
nuclear destruction etc. Development should recognise and respond
appropriately to a reasonable risk of hazard. With regard to flooding it is
not possible to locate development in the East Riding outside areas
designated at risk. This would result in development direct to the Wolds
where it is restricted due to high landscape value and sustainability
arguments. The issue for the East Riding is not spatial expression of
flood avoidance but in how to deal with flood tolerance and resilience.
The Flood Review Panel have made several recommendations which
obviously could not be reflected in the issues and options document but
all of which have to be addressed in the LDF. In particular the Panel
highlight the inconsistent and shortcomings of PPS25 in relation to the
specific conditions in the East Riding. Spatial strategy must not prevent
the opportunistic development which can arise from changing market
forces or entrepreneurial endeavour. The plan should recognise
unforeseen development which is beneficial to the East Riding but is
unforeseen and therefore cannot be expressed spatially in the LDF.
Spatial designation is necessary for some aspects of planning such as
major settlement roads schools but is detrimental to the vast majority of
smaller scale development which is the life blood of a rural authority.
Infrastructure development should be spatially defined all else should be
planned for with clearly define criteria for appropriate development.
An additional spatial strategy objective should be added to reflect the
need to identify long term strategic development sites to meet future
housing and employment needs. This would underpin the wider
sustainable community objectives outlined in objective one and specific
housing objectives outlined in objective number eight.
See comment 68 to this question.

Officer Response

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
See response to comment 68.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.
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109
110
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Consultee/Agent
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning on behalf of
Bryan Brown & Sons
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning on behalf of Mr
and Mrs Hudson
Catherine Birks, RNLI
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning on behalf of R
Swales
I W Scruton, on behalf of
Scruton
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning on behalf of W.
Clifford Watts Ltd
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning on behalf of Mr
C Hill
Mr Jamie Pyper, Signet
Planning Ltd on behalf of
Southwell County Homes
and Makinder
G M V Winn and Co
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning on behalf of Mr
A Morley
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning on behalf of MB
Goodwin (Skipsea) Ltd
East Riding House
Builders Group

Comment
See comment 68 to this question.

Officer Response
See response to comment 68.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

The RNLI agrees with and supports the following objectives as drafted in
the Core Strategy Issues and Options Paper. Objective 7 Objective 8
See comment 68 to this question.

Support noted.
See response to comment 68.

We agree with the broad principles of the 19 objectives however greater
emphasis should be placed on deliverability of sites. Deliverability is the
key driver of Government policy and should be weighted accordingly.
See comment 68 to this question.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
See response to comment 68.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

Yes it needs to be ensured that sufficient land is available for housing in
order to achieve the minimum requirements as set out in the emerging
Yorkshire and Humber Plan.

Comments noted. The Preferred Approach to the Core Strategy
provides an approach to meet the housing requirements of RSS.

Improve by factoring in private enterprise contribution and not relying
on public officialdom knows best.
See comment 68 to this question.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
See response to comment 68.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.
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Consultee/Agent
Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd

120

Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council

126

Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership

I459

Mr Geoffrey Streets

Comment
In broad terms the objectives are considered to be appropriate. However
the wording in Point (6) should be revised to state that new development
should not exacerbate the overall level of risk to people and property
rather than implying a requirement to actually reduce any risk. In relation
to Point (7) whilst Persimmon Homes broadly agree that levels of
affordable housing should respond to local housing needs this need must
be demonstrated through an up-to-date Housing Needs Assessment.
There is also a need to improve the quality of the existing housing stock
and to respond to overall housing market needs in general. A response to
local housing needs should not solely focus on affordable housing issues
only. Persimmon Homes considers that the following words should be
added to Point (9):- Make the most efficient use of land by balancing
housing densities to reflect local circumstances and maximise the use of
East Riding's finite supply of previously developed land and sustainably
located green field sites . As stated at para. 2.19 of the Core Strategy
Issues and Options document some green field sites can perform better
under sustainability criteria than previously developed land and such sites
should therefore not be discounted from development.
Objectives are appropriate. Strong and healthy communities ensuring
development has NEW community facilities MUST include sufficient
social services and social care. We have issues with GP's and Dentists in
Bridlington already and the situation would be aggravated.
The East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership sees these as broadly
appropriate as far as rural areas are concerned. However it is noticeable
that minimising the need to travel (which appears in the vision statement)
is not picked up in any of the 19 objectives. It could be included in
Objective 1. Omission may affect the assessment of spatial development
options allowing options which involve relatively wasteful travel patterns
to be chosen. This point should be picked up by the Sustainability
Appraisal and openly addressed. Caution should also be exercised
regarding the assumption implicit in the document that the elderly
population will continue to rise. There is some evidence of a slow down
in the urban drift which could accelerate in response to rising fuel prices
recent health provision decisions etc.
Objectives broadly reasonable but can all be defeated by the annual

Officer Response
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing Preferred Approach to the Core
Strategy.
LDF Policies will need to reflect the findings of the Council’s
Housing Needs Assessment published in 2007. Specific policies
on affordable housing are set out in the Preferred Approach
Core Strategy.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. An infrastructure study is looking at the need for
new infrastructure to serve new development.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
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I13

Mr Matthew Naylor,
Yorkshire Water Services
Ltd

I28

Mr James Durham

I29

Mr James Durham

Objective 12: We should conserve as well as make effective use of our
town centres coastal areas etc to benefit the economy.

I113

Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates on behalf of
Hickling and Gray
associates
Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

Objective No 14: ....to minimise the global and local environmental
impacts.... Objective No 17: delete larger Objective No 18: Ensure that
new development has access to new or existing infrastructure....

Mr Grahame Hicks,
Pocklington and Wolds
Gateway Partnership

We believe that the framework should seek to encourage rather than to
impose by ensuring that the appropriate infrastructure is put in place. The
East Riding of Yorkshire Council has an opportunity to be innovative in
finding the solution to the targets that the government has set and should
not miss that opportunity. This is not new for the Council as the multi
million pound road development on the A63 justified by the expectation
of increased business opportunity shows. In short we would expect to see
the following objectives in the LDF being emphasised more strongly: 1.
Improved access for all communities 2. Improved public services for all

I149
I271

Comment
torrent of rules and regulations and the growing burden of national debt
interest. So cannot be sure how East Riding will be in 2026. Also Local
Authorities are not treated equally in grants to them.
Yorkshire Water supports the proposed objectives identified in the Core
Strategy. In particular point 18 which aims to ensure new development is
co-ordinated with the provision of infrastructure. In order to achieve
objective 18 Yorkshire Water would support the inclusion of a policy
which ensures that new development is co-ordinated with the provision
of essential infrastructure. An example policy is set out below:
Development will not be permitted unless infrastructure required to
service the development is available or the provision of infrastructure can
be co-ordinated to meet the demand generated by the new development.
Objective 13: add to the end 'whilst avoiding significant adverse impacts
on visual amenity'

6. Ensure that new development is not at risk from hazards including
flood risk AND coastal erosion.

Officer Response
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
Support and comments noted. Your response has been taken
into consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to
the Core Strategy.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
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I325

Mr Zulficar Ali,
Environment Agency

I329

Mr Jon Bowen, Dalton
Warner Davis on behalf of
E.ON UK

I361

Ms Margaret Baddeley,
Nathaniel Lichfield &
Partners Ltd on behalf of
Bourne Leisure Ltd

I364

Ms Margaret Baddeley,
Nathaniel Lichfield &
Partners Ltd on behalf of
Bourne Leisure Ltd
Ms Margaret Baddeley,
Nathaniel Lichfield &

I365

Comment
communities 3. Improved business opportunity within all communities
An emphasis of this kind would take greater account of the following
objectives as set out in the final version of the Regional Spatial Strategy
(Policy YH6): a. Retain and improve local facilities particularly in Local
Service Centres b. Support economic diversification
The 19 objectives as outlined on pages 27-28 are appropriate we
particularly welcome point 6 (spatial strategy) ensuring development is
not at risk from hazards including flood risk and that wherever possible
new development reduces overall risk of flooding.
Make it clear that the East Riding’s unique geology in the form of salt
deposits situated along the Holderness Coast and which is a suitable
medium for gas storage can be utilised where appropriate and when need
exists. At 3.5 amend the objectives of A Prosperous Economy (13) as
follows. ‘Ensure the prudent use of minerals as a natural resources by
providing for a steady and adequate supply to meet today’s needs while
conserving sufficient to ensure future availability and to maximise the
potential of renewable energy generation and to support the delivery of
essential energy infrastructure such as that required for gas storage.’
Objective 4 - Bourne Leisure supports the principal of Objective 4. The
company considers however that specific reference should also be made
to maximising the towns' tourism opportunities where appropriate and to
the importance of tourism in achieving the wider goal of economic social
and environmental well-being of the district as acknowledged at para 1.1.
of the CLG Good Practice Guide on Planning for Tourism. The
suggested amendments to objective 4 would be in accordance with para
6.24 of the CSIO consultation document which refers to tourism being
enhanced through the ongoing regeneration of existing seaside resorts
and refers to the importance of market towns and countryside areas to
tourism.
Objective 6 - Bourne Leisure then also in-principle supports Objective 6.
The company however considers that this objective should also refer to
the need for the specific characteristics of the proposed land use to be
taken into account.
Objective 12 - Bourne Leisure strongly supports Objective 12. However
the company considers that this objective should also make explicit

Officer Response

Support noted.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
Support and comments noted. Your response has been taken
into consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to
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Consultee/Agent
Partners Ltd on behalf of
Bourne Leisure Ltd
Ms Margaret Baddeley,
Nathaniel Lichfield &
Partners Ltd on behalf of
Bourne Leisure Ltd

I521

Ian Smith, English
Heritage (Yorkshire
Region)

I505

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly

I494

Yasin Raja, Government
Office for Yorkshire and
the Humber

Comment
reference to promoting high quality attractions and accommodation.

Officer Response
the Core Strategy.

Objective 15 - Bourne Leisure then supports Objective 15. However the
company would stress that pursuing this objective should not preclude
appropriate new development. Indeed Bourne Leisure considers that
objectives and policies throughout the Core Strategy should recognise
that there is scope for appropriate development within and adjacent to
sensitive or distinctive areas including sites of nature conservation value
provided that careful consideration is given to the detailed design and
layout of any proposed development and that commensurate mitigation
measures are implemented where necessary to minimise both direct and
indirect impacts (for example to ensure limited access and a satisfactory
interface in visual terms).
We broadly support the proposed Objectives and particularly welcome
the inclusion of one relating to the management of the historic assets of
the area. However given that a huge number of the East Riding’s historic
assets lie outside settlements it would be better to amend Objective 16
along the lines ‘Value the special character of our settlements by ensuring
that development reinforces their distinct identity and ensuring that the
historic buildings and landscapes of the area are adequately protected and
enhanced’.
The objectives for the spatial strategy reflect the YHA’s Plans objective to
concentrate development on the Principal Towns and are supported in
general. However they should also detail measures which the Local
Authority will take to transform the Principal Towns in order that they
become more attractive cohesive and safe places where people want to
live work invest and spend time in. This would make the Core Strategy
align more with RSS Policy YH5.
The strategic objectives should begin to articulate how all the issues and
challenges identified can be addressed and indicate the broad direction
that more detailed strategy and policy should take. This will ensure the
objectives are guided and informed by needs of the area. It should be
borne in mind that the purpose is not to have a raft of objectives
covering all topics. You should also make sure the objectives are specific
to East Riding and that clear outputs, targets and indicators can be

Support and comments noted. Your response has been taken
into consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to
the Core Strategy.

Support and comments noted. Your response has been taken
into consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to
the Core Strategy.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
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I583

Jon Palmer, Yorkshire
Forward

I591

Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

I626

Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

I650

Mr John Holmes, Hull

Comment
developed.
The Agency welcomes the proposed Spatial Strategy objectives as
outlined on page 27 of the consultation document. These recognise the
important connection between East Riding and Hull. In addition
Bridlington has been classified a Principal Town in accordance with the
Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) and Objective 6B(i) of the RES which
seeks to deliver high quality integrated renaissance programmes in all our
major cities and towns including Bridlington. However we suggest that
these objectives are amended as follows to reflect the importance of these
centres for economic growth. 2. Meet the needs of the Haltemprice
settlements and support the regeneration and growth of Hull as a
Regional City. 3. Support the role and function of Beverley Bridlington
Driffield and Goole as Principal Towns responding to their specific needs
maximising regeneration opportunities supporting economic growth and
providing a greater mix of housing. It would also be helpful to identify
under objective 10 those sectors that will be of particular importance to
economic growth in the East Riding. For example the development of
warehousing and logistics facilities which is identified in Objective 2B(i)
of the RES as being of regional significance.
We support the 2nd objective of the LDF to meet the needs of the
Haltemprice settlements and support the regeneration of Hull as a
Regional City but consider a similar reference to supporting the
regeneration of Hull is needed in the 3rd objective in relation to Beverley.
Given Beverley’s location within Hull’s housing market area travel to
work area and to a lesser extent its retail catchment area developments in
the town need to be carefully managed to support the development of
Hull and its Hull’s role at the top of the settlement hierarchy as
established within the RSS.
We support the 2nd objective of the LDF to meet the needs of the
Haltemprice settlements and support the regeneration of Hull as a
Regional City but feel a similar reference to supporting the regeneration
of Hull is needed in the 3rd objective in relation to Beverley. The other
proposed objectives for the LDF are broadly supported.
Objective 1 - Additional wording suggested to reinforce the need to

Officer Response
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. The objectives set out the over all aims of the
plan and the policies later in the document bring out the spatial
dimension including the links between places in the east Riding
and the Regional City.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. The objectives set out the over all aims of the
plan and the policies later in the document bring out the spatial
dimension including the links between places in the east Riding
and the Regional City.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. The objectives set out the over all aims of the
plan and the policies later in the document bring out the spatial
dimension including the links between places in the east Riding
and the Regional City.
Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
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I739

Mr Dan Mitchell, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Wykeland Ltd

Comment
ensure that development is appropriate to the role and function of the
area in which it is proposed (e.g. appropriate to the context within which
it is proposed to be located). Objective 2 - Whilst RSS incorporates the
Haltemprice settlements within its definition of Hull as a Regional City
combining the needs of the Haltemprice settlements with supporting
Hull’s regeneration into a single objective could confuse the intention of
higher level policy and city-regional regeneration strategy which gives
primacy to the City of Hull for the wider city-region’s longer term benefit.
We suggest that this objective be split as follows: a) ‘Support the
regeneration of Hull as a Regional City by working with Hull City Council
to ensure that development is appropriately located and phased to
maximise long term benefit to both Local Authority areas’ b) ‘Meet the
needs of the Haltemprice settlements whilst recognising the need to
support and not undermine the regeneration of Hull as a Regional City’
Objective 3 - Since Beverley lies within Hull’s housing market area a
specific objective for Beverley along the lines of b) above would also be
appropriate.
Whilst our client supports the overall aim of Objective 1 we consider it to
be ambiguous. For assurance and clarity it would be useful to identify the
kinds of locations that the objective is referring to. Again this should
reflect the settlement hierarchy identified in the Regional Spatial Strategy
with regard to the Regional City of Hull Principal Towns and Local
Service Centres. As such we consider that the objective should be
reworded as follows: ‘Support the thriving and sustainable communities
by locating development within the settlements that comprise part of the
Regional City of Hull the Principal Towns and the Local Service Centres
so as to enable people to access jobs and key services such as shops
education healthcare recreation and other facilities.’ With regard to
Objective 2 our client considers that the use of the term ‘Haltemprice
Settlements’ is unclear. This is a colloquial term which is not sufficiently
defined and explained within the Core Strategy. Even if a clearer
definition of the term was given our client considers that the use of the
term could lead to misunderstanding and the constant cross referral to
the definition to be clear which settlements are included. RSS clearly
identifies those settlements included under the term ‘Haltemprice

Officer Response
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. The objectives set out the over all aims of the
plan and the policies later in the document bring out the spatial
dimension including the links between places in the east Riding
and the Regional City.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
Anlaby, Willerby, Cottingham, Kirkella and Hessle will continue
to be labelled the ‘major Haltemprice settlements’ to aid local
recognition and identity. Chapter 4 explains the link between
these places and the Regional City.
Flooding has been dealt with by the Core Strategy because it has
an important impact on strategic issues, particularly where we
locate development. The Development Policies DPD was also
removed from the most recent LDS and the Core Strategy will
now contain both strategic policies and development
management policies, the chosen objectives relate to the
content of the whole document.
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Comment
Settlements’ and therefore there would be more consistency with the RSS
if these settlements were referred to as ‘settlements comprising part of
the Regional City of Hull’. The Core Strategy acknowledges that the East
Riding and the City of Hull have a close relationship. Paragraph 2.9 states
that ‘The success of the City of Hull in regenerating improving its
housing stock and attracting investors will greatly affect the East Riding.’
Given the importance of Hull and the interlinkages between the two we
consider that this should be strengthened in the strategic objectives. The
RSS advises that LDF’s should aim to strengthen Regional Cities in a
number of ways (YH4) we therefore consider the use of the term
‘supporting’ does not go far enough in this respect. Accordingly we
consider that objective 2 should be amended as follows: ‘Meet the needs
of the settlements comprising part of the Regional City of Hull to
support the regeneration and strengthening of that City.’ Our client
supports the overall aims of Objective 3. However Policy YH5 of the
RSS advises how LDFs should support the role of Principal Towns. We
do not consider that Objective 3 is sufficiently broad enough to be in
accordance with Policy YH5 and to provide sufficient support of the
Principal Towns. As a result our client considers that the scope of the
objective should be widened to consider employment shopping leisure
education health cultural activities and facilities accessibility vitality and
viability of town centres and issues of design quality in new
developments. Accordingly we consider that objective 3 should be
amended in line with RSS policy YH5 as follows: 16421/A5/P1b/KL/LS
June 2008 5 ‘Support the role and function of Beverley Bridlington
Driffield and Goole as Principal Towns responding to their specific needs
and maximising regeneration opportunities by improving accessibility and
public transport providing for employment uses enhancing the vitality
and viability of town centres and ensuring sufficient capacity for the
provision of a mix of housing.’ Again the terminology used in Objective 4
is not consistent with that contained within the RSS. The objective refers
to ‘market and coastal towns’ and the Core Strategy do not sufficiently
define these settlements. In order to ensure clarity and ease of reference
between the RSS and the East Riding’s LDF the terms used should be the
same. Our client therefore believes that Objective 4 should be amended

Officer Response
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Comment
to reflect this as follows: ‘Strengthen the role of defined Local Service
Centres to meet the needs of our rural communities and to ensure that
development is appropriate to their size and character.’ With regard to
Objective 6 PPS12: Local Spatial Planning advises that the Core Strategy
should include ‘strategic objectives’ (our emphasis) and as such the
objectives within the Core Strategy should not deal with development
control issues. Issues such as those relating to flooding should be dealt
with in the proposed Development Policies DPD as such Objective 6
should be removed from the Core Strategy. Although our client supports
the overall emphasis on strengthening the economy in Objective 10 we
believe that this does not go far enough. Further clarity and additional
support could be given to the local economy particularly with regard to
attracting new types of industry. Paragraph 2.40 of the Core Strategy
states that the East Riding’s workforce is relatively highly skilled and well
qualified however these people tend to work outside of the boundaries of
the authority. Table 11.2 of the RSS shows the potential annual job
growth across Yorkshire and Humber region from 2006 by different land
uses. For the East Riding and Hull this is as follows: Extract taken from
Table 11.2 of the Yorkshire and Humber Plan: Regional Spatial Strategy
to 2026 Given that Anlaby Cottingham Hessle Kirk Ella and Willerby are
within the Hull urban area Hull’s figures also need to be considered in
assessing the ability of the East Riding to accommodate growth. The
table demonstrates that there is a likelihood that skilled jobs will increase.
As such the Core Strategy needs to address this. Paragraphs 2.41- identify
that the East Ridings economic base is underpinned by Agriculture
Tourism Manufacturing and the Ports and Logistics Sectors. Paragraph
2.45 lists clusters and sectors operating within the East Riding that offer
the greatest potential to improve the economic performance of the East
Riding as follows: Food and drink; Logistics and ports; Renewable
energy; Manufacturing and engineering; Digital and creative industries;
Finance and business services; and follows: Food and drink; Logistics and
ports; Renewable energy; Manufacturing and engineering; Digital and
creative industries; Finance and business services; and Tourism. As a
result our client considers that Strategic Objective 10 should be amended
as follows: ‘Strengthen modernise and diversify the economic base

Officer Response
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Consultee/Agent

I687

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

Comment
currently dominated by Office Health Retail Agriculture Tourism
Manufacturing and the Ports and Logistics Sectors and support both
existing and emerging economic drivers and clusters particularly those
which require skilled and qualified labour.’ Building on Objective 10 our
client believes that if the East Riding is to strengthen modernise and
diversify its economic base it is vitally important that sufficient and
appropriate employment land is provided through the LDF. Therefore
our client supports Objective 11.
With regards to the Spatial Strategy objectives of the LDF our client
wishes to make a number of comments. We support the aim of Objective
1 however we consider that some amendments could be made for the
purposes of clarification and consistency with the RSS. In particular we
are of the view that this objective should identify that settlements
comprising part of the Regional City of Hull Principal Towns and Local
Service Centres will be the focus of future development within the East
Riding. As such we consider that the objective should be reworded as
follows: ‘Support the thriving and sustainable communities by
encouraging development within the settlements comprising part of the
Regional City of Hull in Principal Towns and in Local Service Centres so
as to enable people to access jobs and key services such as shops
education healthcare recreation and other facilities.’ Our client wishes to
object to the terminology identified within Objective 2 of the Core
Strategy. Although the term ‘Haltemprice Settlements’ refers to the
settlements of Cottingham Anlaby Willerby Kirkella and Hessle this is a
local term that is ill-defined in the Core Strategy Issues and Options
paper and it is a term not mentioned within the RSS. As such we consider
that referencing the ‘Haltemprice Settlements’ as such throughout the
LDF will cause confusion. Therefore in order to ensure consistency
within the future revisions of the Core Strategy and the RSS we consider
that geographically the ‘Haltemprice Settlements’ need to be clearly
defined and that these settlements would be more appropriately referred
to as ‘settlements comprising part of the Regional City of Hull’.
Additionally we consider that the LDF for the East Riding of Yorkshire
should aim to be consistent with the aims of the neighbouring City of
Hull’s strategic planning aims. Objective 2 phrased as proposed only aims

Officer Response

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
Anlaby, Willerby, Cottingham, Kirkella and Hessle will continue
to be labelled the ‘major Haltemprice settlements’ to aid local
recognition and identity. Chapter 4 explains the link between
these places and the Regional City.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
to support the ‘regeneration of Hull’. Since the RSS is clear that LDF’s
should aim to strengthen Regional Cities in a number of ways (YH4) we
consider that only supporting the regeneration of Hull falls short of what
the RSS policy YH4 states that Plans and Strategies should aim to do.
Accordingly we consider that objective 2 should be rephrased as: ‘Meet
the needs of the settlements comprising part of the Regional City of Hull
to support the regeneration and strengthening of that City.’ Our client
supports the aims of Objective 3 but considers that it doesn’t fully reflect
the requirements of RSS policy YH5 which sets out how LDFs should
support the role of Principal Towns. As currently worded objective 3
focuses on regeneration objectives and housing provision but does not
reference the other issues of accessibility public transport employment
viable and vibrant town centres capacity to accommodated development
and issues of design. ]Accordingly we consider that objective 3 should be
rephrased in line with RSS policy YH5 as follows: ‘Support the role and
function of Beverley Bridlington Driffield and Goole as Principal Towns
responding to their specific needs by improving accessibility and public
transport providing for employment uses enhancing the vitality and
viability of town centres and ensuring sufficient capacity for the provision
of a mix of housing.’ The Core Strategy Issues and Options paper
Objective 4 refers to ‘market and coastal towns’. This terminology is not
consistent with that used in the RSS policy YH6 and the settlements to
which this objective relates are not adequately defined. Consequently our
client believes that these phrases should be removed from the wording of
objective 4 in order to ensure clarity and consistency throughout the
document. To this regard our client believes that Objective 4 should
relate more clearly to policy YH6 of the RSS and should be rewritten to
state: ‘Strengthen the role of and access to defined Local Service Centres
to provide services in rural areas.’ We consider that Objective 6 should be
removed from the list of objectives. This objective is not ‘strategic’ in
nature as issues relating to individual proposals (such as ‘flooding’) are
dealt with on a site-by-site basis through the Development Control
process. Furthermore we consider that the phrase ‘reduces overall risk to
people and property’ is confusing and lacks clarity and definition. With
regards to Objective 7 in consideration of Policy H4 of the RSS our client

Officer Response
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Consultee/Agent

Comment
believes that objective 7 should be reworded to incorporate a more
flexible and responsive approach to the provision of the East Riding’s
identified housing needs through stating that: ‘The Council will provide
sufficient affordable housing to meet identified housing needs throughout
the East Riding’ (our emphasis) Our client supports the approach
identified within Objective 8 of the Core Strategy Issues and Options
paper as the objectives identify a flexible and responsive approach to the
supply of future housing land in terms of mix type and densities.
However in order to ensure that the objective is consistent with the
guidance set out within the RSS our client considers that since the policy
specifically refers to the needs of ‘everyone’ it is not then necessary to
refer specifically to the needs of the ‘elderly’ as well. We consider that
objective 8 should simply state: ‘Ensure a flexible supply of housing land
which provides for a mix of housing type and tenure and takes into
account the needs of everyone.’ In terms of Objective 9 with regards to
the creation of a high quality environment our client believes that the
objective should include the following text ‘balancing of housing densities
to reflect local circumstances identified within local character
assessments’. The inclusion of a reference within the Objective to the
evidence base will enhance the objectives ‘soundness’ and deliverability
with regards to the provision of appropriate housing densities within the
East Riding. Additionally we consider that the East Riding of Yorkshire
Council should not only be concerned with the maximisation of the East
Riding’s Brownfield land but also its Greenfield allocations. As such we
consider that reference should be made to both ‘previously developed
land’ and ‘Greenfield land’ particularly within Objective 9 as there will be
a need for Greenfield land to come forward in parallel with Brownfield
land. In view of these objections we consider that the policy should be
reworded to state: ‘Making the most efficient use of both Brownfield and
Greenfield land by balancing housing densities to reflect local
circumstances identified within local character assessments.’ In addition
to Objectives 7 8 and 9 our client believes that a further Objective should
be included within future revision of the Core Strategy which better
reflects the positive policy approach identified within Paragraph 10 of
PPS3. To this regard our client believes that the following objective

Officer Response
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I766

Susanna Sanlon, Barton

Comment
should be included within future revisions of the Core Strategy: ‘Deliver a
sufficient quantity of housing taking into account need and demand and
seeking to improve choice’ Additionally we consider that the East Riding
of Yorkshire Council should not only be concerned with the
maximisation of the East Riding’s brownfield land but also its Greenfield
allocations. As such we consider that reference to ‘previously developed
land’ should be dropped. In view of these objections we consider that the
policy should be reworded to state: ‘Making the most efficient use of land
by balancing housing densities to reflect local circumstances identified
within local character assessments.’ Objective 13 as it is currently worded
lacks clarity. It is not possible to ‘ensure prudent use of natural resources
by providing for a steady and adequate supply’. These are both admirable
objectives but they are mutually exclusive: Ensuring a prudent use of
resources cannot be achieved by simply providing an adequate supply.
Similarly the latter part of the sentence is also confusing and the meaning
is unclear: ‘while conserving sufficient to ensure future availability and to
maximise the potential of renewable energy generation.’ We consider that
the objective should be re-worded and divided into two separate
objectives as follows in order to ensure the clarity of the document: ‘Ensure the prudent use of natural resources by providing for a steady
and adequate supply of natural resources to meet today’s needs while
conserving a sufficient supply of natural resources to ensure future
availability; and -Endeavour to maximise the area’s natural resources in
order to maximise the potential for renewable energy generation.’ In
relation to Objective 17 as discussed above we object to the use of the
terminology ‘Larger Villages’ on the basis that this is not a category within
the settlement hierarchy set out in RSS. This introduces inconsistencies
and confusion between the two documents. Having considered the
settlement hierarchy set out in the RSS policies YH4-YH6 we consider
that the phrase ‘town and larger villages centres’ should be replaced and
the objective should read: ‘Support the vitality and viability of settlements
comprising part of the Regional City of Hull our Principal Towns and our
defined Local Service Centres by seeking to protect and enhance
community services and facilities in these locations’.
See comment I687 to this question.

Officer Response

See response to comment I687.
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I800

Consultee/Agent
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings
Mr Tom Brereton,
Development Land and
Planning Consultants Ltd
on behalf of site owners of
site at Lowthorpe Lane,
Nafferton

Comment

Officer Response

Whilst we broadly support the proposed objectives as set out we consider
that they do need to go further in recognising the need for rural housing
to meet rural needs and in recognising the importance of sustainably
located development in helping to achieve a balanced housing market.
This would be in accord with the approved Yorkshire and Humber RSS
which refers to the achievement of a rural renaissance (paragraph 2.76).
This is likely to mean the need to allocate land that is greenfield however
this is unlikely to detract from the overall national objective of
maximising the use of previously developed land. It is our view that the
benefits to be derived from the allocation of land that supports services
and facilities in existing rural settlements and contributes to their
continued viability and vitality outweighs the expectation that
development which meets these objectives will be on greenfield land.
Therefore Our specific comments on the objectives are: Objective 1 is
supported and the site at Nafferton would support this especially given
the availability of the bus and rail link to Driffield and Bridlington making
the site well connected to a very wide and full range of services facilities
and job opportunities. Objective 3 is supported as the importance of
Driffield and Bridlington are recognised but the scale of growth needed
to support a rural renaissance would not detract from the principal
locations for growth. Objective 4 should be revised to allow specifically
for the contribution of rural settlements such as Nafferton to meeting the
needs of rural communities in this case by providing a wider choice of
housing including affordable housing. Objective 5 is supported and the
Nafferton site could play a role in enhancing the identity of the
settlement and its character by providing well designed housing.
Increased vitality of the settlement would be encouraged through
providing additional housing to support existing services and facilities and
adding to the sense of community. Objective 7 reflects the significant
need to provide further affordable housing. We recognise and support
this. By developing the site at Nafferton for housing the chance to secure
affordable rural housing would be presented in an area where there is an

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.
The development of a Core Strategy is an opportunity to
consider individual villages on their own merits and establish a
strategy that considers their future development needs over a
medium- to long-term timescale.
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I835

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc
Mrs Sarah Wills,
Wilberfoss Parish Council

I785

Comment
acute need for affordable homes that are unlikely to be achieved by any
other means. Objective 8 is supported as a flexible supply of housing land
should be taken to include sustainably located sites which may be
greenfield. Specifically the allocation of the site at Nafferton would
recognise that a small proportion of the community have need to live in
rural areas or have family or other connections. National housing policy
is to meet the needs of the whole community. Objective 9 is encouraged
and suitable and sustainable sites should be developed at appropriate
densities. The finite supply of previously developed land is acknowledged
and it is understood to be a shared reality that greenfield sites will have to
come forward to meet the required housing supply. Objective 14 seeks to
achieve high quality design in new developments as described and is
supported. The development of the site would provide the opportunity to
do this and result in the creation of housing which added to the character
of the village. Objective 15 provides for the protection of the natural
environment. We support this and consider that the land at Nafferton
could be developed without compromising this key objective. Moreover
the development of the site could potentially enhance the biodiversity
value of the site. Objective 17 is to support the vitality and viability of
larger village centres. We would concur with this. Given the relative size
of Nafferton as a large village and the fact that housing on the site would
potentially encourage further use of the village centre with its range of
existing services and facilities. Objective 18 is also supported and
demonstrably the development of land in villages with significant
established populations and supporting a range of existing services will
best be able to accommodate and assimilate modest growth.
See comment I687 to this question.

Officer Response

Objective 18 - This has a particular resonance for Wilberfoss lying as it
does within the A1079 corridor. Before any further housing development
takes place in the village it will be necessary to address the A1079
problems; ensure improved road safety in the vicinity of the village school
- and put in place appropriate school expansion; address the currently
inadequate road drainage services throughout the village which was

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy. An Infrastructure Study is underway to assess the
capacity of existing infrastructure in the East Riding, if it could
accommodate new development and where improvements may
need to be made.

See response to comment I687.
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128

Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council

I901

Mr John Brown, Action
Access A1079

Comment
revealed during the floods of 2003 2007 and 2008; deal with HGV traffic
flow through the village especially along Storking Lane; address the
difficulties associated with traffic congestion in the vicinity of the two
village shops.
The East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership sees these as broadly
appropriate as far as rural areas are concerned.
However it is noticeable that minimising the need to travel (which
appears in the vision statement) is not picked up in any of the 19
objectives. It could be included in Objective 1. Omission may affect the
assessment of spatial development options, allowing options which
involve relatively wasteful travel patterns to be chosen. This point should
be picked up by the Sustainability Appraisal and openly addressed.
Caution should also be exercised regarding the assumption implicit in the
document that the elderly population will continue to rise. There is some
evidence of a slow down in the urban drift which could accelerate in
response to rising fuel prices, recent health provision decisions etc.
Objective 11 - Re-word: Provide sufficient employment land in those
parts of the East Riding where it is needed to attract inward investment
and to enable businesses to grow and expand.
Objective 18 - Re-word: Ensure that new development is adequately
serviced by new or existing infrastructure and community facilities - this
particularly applies to the A1079 corridor which is the core strategic route
across the East Riding between the Humber Ports, York and beyond.
Objective 19 - (New objective): Enhance accessibility and reduce journey
times for public transport and other sustainable transport modes and
improve road safety for all users.

Officer Response

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.

Comments noted. Your response has been taken into
consideration when producing the Preferred Approach to the
Core Strategy.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of VO 2
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General
Ref
I495

I779

Consultee/Agent
Yasin Raja, Government
Office for Yorkshire and
the Humber

Mr G E Wright

Comment
The spatial strategy should pull together other strategies of the local
authority and those of other organisations that have implications for the
development and use of land. It needs to be about more than just the
settlement hierarchy. It is pivotal to the Core Strategy in setting how the
LPA plans to deal with the key issues identified and how they envisage
the different parts of the area developing in relation to these issues.
Subsequent versions of the plan will need to provide clarity as to how it
intends to tackle the key issues and challenges for example depending on
what the range of issues and challenges are it may require a sub area
approach the need for establishing a hierarchy of settlements or to be
more locality based. It will therefore be important to identify what the
different places in the area are and what will happen to them. At
publication LPAs will need to show a clear trail of option generation
appraisal selection or rejection and the role that SA and community
engagement has played in this process.

RSS does recognise that areas around the borders of Hull will continue to
serve Hull and as such housing provision there does not undermine the
spatial policy (eg the requirement for 40% being located in this area).
Thus I consider that any out-migration from Hull to the greater Hull
areas is not an issue of concern within the RSS policy framework. I
consider therefore that restricting this to the immediate suburbs of
Cottingham Willerby Kirkella and Hessle is inappropriate and the area
might best encompass the population centres from Brough to Hedon
inclusive but not farther north that a line through
Skidby/Cottingham/Woodmansey/Preston. Policy of this area needs to
find ways of preventing migration to Beverley and the rural villages to the
north and east of Hull. The issue of York is more complex. Whilst from a
regional perspective allowing commuting to York from less expensive
housing areas in the East Riding is undesirable from an East Riding point
of view there are opportunities to gain from the expanding economy of
York.

Officer Response
Noted. The Council will continue to liaise with partners and
stakeholders to develop the LDF as well as provide an input to
partners’ plans and programmes.
The Council has prepared a number of Settlement Profiles that
will help to identify local issues within different parts of the East
Riding. Through continued consultation and further work on
preparing the evidence base, the Council will be able to develop
responsive policies in approporiate locations.
The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy incorporates a number of
visions for individual places in the East Riding and the sub area
approach recognises the different challenges and strategies
required in different parts of our area. These visions and
approaches have been influenced by various strategies,
particularly those of local partnerships.
The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy also sets out how the different
options have been considered and provides details of how
certain options have been rejected, making references to
consultation and the Sustainability Appraisal.
The requirement to provide for around 40% of the East Riding’s
total housing requirement within the Hull Housing Market Area
is a key policy issue for the Core Strategy. The extent of this area
is shown in Figure 12.1 of the adopted RSS and includes the
Major Haltemprice settlements, Hedon, Brough and Beverley.
The Council has not restricted the area of search to the
immediate areas west of Hull (the Major Haltemprice
Settlements) though this area is part of the defined Regional
City. The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy provides a preferred
approach for distributing development to the Major Haltemprice
Settlements and other parts of the East Riding (see Chapter 5).
The ‘40% requirement in the Hull Housing Market Area’ as set
out in RSS has influenced the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
Part of York’s strategic Housing Market Area extends its reach
into the East Riding and many people in the northwestern part
of the Riding commute there on a daily basis. The links with
York have been considered in the proposed approach (e.g.
through the sub area approach) and the Council will continue to
consult with York City Council to look at the implications of
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Consultee/Agent

Comment

I1004

Janet Whipp, Gateway

Gateway would support development of the rural settlements to the East
of Hull, but would ask that they be closely involved in discussions around
any land release plans of the Haltemprice settlements, particularly
Willerby, Hessle and Anlaby and for the principal town of Beverley.
Gateway would suggest that any development be subject to phased
implementation, giving the renewal area chance to become established in
the housing market.
It would be useful if a mapping exercise could be undertaken, by option,
layering the proposals, to show how the various developments would
intergrate with the regional city as a whole.

Officer Response
different approaches.
The Council is keen to work with Gateway and Hull City
Council to develop approaches for the benefit of the East
Riding and the Pathfinder programme.
The proposed approach for the Major Haltemprice Settlements
seeks to help strengthen the role of the Regional City and the
proposed policy approach for managing residential development
ensures that the release of housing is phased and continually
monitored.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.3 – UK Sustainable Development Strategy
Ref
102

Consultee/Agent
Catherine Birks, RNLI

Comment
With regard to the grey box on page 32 (Sustainable Communities) the
RNLI supports the principle that the communities to be sustainable they
must offer decent homes at prices people can afford.
Perhaps a few years ago planning permission was granted too easily for
single developments in 'remote' areas but it seems to have gone too far
the other way at present.

I70

Mr Hooper

I289

Ms Janet Harris

I think [this] should be hospitals and health facilities given the
forthcoming changes to GP services

I938

Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

A specific mention of a sustainable community enabling a lifestyle that
minimises negative environmental impact (of which reducing your
personal carbon emissions is a part) and enhances positive impacts would
add value. This section could also mention the important role of the
natural environment and the possible role of ICZM in coastal
communities.

Officer Response
Noted.
Noted. The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy attempts to strike a
balance between ensuring the broad principles of sustainable
development are met and the need to promote more affordable
housing in appropriate locations.
Noted. This definition is taken from a central government
publication. For a rural location such as the East Riding, it is
important to recognise the role of other health facilities beyond
hospitals, which are generally only found in large towns and
cities.
The comment regarding a sustainable lifestyle is noted. Proposed
objective 3 of the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy highlights the
importance of a high quality of life for East Riding residents
which is linked to the impact of the natural environment.
The ICZM plan and the Shoreline Management Plan (currently
under revision) are important plans that the LDF will need to
integrate with.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.4 – Sustainable communities
5

Ref
I939

Consultee/Agent
Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

Comment
The following sentence is not sufficiently precise (it’s missing the word
‘most’ after the word ‘focus’), and will also prevent small settlements
from becoming more sustainable where there is shown to be a need.
‘However, we believe that some places are more sustainable than others,
and it is in those places where we should focus new development.’ The
policy should be flexible enough to consider the merits from using
‘planning gain’ for new infrastructure in small settlements such as
affordable homes, community renewable energy and district heating
projects, creation of new natural habitats for well-being/tourism, CO2
extraction or flood storage, broadband connections, cultural
improvements, cycle paths and so on.

Officer Response
Noted. Some appropriate development will be necessary in small
settlements and development or activities which enhance the
sustainability of a village will need to be encouraged. This is
considered in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
The comments regarding ‘planning gain’ are noted. The Issues
and Options paper discussed the issues of developer
contributions (paras 8.16 to 8.19) and further details regarding
the proposed Communtiy Infrastructure Levy (CIL) have
recently been published by the Government. The Council will
continue to investigate how developer contributions can best be
used taking into consideration the needs of different
communities and the feasibility of development schemes. This
will be a key part of the Council’s Infrastructure Study which will
feed into the development of the Core Strategy.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.5 – Accommodating growth
Ref
I56

Consultee/Agent
Mr Hooper

Comment
Development on a larger scale yes but this should not exclude the
possibility for self builders to build in a rural area lacking ‘facilities’; if it is
right for them and meets their needs.

Officer Response
Noted. Some development may be appropriate in small villages
and planning policy could be flexible enough to allow for the
development of small infill sites and the redevelopment of
redundant buildings (see proposed policy SS3).

I114

Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates
Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England
Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

Strongly support last sentence of para 4.5. This should not be a question;
it should be a statement of intent.

Noted.

Natural England is pleased to see the promotion of good access to the
services and facilities for new developments on foot and by bicycle.
We also need to consider how development and growth fits within the
existing network of built and natural heritage of the East Riding and how
development and growth can be harnessed to enhance and protect
sustainable networks of these assets.

Noted. Support welcomed.

I150
I940

Agreed. Key parts of the Evidence Base will help here. Such
studies include – Phase 1 Habitat Survey, Open Space Audit and
Conservation Area Appraisals. The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy
sets out the spatial planning approach to identifying and
supporting/protecting such networks and assets (see Chapter 8).

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.6 – Prioritising previously developed land (brownfield)
Ref
I506

Consultee/Agent
Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber

Comment
Note that making best use of previously developed land under RSS Policy
YH7 does not exclusively apply to the ‘larger settlements’ as inferred by

Officer Response
Noted. The Council will encourage the development of
previously developed land throughout the East Riding. This will
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Assembly

Comment
the I&O Paper. It will also be appropriate to make best use of such land
in local service centres (Policy YH6) where it arises.

Officer Response
need to be considered alongside policies for directing
development into the most appropriate locations. Opportunities
for developing previously developed land may also be suitable in
smaller settlements subject to the scale of such proposals.

Comment
The text suggests that Figure 12 shows both the 1 in 100 year river flood
and 1 in 200 year tidal flood. It would be useful to show these as separate
colours if they cover different areas.
Our main concern with your Core Strategy Issue and Options stage is the
proposed application of the flood risk Sequential and Exception Tests.
We feel that this is potentially not consistent with national policy (PPS25)
and could lead to a soundness issue. A significant spatial issue for the
core strategy is the potential for surface water flooding (as illustrated in
the summer 2007 floods)

Officer Response
The Environment Agency’s (EA) Flood Map does not
distinguish between tidal and fluvial risk because in many cases
these areas overlap.
We have liaised with the EA to address concerns regarding the
application of the Sequential and Exception Tests. A separate
paper has been prepared setting out how the Sequential Test has
been applied to the Spatial Strategy, and policy wording put
forward by the EA has been incorporated in proposed policy
HQE6. The recently completed Level 1 Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment assesses the risk from all sources of flooding, and
surface water risk is addressed in proposed policy HQE6.
If any development is propsed in areas at risk from flooding,
such issues will be addressed through site-specific flood risk
assessments and compliance with proposed policy HQE6.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.7 – Flood risk
Ref
I151

Consultee/Agent
Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

I298

Mr Zulficar Ali,
Environment Agency

I475

Mrs C. Hird, Snaith and
Cowick Parish Council

I693

Yasin Raja, Government
Office for Yorkshire and
the Humber
Tony Ewards, Humber
INCA

I1001

I941

Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

I942

Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

The Environment Agency has assessed Snaith and parts of West Cowick
as being a substantial flood risk area. Snaith currently has no secondary
flood barrier from the River Aire as most of the neighbouring
communities have. Events of 2007 have also shown that maintenance of
drains and dykes has been inadequate due to Environment Agency and
ERYC constraints. Should any further development be considered these
issues must be addressed.
The LDF strategy should reflect the approach to managing flood risk in
PPS25 and RSS Policy ENV1.
I would have expected to see recognition of the need for further intertidal
wetlands created by the managed realignment of flood banks around the
Humber to compensate for rising sea level, etc. as set out in the
Environment Agency's Humber Estuary Flood Risk Management
Strategy
4.7 – 4.12 - The effect of flooding on biodiversity could also be
mentioned here, such as habitat destruction and damage to food chains.
Some information may have to be reviewed based on the completion and
publication of the Humber FRMS. Also, should coastal flood risk and the
Shoreline Management Plan be included here as coastal erosion has been
addressed separately?

Noted
Proposed policy HQE6 encourages support for such proposals
provided they would not result in any unacceptable
environmental, social, and economic impacts.
Suggestion noted, although the focus of that section was to
consider how the extent of the flood risk area in the East Riding
impacts upon the future distribution of growth.
Proposed policy HQE6 addresses both flood risk (from all
sources) and coastal erosion risk and acknowledges the various
strategies. The SMP was not referred to in that particular
paragraph because the issue of coastal erosion does not place a
substantial constraint upon how the overall distribution of
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment

Officer Response
growth throughout the East Riding can occur.

Comment
We have significant concerns with the approach set out in Paras 4.8 to
4.10. The suggestion in these paragraphs is that you intend to circumvent
a key and necessary stage of the risk-based approach advocated in PPS25.
Paragraph 16 in PPS25 is clear that 'LPAs allocating land in LDDs for
development should apply the Sequential Test to demonstrate that there
are no reasonably available sites in areas with a lower probability of
flooding that would be appropriate to the type of development or land
use proposed.' If and only if following application of the Sequential Test
it is not possible to develop sites in lower flood risk zones then the
Exception Test can be applied as detailed in paragraphs D9-14 of PPS25.
Therefore the suggested approach in the Core Strategy does not comply
with PPS25. In regards to paragraph. 4.11 we support the completion of
an SFRA and its description appears robust. However the parts of the
paragraph referring to mitigation in high risk areas should be prefaced by
reference to the necessary Sequential and Exception tests being carried
out in the first instance. We wish to clarify this paragraph: Para 4.8 states:
that ‘Development is generally only allowed in the high risk zone subject
to an exception test’. This should state that: development will only be
allowed in compliance with Table D.3 (Flood Risk Vulnerability and
Flood Zone Compatibility) of PPS25.

Officer Response
We have liaised with the EA to address concerns regarding the
application of the Sequential and Exception Tests. A separate
paper has been prepared setting out how the Sequential Test has
been applied to the Spatial Strategy, and policy wording put
forward by the EA has been incorporated in proposed policy
HQE6.

Comment
The Regional Spatial Strategy states that there is a need to facilitate
development in high risk areas. Goole has been identified as a principal
town mainly located within flood zone 3a and flood zone 2 and
development within Goole is forecasted. We suggest that this paragraph
also states that development will only be appropriate providing the
Sequential and Exception Tests have been applied taking into account the
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment. If either the Sequential Test and where
required Exception Test has not been met development should not be
deemed appropriate.

Officer Response
We have liaised with the EA to address concerns regarding the
application of the Sequential and Exception Tests. A separate
paper has been prepared setting out how the Sequential Test has
been applied to the Spatial Strategy, and policy wording put
forward by the EA has been incorporated in proposed policy
HQE6.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.8 – Flood risk
Ref
I299

Consultee/Agent
Mr Zulficar Ali,
Environment Agency

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.10 – Flood risk
Ref
I302

Consultee/Agent
Mr Zulficar Ali,
Environment Agency

Return to contents page
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Paragraph 4.11 – Flood risk
Ref
I14

Consultee/Agent
Mr Matthew Naylor,
Yorkshire Water Services
Ltd

I152

Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England
Mr Michael Glover on
behalf of Great Gutter
Lane Collaboration

I146

I319

Mr Zulficar Ali,
Environment Agency

I597

Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

Comment
It is essential that Yorkshire Water is consulted during the production of
the SFRA. Surface water management is an integral part of flood
mitigation as well as looking at the EA's flood zones. In order for
Yorkshire Water to programme improvements in drainage infrastructure
we need as much information regarding future development as possible.
To ensure any improvements needed are co-ordinated with future
development we would recommend the inclusion of a relevant policy.
Please see our response to paragraph 3.5 for suggested wording.
Natural England welcomes the aim to ensure that new developments
install sustainable drainage systems especially in high risk zones.
For the reasons we have already outlined in relation to the location of the
major Haltemprice settlements as part of the Regional City of Hull it is
considered that the major Haltemprice settlements should be the focus of
the principal areas of search. It is noted that the areas of search generally
are not specific enough or are not sub-divided enough to recognise the
fact that quite large areas within each area of search could have differing
characteristics. For example in relation to the Great Gutter Lane
Collaboration area the land is largely outside the Area of High Landscape
Value and outside the area of flood risk.
In order to provide a document based on a robust and credible evidence
base the SFRA must inform the decision making process in determining
the spatial element of the core strategy. The Agency is working closely
with ERYC to compile this study.

Within paragraph 4.11 there should be greater reference made to Hull’s
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment and the need to work jointly with Hull
City Council the Environment Agency Yorkshire Water and Internal
Drainage Boards to fully understand the risk of flooding and potential
locations for development and solutions to the problem.

Officer Response
Yorkshire Water was consulted during the preparation of the
Level 1 SFRA, including seeking information on surface water
flooding incidents. Proposed policy HQE6 sets an approach for
managing surface water flood risk.

Noted
Noted

Noted. The Level 1 SFRA has recently been completed, and has
been used to inform the preparation of the Preferred Options
Core Strategy. We will continue to work with the EA and
relevant stakeholders to complete a Level 2 SFRA for Goole to
inform site allocations in the town, and prepare any other
necessary studies to ensure that decisions are based on a robust
and credible evidence base.
Noted. Hull’s SFRA was taken into account in preparing the
East Riding SFRA, and we will continue to work with the City
Council, the EA, Yorkshire Water and IDBs in taking forward
priorities for flood risk management.

Return to contents page

SS1
Due to the large extent of the high risk flood zone covering many of our settlements, we need to consider whether to apply an ‘exceptions’
approach that would allow for growth to be accommodated in some of the settlements within the high risk zone, subject to strict
mitigation measures.
9

The PPS25 ‘exception test’ specifies that development in the high risk flood zone should only be permitted if it provides wider
sustainability benefits to the community that outweigh flood risk.
How much importance should we place on accommodating development that would provide wider sustainability benefits (both social
and economic) in settlements within the high risk flood zone?
Ref
2

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Ellerby

Comment
Due to geography many settlements in the East Riding are at risk from
flooding. These towns and villages must be fully protected with proper
flood defenses. The cost of doing this will be cheaper than the alternative
i.e. relocating the community in a safer place if there is one.

3

Mr Robin Shucksmith

Within acceptable risks

5

Mrs Anne Crick, Humber
Mental Health Teaching
NHS Trust

Developments in the flood zone should be designed to reduce flood risk
both for themselves and provide additional defenses for other buildings
in that zone.

6

Duncan Ross, East
Yorkshire Primary Care
Trust

7

Mr Adrian Sail, Antony
Aspbury Associates on
behalf of Strawsons
Development / Omnivale
Ltd
Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby
with Anlaby Common
Parish Council

The relative importance of accommodating developments in high risk
flood zones is dependant upon the wider economic and sustainability
issues of the area. For example the wider needs of Goole increases the
need for development whereas more rural areas of Holderness could not
be justified for development.
If the Vision for the East Riding and the 19 Objectives for the LDF are
to be fully met then some development will need to be accommodated in
settlements within the high risk food zone.

10

15

Kerry Lawson, Barton

Exceptions approach must be put in place.

We support the approach to flood risk and consider that it is in

Officer Response
Investment decisions regarding flood risk management are
principally determined by the EA, taking into account the costs
and benefits of different options. The Council will seek to
influence decision making as much as possible to ensure that
investment in flood protection is maintained and improved.
Noted. A separate paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test, has been
prepared.
Proposed policy HQE6 requires new development to be
designed with high levels of flood resistant and resilient design
and to reduce flood risk overall where possible. It is not possible
through the planning system however to require developers to
provide local defences or any infrastructure/facilities other than
those directly related to the development. The Council will
however seek to influence decision making as much as possible
to ensure that investment in flood protection is maintained and
improved.
Noted. A separate paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test, has been
prepared.
Noted. A separate paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test, has been
prepared.
Noted. A separate paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test, has been
prepared.
Noted. A separate paper setting out how flood risk has been
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Willmore on behalf of
Wykeland ltd

28

Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates

Comment
accordance with PPS25. Given the amount land in the ER that is at risk
from flooding we consider that an exceptions approach should be
adopted to ensure that future development within the East Riding is not
constrained. To this regard we consider it is essential for the ER to
complete a SFRA. We believe that the likelihood that a site will flood
should play a large role in the decision making and that the exceptions
approach should not be applied generally throughout the ER but should
be considered on a site by site basis. The Core Strategy should clearly
support developments that are within areas of high flood risk and that are
able to offer wider social and economic sustainability benefits.
Flooding is only one material factor in determining planning applicationsthe needs of the economy and the people of the District must be
balanced against the risk presented by flooding. In order to achieve
sustainable development, allowance must be made for further investment
in these settlements. Development aimed at continuing present levels of
activity should be seen as the minimum allowable and where possible
some enhancement should be encouraged. The key concern in this
respect is that stagnation and blight will result in significant economic and
social deprivation issues for the people living in those settlements if
flooding is allowed to dominate the wider forward planning agenda for
these areas- which account for much of the District. This does not mean
however that flooding should be down graded as a material
consideration- clearly it will remain as a significant issue for any
applications in these areas. Having been involved in several applications
in the high risk zones, it is our view that applying the process set out in
PPS25 is both necessary and appropriate. This should, however, have
regard to the needs of the wider community for safe homes, accessible
places to work and reasonable leisure and recreation activities close to
where they already live. Mitigation must be a critical element of providing
for the needs of this area and, whilst the national exceptions test sets a
useful framework, we suggest that a local dimension needs to be reflected
in how this test is applied in the East Riding. Safety must be the
paramount factor for the people potentially affected by flooding (both
now and in the future) and the LDF should provide some guidance on
the points / factors / areas where the Council and Environment Agency
are likely to find in favour of an exception.
It would be appropriate for policies in the LDF to expand on how
applications will be dealt with in the high risk areas and, in particular, to
give some local expression to: (i) the gradations of Zone 3 which have
been utilised in the SFRA and what these mean for applicants, and (ii)
some further guidance on the application of the exceptions test for more
sensitive uses in higher risk zones.
This would be appropriate in a Development Policies DPD, rather than
the Core Strategy- although some note that a policy of this nature should

Officer Response
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test, has been
prepared. A Level 1 SFRA has recently been completed, and we
will continue to work with the EA and relevant stakeholders to
complete a Level 2 SFRA for Goole, enabling individual sites to
be assessed. Proposed policy HQE6 provides for development
to take place in flood risk areas if there is a lack of reasonably
available sites in lower risk areas and it would deliver wider
sustainability benefits.
Noted. These issues have been taken into account in establishing
the proposed Spatial Strategy, and are set out in a separate paper,
detailing how the the PPS25 Sequential Test has been applied at
the strategic scale. Proposed policy HQE6 addresses the
application of the PPS25 Sequential and Exception Tests for
individual sites in the East Riding, including using subdelineations of Zone 3a identified in the Level 1 SFRA, and
establishes a range of additional design measures to pro-actively
manage flood risk.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
be included would aid the preparation of that DPD.

Officer Response

29

Ms Liz Charnock, Howden
Town Council

We support the 'exceptions' test in cases where the sustainability case can
be satisfied and where flood management measures are such that the
flood risk is not simply redirected elsewhere.

32

Mr Alex Willis, Atisreal
Limited on behalf of
Associated British Ports

33

Rachael Martin, Sanderson
Weatherall on behalf of
KeyLand Developments
Ltd

Due to the fact that approximately one third of the East Riding including
some of its most sustainable settlements (e.g. Beverley, Cottingham,
Hessle, Hedon, and Goole) lie within a high risk flood zone area it is
considered that an ‘exceptions’ approach should be adopted when
determining new development proposals in the district. As outlined
above the district’s high risk flood zone incorporates a number of the
more sustainable settlements which should be focuses for growth and
new development in line with National and Regional Planning Policy. As
such it is considered that wider sustainability benefits should be
considered when determining development proposals in high risk flood
zones rather than simply rejecting sustainable new development
proposals on the grounds of flood risk. More specifically new commercial
or residential development located within a high flood risk zone in say
Beverley, Cottingham, Hessle, Hedon, and Goole would more often than
not present some of the most sustainable opportunities for new
development in the district. This is due to the number of local services,
facilities and employment opportunities located within these settlements,
as well as the good public transport links to the surrounding areas.
This should be given considerable weight when determining new
development proposals in high risk flood areas through the PPS25
“Exception Test”. In particular, this should be the case where flood risk
can be mitigated successfully as part of the development proposals, i.e.
balancing ponds, SUDS, etc.
The exception test should be applied along with the sequential test. The
use of flood defenses and history of flooding on sites should be
considered when establishing if a site is suitable for development.

Noted. A separate paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test, has been
prepared. Proposed policy HQE6 aims to pro-actively manage
flood risk, including requiring new developments not to add to
flood risk, and where possible, reduce flood risk overall.
Noted. These issues have been taken into account in establishing
the proposed Spatial Strategy, and are set out in a separate paper,
detailing how the the PPS25 Sequential Test has been applied at
the strategic scale. Proposed policy HQE6 addresses the
application of the PPS25 Sequential and Exception Tests for
individual sites in the East Riding, and establishes a range of
additional design measures to pro-actively manage flood risk,
including use of SuDS.

34

Mr Roland Bolton,
Development Land &
Planning Consultants

In order to achieve an appropriate level and distribution of development
some new housing will need to be located within the Flood Zones. It is
suggested that this can be properly planned for and appropriate
mitigation undertaken (Please see accompanying report with reference to
North Ferriby).

Proposed policy HQE6 requires application of the PPS25
Sequential and Exception Tests, and the standard of protection
offered by flood defences over the lifetime of proposed
developments and historic flooding incidents will be assessed
through site specific flood risk assessments.
Noted. A separate paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test, has been
prepared. Proposed policy HQE6 aims to pro-actively manage
flood risk, including through a range of design/mitigation
measures.
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Ref
35

Consultee/Agent
William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

Comment
Not too much as development in these areas at risk long term anyway:
more important to make them environmentally efficient in meantime.

39

Louise Reevell

Little importance. I do not think that there should be development in
such high risk zones. I accept there may be sustainability benefits but one
consequence of flooding in such areas are so devastating and leave
individuals unable to sell houses or obtain insurance potentially that
sustainability cannot outweigh the risk.

41

Natasha Rowland, Savills

It is clear that in order to meet future development needs the Council will
have to consider the release of green field sites and some of these may lie
in areas of high flood risk. Significant weight should be attached to
accommodating the area's future development needs subject to
appropriate mitigation where required.

43

Cllr John Whittle

46

Serena Ralston, Baker
Associates on behalf of
Dennis Wilkinson Ltd

47

Dr Amy Crowther, RSPB

In the East Riding it is largely a matter of balance. Where areas are
recognised as having a high level of viability then the exceptions approach
can be justified. We must however continuously monitor the latest
wisdom in flood mitigation and avoid masses of impermeable surfaces
that would compound the problem. With a robust strategy constantly
applying new principles this could be the way to go. I feel that it is
important not to neglect current communities whilst being wary about
creating entirely new ones in a high risk zone.
The objective should be to achieve sustainable communities through
sustainable development. This requires spatial plans to consider the
social, economic, and environmental implications of development in an
integrated way to achieve the best overall outcome. We therefore support
a spatial approach that considers all factors in a structured way without
weighting particular factors any higher in principle than any other. The
Core Strategy should therefore assess options for growth having regard to
all sustainability factors. It is recognised however that flood risk
assessment is an important part of those deliberations.
The RSPB believes that all new development within high flood risk areas
is unsustainable due to predicted rising sea levels and changes in climatic
patterns. We believe that the long-term sustainability of new
developments within floodplains cannot be determined with sufficient
confidence and would therefore advise considerable caution when
assessing wider community benefits vs. flood risks. The long-term

Officer Response
Noted. A separate paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test, has been
prepared. Proposed policy HQE6 aims to pro-actively manage
flood risk, including through a range of design/mitigation
measures.
This is clearly an issue that will divide opinions and the Council
will inevitably have to make difficult and controversial decisions
in striking the appropriate balance between priorities to avoid
development in flood risk areas and facilitiate economic growth
and regeneration. In doing so, the Council will take account of
advice from the Association of British Insurers relating to
insurance provision in flood risk areas.
Noted. A separate paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test, has been
prepared. Proposed policy HQE6 aims to pro-actively manage
flood risk, including through a range of design/mitigation
measures.
Noted. A separate paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test, has been
prepared. Proposed policy HQE6 aims to pro-actively manage
flood risk, including through a range of design/mitigation
measures, such as SuDS.
Noted. A separate paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared.

Noted. A separate paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

48

Mr Garth Hanlan, Savills
on behalf of St John's
College, Cambridge

Comment
economic implications and environmental sustainability of developing
and maintaining infrastructure in areas prone to flooding are as yet
incompletely understood and therefore make accurate weighing of
community benefits against flood risk issues extremely difficult. However
there is sufficient convincing evidence to indicate that the pressures on
natural ecosystem services, public services (such as drainage water
treatment), the public purse, and the emotional cost to communities
affected by flooding are extremely high. Therefore we would strongly
advocate that new development on floodplains should be avoided
The adopted Yorkshire and Humber Plan promotes development at
Goole. Policy HE1 also looks to support the role of Goole as a Principal
Town. As the majority of Goole is within the area of the higher flood risk
zones the need to recognise the wider sustainability benefits that further
development (especially economic) would bring to the settlement is a
necessity. Otherwise the town's allocation as a Principle Town - i.e. where
growth is expected to occur - would be undermined and no more
development would be appropriate in the eyes of PPS25. As a Principle
Centre (within RSS - Humber Estuary Policy - HE1) an exceptions
approach would allow certain types of economic development to be
located in those high risk flood areas which are relatively more
susceptible than other areas within Goole. In terms of the various wider
sustainability benefits economic development to the west of the town
would represent an increase in employment prospects for residents of
Goole itself helping to positively impact on the social mmobility of the
town's residents. By utilising nearby and ready available communication
nodes and utility infrastructures, the employment opportunity should be
seen as an extension to an existing committed site which is an important
component in fulfilling the Council's economic and planning objectives.
The use-classes associates with economic development and the higher
risk zones ('3a' - PPS25) i.e. 'Less Vulnrable' buildings such as offices;
general industry; storage and distribution centres, energy production and
waste infrastructure/processing centre (assuming it would utilise nonhazardous waste) are also highly compatible.
The outcome of the Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) for Goole
will enable a better understanding of development potential within Goole
and its surrounding areas, which as a Principle Town, should not be
restricted in terms of where to locate new employment areas.
Landscape and environmental impact would also be major
considerations, but set againast the contect of PPS1 and the need to
concentrate new development on existing clusters and centres, the need
to not overly restrict economic elements of 'spatial planning' process
within the east Riding area would require a delicate balance between
being stuck between economic and environmental considerations.
We recommend that the Core Strategy places a high importance on

Officer Response

Noted. These issues have been taken into account in establishing
the proposed Spatial Strategy, and are set out in a separate paper,
detailing how the the PPS25 Sequential Test has been applied at
the strategic scale. A Level 1 SFRA has recently been completed,
and we will continue to work with the EA and relevant
stakeholders to complete a Level 2 SFRA for Goole, enabling
individual sites to be assessed. Proposed policy HQE6 aims to
pro-actively manage flood risk posed to both new and existing
development, including through a range of design/mitigation
measures.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
accomodating development namely to the west of Goole that would
provide wider sustainability benefits to the town and, at the same time
introduce adequate safeguards to minimise the possibility of impact on
flood events further down stream i.e. towards Goole, as both the
proposed site and wider surroundings lie principally within the highestrisk flood zones.
It is essential that care should be taken when accommodating
development in high risk flood areas but it may well be required to
develop such land.

50

Mrs K. Richmond, South
Cave Parish Council

52

Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council

In many respects the whole county should be treated as an exception case
without the need to provide sequential testing. Without ongoing
development and financial inward investment the social and economic
structure will be undermined. There is a need for radical solutions to
development issues in flood risk areas and the council should be taking a
lead in pioneering solutions and applying those already tested elsewhere,
for example, Holland.

53

Mrs Judith Macklin,
Cottingham Parish Council

Does not apply to Cottingham

54

Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council

The parish council has concerns about development on high risk flood
areas and would encourage the strategy not to include proposals for
development where land has been identified as highly susceptible to
flooding.

55

Mr Christopher Hughes

58

Ms Maureen Dale

Despite the high cost, flood defences should take priority. Land both for
building and for agriculture will shortly be at a premium as the world
food shortage worsens. Outside of this, houses built in vulnerable areas
under PPS25 must be built to withstand short term flooding. When one
uses the terminology ‘flood defences’, this also incorporates the extensive
system of dykes that exist east of the Wolds - a system of dykes whose
upkeep has been woefully neglected for the last fifty years.
Development in high risk flood zones should be top priority. Also in
certain small villages - although staff have degrees etc. - it should be
noted that they should listen to the older residents in these villages when
flooding occurs as they have a lot to offer in knowing their community.

Officer Response

Noted. A background paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. Proposed policy
HQE6 aims to pro-actively manage flood risk posed to both
new and existing development, including through a range of
design/mitigation measures.
Noted. A background paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. Proposed policy
HQE6 aims to pro-actively manage flood risk posed to both
new and existing development, including through a range of
design/mitigation measures.
Several areas within Cottingham fall within the high risk flood
zone, and some parts of Cottingham were severely affected by
surface water flooding in June 2007. These factors will be taken
into account in considering the suitability potential allocations in
Cottingham.
Noted. A background paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately
The Council will continue its efforts to influence the EA’s
decision making as much as possible to ensure that investment
in flood protection is maintained and improved.

Noted. A background paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
(Arram is an instance)
It doesn't look as though we can avoid some development in high risk
flood areas. Development in flood risk areas should be graded on a needs
basis and 'flood resilient' construction specified.

59

Mr Roger Jones, Humber
& Wolds Rural
Community Council

60

Julie Abraham

Importance should be placed on providing beneficial development but it
must be supported by a long term commitment from central government
that appropriate investment will be made in maintaining and enhancing
existing flood defences in the appropriate area not only to protect
businesses but also to protect the homes that workers will live in.

61

Ms Helen Anderson

62

Mrs Pamela Austin

Due to the scale of the high risk flood area an element of growth will
need to be accommodated in this area - but where other communities
such as the market towns can offer both socially and economic
sustainability these should be considered for a higher proportion of
growth.
Place a high importance on allowing development in the high risk flood
zone only if there were MUCH higher and wider sustainability benefits.

63

Mrs M. Barker, Swanland
Parish Council

This is an important issue for the East Riding because without
development in high risk areas all the development for the authority
would have to be accommodated on the Wolds and higher ground.
Mitigation measures can be incorporated in the design and location of
developments. If this is not accepted then development will have to cease
in Goole and Holderness.

64

Mr Keith Kaye, on behalf
of Mr Keith Kaye

There should be no exceptions. We are all aware of the issues caused by
building on flood plains. If development is allowed under PPS25 then
adequate flood protection/drainage schemes should be provided both
upstream and downstream of the development.

Officer Response
strategic level, has been prepared separately.
Noted. A background paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. Proposed policy
HQE6 aims to pro-actively manage flood risk posed to both
new and existing development, including through a range of
design/mitigation measures.
Noted. A background paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. The Council will
continue its efforts to influence cenrral government and the
EA’s decision making as much as possible to ensure that
investment in flood protection is maintained and improved.
Noted. A background paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately.
Noted. A background paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately.
Noted. A background paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. Proposed policy
HQE6 aims to pro-actively manage flood risk posed to both
new and existing development, including through a range of
design/mitigation measures.
Noted. A background paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. Proposed policy
HQE6 aims to pro-actively manage flood risk posed to both
new and existing development, including through a range of
design/mitigation measures.
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66

Consultee/Agent
Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby
Conservation Society

Comment
Such development should be kept to a minimum but as such a large
proportion of the East Riding is of high risk of flooding some such land
will have to be considered for development.

68

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning on behalf of Hull
Ionians RUFC (Holdings)
Ltd
Mr S. Young, Bubwith
Parish Council

My client's interests do not include land within a high risk flood zone and
therefore we have no comment to make with regard to the need for an
exception test in this instance.

74

Mr M Guest

Place low importance on high risk flood zones.

75

Mr Nick Kolodziej

80

Ms Laurie Norris, National
Farmers Union

Flooding is obviously a key consideration in locating new development
especially for housing. The site at Hessle has the distinct advantage of
being within Flood Zone 1 and therefore development for housing would
avoid the need for a sequential or exception test in the first place.
Development should be accommodated outside the high flood risk zone.

81

Phillippa Edwards, G V A
Grimley on behalf of
Horstine Farmery

Previously developed sites outside of development limits but not in high
risk flood zones should be considered in terms of sustainable
development above high risk areas to ensure greater sustainability and
reduced impact on the environment. High risk flood zones should not be
prioritised unless there are no other alternative sites available for
development.

83

Mr Mark Johnson, Dacre
Son and Hartley on behalf
of Redrow Homes
(Yorkshire) Ltd

There are a number of settlements within the district that are constrained
by flood risk and the Core Strategy must guide additional development
away from these areas where possible as advised in the Practise Guide to
PPS25 June 2008. Clearly Goole and Hedon are not appropriate locations

72

Goole is a principal town and development should be accommodated in
sites of lowest risk to flooding. Goole needs the social and economic
benefits of development in the town.

Officer Response
Noted. A background paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately.
Noted. All sites will be assessed against all sources of flooding
(including surface water and groundwater risks) identified in the
Level 1 SFRA.
Noted. A background paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. We will continue to
work with the EA and relevant stakeholders to complete a Level
2 SFRA for Goole, enabling individual sites to be assessed and
development to be steered towards sites at lowest risk.
Noted. A background paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately.
Noted. The site will be assessed against all sources of flooding
(including surface water and groundwater risks) identified in the
Level 1 SFRA.
A background paper setting out how flood risk has been taken
into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately.
A background paper setting out how flood risk has been taken
into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. The suitability of
brownfield sites outside development limits will depend upon a
number of factors in addition to flood risk, namely, accessibility
and proximity to employment and services and facilities.
A background paper setting out how flood risk has been taken
into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
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Consultee/Agent

86

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning on behalf of
Peter Ward Homes Ltd

Comment
for additional development allocations and there are no 'wider'
sustainability benefits that could overcome the significant risk of
flooding.
We would strongly support the application of an exceptions approach to
allow sustainable growth. Given that most of Goole and parts of Beverley
fall within the high risk flood zone but are also designated as principal
towns in the RSS an exceptions test is imperative if the role and functions
of these settlements are to be supported. PPS25 sets out a risk based
approach to determining the suitability of land for development in flood
risk areas. Local Planning Authorities allocating land for development
should apply the sequential test to demonstrate that there are no
reasonably available sites in areas with a lower probability of flooding that
would be appropriate to the type of development or land use proposed.
The key point is the availability of sites 'appropriate to the type of
development proposed'. The principal towns serve a defined function in
the adopted RSS and policy HE1 seeks to promote development in the
defined settlements in order to strengthen their service centre roles. It is
therefore suggestd that it would be inappropriate to sequentially test
district wide when regional planning policy sets out a specific roles for the
principal towns.
Furthermore, even if the sequential test is limited to the principal towns
to find ‘appropriate sites’ this will still compromise the ability of Goole
and Beverley to grow and function as key service centres. The Council
has already had to intervene and release additional greenfield land for
housing within the western sub area in order to meet housing targets.
Unless the LDF sets out an approach to delivering housing in Goole and
Beverley through the application of an exception test for these
settlements it is likely that their function as a principal towns will be
undermined.
PPS25 sets out an exception test which can be applied if it is not possible,
consistent with wider sustainability objectives, for development to be
located in zones of lower probability of flooding. The test provides a
method of managing flood risk while still allowing necessary development
to occur.
The exception test can be applied when there are large areas in flood
zones 2 and 3, where the sequential test alone cannot deliver acceptable
sites, but where continued development is necessary for wider sustainable
development reasons. Given that Goole and Beverley are principal towns
with large areas of land within the flood zone the application of an
exception test to allow sustainable development would therefore be in
accordance with national planning policy guidance.
The Core Strategy refers to the need to apply ‘strict mitigation
measures’ in conjunction with an exception test policy. In doing so
the council will need to recognise the additional costs of delivering

Officer Response
strategic level, has been prepared separately.
These issues have been taken into account in establishing the
proposed Spatial Strategy, and are set out in a separate paper,
detailing how the the PPS25 Sequential Test has been applied at
the strategic scale. A Level 1 SFRA has recently been completed,
and we will continue to work with the EA and relevant
stakeholders to complete a Level 2 SFRA for Goole, enabling
individual sites to be assessed. Proposed policy HQE6 aims to
pro-actively manage flood risk posed to both new and existing
development, through application of the PPS25 Sequential and
Exception Tests for individual sites (using sub-delineated Zone
3a identified in the relevant SFRA) and by specifying a range of
design/mitigation measures.
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Consultee/Agent

Comment
these mitigation measures, particularly when calculating developer
contributions to other costs through s106. If development becomes
unviable through the provision of mitigation measures, alongside
other requirements, this could compromise the sustainable growth of
the principal towns.

Officer Response

87

Mr Mike Jackson,
Nafferton Parish Council

We don't believe that exceptions should be made and we believe that we
should not develop in high risk flood zones

88

Cllr Winifred I Knight

90

Cllr Kate Gray

92

Mrs Ingrid Khan

Goole is in a flood zone but they need housing more than they fear
floods.
Anyone has experienced the misery of being flooded would hold a strong
opinion not to have development in a flood area. I cite Barlby
development turned down twice and flooded just one year after being
allowed. This is irresponsible planning and should not be allowed.
The potential impacts of climate change are unknown. Unlike Hull East
Riding has sustainably located areas that could be utilised for
development without risking an exception policy. There are few locations
that offer outstanding community benefits that would outweigh the
potential adverse implications of flood risk. Areas of significant flood risk
should be avoided where there are acceptable alternatives which in the
East Riding there are. The subject area is one such site.

A background paper setting out how flood risk has been taken
into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately.
Noted.

95

Anlaby Estates

99

Rachel Whaley, HLL
Humberts Leisure on
behalf of Long Beach
Leisure Park

It appears to us illogical to identify sites for development that are within
the current flood risk zones. Whilst many sites can be subject to flooding
in extreme events sites within the current flood zones are clearly likely to
be susceptible. The subject site in the context of which we are responding
is outside the flood risk zone on the Environment Agency flood map, a
copy of which is appended, but identified as a Zone 1 area of the
Environment Agency detailed plans.
The holiday park industry is a key example of a form of development
which provides wider social and economic benefits and therefore
accommodation of such development in areas of higher flood risk can be
justified. We accept that there is a need to properly assess and plan for
flood risk when providing holiday accommodation. However where
suitable mitigation measures can be put forward which address safety and
environmental issues it should be recognised that the siting of holiday
caravans on land is a more temporary form of development than say the
building of permanent homes. Caravans can easily be relocated and
moved away from areas of risk for example. Given the significant

Proposed policy HQE6 aims to pro-actively manage flood risk
posed to both new and existing development, including through
avoiding flood risk areas as far as possible, and specifying a
range of design/mitigation measures.
A background paper setting out how flood risk has been taken
into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. Proposed policy
HQE6 aims to pro-actively manage flood risk posed to both
new and existing development, including through avoiding flood
risk areas as far as possible, and specifying a range of
design/mitigation measures.
Proposed policy HQE6 aims to pro-actively manage flood risk
posed to both new and existing development, including through
avoiding flood risk areas as far as possible, and specifying a
range of design/mitigation measures. The site will be assessed
against all sources of flooding (including surface water and
groundwater risks) identified in the Level 1 SFRA.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE6 provides for development to
take place in flood risk areas if there is a lack of reasonably
available sites in lower risk areas and it would deliver wider
sustainability benefits.
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Consultee/Agent

Comment
contribution which holiday parks make to the local economy in the East
Riding (average spend by holiday makers occupying static caravans is £37
per night according to the UK Tourism Survey of 2006 for the Yorkshire
Region) we consider that proposals to extend existing holiday parks in
area of higher flood risk should be supported where the floodrisk issues
can be satisfactorily met within the proposal.
The new PPS4 Planning for Sustainable Economic Development (still in
draft form) makes it clear that local planning authorities should consider
proposals for economic development favourably unless they have good
reason to believe that economic, social and environmental costs outweigh
the benefits (para.29).

Officer Response

101

Mrs Kathy West, Hessle
Town Council

Place high importance on allowing development in the high risk flood
zone that would provide wider sustainability benefits.

104

I W Scruton, Scruton

Flood risk affects a large proportion of Hull and the East Riding in
differing levels. Each site should be considered on its merits and where a
robust argument can be made for development backed up by sustainable
benefits for the wider community then permission to develop should be
considered.

105

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning on behalf of W.
Clifford Watts Ltd

107

Mr Jamie Pyper, Signet
Planning Ltd on behalf of
Southwell County Homes

PPS25 sets out a risk based approach to determining the suitability of
land for development in flood risk areas. Local Planning Authorities
allocating land for development should apply the sequential test to
demonstrate that there are no reasonably available sites in areas with a
lower probability of flooding that would be appropriate to the type of
development or land use proposed. PPS25 sets out an exception test
which can be applied if it is not possible consistent with wider
sustainability objectives for development to be located in zones of lower
probability of flooding. The test provides a method of managing flood
risk while still allowing necessary development to occur. The exception
test can be applied when there are large areas in flood zones 2 and 3
where the sequential test alone cannot deliver acceptable sites but where
continued development is necessary for wider sustainable reasons.
It is inevitable that future development within the principal town centres
will be within high risk flood zones however this must be carefully
considered and balanced. Key town centre uses such as retail and leisure

Noted. A background paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. Proposed policy
HQE6 provides for development to take place in flood risk
areas if there is a lack of reasonably available sites in lower risk
areas and it would deliver wider sustainability benefits.
Noted. A background paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. Proposed policy
HQE6 provides for development to take place in flood risk
areas if there is a lack of reasonably available sites in lower risk
areas and it would deliver wider sustainability benefits.
A background paper setting out how flood risk has been taken
into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. Proposed policy
HQE6 aims to pro-actively manage flood risk posed to both
new and existing development, through application of the
PPS25 Sequential and Exception Tests for individual sites (thus
considering wider sustainability benefits) and by specifying a
range of design/mitigation measures.

Noted. A background paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
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Consultee/Agent
and Makinder

Comment
need to be in such areas however a large proportion of housing can be
located in highly sustainable settlements in close proximity to these
centres that may not carry such a high risk of flooding.

108

G M V Winn and Co

Decisions should be weighted in favour of accommodating development
that would provide wider sustainability benefits.

114

Mr Andrew Rose,
Spawforth Planning &
Urban Regeneration Ltd
on behalf of Miller
Strategic Land

115

Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd

PPS25 states that an exceptions test be applied and that developments be
permitted where they provide sustainability benefits that outweigh the
risk of flooding. Therefore considerable weight should be applied to
sustainability benefits in accordance with national guidance. PPS3 for
housing outlines the Government’s objectives for maintaining a flexible
and responsive supply of land. In an authority area where a significant
proportion of land is included within flood risk zones a pragmatic and
flexible approach should be adopted to site selection in accordance with
national guidance. This is especially important as the principal and most
sustainable settlements in East Riding are all particularly affected by flood
risk zones.
Persimmon Homes considers that high importance should be placed on
the application of an exceptions test to allow development that delivers
wider sustainability benefits in settlements within high risk flood zones.
The adoption of an exceptions approach is considered a necessity for
East Riding if development requirements are to be accommodated in
appropriate locations. The overarching objective of national and local
policy guidance is to secure a sustainable pattern of development by
directing development to the main urban centres. A flexible approach
must be adopted in order to secure this as a high proportion of the region
including Principal Towns such as Goole are potentially at risk from
flooding (although this needs to be assessed properly through a Strategic
Flood Risk Assessment). An over restrictive approach would undermine
Policy YH5 of the RSS which states that Principal Towns should be the
focus for new development. The RSS advocates the need for pro-active
flood risk management. As well as local mitigation measures, more long
term regional wide solutions need to be found for managing flood risk.
Abandoning existing towns and placing a moratorium on further
development in otherwise sustainable locations, is not an acceptable
option and it is important that the wider sustainability benefits of
development is balanced against flood risk.

Officer Response
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. Proposed policy
HQE6 provides for development to take place in flood risk
areas only if there is a lack of reasonably available sites in lower
risk areas and it would deliver wider sustainability benefits.
Noted. A background paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. Proposed policy
HQE6 provides for development to take place in flood risk
areas if there is a lack of reasonably available sites in lower risk
areas and it would deliver wider sustainability benefits.
Noted. A background paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. Proposed policy
HQE6 provides for development to take place in flood risk
areas if there is a lack of reasonably available lower risk sites in
the locations designated for growth.

Noted. A background paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. Proposed policy
HQE6 provides for development to take place in flood risk
areas if there is a lack of reasonably available lower risk sites in
the locations designated for growth.
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118

W Buckle, Wetwang Parish
Council

119

Julia Billany, Ottringham
Parish Council

120

Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council

121

Rachel Whaley, HLL
Humberts Leisure on
behalf of Park Resorts Ltd

Comment
East Riding must seek to deliver development in accordance with the
Spatial Strategy. Issues of flood risk do need to be considered but only
in the context of a detailed and up-to-date Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment.
We should observe how other countries (e.g. Holland) develop on flood
zones. If the usual low standard of mass development/budget homes is
even considered then the whole idea is ridiculous.
Many of the settlements in Holderness and the A1033 corridor are in
'Flood risk areas'. We feel that the steps should be taken to mitigate this
risk and to protect farmland and the communities which work this land
as it is a key contributor to UK food production. If we are to accept the
information recently supplied by the environment agency much of the
ER would be subject to risk from flooding - so some strategy would be
required - otherwise there could be very little new build anywhere and the
need for homes would go unmet.
Place a high importance on allowing development in the high risk flood
zone only if there were MUCH higher and wider sustainability benefits.

The holiday park industry is a key example of a form of development
which provides wider social and economic benefits and therefore
accommodation of such development in areas of higher flood risk can be
justified. We accept that there is a need to properly assess and plan for
floodrisk when providing holiday accommodation. However where
suitable mitigation measures can be put forward which address safety and
environmental issues it should be recognised that the siting of holiday
caravans on land is a more temporary form of development than say the
building of permanent homes. Caravans can easily be relocated and
moved away from areas of risk for example. Given the significant
contribution which holiday parks make to the local economy in the East
Riding (average spend by holiday makers occupying static caravans is £37
per night according to the UK Tourism Survey of 2006 for the Yorkshire
Region) we consider that proposals to extend existing holiday parks in
areas of higher flood risk should be supported where the floodrisk issues
can be satisfactorily met within the proposal.
The new PPS4 Planning for Sustainable Economic Development (still in
draft form) makes it clear that local planning authorities should consider
proposals for economic development favourably unless they have good
reason to believe that economic, social and environmental costs
outweight the benefits (para.29).
The new PPS4 Planning for Sustainable Economic Development (still in
draft form) makes it clear that local planning authorities should consider

Officer Response

Proposed policy HQE6 aims to pro-actively manage flood risk
posed to both new and existing development, including through
avoiding flood risk areas as far as possible, and specifying a
range of design/mitigation measures.
Proposed policy HQE6 aims to pro-actively manage flood risk
posed to both new and existing development, including through
avoiding flood risk areas as far as possible, and specifying a
range of design/mitigation measures. The Council will continue
its efforts to influence the EA’s decision making as much as
possible to ensure that investment in flood protection is
maintained and improved.
A background paper setting out how flood risk has been taken
into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE6 provides for development to
take place in flood risk areas if there is a lack of reasonably
available sites in lower risk areas and it would deliver wider
sustainability benefits.
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125

Jenny Massingham, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Beal Homes

126

Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership

I115

Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray

Comment
proposals for economic development favourably unless they have good
reason to believe that economic, social and environmental costs outweigh
the benefits (para. 29).
There is a large extent of high risk flood zones covering the settlements
in East Riding and an 'exceptions' approach should be applied that would
allow for growth to be accommodated in some of the settlements
affected by high flood risk zones, subject to strict mitigation measures.
The thrust of PPS1 seeks to ensure that developments provide wide
sustainability benefits both socially and economically and therefore
mitigation measures should be used to meet both sustainability and flood
risk requirements.
Flood risk measures have been engineered to mitigate the impact of flood
risk zones and providing that there is strict compliance with these
measures, we consider that there is no reason why development would
not be appropriate in area of high flood risk. The SFRA which is
currently being prepared for Goole will assess and identify the risks posed
from all sources of flooding. Flood issues can be mitigated through the
'flood proofing' of property including raising floor levels and providing
dry access/egress routes. New developments can integrate technologies
to reduce the risk of surface water run off, for example, sustainable
drainage systems and improvements to flood defences and drainage
systems. If the existing mitigation measures which are used in new
developments were not considered to be effective then PPS12 would not
permit any developments within high risk flood zones.
Given the large area of land at risk from flooding in East Riding, we
consider that, in line with PPS25, an exceptions approach should be
adopted to ensure that future development within the East Riding is not
constrained. However, in considering issues of flooding and development
in the LDF, it will be essential for the East Riding of Yorkshire Council
to complete a SFRA. This will form part of the evidence base for the
LDF and further justification for the proposed application of any
'exception' approach to planning in flood risk area will clearly need to be
based on this part of the evidence base.
In considering the issue raised under Option SS1, we consider that the
wider sustainability benefits of developments within areas of flood risk is
of high importance: The Core Strategy should be clear in its support for
developments within areas of high risk which are able to offer wider
sustainability benefits.
Judgements on the degree of flood risk hazard will no doubt come to
different conclusions in different rural (and urban) situations.
Generalisation is difficult. The technical SFRA process will need for each
locality to be followed and Environment Agency guidance taken.
Accommodating growth in high-risk flood areas stores up problems for
the future and does not represent a sustainable alternative in the long

Officer Response

These issues have been taken into account in establishing the
proposed Spatial Strategy, and are set out in a separate paper,
detailing how the the PPS25 Sequential Test has been applied at
the strategic scale. A Level 1 SFRA has recently been completed,
and we will continue to work with the EA and relevant
stakeholders to complete a Level 2 SFRA for Goole, enabling
individual sites to be assessed. Proposed policy HQE6 aims to
pro-actively manage flood risk posed to both new and existing
development, through application of the PPS25 Sequential and
Exception Tests for individual sites (using sub-delineated Zone
3a identified in the relevant SFRA) and by specifying a range of
design/mitigation measures.

Noted.

A background paper setting out how flood risk has been taken
into account alongside other environmental, social, and
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Associates

Comment
term. What is the point of achieving wider sustainability benefits if the
whole place is going to be underwater in 50 -100 years?

I153

Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

I140

Mr Michael Glover on
behalf of Great Gutter
Lane Collaboration

Natural England would support the exceptions approach where
allocations for development are compatible with Humber Estuary Flood
Risk Management Strategy proposed management options and managed
realignment areas.
Particularly given the uncertainty over the full implications of global
warming an exceptions approach is not prudent in relation to areas of
flood risk particularly where unlike Hull East Riding has available
alternative locations outside areas of flood risk.

I191

Mr Robert Crolla, Indigo
Planning on behalf of St.
Modwen Properties Plc

PPS 25 makes specific reference to both the sequential and exceptions
tests in relation to determining the most appropriate locations for
development. We would continue to advocate this approach with all
exceptions being applied on that basis - as an exception. All other
potential sites which could be brought forward in areas subject to a lesser
flood risk should only be discounted on the basis of clear and robust
analysis as to why they cannot be delivered in advance of applying this
'exceptions' test. ENV1 of RSS also advocates this approach.

I462

Mr Geoffrey Streets

Cost of flood defence and drainage very high so avoid major
developments.

I223

Mr Paul Thornton, White
Young Green on behalf of
Sanctuary Housing
Mr Zulficar Ali,
Environment Agency

Site promoted not in flood risk zone.

I301

In light of the flood risk issues facing ERYC you indicate two options in
moving forward. These namely being avoiding development in these high
risk areas or considering an ‘exceptions approach’. There is confusion
within the text as to whether the 'exceptions approach' equates to the
PPS25 Exception Test. Paragraph SS1 & 4.9 should make reference to
the Sequential Test and state that it needs to be fully and transparently
applied to proposed allocations and development sites before the
Exception Test is applied where necessary. Again we would recommend
that the text only refers to the official 'Exception Test'. Whilst we
appreciate flood risk is only one issue to consider amongst others the

Officer Response
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately.
Noted

A background paper setting out how flood risk has been taken
into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. Proposed policy
HQE6 aims to pro-actively manage flood risk posed to both
new and existing development, through application of the
PPS25 Sequential and Exception Tests for individual sites and
by specifying a range of design/mitigation measures.
A background paper setting out how flood risk has been taken
into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. Proposed policy
HQE6 aims to pro-actively manage flood risk posed to both
new and existing development, through application of the
PPS25 Sequential and Exception Tests for individual sites and
by specifying a range of design/mitigation measures.
Proposed policy HQE6 aims to pro-actively manage flood risk
posed to both new and existing development, through
application of the PPS25 Sequential and Exception Tests for
individual sites and by specifying a range of design/mitigation
measures.
The site will be assessed against all sources of flooding identified
in the Level 1 SFRA.
A background paper setting out how flood risk has been taken
into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. Proposed policy
HQE6 incorporates policy wording suggested by the EA
regarding application of the PPS25 Sequential and Exception
Tests and additional measures relating to pro-active flood risk
management.
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Consultee/Agent

Comment
Agency would suggest that flood risk is given high importance in
deterring development within flood zone 2 & 3. It is imperative that the
Sequential Test is applied to identify lower risk sites taking into account
the SFRA and PPS25 vulnerability classification. If no low risk sites are
available only then will the Exception Test be applied taking into account
the flood risk vulnerability classification.
Bourne Leisure considers that ERYC should support an 'exceptions'
approach but that as part of this approach consideration should also be
given to the specific characteristics of particular uses (for example certain
tourism uses need to be located adjacent to water). In the case of existing
tourism accommodation uses that are already sited in waterside locations
development proposals should be considered in relation to their overall
planning benefits compared with the existing development. This
approach would reflect policy guidance in PPS25 which acknowledges the
attractiveness of waterside sites for holiday accommodation (para D20 of
Annex D).
Goole’s position close to the Region's larger conurbations and the
national transport network (M62 M18) ensures that it has a number of
opportunities for the future. Many of these opportunities are tied to its
position as a multi-modal hub - benefiting from rail road and water
access. Given Goole’s location coupled with its development and
employment potential a pragmatic approach should be taken to
development within high flood risk zones and we support the application
of the 'exemptions' approach.

I367

Ms Margaret Baddeley,
Nathaniel Lichfield &
Partners Ltd on behalf of
Bourne Leisure Ltd

I438

Mr Nick Fillingham,
Indigo Planning Ltd on
behalf of Sterling Capitol
Goole Ltd

I507

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly

The Assembly supports the emerging approach to dealing with flood risk
as being in line with RSS Policy ENV1. We consider that the list of
criteria in support of the exceptions test as required by PPS25 is
appropriate. We suggest that additional criteria may be ‘absence of
alternative land in lower flood risk areas’ and ‘harm to maintenance of
vibrant Principal Towns and transformation of the Regional City’.

I584

Jon Palmer, Yorkshire
Forward

Flood Risk - Yorkshire Forward notes that flood risk considerations will
be an important consideration in developing the LDF for East Riding.
The consultation paper outlines the that a Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment (SFRA) is being prepared for East Riding which will help to
identify sites of lowest flood risk. While this is a key tool in ensuring
informed decision making it should not be the sole driver for directing
development. This will be particularly important in areas where there is
little land available outside areas of significant flood risk and/or where

Officer Response

Noted. Proposed policy HQE6 provides for development to
take place in flood risk areas if there is a lack of reasonably
available sites in lower risk areas and it would deliver wider
sustainability benefits.

These issues have been taken into account in establishing the
proposed Spatial Strategy, and are set out in a separate paper,
detailing how the the PPS25 Sequential Test has been applied at
the strategic scale. A Level 1 SFRA has recently been completed,
and we will continue to work with the EA and relevant
stakeholders to complete a Level 2 SFRA for Goole, enabling
individual sites to be assessed. Proposed policy HQE6 aims to
pro-actively manage flood risk posed to both new and existing
development, through application of the PPS25 Sequential and
Exception Tests for individual sites and by specifying a range of
design/mitigation measures.
The suggested additional criteria are welcomed. A background
paper setting out how flood risk has been taken into account
alongside other environmental, social, and economic factors in
developing the proposed Spatial Strategy, including the
application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the strategic level,
has been prepared separately. Proposed policy HQE6 provides
for development to take place in flood risk areas if there is a lack
of reasonably available lower risk sites in locations designated
for growth.
Noted. A background paper setting out how flood risk has been
taken into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. Proposed policy
HQE6 provides for development to take place in flood risk
areas if there is a lack of reasonably available lower risk sites in
locations designated for growth.
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Consultee/Agent

I627

Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

I850

Ms Liz Philpot on behalf
of Bridlington
Regeneration Partnership

I740

Mr Dan Mitchell, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Wykeland Ltd

Comment
there is a recognised need to protect and maintain existing socioeconomic activity. The Core Strategy should recognise that the lowest risk
site in terms of flooding may not always be the most appropriate in terms
of other sustainable development criteria.
A consistent approach is needed within the East Riding and Hull in
relation to flood risk and the respective Strategic Flood Risk
Assessments. Hull’s Strategic Flood Risk Assessment considers all
sources of flooding including surface water. It is essential that within the
catchment of the river Hull surface water flooding is also considered
within ERYC’s SFRA. The SFRA will sub-divide the high risk zone and
these sub-divisions will enable the application of the sequential and
exception tests. We recommend the methodology and recommendations
of Hull’s SFRA are considered for suitability in the ERYC. Hull’s SFRA
has been accepted by Yorkshire Water Services Environment Agency
ERYC and Hull CC. If an area is protected against flood risk to the
required standard then development with wider sustainability benefits
should be allowed provided it does not increase risk elsewhere.
Development can be located in areas at risk of flooding provided long
term protection measures are in place.
Notwithstanding the great importance of reducing the risk of flooding
and providing for resilience should it occur flood risk is only one of the
considerations that should drive the spatial strategy. Even PPS25
recognises this. Town centres for example cannot ‘fail’ an exceptions test
and must therefore be exempted and should also within town centres
themselves be exempted from any sequential approach. The location of
activities within town centres should be dictated by ‘vitality and viability’
considerations and the mix and spatial arrangement of uses needed to
ensure vitality and viability (which will be a combination of commercial
townscape/heritage and accessibility criteria). Therefore we support an
approach that places flood risk in its proper context and instead puts in
place measures to reduce the effects of flooding in areas which play an
essential unsubstitutable role in the economic life of the East Riding.
Where flood risk is high in these areas measures are needed to require
mitigation to minimise the adverse effects of flooding should it occur
(e.g. preventing residential uses at ground floor level providing for
appropriate and easily accessed place of safety set in place requirements
for drainage systems and so on).
Our client supports the approach to flood risk and considers that it is in
accordance with PPS25 which advises that in areas of flood risk an
‘exceptions’ approach to development (i.e. following the sequential
approach to site selection development is permitted in areas of flood risk
‘where some continuing development is necessary for wider sustainable
benefit reasons’ paragraph 19 PPS 25) should be applied. Given the
amount of land in the East Riding that is at risk from flooding we

Officer Response

We will continue to work with the City Council to establish a
consistent and complementary approach to flood risk
assessment and management throughout the Regional City,
taking into account and addressing flood risk from all sources as
far as possible.

A background paper setting out how flood risk has been taken
into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. Proposed policy
HQE6 provides for development to take place in flood risk
areas if there is a lack of reasonably available lower risk sites in
locations designated for growth and specifies a range of
design/mitigation measures to manage flood risk at the site level.

A background paper setting out how flood risk has been taken
into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. A Level 1 SFRA has
recently been completed, and we will continue to work with the
EA and relevant stakeholders to complete a Level 2 SFRA for
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Consultee/Agent

I688

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

Comment
consider that an exceptions approach should be adopted to ensure that
future development within the East Riding is not constrained. To this
regard we consider it essential for the East Riding of Yorkshire Council
to complete a Strategic Flood Risk Assessment. This should form a part
of the evidence base for the LDF and further justification for the
proposed application of any ‘exception’ approach to planning in flood
risk areas will clearly need to be based on the Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment. Further to the above our client believes that the likelihood
that a site will flood should play a large role in the decision making. To
this regard our client believes that the use of the ‘exceptions’ approach
should not be applied generally throughout the East Riding but should be
considered on a site by site basis. In considering the question posed
under Option SS1 our client considers that given the need to raise the
social and economic conditions within the East Riding it is of utmost
importance that the wider sustainability benefits of developments within
areas of flood risk are taken into consideration. With this in mind the
Core Strategy should clearly support developments that are within areas
of high flood risk and that are able to offer wider social and economic
sustainability benefits.
Our client supports the approach identified within this aspect of the Core
Strategy Issues and Options paper since this is consistent with national
Planning Policy Statement 25 (PPS25). Indeed in line with PPS25 the
East Riding of Yorkshire Council is required to adopt an approach to
development in areas of flood risk which applies an ‘exceptions’ approach
to development (i.e. following the sequential approach to site selection
development is permitted in areas of flood risk ‘where some continuing
development is necessary for wider sustainable benefit reasons’ para. 19
PPS 25). Given the large area of land at risk from flooding in East Riding
we consider that in line with PPS 25 an exceptions approach should be
adopted to ensure that future development within the East Riding is not
constrained. However in consideration of issues of flooding and
development our client believes that it will be essential for the East
Riding of Yorkshire Council to complete a Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment. This will form a part of the evidence base for the LDF and
further justification for the proposed application of any ‘exceptions’
approach to planning in flood risk areas will clearly need to be based on
this part of the evidence base. Further to the above our client believes
that the propensity of sites/areas to flood should be a guiding factor in
decision making. To this regard our client believes that the use of the
‘exceptions’ approach should not become a generality but should be
considered locally rather than strategically. In considering the issue raised
under Option SS1 we consider that the wider sustainability benefits of
developments within areas of flood risk is of high importance and the
Core Strategy should be clear in its support for developments within

Officer Response
Goole, enabling individual sites to be assessed. Proposed policy
HQE6 provides for development to take place in flood risk
areas (subject to satisfying the relevant PPS25 Tests) if there is a
lack of reasonably available lower risk sites in locations
designated for growth and specifies a range of design/mitigation
measures to manage flood risk at the site level.

A background paper setting out how flood risk has been taken
into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. A Level 1 SFRA has
recently been completed, and we will continue to work with the
EA and relevant stakeholders to complete a Level 2 SFRA for
Goole, enabling individual sites to be assessed. Proposed policy
HQE6 provides for development to take place in flood risk
areas (subject to satisfying the relevant PPS25 Tests) if there is a
lack of reasonably available lower risk sites in locations
designated for growth and specifies a range of design/mitigation
measures to manage flood risk at the site level.
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Consultee/Agent

I767

Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings

I836

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc

Comment
areas of high flood risk which are able to offer wider sustainability
benefits.
We support the approach identified within this aspect of the Core
Strategy Issues and Options paper since this is consistent with national
Planning Policy Statement 25 (PPS25). Indeed in line with PPS25 the
East Riding of Yorkshire Council is required to adopted an approach to
development in areas of flood risk which applies an 'exceptions' approach
to development (i.e. following the sequential approach to site selection
development is permitted in areas of flood risk where some continuing
development is necessary for wider sustainable benefit reasons para. 19
PPS 25). Given the area of land at risk from flooding in East Riding we
consider that in line with PPS25 an exceptions approach should be
adopted to ensure that future development within the East Riding is not
constrained. However in considering issues of flooding and development
in the LDF it will be essential for the East Riding of Yorkshire Council to
complete a Strategic Flood Risk Assessment. This will form a part of the
evidence base for the LDF and further justification for the proposed
application of any 'exception' approach to planning in flood risk areas will
clearly need to be based on this part of the evidence base. Further to the
above our client believes that the propensity of sites/areas to flood
should be a guiding factor in decision making. To this regard our client
believes that the use of the 'exceptions' approach should not become a
generality but should be considered locally rather than strategically. In
considering the issue raised under option SS1 we consider that the wider
sustainability benefits of developments within areas of flood risk is of
high importance: The Core Strategy should be clear in its support for
developments within areas of high flood risk which are able to offer
wider sustainability benefits.
Our client supports the approach identified within this aspect of the Core
Strategy Issues and Options paper since this is consistent with national
Planning Policy Statement 25 (PPS25). Indeed in line with PPS25 the
East Riding of Yorkshire Council is required to adopted an approach to
development in areas of flood risk which applies an ‘exceptions’ approach
to development (i.e. following the sequential approach to site selection
development is permitted in areas of flood risk ‘where some continuing
development is necessary for wider sustainable benefit reasons’ para. 19
PPS 25). Given the large area of land at risk from flooding in East Riding
we consider that in line with PPS 25 an exceptions approach should be
adopted to ensure that future development within the East Riding is not
constrained. However in consideration of issues of flooding and
development our client believes that it will be essential for the East
Riding of Yorkshire Council to complete a Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment. This will form a part of the evidence base for the LDF and
further justification for the proposed application of any ‘exception’

Officer Response
A background paper setting out how flood risk has been taken
into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. A Level 1 SFRA has
recently been completed, and we will continue to work with the
EA and relevant stakeholders to complete a Level 2 SFRA for
Goole, enabling individual sites to be assessed. Proposed policy
HQE6 provides for development to take place in flood risk
areas (subject to satisfying the relevant PPS25 Tests) if there is a
lack of reasonably available lower risk sites in locations
designated for growth and specifies a range of design/mitigation
measures to manage flood risk at the site level.

A background paper setting out how flood risk has been taken
into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. A Level 1 SFRA has
recently been completed, and we will continue to work with the
EA and relevant stakeholders to complete a Level 2 SFRA for
Goole, enabling individual sites to be assessed. Proposed policy
HQE6 provides for development to take place in flood risk
areas (subject to satisfying the relevant PPS25 Tests) if there is a
lack of reasonably available lower risk sites in locations
designated for growth and specifies a range of design/mitigation
measures to manage flood risk at the site level.
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Consultee/Agent

130

Ms Avril Russell,
Thorngumbald Parish
Council

128

Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council
C O’Connor, Hornsea
Town Council

Judgements on the degree of flood risk hazard will no doubt come to
different conclusions in different rural (and urban) situations.
Generalisation is difficult. The technical SFRA process will need, for
each locality, to be followed and Environment Agency guidance taken.
Due to geographical factors many settlements in the East Riding are at
risk from flooding. These settlements must be fully protected with
proper flood defences. The cost of such defences should take into
consideration the alternative of relocating the whole community to a safer
place, if there is one!

132

Humber Rural Partnerhsip
Board

133

Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

Judgements on the degree of flood risk hazard will no doubt come to
different conclusions in different rural (and urban) situations.
Generalisation is difficult. The technical SFRA process will need for each
locality to be followed and Environment Agency guidance taken.
It seems strange to make flood risk the first policy in the ‘Spatial Strategy’
section rather than some kind of spatial overview policy (within which
policies for sub areas can then fit). See comment on SS2.
In settlements within the high risk flood zone any development should be
treated with extreme caution, even where there are wider sustainability
benefits.
The flood risk in any development area is becoming even harder to
calculate accurately as climate change leads to reassessment as to what are
100 year events and what are much larger risks. There is also the
extremely contentious issue as to whether new developments increase the
risks for existing homes and businesses, even those not particularly close
to the site. This can involve the reduced area of natural overflow areas
for local drainage, risk of blocking natural drainage routes (and not only
those through visible drains), increased pressure on drainage and
sewerage systems among other risks.

131

Comment
approach to planning in flood risk areas will clearly need to be based on
this part of the evidence base. In considering the issue raised under
Option SS1 we consider that the wider sustainability benefits of
developments within areas of flood risk is of high importance and the
Core Strategy should be clear in its support for developments within
areas of high flood risk which are able to offer wider sustainability
benefits.
Looking at each case individually – due to Thorngumbald being a high
flood risk and assessing the needs.

Officer Response

Proposed policy HQE6 requires application of the PPS25
Sequential and if necessary Exception Tests for individual
proposals/sites (thus assessing sustainability benefits) and aims
to pro-actively manage flood risk posed to both new and
existing development through a range of design/mitigation
measures.
Noted

A background paper setting out how flood risk has been taken
into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. The Council will
continue its efforts to influence the EA’s decision making as
much as possible to ensure that investment in flood protection is
maintained and improved.
Noted

A background paper setting out how flood risk has been taken
into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. Proposed policy
HQE6 requires application of the PPS25 Sequential and if
necessary Exception Tests for individual proposals/sites (thus
assessing sustainability benefits) and aims to pro-actively manage
flood risk posed to both new and existing development through
a range of design/mitigation measures.
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Consultee/Agent

Comment
One element in flood risk which still seems to be overlooked is the rise in
the water table.
An important element in the Floods of 2007, (which lead to continued
rises in the floods after the rain was over) was the chalk aquifer being
overfull, leading to strong flows from springs which had rarely flowed at
all in recent years.

Officer Response

134

Mr C Cromrack, Preston
Parish Council

Planning permission should not be granted to any development whether
flood risk areas.
Parish Council 'local knowledge' should be given more consideration at
the planning stage.

135

Mr J Kilby

It is noted that flood risk zones are adjacent to the towns designated for
development.
Some development in these areas is necessary but the "mitigation
measures" will prove expensive, though essential.

136

Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council

I would like to see mediaeval settlements grow as they seem to be
sustainable over the long haul as this may cut across other principles of
growth in some areas.

A background paper setting out how flood risk has been taken
into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately.
A background paper setting out how flood risk has been taken
into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately. Proposed policy
HQE6 aims to pro-actively manage flood risk posed to both
new and existing development through a range of
design/mitigation measures.
A background paper setting out how flood risk has been taken
into account alongside other environmental, social, and
economic factors in developing the proposed Spatial Strategy,
including the application of the PPS25 Sequential Test at the
strategic level, has been prepared separately.
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Paragraph 4.13 – Settlements within the East Riding
Ref
I943

Consultee/Agent
Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

Comment
It is important not to omit the environmental and biodiversity
characteristics of each area.

Officer Response
Noted. The Phase 1 Habitat Survey will help with this.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.14 – Elements of the Spatial Strategy
Ref
I71

Consultee/Agent
Mr Hooper

Comment
What will be the long term implications of declaring a settlement
unsustainable/ non developable? Will there be problems/ unresolved
issues associated with this?

Officer Response
The Council will not declare a settlement ‘unsustainable’ or
‘non-developable’. The intention of the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy is to direct development towards those locations where it
will have the greatest benefit and the minimum negative impact.
Proposals which demonstate clear benefits or which address a
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment

Officer Response
recognised need will be considered in smaller settlements (see
Proposed policy SS3).

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.17 – A sub area approach
Ref
I848

Consultee/Agent
Ms Liz Philpot on behalf
of Bridlington
Regeneration Partnership

Comment
Paragraphs 4.17-4.24: We urge the Council to adopt a spatial approach
indicated as an option that reflects the geography of the East Riding’s
market areas. Any other sub-area approach risks incompatibility with the
market mechanisms that policy relies upon to deliver most development
whether for housing employment (in all its sources) or ‘town centre uses’.

I782

Mr G E Wright

Whilst I consider the sub-area approach has its benefits in a district with
such diverse issues as the East Riding the approach needs to be related to
the spatial requirements of the challenges and opportunities. I consider an
appropriate set of sub-areas would be: The coast - Bridlington Hornsea
Withernsea. The York area of influences - Pocklington and Market
Weighton. The Wolds - centred on Beverley and Driffield. The Hull
suburbs - the area from Brough to Hedon but excluding Beverley. The
western corridor - from South Cave to Snaith with the main town being
Goole. The sub-areas would be characterised in terms of housing and
employment provision as follows: Coast - severe housing restraints
encourage and facilitate rather than promote employment York area encourage/promote employment with associated housing provision. The
Wolds - Housing on a local need basis but consider policies to replace
public sector employment which is likely to decline. Hull Suburbs housing provision within Joint LDD with Hull. Western Corridor provision for growth both in employment and housing.
The identification of information baselines is also an important task.

I944

Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

Officer Response
Noted. The proposed sub area approach takes has been
developed through consideration of a wide range of factors
including the extent of different market areas. The proposed
Bridlington Coastal sub area, for example, also recognises the
distinct landscape charater of the coast, as well as the economic
influence of Bridlington.
Noted. The proposed sub area approach takes has been
developed through consideration of a wide range of factors
including the extent of different market areas. The approach also
considers the challenges and pressures in each locality as well as
their particular character.
Many of the issues noted by the consultee are evident in the
proposed sub area approach set out in the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy.

Noted. The Council’s Evidence Base and Sustainability
Appraisal will attempt to do this.

Return to contents page
Figure 14 – Housing market sub areas
Ref
I463

Consultee/Agent
Mr Geoffrey Streets

Comment
Delete 'Hull' and insert 'Haltemprice and'.

Officer Response
This terminology is set out in the East Riding Housing Needs and
Market Assessment.

Return to contents page
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Paragraph 4.27 – East Riding Town Centres and Retail Study
Ref
I145

Consultee/Agent
Mr Michael Glover on
behalf of Great Gutter
Lane Collaboration

Comment
It is noted that a new East Riding town centre and retail study is to be
prepared in 2008 to inform the preferred options Core Strategy and will
consider the role and function of town and district centres in order to
establish a hierarchy of retail centres. In the context of the observations
already made on behalf of the Great Gutter Lane Collaboration we would
respectfully draw to the attention of the Council the role that Willerby
Shopping Park does already play and the extent to which it could support
further nearby development as this is a very major retail facility and
should be recognised and documented as such.

Officer Response
Noted. The presence of the Willerby Shopping Park was
considered as part of the East Riding Town Centres and Retail Study.

Return to contents page
Figure 16 – Retail catchment areas
Ref
I30

Consultee/Agent
Mr James Durham

Comment
This shows the convenience retail catchment areas- may be more useful
to look at comparison retail catchments in addition.

Officer Response
Noted. The East Riding’s Town Centres and Retail Study provides
an analysis of both comparison and convenience shopping. This
has been considered as part of the proposed sub area approach.
The Study also references other retail studies conducted in
neighbouring authority areas (e.g. Hull and York).

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.28 – Links with locations outside of the East Riding
Ref
I235

Consultee/Agent
Victoria Molton, Walker
Morris Solicitors on behalf
of Paul Lisseter

Comment
As a point of comment it is noted that the section relating to Transport
Corridors (para 4.28) is largely based around car use this is contrary to
national and regional planning guidance that is largely opposed to reliance
on private car usage. Whilst a Core Bus Network is in operation the
railways are thought to be the most popular mode of transport for people
travelling to work in the area particularly to Hull as a place of
employment. More emphasis should be placed on the areas round the
train stations as a place to promote more development

I1005

Sue Lang, Economic
Development, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

Use of transport corridors to define sub-areas. Agree in principle, but in
practice these do define the East Riding. Much of the most intensive
housing growth experienced in the East Riding has been associated with
ease of access to major employment centres - Hull, York and arguably

Officer Response
The comments regarding public transport are noted. The
Council has recently published a Transport and Accessibility in the
East Riding paper to help inform the development of the Preferrd
Approach Core Strategy. This includes, for example, consideration
of the Core Bus Network and the provison of rail infrastructure
and services. The rail stations with the most frequent services
are located primarily in the East Riding’s Principal Towns and
the Major Haltemprice Setttlements. These are the locations for
where development will be largely focussed. There are also
relatively busy stations at Howden and especially at Brough
which are proposed Local Service Centres.
Comments noted. The cities of York, Hull and Leeds are key
employment centres for this area and their role and function is
set out in the RSS. Evidence does show a relatively high level of
movement between the East Riding and these cities, and most
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
Leeds. We have to ask ourselves if this is restricted, could we expect the
household/population growth projections to be sustained? The
document alludes to, but doesn't quantify, the difference between the
Brough and Beverley scale of development that took place since 1990 and
selective infil that helps sustain villages and stops them becoming
exclusive, unaffordable enclaves. I've had a go at synthesising the
housing/transport and employment patterns into a map [included in
submission – shows 8 sub-areas].

Officer Response
of the journeys will involve the transport corridors identified in
para 4.29 of the Issues and Options document.
The future housing requirement set out in the RSS is much
lower than the actual build rate achieved in many years during
the 1990s and 2000s. There is therefore likely to be a change in
the scale of development envisaged in many of the East Riding’s
settlements.
The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy sets out an approach to
manging development in different settlements of the East
Riding.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.29 – Main transport corridors
Ref
I156

I902

Consultee/Agent
Cllr Symon Fraser, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Councillor for Driffield
and Rural
Mr John Brown, Action
Access A1079

Comment
A166 York - Driffield road should be included as a main route serving
northern section of the East Riding and providing vital linkages between
the coast York City and the North East.

Officer Response
Noted. This primary route is shown on Figure 27 of the Issues and
Options document. The three corridors referred to in para 4.29
are the routes with the largest volumes of traffic.

Add reference to recognise that the A1079 connects the East Riding with
the North and North East.

Noted.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.30 – Main transport corridors
Ref
I69

Consultee/Agent
Ms Phyllis Foster

Comment
Bridlington needs a dual carriage way for accessibility. The A64 worked
for Scarborough. Bridlington needs a similar road network.

Officer Response
Noted. The Local Transport Plan looks at the priority transport
investments for the East Riding. The LDF will take these
priorities into account and consider how best to facilitate any
such proposals.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.31 – Other factors to consider for developing a sub area approach
Ref
I1010

Consultee/Agent
Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

Comment
Consider sections on landscape character, settlement character,
environmental designations, brownfield sites and infrastructure

Officer Response
Noted. These are factors have been taken into account in
developing the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy (for example, see
sub area approach).

Return to contents page
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SS2

Are there any other significant factors to take into account in developing a sub area approach?
Responses with no further comments
Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury Associates on behalf of Strawsons Development / Omnivale Ltd; William Lee, Albanwise Ltd; Louise Reevell; Mrs
No M. Barker, Swanland Parish Council

Ref
2

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Ellerby

5

Mrs Anne Crick, Humber
Mental Health Teaching
NHS Trust
Duncan Ross, East
Yorkshire Primary Care
Trust
Kerry Lawson, Barton
Willmore on behalf of
Wykeland ltd

6
15

28

Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates

Comment
The special character of Holderness needs to be more widely
acknowledged. Its historic isolation and today’s poor transport links have
given the area a unique feeling which is different from the rest of the
riding.
How service providers group their areas e.g. Secondary Schools
Healthcare Social care. Some of these may mirror the retail catchment
areas but there may be differences.
Individual communities perceptions of what is a natural community.
Provision of healthcare and natural patient flows to healthcare services

Officer Response
Noted. The proposed sub area approach recognises the physical
and environmental characteristics of different areas within the
East Riding (e.g. through the identification of the Holderness
and Southern Coastal sub area).
Suggestion noted.

We consider that housing travel to work patterns, retail and transport are
adequate issues to consider when developing a sub-regional approach.
However the Core Strategy does not clearly demonstrate how the
consideration of these factors has lead to the ER being split into subregions and what the boundaries would be. Further clarification is
needed.
The sub areas defined take into account a number of different factors but
as yet don’t seem to clearly identify options for how these will work
together as the Districts local strategy. Therefore it is difficult to
comment on the weighting given to the different factors involved. It is
our view that the overriding factor to consider in a largely rural District
like the East Riding is accessibility. Where the principal settlements are
relatively sparse and the area is wide, travel is a major determinant in
overall sustainability. It is therefore our view that whilst the majority of
growth should be allocated in a way which strengthens the principal
towns, there must remain a role for further strengthening of local service
development perhaps at a level over and above that envisaged by RSS.
People living in the smaller settlements (some but probably not all of
those formerly noted as ‘selected settlements’ in the Humberside
Structure Plan) will be disadvantaged by the need to travel to the larger
settlements for all but the most minimal of day to day needs. This will
have a huge impact on the sustainability of the strategy as people
continue to have to drive for longer than average distances for basic
needs. It is therefore our view that the sub areas need to take into

The Issues and Options paper identified a number of factors for
considering a possible sub area approach. The responses to the
paper and further evidence base work has helped to determine
the proposed sub area approach.

Suggestion noted.

Reference to the importance of accessibility is noted. The Issues
and Options paper identified a number of factors for considering
a possible sub-area approach. The responses to the paper and
further evidence base work has helped to determine the
proposed sub area approach.
Accessibilty is a key issue noted in many of the sub area sections
as set out in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy. The purpose of
identifying and supporting Local and Rural Service Centres is to
ensure an equitable level of service provision and address issues
of accessibility.
The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy seeks to support a level of
facilities/services commensurate with the scale of individual
settlements.
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Consultee/Agent

33

Rachael Martin, Sanderson
Weatherall on behalf of
KeyLand Developments
Ltd

34

Mr Roland Bolton,
Development Land &
Planning Consultants

37

John Downing, Rollits
Solicitors on behalf of
Westella Holdings Limited

Comment
account the needs of the settlements of a reasonable size which are most
likely to be affected by this lack of accessibility. In these cases it may be in
the interests of overall sustainability to provide enhanced local services
supported by additional development. Likely development types may be
enhanced ‘local needs’ retailing, restaurants, small scale offices with some
moderate housing growth to sustain these where there is not already a
demonstrable need. This should not bee seen as undermining the core
approach which is both sensible and rooted in RSS but as a measure to
ensure that the strategy as a whole responds to the particular
sustainability challenges presented by the more rural areas of the District.
Regard should be had to cross boundary issues between East Riding and
Hull. The strategy refers to the housing markets of Hull stretching into
East Riding but it is considered more regard should be had to the
relationship with Hull when considering the other factors such as travel
to work and retail and the consequent implications for sustainable
patterns of development.

It is not considered that the housing distribution as set out in the options
A to D suitably reflect the appropriate sub area approach and a different
approach more soundly based upon the characters of the separate sub
areas has been proposed (please see separate Report).
See our representation on question SS9. The relationship of the
Haltemprice Settlements to the City of Hull is of special significance.
Together they form the Regional City of Hull. This is recognised in RSS
(May 2008) Policy YH4 and figure 2.3 and is reflected through into Core
Strategy paragraph 4.44. Together with the RSS policy of reversing
historic dispersal out of the urban areas the RSS place a special function
on the Haltemprice Settlements as part of the Regional City. RSS YH4
requires that Regional Cities Sub Regional Cities and Towns should be
the prime focus for housing employment shopping leisure education
health and cultural activities and facilities in the Region. The East Riding
Plan Area has four Principal Towns (Bridlington Beverley Driffield and
Goole) and part of the Regional City. The Regional City is however
regarded by the current proposed policies (e.g. 4.34 and 4.35) as beyond
the boundaries outside the Plan Area. The reference in 4.35 of the
relationship with the City of Hull is then characterised by the ‘which is
one of the three Regional Cities’ identified in the RSS illustrates this
thinking. We submit that the focus of development and regeneration of
the Regional City includes development within or adjoining the
Haltemprice Settlements. That is to say that East Riding carries some of
the responsibility of Regional City status.

Officer Response

Figure 15 of the Issues and Options paper shows the extent of
Hull’s travel to work area and this is recognised further in
paragraphs 4.35-4.36 together with the retail, housing and
learning ‘market’ areas. Tables 1 and 2 in Chapter 2 of that
document identified the cross-boundary labour market
movements between the East Riding and Hull (along with other
places).
The relationship with Hull has influenced the definition of the
sub areas proposed in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
Noted. The proposed sub area policies in the Preferrd Approach
Core Strategy incorporate an approach to distributing
development – this complements the approach set out by
settlement level earlier in the document.
Paragraph 4.44 of the Issues and Options paper acknowledges the
role of the Major Haltemprice settlements in respect of the
Regional City. It continues by identifying the important issues
for the East Riding’s Core Strategy.
The level of development planned for this area is discussed in
the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy and a proposed approach is set
out in the various policies within, most notably proposed policy
SS2 and the sub area policy for the Beverley & Central sub area
(SS8).
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Consultee/Agent
Larards, on behalf of East
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43

Cllr John Whittle

46

Serena Ralston, Baker
Associates on behalf of
Dennis Wilkinson Ltd

47

Dr Amy Crowther, RSPB

Comment
See the observation on SS9. The relationship of the Haltemprice
Settlements to the City of Hull is of special significance. Together they
form the Regional City of Hull. This is explicitly recognised in the Joint
Structure Plan Policy DS1 which describes them as fulfilling the role of a
sub-regional urban area. Together with the RSS policy of reversing
historic dispersal out of the urban areas it the JSP and RSS place a special
function on the Haltemprice Settlements which requires the Core
Strategy to recognise their special function.
We cover a wide area. The sub approach is necessary. We must value
what we already have and enhance it. A truly local viewpoint can be
obtained from creating more vital partnerships within the area. Town and
parish councils need to be engaged in a far more pro-active manner that
just sending out documents and hoping for a response.

The Regional City of Hull and its relationship with the rest of the East
Riding could be brought out more clearly in the sub area analysis. Whilst
it is clear from the text that housing market, travel to work and retail
patterns are strongly related to Hull the figures do not fully emphasise the
strong pull that the city has. For example figure 16 does not show the
retail catchment of Hull but confines itself to showing the retail
catchments of only the settlements within East Riding itself. The
settlement hierarchy section refers to the strong influence that Hull has in
terms of travel to educational establishment patterns within East Riding
and it would be useful to explore this theme further in terms of the sub
area analysis.
The RSPB is keen to promote the restoration and creation of important
wetland habitats, which, as well as helping native wildlife to adapt or
become more resilient to climate change, will provide flood risk
management benefits and help to protect existing developments.
Additional benefits of wetland restoration include health and leisure,
recreational and educational benefits for local communities through the
provision of green infrastructure, tourism benefits, groundwater recharge
and ecosystem benefits, more sustainable farming and farm
diversification opportunities. Designated sites of local conservation
importance including SPAs SACs SSSIs SINCS should all be taken into
account in developing a sub area approach. Enhancement opportunities
for biodiversity should be considered. For example we believe that
former mineral extraction sites are the key to creating thousands of
hectares of woodland heath meadows and reedbeds making a significant
contribution to Biodiversity Action Plan targets. Where the geography
allows restoration to wetland should be encouraged and where the
geology allows restoration to heathland should be considered. Please see

Officer Response
See response to comment 37

Support for a sub area approach noted. The Council is
committed to engaging with the local community and town and
parish councils. A series of workshops were run in April and
May 2008 building on the workshops held in November 2007.
Further events with town and parish councils were set up in
September 2008 to discuss more localised issues (Settlement
Profiles) prior to further engagement on the Preferrd Approach
Core Strategy.
Noted. The East Riding’s Town Centres and Retail Study notes the
extent of Hull, York and Doncaster’s retail catchment area. The
Study has formed an important consideration in the definition of
the proposed sub area approach.
The proposed sub area approach, and the proposed sub area
policies set out in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy, make
references to the links with places outside of the East Riding.

Noted. The comments regarding the benefits of wetland
restoration are helpful. There are likely to be a number of
opportunities to identify proposals which have multiple benefits
through the Core Strategy (e.g. wetland areas which enhance
biodiversity, help alleviate flood risk, provide tourism
opportunities, etc.). The natural environment is an important
consideration for developing a sub area approach.
With respect to minerals extraction, together with Hull City
Council, the Council is producing a Joint Minerals Development
Plan Document (JMDPD). The Issues and Options version of this
document (May 2008) set out a number of objectives, one of
which included: To ensure that minerals sites are restored to the highest
standards of beneficial afteruse and where the presumption that such sites are
suitable for land filling of waste is no longer acceptable. Question 8 of
that document also looked at this issue.
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50

Mrs K. Richmond, South
Cave Parish Council

52

Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council

53

Mrs Judith Macklin,
Cottingham Parish Council
Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council

54

55

Mr Christopher Hughes

56

Doctor Alan Kelly

59

Mr Roger Jones, Humber
& Wolds Rural
Community Council
Mrs Pamela Austin

62

66

Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby
Conservation Society

68

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of
Hull Ionians RUFC

Comment
http://www.afterminerals.com for further information.
Transport both public and road transport. It is imperative that
improvements are made to the main corridors eg A63, A1079 and A164.
Already the underlying premise behind a sub area approach are being
tested; travel to work patterns, retail catchment areas and transport
corridors are likely to be very different by the time the LDF is adopted
then when the document was drafted due to escalating fuel costs that will
make the end user change patterns of activity without the need for the
level of intervention previously deemed necessary by local and national
government.
We must maintain the identity of settlements within each sub area especially Cottingham.
In developing this approach the unitary authority may wish to consider
that settlements on the periphery of the county possibly have more
affinity with travel sub-areas out of the East Riding. This might mean that
policies in adjoining non East Riding sub-areas have more impact for
communities on the periphery than East Riding policies themselves. This
response applies to SS3.
One cannot help feeling that the sub areas might well have been better
defined by geographical features. Or if not that they should have played a
bigger part in your final allocation.
Consider Riverland as identified and envisaged on the wwfo website See
comment in Section VO2
4.29 & Fig 17 seem to ignore A614 Howden to Bridlington road link.
Also Hull to Goole and Hull to Scarborough rail links?
The roads highlighted A1079 A64/A614 A63 are important but so is the
route from Driffield to Hedon [Howden?] A614 - a much faster route to
the motorway. This needs to be developed to route traffic from
Bridlington The Wolds and Scarborough to and from the motorway
efficiently. A dual carriageway would help commuters to Leeds and
Doncaster considerably.
Travel to works areas, retail catchment areas, transport (especially public
transport) + landscape + settlement character, environmental designs,
brownfield opportunities and infrastructure capacity. The above seem to
cover the factors which should be used.
Given the geographical size and the population spread across the East
Riding district we would support a sub area approach in the Core
Strategy. We would suggest that this sub area approach needs to be fully
integrated with the settlement hierarchy when considering the scale and

Officer Response
Noted. The Local Transport Plan 2 (LTP2) identifies key
transport challenges and provides the strategic plan for investing
in the East Riding’s transport network. This, together with the
next LTP, will need to be fully integrated into the LDF process.
Noted. The fluctuating cost of fuel is an important consideration
and will need to be monitored.

Noted. The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy considers the need to
safeguard areas between settlements to prevent coalescence.
Noted. The proposed sub area approach, and the proposed sub
area policies set out in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy, make
references to the links with places outside of the East Riding.

The Issues and Options set out the key factors for considering the
definition of sub areas. The proposed sub areas of the Preferrd
Approach Core Strategy have been influenced by, amongst other
things, the character of the landscape.
Noted.
Noted. These routes are shown on Figure 27 of the Issues and
Options document. The three corridors referred to in para 4.29
are the routes with the largest volumes of traffic.
Noted. This route is shown on Figure 27 of the Issues and Options
document. The three corridors referred to in para 4.29 are the
routes with the largest volumes of traffic.

Noted.

Support for a sub area approach noted. The Preferrd Approach
Core Strategy includes approaches to managing residential
development by settlement level and by sub areas.
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Phillippa Edwards, G V A
Grimley on behalf of
Horstine Farmery
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Mr Mark Johnson, Dacre
Son & Hartley on behalf of
Redrow Homes
(Yorkshire) Ltd

86

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Peter Ward Homes Ltd
Cllr Kate Gray

90

Comment
distribution of growth across the district.
No mention of the use of Selby station to travel to York and Leeds and
the severe congestion on these train routes.
See our representation on question SS9. The relationship of the
Haltemprice Settlements to the City of Hull is of special significance.
Together they form the Regional City of Hull. This is correctly
recognised in the RSS (May 2008) Policy YH4 and figure 2.3 and is
reflected correctly through into Core Strategy paragraph 4.44. Together
with the RSS policy of revising historic dispersal out of the urban areas
the RSS place a special function on the Haltemprice Settlements as part
of the Regional City. RSS YH4 requires that Regional Cities Sub Regional
Cities and Towns should be the prime focus for housing employment
shopping leisure education health and cultural activities and facilities in
the Region. The East Riding Plan Area has four Principal Towns
(Bridlington Beverley Driffield and Goole) and also part of the Regional
City. The Regional City is however regarded by the current proposed
policies (eg 4.34 and 4.35) as lying beyond the boundaries of the Plan
Area. For example in paragraph 4.35 speaking of the relationship between
the Plan area and the City of Hull the City is characterised by this
description: Which IS one of the three Regional Cities identified in the
RSS (our underlining). This is as if the Regional City was defined by the
administrative boundary as if the Regional City was next door . We
submit that the focus of development and regeneration of the Regional
City INCLUDES development within or adjoining the Haltemprice
Settlements. This representation relates to lands adjacent to Cottingham
which form a logical completion of the Regional City. Cottingham (in
planning terms) forms one of the westward arms of the Regional City.
Given the rural nature of the region, smaller settlements serving
important local service needs should be given greater importance and the
need and demand for growth recognised; such as Market Weighton and
its surrounding settlements.
We support the sub-area approach in that it reflects the movements
within the general housing market areas and their connections with larger
centres of employment. The approach should also have regard to main
centres of employment such as the employment zones at Brough/Melton
area.
See comment 68 to this question
People have far wider horizons now, are better educated and I do not see
them fitting into a sub area mentality. These approaches should not be
restrictive.

Officer Response
Noted. This route is shown on Figure 27 of the Issues and Options
paper.
See response to comment 37.

This is a key issue for the East Riding’s Core Strategy. The
Preferrd Approach Core Strategy identifies Market Weighton as a
potential Local Services Centre as well as a number of other
smaller settlements which serve the needs of a more localised
area.
Comments and support for a sub-area approach noted.

See response to comment 68
The sub area approach is an attempt to provide a more sensitive
and responsive planning framework for the different parts of the
East Riding. The sub areas also look at the relationships of East
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92

Mrs Ingrid Khan

93

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr & Mrs JH Foreman
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mrs J Boat
Michael Glover, Michael
Glover LLP on behalf of
Anlaby Estates
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Bryan Brown & Sons
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr and Mrs Hudson
Catherine Birks, RNLI

Whilst the sub area approach can be regarded as logical it is important to
interpret its application having regard to the overarching aims of RSS
which has very recently been updated and focuses on more concentrated
patterns of development with the emphasis on the Regional City
comprising Hull and the listed Haltemprice settlements of which Hessle
is one.
See comment 68 to this question
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108

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of R Swales
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of W. Clifford Watts Ltd
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr C Hill
Mr Jamie Pyper, Signet
Planning Ltd on behalf of
Southwell County Homes
and Makinder
G M V Winn and Co

Officer Response
Riding settlements with those places beyond the authority area.
Noted. The aims of the RSS are reflected in the Preferrd Approach
Core Strategy.

See response to comment 68

See comment 68 to this question

See response to comment 68

We consider that the principal factors have been considered.

Noted.

See comment 68 to this question

See response to comment 68

See comment 68 to this question

See response to comment 68

The RNLI agrees with the statement that no approach will perfectly
capture the full range of issues into a neatly defined area on a map. If a
sub-area approach is to be adopted policies should therefore be
sufficiently flexible to permit development control decisions to be taken
having regard to the local characteristics of an area and/or other
identified needs e.g. a need for affordable housing in a particular location
rather than a rigid enforcement of arbitrary boundary lines.
See comment 68 to this question

Noted. A combination of a sub-area approach and a settlement
hierarchy, together with a robust evidence base, has helped to
develop the proposed policies in the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy which respond and are flexible to local circumstances.

See comment 68 to this question

See response to comment 68

See comment 68 to this question

See response to comment 68

Significant thought needs to be attached to the connectivity of all
settlements via the public transport infrastructure available as this will
provide increased opportunities between sub-areas.

Noted. The provision of public transport, and accessibility in
general is an important consideration for the Core Strategy.

Sub areas need further sub division to avoid areas within sub areas being

Noted. The proposed sub areas, and proposed sub area policies

See response to comment 68
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neglected.

109

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr A Morley
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of MB Goodwin (Skipsea)
Ltd
John Downing, Rollits
Solicitors on behalf of
Trustees of W H Welsted
Decd

See comment 68 to this question

Officer Response
in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy seek to address the different
challenges within each of them.
See response to comment 68

See comment 68 to this question

See response to comment 68

See our representation on question SS9. The relationship of the
Haltemprice Settlements to the City of Hull is of special significance.
Together they form the Regional City of Hull. This is correctly
recognised in the RSS (May 2008) Policy YH4 and figure 2.3 and is
reflected correctly through into Core Strategy paragraph 4.44. Together
with the RSS policy of reversing historic dispersal out of the urban areas
the RSS place a special function on the Haltemprice Settlements as part
of the Regional City. RSS YH4 requires that Regional Cities Sub Regional
Cities and Towns should be the prime focus for housing employment
shopping leisure education health and cultural activities and facilities in
the Region. The East Riding Plan Area has four Principal Towns
(Bridlington Beverley Driffield and Goole) and also part of the Regional
City. The Regional City is however regarded by the current proposed
policies (e.g. 4.34 and 4.35) as lying beyond the boundaries of the Plan
Area. For example in paragraph 4.35 speaking of the relationship between
the Plan Area and the City of Hull the City is characterised by this
description: ‘which is one of the three Regional Cities’ identified in the
RSS (our underlining). This is as if the Regional City was defined by the
administrative boundary as if the Regional City was ‘next door’. We
submit that the focus of development and regeneration of the Regional
City includes development within or adjoining the Haltemprice
Settlements. This representation relates to lands adjacent to Hessle which
form a logical completion of the Regional City up to the Humber Bridge.
Hessle forms one of the westward arms of the Regional City.
We consider that the main areas have been considered although we
would also comment that priorities for regeneration and strategic patterns
of growth should be incorporated in line with the requirements of RSS
policy H1 and the housing figures required under Table 12.1 which
explains that 40 percent of the East Riding housing requirement should
be focussed on the Hull housing market area.
The main factors identified in the emerging Core Strategy for developing
a sub area approach are considered broadly acceptable. Looking at the
level of local services and facilities as well as opportunities for
development such as urban extensions could also be included as factors
to consider.

See response to comment 37.

110

113

114

Mr Andrew Rose,
Spawforth Planning &
Urban Regeneration Ltd
on behalf of Miller
Strategic Land

115

Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd

Noted. The requirement to provide around 40% of the East
Riding’s housing requirement within the ER portion of the Hull
Housing Market Area has been factored into the development of
the proposed sub areas. The challenges of regeneration in
different parts of the Eats Riding are reflected in the proposed
sub area policies.
Suggestion noted. A number of Settlement Profiles have been
prepared which will help to identify the level of services and
facilities within each area.
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Mr James Durham

I116

Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates

I461

Mr Geoffrey Streets

Comment
The roads highlighted A1079 A164 / A614 are important but so is the
route from Driffield to Hedon [Howden?] A614 - a much faster route to
the motorway - this needs to be developed to route traffic from
Bridlington, the Wolds and Scarborough to and from the motorway
efficiently A dual carriageway would help commuters to Leeds and
Doncaster considerably.
The sub area approach is very simplistic and does not realistically
illustrate community, social, economic (work & retail) and travel patterns.
Housing and travel to work patterns are changing rapidly in response to
the global credit squeeze and rising fuel prices. The important transport
corridor linking Bridlington to York is not given sufficient weight /
importance. The retail catchment areas fail to take into account retail &
service activity linked to travel to work, online shopping, home delivery
systems and the importance of cities and major conurbations (Hull York
Harrogate Scarborough Leeds Sheffield).

Yes other factors are the Joint structure plan sub-areas leisure catchment
areas the future role of settlements outlined in the RSS and emerging
spatial strategy of this document. The JSP sub-areas have been developed
relatively recently (plan adopted 2005)- things have not moved on so
much as to advocate a radically different approach since then. The Core
strategy needs to be flexible to change so should take into account the
increasing roles of Hull as Regional City and Driffield as a Principal town.
As part of the development of the spatial strategy some villages’/ towns’
role may be decreased.
Other factors could include hospital (at the sub-regional level) and school
catchment areas (at the local level). TTWAs are the most logical subdivision as they represent actual movement patterns modelled on a daily
basis.
SS2 could deprive East Riding to support Hull, and is in opposition to
paragraph 4.8 which avoids high risk flood zones.

Officer Response
Noted. This route is shown on Figure 27 of the Issues and Options
paper. The three corridors referred to in para 4.29 are the routes
with the largest volumes of traffic. Changes to the transport
network are considered through the Local Transport Plan which
is strongly linked to the LDF.
Research into housing markets, travel to work areas and retail
catchments have been undertaken and are reflected in Figures
14-16 of the Issues and Options paper. This results in a complex
layering of sub areas which planning policy has to try to
translate. By considering the external pull factors of major
conurbations, we have developed sub areas which reflect areas
with common characteristics, common issues and needs.
The A166 is acknowledged as an important transport corridor
(as illustrated in Figure 27 of the Issues and Options paper).
The differences between the 1991 and 2001 travel to work areas
(ttwa) are minimal. The only difference is that we have seen a
growth in the larger ttwas (e.g. Hull) and the disappearance of
the smaller ttwas (e.g. Goole & Selby). This suggests that
commuting distances are getting longer. This may be influenced
in the future by the credit crunch/rising fuel prices/home
working/online shopping etc. but it is likely that the vast
majority of people will continue to live and work/shop in
relatively well defined areas.
Comments on the Joint Structure Plan (JSP) noted – this also
attempted to combine a range of factors and develop a sub area
approach. Subsequent studies (e.g. Housing Market Assessment,
Employment Land Review, Town Centres and Retail Study,
Landscape Character Assessment, etc.) and the RSS (new
regional sub-areas, Hull as a Regional City, Driffield as a
Principal Town) suggest a re-examination of the defined subareas.
Suggestions noted. The catchment areas of schools and the
location of health facilities have been considered through the
preparation of the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
The proposed sub area approach has been devised to help meet
the challenges prented in different parts of the East Riding. The
links between the East Riding and elsewhere are nevertheless
important. The risk of flooding has been an extremely important
factor for consideration – especially as parts of the East Riding
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I464
I234

Mr Geoffrey Streets
Victoria Molton, Walker
Morris Solicitors on behalf
of Paul Lisseter

I509

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly
Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

On street car parking charges drive away shoppers
In response to SS2 it would appear that the work done on this topic has
already been completed by the Regional Spatial Strategy - the East Riding
split into the sub areas of York, Humber Estuary and Coast. To bring in
more sub-areas would be confusing and also not in conformity with the
RSS. The work carried out to define the RSS sub areas would have taken
into account the housing market sub areas, travel to work patterns, retail
catchment areas and transport corridors. Therefore I do not think that
there is an issue or any options concerned with this topic and as such the
sub areas should be based on the RSS sub-areas already identified.
We note the approach to sub-areas and consider that there are no further
regionally significant factors that might influence this.

I605

Yes the existing JSP sub-areas should also feed into this sub-area
approach too. The sub-areas therefore remain a relevant consideration in
revising the sub-area approach to be taken. The importance RSS
(proposed changes) places on the need for new housing in the Hull
housing market area to support Gateway Pathfinder initiatives is also a
relevant factor for consideration. Hull’s transformation to a Regional City
role and leisure and service catchment areas should also be considered.
The document proposes a sub-area approach in order to develop more
locally specific policies. It sets out a number of factors to take into
account when dividing the East Riding into different sub areas including
RSS sub-areas, housing market sub-areas, travel to work areas, retail
catchment areas and transport - all of which are supported for use in this
approach. However we consider that the existing Joint Structure Plan
(JSP) sub-areas should also feed into this. Having recently been adopted
considerable work went into defining the sub-areas within the JSP and
this included the production of various strategy papers. The Regional
Spatial Strategy places significant importance on how new housing should
be provided in the Hull housing market area (an area covering Hornsea
Beverley Withernsea Hedon and Brough) in order to support Gateway
Pathfinder initiatives. It requires around 40% (460 net dwellings per year)
of the East Riding’s housing allocation to be provided within this area
and for this to be managed to support interventions in the housing
market. This is therefore another relevant factor to be considered in
establishing new sub-areas for the Core Strategy. The destinations which
most people choose for their entertainment (ie cinema bowling sports
stadia etc) and services (banking estate agencies dentists etc) should also
be considered i.e. leisure and service catchment areas. Within paragraph
4.26 the mention of the draw to Hull City Centre is welcome however it
would be sensible to include the retail catchment area for Hull City

Officer Response
is subject to a high risk. The Council has published a Strategic
Flood Risk Assessment to further inform planning policies.
Noted. A review of car parking charges is currently ongoing.
The RSS sub areas are defined at the regional level. They do not
necessarily offer the detail needed to support planning policies
in a local authority area, especially one which is split between a
number of sub areas. For example, Driffield, Beverley and
Goole are within the Humber Estuary RSS sub area though their
needs, challenges and opportunities are quite different (as are the
villages which surround these towns). Their housing markets are
also very different.
Noted.
Comments on the Joint Structure Plan (JSP) noted – this also
attempted to combine a range of factors and develop a sub area
approach. Subsequent studies (e.g. Housing Market Assessment,
Employment Land Review, Town Centres and Retail Study,
Landscape Character Assessment, etc.) and the RSS (new
regional sub-areas, Hull as a Regional City, Driffield as a
Principal Town) suggest a re-examination of the defined subareas.
The use of studies and baseline assessments developed in Hull
(and other locations outside of the East Riding) will provide
additional detail to inform the sub area approach.
Furthermore, the need to provide 40% of East Riding’s housing
requirement in the Hull Housing Market (HMA) has been an
important factor in developing the proposed sub area approach.
(N.B. the Hull identified HMA does not neatly overlay onto the
JSP sub-areas – e.g. it cuts the Eastern sub area in half).
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I652

Mr John Holmes, Hull
Forward

I851

Ms Liz Philpot on behalf
of Bridlington
Regeneration Partnership

I741

Mr Dan Mitchell, Barton
Willmore Partnership on

Comment
Centre within Figure 16 to assist with the identification of the appropriate
sub-areas. The RSS plans for an increasingly more important role for Hull
in its transformation as a Regional City. The geographical area and
population the city serves beyond its boundaries will therefore increase as
further development occurs within the city creating a much wider
catchment area in a variety of roles.
a) the Regional City role that RSS assigns to Hull b) Hull’s catchments for
‘city centre’ uses (offices retail leisure services) c) Hull’s housing market
area particularly the relationship with Gateway Pathfinder and RSS
requirement for 40% of the East Riding’s housing allocation to be located
within the Hull housing market area.
Any sub-area approach should reflect employment and housing market
areas. While this is acknowledged in the document’s discussion, it is
unclear that these market areas match very well the sub-area approach in
RSS (which more or less takes forward the JSP approach). Transport
corridors are a poor basis for defining sub-areas or framing spatial policy:
transport should service other objectives, not drive them. The strongest
sub-areas – and the best match – is not those in RSS, but the travel to
work and housing market areas as Figures 14 and 15 in the document
well illustrate. Thus, we urge these market areas as the focus of any subarea approach to spatial policy in the East Riding.
Such an approach is also much more consistent with the existing
hierarchy of centres, and would allow each to develop and improve
their performance in the roles they already play. Although Bridlington
and Driffield are both principal centres in RSS, Bridlington is much
the larger, and its performance as a consequence has a much greater
effect on the performance of the whole of the East Riding as a
consequence. Scarborough also trades in Bridlington’s retail market
(and competes with it in its tourism markets), and the need for
Bridlington itself to grow and become more competitive needs to be
reflected in Core Strategy policy.
The spatial strategy, critically, must differentiate the roles of Driffield
and Bridlington, and indicate the target sizes, for example, of the
populations for each. Bridlington is not only significantly larger than
Driffield, it plays a regional function as a tourism destination (for
cultural purposes as well as its seaside and, in due course, marina
offer). Thus Bridlington has much greater prospects of gaining
valuable critical mass in the range and choice of services it offers its
catchment, jobs and services from which Driffield’s smaller and more
dispersed catchment could also benefit.
Our client considers that housing, travel to work patterns, retail and
transport are adequate issues to consider when developing a sub-regional

Officer Response

Suggestions noted. The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy considers
the East Riding’s links with RSS settlements in neighbouring
authorities. In addition, the need to provide 40% of East
Riding’s housing requirement in the Hull Housing Market
(HMA) has been an important factor in developing the
proposed sub area approach.
Comments noted. The comments regarding market areas are
useful as the Core Strategy will need to demonstrate that the
policies and proposals within it are deliverable – there is
therefore a key market element to consider.
The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy acknowledges the different
roles and functions of the East Riding’s four Principal Towns.
This is drawn out in the sub area approach.

The Issues and Options document illustrated the types of factors
that need to be considered and asks for comments on these. The
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
behalf of Wykeland Ltd

I689

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

I768

Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings

I802

Mr Tom Brereton,
Development Land and
Planning Consultants Ltd
on behalf of site owners of
site at Lowthorpe Lane,
Nafferton

I837
130
128

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc
Ms Avril Russell;
Thorngumbald Parish
Council
Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council

Comment
approach to planning in the East Riding. However the Core Strategy does
not clearly demonstrate how the consideration of these factors has led to
the East Riding being split into sub-regions and what the boundaries will
be. Further clarification is therefore required.
Our client believes that the factors identified within the Core Strategy
Issues and Options paper are sufficient in developing a sub-regional
approach. However though the document identifies the appropriate
factors our client believes that the paper fails to clearly identify the
proposed sub-regional split of the East Riding or whether the Council
intend to use a number of the sub-regional splits for different policy
areas.
We consider that the factors identified within the Core Strategy Issues
and Options paper are sufficient in developing a sub-regional approach.
However though the document identifies the appropriate factors the
paper fails to clearly identify the proposed sub regional split of the East
Riding or whether the Council intend to use a number of the sub-regional
splits for different policy areas.
As part of the sub area approach the division of the plan area into
housing market sub areas, travel to work areas, retail catchment areas and
transport corridors provides useful analysis. The Core Strategy will need
to ensure however that there is consistency between the definition of
areas so as to ensure the legibility of the completed plan and to enable
direct comparisons between for example TTWs and housing sub areas.
With regard to Nafferton the transport corridors should include the rail
link through Bridlington going south through Nafferton to Driffield,
Beverley and Hull as it provides a highly effective and sustainable
transport link between these settlements.
See comment I689 to this question

Officer Response
proposed approach for sub areas, which has been developed
through further work on the evidence base and consultation
responses, is set out in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.

Better balance of housing and industrial both East and West of Hull.

Noted.

The sub area approach is very simplistic and does not realistically
illustrate community, social, economic (work & retail) and travel patterns.
Housing and travel to work patterns are changing rapidly in response to
the global credit squeeze and rising fuel prices.
The important transport corridor linking Bridlington to York is not given
sufficient weight / importance.
The retail catchment areas fail to take into account retail & service activity
linked to travel to work, online shopping, home delivery systems and the
importance of cities and major conurbations (Hull, York, Harrogate,
Scarborough, Leeds, Sheffield).

Research into housing markets, travel to work areas and retail
catchments have been undertaken and are reflected in Figures
14-16 of the Issues and Options paper. This results in a complex
layering of sub areas which planning policy has to try to
translate. By considering the external pull factors of major
conurbations the Council has developed sub areas which reflect
areas with common characteristics, common issues and needs.

See response to comment I741

See response to comment I741

Noted. The proposed sub area approach is based on a
combination of factors rather than considering each factor
separately. It will therefore be used for both housing and
employment purposes (for example).
The rail network is illustrated in Figure 27 of the Issues and
Options paper.

See response to comment I741

The A166 is acknowledged as an important transport corridor
(as illustrated in Figure 27 of the Issues and Options paper).
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

131

C O’Connor, Hornsea
Town Council

132

Humber Rural Partnerhsip
Board

Comment

The special character of Holderness needs to be made more widely
acknowledged. It’s historic isolation and todays poor transport links have
given the area a unique flavour which is different from the rest of the
Riding.
The reader may expect SS1 to contain an overall spatial strategy for the
whole East Riding within which the sub areas will fit and to which they
will contribute. See comments on VO1 and VO2 above.
Is this overall strategy provided by the RSS? If so, a summary of the
RSS’s policy implications for ERY spatial strategy context should perhaps
be provided and its ‘guiding principles’ set out.
It seems odd to talk about sub areas without an ERY overview first.
The JSP and City Region Development Programme (CRDP) are other
context documents worth mentioning.

Officer Response
The differences between the 1991 and 2001 travel to work areas
(ttwa) are minimal. The only difference is that we have seen a
growth in the larger ttwas (e.g. Hull) and the disappearance of
the smaller ttwas (e.g. Goole & Selby). This suggests that
commuting distances are getting longer. This may be influenced
in the future by the credit crunch/rising fuel prices/home
working/online shopping etc. but it is likely that the vast
majority of people will continue to live and work/shop in
relatively well defined areas.
Noted. The physical, economic and social characteristics of the
Holderness area is drawn out in the sub area approach
(Holderness and Southern Coastal sub area)
Noted. There is no overall strategy for the East Riding provided
in the RSS – the approach is set out in through sub area policies
(e.g. Humber Estuary, Coast, York) and settlement policies (e.g.
Principal Towns, Local Service Centres). The Preferrd Approach
Core Strategy has drafted an East Riding-wide vision and a set of
objectives to guide the overall approach to managing
development. Proposed policy SS2 of the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy seeks to manage the location of development on an East
Riding-wide basis.
An East Riding overview was provided in the Issues and Options
paper (Chapter 2).

133

I1008

Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

Sue Lang, Economic
Development, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

These factors seem to be the most significant ones, but clearly every
settlement has its own individual elements which should not be ignored.
Settlements on the edge of the areas as currently identified are also liable
to change their zoning which in any case is not absolute. Preferred retail
outlets (for example) may change as a result of parking charges, new
shops or travel bottlenecks.
The document ‘lumps together’ jobs, shopping, leisure facilities and
services. It needs to mention learning, but also many other areas have
accepted that modal shift of the daily commute is a lot easier to influence
than the other ‘optional’, often out of hours journeys, especially in more
rural areas. The LDF should focus more on the travel to work patterns
and move the focus from ‘long haul’ to ‘short haul’ quality bus routes,

The CRDP is referenced in several places in the Preferrd Approach
Core Strategy, whilst the JSP will be ultimately superseded by an
adopted Core Strategy.
Comments noted. The role of individual settlements is
recognised. The Council has prepared a number of Settlement
Profiles to aid understanding of the issues and challenges in
particular local areas. These will also help to identify the roles
and functions of different places.
It is recognised that there will be a degree of ‘blurring’ on the
edges of sub areas, where there are lesser/greater influences.
The proposed sub area approach will need to consider a range of
factors including learning. The daily commute puts the greatest
strain on the transport network and such matters have
influenced the proposed sub areas.
One of the main focuses of planning policy is to ensure that
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
linked to major employment areas (South Cave to Brough would be a
good starting point, Walkington/Bishop Burton to Beverley another).

135

Mr J Kilby

136

Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council
Philip Warry, Bishop
Wilton Parish Council

Transport and employment are inextricably linked (6.39). Ideally sizeable
communities should be self-supporting in all respects.
2 of the SS [Objectives?] is vital a link up to Hull is of great benefit to the
Holderness Peninsula and parts of the East Riding.
There could be a danger of regarding the sub-areas as distinct entities,
this must be avoided. The sub areas are all interlinked and dependent not
only on each other but those areas outside the ERYC boundary as well.

139

I1035

Cllr Charles Bayram, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council for Howdenshire

The East Riding is very large, issues relating to the coastal strip and to the
Humber gateway do not always relate to the more rural/less populated
areas. Apart from Coastal erosion Bridlington down to Withernsea, back
in some places as far as Driffield, have problems with high numbers of
retired people moving into those parts, with younger people leaving. The
largest part of the ER is rural, I suggest a line under Bubwith, HOSM to
Walkington and all north of that considered as the rural area. The area
from Hull to Goole along the A63-M62 the Humber gateway has
traditionally been seen as an area of opportunity/growth area. An area
with the possibility to accommodate growth.
Consider the ER as having 3 specific areas:
The coastal area to include Holderness and Driffield.
The rural area from the north down to Bubwith, HOSM to Walkington
The Humber gateway from Hull along the A63-M62 to Goole, the
growth area.

Officer Response
people have good access to employment and services. Part of
the answer lies with the provision of new services and
employment opportunities or changes in the way services are
delivered. The LDF will attempt to ensure that new
development is focussed to those areas where services and
facilities are close at hand and where the need to travel
(especially long distances) is reduced.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted. The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy covers the whole of the
East Riding but the proposed sub area approach allows for more
detailed consideration of the challenges and opportunities facing
certain parts of the Riding. The links and relationships with
places outside the East Riding are important which is why a sub
area approach considers such issues as housing markets, travel
to work areas and transport corridors.
Noted. The proposed sub-area approach takes account of many
of these issues (for example, a coastal area is recognised), though
there are a number of differences which are based on the
findings and recommendations of different parts of the evidence
base.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.32 – Settlement hierarchy
Ref
I586

Consultee/Agent
Jon Palmer, Yorkshire
Forward

Comment
We support the grouping together of Anlaby, Cottingham, Hessle, Kirk
Ella and Willerby under the heading of ‘Major Haltemprice Settlements’.
These settlements form an important part of the wider Regional City of
Hull and allow the Council to distribute housing development in line with
the RSS policy to provide around 40% of East Riding’s housing in the

Officer Response
Noted. The future of the Major Haltemprice settlements is an
important consideration for both the East Riding and Hull Core
Strategies. The Council will continue to work with the
communities of Haltemprice and Hull City Council to identify
an appropriate policy response. In addition, the need to provide
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
Hull Housing Market Area. It is important that the Core Strategy fully
articulates how the development of these settlements would complement
the growth and regeneration of Hull. As outlined above Bridlington is
identified as part of Yorkshire Forward’s urban renaissance programme
(Objective 6B(i) of the RES). However the consultation document does
not consider how the Core Strategy will assist in implementing this
programme. While figure 20 considers the potential options for future
growth in Bridlington it would be helpful to outline how these link to the
renaissance of Bridlington Town Centre and the AAP. We suggest that
the Core Strategy should prioritise new development in the town centre
which would help to support a more sustainable pattern of growth within
the town. This would improve consistency with both national and
regional planning policy in particular Policy YH7 (Location of
development) of the RSS. If greenfield development is required to
provide for the longer term growth in the town Yorkshire Forward would
support Option A. This has the best connection to employment
opportunities within the town and would build upon existing housing
market links within East Riding.

Officer Response
40% of East Riding’s housing requirement in the Hull Housing
Market (HMA) has been an important factor in developing the
proposed sub area approach.
The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy recognises the challenges and
opportunities in Bridlington and includes a sub area based
around the need to support the regeneration of the town. A
‘town-centre-first’ approach for development is provided as part
of this approach. However, it is likely that some development
elsewhere in or on the edge of the town will be required to meet
Bridlington’s needs and aspirations.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.33 – Settlement hierarchy
Ref
I72

Consultee/Agent
Mr Hooper

Comment
The roles of rural areas should be considered as well as their needs in
order to avoid diminishing them; some new development could enhance
these roles and be beneficial.

Officer Response
The Issues and Options paper discusses Rural Areas in paragraphs
4.78-4.87. The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy sets out an approach
to managing development in rural areas (see Chapter 4) –
development in some rural locations may provide job
opportunities, more accessible housing or bring derelict
buildings back into use.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.35 – Kingston upon Hull
Ref
I465

Consultee/Agent
Mr Geoffrey Streets

Comment
All too easy to divert development into flood risk Kingston Upon Hull

Officer Response
Hull is one of four (originally three) Regional Cities identified in
the RSS and is therefore a focus for development and
regeneration activity. The City Council has prepared a Strategic
Flood Risk Assessment (post-June 2007) to help develop
planning policies within their Core Stratgey and steer
development away from those areas at greatest risk. Together
with various plans proposed by the Environment Agency, this
includes setting out the measures needed to reduce the level of
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment

I694

Yasin Raja, Government
Office for Yorkshire and
the Humber
Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

The RSS now identifies 4 Regional Cities.

I587

I653

Mr John Holmes, Hull
Forward

Officer Response
risk in the future and the impact on new developments.
Noted.

Hull City Council supports the consideration the document gives to the
links between the East Riding and Hull particularly in paragraphs 2.25
2.29 2.46 2.53 4.35 4.36 4.52 and 6.2. The role of the City and the strong
links it has with the East Riding as a regional city have been recognised.
We trust that this recognition within the supporting text will be applied to
the policy approach of the document in the future as a firmer policy
stance is developed.
The narrative about Hull is supported.

Support welcomed. The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy
incorporates policies which reflect the close relationship
between Hull and parts of the East Riding.

Officer Response
Noted. The Core Strategy will need to consider development
and policies in neighbouring authority areas – the Council is a
statutory consultee for the York LDF (as well as all other
neighbouring authorities). The proposed sub area approach
includes a sub area which has strong links to York. The RSS
provides a strong emphasis on development within York itself as
the most sustainable option.
National and regional planning policy attempts to direct
development to the cities and larger towns, which, amongst
other things, have the potential to offer shorter journeys and
journeys by public transport. Single dwellings in villages which
have a range of services and facilities may be appropriate.
However, if a single house is built within a small village to serve
an individual who commutes to York for work, then this cannot
be demonstrated to be a need.

Support noted.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.37 – York
Ref
I786

Consultee/Agent
Mrs Sarah Wills,
Wilberfoss Parish Council

Comment
The imminent major expansion of York University must be taken fully
into account under this section as there are likely to be implications for
Wilberfoss of this relatively ‘local’ development such as: increased
pressures on housing traffic schooling and medical services.

I57

Mr Hooper

If the housing market in the Western part is heavily influenced by the
need to access York. Why do small villages within reach of York by car
not have a policy of planning permission for at least single house builds?
Surely a need is demonstrated?

Return to contents page

SS3

What other regional or cross-boundary issues do we need to consider?
Ref
2

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Ellerby

Comment
The iniquitous tolls on the Humber Bridge which hold back cross river
economic development and have serious social implications.

Officer Response
Noted. A study into this effect has recently been commissioned.
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Ref
5
6

15

28

33

34

Consultee/Agent
Mrs Anne Crick, Humber
Mental Health Teaching
NHS Trust
Duncan Ross, East
Yorkshire Primary Care
Trust on behalf of Duncan
Ross
Kerry Lawson, Barton
Willmore on behalf of
Wykeland ltd

Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates

Rachael Martin, Sanderson
Weatherall on behalf of
KeyLand Developments
Ltd
Mr Roland Bolton,
Development Land &
Planning Consultants

Comment
Use of NHS facilities e.g. Hull York and Scarborough hospitals.

Officer Response
Noted.

Leeds - Although further away than the areas identified in the document
there is a significant flow of patients/family/relatives to the highly
specialised services in Leeds.

Noted.

We consider that the regional and cross-boundary issues considered in
the Core Strategy are adequate however more emphasis needs to be
placed on the relationship with Hull City Council particularly given that
the settlements of Anlaby, Willerby, Cottingham, Kirkella and Hessle are
considered part of the regional city. These settlements should be defined
as 'settlements comprising part of the Regional City of Hull'. Para. 4.36
only partially considers the issues that this relationship raises. The Core
Strategy should provide more detail on this. The two Council's should
work together to identify a realistic and deliverable approach to the
distribution of future employment and housing land in and around the
settlements which comprise the Regional City of Hull and also the
Principle Towns and LSCs.

Paragraph 4.44 of the Issues and Options paper acknowledges the
role of the Major Haltemprice settlements in respect of the
Regional City. It continues by identifying the important issues
for the East Riding’s Core Strategy. Anlaby, Willerby,
Cottingham, Kirkella and Hessle will continue to be labelled the
‘Major Haltemprice Setttlements’ to aid local recognition.

The text could make more clear reference to the importance of the
growth of the Humber Ports which are a major feature of RSS. The
effects of their growth on the desirability of the multimodal corridor
along the A63 / M62 / Humber will continue to be a major factor driving
the distribution of employment development in particular particularly
when combined with the significant external influence of Doncaster and
the potential for spill over distribution / logistics demand. This route is
part of the Trans European Network (TEN) and is therefore of regional
significance.
As above the close relationship between East Riding and Hull should be
considered.
It is considered that the impact of York has been over emphasised in
terms of the available evidence.

The level of development planned for this area is discussed in
the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy and a proposed approach is set
out in the various policies within, most notably proposed policy
SS2 and the sub area policy for the Beverley & Central sub area
(SS8).
The two local authorities continue to work together through the
development of their respective Core Strategies and are
represented on working groups (such as for SHLAAs) as well as
through partnerships concerned with the development of LDFs
(e.g. Hull Development Forum).
Noted. The Employment Land Review recognises the
importance of this issue and this is reflected in the Preferrd
Approach Core Strategy (see for example, the policy on
employment land (SS5) and the sub area policies for Beverley &
Central (SS8) and Goole & Humberhead Levels (SS11)). In
addition, Port authorities are developing Port Masterplans which
the LDF will need to link to (Goole and Hull being of most
relevance).
The importance of the east-west multi-modal corridor (TEN) is
recognised in various parts of the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
Noted.

Much of the evidence base points to a strong relationship with
York in the north west of the East Riding (e.g. travel to work
areas, Town Centres and Retail Study, Housing Market and
Needs assessment).
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Ref
35

Consultee/Agent
William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

37

John Downing, Rollits
Solicitors on behalf of
Westella Holdings Limited
Larards on behalf of East
Riding Securities Limited
Cllr John Whittle

40
43

46

Serena Ralston, Baker
Associates on behalf of
Dennis Wilkinson Ltd

47

Dr Amy Crowther, RSPB

50

Mrs K. Richmond, South
Cave Parish Council
Mrs Judith Macklin,
Cottingham Parish Council
Mr Christopher Hughes

53
55
59

Mr Roger Jones, Humber
& Wolds Rural
Community Council

Comment
Transport/travel efficiencies and joined up thinking. Need to discourage
trend of out migration from Hull by improving housing and job locations
within it and not allowing rural development policies to slacken otherwise
we risk a uniformly damaged natural environment. We have to make City
life more attractive.
See the response to SS9

Officer Response
Noted. The Council will continue to work with Hull City
Council to achieve its ambitions.

See response to SS9

See response to SS9

As with all large settlements there is a degree of cross-over. We need to
concentrate on the ‘sense of place’ of the East Riding. What makes our
settlements/quality of life better or unique in comparison with others and what would encourage people to choose the East Riding as a place in
which to live and work.

Noted. The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy responds to this by
setting out a proposed vision for our larger settlements and a
sub area approach to recognise the different senses of place in
different parts of the East Riding. The examination of the
submitted Core Strategy will include an assessment of the
Strategy’s local distinctiveness.
Noted. A number of references to the regional policy approach
are set out in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.

See response to SS9

Whilst the section refers to East Riding supporting the regeneration of
Hull and benefiting from greater choice in the housing market the section
does not explicitly recognise that it is regional policy to support housing
growth at Hull. It would be helpful for the sake of clarity for this to be
acknowledged.
Various Environment Agency led strategies are being developed/have
been developed in and around East Riding including the Humber Flood
Risk Management Strategy, The River Hull and East Riding Flood Risk
Management Strategy, The River Derwent Catchment Flood
Management Plan and the NE Coast SMP2. In order to avoid conflicting
policies which could result in environmental damage to protected sites or
unsustainable activity it is essential to take a joined up approach and
ensure that these strategies and their policies are integrated with and
reflected in the LDF. If you have not already done so we would strongly
recommend that you contact Philip Winn at the EA immediately to
discuss the integration of the Humber Flood Risk Management Strategy
policies on flood plain development into the LDF.
See answer to SS2

See response to SS2

We must maintain the identity of settlements within each sub-area especially Cottingham.
Historically the North as well as the West of the Riding tends to identify
with York as a shopping centre. This bias has been intensified with the
decline in the quality of the shopping areas of Hull and Scarborough.
4.40 Selby may be shortlisted for an EcoTown of 15K population.

Noted. The LDF will consider the need to safeguard areas
between settlements to prevent coalescence.
Noted. The importance of York is drawn out in the evidence
base and the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy, particularly through
the proposed sub area approach.
Noted.

The Council is a key stakeholder involved in the preparation of
all of these strategies – and other flood management plans not
listed. In fact, the Council is the lead partner on the preparation
Shoreline Management Plan 2 (SMP2). The LDF will need to
consider the policies and proposals within each of these plans.
The Environment Agency is a statutory consultee within the
LDF preparation process.
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Ref
60

Consultee/Agent
Julie Abraham

62

Mrs Pamela Austin

63

Mrs M. Barker, Swanland
Parish Council

64

Mr Keith Kaye

66

Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby
Conservation Society
Mr S. Young, Bubwith
Parish Council
John Downing, Rollits
Solicitors on behalf of Mr
and Mrs Stephen Webster
Mr M Guest
Mr Mark Johnson, Dacre
Son & Hartley on behalf of
Redrow Homes
(Yorkshire) Ltd
Cllr Winifred I Knight

72
73
74
83

88

100
102
113

115

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr and Mrs Hudson
Catherine Birks, RNLI
John Downing, Rollits
Solicitors on behalf of
Trustees of W H Welsted
Decd
Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of

Comment
The impact of high performing schools particularly secondary level
especially when located in easy traveling distance of a boundary. Also
when they are located on established travel to work corridors.
Leeds - many suppliers of goods to East Riding plus hospitals (specialists
and major facilities).
As well as the identified issues many people have to travel across
boundaries to access health care e.g. Bridlington to Scarborough, Goole
to Scunthorpe.
The nomination of Scarborough as s Sub Regional Centre in the
Yorkshire and Humber Plan will divert funding away from the Coastal
Areas of East Yorkshire. The proposed Eco Town in the Selby area could
have major implications for population growth and changes in travel to
work areas.
The influence of Leeds and that of Malton on the adjacent areas (and not
far distant).
Public transport chronic congestion and infrequent services.

Officer Response
Noted. Education is an important factor which affects, amongst
other things, housing and employment choices.

See our representations to Question SS9.

See response to SS9

Keeping large green belt between Beverley and Hull.
Figure 17 needs to include the rail link between Hull and London and the
connection at Brough.

Noted.
Figure 17 of the Issues and Options paper shows the three busiest
highway routes in the East Riding. Figure 27 provides a more
detailed picture of transport networks.

Regeneration of Hull is needed. If you build outside Hull it undermines
the regeneration. Build there not Cottingham. We need the open space
separation of settlements.

Noted. The RSS provides a housing requirement target for the
city of Hull (880 dwellings p.a. between 2008-2026) as well as
the East Riding. Development around the city will need to be
carefully considered in order to support the regeneration of Hull
and to meet the needs from within the East Riding.
For planning purposes, Cottingham is defined as part of the
Regional City of Hull (and is one of the Major Haltemprice
Settlements).
Noted.

As the Core Strategy recognises the important relationship with the City
of Hull in that travel to work and housing market areas extend well into
the East Riding we have no further comment to make.
Please see comment in respect of SS2.
See our representations to Question SS9

Persimmon Homes has no further comments to make in respect of cross
boundary issues. However it should be noted that Persimmon Homes

Noted.
Noted. The nearest major facilities, such as hospitals, are drawn
out in the Settlement Profiles.
Scarborough was recognised as a ‘higher tier’ settlement in
previous Regional Planning Guidance/Spatial Strategies. Both
Scarborough and Bridlington benefit from Renaissance Town
status and funding. The comment regarding Selby is noted.
Noted.
Noted.

See response to SS2
See response to SS9

Noted. Paragraph 4.44 of the Issues and Options paper
acknowledges the role of the Major Haltemprice Settlements in
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Ref
118
119

120

Consultee/Agent
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd
W Buckle, Wetwang Parish
Council
Julia Billany, Ottringham
Parish Council

Comment
considers that the Haltermprice settlements should form part of and
support Hull as a Regional City (as identified in the RSS).
Cross boundary commuting from East Yorkshire to Malton.

Officer Response
respect of the Regional City. This is carried through into the
Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
Noted.

Much of Holderness is served by Hull City - not the four areas identified
in the core strategy - and therefore a ‘joined up’ approach between the
ERC and HCC is needed.

Noted. The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy sets out a proposed sub
area approach in which two of the proposed sub areas –
Beverley & Central, and Holderness and Southern Coastal –
have strong links with the city of Hull. The Council will continue
to work with Hull City Council to develop an approach which
meets the needs of Hull and East Riding residents and
organisations.
Noted.

Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council
Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership

Leeds - Many suppliers of goods to East Riding Plus Hospitals (Specialist and major facilities)
The document fails to identify the issues that arise across boundaries and
the affinity with our neighbouring authorities. The Yorkshire Wolds do
not end at the East Riding of Yorkshire boundary. The sources of rivers
flowing down to the Humber Estuary also lie beyond the boundary. A
greater understanding of the relationships between the surrounding areas
and their strategies is needed.

I15

Mr Matthew Naylor,
Yorkshire Water Services
Ltd

I117

Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates on behalf of
Hickling and Gray
associates
Mr Robert Crolla, Indigo
Planning on behalf of St.
Modwen Properties Plc

Water and sewerage infrastructure and flooding are additional crossboundary issues that need considering. Cross-boundary fluvial and pluvial
flooding should be considered during the production of the SFRA and
subsequently in the site allocations DPD. Waste Water Treatment Works
(WWTW) also cross LA boundaries. For example Hull WWTW serves
both the City of Hull and the Haltemprice settlements. It is therefore
necessary to consider the levels of development in adjacent LAs that
drain to the same WWTW as sites in East Riding.
Should some issues be considered on a Humberside basis given the
structure of say the Police and Fire Authorities? Links with Europe
should be taken into account as should the importance of Hull as a
tourist embarkment point.

126

I192

I466
I330

Mr Geoffrey Streets
Mr Peter Hall, Indigo
Planning on behalf of CP
Group/Wykeland

Though the status of Hull as a regional city is acknowledged support for
development in Hull should not be at the expense of appropriate
development in the East Riding particularly in areas immediately adjacent
to the City boundary in the main transport corridors where there is a
proven need. Some development linked to Hull (e.g. off-port storage and
distribution) will be needed outside of the City.
The Humber Estuary has been a natural boundary for over 2000 years
Indigo recommends that although the status of Hull as a Regional Centre
should be acknowledged support for development in Hull should not be
at the expense of appropriate development in the East Riding particularly

Paragraphs 4.35-4.41 of the Issues and Options paper, for example,
discuss some of the issues with neighbouring authority areas.
The development of the various river catchment management
plans, for example, will be important strategies informing the
LDF process. Please note that the Council is a statutory
consultee for such plans, as well as the LDFs promoted by
neighbouring authorities.
Suggestions noted. Ongoing discussions with Yorkshire Water,
the Environment Agency and neighbouring authorities are
required.

Noted. The RSS Humber Estuary sub area compells the Council
to consider certain spatial planning factors on a Humber basis
(including the south bank). Related to this, the connections with
Europe that Goole and Hull offer are important factors to
consider.
Noted. The Council’s Employment Land Review identifies a
need for land to accommodate distribution/logistics
development in the Goole area. It also recommended that the
allocations at Melton and J38 (Newport) be retained. These sites
are potentially suitable for port-related storage and distribution.
Noted.
Principal Towns clearly have a role to play as set out in the RSS
(Policy YH5) which states that they should be the main local
focus for housing, employment, shopping, leisure, education,
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Group/Quintain Estates
and Development PLC

Comment
in the Principal Towns where there is a proven need. For example a
failure to meet a proven retail need within Beverley as demonstrated in
the Flemingate planning application and over emphasis on supporting
development in Hull would result in unsustainable patterns by residents.

I441

Mr Nick Fillingham,
Indigo Planning Ltd on
behalf of Sterling Capitol
Goole Ltd
Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly

Although the status of Hull as a Regional Centre is acknowledged
support for development in Hull should not be at the expense of
appropriate development in the East Riding.

I510

I742

Mr Dan Mitchell, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Wykeland Ltd

The Assembly welcomes the recognition of regional and cross-boundary
links between East Riding and surrounding areas. In particular the
Assembly supports detail provided around the critical link with Kingston
upon Hull a Regional City in the RSS (however see the issue raised
below). However the Assembly would have expected some recognition of
the Hull and Humber Ports City Region in this section on crossboundary issues. While we accept that the issues and options paper and
its approach to a settlement hierarchy may be ‘tested’ against the RSS the
Council should note that ultimately submitted proposals should be in
general conformity with RSS polices. In this instance: YH3 - Working
Together, YH4 - Regional Cities Sub Regional Cities and Towns, YH5 Principal Towns, YH6 - Local Service Centres and rural and coastal areas
and YH7 - Location of Development. Together these policies should
enable the Local Authority to determine a distribution of development
between the hinterland of the Regional City of Kingston upon Hull and
its Principal Towns and lastly its local service centres which meet the
Core Approach of the RSS at the same time as local needs are met and
local challenges addressed.
Our client considers that the regional and cross-boundary issues
considered by the Core Strategy Issues and Options are adequate.
However given the influence Hull has on the East Riding more emphasis
should be placed on this relationship. This is particularly pertinent given
that the settlements of Cottingham, Anlaby, Willerby, Kirkella and Hessle
actually form a functional part of the Regional City of Hull as identified
through the RSS. Paragraph 5.4 of the RSS states ‘the Regional City of
Hull is the predominant centre of population and economic activity. For
the purposes of the Plan the Regional City comprises all of the unitary
authority area of Kingston upon Hull plus the adjoining settlements of
Cottingham, Anlaby, Willerby, Kirkella and Hessle within the East Riding
of Yorkshire’. As such these settlements should be defined as
‘Settlements Comprising Part of the Regional City of Hull’ in line with
the RSS. We consider that this is the most important cross-boundary
issue facing the East Riding and that paragraph 4.36 of the Issues and
Options only partially considers the issues that this relationship raises.
The Core Strategy should provide more detail regarding the implications

Officer Response
health and cultural activities and facilities. Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy acknowledeges the importance of the East Riding’s
Principal Towns in helping to deliver the overall approach – e.g.
through the individual visions for each town, the chapter on
distributing development and the sub area approach.
Noted.

Support and guidance welcomed. The Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy makes a number of references to supporting the Hull and
Humber Ports City Region Development Plan. Furthermore, the RSS
has helped to guide the overall approach to managing
development as set out in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.

Paragraph 4.44 of the Issues and Options paper acknowledges the
role of the major Haltemprice settlements in respect of the
Regional City. It continues by identifying the important issues
for the East Riding’s Core Strategy. Anlaby, Willerby,
Cottingham, Kirkella and Hessle will continue to be labelled the
‘Major Haltemprice Setttlements’ to aid local recognition.
The level of development planned for this area is discussed in
the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy and a proposed approach is set
out in the various policies within, most notably proposed policy
SS2 and the sub area policy for the Beverley & Central sub area
(SS8).
The two local authorities continue to work together through the
development of their respective Core Strategies and are
represented on working groups (such as for SHLAAs) as well as
through partnerships concerned with the development of LDFs
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I690

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

Comment
of this relationship and should detail how to address any arising issues.
The Council will need to work closely with the Kingston upon Hull City
Council to identify and address the issues arising from the crossboundary relationship. In working together the two Councils should
identify a realistic and deliverable approach to the distribution of future
employment and housing land in and around the Settlements which
comprise part of the Regional City of Hull and also the Principal Towns
and the Local Service Centres.
In the context of Kingston upon Hull our client believes that a greater
emphasis should be placed on how the East Riding actually forms a part
of the Hull Urban Area with the settlements of Cottingham, Anlaby
Willerby, Kirkella and Hessle actually forming a functional part of the
Regional City of Hull. Through these settlements parts of East Riding
form an integral part of the City of Hull and this is identified in the RSS
as shown in RSS figure 5.2: This cross boundary issue needs to be
highlighted in the settlement hierarchy as we have set out below.
Cottingham, Anlaby, Willerby, Kirkella and Hessle should be defined as
‘Settlements Comprising Part of the Regional City of Hull’ in line with
the emphasis of the RSS. We consider that this is the most important
cross-boundary issue facing East Riding and that paragraph 4.36 of the
Issues and Options only partially considers the issues that this important
boundary raises. In terms of other comments on the cross boundary
issues with Hull we support the acknowledgement that the Hull Travel to
Work (& Learn) area and the Hull Housing Market Area both extend well
into East Riding and we consider that the East Riding of Yorkshire
Council should set out clearly how they intend to respond to the existing
and future housing pressures caused by this. Special consideration should
therefore be given to the increased RSS figures for the Kingston upon
Hull local authority area and the RSS’s requirement that 40% of the East
Riding’s housing provision should be located within the Hull Housing
Market Area. This equates to a total of 24 120 dwellings (15 840 in Hull
& 8 280 in the East Riding) that need to be provided within the Hull
Housing Market Area between the years 2008 to 2026. Clearly in line with
sustainability principles and the RSS hierarchy priority should be given to
the settlements comprising part of Hull City and we consider that the
Council should consider the scope to provide for urban extensions to
Hull within its boundary. The Principal Town of Beverley and the defined
Local Service Centres located with the Hull Housing Market Area should
also be considered for further development in accordance with the
settlement hierarchy to ensure that the need in the Hull Housing Market
Area is met. The Council will need to work closely with the Kingston
upon Hull City Council. With this regard ERYC need to be committed
not only to supporting the regeneration of Hull (para. 4.36 of the Core
Strategy Issues & Options paper) but also by assisting in accommodating

Officer Response
(e.g. Hull Development Forum).

Paragraph 4.44 of the Issues and Options paper acknowledges the
role of the major Haltemprice settlements in respect of the
Regional City. It continues by identifying the important issues
for the East Riding’s Core Strategy. Anlaby, Willerby,
Cottingham, Kirkella and Hessle will continue to be labelled the
‘Major Haltemprice Setttlements’ to aid local recognition.
The level of development planned for this area is discussed from
paragraphs 4.88 to 4.106 of the Issues and Options paper. The
proposed Spatial Strategy notes the requirement to provide 40%
of the East Riding’s housing provision within the ER portion of
the Hull Housing Market Area.
The level of development planned for this area is discussed in
the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy and a proposed approach is set
out in the various policies within, most notably proposed policy
SS2 and the sub area policy for the Beverley & Central sub area
(SS8).
The two local authorities continue to work together through the
development of their respective Core Strategies and are
represented on working groups (such as for SHLAAs) as well as
through partnerships concerned with the development of LDFs
(e.g. Hull Development Forum).
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I769

Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings

Comment
its growth and strengthening it. In working together the two Councils
should identify a realistic and deliverable approach to the distribution of
future housing growth in and around the settlements which comprise part
of the Regional City of Hull and in the wider Hull Housing Market Area.
In terms of 'cross boundary issues' in the context of Kingston upon Hull.
we believe that a greater emphasis should be placed on how the East
Riding actually forms a part of the Hull Urban Area with the settlements
of Cottingham Anlaby Willerby Kirkella and Hessle actually forming a
functional part of the Regional City of Hull. Through these settlements
parts of the East Riding form an integral part of the City of Hull and this
is identified in the RSS in figure 5.2 This cross boundary issue needs to be
highlighted in the settlement hierarchy as we have set out below.
Cottingham Anlaby Willerby Kirkella and Hessle should be defined as
'Settlements Comprising Part of the Regional City of Hull' in line with the
emphasis of the RSS. We consider that this is the most important crossboundary issue facing East Riding and that the paragraph 4.36 of the
Issues and Options only partially considers the issues that this important
boundary raises. In terms of other comments on the cross boundary
issues with Hull we support the acknowledgement that the Hull Travel to
Work (& Learn) area and the Hull Housing Market Area both extend well
into East Riding and we consider that the East Riding of Yorkshire
Council should set out clearly how they intend to respond to the existing
and future housing pressures caused by this. Special consideration should
therefore be given to the increased RSS figures for the Kingston Upon
Hull local authority area and the RSS's requirement that 40% of the East
Riding's housing provision should be located within the Hull Housing
Market Area. This equates to a total of 24 120 dwellings (15 840 in Hull
& 8 280 in the East Riding) that need to be provided within the Hull
Housing Market Area between the years 2008 to 2026. Clearly in line with
sustainability principles and RSS hierarchy priority should be given to
settlements comprising part of Hull City and we consider that the Council
should consider the scope to provide for urban extensions to Hull within
its boundary. The Principal Town of Beverley and the defined Local
Service Centres located within the Hull Housing Market Area should also
be considered for further development in accordance with the settlement
hierarchy to ensure that the need in the Hull Housing Market Area is met.
The Council will need to work closely with the Kingston upon Hull City
Council. With this regard ERYC need to be committed not only to
supporting the 'regeneration' of Hull (para. 4.36 of the Core Strategy
Issues & Options paper) but also to assisting in accommodating its
growth and strengthening. In working together the two Councils should
identify a realistic and deliverable approach to the distribution of future
housing growth in and around the Settlements which comprise part of
the Regional City of Hull and in the wider Hull Housing Market Area.

Officer Response

Paragraph 4.44 of the Issues and Options paper acknowledges the
role of the major Haltemprice settlements in respect of the
Regional City. It continues by identifying the important issues
for the East Riding’s Core Strategy. Anlaby, Willerby,
Cottingham, Kirkella and Hessle will continue to be labelled the
‘Major Haltemprice Setttlements’ to aid local recognition.
The level of development planned for this area is discussed from
paragraphs 4.88 to 4.106 of the Issues and Options paper. The
proposed Spatial Strategy notes the requirement to provide 40%
of the East Riding’s housing provision within the ER portion of
the Hull Housing Market Area.
The level of development planned for this area is discussed in
the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy and a proposed approach is set
out in the various policies within, most notably proposed policy
SS2 and the sub area policy for the Beverley & Central sub area
(SS8).
The two local authorities continue to work together through the
development of their respective Core Strategies and are
represented on working groups (such as for SHLAAs) as well as
through partnerships concerned with the development of LDFs
(e.g. Hull Development Forum).
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Ref
I838

130
128

Consultee/Agent
Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc

Ms Avril Russell;
Thorngumbald Parish
Council
Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council

Comment
In the context of Kingston upon Hull our client believes that a greater
emphasis should be placed on how the East Riding actually forms a part
of the Hull Urban Area with the settlements of Cottingham Anlaby
Willerby Kirkella and Hessle actually forming a functional part of the
Regional City of Hull. Through these settlements parts of East Riding
form an integral part of the City of Hull and this is identified in the RSS
as shown in RSS figure 5.2. This cross boundary issue needs to be
highlighted in the settlement hierarchy as we have set out below.
Cottingham, Anlaby, Willerby, Kirkella and Hessle should be defined as
‘Settlements Comprising Part of the Regional City of Hull’ in line with
the emphasis of the RSS. We consider that this is the most important
cross-boundary issue facing East Riding and that paragraph 4.36 of the
Issues and Options only partially considers the issues that this important
boundary raises. In terms of other comments on the cross boundary
issues with Hull we support the acknowledgement that the Hull Travel to
Work (& Learn) area and the Hull Housing Market Area both extend well
into East Riding and we consider that the East Riding of Yorkshire
Council should set out clearly how they intend to respond to the existing
and future housing pressures caused by this. Special consideration should
therefore be given to the increased RSS figures for the Kingston upon
Hull local authority area and the RSS’s requirement that 40% of the East
Riding’s housing provision should be located within the Hull Housing
Market Area. This equates to a total of 24 120 dwellings (15 840 in Hull
& 8 280 in the East Riding) that need to be provided within the Hull
Housing Market Area between the years 2008 to 2026. Clearly in line with
sustainability principles and the RSS hierarchy priority should be given to
the settlements comprising part of Hull City and we consider that the
Council should consider the scope to provide for urban extensions to
Hull within its boundary. The Council will need to work closely with the
Kingston upon Hull City Council. With this regard ERYC need to be
committed not only to supporting the regeneration of Hull (para. 4.36 of
the Core Strategy Issues & Options paper) but also by assisting in
accommodating its growth and strengthening it. In working together the
two Councils should identify a realistic and deliverable approach to the
distribution of future housing growth in and around the settlements
which comprise part of the Regional City of Hull and in the wider Hull
Housing Market Area.
Keeping clear boundaries – maintain greenbelt between villages.

Officer Response
Paragraph 4.44 of the Issues and Options paper acknowledges the
role of the major Haltemprice settlements in respect of the
Regional City. It continues by identifying the important issues
for the East Riding’s Core Strategy. Anlaby, Willerby,
Cottingham, Kirkella and Hessle will continue to be labelled the
‘Major Haltemprice Setttlements’ to aid local recognition.
The level of development planned for this area is discussed from
paragraphs 4.88 to 4.106 of the Issues and Options paper. The
proposed Spatial Strategy notes the requirement to provide 40%
of the East Riding’s housing provision within the ER portion of
the Hull Housing Market Area.

The document fails to identify the issues that arise across boundaries and
the affinity with our neighbouring authorities. The Yorkshire Wolds do
not end at the East Riding of Yorkshire boundary. The sources of rivers
flowing down to the Humber Estuary also lie beyond the boundary. A

Paragraphs 4.35-4.41 of the Issues and Options paper, for example,
discuss some of the issues with neighbouring authority areas.
The development of the various river catchment management
plans, for example, will be important strategies informing the

The level of development planned for this area, together with
the rest of the East Riding, is discussed in the Preferrd Approach
Core Strategy and a proposed approach is set out in the various
policies within, most notably proposed policy SS2 and the sub
area policies.
The two local authorities continue to work together through the
development of their respective Core Strategies and are
represented on working groups (such as for SHLAAs) as well as
through partnerships concerned with the development of LDFs
(e.g. Hull Development Forum).

Noted. The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy considers the need to
safeguard areas between settlements to prevent coalescence.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
greater understanding of the relationships between the surrounding areas
and their strategies is needed.

131

C O’Connor

132

Humber Rural Partnership
Board
Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council
Mr C Cromrack, Preston
Parish Council

The tolls on the Humber Bridge are an unfair form of taxation. It does
not help economic development of the area and has serious social
implications.
See SS1 and SS2 above

See response to questions SS1 and SS2

These seem to cover the most obvious and significant factors.

Noted.

The pressures put on areas due to the transport/movement of waste
products.

Noted. Together with Hull City Council, the Council is
preparing a Joint Waste Development Plan Document
(JWDPD). This will set out the core policies for the
management of waste and identify where new waste
management sites may be needed. The Core Strategy will need to
integrate fully with the JWDPD.
Noted. The Core Strategy will need to manage the development
process having regard to, amongst other things, the quality and
value of the existing natural and built environment.
The Core Strategy will need to take account of plans and
strategies such as the Humber Flood Risk Management Strategy
and the Shoreline Management Plan 2 (SMP2). Such plans
consider the management of flood defences.
Noted. The Humber ports have a big impact on the East Riding
and are referenced within the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.

133
134

135

Mr J Kilby

Develop but confined with due reference to HQE 15 - 16

136

Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council

Let the sea take over areas such as Sunk Island and plan accordingly.

139

Philip Warry, Bishop
Wilton Parish Council

The Humber ports are a major asset providing direct links to other EC
countries, Baltic states and beyond.

Officer Response
LDF process. Please note that the Council is a statutory
consultee for such plans, as well as the LDFs promoted by
neighbouring authorities.
Noted. A study into this effect has recently been completed.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.44 – Major Haltemprice settlements
Ref
I202

I654

Consultee/Agent
Mr R Stafford Charles, R
Stafford Charles & Son on
behalf of Capel House
Property Trust Limited
Mr John Holmes, Hull
Forward

Comment
[Copy of letter of response to August 2005 Issues and Options
Document provided] We consider that the Sub-Regional Urban Area
should be extended to include the settlement of Bilton as it is directly
adjacent to the built-up area of Hull.
It is imperative for the wider city-region’s benefit that the primary focus
for development is the City of Hull in the first instance as the cityregion’s primary economic driver. This principle is set down in higher
order policy and national planning guidance (PPS6/sequential testing).
For avoidance of doubt this point should be brought out. The major
pressures in Haltemprice with a bearing on Hull are around housing
(relation to Gateway Pathfinder) and office development (where
sequential testing and the ‘city centre first’ principle takes precedence in

Officer Response
Bilton is not considered to be part of the Regional City of Hull
for planning purposes in the RSS.
Paragraph 4.35 of the Issues and Options paper emphasises that the
city of Hull is the ‘…prime focus for development and
regeneration activity in our part of the region.’ The specific
strategic development issues for Haltemprice are then
highlighted in paragraph 4.47 and include reference to both
housing and office development.
The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy recognises the relationship
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
policy terms and where Hull’s role as a Regional City needs to be
supported). Both local authorities need to work closely in respect of
development targets and phasing and ensure that higher order policy in
respect of offices is appropriately implemented. These points should be
made clear in the Core Strategy.

Officer Response
between Hull and the East Riding, particularly through the sub
area approach. A 2009 update of the Employment Land Review
has considered the office and employment land issue in more
detail.
The Council will continue to work with Hull City Council to
develop an approach which meets the needs of Hull and East
Riding residents and organisations.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.47 – Major Haltemprice settlements
Ref
I177

I147

I945

Consultee/Agent
Cllr Symon Fraser, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Councillor for Driffield
and Rural
Mr Michael Glover on
behalf of Great Gutter
Lane Collaboration
(GGLC)

Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

Comment
Local service centres assessment should include an appraisal of current
catchment areas for service centres.

Officer Response
Noted. The Town Centres and Retail Study provides guidance
on retail catchment issues.

Whilst it is acknowledged that highway and other infrastructure capacity
is an issue that would need to be addressed in relation to the A164
another significant factor which would be relevant to consider under the
list of headings referred to here is the relationship to public transport
corridors of any area of search and we have stressed previously that the
Great Gutter Lane is at the head of the major public transport corridor
through Willerby leading directly with regular services to Hull City
Centre. Strategic development issues as well as being looked at as separate
headings need to consider through a sustainability appraisal the proximity
of additional housing supply to employment and retail facilities both of
which are strongly represented close to the land of the Great Gutter Lane
Collaboration (GGLC). It is considered that in considering questions
such as the issue raised in SS10 it is important to differentiate parts of
Area D in Figure 18 as the GGLC lands which have been the subject of
our earlier representations are as stated above wholly outside the Area of
High Landscape Value have particularly good proximity to the Willerby
Shopping Park and Willerby Square and the area is well-related to the
nearby employment sites at De La Pole and Willerby as well as having a
good relationship to the head of the Willerby - Hull public transport
corridor.
Can bullet point five mention the biodiversity value of these open spaces?

Public transport provision is an important factor to consider.
When assessing broad areas for growth and specific sites for
development, public transport connections will form an
important part of the assessment process. Further detail is
provided in the Council’s Housing Site Assessment Methodology
(www.eastriding.gov.uk/planning/ldf). A site’s relationship to
retail provision, employment opportunities and services is an
integral part of the assessment of proposed development land.
It is worth noting that some new sites may be able to support
extended/re-routed public transport routes.

Noted. These open areas have a biodiversity value, include areas
of recreation as well as providing a buffer between settlements
avoiding their coalescence.

Return to contents page
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SS4

Are there any other factors which we need to consider in developing strategic policies for the major Haltemprice settlements?
Ref
2

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Ellerby

Comment
The Haltemprice settlements should really be a part of the city of Hull.
The 1960s Hands off Haltemprice campaign was an unmitigated disaster
for the city. Haltemprice should be providing the middle class for want of
a better term balance to the council estates and poor housing wards.

3

Mr Robin Shucksmith

5

Mrs Anne Crick, Humber
Mental Health Teaching
NHS Trust

The need to be aware of the needs of other areas with regard to finite
resources.
Mix of tenures and flexibility of housing supply.

6

Duncan Ross, East
Yorkshire Primary Care
Trust

10

Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby
with Anlaby Common
Parish Council

15

Kerry Lawson, Barton
Willmore on behalf of
Wykeland ltd

33

Rachael Martin, Sanderson
Weatherall on behalf of
KeyLand Developments
Ltd

The impact/demand upon health services. The current general practice
facilities within Haltemprice are constrained. The availability of
appropriate facilities/areas to relocate to is significantly constrained in
certain areas and any significant increase in housing may produce an
increase in requirements for health services.
Environment Agency involvement concerning Hessle residents - creating
a lagoon on land on the Hessle/Anlaby boundary to try to reduce storm
flooding.
We object to the umbrella term of 'Major Haltemprice Settlements'
because this term does not reflect the important role the RSS has
highlighted for the settlements as part of the Regional City of Hull. We
consider it is important that the terminology used in the RSS and LDF
corresponds and the importance of these settlements is acknowledged by
making reference to their position within the Regional City of Hull. We
therefore consider that the 'Major Haltemprice Settlements' be referred to
as ' Settlements comprising part of the Regional City of Hull'. In terms of
SS4 we do not consider that there are any other factors which need to be
considered when developing strategic policies for the major Haltemprice
Settlements.
The Haltemprice settlements and surrounding areas provide a sustainable
location for housing and employment given the proximity to Hull.

Officer Response
The Major Haltemprice Settlements are considered as part of the
Regional City for planning purposes recognising the interrelationships between this area and the local authority area of
Kingston upon Hull. The alteration of administrative boundaries
of local authorities is beyond the scope of the LDF.
Noted.
Noted. This is discussed in more detail in in response to Chapter
5 (A Healthy and Balanced Housing Market) of the Issues and
Options paper. The East Riding Housing Needs and Market
Assessment provides a foundation for identifying housing supply
issues in different parts of the Riding. In addition, the Hull
Housing Market Assessment provides further information for the
wider housing market.
Noted. The Council will need to continue to work with health
providers to identify shortfalls/constraints and align forward
planning strategies. The Council is preparing an Infrastructure
Study which will attempt to identify shortfalls/ constraints in
different types of infrastructure.
Noted. The Council is working with the Environment Agency
and Hull City Council to identify a way forward for managing
the risk of flooding from all sources. The Core Strategy will need
to reflect on the recommendations coming out of the various
management plans and water studies.
Anlaby, Willerby, Cottingham, Kirkella and Hessle will continue
to be labelled the ‘Major Haltemprice Setttlements’ to aid local
recognition. As is the case with paragraph 4.44 of the Issues and
Options document, the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy makes it
clear that this area is part of the defined Regional City for
planning purposes.

Noted.
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Ref
34
37

40

Consultee/Agent
Mr Roland Bolton,
Development Land &
Planning Consultants
John Downing, Rollits
Solicitors on behalf of
Westella Holdings Limited

Larards on behalf of East
Riding Securities Limited

Comment
The relationship between demand, need and future employment levels all
need to be considered - please see report.

Officer Response
Noted.

See also the representation on Question SS2. The open areas between
Hessle and Anlaby/Willerby/Kirkella and between
Anlaby/Willerby/Kirkella and Cottingham as well as the open area to the
north of Cottingham are seen by the planning authority as public assets
providing ‘Strategic Open Areas’ under current policies between
settlements. The Issues and Options document says (paragraph 4.43) that
‘these large open areas provide and important natural and recreational
resource for people of Haltemprice and Hull’. However the reality is that
these areas are held in an uneasy tension of developer expectations and
unlawful and unregulated public access. Farming is for the for the most
part impractical resulting in degraded land often under-maintained or not
maintained at all or overgrazed by horses. They are most definitely not
‘recreational resources’ for the people of Haltemprice and Hull in the
proper sense of the word ‘recreational’. Maintaining these spaces in this
way is a poor policy which fails properly to serve the planning purpose or
the public interest It is suggested that the opportunity should be taken in
partnership with developers in negotiated Development Briefs to create
genuine parkland areas open and genuinely available to the public. This
can be achieved with careful systematic design and landscaping the
careful allocation of residential sites especially around the perimeter land
and with the positive use of planning powers. Significant development
can be accommodated within these Strategic Open Areas as well as
providing for all time public open space which is properly designed and
landscaped and is genuinely enjoyable by the public as ‘recreational
resources’. In so doing it would continue the historic pattern of
development within the Hull City boundaries where settlements are
frequently separated by fine public parks. Building on this feature of the
pattern of development was already recognised in the JSP paragraph 5.11
which provided that ‘there are significant strengths and opportunities to
build and focus on ... the enhancement of the whole urban area using
assets such as the City’s parks the network of green corridors’. It would
also serve to recognise the wider identity of the Regional City of Hull.
Such development would be relatively sustainable and the opportunity
could be taken to ensure that development was restricted to areas of the
lowest flood risk focusing parkland into areas of higher flood risk.
Westella Holdings Limited together with others own substantial
landholdings in these Strategic Open Areas
The open areas between Hessle and Anlaby/Willerby/Kirkella and
between Anlaby/Willerby/Kirkella and Cottingham as well as the open
area to the north of Cottingham are seen by the planning authority as
public assets providing ‘Strategic Open Areas’ under current policies

Between Hessle and Anlaby/Willerby/Kirkella there is a mix of
recreational land (allotments, public rights of way, school playing
fields), arable land in use and areas of important vegetation (as
identified in the Landscape Character Assessment).
Between Cottingham and Anlaby/Willerby/Kirkella there is a
mix of recreational land (golf course, public rights of way, rugby
and football pitches), arable land in use and areas of important
vegetation (as identified in the Landscape Character
Assessment).
In both of these gaps, there are grassland and horse grazing
areas.
Parts of these areas are likely to be important components of
any green infrastructure network that the East Riding will need
to identify (Policy YH8 of the RSS).
The Landscape Character Assessment provides an assessment of
the landscape quality of these areas and makes a judgement
regarding the sensitivity of these areas to development. The
Issues and Options paper acknowledges that there is likely to be a
need over the 15-year period covered by the Core Strategy to
develop greenfield land around the Major Haltemprice
settlements (notwithstanding the brownfield land-first strategy).
Where fairly substantial allocations of development land are
made, the Council is likely to produce a Development Brief
which would outline the design and quality standards expected
in this area. The comments regarding parkland development
and flood risk management are noted.

See response to 37
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Natasha Rowland, Savills

43

Cllr John Whittle

46

Serena Ralston, Baker
Associates on behalf of

Comment
between settlements. The Issues and Options document says (paragraph
4.43) that ‘these large open areas provide and important natural and
recreational resource for people of Haltemprice and Hull’. However the
reality is that these areas are held in an uneasy tension of developer
expectations and unlawful and unregulated public access. Farming is for
the for the most part impractical resulting in degraded land often undermaintained or not maintained at all or overgrazed by horses. They are
most definitely not ‘recreational resources’ for the people of Haltemprice
and Hull in the proper sense of the word ‘recreational’. Maintaining these
spaces in this way is a poor policy which fails properly to serve the
planning purpose or the public interest. It is suggested that the
opportunity should be taken in partnership with developers in negotiated
Development Briefs to create genuine parkland areas open and genuinely
available to the public. This can be achieved with careful systematic
design and landscaping the careful allocation of residential sites especially
around the perimeter land and with the positive use of planning powers.
Significant development can be accommodated within these Strategic
Open Areas as well as providing for all time public open space which is
properly designed and landscaped and is genuinely enjoyable by the
public as ‘recreational resources’. In so doing it would continue the
historic pattern of development within the Hull City boundaries where
settlements are frequently separated by fine public parks. Building on this
feature of the pattern of development was already recognised in the JSP
paragraph 5.11 which provided that ‘there are significant strengths and
opportunities to build and focus on ... the enhancement of the whole
urban area using assets such as the City’s parks the network of green
corridors’. Such development would be relatively sustainable and the
opportunity could be taken to ensure that development was restricted to
areas of the lowest flood risk focusing parkland into areas of higher flood
risk. East Riding Securities Limited own land north of the Classic
Hospital Willerby [Anlaby?] which should be considered as part of this
review of the role and functions of the Strategic Open Areas.
There are additional settlements such as Swanland which have a strong
relationship to Hull both in terms of their Travel to Work Area and
location in the housing sub market area. Wider consideration needs to be
given by the Council as to whether limited development within adjoining
villages could better assist in easing the pressure on the need to expand
the Haltemprice settlements.
Again it is maintaining the identity of these areas. We must maintain the
balance and work with the City of Hull to find ways of achieving the
sense of place whilst keeping these settlements viable in their own right and as a commuter belt.
The document at paragraph 4.44 is correct to state that for planning
purposes the major Haltemprice settlements including Cottingham are

Officer Response

Due to the large and rural nature of the East Riding, the Core
Strategy will need to carefully consider the need to enable small
scale development to take place in locations outside of the Major
Haltemprice Settlements, the Principal Towns and Local Service
Centres where there is a demonstrated need.
Noted.

Though the Major Haltemprice Settlements are considered part
of the Regional City, they have separate identities to that of Hull
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Consultee/Agent
Dennis Wilkinson Ltd

Mrs Judith Macklin,
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Comment
part of the Regional City of Hull. This is stated in RSS. However the
document then states that development in the Haltemprice settlements
‘will need to ensure that it does not undermine the regeneration efforts
within parts of the City and further the previous/current trend of outmigration from Hull’. We consider that this factor needs modifying to
reflect the following: It is agreed that growth and regeneration within the
Regional City will need to be managed and phased to meet regeneration
needs. However the RSS at paragraph 5.12 specifically states that
regeneration not only relates to city centres and certain housing areas but
also to the wider urban area and fringe areas. The final Core Strategy
should recognise that regeneration should include improving and
transforming parts of the Regional City within the East Riding
administrative area – namely the Haltemprice settlements. As the
Haltemprice settlements are now identified in RSS as part of the Regional
City it is illogical to state that development at these settlements will result
in out-migration from Hull. In fact quite the opposite. Development at
these settlements will ensure that the primary focus for development lies
at the Regional City rather than the other parts of the East Riding which
have historically accommodated dispersed growth at the expense of the
Regional City.
An extra bullet point under 4.3 should be 'Congestion'. Paragraph 4.44
should also say ‘.....and not erode the separate identity of Cotingham’.
Cottingham has a greater physical separation from Hull than Anlaby,
Willerby and Hessle and this should be recognised in the core strategy.
Paragraph 4.46 ignores the bottleneck of Cottingham itself - both routes.
It just mentions the A164. This ignores the ring road effect through the
roads in Cottingham. This must be dealt with now as part of any
document that is proposing more development in this area. The
sustainability of Cotingham has as much to do with environment, air
quality, public and highway safety and general quality of life as it has to
do with the availability of services. The volume of traffic HGV's and
congestion has a big and adverse impact on this and therefore the
sustainability of the village. This needs improving and should be
recognised in the core strategy if Cottingham is being proposed as a
sustainable place with more development without dealing with the
consequences of traffic. Traffic volumes and congestion impact on the
environment and the historical environment and quality of life have all
been recognised with Beverley and has or is being dealt with by taking
traffic out of the centre. Public transport is excellent in Cottingham but
there are still problems - therefore it needs different solutions.

Officer Response
which the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy recognises. The reality is
that there is clear evidence of differences between the two areas
either side of the administrative boundary line (e.g. house prices,
school performance). Though there are pockets of hardship and
deprivation in the Major Haltemprice Settlements it would be
difficult to suggest that this area is in need of regeneration or
transformation as described in the RSS.
The Major Haltemprice Settlements area potentially the most
sustainable locations for development in the East Riding due, in
part, to its proximity to Hull. There are also issues over the
affordability of property in this area which add to the pressure
for development here. However, this will need to be considered
against the need to maintain the identity of the settlements and
support the transformational Gateway areas within the city.

Comments noted. The Council is aware of many of the issues
raised here and has already made attempts to mitigate some of
the identified problems (e.g. discussions with the defence school
of transport regarding the volume, routes and timings of HGV
journeys). The last transport survey of Cottingham (around 5
years ago) identified that over 50% of the traffic generated
within the village was from local trips. The Second Local
Transport Plan (LTP2) has responded through a number of
initiatives aimed at providing safer and more convenient walking
and cycling opportunities. Identifying further opportunities for
improving the quality of life in respect of traffic is a continual
process and will be considered through LTP3.
There are currently no air quality management areas in the East
Riding and there are two diffusion tubes monitoring for NO2 in
Cottingham which currently show levels well under the national
air quality target. The Council’s environmental health team are
able to make predictions regarding air quality as a result of
development and they will continue to be involved in the
development of the LDF.
Nevertheless, any development proposals for the Cottingham
area (as with other areas) will need to be informed by an
assessment of the impact on the highway network and the
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Mr Christopher Hughes

62

Mrs Pamela Austin

68

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Hull Ionians RUFC
(Holdings) Ltd
Mr S. Young, Bubwith
Parish Council

Logically speaking the Haltemprice settlements should be part of Hull to
have in existence a situation where a large percentage of a city's housing is
under control of the adjoining and totally differently orientated
administration is just making life hard for both parties. Despite the
ingrained and not totally unjustified objection of the inhabitants of
Haltemprice. Hull is an urban area whilst ERYC is essentially a rural
administration. Each has different priorities.
a) Prevention of coalescence of these settlements. b) Congestion on A164
c) Office development could reduce the regeneration of Hull d) Opening
of Beverley to York railway to bleed off traffic
As my client's interests do not fall within this area we have no comment
to make in this instance.

72
73

John Downing, Rollits
Solicitors on behalf of Mr
and Mrs Stephen Webster

74

Mr M Guest

86

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Peter Ward Homes Ltd
Cllr Winifred I Knight

88

Public transport improvements.
See our representation on Question SS2. The settlement of Cottingham
forms part of the conurbation which is the Regional City of Hull. The
focus of development on the Regional City means that a part of that
focus is on Cottingham. In common with other parts of the Haltemprice
Settlements large parts of Cottingham lie outside flood risk zones and are
also located within easy (walking) reach of the rail network. Inherently
development in and adjacent to Cottingham will be more sustainable than
many other locations.
Try and develop the land at the Humber Bridge - the old golf course.

We have no comment to make in this instance.
Congestion of traffic is a problem. The Hull outer ring road comes
through Cottingham and heavy traffic takes a short cut to the A164. We
have a flood problem and Yorkshire Water do not want any extra water
into the system.

Officer Response
consequences for traffic. This includes other routes into and out
of Cottingham in addition to consideration of the A164.
Noted. Changes to the administrative boundaries of local
authorities are beyond the scope of the LDF.

Noted. Some of these issues are highlighted in paragraph 4.47 of
the Issues and Options paper.
Noted.

Noted. Public transport provision is relatively good in this area
but the Core Strategy will try to identify any opportunities for
enhancement which may come about through development.
Noted. This is recognised in the Issues and Options paper and
followed through in the Spatial Strategy.

Noted. Part of this site is currently allocated in the Beverley
Borough Local Plan and the Joint Structure Plan for
employment use (prestigious development). The Preferrd
Approach Core Strategy seeks to retain the site for employment use.
Noted.
The comment regarding congestion is noted. Any development
proposals for the Cottingham area (as with other areas) will need
to be informed by an assessment of the impact on the highway
network and the consequences for traffic. This includes other
routes into and out of Cottingham in addition to consideration
of the A164.
The Council has prepared a Strategic Flood Risk Assessment
(SFRA) which identifies those areas at greatest risk of flooding
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92

Mrs Ingrid Khan

95

Michael Glover, Michael
Glover LLP on behalf of
Anlaby Estates

100

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr and Mrs Hudson

104

I W Scruton, Scruton

The factors listed in para 4.47 are broadly correct both the relationship
between some of the factors considered (i.e. relationship of housing to
employment areas) are also important as well as relationships to key
public transport corridors as well as the capacity of highway and other
infrastructure referred to.
The relationship of areas proposed for development whether for housing,
retail or employment purposes should have regard to proximity to each
other although proximity to regular public transport routes makes this
less of an issue in the urban edge areas as most facilities are within fairly
reasonable distances which can be reached on foot by cycle or by public
transport.
Para 4.4 of the consultation document states that the Core Strategy needs
to clarify the role of the major Haltemprice settlements with respect to
the levels and types of development and acknowledge their sustainability.
Table 12.1 of the adopted RSS seeks to accommodate around 40% of the
housing provision in East Riding within the Hull Housing Market Area.
As the Core Strategy acknowledges the sustainability of the Haltemprice
settlements they are suitable for accommodating a significant proportion
of development. In order to accommodate the level of development
envisaged in the Haltemprice settlements we would suggest that a
strategic review of the existing settlement boundaries would be
appropriate. Limited amendments to the existing boundaries could
maintain the open areas between settlements and avoid the need for a
large greenfield urban extension. Such revisions could identify additional
brownfield land closely related to existing settlements and at low risk of
flooding in accordance with the wider objectives of the Core Strategy and
with regional and national planning policy.
Development in the Haltemprice settlements should dovetail with policy
in Hull to ensure migration from Hull into the East Riding is not fuelled.
This would certainly be relevant in the levels of affordable housing
provided with a differential of 40% in the Riding and a proposed 20% in
Hull.

108
113

G M V Winn and Co
John Downing, Rollits

Promote economic and associated housing development.
See our representation on Question SS2. The settlement of Hessle forms

Officer Response
(all sources). In addition, Yorkshire Water and the Environment
Agency are key stakeholders in the preparation of the East
Riding’s LDF.
Noted. The factors themselves and the relationships between
them are important.

Noted. The factors themselves and the relationships between
them are important. Development in the Major Haltemprice
Settlements offers a good opportunity to maximise travel by
public transport and/or walking and cycling.
The Allocations document will look at the existing development
limits of the Major Haltemprice Settlements and consider their
revision to incorporate sites on their edge. Limited amendments
could offer the opportunity to maintain the open gaps between
the settlements. The Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) has highlighted more than sufficient
capacity here to accommodate the level of grown set out in the
Preferrd Approach Core Strategy, without development leading to
the merging of settlements.

Affordable housing policies (together with other policy issues
regarding energy efficiency standards, open space, etc.) will need
to be carefully considered between the East Riding and its
neighbours. Factors to consider include the identified need in
each area and the viability of schemes (or the opportunity cost
of developing elsewhere). An Affordable Housing Viability
Assessment has recently been commissioned to inform policies
for the LDF. A key issue will be to ensure that the affordable
housing delivered in Haltemprice is to meet locally generated
needs and that this doesn’t result in additional migration from
within the City boundary to the East Riding.
Noted.
Noted. This is recognised in the Issues and Options paper and
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Mr Andrew Rose,
Spawforth Planning &
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115

Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
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120

Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council
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Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates
Ms Janet Harris

I287

I303

Mr Zulficar Ali,
Environment Agency

Comment
part of the conurbation which is the Regional City of Hull. The focus of
development on the Regional City means that a part of that focus is on
Hessle. In common with other parts of the Haltemprice Settlements large
parts of Hessle lie outside flood risk zones and are also located within
easy (walking) reach of the rail network. Inherently development in and
adjacent to Hessle will be more sustainable than many other locations.
We consider that the main factors which need to be considered in
developing strategic policies for the Haltemprice settlements have been
addressed. We would emphasise the importance of the larger Haltemprice
settlements including Cottingham and the role and function of
settlements in this locality. A strategic approach should be adopted that
ensure the roles of towns are considered and maintain an appropriate
level of development that caters for their needs alongside strategic
sustainable growth in accordance with the adopted RSS.
In developing strategic policies for the Haltemprice settlements it must
be taken into account that the Core Strategy has to be in accordance with
the RSS which supports additional growth and development in the major
Haltermprice settlements. Persimmon Homes consider that the
Haltemprice settlements should play a major role in accommodating
development in East Riding.
a) Prevention of coalescence of these settlements b) Congestion of A164
c) Office development could reduce the regeneration of Hull d) Opening
of Beverley to York railway to bleed off traffic
Landscape quality and biodiversity/green infrastructure should also be
considered.
There is a particular problem with Cottingham where I live because the
Outer Ring Road for Hull is routed through Cottingham’s residential
roads with all the heavy and unsuitable traffic often destined for the
docks (see results of public consultation for Cottingham Plan). This issue
needs to be highlighted and dealt with.
The major Haltemprice settlements must consider the issue of flood risk.
The majority of these settlements lie within flood zone 2 & 3. Where this
is the case (Anlaby, Cottingham, Hessle, Kirk Ella and Willerby) strategic
policies and any new development proposed must undergo a Sequential
Test and if necessary the Exception Test should be applied. Furthermore
parts of these areas are designated as Source Protection Zones (SPZ) for
protection of vulnerable groundwater. We have dealt with many
developments within Cottingham and have previously highlighted the
issues of the groundwater vulnerability. We would therefore have serious
concerns with any potentially polluting development in these areas.
Several of the areas highlighted for future development are located within
groundwater SPZ. These zones are defined so that land use can be

Officer Response
followed through in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.

Noted. The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy seeks to meet the needs
of individual communities and ensure that growth occurs in the
most sustainable way.

Noted.

Noted. Some of these issues are highlighted in paragraph 4.47 of
the Issues and Options paper.
Noted. The Landscape Character Assessment and the Phase 1
Habitat Survey will help to inform this.
Noted. Any development proposals for the Cottingham area (as
with other areas) will need to be informed by an assessment of
the impact on the highway network and the consequences for
traffic. This includes other routes into and out of Cottingham in
addition to consideration of the A164.
Comments noted. The Council’s Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment (SFRA) has informed the development of the
Preferred Approach Core Strategy. There are a number of
opportunities for development outside of the high risk flood
zones, in and around the Major Haltemprice Settlements.
The comments and information regarding Groundwater Source
Protection Zones are useful and will be a key consideration for
the Core Strategy. The Council is keen to work with the EA on
this and other environmental matters.
More sustainable water use is a key component of the Code for
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Mr Martin Elliot,
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Comment
managed to protect groundwater public water supplies. We have
published a guidance document called Groundwater Protection: Policy
and Practice (GP3) which deals with the Agency's approach to
development in SPZ from a guidance and legislative context. We would
have major concerns to the following developments in SPZ Zone 1 areas:
i) Any waste management activity requiring a Waste Management Licence
or a PPC Permit ii) Any new discharge of sewage effluent trade effluent
or storm sewage to ground iii) Installation of cesspools iv) The use of
Sustainable Urban Drainage schemes (SUDs) draining roads parking
areas and public / amenity areas v) Manure & slurry storage vi) Any
development which will physically disturb the aquifer. In addition much
of East Riding is located on Major Aquifers such as the Chalk which
contains a significant water resource which must be protected. In the
context of brownfield development it is critical that developers are
directed towards PPS23 in their assessment of potential ground
contamination and to ensure their development does not allow
contamination of the aquifer below. We would also seek to encourage
development which accounts for sustainable water use. Furthermore
while we agree that many factors need to be considered in
accommodating growth it appears that the adequacy of the sewerage
infrastructure in capacity and standard of treatment have not been
considered. One factor that would help surface water quality issues would
be a presumption of new development in settlements that have adequate
secondary treatment infrastructure associated with mains drainage.
RSS policy H1 deals with the provision and distribution of housing. It
states that plans should ensure the delivery of the average annual net
additions to the dwelling stock set out in Table 12.1 and Table 12.2.
Table 12.1 confirms an annual average net addition to the dwelling stock
of East Riding up to 2026 of 1150 per annum. It also notes that 40% of
this housing provision should be provided within the Hull housing
market area. This core market area is shown on Figure 12.1 (in pink
shading) and includes the Haltemprice settlements as well as the Principal
Town of Beverley and local service centres to the east of Hull. Critical to
this will be the delivery of RSS Policy HE1 (E3) which states that plans
should manage housing development in the Hull strategic housing market
area to reduce the amount of development in East Riding and increase
development in Hull over the Plan period coordinated with the
Pathfinder programme for renewal demolition and vacancy reduction and
with improved infrastructure and community facilities. A key challenge
for the Core Strategy will be to support the transformation of the
Regional City through the allocation and release of development in Hull
and its hinterland that does not undermine its wider regeneration. This
strategic regional steer largely follows on from the Joint Structure Plan
for Hull and East Riding. The Assembly would therefore have expected

Officer Response
Sustainable Homes and BREEAM. The Government has set
targets for achieving certain ratings against each of these
assessment sets. The preparation of the Core Strategy will
involve exploring the issue of developing East Riding policies to
ensure new development meets certain mimnimum standards (in
respect of energy and water efficiency).
The comments regarding the adequacy of the sewerage
infrastructure and water treatment are noted and further work
will be undertaken to look at this issue.

[As a result of the comments submitted by the Yorkshire &
Humber Assembly, further discussions with them, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council and with Hull City Council have resolved
the extent of the Hull Housing Market Area in relation to Policy
H1 of the RSS. The Hull Housing Market Area incorporates
much of the East Riding from around North Cave in the west,
arc-ing round to include Beverley and Hornsea, and including
the Holderness area bounded by the coast.]
The Council is keen to continue to work with Hull City Council
and Gateway over housing development in the Hull Housing
Market Area. Indeed, both organisations have continued to feed
into the ongoing development of the Core Strategy.
The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy proposes an approach to
managing development across the East Riding taking into
account the amount of development in the Hull Housing Market
Area and, amongst other things, the Emerging Preferred Approach
Core Strategy prepared by Hull City Council.
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Comment
the Issues and Options Paper to provide more detail on how East Riding
and Hull City Council will work together (as indicated in Policy HE1
(G1)). Both authorities are at a relatively early stage in Core Strategy and
DPD preparation. This affords an opportunity to liaise jointly over the
levels distribution and release of housing in the Regional City.
The need to support Gateway Pathfinder initiatives within Hull through
continued managed release of housing development. How development
helps to deliver the Hull and Humber Ports City Region Development
Programme (CRDP) and links to the regeneration of Hull City Centre.
A number of issues are suggested for consideration in developing
strategic policies for the Haltemprice settlements. All of these are
supported especially the ‘scale and nature of office development (in
respect of Hull)’ and the ’scale and location of new housing’. However we
consider that although housing is included the need to support the
Gateway Pathfinder initiatives within the City through continued
managed release of housing development should be drawn out as a
specific issue to consider.
(See also response to 4.45) Developing Hull’s role as a Regional City
which requires a primary focus on regenerating Hull city centre and
managing the phasing of housing development to support housing
market renewal/Gateway.
As outlined above the RSS includes the ‘Major Haltemprice Settlements’
in its description of Hull as a Regional City. As such these settlements are
situated at the top of the settlement hierarchy as they have an important
role to play in accommodating development in the East Riding. This is
not reflected by grouping the settlements under the umbrella term of the
‘Major Haltemprice Settlements’ we therefore object to the use of this
terminology within the LDF. Our client considers that it is important that
the terminology used in the RSS and LDF corresponds and the
importance of these settlements is acknowledged by making reference to
their position within the Regional City of Hull. We therefore consider
that the settlements of Cottingham, Anlaby, Willerby, Kirkella and Hessle
should be referred to as: ‘Settlements Comprising Part of the Regional
City of Hull’. This will ensure that the Urban Area of Hull including
Cottingham, Anlaby, Willerby, Kirkella and Hessle will remain the focus
of major development and growth in the region in accordance with the
RSS. In terms of the question posed by SS4 we do not consider that there
are any other factors which need to be considered when developing
strategic policies for the major Haltemprice settlements.
As set out above we object to the terminology of Major Haltemprice
Settlements for the purposes of the LDF. Our client believes that the
reference throughout the document to the local service centres of
Cottingham, Anlaby, Willerby, Kirkella and Hessle as ‘Major Haltemprice
Settlements’ is ambiguous in relation to their appropriate placing within

Officer Response

Noted. The CRDP, Hull City Centre and Gateway Pathfinder
have all been considered in the preparation of the Preferrd
Approach Core Strategy.

Noted.

Anlaby, Willerby, Cottingham, Kirkella and Hessle will continue
to be labelled the ‘Major Haltemprice setttlements’ to aid local
recognition. As is the case with paragraph 4.44 of the Issues and
Options document, the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy makes it
clear that this area is part of the defined Regional City for
planning purposes.

Anlaby, Willerby, Cottingham, Kirkella and Hessle will continue
to be labelled the ‘Major Haltemprice setttlements’ to aid local
recognition. As is the case with paragraph 4.44 of the Issues and
Options document, the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy makes it
clear that this area is part of the defined Regional City for
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Comment
the East Riding’s settlement hierarchy. The RSS is clear that these areas
are considered to be a functional part of the Regional City of Hull. As
such we consider that the terminology in the LDF Core Strategy ought to
reflect their positioning in the RSS settlement hierarchy referring to them
as: ‘Settlements Comprising Part of the Regional City of Hull’. Defining
the settlements as such will ensure that the Urban Area of Hull including
the identified settlements Cottingham, Anlaby, Willerby, Kirkella and
Hessle will remain the main focus of major development and growth in
line with the RSS policies. In terms of the general issued raised regarding
the development pressures for these settlements we consider that a
balanced approach must be taken to assessing the issues identified. For
example when considering allocations and urban extensions to Hull
within the East Riding area we consider that the value of the open areas
to these settlements needs to be weighed against the value of other open
areas and the impact urban extensions may have in alternative locations
together with general sustainability issues. In essence we consider that a
balanced approach should be taken to assessing the importance of
maintaining all of the open spaces between the settlements as ‘strategic
gaps’ against the need for further housing land and the identification of
Hull as a Regional City which must be supported. The supporting text in
paragraph 4.43 does not demonstrate that a balanced assessment of
existing Local Plan assumptions has been taken.
These representations support the settlement hierarchy as set out in the
Yorkshire & Humber Plan Regional Spatial Strategy to 2026 (RSS published 2008). In particular it is suggested that the terminology used to
describe the settlements of East Riding with the 'Haltemprice
Settlements' being defined and described as 'Settlements comprising part
of the Regional City of Hull'. Accordingly we make representations in
relation to the Core Strategy Issues and Options Paper stating that the
'Settlements comprising part of the Regional City of Hull' should be the
first priority for housing delivery and future development.
See comment I691 to this question

Officer Response
planning purposes.
The Issues and Options document provides an opportunity to revisit the assumptions made in the Local Plans. Hence, Figure 18
provided a number of options for development locations around
the Haltemprice area, which include spaces currently protected
in the Beverley Borough Local Plan. We invited opinions on the
potential development of the open spaces between the
settlements.

Anlaby, Willerby, Cottingham, Kirkella and Hessle will continue
to be labelled the ‘Major Haltemprice setttlements’ to aid local
recognition. As is the case with paragraph 4.44 of the Issues and
Options document, the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy makes it
clear that this area is part of the defined Regional City for
planning purposes.

See response to comment I691

See comment I691 to this question

See response to comment I691

Keeping clear boundaries – maintain greenbelt between villages.

Noted.

There is a view that the Haltemprice settlements should be within the
City of Hull boundary. However, it is appreciated that such a move
would weaken the ERYC.

Noted. Changes to the administrative boundaries of local
authorities are beyond the scope of the LDF.
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Ref
133

Consultee/Agent
Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

Comment
The retention of open areas between settlements needs to be given
greater priority than it appears to have within these factors. These spaces
have both a direct effect on the value of nearby properties, and an
indirect effect on the sense of identity for inhabitants of the whole area.
As open spaces disappear we have seen already (for example) the erosion
of a separate “Kirkella” identity for the inhabitants of most of that area.
Those with no historic links to the area would find it impossible to draw
a border with Willerby or Anlaby. Similar loss of identity will threaten
the other settlements, and even what at present is still a lively sense of
separateness from Hull.
There is merit in not allowing joining up of settlements (except, perhaps,
close into the Hull boundary subject to flood mitigation), but [some
people] fail to recognise the value of an edge of city offer and the
uniqueness of the Humber Bridgehead sites. Having said that, we do
need to define this offer more precisely, perhaps.

I1006

Sue Lang, Economic
Development, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

I946

Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council
Mr C Cromrack, Preston
Parish Council

Could also consider habitat networks, presence of designated sites and
protected species.
Infrastructure should be developed to reduce impact on other areas.

Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council

Allow Hull to provide a large number of services in order to encourage
Hull's regeneration.

134

136

Officer Response
Noted. The Issues and Options document provided an opportunity
to re-visit the assumptions made in the Local Plans and we
invited opinions on the potential development of the open
spaces between the settlements.
The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy notes the importance of the
open spaces between the individual settlements and proposes to
avoid the coalescence of the individual settlements.
Noted. The Bridgehead sites are currently allocated in the
Beverley Borough Local Plan and highlighted in the Joint
Structure Plan. The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy proposes to
continue this allocation because of its potential to contribute to
the economic well-being of the sub-region (as recommended
through the updated Employment Land Review).
Noted. The Phase 1 Habitat Survey will help to inform the
process.
Noted. The Council has recently commissioned an
Infrastructure Study to help identify constraints and
opportunities for investment in infrastructure that may be
brought about through development.
Noted. Hull City Council have published an Emerging Preferred
Approach Core Strategy which sets out the future ambitions for the
city. Together with regional policy, this is aimed at strengthening
the role of Hull within the sub-region.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.48 – Principal Towns
Ref
I221

Consultee/Agent
Mr Paul Thornton, White
Young Green on behalf of
Sanctuary Housing

Comment
We support the designation of Beverley as a Principal Town through the
spatial strategy and note that there is strategic support through the RSS
for further development in Beverley.

Officer Response
Noted.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.54 – Specific strategic development issues for Beverley
Ref
I32

Consultee/Agent
Mr James Durham

Comment
The location and nature (bulky/non-bulky goods convenience/
comparison retail) as well as the scale of new retail developments in
Beverley need to be considered so as not to undermine the town centre.

Officer Response
Noted. The Council’s Town Centres and Retail Study provides
guidance on town centre developments and has fed into the
development of the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy. The Council
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
The towns natural capacity to accept further development also needs to
be considered

I119

Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates

Delete references to specific sites and add landscape quality. Recent retail
planning permissions appear to be pre-judging this issue.

I334

Mr Peter Hall, Indigo
Planning on behalf of CP
Group/Wykeland
Group/Quintain Estates
and Development PLC
Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

As well as identifying the Flemingate site as a major development
opportunity which Indigo strongly supports paragraph 4.54 identifies
strategic development issues in Beverley many of which relate to the
development proposal at Flemingate.

I947

Officer Response
has recently commissioned an Infrastructure Study to help
identify constraints and capacity issues with regards to
infrastructure.
Noted. Landscape quality will be considered. The Core Strategy
will still need to consider major (retail) development
opportunities and how they will impact on the future role of
different places in the East Riding.
Support noted. The Flemingate proposal is a relatively large
mixed-use development and therefore is important when
considering issues such as housing, retail, and commercial
development.

The last bullet point of the list should mention biodiversity as well as
flood risk and common land.

Noted. This will be considered.

Comment
Para 4.55-4.59: We support the general thrust of the statements on
Bridlington’s role, needs and opportunities. We also have suggestions
which we request be taken into account in the next stage of the Core
Strategy’s preparation.
The Core Strategy will need to acknowledge the rationale and strategy for
regenerating Bridlington town centre as a focus for meeting the civic,
cultural, retail, leisure and office-based employment needs of the town’s
large catchment as well as the major concentration of employment in B2
and B8 uses. It is also the major tourism destination on the East Riding’s
coast with recent investment of regional significance in the Spa and
planned in the marina. It is also essential that the spatial strategy reflect
the relationship between Bridlington’s ability to deliver the regeneration
strategy promoted by its AAP and achieving significant growth in
Bridlington’s population including growth in its resident labour market.

Officer Response
Support noted and welcomed.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.55 – Bridlington
Ref
I847

Consultee/Agent
Ms Liz Philpot on behalf
of Bridlington
Regeneration Partnership

I852

Ms Liz Philpot on behalf
of Bridlington
Regeneration Partnership

Noted. The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy outlines policies to
support the regeneration of the town and link in with the
ambitions of the AAP and Renaissance Towns programme. Of
key importance is Bridlington’s desire to grow economically and
achieve a population mass capable of transforming the fortunes
of the town.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.56 – Bridlington Area Action Plan
Ref
I529

Consultee/Agent
Mr Peter Hall, Indigo
Planning on behalf of
National Grid Property
Ltd

Comment
The site’s (Quay Road Bridlington) early release as a residential
redevelopment opportunity would assist in catalysing and providing
investor confidence in the regeneration of the town centre rather than
having any negative impact on these proposals. Though the Core Strategy

Officer Response
Noted. The Bridlington Area Action Plan (AAP) considers the
extent of the town centre for planning purposes and this did not
include the aforementioned Quay Road site at the Preferred
Options stage. The proposed site will therefore be considered as a
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
does not provide the appropriate opportunity to do so Indigo
recommend that the town centre boundary is extended to include the
Quay Road site due to the positive linkages of the site with the town
centre core the Burlington Parade redevelopment site and the
opportunity to create a high quality landmark development in this key
gateway location to the town centre contributing to physical regeneration
and investor confidence in the town centre at an early stage of the
process.

Officer Response
land bid as part of the wider preparation of the LDF (i.e.
through the Allocations document).

Comment
Can we mention the importance of the local designated wildlife sites in
drawing tourism investment into the area. E.g. Flamborough Head,
Bempton Cliffs etc.

Officer Response
Noted. The natural environment of the area is part of the wider
tourism offer.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.58 – Bridlington
Ref
I948

Consultee/Agent
Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.59 – Specific strategic development issues for Bridlington
Ref
I949

Consultee/Agent
Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

Comment
Can you also add the importance of the local environment?

Officer Response
Noted.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.66 – Specific strategic development issues for Driffield
Ref
I950

Consultee/Agent
Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

Comment
Can you also add the importance of the local environment?

Officer Response
Noted.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.70 – Specific strategic development issues for Goole
Ref
I951

Consultee/Agent
Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

Comment
Can you also add the importance of the local environment?

Officer Response
Noted.

Return to contents page
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SS5

Are there any other factors which we will need to consider in developing strategic policies for Beverley, Bridlington, Driffield and Goole?
Ref
2

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Ellerby

Comment
Driffield and Bridlington need better road links.

3

Mr Robin Shucksmith

Awareness of the individual demographic profiles within each community
and the subsequent potential impacts on health and education resources.

5

Mrs Anne Crick, Humber
Mental Health Teaching
NHS Trust

Flexibility of housing supply to met the needs of an ageing population.

6

Duncan Ross, East
Yorkshire Primary Care
Trust

7

Mr Adrian Sail, Antony
Aspbury Associates on
behalf of Strawsons
Development / Omnivale
Ltd
Kerry Lawson, Barton
Willmore on behalf of
Wykeland ltd

The Primary Care Trust has an agreed strategy for redeveloping the
Community Hospitals in Beverley and Driffield and are actively working
with the acute provider Trusts within Bridlington and Goole to maintain
and develop local health services. Close liaison with health is required to
ensure that the two organisations strategies continue to support each
other.
No but it is suggested that in Paragraph 4.64 the status of the former
Alamein Barracks as previously developed land is recorded and that it is
noted that it represents a major opportunity for sustainable housing-led
mixed use development to meet the development needs of the Town.

15

We object to the assertion by the Core Strategy that Principal Towns
should be the focus for development. The settlements of Cottingham,
Anlaby, Willerby, Kirkella and Hessle form part of the Regional City of
Hull and as such are part of a settlement which is prioritised over
Principal Towns in the RSS settlement hierarchy. The Core Strategy
should therefore be clear that as part of the Urban area of Hull these
settlements should be the main focus for development. However it is also
important to maintain growth in the Principal Towns and LSC's. There
are a large number of settlements in the ER and in order to ensure these
communities are sustainable their capacity for new development should
also be acknowledged. The RSS also advises that around 40% of the
overall housing target should be located in the settlements in the Hull
housing market area which includes Beverley. Therefore it is considered
that this should be a priority for development amongst the Principal
Towns.

Officer Response
Noted. The Local Transport Plan considers highway issues and
will need to integrate with the LDF which seeks to direct
development to the most appropriate locations.
Noted. The Council has prepared a number of Settlement
Profiles to help inform the preparation of the LDF. These
include a consideration of demographic information.
Noted. The Issues and Options paper identified the issue
concerning the housing needs of an aging population (para 5.12).
The Housing Market and Needs Assessment provides a good basis to
inform the LDF.
Noted. The Council is keen to work closely with the health
sector to ensure that our respective strategies and programmes
are sufficiently aligned.

Noted. The brownfield status of the Alamein Barracks is
highlighted in the text accompanying Figure 21 of the Issues and
Options paper.
Paragraph 4.48 of the Issues and Options document states that the
four Principal Towns in the East Riding should be the main
local focus housing, employment, etc. in line with policy YH5 in
the now adopted RSS.
The settlements of Anlaby, Cottingham, Kirk Ella, Hessle and
Willerby are acknowledged as being part of the Regional City
(para 4.44), which in turn is recognised as the prime focus for
housing, shopping, employment, etc. in the region in line with
policy YH4 in the now adopted RSS.
This has been followed through in the preparation of the Preferrd
Approach Core Strategy which also acknowledges the requirement
to provide 40% of the East Riding’s housing requirement in the
ER portion of the Hull Housing Market Area. This means that
development should be primarily distributed in an area which
includes Haltemprice and the proposed Local Service Centres, as
well as Beverley. This does not necessarily lead to the conclusion
that Beverley is the priority for development amongst Principal
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment

27

Eamonn Keogh, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Redrow Homes
(Yorkshire) Ltd

28

Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates

The main settlements should continue to be the focus for the majority of
new development. Their role and function should be protected and
strengthened. Paragraph 4.55 of the Draft Core Strategy Issues and
Options indicates that similar to East Riding as a whole Bridlington has a
high proportion of people aged over 65. Allied to this is the evidence that
a high proportion of young people are moving out of the area. None of
the other principal settlements appear to have this combination of
factors. The relatively high proportion of older people in the town
suggests there may be a need to encourage housing particularly relevant
to the needs of this group. Likewise the loss of younger population may
be rooted in the lack of housing suited to their needs. Stemming the loss
of the younger population is important to the diversification of the
employment base and the maintenance of a vibrant population. These
issues should be considered in greater detail in the Core Strategy
No additional factors. We consider that these settlements should
continue to be the main focus for new development and that the LDF’s
policies should seek to strengthen their respective roles. However we
believe that a pragmatic approach needs to be taken which recognises the
attraction of the multi-modal corridor through the District and its links to
the wider strategic transport networks. This potential of this corridor to
attract economic growth sectors should continue to be a key factor in the
LDF. Equally the role of more local service centres needs particular
attention- one key disadvantage of a pure centralisation approach in the
East Riding is that it would polarise accessibility further than the current
position. This must be considered to counteract the achievement of a
sustainable pattern of development overall encouraging potentially
greater use of the private car for more trips. Local servicing must not
therefore be overlooked in favour of a more transparently compliant RSS
led spatial strategy.
Additional strategic policies for Driffield (p44) – Transport (including
North South transport corridor Bev-Driff-Brid (A164+train and canal)
A614 A166 and town centre issues) – Tourism infrastructure
ABP fully support the need to address the future development of the
Port of Goole in the Core Strategy. More specifically the Core Strategy
should recognise and promote the importance of the Port of Goole to
the local and regional economy and encourage new development which
would maintain and/or enhance this. In addition whilst it is ABP’s
intention to continue operations at the Port of Goole for the foreseeable
future ABP continually undertake strategic reviews of their UK port
holdings in order to increase future operational efficiency. It is therefore
possible that surplus land will be identified within the Port Estate during
the Plan period which is no longer suitable for Port related uses and thus
available for redevelopment for alternative uses. This land may otherwise

31

Driffield Partnership

32

Mr Alex Willis, Atisreal on
behalf of Associated
British Ports

Officer Response
Towns.
Noted. The Core Strategy will need to consider the implications
of the demographic profile of the East Riding’s larger towns.
Chapter 5 of the Issues and Options paper highlights some of these
housing related issues. The Bridlington AAP (Preferred
Options) identifies a link between the loss of the younger
population and the economic performance of the town. The
Preferrd Approach Core Strategy, together with the AAP, seek to
develop a strategy to address the situation.

Noted. The Employment Land Review identified the
M62/A63/rail/Estuary corridor as an important economic asset
for the sub-region. This is reflected in the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy.
The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy also recognises the geography
of the East Riding in creating a balanced network of Local
Service Centres may provide increased accessibility. Whilst the
Core Strategy must be in general conformity with the RSS, it
must also respond to the identified needs of the East Riding.

Noted. These issues are referenced in the proposed Driffield &
Wolds sub area policy of the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
Noted. Core Strategies need to be flexible enough to deliver a
long-term vision that benefits the local area and allows
opportunities to be capitalised.
Proposed policy SS7 supports measures (such as multi-modal
terminals) which support economic development and more
integrated ways for transporting freight, particularly on the eastwest transport corridor.
The Council is keen to work with ABP and other land owners to
ensure that any allocation or planning policy maximises the
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

35

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

43

Cllr John Whittle

47

Dr Amy Crowther, RSPB

Comment
remain unused for the foreseeable future unless planning policy flexibility
is provided that would allow for its redevelopment for alternative uses.
The Core Strategy should thus also recognise and make provision for
this. ABP also consider that the proposed multi-modal terminal at Goole
should be addressed in the Core Strategy. Whilst ABP support the
protection of land to the south of the Port of Goole for a multi-modal
terminal ABP are concerned that the land may only be served by water
borne freight from the canal and thus not sufficiently linked to the rest of
the port. Full consideration should thus be given in the Core Strategy to
the strategic significance of any proposed multi-modal terminal and the
importance of linking this to the freight movement into and out of the
Port of Goole. This will ensure that the potential for the terminal to
accommodate as much water borne freight is maximised.
4.73 Choose areas where inferred new train lines would pass.

Beverley is the jewell in our crown. Bridlington can aspire to this. Goole
has an image problem possibly unfairly. Driffield is the danger zone. If
planners continue to accept development which will destroy the heart of
this town then it will dwindle from the rural community that it is now to
yet another bland shopping centre.
The RSPB believes that for new development to be truly sustainable it
must be underpinned by sustainable transport policies such as investment
into reliable regular public transport systems that minimise community’s
reliance upon private car use (and therefore help to manage carbon
emissions). The RSPB believes that green infrastructure needs to be
considered. Strategic woodlands and wetlands for example have a
number of benefits: i) reduce effects of site isolation for priority species
ii) address adverse external effects from other land uses on nature
reserves or existing protected areas especially those in unfavourable
condition iii) Provide habitat links between areas of higher biodiversity
such as protected sites iv) help with adaptation by priority species to the
effects of climate change v) help with managing flood risk where this is
appropriate vi) target minerals after-use in the area towards creation of
priority habitats vii) enrich the nature of the landscape for local
communities and visitors viii) provide opportunities to develop wildlife
based tourism with associated infrastructure and marketing. The RSPB is
keen to encourage the adoption of Sustainable Drainage Systems (SUDS)
since they provide a range of benefits including: (i) managing run-off flow
rates thereby helping to reduce the impacts of flooding (ii) protecting and
enhancing water quality (iii) providing a habitat for wildlife in urban
watercourses and (iv) encouraging natural groundwater recharge (where
appropriate).

Officer Response
multi-modal potential of Goole – linking the port, motorway
and rail network.

Rail connectivity is an important consideration. The Preferrd
Approach Core Strategy highlights some potential opportunities for
extending/improving rail services (particularly for freight) – see
proposed sub area policies.
Noted. The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy sets out individual
visions for our Principal Towns to respond to their specific
needs and challenges, and to guide planning policies.
Noted. The comments regarding the benefits of wetlands and
woodlands are useful. The potential to support flood water
management through woodlands and wetlands is especially
important for the Core Strategy.
The use of SUDS is highlighted in Chapter 7 of the Issues and
Options paper, although their use in some locations can create
problems (i.e. in groundwater source protection zone – see
Environment Agency advice).
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Ref
48

Consultee/Agent
Mr Garth Hanlan, Savills
on behalf of St John's
College, Cambridge

54

Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council

55

Mr Christopher Hughes

56

Doctor Alan Kelly

58

Ms Maureen Dale

Comment
In terms of the ‘Principal Town’ of Goole we would consider that as
indicated by paragraph 4.67 (Core Strategy) on which Goole is described
as a 'multi-modal hub' due to its position adjacent to existing major road
rail and (inland) port facilities, the town and its surrounding areas have
significant potential in terms of economic development both on the
existing employment site of Capitol Park and further west should the
Council choose to consider the identification of further employment land
within this area. In this context of employment land west of Capitol Park
the land owner is also considering the opportunity for other uses and as
such the suitability of some of the site for renewable energy production
in the form of wind farm development or other energy/waste proposals
should be considered. With a large proportion of the town’s surroundings
being located within high-risk flood zone (3a/b) in the context of PPS25,
the Council should consider the potential for renewable energy creation
or waste allocations. This area adjacent to the Capitol Business Park
would then be being used in the most practical and beneficial manner.
Strategic allocations incorporating some energy/waste proposals would
also coincide with Goole's position in the strategic hierarchy (within the
RSS) given that Principal Towns should be the main focus for housing
employment, shopping, leisure, education, health and cultural activities
and facilities. Expansion to the existing employment area could also
utilise to greater affect the existing communications network (port, train
and motorway) whilst leaving more suitable areas of land within Goole
(in terms of relative flood risk) for more sensitive forms of development
types - e.g. housing. An acknowledgement and identification of the most
suitable development type for land west of Goole’s forceasted
employment provision would also fit within the context of paragraph
4.49 of the Core Strategy Issues and Options paper. We support the
Council's efforts to identify a suitable strategy for the plan period and
believe that proposing St Johns College landholdings as an extension to
capitol Park would enable the town's role to be fulfilled as envisaged by
the Core Strategy (Issues and Options) document.
The parish council supports the regeneration of parts of Goole but does
not wish to see remedies for the housing problems in this area being
extended to the hinterland villages. Such settlements should not be seen
as possible overflow development areas to ease problems in the larger
service centre towns. Boundaries of villages should be protected.
The effects of global warming and high air fares giving a probability of a
return to pre 1960 holiday patterns. Resurgence in farming due to an
increase in global food prices.
Consider the idea of Riverland as identified and envisaged on the wwfo
website. See comment in Section VO2.
Traffic access

Officer Response
Noted. The Employment Land Review identified Goole as a key
driver of the East Riding economy and made recommendations
concerning the allocation of employment land. The Council will
consider the land bid submitted by St John’s College as part of
the preparation of the LDF.
The Joint Waste Development Plan Document (JWDPD) will
consider wider waste management issues and determine whether
and where new waste management facilities are needed.
The Council’s general proposed approach to renewable energy is
set out in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy, and is currently
guided by the Renewable Energy Interim Policy Guidance
(IPG). This sets out what the Council would expect proposals to
consider when coming forward with schemes aimed at providing
renewable energy.

Noted. Goole, as a Principal Town, should be the main focus
for local housing activity (amongst other things). Development
in close-by small villages may undermine regeneration efforts in
the town.
Noted. Toursim plays an important role in many of the Principal
Towns (and other areas), which is considered through the
Preferrd Approach Core Strategy. The use, value and opportunity
costs of agricultural land are also important considerations.
Noted.
Noted.
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Ref
59

Consultee/Agent
Mr Roger Jones, Humber
& Wolds Rural
Community Council

Comment
Bridlington rail link to Carnaby Ind Est and Carnaby village should be
developed. 4.64 develop Alamein Barracks as EcoExtension. 4.65/4.66
strengthen cultural and community facilities as befits new status.

62

Mrs Pamela Austin

a) Improvements on A164 [A614?] (Bridlington to Hedon [Howden?]
corridor) b) Improve bus transport in Bridlington to prevent so much
into Town traffic. Park and Ride at Limekiln Lane?? N & S catered for. c)
Equalise parking charges across principal towns so there is less confusion
and to promote competitive retail tourism and office based sectors. d)
Monitor density of affordable housing - less than 40 dph in scenic and
trust areas. In urban locations appropriate building styles. e) Facilities to
match increased populations i.e. Health and Social Care, Water
Conservation, Energy and Waste Conservation.

64

Mr Keith Kaye

68

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Hull Ionians RUFC
(Holdings) Ltd
Mr S. Young, Bubwith
Parish Council

72

74

Mr M Guest

Bridlington is the largest town. It is a popular visitor attraction. Road and
Rail links must be maintained and improved. Rail capacity needs to be
increased north of Bridlington to link with services at Seamer particularly
if Scarborough is to have direct rail access to London in 2-3 years time.
Moreover the Beverley to York link is only aspirational and not
supported in the Yorkshire and Humber Plan.
As my client's interests do not fall within these areas we have no
comment to make in this instance.
Goole needs some upmarket private sector housing whose residents
could use the station to commute to Doncaster, Sheffield and Hull. It
does not need affordable housing. The rented squalid areas should have
compulsory purchase orders placed on them and be demolished for new
development.

Build By-pass from new ambulance station to Bishop Burton roundabout
if we have to build 600 houses per year in Beverley this is the place traffic
on Driffield Road is too high.

Officer Response
Noted. The possibility of rail freight sidings at Carnaby are
identified in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy. Alamein Barracks
is considered as a potential development area in Figure 21 of the
Issues and Options paper.
Noted. The Core Stratgey will need to link with the Local
Transport Plan to effectively integrate land and transport
planning.
A review of car parking charges in the East Riding is currently
ongoing.
Housing density is discussed in Chapter 5 of the Issues and
Options paper.
The Council will work with partners and providers to look at the
delivery of services and facilities in the East Riding. An
Infrastructure Study has recently been commissioned.
Noted. The Bridlington Integrated Transport Plan is aimed at
improving the transport and traffic situation in the town. This is
primarily delivered by the Local Transport Plan 2 which the
Core Strategy will need to have due regard to.
Noted.

Goole does have good communications with areas outside of
the East Riding. However, the ultimate objective could be to
provide opportunities for people to live and work in the town,
where there is a good range of housing and good quality jobs.
Our evidence suggests that there is a need for good quality
affordable housing in Goole.
Advance Goole is looking at housing renewal in parts of the town.
Noted. The Issues and Options paper does not specify an amount
of development likely to take place in Beverley. Preferrd Approach
Core Strategy does not promote 600 houses per year in Beverley
as this equates to half of the East Riding’s total requirement.
The Beverley Borough Local Plan identified and supported a
north-west bypass for Beverley. The Core Strategy will need to
identify any large infrastructure projects and the north-west
bypass will need to be examined in light of any housing
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment

83

Mr Mark Johnson, Dacre
Son & Hartley on behalf of
Redrow Homes
(Yorkshire) Ltd

As previously mentioned flood risk is the key constraint and Goole
should be 'downgraded' in terms of being a location for additional
development. Linking homes and jobs needs to be strengthened in the
approach in order to minimise travel.

86

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Peter Ward Homes Ltd

87
88

Mr Mike Jackson,
Nafferton Parish Council
Cllr Winifred I Knight

If the LDF is to achieve sustainable growth in these settlements in
accordance with the RSS it will need to focus on delivery of available and
suitable land for development. It is also important that the LDF
recognises the diversity of these settlements and that they each have
individual circumstances. The need to consider the settlement individually
in terms of flood risk has been mentioned above but there are also other
issues such as the need for affordable housing which differ between
settlements. It is therefore suggested that the Core Strategy should
identify and acknowledge the individuality of these settlements through a
flexible policy approach.
Driffield needs to keep its identity

90

Cllr Kate Gray

Do not make Beverley into a city. Some of the architecture allowed on
buildings such as the PFI community building Treasure House do not
enhance what visitors love about the town. Poor visitor accommodation
in the town.

91

Doug Jennings on behalf
of T Appelbe, Elmfield
Estates Ltd

102

Catherine Birks, RNLI

Acknowledge that they serve a hinterland and that some new
development should take place within that hinterland in smaller
settlements (perhaps within a certain distance) to provide a balance to
new development in the town themselves.
Whilst it is acknowledged that the Draft Core Strategy Issues and
Options Paper regards these Principal Towns as the main focus for
housing development emphasis must remain on the need to provide a
range of housing types and tenures outside the Principal Towns within
Local Service Centres and the Rural Areas (however subsequently
defined). If this emphasis is not maintained there is a risk that the

South of Beverley should be a protected area. This is an historic
landscape and a valuable recreational area.

Officer Response
allocations made and the completed improvements at Dog
Kennel Lane.
Goole is identified as a Principal Town in the RSS. A Level 2
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) is being prepared to
inform the development options for Goole.
The comment regarding the link between homes and jobs has
been considered and it should be noted that Goole is a strong
employment location in the East Riding – proposals such as
Capitol Park will reinforce this role.
Noted. The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(SHLAA), which was produced in consultation with developers
and landowners, provides details regarding the delivery of
available and suitable land for development in different parts of
the East Riding. The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy recognises the
different roles and functions of the Principal Towns (see the
individual visions and proposed sub area policies for example).

Noted.
Noted. The Core Strategy aims to manage any potential growth
and development in a way that maximises any benefits and
minimises any negative impacts. The south of Beverley is
considered as a potential area for development along with three
other locations around the town (see Figure 19 of the Issues and
Options paper).
Noted. High quality environments (built and natural) are central
to the draft vision and objectives of the Core Stratgey as set out
in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
Comment regarding visitor accommodation in the town noted.
Noted. Not all of the East Riding’s future development needs
can be met in the Major Haltemprice Settlements and the four
Principal Towns.
Noted. The Council understands that additional development,
especially that of affordable housing, will be necessary in
locations outside of the Major Haltemprice Settlements and the
four Principal Towns.
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107

Mr Jamie Pyper, Signet
Planning Ltd on behalf of
Southwell County Homes
and Makinder

108
114

G M V Winn and Co
Mr Andrew Rose,
Spawforth Planning &
Urban Regeneration Ltd
on behalf of Miller
Strategic Land

115

Ms M Lewis, NLP
Partnership on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd
Julia Billany, Ottringham
Parish Council
Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council

119
120

126

Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership

I83

Mr Jon Suckley, HOW

Comment
currently identified shortfall in affordable housing will not be met by
anticipated provision within the Principal Towns alone.
Constraints such as historic character and flood risk need to be fully
recognised and development restricted which would prejudice these.
Nearby settlements which are well connected will provide important
capacity to meet the housing needs of these towns.
Promote economic and associated housing development.
In considering the options for the Principal Towns in the East Riding it is
extremely important not to detract from the other major settlements in
the authority area. A strategic overview needs to be taken that not only
caters for the Principal Towns but in accordance with the adopted RSS
focuses considerable development towards the Hull housing market area
and the Haltemprice settlements.
In addition to the factors listed in the emerging Core Strategy document
broad areas for the expansion of the Principal Towns should also be
identified.

Officer Response
Comment on historic character and flood risk noted. Primarily,
development should be directed towards the Major Haltemprice
Settlements and the four Principal Towns. Development in
those locations which act as local service centres (where
employment, housing, services and other facilities can be
provided close together) will support the overall spatial strategy.
Noted.
Noted. The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy recognises the
importance of the Major Haltemprice Settlements and the
Principal Towns. The approach to development in the Preferrd
Approach Core Strategy has been guided by the RSS.
These broad areas for development are set out in Figures 18-22
(pages 56-66) of the Issues and Options paper.

Public Transport Access to LOCAL healthcare.

Noted.

a) Improvements on A164 (Bridlington to Hedon corridor) b) Improve
bus transport in Bridlington to prevent so much into town traffic. Park
and Ride at Limekiln Lane? So N + S catered for. c) Equalise parking
charges across principal towns - so there is less confusion and to promote
competitive retail tourism and office based sectors. d) Monitor density of
affordable housing - LESS THAN 40dph in scenic and tourist areas in
urban locations. Appropriate building styles. e) Facilities to match
increased populations and health and social care water conservation
energy and waste conservation.

Noted. The Core Stratgey will need to link with the Local
Transport Plan to effectively integrate land and transport
planning.

The importance of and protection of the rural hinterlands surrounding
these areas needs to be considered in order to maximise their potential.
The historic identity of Beverley as a medieval market town should be
preserved. It should not be allowed (as in the ancient towns of Hessle
and Hedon) to become a suburb of Hull. The agricultural heritage of the
Driffield area should be celebrated and incorporated into any plans for
development ensuring its hinterlands benefit equitably from any
developments. The road links from Bridlington should be strengthened
in order to maximise the potential of the local fishing industry to serve
the area and assist in the development of local food markets.
Given the historic nature and layout of Beverley there is limited

Car parking charges are currently under review.
Housing density is discussed in Chapter 5 of the Issues and
Options paper.
The Council will work with partners and providers to look at the
delivery of services and facilities in the East Riding.
Through the sub area approach, Preferrd Approach Core Strategy
recognises the different roles and functions of the Principal
Towns.

Noted. The LDF will seek a ‘brownfield-first’ approach to
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Consultee/Agent
Planning LLP

I120

Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates
Cllr Symon Fraser, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Councillor for Driffield
and Rural

I173

I155

Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

I225

Mr Paul Thornton, White
Young Green on behalf of
Sanctuary Housing
Victoria Molton, Walker
Morris Solicitors on behalf
of Paul Lisseter

I236

I275

Mr Paul Thornton, White
Young Green on behalf of
Stamford Homes Ltd

I305

Mr Zulficar Ali,
Environment Agency

Comment
opportunity for development and therefore it is important that major
development opportunities such as the Grovehill Road site are
recognised and identified by the Council.
Landscape character.

Officer Response
development, recognising that greenfield sites may be required
in some locations. The future use of any large sites which remain
undeveloped will be considered through the LDF.
Noted.

Further strategic issues for Driffield include; The need to strengthen the
transport linkages between Driffield and its hinterland villages The need
to strengthen the towns capacity to act as a service centre and cultural
hub for the Wolds area. Driffield showground should be identified as a
cultural, economic and recreational asset unique in the sub-region.
Bridlington: consider opportunities created by adjacent Flamborough
Head European designated site for initiatives such as green tourism.
Driffield: Protection of the River Hull Headwaters and Driffield Canal
corridor for landscape and nature protection. Goole: Consideration of
impacts of development on the Humber Estuary European Marine Site
We encourage ERYC to consider sustainable residential development
opportunities well located in terms of local services and community
facilities in Beverley.
In the case of Driffield the improvements to the railway line are a major
advantage for both Driffield and the areas that are served by the railway
line including Hutton Cranswick. One major component that contributes
to a 'sustainable settlement' is the ability to travel without reliance on the
private car. It is already the case that residents living in Hutton Cranswick
for example can travel to Driffield in just 5 minutes and Hull in under 30
minutes. As such the scale and location of new development should
correspond to the good quality transport corridors already in operation.
We note the designation of Beverley as a Principal Town through the
spatial strategy and note that there is strategic support through RSS for
further development in Beverley. We encourage ERYC to consider
sustainable residential development opportunities well located in terms of
local services and community facilities in Beverley. It is unlikely that the
key role of Beverley in the sub region can accommodate development on
suitable sites within the current settlement limits and as such sustainable
urban extension opportunities will need to be considered.
In general within the Principal Towns, flood risk and groundwater
vulnerability are issues that need to be addressed. The majority of these
towns lie within high risk flood zones. We welcome the efforts by ERYC
in compiling the SFRA which will help determine the extent of the flood
risk within the Principal Towns. Furthermore, the River Hull is the most
northerly chalk river in Europe with some prestigious nationally-known
trout fisheries in its upper reaches. The ecological importance of this area
of the catchment has led to the establishment of the Hull Headwaters

Noted.

Noted.

Noted.
Noted. Public transport is an important consideration for
planning policy.

Noted. The Core Strategy will maintain a ‘brownfield-first’
approach to development though suitable greenfield sites are
likely to be required at some point during the plan period in the
Major Haltemprice Settlements and the four Principal Towns.
Figure 19 of the Issues and Options paper looks at the potential
options for development outside of the existing boundaries.
Noted. The information regarding the River Hull Headwaters
SSSI is useful for the LDF process, and has been highlighted as
an issue to address in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
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I306

Mr Zulficar Ali,
Environment Agency
Mr Peter Hall, Indigo
Planning on behalf of CP
Group/Wykeland
Group/Quintain Estates
and Development PLC

I338

I336

Mr Peter Hall, Indigo
Planning on behalf of CP
Group/Wykeland
Group/Quintain Estates
and Development PLC

I337

Mr Jon Suckley, HOW
Planning LLP on behalf of
Castlemore Securities

Comment
SSSI. The SSSI is currently in 'unfavourable condition' so any further
development around the area of Driffield with its attendant pressures
upon water quality/quantity is not likely to improve this situation.
Similarly it is likely that further development in the area would have a
negative impact upon the high-profile chalk stream fisheries.
Other issues to consider: Flood Risk; Contaminated Land; Biodiversity;
Water Resources; Groundwater Vulnerability/SPZ.
The Retail and Leisure Assessment which accompanies the Flemingate
application demonstrates an identified need for additional comparison
retail floorspace in Beverley largely attributed to the significant outflow of
expenditure and low trade retention of the town centre. Though the town
centre demonstrates a healthy trading performance the future expansion
of the town centre is heavily constrained by its historic pattern, small
store footprints and low vacancy rates and there are no opportunities to
provide further significant comparison floorspace. In order to address the
need and redress the clawback of expenditure from other centres it is
necessary to consider sites on the edge of Beverley town centre of which
Flemingate represents the only site of any scale which is well related to
the existing town centre as well as being well connected by alternative
modes to the car (the site is well served by bus routes and the nearby
train station) that could meet the identified retail need within Beverley.
The site has good existing pedestrian links with the Primary Shopping
Area and represents a strong linear progression of the existing town
centre. PPS12 specifically states that the Core Strategy should make clear
spatial choices about where development should go in broad terms. The
merits of specific sites will contribute to such decisions. Indigo
recommend that the Core Strategy makes specific reference to the need
to expand the town centre and that an eastward expansion into
Flemingate represents the most appropriate location for this expansion.
The adopted RSS identifies a requirement of 1150 new dwellings per
annum over the plan period. The RSS requires that the majority of this
requirement should be met in the Principal Towns in order to fulfil their
role as the main local focus for housing. The provision of housing at
Flemingate within the mixed uses scheme will contribute to these
requirements on a brownfield site in a sustainable location related tot he
town centre and will reduce the pressure for the release of less sustainable
greenfield sites.
Issue SS5 sets out a number of specific development issues in Beverley
that would need to be considered in the Core Strategy. One of these
issues relate to major redevelopment opportunities identifying the
Grovehill Road site as a site which should come forward for
development which is supported by Castlemore Securities. Given the
historic nature and layout of Beverley there is limited opportunity for
development and therefore it is important that major development

Officer Response

Noted.
Noted. The application for this site was determined in
accordance with the current Development Plan, the latest
national planning policy and other material considerations. The
Core Strategy will need to consider the future of any large sites
which remain undeveloped, and how these can deliver local
priorities and fit in with national and regional policy.

Noted. The application for this was determined in accordance
with the current Development Plan, the latest national planning
policy and other material considerations. The Core Strategy will
need to consider the future of any large sites which remain
undeveloped, and how these can deliver local priorities and fit in
with national and regional policy.
Noted. The LDF will seek a ‘brownfield-first’ approach to
development, recognising that greenfield sites may be required
in some locations. The future use of any large sites which remain
undeveloped will be considered through the LDF.
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I442

Mr Nick Fillingham,
Indigo Planning Ltd on
behalf of Sterling Capitol
Goole Ltd

I683

Mr John Blacker,
Shirethorn Limited

I527

I513

Ian Smith, English
Heritage (Yorkshire
Region)

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly

Comment
opportunities such as Grovehill Road site are recognised and identified by
the Council.
We support the specific strategic development issues in Goole that would
need to be addressed in the Core Strategy and ask that particular
emphasis be given to: Maximising potential of existing employment land;
Port development; Multi-modal terminal; Town centre improvements;
Broadening the towns economic base; Scale and location of residential
development; and Broadening the residential offer.
Elloughton and Brough in the Joint Structure Plan has a status of a minor
town but in fact it has approximately the same population as your new
Principal Town Driffield. Welton, Brough and Elloughton are well
situated on the western transport corridor that offers public transport by
rail and road. It has a reasonably large employment area and is far better
positioned to develop economically and socially then the likes of
Driffield. The area is not subject to any flooding and is outside the flood
risk zone on the Environment Agency's map. I believe that the council
should reconsider this area for development not only in housing but also
in retailing as there is a shortage of retail space within this area (see plan
enclosed)
Beverley - Whilst we would concur with the conclusion in Paragraph 4.54
that the need to maintain and enhance the historic character of Beverley
is one of the key strategic issues that needs to be taken into consideration
in planning the future of the town this should also extend to a
consideration of the town’s landscape setting and in particular the impact
which development might have upon key views towards the Minster and
St Mary’s Church.
Bridlington - One of the intentions of the Area Action Plan is to protect
and reinforce the distinctive character of the town. The need to ensure
that the regeneration of Bridlington is undertaken in a manner which
safeguards those elements which make the town distinct (such as its
historic Old Town area) should be one of the issues which the strategy
needs to address. This should extend to consideration of the impact
which development might have upon key views towards Bridlington
Priory.
The Local Authority should ensure that they present an evidenced
approach to the spatial distribution of development which is in line with
the RSS Core Approach (Policies YH4 to YH7) i.e. requires that the
prime focus for housing should be in those areas of the Regional City
within East Riding (subject to joint working noted above) the main local
focus in the Principal Towns and the protection and enhancement of
Local Service Centres so as to meet locally generated needs for both
market and affordable housing. While the analysis of the four Principal
Towns in East Riding is welcomed and mentions significant
redevelopment opportunities in Beverley and Driffield it does not reflect

Officer Response
Noted.

Noted. Elloughton/Brough was considered as part of the
Regional Spatial Strategy’s Settlement Study in 2004. It did not
recommend that the town should be considered as a Principal
Town and thus did not achieve such status in the RSS. The
Preferrd Approach Core Strategy has considered the role and
function of different places, and identifies Elloughton/Brough
as a potential Local Service Centre.
The Council’s Town Centres and Retail Study includes an
assessment of retail provision and future retail capacity in
Elloughton/Brough.
Noted. The proposed policy for the Beverley & Central sub area
specifically highlights the significance of the character of
landmarks and the landscape settings of buildings such as the
Minster and St Mary’s Church.
The proposed policy for the Bridlington Coastal sub area refers
to the importance of the Old Town and improving the
attractiveness of different parts of the town.

Guidance noted and welcomed. The Council’s first Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
demonstrated an abundance of potentially deliverable sites
throughout the East Riding, particularly in and around
Bridlington and Beverley, as well as Driffield. The SHLAA will
be complemented by an Infrastructure Study (to be
commissioned) which will help to evaluate the broad capacity of
towns to accommodate growth by considering the current extent
and capacity of infrastructure.
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I609

Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

I656

Mr John Holmes, Hull
Forward

I744

Mr Dan Mitchell, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Wykeland Ltd

Comment
any broad messages emerging from Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessments. Thus there is little sense from the analysis as to the relative
broad capacities of the Principal Towns to accommodate further
development. While SS10 shows some of the key opportunities and
constraints for each of the settlements a broad strategic message on the
ability of each town to accommodate growth in line with RSS Policy YH7
would be welcomed. This should identify general patterns of
development on previously developed land, likely potential PDL capacity
and consequent need for and opportunities for urban extension. Such an
analysis would facilitate providing a view as to the distribution of growth
between settlements (as expected in SS9) in line with RSS Policy YH7.
The Core Strategy should also stress the importance of directing
development to Principal towns in order to support their role in
providing services to extensive rural and coastal hinterlands The section
should reflect particular housing mix issues for each settlement. In
particular housing mix issues in Bridlington which are raised in RSS
Policy H5 should be detailed. While the assembly supports the
exploration of mix elsewhere this is largely on a housing market area
basis. Some attempt to translate messages from the SHMA to a
settlement basis would assist in determining a distribution of
development in SS9 below.
For Beverley the need to support Gateway Pathfinder initiatives within
Hull through continued managed release of housing development should
be added as an additional factor and the scale and nature of leisure and
retail development (in respect of impact on Hull). The issues suggested
for consideration in developing strategic policies for Beverley in
paragraph 4.54 are supported particularly the ‘scale and location of new
housing’, ‘scale of new/proposed retail development’ and ‘scale and
location of employment land especially for office development’. Again we
consider that although housing is included as an issue the need to support
the Gateway Pathfinder initiatives within the City through continued
managed release of housing development should be drawn out as a
specific issue for consideration.
Strategic development considerations for Beverley should also include: i)
the relationship with Hull; development in Beverley (in particular for
offices and retail) should not undermine Hull’s role as a Regional City; ii)
the relationship with Hull’s housing market and Gateway (as noted under
SS4 above); iii) Beverley’s ability to support transport requirements given
the issues around its transport infrastructure particularly the A164/614.
With regard to the Principal Towns our client objects to the assertion by
the Core Strategy that they should be the focus for development
(paragraph 4.48). As highlighted above the settlements of Cottingham,
Anlaby, Willerby, Kirkella and Hessle actually form a functional part of
the Regional City of Hull. As such they are part of the settlement which is

Officer Response
The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy recognises the importance of
the Principal Towns and supports development of the right scale
and type in order to strengthen their roles in supporting their
hinterlands.
The comments regarding translating messages from the Housing
Market and Needs Assessment into a settlement basis are noted.
However, as a long-term strategy, the Core Strategy will need to
ensure a flexible approach to creating a balanced mix of housing
over time.

Gateway and leisure & retail comments noted. As Beverley is
within the Hull Housing Market Area the impact of
development on the Gateway initiative will need to be
considered. The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy takes this into
account through the sub area approach and through the
distribution and managment of development. Equally, the scale
and location of employment land has been further considered
through an Employment Land Review update, and the retail
context is set out within the East Riding’s Town Centres and Retail
Study.
See response to I609
The transport implications of different scales of development
will be considered throughout the plan preparation process.
Paragraph 4.48 of the Issues and Options paper states that the
Principal Towns should be the main local focus for housing,
employment, shopping, leisure, education, health and cultural
activities and facilities. This is a verbatim extract from the first
line of Policy YH5 of the RSS.
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Comment
prioritised over Principal Towns in the RSS settlement hierarchy. The
Core Strategy should therefore be clear that as part of the Urban area of
Hull these are the settlements where the main focus of major
development and growth should be. Whilst concentrating development in
the settlements of Cottingham, Anlaby, Willerby, Kirkella and Hessle it is
also important to maintain growth in the principal towns and local service
centres. The Core Strategy should recognise that there are a large number
of settlements within the East Riding and in order to ensure that these
communities are sustainable their capacity for new development should
also be acknowledged. Table 12.1 of RSS sets housing targets for the
Local Authorities within the Yorkshire and Humber region. For the East
Riding this is set at 1 150 net additions to the dwelling stock per annum
to 2026. As a footnote to this table RSS advises that around 40% of this
number should be located in settlements which fall within the Hull
housing market area. Beverley is located within this area as such it is
considered that this should play a significant role in the development of
strategic policies for the principal towns and should mean that it should
be a priority for development amongst the principal towns.

Officer Response
The settlements of Anlaby, Cottingham, Kirk Ella, Hessle and
Willerby are acknowledged as being part of the Regional City
(para 4.44), which in turn is recognised as the prime focus for
housing, shopping, employment, etc. in the region in line with
policy YH4 in the now adopted RSS.
This is just part of the entire Regional City so any policy for the
Major Haltemprice Settlements will need to be considered in the
context of development activity within the Hull city boundary.
The cumulative development envisaged for the city of Hull
(local authority boundary) and the Major Haltemprice
Settlements will therefore form the prime focus for development
in this part of the region.
Consideration of the scale of residential development within the
Major Haltemprice Settlements is made more complex by the
need to assess the impact of development on the Gateway
intervention areas (housing market renewal) within the Hull local
authority boundary. This is noted in paragraph 4.44 (as well as
paragraph 4.91) of the Issues and Options paper and is in response
to Policies HE1 (E3) and H3 of the RSS (and paragraphs 5.11,
12.27-12.28).
The RSS provides further clarity for office, retail, leisure,
entertainment, arts, culture, tourism and intensive sports
development by focussing them within the centres of Regional
Cities and Sub Regional Cities and Towns (Policy E2). The
Major Haltemprice Settlements are clearly not home to the
centre of the Regional City of Hull.
The requirement to provide 40% of the East Riding’s housing
requirement in the ER portion of the Hull Housing Market Area
means that development should be primarily distributed
between the Major Haltemprice Settlements, Beverley and the
identified Local Service Centres. This does not necessarily lead
to the conclusion that Beverley is the priority for development
amongst Principal Towns.
The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy sets out a proposed approach
for managing development within the East Riding.

I696

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on

We object to the statement in paragraph 4.48 which states that ‘Principal
Towns should be the main focus for housing employment shopping

See also response to I744.
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I771

Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings
Mr Adrian James, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Trustees of the
Needler Settlement
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I803

Mr Tom Brereton,
Development Land and
Planning Consultants Ltd
on behalf of site owners of
site at Lowthorpe Lane,
Nafferton

Comment
leisure education health and cultural activities’. Since the settlements of
Cottingham, Anlaby, Willerby, Kirkella and Hessle actually form a
functional part of the Regional City the Core Strategy should be clear that
these are the settlements where the main focus of major development
and growth should be in line with the RSS settlement hierarchy. However
capacity issues at these settlements and the fact that the City of Hull has
additional substantial housing numbers to accommodate within the City
boundaries may in fact mean that the Principal Towns should be made
the main focus for development. This cannot be assumed however and
should be based on an up-to-date Housing Market Assessment. In
responding more precisely to the question posed at Issue SS5 (whether
there are any other factors which the Core Strategy Issues and Options
Paper has failed to identify?) we consider that Beverley’s location within
the Hull Housing Market Area is one such important issue that has been
overlooked. Beverley is identified in the RSS as being within the Hull
Housing Market Area (RSS figure 12.1) and table 12.1 of the RSS is clear
that 40% of East Riding’s annual housing numbers should be allocated to
this area. As such of the four identified Principal Towns we consider that
Beverley should receive a greater share of the allocations for East
Riding’s Principal Towns especially in consideration of the flooding
issues associated with future development in Goole and the emphasis on
regeneration in Bridlington.
See comment I696 to this question

If Hull fails to meet its housing requirements there needs to be a
mechanism in the LDD which allows for increased housing development
in that part of the East Riding that falls within the Hull Housing Market
Area. Beverley has an important role in accommodating housing
development and should be given some priority. This was recognised in
the JSP policy H1 and Table 6.3. The relationship between Hull, Beverley
and other settlements in the JSP Central Sub Area in respect to housing
delivery should be reflected.
The settlement hierarchy approach recognises the role of Driffield as a
Principal Town which serves a relatively large rural hinterland. The RSS
refers to a rural renaissance and greater links need to be forged between
the main towns and the larger communities in their immediate hinterland
which look towards them for higher order services and facilities.
Paragraph 4.82 identifies that some villages do already provide important
local services and facilities. In instances such as Nafferton such villages
meet significant levels of the everyday needs of their local community
and provide the focal point for outlying small villages and hamlets.
Strategic policies for the main towns need to recognise this relationship

Officer Response
Paragraph 4.54 did not specifically cite the inclusion of Beverley
within the Hull Housing Market Area – it is however, noted as
an important consideration in paragraph 4.52.

See responses to I696

The phasing of housing development in the Hull Housing
Market Area will be a key consideration for the Core Strategy of
both Hull and East Riding. However, any such proposal to meet
a housing shortfall in a neighbouring authority should be
specifically set out in the RSS which distributes numbers to
specific local authorities.
Noted. The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy adopts an approach to
focussing development to the larger settlements which can meet
most of the everyday needs of their surrounding hinterlands.
Where the influence of larger centres is not so strong, the
Preferrd Approach Core Strategy seeks to support villages which
provide a service centre role.
Some development and activity to meet local needs may be
appropriate in some smaller settlements.
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Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc
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Ms Avril Russell;
Thorngumbald Parish
Council
Helen Wright, Rural Policy
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131
132
133

C O’Connor, Hornsea
Town Council
Humber Rural Partnership
Board
Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

Comment
and the importance of maintaining the viability and vitality of the
communities in the immediate hinterland of the towns as part of the
strategy of focusing development on the most sustainable locations and
where development can address specific issues such as meeting rural
housing needs.
We object to the statement in paragraph 4.48 which states that ‘Principal
Towns should be the main focus for housing employment shopping
leisure education health and cultural activities’. Since the settlements of
Cottingham, Anlaby, Willerby, Kirkella and Hessle actually form a
functional part of the Regional City the Core Strategy should be clear that
these are the settlements where the main focus of major development
and growth should be in line with the RSS settlement hierarchy. However
capacity issues at these settlements and the fact that the City of Hull has
additional substantial housing numbers to accommodate within the City
boundaries may in fact mean that housing will need to be sustainably
apportioned in these areas. This cannot be assumed however and should
be based on an up-to-date Housing Market Assessment.
Keeping clear boundaries – maintain greenbelt between villages.
The importance of and protection of the rural hinterlands surrounding
these areas needs to be considered in order to maximise their potential.
The historic identity of Beverley as a medieval market town should be
preserved. It should not be allowed (as in the ancient towns of Hessle
and Hedon) to become a suburb of Hull.
The agricultural heritage of the Driffield area should be celebrated and
incorporated into any plans for development ensuring its hinterlands
benefit equitably from any developments.
The road links from Bridlington should be strengthened in order to
maximise the potential of the local fishing industry to serve the area and
assist in the development of local food markets.
Road links to both Bridlington and Driffield from the West Riding are
very poor.
Minimising the need to travel by choosing major development land
options closest to existing - or potential new - rail stations/main bus
routes.
There is a potential for confusion between the three parishes, Beverley,
Molescroft and Woodmansey and the settlement as a whole. While
minor developments of 10 houses or less, or those with similar impact on
transport or employment are rightly referred to one parish for comment,
bigger developments are important for all three parishes regardless of
where they are situated. For example, new developments in Molescroft
may have an impact on flood risks or traffic problems in Beverley or even

Officer Response

See response I744 and I696

Noted.
Noted. Through the sub area approach, the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy recognises the different roles and functions of the
Principal Towns.

Noted.
Noted. Public transport is a key consideration for the Core
Strategy and minimising the need to travel is part of one of the
draft objectives.
Comments noted. With regards to large schemes which may
impact on all three parishes, this comment has been forwarded
to Development Management Services for their consideration.
Planning Policy Statement 25 (Development and Flood Risk)
requires a Flood Risk Assessment to be conducted for any
scheme in ‘high risk’ flood zones. In addition, proposals
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Paul Bellotti, East Riding
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Comment
Woodmansey. It should not be assumed that developments outside the
flood plain have no impact on flood risks. In particular we must not
allow their drainage to threaten lower-lying areas. It should also be
recognised that historic towns with ancient street patterns, sometimes
unidentifiable streams & sewers etc, may have a natural maximum size,
which cannot be exceeded without destroying those factors which
currently attract residents, shoppers and tourists. It is important that
Town Plans or similar SPGs are associated with the LDF to allow the
identification of such factors and to allow them to influence the nature
and location of permissible development.

Important to consider local environmental aspects of all principal towns,
focusing on the specific important aspects of each one. E.g. River Hull at
Driffield
As SS4
Beverley’s closeness to Hull may mean that it should not develop much
further otherwise it will become a Haltemprice settlement.
With specific reference to Goole, the Agency’s view is that the core
strategy will need to address the issue of balancing development with
constraints associated with the strategic road network (specifically the
M62 and M18).

Officer Response
involving the development of 1 hectare or more in a ‘low risk’
flood zone are also required to be accompanied by a Flood Risk
Assessment. This is especially important given surface water
issues.
The Council will have due regard for such strategies as Town
and Parish Plans through the preparation of the LDF. A number
of settlement profiles have been prepared for various
settlements in the East Riding and these include reference to any
key spatial planning issues highlighted in locally developed plans
and strategies. These profiles will be continually updated as and
when new plans (or research documents) are published. This will
ensure that locally-specific issues are considered as part of the
East Riding-wide LDF.
Noted. Through the sub area approach, the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy recognises the different roles and functions of the
Principal Towns.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted. The Council, together with Hull City Council and
Doncaster Metropolitan Borough Council, works with the
Highways Agency in a partnership arrangement to assess the
impact of development and LDF proposals on the highway
network. The Council will need to continue to work with the
Highways Agency to identify any potential constraints.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.71 – Local Service Centres
Ref
I695

Consultee/Agent
Yasin Raja, Government
Office for Yorkshire and
the Humber

Comment
RSS will require reducing the amount of housing development across the
general extent of East Riding's settlements (dispersed growth pattern) and
moving towards more focused growth in Hull and the Principal Towns.

Officer Response
Noted. This point is highlighted in paragraph 4.94 of the Issues
and Options paper. The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy seeks to
deliver a more focussed approach to managing development.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.72 – Local Service Centres
Ref
I58

Consultee/Agent
Mr Hooper

Comment
I work in rural areas as a church organ restorer/tuner etc. but apparently
this does not count as it is not agricultural work and I can't obtain

Officer Response
Local Service Centres are the focus for development activity in
rural areas. In the main they a range of services and facilities to
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
planning permission to do a self-build in a rural area. My needs are
disregarded.

Officer Response
meet everyday needs, have better transport links than small
villages and offer a better opportunity to protect the countryside
from inappropriate development.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.75 – Criteria for identifying Local Service Centres
Ref
I121

Consultee/Agent
Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates

Comment
Should use e.g. not i.e. in bullet points - they are examples not definitive.
Parish and Community Plans and other locally driven strategies (delete
regeneration). The term local views is too broad. Geographic spread : not
sure what is meant - how it is supposed to be relevant. ADD: The
possibility of settlement clusters forming a local service centre (ref. para
4.77 see response to SS6 and SS7)

I953

Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

Can we also mention the importance of habitat networks as well as
natural designations?

Officer Response
Noted. ‘Regeneration’ may not be an appropriate term for all
local service centres. Local views, especially those translated into
locally-driven partnership plans are important considerations.
The term ‘Geographic spread’ relates to the concept of ensuring
that people in rural areas have relatively good access to a
designated local service centre where services, facilities and jobs
are located. Final suggestion on clusters noted.
Noted. The presence of such designations has been factored
into the Local Service Centre identification process.

Return to contents page

SS6a

Are these thirteen criteria suitable for identifying where our Local Service Centres are? What other factors should we consider?
Responses with no further comments
Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury Associates on behalf of Strawsons Development / Omnivale Ltd; Louise Reevell; Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn Parish Council; Mr
Yes – 16

No – 1

Christopher Hughes; Mr R. Vickers, Tickton & Routh Parish Council; Mrs K. Richmond, South Cave Parish Council; Ms Helen Anderson; Mrs M. Barker,
Swanland Parish Council; Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby Conservation Society; Mr S. Young, Bubwith Parish Council; Driffield Partnership; Ms Avril Russell,
Thorngumbald Parish Council; Humber Rural Partnership Board; Mr M Cromack, Preston Parish Council; Mr Philip Warry, Bishop Wilton Parish Council
William Lee, Albanwise Ltd;

Ref
2

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Ellerby

4

Mr Ian Scruton

5

Mrs Anne Crick, Humber
Mental Health Teaching
NHS Trust
Duncan Ross, East

6

Comment
Local views should not be placed 12th out of 13. The opinions of the
people who live and work there are most important.
Consider the desirability of each LSC. The deliverability of suitable land.
Please see comment to question 2 re healthcare facilities as a criteria

Officer Response
The criteria are not in any particular order. Prioritisation is
noted.
Noted. The deliverability of proposals and developments may
well be an important factor (which in turn are influenced by
desirability).
Noted.

Under environmental factors consideration needs to be given to any

Noted. This is likely to be a site-specific or development-specific
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Yorkshire Primary Care
Trust

Comment
health impacts arising from the developments.

15

Kerry Lawson, Barton
Willmore on behalf of
Wykeland ltd

26

Ms Caroline Stutt, Entec
UK on behalf of Crown
Estate

We consider that Criterion 7 in the list of criteria for identifying LSC's
should be expanded to give further clarification. In particular it should
detail what kind of development the suitable land is required for. We
consider that Criterion 7 should be amended to read: ‘Availability of
suitable employment and housing land’. In terms of prioritising the
criteria in the assessment of the suitability of potential Local Service
Centres an integrated approach using each of the identified criteria is the
most appropriate way to assess settlement suitability. Such an approach
would ensure a robust identification of LSCs and their future
development requirements.
It is not clear why the 13 factors listed are ‘criteria’ for assessing Local
Service Centres. For example how does ‘Demographics’ or ‘Deprivation’
determine settlement suitability as a Local Service Centre? It is hard to
assess criteria suitability without fully understanding their parameters. We
suggest a fuller explanation is provided to enable consultees to respond
effectively to this question. We would like to add the following to the list:
-Potential land for growth on both brownfield and greenfield land to
provide for an appropriate mix of housing, business and employment,
leisure and community opportunities appropriate to these selected rural
settlements. -Provision/ capacity to accommodate open space playing
fields and play provision to meet the needs of existing and future
residents.

28

Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates

As noted in our comments on SS2 we believe that travel to work is an
essential component in identifying which smaller settlements could /
should accommodate further development. Combined with an
assessment of availability of suitable land as already noted in the text this
could form the basis of groupings of settlements for which could be
delivered improved services as a whole thus reducing trip length to access
essential local services. We would suggest that the existing evidence base
work is interrogated further and if necessary expanded to derive a
stronger picture of localised travel to work patterns. Particular areas
which may benefit from such an approach are those settlements in the
more isolated areas of the Borough- for example: The Newport /
Gilberdyke / South Cave / North Cave area in the central area between

Officer Response
matter. The Core Strategy should promote development which
improves opportunities for walking, cycling and physical activity.
It will also need to ensure that developments have minimal
negative health impacts. Consideration will also need to be made
to any additional facilities likely to be required in the future.
The Core Strategy needs to consider a range of land use issues,
not just those concerned with providing for housing and
employment development. The Employment Land Review has
helped to consider the issue of available land for employment
uses. Comments regarding an integrated approach are noted.

Comments noted. Some of the ‘criteria’ may well help with the
identification of issues and challenges rather than the
identification of Local Service Centres in the first instance (e.g.
demographics). The Council has developed a series of
Settlement Profiles which provide an assessment of most of the
criteria/indicators set out in paragraphs 4.74 and 4.75. Together
with the responses to the Issues and Options paper, these have
informed the process of identifying Local Service Centres, and
subsequently their needs and challenges.
The respondents’ first suggested criterion could form part of the
availability of suitable land assessment as highlighted in the Issues
and Options paper. The last suggested criterion could form part of
the services and facilities assessment. An Open Space Study and
an Infrastructure Study will help with the development of the
Core Strategy.
Comment on travel to work areas noted – this could be linked
to the last criterion in paragraph 4.75 of the Issues and Options
paper (geographic/spread location). Specific references to
locations made in the evidence base have informed the
assessment of Local Service Centres (e.g. Employment Land
Review, the Town Centres and Retail Study).
There is little evidence to support claim over concentrations of
worklessness in the Newport/Gilberdyke/South Cave/North
Cave area.
Comments regarding the core approach/role of Local Service
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

34

Mr Roland Bolton,
Development Land &
Planning Consultants

41

Natasha Rowland, Savills

42

Mr Jonathan Atkinson, J G
Hatcliffe and Partners

43

Cllr John Whittle

59

Mr Roger Jones, Humber
& Wolds Rural
Community Council

62

Mrs Pamela Austin

Comment
Goole, Market Weighton and Brough. Here there are concentrations of
people and worklessness- they need jobs and services. The grouping of
settlements in the central area between Hornsea, Beverley and Driffield
and perhaps also those surrounding Withernsea. Again we would stress
that such an approach should not undermine the core approach of
strengthening the key settlements but rather be seen as a complementary
approach to reduce the need of those living in these areas to travel so far
to access services so often. The extent of growth should be limited to
that which is necessary alone.
It is considered that the level of demand and need should also be
important factors both within the settlement and its wider hinterland. In
particular different LSC’s might perform different function either being a
fairly major focus for a large rural population such as Pocklington or a
very sustainable alternative location for development (due to the presence
of a railway station like Gilberdyke and North Ferriby). These matters are
highlighted in the attached report.
The criteria appear appropriate but we consider the Council needs to
introduce a further tier of settlements into the Settlement Hierarchy
below Local Service Centres in order to accommodate development
needs which arise in larger villages. See our comments to SS8.
Criteria satisfactory. Other factors should include the provision to build
on sites other than Brownfield in accordance with the Council’s Housing
Site Methodology criteria. This is particularly relevant to the town of
Pocklington which has limited Brownfield availability but requires new
housing in order to sustain its status as a Service Centre as identified in
the Strategy Plan. Pocklington is also identified strategically as an area
that would provide for a mixed development to include for a surgery,
Hica Retirement Village with community facilities for all and open market
housing. Such development would integrate and be a part of Pocklington
however it would be required to be built primarily on land other than
Brownfield.
The criteria are fine. However we should be wary of allowing these to
cloud our judgement. Very often how a place works can be based on a set
of intangibles. Try a more subjective approach along with the official
stuff and don't forget that common sense can sometimes outweigh
jargon.
4.73 All rural villages should be allowed some affordable housing for
local needs 4.75 – Criterion 3 Consider clustering of facilities with
neighbouring villages eg. extra care

Yes criteria are suitable. More emphasis on Parish Plan needed. Other

Officer Response
Centres noted and agreed.

Comments noted. The identified Local Service Centres
proposed in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy have different roles
and functions and the sub area approach seeks to recognise the
different approaches required for each.

Noted. This issue is discussed in response to question SS8.

The Core Strategy will maintain a ‘brownfield-first’ approach
though it will recognise that in many locations there may be few
opportunities, and the development of greenfield sites will be
necessary.
The particular merits of individual sites are not considered at
this time – this will be undertaken through the Allocations
document. The Housing Site Assessment Methodology sets out the
Council’s approach to considering individual sites as part of the
LDF.
Noted. Consultation with, and feedback from communities can
allow some of the ‘intangibles’ to be drawn out. These are
important and in many cases can even be substantiated with
evidence.
Comments noted. Question HBHM5 of the Issues and Options
paper considers the approach to providing affordable housing in
rural areas.
The Council will need to work alongside other providers when
considering clutering facilities.
Noted. a) Forms part of the ‘transport and accessibility’

89

Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
factors: a) Times routes and frequency of bus and rail links b) State of
roads - surfaces need to be upgraded on major roads along their entire
length eg A164 Bridlington - Hedon A1079 A614 as these serve the main
local service centres. c) Prices and density of housing - appropriate to
centres need to preserve local communities. d) Affordable housing
should have not only a low price but energy reduction systems.
Affordability includes fuel poverty.

68

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Hull Ionians RUFC
(Holdings) Ltd

In broad terms the thirteen criteria appear acceptable. However with
reference to the availability of suitable land we object to this being
restricted to brownfield sites within the town boundary if the council is
intending to carry forward the settlement boundaries in the four local
plans without reassessment or review. In order to achieve the sustainable
growth of local service centres we consider that the council should review
the existing settlement boundaries and take a more strategic approach to
the identification of land taking into account sites on the edge of the
settlement.
The potential for growth should be considered. The Core Strategy should
promote a more proactive and forward thinking approach to
development. Housing and employment needs will continue to grow and
consideration should be made of where this growth will be
accommodated. The LDF should promote the importance of towns and
villages in which local service needs will continue to grow such as Market
Weighton and its surrounding settlements such as North Newbald.
While we welcome reference to the RSS Settlement Study at paragraph
4.74 we consider the opening text in this section should specifically name
those key settlements identified in that study namely: Beverley,
Bridlington, Driffield, Goole, (Principal Towns) and Elloughton/Brough
Hedon, Hornsea, Howden, Market Weighton, Pocklington, Snaith and
Withernsea. There is no reference to 'Haltemprice'.

81

Phillippa Edwards, G V A
Grimley on behalf of
Horstine Farmery

83

Mr Mark Johnson, Dacre
Son & Hartley on behalf of
Redrow Homes
(Yorkshire) Ltd

86
91

93

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Peter Ward Homes Ltd
Doug Jennings on behalf
of T Appelbe, Elmfield
Estates Ltd

See comment 68 to this question

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr & Mrs JH Foreman

In broad terms the thirteen criteria appear acceptable. However with
reference to the availability of suitable land we object to this being
restricted to brownfield sites within the town boundary if the council is
intending to carry forward the settlement boundaries in the four local

Reasonably close proximity of a village to a service centre or town should
be seen as a positive factor to allow development - not a negative one.

Officer Response
criterion. b) From the Core Strategy perspective, the capacity of
roads is an important factor – the state of repair is considered
throught the Local Transport Plan and highway maintenance
programmes. c) The Council’s Housing Market and Needs
Assessment can offer some guidance on this matter. d) This issue
may not lend itself to identifying potential Local Service Centres
but it is an important factor which Chapter 7 of the Issues and
Options paper deals with in more detail.
The Core Strategy will maintain a ‘brownfield-first’ approach
though it will recognise that in many locations there may be few
opportunities, and the development of greenfield sites will be
necessary.
In some instances, there may be a requirement to re-draw the
development limits of individual towns.
Noted. The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy considers how to
manage housing and employment growth in the most
sustainable manner. Local Service Centres and potentially,
selected large villages for small scale development, will have a
role to play.
Noted. The four largest centres in the region, Leeds, Bradford,
Sheffield and Hull were excluded from the Study. The Major
Haltemprice Settlements are considered as part of the Regional
City in the RSS – it is therefore not a Principal Town nor a Local
Service Centre.
The Local Service Centres identified in the Regional Settlement
Study have been referenced in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
See response to comment 68
Principal Towns and Local Service Centres should be the main
local focus for development in accordance with the RSS. This
will help to minimise the need to travel and promote more
journeys by foot, bicycle and public transport.
The Core Strategy will maintain a ‘brownfield-first’ approach
though it will recognise that in many locations there may be few
opportunities, and the development of greenfield sites will be
necessary.
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Ref

94

97

98
102

Consultee/Agent

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mrs J Boat

Mr Chris Creighton,
Peacock and Smith on
behalf of Wm. Morrison
Supermarkets plc
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Bryan Brown & Sons
Catherine Birks, RNLI

Comment
plans without reassessment or review. In order to achieve the sustainable
growth of local service centres we consider that the Council should
review the existing settlement boundaries and take a more strategic
approach to the identification of land taking into account sites on the
edge of the settlement. By undertaking Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessments (SHLAA) the Council could assess the potential
of sites which are both within and outside the current settlement
boundaries but could contribute to sustainable growth through a revision
of the boundaries. Such an approach would allow local service centres to
deliver sustainable development ensuring that rural communities remain
thriving and vibrant in accordance with the draft vision of the Core
Strategy.
In broad terms the thirteen criteria appear acceptable. However with
reference to the availability of suitable land we object to this being
restricted to brownfield sites within the town boundary if the council is
intending to carry forward the settlement boundaries in the four local
plans without reassessment or review. In order to achieve the sustainable
growth of local service centres we consider that the Council should
review the existing settlement boundaries and take a more strategic
approach to the identification of land taking into account sites on the
edge of the settlement. By undertaking Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessments (SHLAA) the Council could assess the potential
of sites which are both within and outside the current settlement
boundaries but could contribute to sustainable growth through a revision
of the boundaries. Such an approach would allow local service centres to
deliver sustainable development ensuring that rural communities remain
thriving and vibrant in accordance with the draft vision of the Core
Strategy. The Council should also assess the capacity for development on
suitable available greenfield land within and around existing built up
areas. There is a limited supply of brownfield land available in the district
and therefore the Council should also identify opportunities for
sustainable growth on suitable greenfield sites.
In retail terms consideration should be given to identifying a retail
hierarchy of centres in the East Riding.

Officer Response

See comment 93 to this question

See response to comment 93

The RNLI questions how relative levels of deprivation can identify Local
Service Centres and whether this is a suitable criteria. Similarly the RNLI
does not agree that non-statutory Parish Plans and local views are
appropriate criteria for the identification of local settlements as Local
Service Centres.

Comments noted. Some of the ‘criteria’ may well help with the
identification of issues and challenges rather than the
identification of Local Service Centres in the first instance (e.g.
deprivation). Parish Plans, where completed, can help to identify
further issues at the local level which have planning policy

In some instances, there may be a requirement to re-draw the
development limits of individual towns.
The Council’s SHLAA assess both sites within current
boundaries and those on the edges of settlements.

The Core Strategy will maintain a ‘brownfield-first’ approach
though it will recognise that in many locations there may be few
opportunities, and the development of greenfield sites will be
necessary.
In some instances, there may be a requirement to re-draw the
development limits of individual towns.
The Council’s SHLAA assess both sites within current
boundaries and those on the edges of settlements.

Agreed. The Council’s Town Centres and Retail Study has done this
and this is reflected in proposed policy SS6 of the Preferrd
Approach Core Strategy.
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103
104
105
106
108

110

115

120

Consultee/Agent

Comment

Officer Response
implications.
The Council has developed a series of Settlement Profiles which
provide an assessment of most of the criteria/indicators set out
in paragraphs 4.74 and 4.75 of the Issues and Options paper.
Together with the consultation responses and further pieces of
the Evidence Base, these have informed the process of
identifying Local Service Centres, and highlighting their needs
and challenges.
See response to comment 94

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of R Swales
I W Scruton, Scruton

See comment 94 to this question

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of W. Clifford Watts Ltd
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr C Hill
G M V Winn and Co

See comment 94 to this question

Noted. The Council’s SHLAA will help with the assessment of
the deliverability of residential development.
See response to comment 94

See comment 94 to this question

See response to comment 94

Market led provision/availability of land. Service centres should include
surrounding villages and be regarded as a linked cluster.

Noted. The availability of suitable land has been identified as a
criterion in paragraph 4.75 of the Issues and Options paper. The
concept of clusters is acknowledged but there is a need to ensure
a focussed approach is undertaken to help with the regeneration
of some service centres and to support existing services and
facilities in these larger centres.
See response to comment 93

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of MB Goodwin (Skipsea)
Ltd
Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd

Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council

Deliverability will be a key issue and should form part of the criteria.

See comment 93 to this question

In broad terms the suggested criteria for identifying Local Service Centres
are considered appropriate. However in terms of availability of suitable
land it should be recognised that sustainable green field extensions are
likely to be needed to accommodate development requirements in some
locations. In addition under Environmental pressures the investigation of
mitigation measures should be included.

Yes criteria are suitable. More emphasis on Parish Plan needed. Other
factors: a) Times routes and frequency of bus and rail links b) State of
roads - surfaces need to be upgraded on major roads along their entire
length eg A164 Bridlington - Hedon A1079 A614 as these serve the main

The Core Strategy will maintain a ‘brownfield-first’ approach
though it will recognise that in many locations there may be few
opportunities, and the development of greenfield sites will be
necessary.
There will be some instances where environmental pressures can
be mitigated, and these should be identified where possible.
However, there may be occasions where different types of
development are incompatible with environmental concerns.
Noted. a) Forms part of the ‘transport and accessibility’
criterion. b) From the Core Strategy perspective, the capacity of
roads is an important factor – the state of repair is considered
throught the Local Transport Plan and highway maintenance
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
local service centres. c) Prices and density of housing - appropriate to
centres need to preserve local communities. d) Affordable housing
should have not only a low price but energy reduction systems.
Affordability includes fuel property.

125

Jenny Massingham, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Beal Homes

126

Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership

I34

Mr James Durham

Our client supports the criteria which the Council will use to identify
local service centres. However we consider that an assessment of the
market viability of settlements should also be considered. In addition to
simply identifying where local service centres are such an assessment will
also enable the Council to identify where future development proposals
will be deliverable and in turn where measures may need to be taken in
order to ensure that future development pressures/issues can be
managed. In the RSS at para 8.3 it is suggested that ‘LDFs will need to
define local service centres such as Hornsea, Filey, Hunmanby and
Withernsea.’ Therefore not only is Hornsea recognised in the RSS as a
suitable local service centre but when assessed against the criteria
identified in SS6 Hornsea performs well because it has a good
relationship with other settlements most notably the Principal Town of
Bridlington and because there are a variety of existing facilities and
services which support the town. Hornsea is an important local service
centre which supports the rural hinterland and provides a number of key
services including a nursery, primary and secondary school, post office,
doctor's surgery, banks, supermarkets and leisure and entertainment
facilities including restaurants, bars and shops. Hornsea has a mixed
character being the largest town in the area and has important roles as a
traditional tourist resort, retirement destination and a commuter
settlement. Hornsea Mere is designated as a SSSI, a Special Protection
Area for Wild Birds and a Regionally Important Geological Site (RIGS).
Hornsea is well served by existing transport and provides access to a
number of employment opportunities. Hornsea is well located on the
existing road network with the B1242 Atwick Road leading north to the
village of Skipsea and further north joins the A165 to the Principal Town
of Bridlington approx 18km north of Hornsea. The B1244 Hornsea Road
leads west from Hornsea to the Principal Town of Beverley on the A1035
approx 18km west of Hornsea.
The East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership broadly accepts these
criteria as suitable and welcomes the inclusion of parish plans as evidence
to assess the role function and needs of settlements in relation to local
service centres. A concern of the East Riding of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership is the assumption that a service centre is a fixed single
location. A more innovative and dynamic approach maybe to consider a
cluster of villages / parishes as a service centre.
Local servicing need should be an additional criteria. If the scale of
development advocated in these places is anything like the scale of

Officer Response
programmes. c) The Council’s Housing Market Assessment can
offer some guidance on this matter. d) This issue may not lend
itself to identifying potential Local Service Centres but it is an
important factor which Chapter 7 of the Issues and Options paper
deals with in more detail.
Comments on the merits of Hornsea noted. It has been
identified as a potential Local Service Centre in the Preferrd
Approach Core Strategy.

Comments on criteria and parish plans noted and welcomed.
Paragraph 4.77 of the Issues and Options paper highlighted the
potential to identify groups of villages that may perform the role
of a traditional Local Service Centre.

Noted. The Council’s Infrastructure Study, once complete, will
help to identify any shortfalls in services and infrastructure, and
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
development occurring in Elloughton/Brough.

I35

Mr James Durham

I59

Mr Hooper

I84

Mr Ian Brown, Ian Brown
Planning Services

If the scale of development advocated in these places is anything like the
scale of development occurring in Brough/ Elloughton I would be very
cautious about designating any other places other than the existing JSP
‘Towns’ as such.
Relationships with York should count as a local need for new
[environmentally friendly] housing on a small scale for villages such as
Skirpenbeck, Bugthorpe and Bishop Wilton etc. It should be possible to
self build in these areas.
The 13 criteria are a sound basis for identifying Local Service Centres
(LSCs). However most of the first list in para. 4.74 are descriptive factors
- e.g. demographic information, employment data, measures of
deprivation. These will not in themselves be determinants of whether or
not a settlement is classed as a LSC unless they are turned into
determining factors. This could be done by for example defining a
minimum population level for a LSC. These factors would then need to
be considered on a comprehensive basis to rate settlements. This could
be done through the construction of a matrix that could give a
comparative score for settlements and provide an objective method of
comparison. An LSC would then be defined as achieving a minimum
score on the matrix. Features such as existing level of services and
facilities (including community facilities like schools) and accessibility
could be given weighted scores to reflect their importance. The
availability of suitable development sites in the settlement boundary
should not be limited to brownfield ones as this could disadvantage some
that merit further development more than others. Other policies can be
used to judge the merits of sites themselves.
There is definite merit in considering the idea of settlement clusters
where a number of slightly smaller villages provide complementary
services and opportunities in a relatively small area or where smaller
settlements encircle a larger one. The concept should be applied both the
LSCs and to the Principal Towns to avoid the farcical situation
developing whereby a perfectly viable and sustainable settlement is
considered to be 'too close' to a PT or LSC to allow more new
development (as has occurred recently in Walkington and Tickton).
Groups of settlements could include: Beverley, Walkington,
Woodmansey, Tickton, Bishop Burton, Cherry Burton and Leconfield.
Market Weigton, Shiptonthorpe and Goodmanham. Swanland and North
Ferriby. Elloughton, Brough, Welton and Melton. Gilberdyke and
Newport. Goole, Hook, Old Goole and Swinefleet. Pocklington and
Barmby Moor. Driffield, Little Driffield and Nafferton. North

I111

Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates

Officer Response
will be important for considering the scale of development
planned for any particular area. The Council has also produced a
Town Centres and Retail Study to look at retail needs in the East
Riding’s larger centres.
Comments regarding existing JSP ‘Towns’ noted. It is not
considered at this point that the scale of development previously
experienced in Elloughton cum Brough will be suitable for Local
Service Centres identified in the Core Strategy.
Local need, in respect of housing, is usually described as housing
which by necessesity should be located in that particular village.
Comments noted. Some of the ‘criteria’ may well help with the
identification of issues and challenges rather than the
identification of Local Service Centres in the first instance (e.g.
deprivation).
The Council has previously used a ‘matrix’ assessment (see
Smaller Settlements – Preferred Options). For the Preferrd Approach
Core Strategy, the Council has considered those issues and
conclusions drawn out of the evidence base which includes
those criteria set out in paragraphs 4.74 and 4.75 of the Issues and
Options paper. Some of the important issues arising from the
evidence base cannot be easily measured through a matrix, so
this approach has not been pursued.
The Core Strategy will maintain a ‘brownfield-first’ approach
though it will recognise that in many locations there may be few
opportunities, and the development of greenfield sites will be
necessary.
Comments on potential clusters noted. The rationale for
supporting development in larger villages away from Principal
Towns and Local Service Centres is to strengthen those villages
as small ‘hubs’ for the surrouding rural catchment. Here, services
and facilities are provided for people in relatively isolated
communities around the village. The aim is to help maintain a
well-distributed network of different sized centres. Conversely,
for those villages close to Principal Towns and Local Service
Centres, it is the Principal Towns and Local Service Centres
themselves that should be strengthened and not undermined by
further development close-by.
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Consultee/Agent

I237

Victoria Molton, Walker
Morris Solicitors on behalf
of Paul Lisseter
Mr Zulficar Ali,
Environment Agency

I307

I682

Mr John Blacker,
Shirethorn Limited

I531

Ian Smith, English
Heritage (Yorkshire
Region)

I629

Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

I745

Mr Dan Mitchell, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Wykeland Ltd

Comment
Froddingham and Beeford. Lisset, Barmston, Skipsea and Ulrome.
Leven, Brandsburton and Catwick. Conniston, Ganstead, Wyton and
Bilton. Hedon and Preston. Thorngumbald, Camerton, Ryehill and
Keyingham.
The Local Service Centres are required to be identified in Local
Development Frameworks. As such an appropriate methodology should
be used that is based around sustainable development principles.
A - We welcome the thirteen criteria suitable for identifying where local
service centres are. We particularly welcome the point that highlights the
environmental pressures such as flood risk. We would also recommend
that contaminated land be included as a criteria as well as groundwater
vulnerability.
These centres such as Gilberdyke and Hutton Cranswick should provide
housing numbers to satisfy the need in the area and provide a range of
facilities such as education, transport, community. These Service Centres
should be taken from the Councils sustainability matrix which was
produced by East Riding some two years previous as Gilberdyke rated
top of the list (see plan).
(a) We would broadly support the Criteria which it is proposed to use to
identify Local Service Centres and would endorse the need to consider
the potential impact which the growth of the settlements might have
upon the environment. However it might be preferable use the term
‘environmental constraints’ rather than ‘environmental pressures’. In
addition to considering the impact of the landscape to accommodate
further development any assessment should also consider whether the
settlement itself has the capacity to accommodate further growth without
harming it character. This is an especially important consideration given
the number of historic settlements which might be considered as
potential Local Service Centres.
a) The criteria set out are appropriate. An additional criteria relating to
the proximity to the Regional Centre and Principal Towns should be
included. The closer the settlement is to these settlements the less of a
need there is for it to be designated as a Local Service Centre since many
of the local needs of the area will be served by these larger settlements.
Our client considers that criteria 7 in the list of criteria for identifying
Local Service Centres should be expanded to give further clarification. In
particular it should detail what kind of development the suitable land is
required for. Our client considers that criteria 7 should be amended to
read: ‘Availability of suitable employment and housing land’. PPS1:
Delivering Sustainable Development emphasises the importance of the
role on economic growth and employment to the sustainability of
communities. As such it is important that employment land is available in
those settlements identified as Local Service Centres to facilitate

Officer Response

Noted.
Noted. Groundwater vulnerability forms part of the
‘environmental pressures’ criterion and has been considered in
the preparation of the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy. The
challenges of contaminated land (which can be mitigated) is
generally a site-specific concern.
Noted. The Sustainability Matrix was produced by Development
Maangement Services to inform decisions on planning
applications and was subject to limited consultation. Note that
the Sustainability Matrix did not assess those settlements
classified as ‘Principal Towns’ and ‘Towns’ in the Joint Structure
Plan.
Noted. Comments regarding ‘pressures’ or ‘constraints’
acknowledged. Where development is proposed in Local Service
Centres (and other locations), an assessment of the impact on
the existing built landscape will be necessary.

Noted. Maintaining a well-distributed network of different-sized
centres will be crucial to delivering a sustainable spatial strategy.

The Core Strategy needs to consider a range of land use issues,
not just those concerned with providing for housing and
employment development. The Employment Land Review has
helped to consider the issue of available land for employment
uses. Comments regarding an integrated approach are noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I698

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

I772

Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings

I841

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc
Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council

128

131
133

C. O’Connor, Hornsea
Town Council
Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

Comment
sustainability. In terms of prioritising the criteria in the assessment of the
suitability of potential Local Service Centres an integrated approach using
each of the identified criteria is the most appropriate way to assess
settlement suitability. Such an approach will ensure a robust identification
of Local Service Centres and their future development requirements.
Our client supports the outlined criteria which the Council will use to
identify Local Service Centres. However we consider that an assessment
of the market viability of settlements should also be considered. In
addition to simply identifying where local service centres are such an
assessment will also enable the Council to identify where future
development proposals will be deliverable and in turn where measures
may need to be taken in order to ensure that future development
pressures/issues can be managed.
We support the outlined criteria which the Council will use to identify
Local Service Centres. However we consider that an assessment of the
market viability of settlements should also be considered. In addition to
simply identifying where local service centres are such an assessment will
also enable the Council to identify where future development proposals
will be deliverable and in turn where measures may need to be taken in
order to ensure that future development pressures/issues can be
managed. In terms of prioritising the criteria in the assessment of the
suitability of potential Local Services Centres an integrated approach
utilising each of the identified criteria (including market viability) is the
most appropriate manner in which to assess settlement suitability. Such
an approach will ensure a robust identification of Local Service Centres
and their future development requirements.
See comment I698 to this question

Officer Response

Noted. Parts of the evidence base such as the SHLAA and the
Employment Land Review have helped to identify those areas of
high demand and viability. These have been considered in the
development of the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.

Noted. Parts of the evidence base such as the SHLAA and the
Employment Land Review have helped to identify those areas of
high demand and viability. These have been considered in the
development of the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.

See response to comment I698

The East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership broadly accepts these
criteria as suitable and welcomes the inclusion of parish plans as evidence
to assess the role, function and needs of settlements in relation to local
service centres.

Comments on criteria and parish plans noted and welcomed.
Paragraph 4.77 of the Issues and Options paper highlighted the
potential to identify groups of villages that may perform the role
of a traditional Local Service Centre.

A concern of the East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership is the
assumption that a service centre is a fixed single location. A more
innovative and dynamic approach maybe to consider a cluster of villages
/ parishes as a service centre.
Local views should not be ranked 12 out of 13. The opinion of people
who live and work in these communities are very important.
These factors seem to be the most important ones, but clearly some are
more important than others for particular service centres. Changes in
transport links, including bus & train links, actual Services available and

The criteria are not ranked – Question SS6b of the Issues and
Options paper asks respondents to proritise.
Agreed that there needs to be a degree of flexibility built into the
Core Strategy to respond effectively to change whilst
establishing a long-term ambition.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I954

Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council
John Kilby

135

136

Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council

I1036

Cllr Charles Bayram, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council for Howdenshire

Comment
even individual shops opening or closing, cost of fuel and parking
charges may alter the actual usage of individuals and even whole
communities. They may also affect the choice of home for large numbers
of individuals, and the choice of location for other services, which are not
necessarily under the council’s control. Thus plans made under current
conditions should not be so tightly drawn as to be impossible to change
in what may be radically different considerations in ten years time.
Might you also consider proximity to principal towns and well as
environmental factors such as biodiversity or natural landscape.
Services and facilities:
some of these are remarkably complex. Health is moving towards a
community based service which requires not only health centres but also
availability of nurse attendance and health visitor services. Travelling time
is professional skill wasted.
Education - now pre-school, primary, secondary, further. Pre-school and
primary should be local.
There appears to be no historical input into these criteria for instance
Patrington a former Market Town as a capital in Holderness could well
be developed in line with its historic past.
Urban Definition: The PPG3 directed housing into brownfield land
within a sustainable urban settlement.
The more recent PPS3 directs housing to brownfield land within and
adjoining any sustainable urban settlements. It adds brownfield
extensions to sustainable urban settlements.
The present written statement of the urban potential study limits the
number of settlements which are considered as urban, yet the DCLG
urban/rural definition gives an Authority the opportunity to consider
sustainable settlements, with a population as low as 1000, to be urban
using populations from either the 1991 or 2001 census.
Redefine urban as sustainable settlements with a population in excess of
1000 using either the 1991 or 2001 census.
Sustainability
The last PPG3 put a minimum amount of services enjoyed by a
settlement for it to be considered as sustainable to be equal to a school, a
community hall or a public house and a shop that sells everyday items. It
also looks for public transport to and from jobs, not just for shopping.
The modern buzzword being “modal-shift” or reducing the need for
travel by the private motorcar. This is not a new government policy, the
most comprehensive report was produced by PAG for the Minister of
Planning along with the Minister of Transport in 1965 and used as
guidance for the 1968 Planning Act.
Planning law is no different to any other local government law, it starts
with the need to address an issue. That original PAG report put the issue
as reducing the need to travel by the private motor car “modal shift” that

Officer Response

Noted.
Noted. In many cases the delivery of services and facilities are
changing and will continue to do so.

Whilst history is important, we need to look at the role and
function currently and consider the potential of different places.
The Department foe Communities and Local Government’s
(CLG) 2001 Urban Settlements (previously called Urban Areas)
defines all settlements above 20 hectares where the land use is
urban in character. Further work as part of the CLG urban-rural
definitions (2004) uses the same 2001 Urban Settlements, and
classifies as ‘Urban’ those settlements where the population
count is 10,000 or above. Below this level, settlements are
known as being within the ‘rural domain’. (Source: Urban and
Rural Classification 2004 – An Introductory Guide). The Urban
and Rural Classification 2004 shows that only the Major
Haltemprice Settlements, Beverley, Bridlington, Driffield and
Goole meet the ‘urban’ definition.
Nevertheless, using population figures to define the
sustainability of individual settlements is a simplistic approach.
In paragraph 4.74 of the Issues and Options paper, demographic
information is part of the suggested criteria used to assess the
role and function of different places within the East Riding.
The East Riding’s Core Strategy will need to be prepared in
accordance with the 2004 Planning and Complusory Purchase
Act and the 2008 Planning Act.
The issue of access to jobs is a high priority for the Planning
System. The RSS (May 2008) contains guidance on ensuring that
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
is still the issue regarding sustainability.
Most of the travel then was to jobs, that is still the same today. Jobs then
and now should be where enterprises could operate most successfully and
houses should be near where those jobs are, or are likely to be.
PPG13 set out travelling distances, 5km for cycling and 2km for walking
providing there is a suitable footpath. (In reality more people are likely to
cycle 2km than 5km.)
The Authority should state that any settlement with a shop “which sells
everyday items”, a school, a meeting place and also has public transport
to and from jobs in other places is sustainable in its profile.
Those with a population over 1,000 at the 2001 census should also be
classed as urban.
The settlement profile should also identify housing need, that need
should reflect the number of present and anticipated future jobs which
can be accessed within that 2km walking distance, measured from the
furthest part of the historic development limits of that settlement
“providing there is a footpath”.
The profile should also state its area criteria, ie rural, or coastal or
Humber Gateway.

Officer Response
a suitable level of accessibility is considered when locating new
development. Policy YH7 and T1 of the RSS are fundamentally
concerned with the location of new development in respect of
transport and accessibility. The East Riding’s Core Strategy will
need to be in general conformity with the RSS.
The Settlement Profiles do include information on housing need
(from the East Riding Housing Market and Needs Assessment); the
estimated number of jobs recorded at the time of the Census;
some consideration of anticipated employment by way of
reference to undeveloped allocations (data for employment
projections is only readily available at a district level); and
consideration of public transport. When sub areas are finalised
the Profiles will be updated to reflect this.
The Settlement Profiles are a collection of various pieces of
information relating to specific statements. They have been
developed to inform policy decisions not to determine them.
Therefore, the Profiles will not state whether a settlement is
sustainable or otherwise. The Core Strategy will look at a wide
range of factors to determine the role and function of places, as
well as the likelihood and scale of development required over
the plan period.

Return to contents page

SS6b

Should any of these criteria be prioritised when assessing the suitability of potential Local Service Centres?
Ref
2
3

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Ellerby
Mr Robin Shucksmith

4
5

Mr Ian Scruton
Mrs Anne Crick, Humber
Mental Health Teaching
NHS Trust

6

Duncan Ross, East
Yorkshire Primary Care
Trust
Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of

28

Comment
See above.
Transport and accessibility especially for those without access to personal
transport.
Deliverability
Prioritisation should depend on local needs because what is important to
make a local service centre will vary dependant on the area. For example
local employment may be more important in an isolated area than near to
a large town.
Deprivation, Services and facilities, Environmental pressures,
Geographical spread

Officer Response
[Local views] Noted.
Noted.

Please see above [Travel to work/suitable available land].

Noted.

Noted.
Noted.

Noted.
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Ref
31
35

Consultee/Agent
Cavermill Estates
Driffield Partnership

43

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd
Cllr John Whittle

47

Dr Amy Crowther, RSPB

52

Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council

54

60

Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council
Mr Roger Jones, Humber
& Wolds Rural
Community Council
Julie Abraham

61
62

Ms Helen Anderson
Mrs Pamela Austin

63

Mrs M. Barker, Swanland
Parish Council

66

Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby
Conservation Society
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Hull Ionians RUFC
(Holdings) Ltd

59

68

Comment

Officer Response

Priority criteria should be those that make the centre most sustainable i.e.
Demographic information, Services and facilities, and Transport and
accessibility
Links to and integration with public train/tram or transit systems. Bus
initiatives likely to fail.
I would tend to listen more to the views of the people via their elected
representatives and take note of parish plans and/or development plans.
Local regeneration groups are another source for information that can
lead to appropriate prioritisation.
RSPB believes that environmental pressures should be given highest
priority when assessing the suitability of potential Local Service Centres.
Development should avoid damage to designated sites including SSSIs,
SPAs and SACs. Development in the flood plain should also be avoided.
The priority of the criteria will vary depending upon the location of the
service centre and thus formal prioritisation could impede the flexibility
of the overall plan.
Priority should be given to the valid options of local people and the use
of Parish Plans in the process is a useful tool.
Geographic location (to reduce travel distances to facilities)

Noted.

The level of services and facilities and accessibility must be the most
significant factors.
No
a) Services and facilities (1) b) Transport and accessibility (2) c)
Environmental Pressures (3) d) Housing (4) e) Parish Plan (5)
We would expect that the locally elected representatives of the parish
should have an important influence but not a veto on any decisions to
designate their village as a service centre and the resulting development.
Until the term limited development is defined villages such as Swanland
will be under considerable pressure for development due to the high
value of land. The trust of housing provision in the form of large estates
should be directed to the principal towns and larger settlements and not
to villages where services are limited and further development will result
in an increase in commuting by car.
They are all of importance and it is difficult to suggest any prioritisation.

Noted.

By undertaking Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA)
the council could assess the potential of sites which are outside the
current settlement boundaries but could contribute to sustainable growth
through a revision of the boundaries. Such an approach would allow local
service centres to deliver sustainable development ensuring that rural

Noted.

Noted.
Noted.

Noted.

Noted.
Noted.
Noted.

Noted.
Noted.
Noted.

Noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

72

Mr S. Young, Bubwith
Parish Council
Mr Mark Johnson, Dacre
Son & Hartley on behalf of
Redrow Homes
(Yorkshire) Ltd

83

90

Cllr Kate Gray

107

Mr Jamie Pyper, Signet
Planning Ltd on behalf of
Southwell County Homes
and Makinder
G M V Winn and Co
Ms M Lewis, NLP
Partnership on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd
Julia Billany, Ottringham
Parish Council

108
115

119
120
126

Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council
Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership

I73

Mr Hooper

I307

Mr Zulficar Ali,
Environment Agency
Ian Smith, English
Heritage (Yorkshire
Region)

I531

Comment
communities remain thriving and vibrant in accordance with the draft
vision of the Core Strategy.
Transport and accessibility.

Officer Response
Noted.

Yes. The RSS Settlement Strategy identifies the function of certain
settlements. In order to reduce the need to travel, those centres identified
on ‘Employment’' centres should be prioritised. Therefore from the
above list Goole, Hornsea, Withernsea and Bridlington would be of lower
significance.
Parish plans and other locally-driven strategies. Deprivation is used in
Beverley for one ward Minster North. £1.5M allocated in the SRB money
did little to generate more employment in that ward. A whole town
approach would achieve a more inclusive approach lifting people's
esteem.
Availability of land and environmental pressures. If these are preclusive
the role that nearby settlements can play should be considered.

Noted.

Availability.
Services and facilities together with infrastructure should be given
significant weight in identifying Local Service Centres.

Noted.
Noted.

Mobile service centres - travel to people - rather than people travelling to
the centre? One day per week in each of the larger villages mobile library
type provision?
a) Services and facilities (1) b) Transport and Accessibility (2) c)
Environmental pressures (3) d) Housing (4) e) Parish Plan (5)
The East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership will be submitting a
paper ‘A Framework for Mainstreaming Parish Plans’ later this year. It is
recommended that the proposed mainstreaming of parish plans as a
mechanism to take on board local views is prioritised.
Relationships between e.g. the city and small rural settlementscommuting patterns are an important consideration as they suggest a
need for city workers to retreat to a quiet home with local areas for
enjoying wildlife, walking, cycling etc.
B - We would suggest that flood risk be prioritised when assessing the
suitability of potential local service centres.
(b) In past development plans one of the key criteria which were used to
identify Service Settlements was whether or not they had the ability to
accommodate further growth without harm to their character or
landscape setting. Given the recognition of the high quality environment
of the settlements within the Plan area and the intention to ensure that

Noted.

Noted.

Noted.

Noted.
Noted.

Noted.

Noted.
Noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I629

Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

I698

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

I841

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc
Ms Avril Russell,
Thorngumbald Parish
Council
Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council
Humber Rural Partnership
Board

130
128

132
133
I954
131
134
135

136
139

Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council
Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council
C O’Connor, Hornsea
Town Council
Mr M Cromack, Preston
Parish Council
Mr J Kilby

Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council
Mr Philip Warry, Bishop
Wilton Parish Council

Comment
their character is safeguarded this should be one of the key considerations
when identifying Local Service Centres.
b) Yes proximity to the Regional Centre and Principal Towns
relationships with other settlements and services and facilities should
have increased importance.
In terms of prioritising the criteria in the assessment of the suitability of
potential Local Service Centres an integrated approach utilising each of
the identified criteria (including market viability) is the most appropriate
manner in which to assess settlement suitability. Such an approach will
ensure a robust identification of Local Service Centres and their future
development requirements.
See comment I698 to this question

Officer Response
Noted.
Noted.

See response to comment I698

All

Noted.

The East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership will be submitting a
paper ‘A Framework for Mainstreaming Parish Plans’ later this year. It is
recommended that the proposed mainstreaming of parish plans as a
mechanism to take on board local views is prioritised.
Presence of existing services and facilities should be a priority
Proximity to public transport routes would make LSCs more transport –
efficient so helping to reduce the total need for travel
It seems unwise to prioritise, because while the factors are unlikely to
change, priorities may change quite rapidly due to external factors.
Transport and accessibility is an important factor.

Noted.

Noted.
Noted.
Noted.

Yes. Local views

Noted

Yes

Noted.

Parish Plans should be given greater prominence.
In some respects these may be parochial in their approach, but in other
respects they deliver highly significant local information.

Noted.

The possibility of clustering.

Noted.

No as the priorities may vary for each Local Service Centre.
Transport & accessibility must be in the first five for all LSCs.

Noted.

Return to contents page
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Paragraph 4.76 – Scale of residential development in Local Service Centres
Ref
I60

Consultee/Agent
Mr Hooper

Comment
Commuter patterns should be given some priority as these show a
housing need; as should individual needs for a quiet peaceful
environment essential to well -being for many people. They should not be
deprived of this by not being able to build in a so- called unsustainable
area.

I467

Mr Geoffrey Streets

Why seek to reduce development in Elloughton-cum-Brough?

I514

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly

The Assembly supports in principle the approach outlined for Local
Service Centres and would suggest that the criterion on housing makes
clear that housing mix while not as key an issue as at Principal Town level
may be a consideration in enhancing LSCs.

Officer Response
Commuting patterns do not show housing need – they show
how people in existing homes travel to existing jobs, and say
nothing about future residents/households or employment/
development.
Nevertheless, commuting patterns are important considerations
for the Core Strategy. The Council has information regarding
travel to work and the journeys that people undertake and these
have been used to inform the development of the Preferrd
Approach Core Strategy. The East Riding experiences a significant
amount of pressure for development in its rural areas. Without
trying to manage the process in a consistent manner, the quiet
and peaceful environment so revered is threatened.
Elloughton cum Brough has experienced considerable
development in the order of 1,500 homes in the last ten years
and there are currently 350 houses with permission yet to be
built. This scale of development in the future is not supported in
Local Service Centres through the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
Noted.

Return to contents page

SS7

Which settlements, or groups of settlements, in the East Riding perform a Local Service Centre role?
Ref
2

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Ellerby

Comment
Hornsea for North Holderness, Hedon for Mid Holderness, Withernsea
for South Holderness

3

Mr Robin Shucksmith

4

Mr Ian Scruton, Scruton

Focus on organic settlements namely the market towns e.g. Market
Weighton, Pocklington, South Cave all of which are accessible to the
elderly and those without transport.
All villages over a population of 500

6

Duncan Ross, East

Hedon, Withernsea, Hornsea, Pocklington, Market Weighton, Snaith,

Officer Response
Noted. Hedon, Hornsea and Withernsea have been identified as
potential Local Service Centres in the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy.
Noted. Market Weighton and Pocklington have been identified
as potential Local Service Centres in the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy. South Cave is identified as a Supporting Village.
Noted. The criteria for assessing whether a settlement acts as a
potential Local Service Centre considers populations amongst
many other issues. Many villages with a population of 500 or
more do not have basic services or facilities or employment
opportunities to cater for the existing population.
Noted. Hedon, Withernsea, Hornsea, Pocklington, Market
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Yorkshire Primary Care
Trust

Comment
Brough/Gilberdyke

15

Kerry Lawson, Barton
Willmore on behalf of
Wykeland ltd

26

Ms Caroline Stutt, Entec
UK on behalf of Crown
Estate

Based on a review of individual settlements against the identified criteria
an initial assessment of employment land and the comments made to SS6
(a) we consider the following settlements should be identified as LSC's:
Pocklington; Market Weighton; Howden; Withernsea; Hornsea;
Elloughton-cum-Brough; and Hedon.
We would like to put forward Skirlaugh as a potential Local Service
Centre. Skirlaugh was identified as a Priority 1 Market Village in the
Preferred Options Small Settlements DPD. The assessment used to
inform the DPD noted that: ‘Skirlaugh is one of few settlements on the
main arterial road from Hull that is well placed to meet the everyday
needs of some of the smaller and less well serviced rural settlements to its
East. It is distant from the major settlements has good transport services
and accessibility and has a good level of services and facilities. It has no
known fundamental environmental constraints’. Although Skirlaugh is
currently smaller in size and population and with fewer facilities than the
8 Local Service Centres identified in the Joint Structure Plan, The Crown
Estate owns a significant amount of land in and around the village and
has submitted 21.5ha of land as a ‘Land Bid’ for assessment and inclusion
in the Council’s forthcoming Site Allocations DPD. The land promoted
offers development opportunities within the Plan period and beyond.
With the proposed development on Crown land and the opportunity to
increase service provision and wider opportunities as a part of this
development we believe Skirlaugh could perform a Local Service Centre
role and be comparable to existing Local Service Centres in the near
future. The land promoted lies to the west of the village north and south
of Benningholme Lane and could accommodate approximately 450
housing units (in a number of phases). Plans for the development will
incorporate significant green space and the relocation and enhancement
of the existing playing field. The Crown Estate is reviewing opportunities
to provide a range of uses on site to ensure a balanced and healthy
community. Options could include live/work units local community and
service facilities and business and employment opportunities including
those with a rural focus. Further supporting information will be
submitted to the Council in due course.
Please see our response to SS6. We particularly believe that the Newport
/ Gilberdyke / South Cave / North Cave acts as a grouped service centre
as considered at paragraph 4.77 and we would support any measures to
encourage the development of this role. Some further development in or
around these settlements may be desirable to help achieve a better level
of servicing in the interests of reduced travel.

28

Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates

Officer Response
Weighton and Elloughton/Brough have been identified as
potential Local Service Centres in the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy. Snaith and Gilberdyke are identified as potential Rural
Service Centres.
Noted. Pocklington, Market Weighton, Howden, Withernsea,
Hornsea, Elloughton/Brough and Hedon have been identified
as potential Local Service Centres in the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy.
Noted. Individual ‘land bids’ will be considered using the
Council’s published Housing Site Assessment Methodology and
considered as part of the preparation of the Allocations
document.
Skirlaugh is identified as a potential Supporting Village in the
assessment within the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.

Noted.
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Ref
31
32

Consultee/Agent
Driffield Partnership
Mr Alex Willis, Atisreal
Limited on behalf of
Associated British Ports

Comment
Market towns and large villages (e.g. Nafferton and Hutton Cranswick)
ABP consider that Hedon performs the role of a local service centre in
the East Riding of Yorkshire. More specifically it accommodates
numerous local services facilities and employment opportunities including
shops a supermarket offices schools and doctor’s surgeries. It also has
good accessibility via public transport to the surrounding area including
Hull City Centre. Hedon was also previously identified as a ‘town’ in the
East Riding of Yorkshire settlement hierarchy. This was in light of its
existing provision of local services facilities and employment
opportunities and its potential for additional commercial and residential
development. In light of the above Hedon should be identified as a local
service centre in the LDF Core Strategy accordingly.
Pocklington – this settlement serves an enhanced LCS role given its
location as a focus for a rural hinterland. North Ferriby – this is a LCS
but also has the added advantage of being with the Halternprice
Settlements and on a public transport corridor. Gilberdyke - This is a
LCS but also has the added advantage of being on a public transport
corridor. Flamborough. Please see attached report for additional
information on these matters
The villages west of the Haltemprice settlements could perform a Local
Service Centre role in the area of Swanland/Ferriby.

34

Mr Roland Bolton,
Development Land &
Planning Consultants

41

Natasha Rowland, Savills

42

Mr Jonathan Atkinson, J G
Hatcliffe and Partners

43

Cllr John Whittle

54

Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council

Driffield, Howden, Beverley, Goole, Bridlington

57

Mr David Hammond,
Beeford Parish Council

Driffield: Bridlington Although you cannot call either of these local as
they are 9 - 12 miles away from our village.

It is important to identify the Service Centres with deliverable
employment land and with good transport and accessibility as Centres
suitable for housing - such as Pocklington and Market Weighton.
Pocklington as referred to in SS 6 and as referred to in the Core Strategy
is already a Service Centre as it is a thriving market town on one of the
three main transport routes (A1079) in the County. Land has already been
granted planning approval on Pocklington Industrial Estate - BroadHelm
Park and will provide for not only in excess of 20 acres of employment
land but a new road network into Pocklington. Pocklington should be
confirmed as a Service Centre. Market Weighton to a lesser scale also
presently acts as a Service Centre. This should be confirmed. Middletonon-the-Wolds acts as a Service Centre to its local rural community. This
should be confirmed.
From personal knowledge I would say Hornsea, Withernsea, Hedon. Bit
of an unfair question for anyone to answer.

Officer Response
Noted.
Noted. Hedon is identified as a potential Local Service Centre in
the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.

Noted. Pocklington, Hedon, Market Weighton, Elloughton,
Hornsea and Withernsea have been identified as potential Local
Service Centres in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.

Noted. Swanland and North Ferriby are not identified as
potential Local Service Centres in the assessment within the
Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
Noted. Pocklington, Hedon, Market Weighton, Elloughton,
Hornsea and Withernsea have been identified as potential Local
Service Centres in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.

Noted. Hedon, Hornsea and Withernsea have been identified as
potential Local Service Centres in the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy.
Driffield, Beverley, Goole and Bridlington are already identified
as Principal Towns. Howden is identified as a potential Local
Service Centre in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
Driffield and Bridlington are already identified as Principal
Towns
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For the Swanland Area, local service centres are located in Cottingham,
Hessle, Anlaby and Willerby which are all designated as major
Haltermprice Settlements. To a lesser extent the developing
Brough/Elloughton also provides some links. In other parts of the East
Riding settlements of the size of Pocklington, Howden, Market
Weighton, Hedon, Withernsea and Hornsea should be the ones
designated as Local Service Centres.
The 8 named in the document (as Haltemprice and larger villages such as
Stamford Bridge are excluded from this category).
On behalf of our client we submit that Elloughton/Brough should be
defined as a local service centre. The Joint Structure Plan (adopted 2005)
for the East Riding and Humber identifies Elloughton/Brough as an
urban centre. Policy DS3 of the Joint Structure Plan identifies
Ellouoghton/Brough as a suitable focus for housing employment
shopping cultural and community facilities. The designation of the
settlement within the JSP meant that it was not included within the
smaller settlements study carried out by the Council as part of its local
development framework. The settlement has a broad range of facilities
including a railway station from which operates the Transpennine
Express service between Hull and Manchester. From Brough the urban
centre of Hull can be reached in approximately 15 minutes by train
making it a sustainable location for additional growth. The accessibility to
Hull by train means that the settlement meets the transport accessibility
to key services criteria set out in the adopted RSS. The settlement also
has a range of local services such as primary education food shops
chemist opticians and bank. Paragraph 4.76 of the draft Core Strategy
refers to the different roles performed by local service centres and notes
that designation as a local service centre does not necessarily mean that
additional housing development will be appropriate. It cites the example
of Elloughton/Brough and notes that during a 2005 Issues and Options
consultation there was general support for an approach to reduce
previously high levels of housing provision in the settlement. Whilst we
would agree that each local service centre performs a different role and
function we consider that Elloughton/Brough is a sustainable location

68

Comment
There is a conflict in policies here. If the ERYC are promoting individual
services to OAP's 'staying put' village facilities should be reinforced to
match. If ERYC goes for rural extra care centres serving clusters of
villages then the LSC's should match.
Market towns e.g. Pocklington and Market Weighton

Officer Response
The Core Strategy will be informed by the plans of key
stakeholders such as health providers. In turn, the Core Strategy
is likely to influence the delivery plans of service providers as it
will provide a long-term plan and a degree of certainty
Pocklington and Market Weighton have been identified as
potential Local Service Centres in the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy.
Noted. Pocklington, Hedon, Market Weighton, Elloughton,
Hornsea and Withernsea have been identified as potential Local
Service Centres in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
Noted. Pocklington, Howden, Market Weighton, Hedon,
Withernsea and Hornsea have been identified as potential Local
Service Centres in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.

Noted.
Noted. Elloughton/Brough is identified as a potential Local
Service Centre in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy. A Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment has been undertaken by
the Council.
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Comment
for new development and that to overly restrict growth will undermine its
function to existing residents and the surrounding area. The Council
should carry out a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment to
identify the amount of suitable deliverable land for development in and
around the settlement and use that to inform the levels of development
proposed. It should not seek to restrict growth in sustainable locations
based on public perceptions of 'high' levles of growth.
In the area of Bubwith, Howden and Holme on Spalding Moor but
transport is an issue.
Market Weighton provides an important link for surrounding settlements
such as North and South Newbald Sancton and Goodmanham.

Officer Response

See comments in SS6 above. The settlements of Elloughton/Brough and
adjoining employment land at Melton needs to be considered as a major
development opportunity taking advantage of a growing employment
base and a settlement with excellent transport connections. We strongly
object to the comment made in paragraph 4.76 with respect to reducing
development in Elloughton - come - Brough simply because this
settlement has experienced high levels of housing in previous years. The
RSS Settlement Study identifies Brough to be highly sustainable location
and there is nothing in the Council's LDF evidence base or supporting
Sustainability Appraisals to suggest Brough has reached any
environmental/social or economic capacity limit. The Council has to date
failed to demonstrate the 'harm' of further development in Brough.
On behalf of our client we submit that Beeford should be considered as a
local service centre. Beeford achieved a ranking position of 7 (out of 72)
in the recent settlement study undertaken by the council and was put
forward as a priority 1 market village in the council's preferred options
smaller settlement study DPD. Although this DPD will not be
progressed further as a separate document the research and background
work carried out will presumably be carried forward into the core strategy
as part of the LDF evidence base. Beeford's high ranking in the smaller
settlement study is a reflection of the wide range of facilities including a
shop/post office primary school public house village hall/community
centre GP/health centre sports field and a library service. The
methodology also included a transport and accessibility ranking and
measured access to employment retail and leisure and primary health
facilities against the accessibility standards used in the Regional Spatial
Strategy. Given that Beeford ranked highly as a sustainable settlement
with a range of local facilities it is considered it should have a local service
centre designation. Furthermore we submit that Holme on Spalding
Moor which was ranked in 3rd position of the 72 settlements in the study
should also be designated as a local service centre. This settlement was
also put forward as a priority 1 market village in the council's preferred

Noted. Elloughton/Brough is identified as a potential Local
Service Centre in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.

Noted.
Noted. Market Weighton is identified as a potential Local
Service Centre in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.

Noted. The Sustainability Matrix was produced by Development
Management Services to inform decisions on planning
applications and was subject to limited consultation. Note that
the Sustainability Matrix did not assess those settlements
classified as ‘Principal Towns’ and ‘Towns’ in the Joint Structure
Plan.
The Council has prepared a number of Settlement Profiles
which collate a range of information on individual settlements.
These have been complied using a range of data, studies and
assessments, including: demographics; employment and
economic data; housing information; deprivation information;
services and facilities; transport and accessibility; and
environmental issues. They also include reference to any locallydriven plans, such as Parish Plans, which identify specific local
spatial planning issues of relevance to the LDF.
The Profiles have helped inform the identification of the roles
and functions of different places. In turn, this has fed into the
assessment of potential Local Service Centres set out in the
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Comment
options smaller settlement study DPD. Services within the settlement
shop/post office primary school pub village/community hall and a GP
surgery/health centre. The settlement also received a positive score in the
transport services and accessibility ranking for its bus service and access
to primary health facilities.
Some councillors from rural areas may find this idea rather restrictive.
Leconfield
On behalf of our client we submit that Hutton Cranswick should be
considered as a local service centre. Hutton Cranswick achieved a rank of
8 (out of 72) in the recent settlement study undertaken by the Council
and was put forward as a priority 1 market village in the Council's
preferred options smaller settlements study DPD. Although this DPD
will not be progressed further as a separate document the research and
background work carried out will presumably be carried forward into the
Core Strategy as part of the LDF evidence base. Hutton Cranswick's high
ranking in the Smaller Settlements study is a reflection of the wide range
of facilities including a shop/post, office primary, school, public house,
village hall/community centre, petrol station, sports field and a library
service. The methodology also included a transport and accessibility
ranking and access to employment, retail and leisure and primary health
facilities based on the accessibility standards used in the RSS. Hutton
Cranswick achieved a positive score for access to employment, retail and
leisure and primary health facilities under these criteria. The settlements
position within the road network and accessibility by bus and rail to
Beverley and Driffield means that it was given a transport and
accessibility ranking of 1 in the smaller settlements study. Given that the
above we submit that Hutton Cranswick should be ranked highly as a
sustainable settlement with a range of local facilities and good
accessibility and therefore should have a local service centre designation.
On behalf of our client Beeford is submitted for consideration as a local
service centre. Beeford achieved a rank of 7 (out of 72) in the recent
settlement study undertaken by the Council and was put forward as a
priority 1 market village in the Council's preferred options smaller
settlements study DPD. Although this DPD will not be progressed
further as a separate document the research and background work carried
out will presumably be carried forward into the Core Strategy as part of
the LDF evidence base. Beeford's high ranking in the Smaller Settlements
study is a reflection of the wide range of facilities including a shop/post
office primary school public house village hall/community centre
GP/health centre sports field and a library service. The methodology also
included a transport and accessibility ranking and access to employment
retail and leisure and primary health facilities based on the accessibility

Officer Response
Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
Beeford is identified as a potential Rural Service Centre in the
assessment within the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
Noted. A further question on rural areas is also provided.
Noted. Leconfield is not identified as a potential Local Service
Centre in the assessment within the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy.
Noted. See response to comment 86
Hutton Cranswick is identified as a potential Rural Service
Centre in the assessment within the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy.

Noted. See response to comment 86.
Beeford is identified as a potential Rural Service Centre in the
assessment within the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
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Comment
standards used in the RSS. Given that Beeford ranked highly as a
sustainable settlement with a range of local facilities it is considered it
should have a local service centre designation.
Elloughton-cum-Brough is one of the East Riding's larger settlements. In
2001 the town had a population of 7 388. There has been significant new
housing development particularly in Brough since 2001 and the
population is now likely to be higher. The town has excellent transport
links to Hull and to the wider region. There are direct rail services to Hull
Leeds and London. The A63 dual carriageway provides direct access to
Hull and the motorway network. BAE Systems is a major emloyer in the
town and there are other smaller employers in the town. There is a
Morrison's supermarket in Brough and a range of other shops and
services including banks. Given the range of facilities in Brough the town
is likely to act as a service centre to the surrounding villages. Brough
should therefore be identified as one of the East Riding's larger local
service centres where an appropriate level of new development should be
directed in order to allow the town to maintain and develop its role as a
local service centre.
On behalf of our client we submit that Flamborough should be
considered as a local service centre. Flamborough achieved a rank of 21
(out of 72) in the recent settlement study undertaken by the Council.
Although this DPD will not be progressed further as a separate
document the research and background work carried out will presumably
be carried forward into the Core Strategy as part of the LDF evidence
base. Flamborough's high ranking in the Smaller Settlements study is a
reflection of the wide range of facilities including a shop/post office
primary school public house village hall/community centre. community
internet citizenlink sports field and a library service. The methodology
also included a transport and accessibility ranking and access to
employment retail and leisure and primary health facilities based on the
accessibility standards used in the RSS. Flamborough achieved a positive
score for access to employment retail and leisure and primary health
facilities under these criteria. Given that Flamborough ranked highly as a
sustainable settlement with a range of local facilities it is considered it
should have a local service centre designation.
Walkington performs a Local Service Centre role. The RNLI commends
ERYC to define the settlement as such in their Local Development
Framework. The RNLI supports the complimentary approach whereby
clusters of large villages could act as a Local Service Centre.
On behalf of our client we submit that Kilham should be considered as a
local service centre. Kilham achieved a rank of 40 (out of 72) in the
recent settlement study undertaken by the Council and was put forward
as a priority 2 market village in the Council's preferred options smaller
settlements study DPD. Although this DPD will not be progressed

Officer Response

Noted. Elloughton/Brough is identified as a potential Local
Service Centre in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.

Noted. See response to comment 86.
Flamborough is identified as a potential Supporting Village in
the assessment within the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.

Noted. Walkington is not identified as a potential Local Service
Centre in the assessment within the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy.
Noted. See response to comment 86
Kilham is identified as a potential Rural Service Centre in the
assessment within the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
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Comment
further as a separate document the research and background work carried
out will presumably be carried forward into the Core Strategy as part of
the LDF evidence base. Kilham contains a number of vital facilities
including a shop/post office primary school public house village
hall/community centre. petrol station and a library service. The
settlement was put forward as a preferred market village because it was
considered to be the most sustainable settlement serving a wider rural
area. The remoteness of this part of the district and the accessibility issues
to larger settlements mean that Kilham provides a valuable function as a
local service centre to the rural population. On the basis of this role
played by the settlement and the facilities available to residents we submit
that Kilham should be designated as a local service centre. The
methodology also included a transport and accessibility ranking and
access to employment retail and leisure and primary health facilities based
on the accessibility standards used in the RSS. Kilham achieved a positive
score for access to employment retail and leisure and primary health
facilities under these criteria. The settlements position within the road
network and accessibility by bus and rail to Beverley and Driffield means
that it was given a transport and accessibility ranking of 1 in the smaller
settlements study. Given that the above we submit that Kilham should be
ranked highly as a sustainable settlement with a range of local facilities
and good accessibility and therefore should have a local service centre
designation.
All villages over a population of 500.

On behalf of our client we submit that Leven, South Cave and North
Frodingham should be considered as a local service centres. Leven
achieved a rank of 14 (out of 72) South Cave 17 and North Frodingham
27 in the recent preferred options smaller settlements study DPD.
Although this DPD will not be progressed further as a separate
document the research and background work carried out will presumably
be carried forward into the Core Strategy as part of the LDF evidence
base. The high ranking of these villages in the Smaller Settlements study
is a reflection of the wide range of facilities including a shop/post office
primary school public house village hall/community centre. GP/health
centre petrol station sports field and a library service. The methodology
also included a transport and accessibility ranking and access to
employment retail and leisure and primary health facilities based on the
accessibility standards used in the RSS. These villages achieved a positive
score for access to employment retail and leisure and primary health
facilities under these criteria. A suitable amount of sustainable growth in

Officer Response

Noted. The criteria for assessing whether a settlement acts as a
potential Local Service Centre considers populations amongst
many other issues. Many villages with a population of 500 or
more do not have basic services or facilities or employment
opportunities to cater for the existing population.
Noted. See response to comment 86
Leven and South Cave and are identified as a potential Rural
Service Centre and aSupporting village, respectively, in the
assessment within the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
North Frodingham is not identified as a potential Local Servcie
Centre in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
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Comment
these settlements would sustain the viability of the local service centres
and allow the rural community to thrive in accordance with the vision of
the Core Strategy.
On behalf of our client we submit that Nafferton should be considered as
a local service centre. Nafferton achieved a rank of 22 (out of 72) in the
recent settlement study undertaken by the Council and was put forward
as a priority 3 market village in the Council's preferred options smaller
settlements study DPD. Although this DPD will not be progressed
further as a separate document the research and background work carried
out will presumably be carried forward into the Core Strategy as part of
the LDF evidence base. Nafferton contains a number of vital local
facilities including a shop/post office primary school public house village
hall/community centre GP/health centre bank/building society petrol
station sports field citizenlink and a library service. The methodology also
included a transport and accessibility ranking and access to employment
retail and leisure and primary health facilities based on the accessibility
standards used in the RSS. Nafferton achieved a positive score for access
to employment retail and leisure and primary health facilities under these
criteria. The settlements position within the road network and
accessibility by bus and rail to Beverley and Driffield means that it was
given a transport and accessibility ranking of 1 in the smaller settlements
study. Given that the above we submit that Nafferton should be ranked
highly as a sustainable settlement with a range of local facilities and good
accessibility and therefore should have a local service centre designation.
Leven - see attached site representation. This settlement offers a wide
range of services and faciilities can be easily accessed via the public
transport network and performs the role of a central hub to a number of
surrounding villages. It also provides a number of employment
opportunities.
Villages within say 5 km of a main village such as Stamford Bridge should
be regarded as a cluster which form part of and complement the service
centre.
On behalf of our client we submit that Bempton should be considered as
a local service centre suitable for additional growth. The settlement
provides a range of local services including a shop/post office primary
school public house village hall/community centre sports field and a
library service. The settlement also has a railway station which makes the
regional city of Scarborough accessible in approx 30 mins journey time
and the Principal Town of Bridlington in less than 10 mins. This means
that the settlement has access to employment opportunities by means
other than the private car. On this basis it is considered that Bempton is a
suitable location for additional growth and currently provides a range of

Officer Response

Noted. See response to comment 86.
Nafferton is not identified as a potential Local Service Centre in
the assessment within the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.

Noted. Leven is not identified as a potential Local Service
Centre in the assessment within the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy.
Noted. Stamford Bridge (or a cluster of villages around
Stamford Bridge) is not identified as a potential Local Service
Centre in the assessment within the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy. It is, however, identified as a potential Rural Service
Centres.
Noted. See response to comment 86.
Bempton is not identified as a potential Local Service Centre in
the assessment within the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
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Comment
facilities locally. It is therefore submitted that the existing housing
allocations in the settlement are retained to allow sustainable population
growth needed to ensure the future viability of a range of local services.
On behalf of our client we submit that Skipsea should be considered as a
local service centre. Skipsea achieved a rank of 15 (out of 72) in the
recent settlement study undertaken by the Council and was put forward
as a priority 3 market village in the Council's preferred options smaller
settlements study DPD. Although this DPD will not be progressed
further as a separate document the research and background work carried
out will presumably be carried forward into the Core Strategy as part of
the LDF evidence base. Skipsea's high ranking in the Smaller Settlements
study is a reflection of the wide range of facilities including a shop/post
office primary school public house village hall/community centre petrol
station GP/health centre sports field citizenlink and a library service. The
methodology also included a transport and accessibility ranking and
access to employment retail and leisure and primary health facilities based
on the accessibility standards used in the RSS. Given that Skipsea ranked
as a sustainable settlement with a range of local facilities it is considered it
should have a local service centre designation.
Persimmon Homes considers that the settlements of Hessle, Gilberdyke,
Flamborough and North Ferriby should be recognised as Local Service
Centres. Each of these locations has opportunities for further
development and the potential to become strong Local Service Centres
through the enhancement of local services facilities and infrastructure.
The figure will be significantly less with Post Office closures.
Hedon CSS provides an excellent service.
Pocklington, Hedon, Hessle, Market Weighton, Stamford Bridge, Snaith,
Elloughton, Hornsea, Withernsea

We consider that Bilton should be promoted as a Local Service Centre as
the site proposes to provide employment through the extension of the
district centre housing - with 40% being affordable housing improved
transport links through the provision of a park and ride and there are an
abundance of services in close proximity to the site. Thus all services can
be provided close to this site and as such the need for travel can be
reduced.

Officer Response

Noted. See response to comment 86.
Skipsea is not identified as a potential Local Service Centre in
the assessment within the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.

Noted. Hessle is part of the Regional City (one of the Mjor
Haltemprice Sttlements). Gilberdyke, Flamborough and North
Ferriby are not identified as potential Local Service Centres in
the assessment within the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
Gilberdyke is identified as a potential Rural Service Centre and
Flamborough as a potential Supporting Village
Noted.
Noted. Hedon has been identified as a potential Local Service
Centres in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
Noted. Hessle is part of the Regional City (one of the Mjor
Haltemprice Sttlements). Pocklington, Hedon, Market
Weighton, Elloughton, Hornsea and Withernsea have been
identified as a potential Local Service Centres in the Preferrd
Approach Core Strategy. Stamford Bridge and Snaith have been
assessed to fulfil the Ruralice Centre role in the Preferrd Approach
Core Strategy.
Noted. Bilton is not identified as a potential Local Service
Centre in the assessment within the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy.
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Comment
The coastal town of Hornsea performs a local service centre role and
supports the role of Bridlington as Principal Town. Being only 20km
south of Bridlington Hornsea is well located to take advantage of it's
proximity to Bridlington which is curently undergoing a multi-million
pound regeneration scheme and the network of other settlements along
the east coast including the sub-regional town of Scarborough and the
other local service centres of Hunmanby and Withernsea. The
regeneration of Bridlington is aimed at increasing tourist activity and
subsequently supporting employment levels and the local economy which
can sometimes suffer due to the peripheral location of coastal towns. The
town is accessible by a number of transport routes and is in close
proximity to a number of service centres. Little residential development
has taken place in the town over the last decade due to the Council's
moratorium against greenfield development although under RSS local
service centres are required to be the focus for developments including
housing. Hornsea has a strong basis for developing and supporting the
sub-regional towns and principal towns because it is the largest town in
Holderness and already contains a number of key services and facilities as
detailed in this report. Policy C1 of the RSS aims to 'maintain the role of
the local service centres' therefore identifying the importance that these
towns play in supporting the principal towns. Strategic issues identified
for coastal regions include diversifying the sub-area's economic base
opening up employment opportunities with tourism sport and recreation
and other employment generating development and new major
infrastructure at Bridlington and on the coast. By developing Hornsea
and strengthening its role as a local service centre Hornsea can support
the strategic developments at Bridlington because Hornsea is within easy
reach of Bridlington and therefore day trips to the the coastal resort of
Hornsea can therefore also be encouraged. In accordance with Policy
CS1 of the RSS developments at the site of Hornsea Golf Course would
'respond to peripherality by developing tourism local services and
businesses which utilise but do not compromise environmental landscape
and heritage assets.'
Identifying specific settlements to act as service centres is always going to
be difficult with some communities perceiving themselves as winners and
others as losers in the process. The previous work completed on this
issue has been much maligned by local communities because of data
inaccuracies. Further much more detailed work is needed to be done - the
East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership would be happy contribute to
this work.

Officer Response
Noted. Hornsea has been identified as a potential Local Service
Centres in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.

It is acknowledged that some communities will perceive
themselves as winners or as losers in the process. Identifying
Local Service Centres in the Core Stratgey will help to
strengthen the roles that these existing towns already have.
The previous question sought to help determine an agreed
approach to considering the role and function of Local Service
Centres and the Council has prepared a number of Settlement
Profiles to inform the assessment. The Profiles have been
prepared in consultation with town and parish councils to
ensure that the data is as accurate as possible and that the views
of local communities can be drawn out.
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Comment
Excellent idea; perhaps consider the inclusion of smaller villages also?
Planning policies would play a vital role in making this work.
It is a good idea to look at more than individual settlements and use the
concept of cluster. Designation as a LSC should include an
encouragement to provide more housing if feasible because this will
strengthen the role and future of the settlement in question. Specific
policies can be used to test the merits of individual proposals (such as an
assessment of accessibility and impact on residential amenity) and
residential development should not therefore be ruled out from the
outset. South Cave is a good example of a potential LSC. It has local
community facilities (including a primary school) service facilities and a
Parish Council.
There is definite merit in considering the idea of settlement clusters
where a number of slightly smaller villages provide complementary
services and opportunities in a relatively small are or where smaller
settlements encircle a larger one. The concept should be applied both the
LSCs and to the Principal Towns to avoid the farcical situation
developing whereby a perfectly viable and sustainable settlement is
considered to be 'too close' to a PT or LSC to allow more new
development (as has occured recently in Walkington and Tickton).
Groups of settlements could include: Beverley, Walkington,
Woodmansey, Tickton, Bishop Burton, Cherry Burton and Leconfield.
Market Weigton, Shiptonthorpe and Goodmanham. Swanland and North
Ferriby. Elloughton, Brough, Welton and Melton. Gilberdyke and
Newport. Goole, Hook, Old Goole and Swinefleet. Pocklington and
Barmby Moor. Driffield, Little Driffield and Nafferton. North
Froddingham and Beeford. Lisset, Barmston, Skipsea and Ulrome. Leven
Brandesburton and Catwick. Coniston, Ganstead, Wyton and Bilton.
Hedon and Preston. Thorngumbald, Camerton, Ryehill and Keyingham.
The relationship between Hull and other areas of the East Riding is a
reciprocal one in terms of a relationship between place of work and place
of residence. However this does not mean that the settlements
immediately adjacent to Hull such as Anlaby, Hessle, Kirk Ella and
Willerby (the 'Haltemprice' settlements) and settlements on primary
transport routes into and out of Hull (A63) also do not perform their
own 'local' centre function. It is clear that settlements on major transport
routes in close proximity to Hull (such as North Ferriby/ Melton/
Elloughton cum Brough) have the potential to be identified as Local
Service Centres in their own right.
Pocklington is a Local Service Centre (LSC) and the Regional Spatial
Strategy states that LSCs should also be protected and enhanced as
attractive vibrant places and communities providing quality of place and
excellent environmental economic and social resource. Regional Spatial
Strategy (Policy YH7) refers to the importance of ensuring transport

Officer Response
Noted. Smaller villages are considered as part of Question SS8
of the Issues and Options paper.
Noted. A degree of development will be necessary in Local
Service Centres to support their roles and to ensure that new
development is focussed into the most sustainable locations.
South Cave is not identified as a potential Local Service Centre
in the assessment within the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.

Comments on potential clusters noted. The rationale for
supporting development in larger villages away from Principal
Towns and Local Service Centres is to strengthen those villages
as small ‘hubs’ for the surrouding rural catchment. Here, current
services and facilities are provided for people in relatively
isolated communities around the town. The aim is to help
maintain a well-distributed network of different sized centres.
Conversely, for those villages close to Principal Towns and
Local Service Centres, it is the Principal Towns and Local
Service Centres themselves that should be strengthened and not
undermined by development close-by.

Though Anlaby, Hessle, Kirk Ella, Willerby and Cottingham do
provide a service centre role for their population (and slightly
beyond), to avoid confusion they will not be referred to as Local
Service Centres. Elloughton/Brough has been identified as a
potential Local Service Centres in the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy.

Noted. When considering the amount of development in
different parts of the East Riding, the findings from the recently
commissioned Infrastructure Study and other plans such as the
Local Transport Plan will be important considerations. The
Council is looking to develop a scheme for the A1079, which
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I515
I630

Consultee/Agent

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly
Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

I745

Mr Dan Mitchell, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Wykeland Ltd

I787

Mrs Sarah Wills,
Wilberfoss Parish Council

I649

Mr Barry Scutt, A.C.S.
Scutt & Son

I710

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

I804

Mr Tom Brereton,
Development Land and
Planning Consultants Ltd
on behalf of site owners of
site at Lowthorpe Lane,

Comment
orientated considerations when selecting areas of development. This is
also related to the Regional Transport Strategy. As the A1079 is near
capacity and the access roads from the A1079 to Pocklington have not
been upgraded for at least a quarter of a century Pocklington is not
currently suitable for further development. This is why we are calling for
improvements to access as a priority part of the LDF. We recognise that
development is good for the community subject to the correct
infrastructure being in place. Not to grow is to standstill and be overtaken
by others which in effect is relative decline BUT we do need
infrastructural improvements as a priority. The final version of the RSS
makes such points clear and reference to the analysis in the RSS should
be made much clearer in the next version of the LDF which will provide
the context for the action plan of the future.
The Assembly does not wish to comment on this issue. This is a matter
for the Council to determine in line with the Settlement Study Report and
the RSS Core Approach.
All of the current Joint Structure Plan ‘Towns’ apart from Snaith
currently perform this role. It is not considered sustainable to
significantly add to this list. There is no need for further Local Service
Centres to be identified within the Hull Housing Market Area in addition
to Withernsea, Hedon, Hornsea and Elloughton/Brough.
Based on a review of individual settlements against the identified criteria
an initial assessment of employment land and our client’s comments
made above we consider that the following settlements should be
identified as Local Service Centres:- Pocklington; Market Weighton;
Howden; Withernsea; Hornsea; Elloughton-cum-Brough; and Hedon
SS7 Pocklington serves as a valued Local Service Centre for Wilberfoss
residents providing Secondary school/market/shops/supermarkets/
medical services and a Local Authority office.
[Letter of support for future development in Eastrington of an
appropriate scale which would help to sustain the village and its facilities.]
Based on a review of individual settlements against the identified criteria
an initial assessment of market viability and our client’s comments made
in Paragraphs 3.20 and above we consider that the following settlements
should be identified as Local Service Centres:- Pocklington; Market
Weighton; Howden; Witnernsea; Hornsea; Elloughton-cum-Brough; and
Hedon
We generally support the criteria established in the RSS and the additional
considerations listed. However we consider that to be effective the
criteria should also refer to the existing scale of the towns and we believe
that a qualifying population of at least 5000 is necessary. Overall we
consider that this is likely to lead to the identification of a small number

Officer Response
deals with issues around capacity, safety and access.
The final version of the RSS was adopted after the publication
of the Issues and Options paper. The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy
reflects on the adopted RSS.

Noted.
Noted. No additional potential Local Service Centres have been
identified in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.

Noted. All of the suggested settlements have been identified as
potential Local Service Centres in the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy.
Noted. Pocklington has been identified as potential Local
Service Centre in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
Noted. Eastrington is not identified as a potential Local Service
Centre in the assessment within the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy.
Noted. All of the suggested settlements have been identified as
potential Local Service Centres in the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy.

Noted. The level of population and scale has been considered as
part of the identification process for Local Service Centres. The
issue of smaller settlements is picked up in Question SS8.
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Consultee/Agent
Nafferton

I842

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc

130

Ms Avril Russell,
Thorngumbald Parish
Council
Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council

128

Comment
of settlements to be accorded this status which will only partly meet the
needs of the rural community and that it would therefore be appropriate
to identify a lower tier of complementary rural settlements that are also
capable of accommodating growth albeit of a lesser scale.
Based on a review of individual settlements against the identified criteria
an initial assessment of market viability and our client’s comments made
in Paragraphs in response to SS6 we consider that the following
settlements should be identified as Local Service Centres:- Pocklington;
Market Weighton; Howden; Witnernsea; Hornsea; Elloughton-cumBrough; and Hedon
Thorngumbald
Identifying specific settlements to act as service centres is always going to
be difficult with some communities perceiving themselves as winners and
others as losers in the process.
The previous work completed on this issue has been much maligned by
local communities because of data inaccuracies. Further much more
detailed work is needed to be done - the East Riding of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership would be happy contribute to this work.

131

C O’Connor, Hornsea
Town Council

Hornsea - North Holderness; Hedon - Mid Holderness; Withernsea South Holderness

132

Humber Rural Partnerhsip
Board

133

Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

Much detailed work has previously been done on this. More may be
needed to investigate the ‘group villages’ idea for defining some LSCs.
The Board would be happy to nominate an officer to join a working
group on this.
I scarcely think this is a sensible project for an individual to attempt.
While there are some small towns and villages which clearly perform this
function even to the eye of the casual visitor, there are others whose
function is less obvious.
Without attempting to be exhaustive, Hornsea, Withernsea, Hedon,
Brough/Elloughton, Howden, Pocklington and Market Weighton are
major Local Service Centres, while Skipsea, Leven, Hutton Cranswick,
and Patrington are among those which play a lesser but still important
role.

Officer Response

Noted. All of the suggested settlements have been identified as
potential Local Service Centres in the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy.

Noted. Thorngumblad is not identified as a potential Local
Service Centre in the assessment within the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy.
It is acknowledged that some communities will perceive
themselves as winners or as losers in the process. Identifying
Local Service Centres in the Core Stratgey will help to
strengthen the roles that these existing towns already have.
The previous question sought to help determine an agreed
approach to considering the role and function of Local Service
Centres and the Council has prepared a number of Settlement
Profiles to inform such an assessment. The Profiles have been
prepared with town and parish councils to ensure that the data is
as accurate as possible and that the views of local communities
can be drawn out.
Noted. Hornsea, Withernsea and Hedon have been identified as
potential Local Service Centres in the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy.
Noted. The in developing the proposed Local Service Centres,
the Council has looked at other work undertaken on this subject.
The LDF will continue to work with rural groups and
partnerships in developing an approach for rural areas.
Noted. Hornsea, Withernsea, Hedon, Elloughton/Brough,
Howden, Pocklington and Market Weighton have been
identified as potential Local Service Centres in the Preferrd
Approach Core Strategy.
The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy does consider the important
role of smaller service centres.
The comments regarding the impact of transport costs and
homeworking are noted.

In any case changes in transport, fuel prices etc could radically change the
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134

Mr M Cromack, Preston
Parish Council
Mr J Kilby

135

136
I1037

Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council
Cllr Charles Bayram, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council for Howdenshire

Comment
extent to which the smaller centres serve the daily rather than monthly
needs of their local population. Increased homeworking rather than
commuting could have a similar effect.
In our area: Preston; Hedon; Thorngumbald.
Comments relate to Holderness only.
Skipsea, Hornsea, Withernsea, Patrington, Hedon, Beeford, Leven,
Skirlaugh, Aldborough, Burton Pidsea, Sproatley, Keyingham.
There could be some overlap but all these are worthy of consideration.
It is important to identify those settlements that need just a small push to
become viable.
I agree Hull with its urban fringes should be the main city of East Riding
and Bridlington for the coastal area, Beverley for the rural area and
Goole, along with Hull, meets the requirements for the Humber Gateway
as main centres, but not Driffield.
At the JSP examination, no alterations were put forward regarding
Service Centres. Two matters were looked at, first which is shown on the
Inspector’s report. Driffield should not be given the higher status, there
was no need and it was under 10,000 at the 2001 Census. The then Panel
said there was no need for Howden to be a Service Centre, it was too
close to Goole, but as there was no alternative put forward it was left for
now.
I shall put forward an alternative which is to class four urban settlements
with strong historic links as a Service Cluster. North Cave and South
Cave, were identified as Towns in the Walingfen, Enclosure Act of 1772
and in their own respective Acts in the 1760s. The four urban settlements
of South Cave, North Cave, Newport and Gilberdyke, have populations
of 4,515 – 1,943 – 1,583 and 3,038 at the 2001 Census, making a total
populations of 11,020 by adding villages which use services offered by
those four, ie Ellerker, Broomfleet, Blacktoft, Eastrington and Hotham,
making a total population in excess of 15,000.

Officer Response

Noted. Hedon has been identified as a potential Local Service
Centre in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
Noted. Hornsea, Withernsea and Hedon have been identified as
potential Local Service Centres in the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy.
The role of smaller settlements has been considered in the
Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
Noted.
Noted. The town of Driffield had a population of 11,245 at the
time of the 2001 Census. A key part of the evidence for
identifying Driffield as a Principal Service Centre was the
Regional Spatial Strategy Settlement Study Report of 2004 which
looked at a wide variety of factors to assess the role of towns
within the Yorkshire region. Through the RSS process, Driffield
has been designated a Principal Service Centre because of its
role serving the wide rural area.
From a review of the Evidence Base, Howden has been
identified as a potential Local Service Centre in the Preferrd
Approach Core Strategy. The close proximity to Goole is
acknowledged.
The suggested Walingfen Cluster is noted, though this appears
to be based solely on a cumulative population of 9 villages rather
than on any consideration of their merits as a service centre
cluster.

Having that Walingfen link, it could be “the Walingfen Cluster”. I shall
then ask for it to be given the title of Service Cluster rather than Service
Centre. Thus removing restrictions which would otherwise be imposed,
additional services in suitable places could then be given consent, to be
enjoyed by the 15,000 or so residents, reducing their need to travel.
That a cluster currently has two road junctions on the A63 – M62, two
stations, a canal, a good bus service, it also enjoys a growing wetlands/fen
type nature reserve, lovely countryside walks and many other leisure
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Comment
related facilities.

Officer Response

There are a number of people hoping to form a regeneration group for
that cluster area to formulate a vision and objectives. The Authority
should, therefore, add the Walington Cluster to the plan as a Service
Cluster with the same status as Service Centres, then remove Howden
from the list of Service Centres.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.78 – Development in Rural Areas
Ref
I580

Consultee/Agent
Cllr David Rudd, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council

Comment
Entitled Rural Areas is to be welcomed. There are a number of Rural
Villages in the East Riding which have a shop, public house, school and
some industry but little public transport because it is not cost effective
which have been prevented from development by the Sustainability
Matrix. - the villages of Fangfoss, Seaton Ross and Shiptonthorpe spring
to mind. These statements seem to suggest a relaxation of this guideline?

Officer Response
The ‘Rural Areas’ section recognises that not all development
will take place in Haltemprice, the Principal Towns and the
Local Service Centres. However, it is not a ‘green light’ for
unrestricted development in small villages. The scale of
development required to support (without subsidies) such
services as public transport in small villages is considerable, and
may harm their intrinsic character.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.79 – Development in Rural Areas
Ref
I61

Consultee/Agent
Mr Hooper

Comment
Any villages within approximately 40 mins commute from York should
be seen as a valuable opportunity for those wishing to live away from the
noise of the city outside work to have a dwelling.

I75

Mr Hooper

Some small-scale development is very important to the future of these
remote settlements.

Officer Response
There are tens of thousands of properties already within 40
minutes commute of York. Any further development in that
area should primarily be directed to York itself, in the first
instance, then to Local Service Centres around the city which are
able to provide services and facilities, employment space and
opportunities, and the potential to connect to other locations
using public transport.
Noted. The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy supports appropriate
small-scale development (e.g. affordable housing, new facilities,
bringing derelict buildings back into use).

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.81 – Development in Rural Areas
Ref
I62

Consultee/Agent
Mr Hooper

Comment
Many access necessary facilities from near work rather than near home.

Officer Response
Noted, therefore promoting residential development in isolated
villages will not necessarily contribute to the sustainability of that
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Comment

Officer Response
village or that of the East Riding as a whole if people access
services and facilities near their place of work.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.84 – Development in Rural Areas
Ref
I179

Consultee/Agent
Cllr Symon Fraser, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Councillor for Driffield
and Rural

Comment
Should also include for an assessment of population, age and foreseeable
needs.

Officer Response
Noted. The Council has prepared a number of Settlement
Profiles which collate a range of information on individual
settlements. These have been complied using a range of data,
studies and assessments, including: demographics; employment
and economic data; housing information; deprivation
information; services and facilities; transport and accessibility;
and environmental issues. They also include reference to any
locally-driven plans, such as Parish Plans, which identify specific
local spatial planning issues of relevance to the LDF.
The Profiles have helped inform the identification of the roles
and functions of different places. In turn, they have fed into the
assessment of potential Local Service Centres and other smaller
settlements.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.87 – Development in Rural Areas
Ref
35

Consultee/Agent
William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

Comment
It is not a reason not to adopt a policy if it might more likely result in
speculative applications.

Officer Response
The Core Strategy should set the strategic direction for
development in the East Riding. It should provide guidance and
ensure that a consistent approach is adopted to provide
confidence and certainty for communities, investors, service
providers and developers.

Return to contents page

SS8

How should we plan for development in the rural areas?
Option A – Identify those villages that perform an important role and where small-scale development may be appropriate. If you favour
this option are there any additional criteria to those listed in paragraph 4.84 that we should consider?
Option B – Do not identify those villages that perform an important service centre role?
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Responses with no further comments
Mr John Ellerby; Mrs Anne Crick, Humber Mental Health Teaching NHS Trust; Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury Associates on behalf of Strawsons
Option A – 17

Option B – 3

Development / Omnivale Ltd; Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with Anlaby Common Parish Council; Driffield Partnership; Rachael Martin, Sanderson
Weatherall on behalf of KeyLand Developments Ltd; Ms Liz Charnock, Howden Town Council; Louise Reevell; Mr R. Vickers, Tickton & Routh Parish
Council; Mr Mike Jackson, Nafferton Parish Council; Mrs Kathy West, Hessle Town Council; W Buckle, Wetwang Parish Council; Ms Avril Russell,
Thorngumbald Parish Council; C O’Connor, Hornsea Town Council; Humber Rural Partnerhsip Board; Mr M Cromack, Preston Parish Council; Mr J
Kilby
Ms Helen Anderson; Mr M Guest; Ms Jan Crowther, Easington Parish Council

Ref
3

Consultee/Agent
Mr Robin Shucksmith

Opt
A

Comment
It is important to be aware that the important role is often
linked to the presence of a Post Office and shop - the loss of
the former can have a negative impact on the community.

4

Mr Ian Scruton

B

Development in rural areas should be considered on merit. If a
proposal is made that enhances or delivers new and existing
services, infrastructure or other requirement then due
consideration should be made to that proposal. This would
encourage developers/landowners to closely look at the issues
and act upon then to deliver economic social and community
benefit.

6

Duncan Ross, East
Yorkshire Primary Care
Trust
Miss Kate Helliwell,
Bidwells

A

12

Mrs G. Newlove, Hutton
Cranswick Parish Council

B

15

Kerry Lawson, Barton
Willmore on behalf of

A

8

A

Whether the development supports the longer term
sustainability of the village and the development is sustainable
within the general environment/ecconomic situation.
Villages which are identified should be chosen on the basis of
the existing facilities they provide and the sustainability.
Where local opinion is strong and adverse presume against
development in that village. Where local opinion favours limited
forms of development in that village conduct a written/drawn
appraisal to identify where enhancment can take place with
appropriate sympathetic development.
We beleive that Option A sets out the most approapriate
approach to plan for future development within the rural areas

Officer Response
Noted. Post Offices play an important role in local community
life. The decision to close Post Offices is a difficult commercial
decision and Planning has a limited role in being able to support
the viability of many services and facilities. In many cases
developments of a considerable scale are required to provide a
critical commercial mass to support such activities. However,
the presence of a Post Office and/or a shop have been taken
into account in identifying Rural Service Centres and Supporting
Villages in the preferred approach.
Development on its own that enhances or delivers new and
existing services, infrastructure or other requirements will
generally be supported as set out in proposed policies SS2 and
SS3 of the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that
planning applications must be determined in accordance with
the Development Plan, of which the Core Strategy will be a
central part. Therefore, the Council has established a settlement
network and criteria within policies to guide the determination
of planning applications (see proposed policies SS2 and SS3).
Noted.
Noted. Part of the criteria for identifying Rural Service Centres
and Supporting Villages included an assessment of existing
facilities.
Noted. The opinions of the local community are important and
through documents such as Parish Plans, they can begin to
influence how best to manage the location and type of
development that may come forward.
Noted. Option A has been taken forward as the preferred
approach through the identification of Rural Service Centres and
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Consultee/Agent
Wykeland ltd

Opt

20

P J Gray, Dee Atkinson
Harrison on behalf of The
York Diocesan Board of
Finance

A

26

Ms Caroline Stutt, Entec
UK on behalf of Crown
Estate

A

28

Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates

A

34

Mr Roland Bolton,
Development Land &
Planning Consultants

35

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

A

38

Jane Allen, Fangfoss Parish
Council

B

41

Natasha Rowland, Savills

A

Comment
of the East Riding. New employment and residential
development will ensure that the communities are sustainable
and will provide a flexible approach which will ensure the
continued relative vitality and viability of the rural settlments.
But the Council should also recognise that there may be
opportunities to provide some continued incremental growth
through appropriate development of small sites in rural
settlments that would not otherwise be allocated for housing
development.
We would like to add the following to the list: -Potential land
for growth on both brownfield and greenfield land to provide
for an appropriate mix of housing, business and employment
leisure and community opportunities appropriate to these
selected rural settlements. -Provision/ capacity to accommodate
open space, playing fields and play provision to meet the needs
of existing and future residents.
We believe that a transparent settlement strategy would aid the
production of subsequent DPDs. As noted above we consider
that in the more isolated areas of the District the potential for
smaller settlements to work together to reduce overall travel
requirements should be given serious consideration.
The attached report sets out a different approach to the
planning of this area based upon the housing market sub areas.
This will require identifying settlements that perform a LCS role,
however the level of development in these locations will vary
between settlements and sub areas. As such it is envisaged that
some will require more than small scale development if the
demand and need for housing is to be met in accordance with
PPS3 and the RSS.
Impose particular standards on energy use ie community heating
schemes, architecture, domestic, green travel and service
provision plans and impose conditions on type (g/km) and
number of cars per household.
All villages are important and development even in small villages
is important to allow them to grow in an appropriate manner.

The principle of establishing a settlement hierarchy is welcomed
but the Council needs to identify a further tier(s) in the policy
framework which identifies larger villages which could

Officer Response
Supporting Villages.

Proposed policy SS3 allows for essential and small-scale
development which meets local needs in locations outside of the
defined settlement network. National policy requires planning
authorities to strictly control development outside of areas
where there are limited services and facilities, few employment
opportunities, and limited transport provision.
Noted. The identified Rural Service Centres and Supporting
Villages will not be subject to any significant growth. Studies
such as the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(SHLAA), identify the amount of deliverable land available in
different settlements.
Noted. The preferred approach is to identify a range of
settlements as Rural Service Centres and Supporting Villages.
Some settlements in the more isolated parts of the East Riding
have been identified within this level of the settlement network.
Noted. Housing Market Areas are a key influence for the overall
spatial strategy. The preferred approach promotes different
levels of development for different Local Service Centres in line
with the overall spatial approach to development.

Noted. Many of these issues were identified in later chapters of
the Issues and Options paper. The LDF will be unlikely to impose
conditions on the type and number of cars per household –
though it will look at parking standards for new development.
Proposed policy SS3 allows for essential and small-scale
development which meets local needs in locations outside of the
defined settlement network. National policy requires planning
authorities to strictly control development outside of areas
where there are limited services and facilities, few employment
opportunities, and limited transport provision.
The preferred approach sets out a clear settlement network in
proposed policy SS2 to guide the location of development and
deliver sustainable growth. This includes the identification of
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43

45

Consultee/Agent

Cllr John Whittle,

Mr & Mrs J F and K M
Glew

Opt

A

A

Comment
accommodate some of the areas future development needs.
There should be clear guidance on where future development
can take place to provide certainty for both developers and
residents. Development in the larger villages with schools,
facilities and public transport should be supported where
development is proposed in sustainable locations. In smaller
villages which are deemed less able to support development
there should still be a criteria based approach which sets out in
which exceptional circumstances development may be
permitted. The Council should undertake a robust assessment to
determine whether previously developed land or greenfield sites
in the urban areas of the larger villages may offer sustainable
development solutions. This could assist in meeting
development requirements and also provide housing where the
needs
The other option - that of point-blank refusal of development in
the villages would lead to the gradual decline of the settlement.
There is a view that more local knowledge at the planning stage
could assist the decision process. In other words rather than a
blanket 'refusal on sustainability grounds' a discussion should be
invited on the merits of individual applications. We cannot
afford to be inflexible on this - as recent planning committee
meetings have indicated.

I believe Melbourne village performs an important role and
should be identified as a place where small-scale development is
appropriate. Melbourne has an existing state primary school
which is the centre of education for many of local villages.
There is an existing nursery school and an after school club.
There is a pub, village shop and chapel, sports field and tennis
courts, bowling green. Allerthorpe Golf Club also provides
leisure and some employment. Situated close by Allerthorpe
Lakeland Park provides fishing, wind surfing and some
employment. Other employment opportunities are close by at
the goat farm and a small industrial estate at Seaton Ross. Local
farms attract some employment. The canal behind Melbourne is

Officer Response
Rural Service Centres and Supporting Villages below the level of
Local Service Centres.
Proposed policy SS3 allows for essential and small-scale
development which meets local needs in locations outside of the
defined settlement network. National policy requires planning
authorities to strictly control development outside of areas
where there are limited services and facilities, few employment
opportunities, and limited transport provision.
The identified Rural Service Centres and Supporting Villages will
not be subject to any significant growth. Studies such as the
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA),
identify the amount of deliverable land available in different
settlements. In addition, we have prepared a set of Settlement
Profiles which look closely at the characteristics of individual
settlements.
The other option provided in Question SS8 of the Issues and
Options paper was not ‘point-blank refusal’ – it involved
establishing an agreed set of criteria to determine applications as
and when they come in.
Proposed policy SS3 allows for essential and small-scale
development which meets local needs in locations outside of the
defined settlement network.
Local knowledge is important alongside the implementation of
an overall spatial strategy. The Council has prepared a number
of Settlement Profiles with input from Town and Parish
Councils. The Profilestry to draw out the particular issues and
challenges in specific villages and make reference to any locallydriven plans where appropriate.
Noted. To help assess the role and functions of different place
in the East Riding, the Council has prepared a number of
Settlement Profiles with input from Town and Parish Councils.
The Profiles include an assessment of a range of data, try to
draw out the particular issues and challenges in specific villages
and make reference to any locally-driven plans where
appropriate.
Melbourne has been identified as a Supporting Village in the
Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
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a peaceful area for walkers.
We believe a strategic and planned approach is advantageous for
many of the reasons discussed in the consultation document and
wider government policies.
So that there is some control over development.

47

Dr Amy Crowther, RSPB

A

50

Mrs K. Richmond, South
Cave Parish Council

A

54

Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council

55

Mr Christopher Hughes

57

Mr David Hammond,
Beeford Parish Council

58

Ms Maureen Dale

59

Mr Roger Jones, Humber
& Wolds Rural
Community Council

B

Identify geographical centres to reduce travel and improve
facilities in those centres.

60

Julie Abraham

A

62

Mrs Pamela Austin

A

63

Mrs M. Barker, Swanland
Parish Council

A

There must be sufficient capacity for identified villages to be
able to grow without a reliance on sub-dividing gardens/plots
which erodes the character of villages.
Add Review of Health Care - into services function particularly
transport to clinics (medicare bus services) and emergency
functions.
We would not favour a dispersed development pattern for the
East Riding. However until the term Limited Development is
defined the Swanland Parish Council would be opposed to the
large scale development we have seen over several years and
recently resulted in 37 dwellings being built in the garden of one
house. Swanland Parish Council has made its views known in

Neither A or B - every village should be considered on its own
merits taking into account any local development plans such as a
Parish Plan.
A

Just because a commune is suitable as a Market Village would
not necessarily imply that it is suitable for development. Indeed
quite the opposite may apply as the growths of the Market
Village may well create a competitor to the Market Town to the
detriment of both.
Beeford has had small-scale development but we find
landowners are looking for loopholes to build on green field
sites not necessarily good sites as many are on flood plains and
as last year proved prone to flooding. We know Beeford has
development planned up to 2016.
Treat them all the same - they all need to feel important.

Officer Response
Noted. Option A has been taken forward as the preferred
approach through the identification of Rural Service Centres and
Supporting Villages.
Noted. Option A has been taken forward as the preferred
approach through the identification of Rural Service Centres and
Supporting Villages.
Noted. The development of a Core Strategy is an opportunity to
consider individual villages on their own merits and establish a
strategy that considers their future development needs over a
medium- to long-term timescale.
Noted. Beyond Local Service Centres, only limited small-scale
development to meet identified needs are likely to be
appropriate. Proposed policy SS2 seeks to manage the
distribution and scale of development including in Rural Service
Centres and Supporting Villages.
Noted. Planning Policy Statement 25 has introduced more
robust guidance for proposals which include development in
high-risk flood zones.
When considering individual proposals for future development
in any location, the Council will consider the extent of existing
permissions.
It is important that growth and development are managed in a
strategic manner to deliver the overall objectives of the LDF.
This means that different scales of development will be
appropriate in different settlements. Proposed policies SS1 and
SS2 seek to manage this.
Noted. There are benefits to having small service centres
geographically dispersed to serve rural catchments and this has
influenced the proposed approach to identifying Rural Service
Centres and Supporting Villages.
Noted. Identified Rural Service Centres and Supporting Villages
may include allocated land to accommodate small-scale future
development.
Noted. Transport access and the presence of a GP surgery have
been considered in the identification of Rural Service Centres
and Supporting Villages.
Noted. Proposed policies SS2 and SS3 seek to manage the scale
of development in different parts of the East Riding. Note that
Swanland has not been identified as a Rural Service Centre or
Supporting Village.
The term ‘limited development’ has been more clearly defined in
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Consultee/Agent

Opt

Comment
earlier consulation exercises but this was not sufficient to
control the developments currently taking place. Robust policies
are needed to ERYC to back up the criteria in Para 4.84.
There seems to be no need to pre-select certain villages if
criteria are identified and then applied.

66

Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby
Conservation Society

B

67

Mrs Sylvia Sheard,
Millington Parish Council

A

Additional criteria: affordable housing for local people.

68

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Hull Ionians RUFC
(Holdings) Ltd

A

72

Mr S. Young, Bubwith
Parish Council

A

Adopted RSS policy YH6 seeks to protect and enhance local
service centres. The RSS states that Local Authorities should
through their LDF's identify local service centres that is towns
and villages that provide services and facilities. Given that over
half of East Riding’s population live outside Haltemprice
settlements and the principal towns, local service centres serve a
crucial function in the rural areas and their sustainable growth
should be supported. Failure to identify local service centres
would have a critical impact on rural populations and would be
contrary to the principles of sustainable development. Given the
wide geographical area covered by the East Riding district the
urban area and principal towns are remote to large numbers of
the rural population. Local services are vital particularly for
vulnerable groups such as the elderly and people on low
incomes and can significantly reduce the need to travel by
cutting down the number of journeys. We consider that Option
B is unsustainable and would compromise the vibrancy of rural
communities, contrary to the draft Core Strategy vision. Option
A would allow for settlement to thrive through sustainable
growth and would therefore be in accordance with national and
regional planning.
Agree with this Option 4.84 is comprehensive enough. Do not
agree with Option B.

79

John Downing, Rollits
Solicitors on behalf of MT
Pearson

The viability of the villages in the rural areas of the East Riding
is a core issue to the Strategy. There is a risk that if villages are
closed to any further development they will fail over time. One
way of continued investment in the land and the built
environment is to ensure that all villages are permitted modest
development especially to meet local need subect to appropriate
criteria for site selection (particularly flood risk, acces to public

Officer Response
the preferred approach.
Noted. However, the preferred approach is to identify specific
Rural Service Centres and Supporting Villages to provide
certainty and consistency to planning decisions. This approach
has been supported through consultation and a sustainabiltiy
appraisal.
Noted. The level of identified housing need is an important
factor but has not specifically been used to identify Rural Service
Centres and Supporting Villages. A policy to help deliver more
affordable housing will be developed as part of the Core
Strategy.
Comments noted. The preferred approach proposes seven Local
Service Centres: Elloughton/Brough, Hedon, Hornsea,
Howden, Market Weighton, Pocklington and Withernsea. Below
this level, the preferred approach is to identify specific Rural
Service Centres and Supporting Villages to provide certainty and
consistency to planning decisions.

Noted. Option A has been taken forward as the preferred
approach through the identification of Rural Service Centres and
Supporting Villages.
Noted. The vitality of villages in the rural areas of the East
Riding is an important component of the Core Strategy. The
preferred approach seeks to ensure that rural areas are supported
through the identification of Rural Service Centres and
Supporting Villages (proposed policy SS2). Proposed policy SS3
also allows for essential and small-scale development which
meets local needs in locations outside of the defined settlement
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80

Ms Laurie Norris, National
Farmers Union

A

81

Phillippa Edwards, G V A
Grimley on behalf of
Horstine Farmery

A

86
91

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Peter Ward Homes Ltd
Doug Jennings on behalf
of T Appelbe, Elmfield
Estates Ltd

Comment
transport). Modest development in this way does not
compromise the RSS strategy of focusing development on the
Regional City and Principal Towns. So whilst it may be
appropriate to identify service centre villages this should not be
done at the expense of the viability of smaller villages. It is
noted that (paragraph 4.94) the opinion is expressed that
policies which promote increased levels of development in the
rural areas would do little to support the principles of
sustainable development and ‘would be likely to be found
unsound at the public examination stage’. That may be true of
increased levels of development, but not where modest levels
are continue. The proposed policy already identifies that at least
10% of new development in the East Riding should be located
in the rural areas. That would seem about right.
These representations are made in the context that M T Pearson
is an East Riding farmer and has made land bids in respect of
several villages in the East Riding.
By identifying such villages this should not preclude all smallscale appropriate development from villages not identified as
having an important role. They may offer a high quality of life
and well being but equally need to prosper with limited new
development.
Key criteria to consider includes: Future housing need and
supply in particular an identified 5 year supply for housing in
line with PPS3. Function and relationship with surrounding
villages in terms of sustainable development and transport links.
Employment and commuter patterns of rural villages serving
Local Service Centres and beyond.

A

See comment 68 to this question

A

With the qualification that certain villages close to town may
have a shared role and that a lack of certain facilities should not
be a hindrance to development as proximity to the town would
be a positive feature.

Officer Response
network.
The distribution of residential development provided in
proposed policy SS4, recognises that development will be
necessary in small villages and rural areas. However, this
approach still directs development to those locations which offer
residents greater accessibility and where this can best meet
genuine local needs.

Noted. Proposed policy SS3 allows for essential and small-scale
development which meets local needs in locations outside of the
defined settlement network.
Noted. A 5-year supply of housing will be maintained through
the strategic policies set out in the Core Strategy alongside the
Allocations document and monitored through the Annual
Monitoring Report.
The Stratgeic Housing Land Availability Assessment identifies the
amount of deliverable land available in different settlements and
the Housing Needs and Market Assessment (2007) has calculated the
level of housing need.
Consideration of transport and employment issues has been
made in the identification of Rural Service Centres and
Supporting Villages.
See response to comment 68
Noted. The preferred approach is to support rural areas by
identifying small service centres in variuos locations for modest
future development. The identification of villages close to larger
settlements has been rejected on the basis that this would not
support rural areas and would continue the growth of commuter
villages.
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93
94
98
102

103
104

105
106
107

Consultee/Agent
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr & Mrs JH Foreman
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mrs J Boat
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Bryan Brown & Sons
Catherine Birks, RNLI

Opt
A

Comment
See comment 68 to this question

Officer Response
See response to comment 68

A

See comment 68 to this question

See response to comment 68

A

See comment 68 to this question

See response to comment 68

A

Those villages which clearly perform an important role and
where small scale development may be appropriate and is
necessary (such as affordable housing) and which ERYC do not
regard as falling within the criteria for a Local Service Centre
should be identified in the LDF. Specific emphasis should be
placed on the valuable role that these villages may play in the
contexty of solving the affordable housing shortage.
See comment 68 to this question

Noted. Option A has been taken forward as the preferred
approach through the identification of Rural Service Centres and
Supporting Villages. The provision of affordable housing will be
crucial in rural settlements to support their vitality.

Each application in a village should be judged on merit. High
quality of design the housing offer affordable housing supply
and the wider benefits of aiding the village economy and adding
to the social community through direct works or subscription
should all be considered in an application. Developers should be
encouraged to contribute to villages with good quality housing
bids to ensure villages continue to thrive and play their part in
the regional economy. Brownfield site definitions should be
expanded to include underused or derelict agricultural land and
buildings bring back into use eyesores and deliver farmers and
landowners the opportunity of generating income.

Development on its own that enhances or delivers new and
existing services, infrastructure or other requirements will
generally be supported as set out in proposed policies SS2 and
SS3.

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of R Swales
I W Scruton, Scruton

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning on behalf of W.
Clifford Watts Ltd
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning on behalf of Mr
C Hill
Mr Jamie Pyper, Signet
Planning Ltd on behalf of
Southwell County Homes
and Makinder

See response to comment 68

The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that
planning applications must be determined in accordance with
the Development Plan, of which the Core Strategy will be a
central part. Therefore, the Council has established a settlement
network and criteria within policies to guide the determination
of planning applications (see proposed policies SS2 and SS3).

A

See comment 68 to this question

The definition of brownfield land is set out nationally in PPS3.
See response to comment 68

A

See comment 68 to this question

See response to comment 68

A

The role that these settlements play within the wider area must
be considered. In the interest of sustainability the role of such
settlements needs to be strengthened otherwise this will result in
their decline and households will lose the nearby services and
facilities that they currently enjoy.

Noted. The preferred approach is to identify a range of Rural
Service Centres and Supporting Villages which support their
immediate environs. These small settlements, though not
identified as Local Service Centres, may fulfil a role which serves
the everyday needs of their local communities (and beyond).
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108

Consultee/Agent
G M V Winn and Co

Opt
A

Comment
The overiding requirement to have access to normal public
transport from a settlement is a false premise. Even in main
settlements people use their car anyway. As an alternative
voluntary transport arrangements within small village clusters
around main service villages should be promoted.

109

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning on behalf of Mr
A Morley
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning on behalf of MB
Goodwin (Skipsea) Ltd
Ms M Lewis, NLP
Partnership on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd

A

See comment 68 to this question

Officer Response
Community transport initiatives are supported, though the LDF
itself has no ability to provide such a service. This is considered
through the Local Transport Plan. It is acknowledged that the
majority of journeys in the East Riding are undertaken by the
car. However, spreading development thinly across settlements
undermines the viability of current and potential services. To
concentrate development in well serviced locations adds to the
viability of the existing public transport services and provides
people with the choice of alternative modes of transport.
See response to comment 68

A

See comment 68 to this question

See response to comment 68

Kate Anderson, Indigo
Planning on behalf of Mr
D Curtis

A

The same factors used for identifying Local Service Centres
should be used to identify villages in rural areas that could play a
development role. Employment and housing data together with
information on the level of local services and facilities transport
and accessibility are key factors within the identification criteria.
Opportunities and constraints in relation to new development
should also be identified.
Option A of the CSIO is the most appropriate policy approach
given that the identification of specific villages will provide
greater clarity to the Core Strategy by identifying the settlement
hierarchy of the Borough. Within Planning Policy Statement 12
- Local Development Frameworks it states that Core Strategies
should set out the broad locations for delivering housing and
other strategic development needs such as employment, retail,
leisure, community infrastructure. It continues to note that the
Core Strategy should contain clear and concise policies for
delivering the strategy which will apply to the whole of the local
planning authority area or to locations within it. Identifying
specific villages would provide the clarity required by PPS12.
Whilst at this stage the Core Strategy is not seeking the
promotion of specific villages we would however wish to bring
the Council's attention to the appropriateness of Beeford as a
suitable smaller settlement for future development to meet local
business and community needs.
[Remainder of response continues and discusses the merits of
identifying Beeford as an appropriate village for small-scale
development including reference to: the Local Plan; level of
services and facilities; public transport; education; the Smaller
Settlements DPD (Preferred Options); the Joint Structure Plan;

Noted. The range of services and facilties, employment
opportunities and access to public transport were all considered
in identifying Rural Service Centres and Supporting Villages.
These factors were also considered in identifying Local Service
Centres. The development of Settlement Profiles has helped to
assess the different roles and functions of places, as well as
constraints such as environmental designations.
Noted. The Council has had regard to PPS12 and Option A has
been taken forward as the preferred approach through the
identification of Rural Service Centres and Supporting Villages.

110
115

116

Beeford has been identified as a potential Rural Service Centre.
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Comment
PPS7; a potential site for development; and development limits.]
ALL villages which can demonstrate an active community - eg
Parish Council, Pub Post Office/shop, Community groups and
clubs, Church/Chapel/religious community - should be allowed
to continue to build and expand that community in a controlled
and appropriate manner. The Parish Council (on behalf of the
community) should have a significant voice in how this is
managed.

119

Julia Billany, Ottringham
Parish Council

A

120

Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council

A

126

Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership

Add review of health care - into services function particularly
transport to clinics (medicare bus service) and emergency
functions.
These options over simplify a complex issue and apply a one
policy fits all criteria across an area of diverse character and
needs.

I33

Mr James Durham

A

I86

Mr Ian Brown, Ian Brown
Planning Services

It is important to only identify a very limited number of villages
for this role and then apply very restrictive ‘countryside policies’
to other rural areas preventing all but ESSENTIAL
developments. Without these provisions we risk more dispersed
unsustainable development which result in further demand for
services which cannot be provided to these areas viably. A
criteria based policy would not provide the certainty required for
developers and such policies are prone to 'loopholes' preventing
their effective implementation.
Smaller settlements could also be scored on a matrix basis to
assess their suitability for further development.

I123

Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates

Neither of these options addresses the real issue of rural decline,
inaccessibility and deprivation. Only by encouraging some
growth in all rural settlements will these problems be overcome.
New development does not necessarily mean that rural
settlements will be swamped by inappropriate development.
New development should be high quality, appropriate and
accompanied by infrastructure improvements. This is achievable
if the right signals are sent out by the LPA in the Core Strategy

Officer Response
Noted. The settlements within the East Riding are particularly
diverse and different approaches are likely to be required for
each. Proposed policy SS3 allows for essential and small-scale
development which meets local needs in locations outside of the
defined settlement network. National policy requires planning
authorities to strictly control development outside of areas
where there are limited services and facilities, few employment
opportunities, and limited transport provision. Parish councils
can help to identify community needs and highlight particular
challenges that the LDF may be able to overcome (e.g. through
Parish Plans).
Noted. Transport access and the presence of a GP surgery have
been considered in the identification of Rural Service Centres
and Supporting Villages.
Noted. Development in rural areas is a complex issue. However,
the Council needs to effectively plan for managing development
across the East Riding and set out what type and scale of
development will be appropriate in different parts. The preferred
approach also includes sub area policies which recognise the
diverse character and needs of the area.
Noted. Option A has been taken forward as the preferred
approach through the identification of Rural Service Centres and
Supporting Villages. Proposed policy SS3 allows for essential
and small-scale development which meets local needs in
locations outside of the defined settlement network.

Noted. For the purposes of the Core Strategy, a four-stage
assessment was undertaken to identify Rural Service Centres and
Supporting Villages. This considered, amongst other things, the
range of services and facilties, employment opportunities and
access to public transport within particular settlements.
Consideration of rural deprivation and accessibility is an integral
factor in the identification Rural Service Centres and Supporting
Villages in the preferred approach. Improving accessibility will
need to be undertaken by a wide range of stakeholders and not
just planners. Different ways of delivering services, such as
electronically, co-location and community provision, can help to
achieve this. Proposed policy SS3 allows for essential and smallscale development which meets local needs in locations outside
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Comment
and if policies are aspirational not defensive. More thought is
required on these options.

I204

Mr R Stafford Charles, R
Stafford Charles & Son on
behalf of Capel House
Property Trust Limited

A

I207

Mr R Stafford Charles, R
Stafford Charles & Son on
behalf of Capel House
Property Trust Limited
Mr Geoffrey Streets

[Copy of letter of response to August 2005 Issues and Options
Document provided] Bilton should be allocated as a Rural
Service Centre under policy DS5 (JSP). Further development at
Bilton would be in accordance with policy H7 (JSP) in that it
would support existing village services and would not result in
unacceptable long-distance commuting. Additional business and
community needs could be accommodated within any
residential development of an appropriate scale. This would help
to maintain the vitality of this Rural Service Centre.
We do not consider that there is any need to define
development limits in Rural Service Centres provided that
development accords with Core Strategy policy DS5 and
includes limited affordable housing where there is a local need.
Alternative – Option C – allow villages to develop. All places
are subject to arbitrary closure of Post Offices and Banks.

I468

I238

Victoria Molton, Walker
Morris Solicitors on behalf
of Paul Lisseter

A

Option A is the preferred option as it will give certainty to the
areas that will be able to take development and also restrict
development in the least sustainable areas. With regards to the
Rural Areas some work has already been carried out on
identifying the Preferred Villages. A representation was made to
the Smaller Settlements DPD in November 2006 that identified
the fact that the basis of the selection was flawed and not
sustainable. The premise that villages would score more because
they are further away from a larger settlement would encourage
more trips by the private car. As such it is felt that the
methodology should be changed so that settlements would
score higher if they were closer to a larger settlement (response
made to SSDPD attached with letter). When the scoring is
amended so that it represents a more sustainable pattern of
development one of the villages that scores highly is Hutton
Cranswick and as such should be designated as a Preferred
Market Village. In summary villages should become preferred
villages if they:
- have a number of basic services and facilities that can meet
peoples daily needs for example a primary school, general store,
public house, post office, area for recreation, etc.
- are located close to a place of employment. It should be noted

Officer Response
of the defined settlement network.
The Core Strategy will set out guidelines around quality and
where developer contributions will be sought.
Noted. Bilton has not been identified as a preferred Rural
Service Centre or Supporting Village. It has been rejected on the
basis that it is within close proximity of a larger settlement (Hull)
where development should be directed towards.

Noted. Policy DS5 is from the Joint Structure Plan which will be
replaced by the Core Strategy on adoption. Proposed policy SS2
seeks to encourage affordable housing in Rural Service Centres
and Supporting Villages.
The limitations of planning with regards to the closure of
services are noted. However, a strategy which attempts to
support key rural settlements through managed growth may
allow the provision of services to remain viable – in contrast to a
dispersed approach of allowing arbitary development in various
locations and which would be unlikely to ‘save’ services.
Noted. Option A has been taken forward as the preferred
approach through the identification of Rural Service Centres and
Supporting Villages. This preferred approach supports the
identification of settlements away from larger settlements (e.g.
Principal Towns and Local Service Centres) in order to maintain
the vibrancy of rural areas. The presence of public transport has
still considered through this process.
The distribution of services and facilities, employment and
public transport have been considered in the Preferrd Approach
Core Strategy.
The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment has helped to
identify the amount of deliverable land in each location –
brownfield and greenfield.
Hutton Cranswick has been identified as a preferred Rural
Service Centre.
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I370

Ms Margaret Baddeley,
Nathaniel Lichfield &
Partners Ltd on behalf of
Bourne Leisure Ltd

Opt

Comment
that settlements should be given more weighting if there is a
good variety of employment either in the settlement or within a
suitable travelling distance. To equate the same score to a place
that has a hospital that is rarely visited to a place that has good
access to employment that is travelled to daily does not seem to
be reasonable.
- are located on a good quality public transport corridor ie on a
good bus route to a variety of places or well connected to the
rail network that again would provide a service to a number of
places.
- are located close to a local service centre or Principal Town
(and not further away as proposed in original Smaller
Settlements Document)
- have a certain amount of previously developed land. Account
should be taken of the amount of previously developed land in a
settlement. As the Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment has not yet been completed this is not known as yet.
It is suggested that Hutton Cranswick is selected as a Preferred
Market Village due to the range of local services and amenities
available such as a primary school, village hall, general store,
post office, petrol station, sports field and mobile library.
Furthermore the presence of the train station that provides a
regular service to Hull and the new employment opportunities
being created in the St Stephen's development proves that this
village is sustainable. It is also known that there is previously
developed land available in Hutton Cranswick making it even
more desirable for development.
Bourne Leisure considers that objectives and policies within the
Core Strategy should recognise the role that tourism can play in
rural areas in diversifying and strengthening the rural economy.
This would accord with Government policy in PPS7 which
highlights the specific importance of tourism to rural economies
by sustaining local businesses and promoting prosperity in rural
towns and villages as well as encouraging farm diversification.
Moreover para 3.24 of the CLG Good Practice Guide on
Planning for Tourism recognises that 'the provision of essential
facilities for visitors vital for the development of tourism in rural
areas'. Tourism makes a valuable contribution to the rural
economy and can be a significant source of primary and
secondary employment. Tourism facilities including
accommodation should therefore be encouraged provided that
e.g. they are in character and scale with the adjoining settlement.
In addition it should be recognised that there are often wellestablished existing tourist facilities/accommodation in the open

Officer Response

Noted. The value and nature of tourism across the East Riding
is an important consideration for the Core Strategy. The Core
Strategy will need to be in accordance with national policy such
as PPS7 and the Good Practice Guide on Planning for Tourism.
Proposed policy SS3 specifically cites tourism facilities as an
appropriate form of development in the Countryside and further
reference to the tourist economy is provided in the proposed
sub area policies (SS8-13).
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I470

Mr G A White

I516

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly

I632

Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

I746

Mr Dan Mitchell, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Wykeland Ltd

Opt

A

A

Comment
countryside that make a valuable contribution to the local
economy and that these need to be properly planned for in
terms of investment intensification consolidation and expansion
to enable them to respond to the growth and changes in their
market sector whilst not detracting from the quality of the local
environment.
I think that some development in rural areas in the East Riding
may be unavoidable in order to sustain the viability of villages
such as Hutton Cranswick where there is a need for affordable
housing. The village meets all the criteria for further
development having good road and rail links, a school, shops,
public house,s close proximity to towns such as Driffield and
Beverley and a thriving Industrial Estate creating many local
jobs. There is also a large new development for residential care
for the elderly and an excellent sports facility for all villagers as
well a church and chapel.
The YH Plan seeks to prevent the dispersal of development to
smaller settlements and open countryside. In settlements below
Local Service Centre level the YH Plan does not expect
significant levels of development. Yet the Assembly recognises
that the characteristics of East Riding may give rise to a need to
plan positively for potential future development in such areas
mainly in response to affordable housing needs. The Assembly
encourages the Council to use the results of its Strategic
Housing Market Assessment to understand the need for
affordable housing in the District and provide sufficient
guidance through the Core Strategy for exceptions sites where
appropriate. The RSS does not anticipate the allocation of sites
for the development of market housing below Local Service
Centres.
Option A is favoured - to identify those limited number villages
that perform an important role and where small-scale
development may be appropriate. Development outside of these
settlements in the countryside should be strictly limited.
Relationship with other settlements and proximity to higher
order settlements should also be considered as criteria for
selecting these settlements.

Our client believes that Option A sets out the most appropriate
approach to plan for future development within the rural areas
of the East Riding. New employment and residential
development will ensure that the communities are sustainable

Officer Response

Noted. Hutton Cranswick has been identified as a preferred
Rural Service Centre.

Noted. Guidance from the Assembly is welcomed. The
Council’s Housing Needs and Market Assessment (May 2007) has
provided an assessment of the level affordable housing required
in each East Riding parish. The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy
seeks to manage development in a way which focuses
development to the most appropriate locations whilst meeting
the needs of rural areas.

Noted. Noted. Option A has been taken forward as the
preferred approach through the identification of Rural Service
Centres and Supporting Villages. This preferred approach
supports the identification of settlements away from larger
settlements (e.g. Principal Towns and Local Service Centres) in
order to maintain the vibrancy of rural areas. The presence of
public transport has still considered through this process.
Proposed policy SS3 seeks to manage development in locations
outside of the defined settlement network.
Noted. Option A has been taken forward as the preferred
approach through the identification of Rural Service Centres and
Supporting Villages. Proposed policies SS2 through to SS6 seek
to manage different forms of development across the East
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I711

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

A

I805

Mr Tom Brereton,
Development Land and
Planning Consultants Ltd
on behalf of site owners of
site at Lowthorpe Lane,
Nafferton

A

Comment
and will provide a flexible approach which will ensure the
continued relative vitality and viability of the rural settlements.
Our client believes that Option A sets out the most appropriate
approach to plan for future development within rural areas. Our
client believes that this approach will provide a flexible and
responsive strategy to plan for future development within rural
areas which will ensure a sustainable and balanced growth
throughout the East Riding. As discussed above in addition to
the criteria identified within paragraph 4.84 our client believes
that market viability in the interests of deliverability and
sustainability should also be considered in the approach to
identifying villages which would be suitable for future smallscale development.
Given the rural characteristic of the District as a whole and the
desire to focus development in the most sustainable locations
we consider that a three tier approach is needed in the rural area
comprising the Local Service Centres as defined in accord with
paragraphs 4.74 - 4.75, a secondary tier of lesser rural
settlements - those with populations in the range 2-5,000 and
which offer a good range of local services and facilities
especially public transport accessibility - and other ‘non-selected’
rural settlements in which restraint will be applied. This
approach would follow that established in the Boroughwide
Local Plan (August 2006) and remains an appropriate response
in the light of the need to balance the concentration of
development in the most sustainable locations with the
maintenance of a viable rural community. Paragraph 4.72 of the
Issues and Options Report recognises the issue of rural
dispersement and paragraph 4.78 reflects the need to promote
sustainable rural areas. We support this approach which wholly
accords with national policy. We cite the example of South
Cambridgeshire whose population is similarly dispersed amongst
significant number of larger and medium sized rural
communities. The Inspectors who reported on the Core
Strategy now adopted endorse this hierarchical approach to the
rural area [excerpt included]. [The excerpt states the DPD is
justified in identifying the area's 4 largest villages as rural service
centres in which development is not limited provided there is
the infrastructure to support it. All of these villages are relatively
close to Cambridge leaving much of the rural area without
service centres. Further Minor rural centres are identified as
possessing sufficiently good facilities and communications
serving small hinterlands.] We invite the Borough Council to
take a similar approach and to ensure that a range of housing

Officer Response
Riding.
Noted. Option A has been taken forward as the preferred
approach through the identification of Rural Service Centres and
Supporting Villages. The Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment and Housing Needs and Market Assessment are useful
tools in examining market viability.

Noted. Option A has been taken forward as the preferred
approach through the identification of Rural Service Centres and
Supporting Villages. The preferred approach also includes the
identification of Local Service Centres and proposed policy SS2
provides guidance for considering proposals in non-identified
settlements (the Countryside and other rural settlements).
The reference to the ‘Boroughwide Local Plan (August 2006)’ is
perhaps misplaced – no document exists for the East Riding,
which comprises of 4 Local Plans.
The example of South Cambridgeshire is a useful reference and
welcomed.
Nafferton has not been identified as a proposed Rural Service
Centre or Supporting Village. It has been rejected on the basis
that it is within close proximity of a larger settlement (Driffield)
where development should be directed towards.
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I843

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc
Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East

A

128

Comment
opportunities are available in suitable settlements falling below
the level of Local Service Centre. We note that Nafferton is a
Selected Settlement in the Boroughwide Local Plan and we
consider that it would be suitable for reselection in the context
of the Core Strategy when tested against criteria similar to those
identified for the selection of Local Service Centres.
[Information provided to support the identification of
Nafferton under the following headings: demographic
information; employment and economic structure; housing;
deprivation; services and facilities; transport and accessibility].
In addition the availability of the Lowthorpe Lane site is clear
indication that suitable land is available. Nafferton has no
available housing allocations through the existing Local Plan so
any growth would have to rely on a new allocation. In terms of
environmental pressures such as flood risk, landscape character
and natural designations the absence of flood risk and the
availability of local services and public transport the village as a
whole is well placed to accommodate limited growth.
Relationship to other settlements is also a key in assessing Local
Service Centres as despite having a range of services and
facilities to support day to day activity in settlements of this size
there will always be a draw to larger settlements and the wider
range they offer. Nafferton is well placed given its proximity to
Driffield and is demonstrably well linked by public transport.
Parish Plans and other locally driven regeneration strategies are
important but these must not dictate wider spatial objectives.
Local housing need and current housing provision are also
important factors as a variety of house types and tenures should
be available to promote mixed and balanced communities. Local
views are part of the public consultation process in preparing
the LDF. Geographic spread and location are issues although
less important for settlements of the size likely to fall to be
considered as a Selected Settlement such as Nafferton. The
village of Nafferton should under Option A be identified as a
village performing an important service role for the reasons
outlined above. The development of land at Lowthorpe Lane
should be considered small scale appropriate for such a
settlement within the hierarchy and provide the opportunity for
affordable housing.
See comment I711 to this question

Officer Response

These options over simplify a complex issue and apply a one
policy fits all criteria across an area of diverse character and

Noted. Development in rural areas is a complex issue. However,
the Council needs to effectively plan for managing development

See response to comment I711
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Consultee/Agent
Riding of Yorkshire
Council

Opt

Comment
needs.

133

Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

B

136

Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council

A

As indicated under SS7 I think that the nature of the service
centre role is too subtle and changeable for inflexible long-term
planning. In saying this I do not want to forbid planning, but I
do hope it will be possible, by working from criteria rather than
a list, to have significant flexibility to changes within the period
these plans are intended to cover.
Industrial element (pre 19th century)

I103
8

Mr S Young, Bubwith
Parish Council

Bubwith Parish includes Breighton which is a small settlement
without services and planning applications for new build are
being refused on sustainability grounds
The village has expanded rapidly in recent years with many very
large houses being built on the Main Street, a decision has been
taken that no more houses will be allowed on sustainability
grounds. Hence anyone who wished to build but fell the wrong
side of the curtain have been turned down.
The Parish Council feels that this is unfair but more importantly
it feels that the village of Breighton will slowly die if growth is
not allowed, the existing houses are there and will presumably
stay there so the PC feels that policy should be aimed at
improving local facilities to allow existing residents and future
new residents access to services. To make a decision that
Breighton is not sustainable will surely lead to stagnation at best
Breighton is very integral to Bubwith Parish, the primary level
school in Bubwith takes many children from Breighton as well
as other local villages in adjoining parishes eg Aughton,
Ellerton, East Cottingwith.
These outlying children have and will ensure that the school
stays open. Hence the gradual growth of Breighton is important
for the future viability of Bubwith School and also
shops/doctors surgery etc
Breighton residents are dependent on their cars to go anywhere
as there is no public transport, previous attempts to provide
public transport have failed as people are so used to using their
cars, perhaps the current and future problems of climate change
should be the trigger to trying again to encourage residents to
use public transport
Bubwith Parish Council believes that access to services for small
villages should be improved and that planning should allow a

Officer Response
across the East Riding and set out what type and scale of
development will be appropriate in different parts. The preferred
approach also includes sub area policies which recognise the
diverse character and needs of the area.
Noted. However, the preferred approach is to identify specific
Rural Service Centres and Supporting Villages to provide
certainty and consistency to planning decisions. This approach
has been supported through consultation and a sustainabiltiy
appraisal.
The level of employment opportunities has been considered
through the identification of Rural Service Centres and
Supporting Villages.
Noted. The Core Strategy will need to identify which settlements
can help support the delivery of a sustainable strategy and those
villages where development could be appropriate.
Breighton has not been identified as a potential Rural Service
Centre or Supporting Village. The village, along with many
others in the East Riding, would require a significant amount of
development to generate the creation of new services. Such a
dispersed approach to development would make it increasingly
difficult to support all services in all of these locations. The
preferred approach is therefore to manage the direction of new
housing in rural areas in a more focussed way so that it can
support the vitality of the countryside.
Bubwith however, is a proposed Rural Service Centre where
small scale development will help to support and retain the
existing services already provided in the village.
Planning policies need to be considered alongside other plans,
and initiatives aimed at improving the delivery and enhancement
of services and facilities.
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Consultee/Agent

Opt

139

Mr Philip Warry, Bishop
Wilton Parish Council

A

Comment
gradual growth of the village rather that the small village being
abandoned
Good transport links essential especially public transport if
possible.

Officer Response
Noted. Access to public transport has been considered in the
identification if Rural Service Centres and Supporting Villages.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.88 – Distribution of Development
Ref
I251

Consultee/Agent
Mr M E Barrett, Risby
Homes Ltd

Comment
It is essential that rural settlements are not starved of essential
development in order to regenerate and revitalise facilities. Village
facilities i.e. shops, post offices, pubs, churches, etc are being lost at an
alarming rate. Development should not be concentrated in the urban
areas but should be allocated in rural areas at the rate of historic
provision. Further a flexible approach should be taken to rural
development whereby previously developed land should be classified as
Brownfield in certain circumstances in order for unattractive sites to be
improved. The general allocation of development sites should be as
widespread as possible. Whilst it may be necessary to provide large scale
allocations on the lines of Elloughton/Brough in order to ensure a given
volume of supply these sites are invariably developed by the volume
nationals and don't in anyway reflect or enhance the character of the area.
There must be merit in encouraging a diversity of development designed
on an individual basis to reflect the local vernacular which is capable of
being carried out by local employers. This will also encourage
competition and can only be achieved by allocating a large number of
smaller sites some of which will need to be in rural areas. Policies dealing
with development in general should not be too restrictive in order to be
able to give consideration to proposals with positive benefits outweighing
their negative. In addition a less confrontational approach should be
encouraged in order to promote the advantages that well planned
development can bring out. Some areas or villages should have positive
policies in order to actively encourage certain development. Many areas
would benefit if specific planning briefs were prepared for improvement.

Officer Response
Essential small-scale development, and that which meets very
localised needs will still be supported through the Core Strategy.
The East Riding, like many places across the country, has
experienced a decline in service provision (shops, post offices,
pubs, etc.) in many small villages despite relatively high levels of
housing development. The assumption that more house-building
creates more demand for services is simplistic in the context of
rural areas (for example, employed residents often use services
close to their workplace which is not necessarily where they
live).
A thin and dispersed pattern of development is unlikely to
support rural services as a whole, as the critical mass to ensure
viability in each individual location is not achieved. A more
focused approach targeted at supporting key villages is more
likely to ensure the viability of service provision. In addition,
house-building in areas with local employment opportunities
reduces the need to travel and improves the probability that
people will use other services within the village.
Chapter 7 of the Issues and Options paper discusses the issue of
design recognising the different vernacular of the East Riding
(see Figures 29 and 30 for example). It is important that good
design, which reflects local character, is integral to both largescale and small-scale developments. It is agreed that planning
and development briefs would aid the development of many
sites. The Council also recognises the important role that Parish
Plans and Village Design Statements have in ensuring that
development in rural areas is appropriate and well designed.
‘Previously-developed land’ and ‘Brownfield’ are interchangeable terms for the same thing. This type of land will be
prioritised over the development of greenfield sites (though
these are likely to be required also).
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Paragraph 4.91 – Residential Development
Ref
I697

Consultee/Agent
Yasin Raja, Government
Office for Yorkshire and
the Humber

Comment
The housing numbers & time periods will need to be updated in line with
the published RSS.

I781

Mr G E Wright

I955

Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council
Cllr Charles Bayram, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council for Howdenshire

Retirement migration to the East Coast - the health and social cost is
significantly greater than any economic benefits. The capital of retired
people does not migrate to the local economy only the disposable
income. That for most is limited and spending is conserved. This leads
me to the conclusion that the retirement in-migration to the coast has no
positive economic benefit for the East Riding and does not require to be
encouraged by increasing the housing provision. The housing provision
in the York area of influence needs to be associated with the provision of
employment sites.
Housing will also be influenced by environmental and biodiversity
factors, can this be added on to the list of bullets?
In the 1960s the area that became Humberside produced 6000 additional
houses per year, 4000 of which were north of the Humber, including Hull
but not Goole, Snaith etc. In spite of that growth falling below half in
the late 1990s early 2000s. A future target of 1200 additional dwellings
per year and windfalls will suppress any growth the Authority had
previously enjoyed.

I1034

It will not provide accommodation for workers to take up jobs provided
in the Humber gateway growth area, the A63-M62 from Hull to Goole.
It will involve inward migration of the workforce from western
Authorities. At present for example the village where I live, North Cave,
provides 2 jobs for every working person within the 2 kilometre walking
distance from the village limits and an additional 3/400 jobs will be
created from planning consents yet to be implemented. There is
brownfield land and a need, the village could be classed as urban yet there
is no provision.
Reinstate the previous provision, the 2240 target for Hull and the East
Riding with the provision that the Hull market area is limited as at page
158 and footnote 20 on page 159 of the 2008 Yorkshire and Humberside
RSS.

Officer Response
Noted. The adopted RSS provides housing figures for the period
2004-2026. The East Riding’s Core Strategy is likely to be
adopted in 2012 and will need to reflect the RSS’s requirement
for 1,190 dwllings per annum (gross).
Comments on housing in the coastal areas noted. The type of
person attracted (or indeed, retained) to an area is related,
amongst other things, to the type of housing on offer. New
housing development will therefore need to be carefully
considered in the context of the overall strategy for specific
areas. The Bridlington AAP, for example, is concerned with the
retention of young people and attracting people of employment
age to help boost the economy of the town.
The links between employment and housing are acknowledged.
Environmental and biodiversity factors are important
considerations and will be considered.
The current strategy employed through the RSS and the saved
elements of the JSP seeks to promote development in those
locations expected to perform well economically. The Humber
Gateway area includes the Regional City and the Principal
Towns of Beverley and Goole. Together, these are the locations
for most of the development on the north bank. In addition,
places such as Hedon and Brough are also centres of population,
accommodating many of the workers tied into the Humber
industries.
Our evidence suggests that there is less than one job per
working person within 2km of North Cave. The amount and
type of brownfield land in a particular location is a factor for
consideration.
The overall scale of development is determined at the regional
level through the development of the RSS. This seeks to deliver
a region-wide strategy for considering growth and regeneration.
It should be noted that the annual housing requirement set out
in the RSS is not a ceiling though factors such as the impact high
levels of development could have on fragile housing markets
need to be thoroughly considered. The combined annual
requirement for Hull and the East Riding equates to 2,390
(gross) dwellings per year.
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Table 5 – Distribution of development options 2011-2026
Ref
I122

I853

Consultee/Agent
Mr Michael Glover on
behalf of Great Gutter
Lane Collaboration

Ms Liz Philpot on behalf
of Bridlington
Regeneration Partnership

Comment
Given the emphasis of policy YH4 in the RSS the maximum proportion
of housing suggested to be directed towards the major Haltemprice
settlements at 15% is insufficient. Given that the most sustainable parts
of the East Riding are those areas identified as part of the sub-regional
area for the purposes of the JSP now the Regional City the proposals for
the major Haltemprice settlements in all four options within Table 5 are
insufficient and whilst Option B is the most compliant with RSS of the
four it is woefully insufficient as a proportion of the total. Whilst it is
appreciated that the major Haltemprice settlements are not the only part
of the Hull housing market area identified in Fig 14 to which 40% of
housing provision should be directed to align with RSS, the Haltemprice
settlements are the most sustainably located and most compliant with
RSS Policy YH4 given the focus that this provides and comprise part of
the Regional City in RSS terms. It is stressed once again that RSS Policies
YH1 and YH4 should guide the decision making process as to the
location and hierarchy for housing numbers provision and those policies
favour Haltemprice as a general location for far greater housing numbers
than the Options set out in Table 5 even consider. The Options are
therefore considered non-compliant with RSS and we consider that 40%
of housing numbers should be committed to the Hull housing market
area as set out within RSS policy of which 30% (of the overall housing
total) should be directed to the major Haltemprice settlements.
The Core Strategy needs to recognise that housing development in
Bridlington’s housing market area will not in any way prejudice the
renewal of Hull’s appeal as a place to live. Critically housing growth is
fundamental to securing Bridlington’s regeneration developing a stronger
and more diverse economy (offering more jobs to its rural hinterland as
well) and achieving higher average incomes. The Core Strategy must
differentiate between the roles of Bridlington and Driffield (and not
group as the same as ‘principal towns’) and ensure in making this
distinction that the major share of the housing allocation within the
housing market area goes to Bridlington. Because of Bridlington’s greater
size and its regional importance as a visitor destination housing growth in
Bridlington stands to produce much greater returns to the economy of
East Riding as a whole than it would elsewhere in the area. To the extent
that Bridlington’s growth potential or fettered or diluted by ‘sharing’ with
Driffield this potential is lost. Bridlington town centre needs to attract
year round residential and business spending and pressure on its town
centre property market that comes from its own catchment if it is to be

Officer Response
Comments on the amount of development directed to
Haltemprice are noted. Question SS9 of the Issues and Options
paper asked for comments on the options put forward in Table
5 and suggestions for alternatives (combinations of options).
The preferred approach set out in proposed Policy SS4 is in
general conformity with the RSS (i.e. policies YH1 and YH4). A
figure of 15% for the Major Haltemprice Settlements has been
put forward in recognition of the following: a) 40% of ER
provision in the Hull Housing Market Area – recognising that
this also includes Beverley, Elloughton/Brough, Hedon,
Hornsea, Withernsea and other areas. b) the Gateway Pathfinder
housing renewal programme c) potential constraints – flood risk,
source protection zone, A164.

Qualified support of Option B noted. Bridlington is not
considered to be part of the Hull Housing Market Area as
indicated in the RSS and the East Riding’s Housing Needs and
Market Assessment.
In the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy, the differences between
Driffield and Bridlington are drawn out in individual visions
(Chapter 3) as well as through individual sub area policies
(namely policies SS9 & SS10). Note that the two Principal
Towns have not been included in the same sub area.
Whilst proposed policy SS4 provides a figure for the proportion
of housing to be directed towards Principal Towns, the
proposed sub area policies set out different levels for each.
Thus, the amount of residential development to be focussed to
each varies depending on the needs and opportunities presented
in each Principal Town.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
able to develop the critical mass needed for its competitiveness. We also
think the ‘distribution’ percentages seem arbitrary in the absence of a
clearer notion of how big each of the principal towns might optimally
become based on the characteristics of the towns their economic
structures and prospects for employment growth their regeneration needs
and so on. As set out none of this is clear and therefore no rationale is
provided for the choices. We suggest this approach be reconsidered with
a more robust approach developed to allocating housing provision based
on the evidence on each town its role in the hierarchy the desire and
potential for sustainable economic and population growth the
implications for the development of brown versus green land and all
other matters considered. Of the options set out and in the absence of
the needed evidence for them Option B on prima facie grounds would
appear to be acceptable as it would be beneficial to the Regional City and
would not appear to prejudice the Principal Towns (notwithstanding that
the critical question is the distribution of the housing allocation between
them). Further housing development in the ‘Haltemprice’ settlements
would not however provide any acceptable justification for an office or
retail development role for what is in practice a disconnected collection
of small centres which are very significantly below Hull City Centre in the
settlement hierarchy. The rationale in their favour is solely to do with the
fact that they are part of the Regional City’s built up urban area (albeit at
its edge). Option A is contrary to other national policy in the share
allocated to local centres policy, but would not provide any reasoned
justification

Officer Response
Comments regarding office and retail development in
Haltemprice are noted and a proposed approach is set out in
proposed policies SS5 and SS6 (discussed in more detail in the
responses to Chapter 6 of the Issues and Options paper).
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Paragraph 4.97 – Focus on Haltemprice
Ref
I956

Consultee/Agent
Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

Comment
If Option B is agreed, we must be careful not to put pressure on green
field sites located between the Haltemprice villages and Hull, as these are
important habitats for species. Issues such as flooding potential must
also be considered.

Officer Response
Noted. The impact on biodiversity and the risks associated with
flooding will be considered through all of the options. The
preferred approach seeks to protect the open areas between the
Major Haltemprice Settlements (see proposed policy SS8).

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.98 – Focus on Haltemprice
Ref
I611

Consultee/Agent
Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

Comment
Within Paragraph 4.98 the role of developer contributions needs to be
considered alongside the community infrastructure levy and thought also
needs to be considered into how these resources can be pooled and spent

Officer Response
The Council’s Infrastucture Study will consider existing and future
infrastructure capacity. Hull City Council will be a key consultee
through this process.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
to provide the necessary infrastructure for the residents of Hull and the
East Riding. For example funding for drainage, highway, and park and
ride facilities will benefit both the residents and businesses of Hull and
the East Riding and thought should be given to a joint funding pool and a
joint spending programme.

Officer Response

Return to contents page

SS9

Which option, or combination of options, best represents a sustainable approach for development in the East Riding?
Option A – Spread growth throughout the East Riding
Option B – Focus on Haltemprice
Option C – Strengthen the role of Haltemprice and the Principal Towns
Option D – Strengthen the role of Principal Towns
Responses with no further comments
Mr Robin Shucksmith; Miss Kate Helliwell, Bidwells; Mr Raymond Barnes; Cllr Brian Jefferies; Mr Jonathan Atkinson, J G Hatcliffe and Partners; Mr &
Option A – 23

Option B – 3
Option C – 14

Option D – 17

Mrs J F and K M Glew; Mrs C. Binnington, Driffield Town Council; Mrs Judith Macklin, Cottingham Parish Council; Ms Maureen Dale; Mr Roger
Jones, Humber & Wolds Rural Community Council; Ms Helen Anderson; Mr Stuart Natkus, The Land Development Practice on behalf of HICA; Mr
Mike Jackson, Nafferton Parish Council; Cllr Kate Gray; Doug Jennings on behalf of T Appelbe, Elmfield Estates Ltd; Mrs Kathy West, Hessle Town
Council; I W Scruton, Scruton; Mr Jamie Pyper, Signet Planning Ltd on behalf of Southwell County Homes and Makinder; G M V Winn and Co; Julia
Billany, Ottringham Parish Council; Ms Avril Russell, Thorngumbald Parish Council; Martine Gabriel, Beverley Town Council; Mr J Kilby
P J Gray, Dee Atkinson & Harrison on behalf of The Browsholme Settlement; Rachael Martin, Sanderson Weatherall on behalf of KeyLand
Developments Ltd; Mrs Ingrid Khan
Mrs Anne Crick, Humber Mental Health Teaching NHS Trust; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Ms Liz Charnock, Howden Town
Council; Driffield Partnership; Mrs C. Binnington, Driffield Town Council; Mr Christopher Hughes; Mrs Pamela Austin; Mrs M. Barker, Swanland
Parish Council; Mr M Guest; W Buckle, Wetwang Parish Council; Mrs Paula King, Bridlington Town Council; Mr M Cromack, Preston Parish Council;
Mr Philip Warry, Bishop Wilton Parish Council; John Downing, Rollits Solicitors on behalf of MT Pearson
Mr John Ellerby; Mr Ian Scruton; Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury Associates on behalf of Strawsons Development / Omnivale Ltd; P J Gray, Dee
Atkinson and Harrison on behalf of Hudson and Pick; P J Gray, Dee Atkinson & Harrison on behalf of MB Goodwin (Skipsea) Ltd; P J Gray, Dee
Atkinson & Harrison on behalf of Megginson and Hudson and Pick; P J Gray, Dee Atkinson Harrison on behalf of Dewhirst and Stephenson; P J Gray,
Dee Atkinson Harrison on behalf of The A M Watson Trust; Louise Reevell; Mr R. Vickers, Tickton & Routh Parish Council; Mr Roger Jones, Humber
& Wolds Rural Community Council; Mr S. Young, Bubwith Parish Council; Mrs Kathy West, Hessle Town Council; P J Gray, Dee Atkinson and
Harrison on behalf of Mrs A Beal; Ms Jan Crowther, Easington Parish Council; C O’Connor, Hornsea Town Council; Mr J Kilby

Ref
10

Consultee/Agent
Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby
with Anlaby Common
Parish Council

Opt
D

12

Mrs G. Newlove, Hutton
Cranswick Parish Council

D

Comment
Areas of Anlaby Common, Anlaby and Hessle are situated in
the high flood risk area - development may increase the flood
risk. We feel the two corridors of green open space should
remain open
Principal towns and their immediate environments should be
strengthened as sustainable entities and not be the subject of

Officer Response
Preferred option noted. The level of flood risk is an important consideration
and the Council is preparing a Strategic Flood Risk Assessment to inform
development decisions. The preferred approach seeks to protect the open
areas between the Major Haltemprice Settlements (see proposed policy SS8).
Preferred option and comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

14

Revd Stephen Cope

A

15

Kerry Lawson, Barton
Willmore on behalf of
Wykeland ltd

Comment
competition from nearby rural settlements where historic
evolution form identities to be preserved.
Option A is surely preferable. I have long held that at a time
when the average household size is still decreasing any
settlement with no development is automatically in decline. It is
therefore necessary if we intend to maintain vibrant villages to
permit growth of an appropriate size across the entire East
Riding - unless there is a genuine desire to see certain
settlements decline.
With regard to the distribution of development there is a bias
towards residential development in the Core Strategy Issues and
Options. Our client considers that it is important that the Core
Strategy also considers the distribution of employment
development.
With regard to the distribution of future housing development
within the East Riding, our client believes that the settlements
of Cottingham, Anlaby, Willerby, Kirkella, Hessle should be
defined as ‘Settlements comprising part of the Regional City of
Hull’ within the Core Strategy and should, therefore, be the
focus of housing development. Policy HE1 advises that housing
development should be focused in the Hull housing market
area, the RSS indicates that Cottingham, Anlaby, Willerby,
Kirkella and Hessle are located within this area. However, as
East Riding has only part of the Regional City within it’s area
(and since Hull City Council has substantial housing numbers of
its own to accommodate) we consider it likely that capacity
issues will mean that in practice the Principal Towns and Local
Service Centres should actually accommodate a greater
proportion of the housing numbers. This approach is in line
with the RSS settlement hierarchy.
In consideration of this approach, we have developed our own
distribution of development option, entitled “Wykeland’s
Option E”: 15% - Settlements comprising the Regional City of
Hull; 45% - Principal Towns; 35% - LSCs; 5% - Rural Areas.
The identified approach provides sufficient recognition to the
status of the settlements within the Hull Urban Area, as being a
part of the ‘Regional City’ of Hull (in line with the RSS),
however, as these settlements form only part of the defined
Regional City, the approach also ensures that the East Riding’s
Principal Towns and Local Service Centres will also provide a
focus of future development at an appropriate level. This
approach also allocates a suitable level of housing to protect
rural areas from inappropriate development.
In relation to the settlements comprising part of the Regional

Officer Response
Preferred option noted. The preferred approach allows for development in
rural areas. In addition, proposed policy SS3 allows for essential and smallscale development which meets local needs in locations outside of the
defined settlement network.

Noted. Suggested ‘Option E’ noted. The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy seeks
to deliver an appropriate spatial strategy for the East Riding taking into
consideration such issues as need, capacity, demand, the housing renewal
programme in Hull and the policies contained within the RSS.
The Employment Land Review (Stage 2) considers the suitability of locations
for economic development. This is discussed in more detail within Chapter 6
of the Issues and Options and a proposed approach to managing the
distribution of economic development is provided in proposed policy SS5
(Preferrd Approach Core Strategy).
Relatively large amounts of land are likely to be required across the East
Riding over the plan period, though a certain percentage of this can be
delivered through the re-use of appropriate brownfield development. The
Allocations document will explore the options for developing on sites in and
around identified settlements.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

20

P J Gray, Dee Atkinson
Harrison on behalf of The
York Diocesan Board of
Finance
Ms Caroline Stutt, Entec
UK on behalf of Crown
Estate

A

Eamonn Keogh, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Redrow Homes
(Yorkshire) Ltd

D

26

27

Comment
City of Hull, based on the general assumption of development
being delivered at an average 30 dph, locating 15% of the East
Riding’s housing numbers within the settlements of Cottingham,
Anlaby, Willerby, Kirkella and Hessle would equate to the need
to identify 103.5Ha (3,105 dwellings) of land for housing
development over the plan period. In consideration of the
available land in these areas, we consider it likely that urban
extensions/in fills or the “rounding off” of some of these
settlements may be required to meet RSS targets in line with the
settlement hierarchy.
However, overall we consider that such a distribution would
ensure that future housing development within the East Riding
area of the Hull Housing Market Area is evenly and sustainably
distributed and meets the RSS requirements, and that
development within these areas supports the regeneration and
growth aspirations of the Regional City of Hull.
However it is felt that a greater proportion of new housing in
the rural settlements is warranted due to the nature of
settlements in the East Riding particularly in the Holderness
area.
Whichever option is selected we consider that there should be
provision for development to take place in key settlements in
rural areas with a focus on Local Service Centres and Market
Villages. Such locations perform a key role in local housing
employment and service provision and will be locations for
future growth beyond the Principal Towns.
We consider that the most sustainable approach to development
within the East Riding would be a clear focus on the Principal
Towns. At a national level, PPS3 seeks to ensure that housing is
developed in suitable locations which offer a range of
community facilities and with good access to jobs, key services
and infrastructure (paragraph 36). At a local level, Local
Development Documents should set out a strategy for the
planned location of new housing which contributes to the
achievement of sustainable development (paragraph 38).
The Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) identifies Beverley,
Bridlington, Driffield and Goole as the Principal Towns within
the East Riding. Policy YH5 sets out that Principal Towns
should be the main local focus for housing, employment,
shopping, leisure, education, health and cultural activities and
facilities and explains that a local development focus on these
towns provides an efficient and concentrated approach to
investment and service delivery.
Furthermore, policy C1 (coast sub area policy) supports the

Officer Response

Preferred option noted. A more dispersed approach with a greater
proportion of housing directed to rural areas has not been put forward as the
preferred approach.
The four options in Table 5 involve varying degrees of development taking
place in Local Service Centres and key settlements in rural areas (40%-60%).
These places have an important role to play in meeting local needs for
housing, services and employment, which is recognised in the preferred
approach (see proposed policy SS4).
Preferred option and comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

28

Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates

32

Mr Alex Willis, Atisreal
Limited on behalf of
Associated British Ports

Opt

A

Comment
development of Bridlington in line with its role as a principal
town and to assist regeneration. Elsewhere in smaller
settlements, development should be mainly confined to meeting
local affordable housing needs and supporting small-scale
commercial development to achieve more local jobs.
Option D represents 55% of the annual housing provision being
distributed within the Principal towns. We would suggest that
this approach is consistent with that set out in both PPS3 and
RSS and still allows development elsewhere within the East
Riding. The Principal Towns will contain the most significant
proportion of previously developed land as well as having
established infrastructure and facilities in place.
We favour a Hybrid scenario based on a hierarchy of needssomewhere between options C and D. The % difference
between these scenarios is little in any event.
It is clear that too much emphasis on Haltemprice could
undermine the regeneration aspirations of Hull which would not
accord with RSS. However, some development in this area
would clearly be more appropriate in terms of RSS when
compared to past trends.
A continuation of past trends would see the most housing
growth in areas which would not be in accordance with the
spatial strategy set out in RSS and which may exacerbate the
need to travel, and continue to undermine focussed investment
in Hull and stronger service centres (the principal towns and
local centres).
It is our view that a balance needs to be found, with the priority
being to strengthen the Principal Towns (given the reduced
prejudice to Hull’s regeneration), followed by growth in
Haltemprice (given their good accessibility to the Regional
Centre), and then growth in the larger service centres with the
aim of supporting the potential for more local service provision
in the longer term, in an attempt to stem wider travel patterns.
ABP consider that Option A represents the most appropriate
approach to meeting new development needs in the East Riding.
More specifically, this option should be taken forward to allow
for new development in the Haltemprice, principal towns and
local service centres, determined on a case-by-case basis.
This is in recognition of the important role the local service
centres should play in terms of accommodating new commercial
and residential development in the East Riding of Yorkshire.
These (once identified) will be sustainable settlements in their
own right, with local services, facilities and employment
opportunities, as well as good public transport accessibility to

Officer Response

Preferred hybrid option and comments noted. These issues have been
considered in developing the preferred approach.

Preferred option noted. Development which serves wider needs should be
located in the most appropriate locations such as Regional centres and
Principal Towns. Local Service Centres will not be locations for significant
amounts of development but they may be suitable for development that
strengthens their role as service centres for the surrounding areas.
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the surrounding areas, which will play important roles in the
East Riding of Yorkshire economy, particularly given the
current dispersed nature of development in the district.
As such, new development in the district’s local service centres
should not be constrained, and Option A should be taken
forward accordingly. This would offer the most flexible option
in terms of accommodating future commercial and residential
development in the district, in order to allow for changing
circumstances, as required by the Planning Inspectorates
Soundness Test 9.
None of the above are considered appropriate based upon the
evidence available. The attached report argues for a different
approach to the distribution of development based upon a
consideration of the housing market sub areas.
[Attached report provides for a different option for distributing
development based on TEMPRO modeling and the Housing
Market Assessment. It argues that housing should be provided
to meet demand and take account of historic rates as well as
being influenced by future economic prospects in different subareas and settlements. The report continues and provides
information to support land bids at Hessle, North Ferriby,
Pocklington and Gilberdyke. A proposed distribution of
housing is provided by housing market sub-area, by settlement
and by settlement category: Haltemprice settlements – 12%;
Principal Towns – 35%; Local Service Centres – 24%; Rural
Areas – 28%]

35

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

D

Phased refurbishment and densification – work with Hull City
in a delivery partnership. As with the Council’s towns.

37

John Downing, Rollits
Solicitors on behalf of
Westella Holdings Limited

C

We support the general strategy of regeneration of Hull as the
centre of the Regional City. However the realistic prospects of
the Hull administrative area being able to accommodate
development of the order anticipated by the RSS (1,200 per
annum including replacements) is small, when compared to the
historic (2004/2008) annual completion rates in Hull of 280
(RSS tables 12.3 and 12.2 respectively). The slack will need to be
provided within the East Riding, if the Regional City is to
continue its path of regeneration. Whilst policies to provide
automatically for any under-provision in the City’s
administrative areas to be taken up in the East Riding, might be
self-fulfilling, it is proposed that provision is made for a review
of the allocations between the City and East Riding if it
becomes apparent that the take up in Hull falls consistently

Officer Response

Suggested proportions/approach noted. The RSS is clear in that the figures
provided for hosuing delivery are an attempt to reverse historic dispersal to
the East Riding whilst allowing appropriate levels of development to support
sustainable rural communities (paragraph 12.8). In addition, Policy HE1 (E3)
states: “Manage housing development in the Hull strategic housing market area to reduce
the amount of development in the East Riding and increase development in Hull over the
Plan period…”. Therefore, projecting historic development rates forward is
not an appropriate policy response. Whilst demand is an important
consideration, simply developing to meet demand is flawed approach. It
ignores the agreed Regional Spatial Strategy, developed to reverse the longterm trend of population and investment dispersal away from the large urban
areas of the region.
The supplied report suggests that the level of development appropriate in
different sub-areas or within the same category of settlements (e.g. Principal
Towns) is likely to vary. This is agreed and has been taken forward through
the sub area policies set out in the preferred approach Core Strategy.
Preferred option noted. The Council has and will continue to work with Hull
City Council and the Gateway Pathfinder partnership to develop a preferred
approach.
Preferred option noted. The average actual completion rate in Hull for the
period 2004 to 2007 was in the order of 612 (gross) dwellings. This
information is set out in Hull City Council’s Core Strategy – Issues, options and
suggested preferred option (June 2008). This document also identifies 9,000
development plots already with planning permission or allocated in the
‘saved’ local plan. In advance of the City Council’s Strategic Housing Land
Assessment, the document also estimates that a further 9,000 plots can be
delivered in a number of identified locations across the city. The Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment will be crucial in determining the housing
capacity of the city should a more aspirational housing ‘target’ be set.
Though the RSS and both Core Strategies are long-term plans, each will be
revised within the plan timeframe and monitored constantly throughout
against the policy direction. This provides an opportunity to assess housing
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short of target. The RSS already indicates that 40% of the total
East Riding allocations should be located within the Hull
Housing Market Area. The HHMA is a wider area than the
Regional City. The RSS in turn aims to reverse historic trends
of dispersal away from the Regional Cities. As submitted
elsewhere, the Haltemprice Settlements are physically and
structurally part of the Regional City and thus the principal
focus of that reversal includes the Haltemprice Settlements as
part of the Regional City.
However we feel that it is necessary to allowed limited
development in all villages regardless of the level of services in
the village.
We support the general strategy of regeneration of Hull as the
centre of the Regional City. However the realistic prospects of
the Hull administrative area being able to accommodate
development of the order anticipated by the RSS (1200 per
annum including replacements) is small, when compared to the
historic (2004/2008) annual completion rates in Hull of 280
(RSS tables 12.3 and 12.2 respectively). The slack will need to be
provided within the East Riding, if the Regional City is to
continue its path of regeneration. Whilst policies to provide
automatically for the slack might be self-fulfilling, it is proposed
that provision is made for a review of the allocations between
the City and East Riding if it becomes apparent that the take up
in Hull falls consistently short of target. The RSS already
indicates that 40% of the total East Riding allocations should be
located within the Hull Housing Market Area. The RSS in turn
aims to reverse historic trends of dispersal away from the
Regional Cities including Hull. The Haltemprice Settlements are
physically and structurally part of the Regional City and are for
the most part in the most sustainable locations.
Development needs will arise out of the Haltemprise
Settlements and principal towns and there is a need to recognise
that the most suitable option may be to meet development
needs in the area or sub-area where they arise therefore option
A would be supported.
I note that with Options B C or D there is much smaller scale
developments in rural areas. Whilst Option A is unfeasible that
was the only one to cater for rural areas per se.
The starting point for selecting the most sustainable option
must be current strategy as set out in the development plan. In
this case, the newly adopted RSS. It could not be clearer in RSS
that “Regional Cities and Sub Regional Cities and Towns should
be the prime focus for housing”. (Policy YH4). Figure 2.3 of the

Officer Response
delivery and future requirements.
The adopted RSS does not make an allowance for under-provision in Hull to
be met in the East Riding.

Preferred option and comments noted. Proposed policy SS3 allows for
essential and small-scale development which meets local needs in locations
outside of the defined settlement network.
Preferred option noted. The average actual completion rate in Hull for the
period 2004 to 2007 was in the order of 612 (gross) dwellings. This
information is set out in Hull City Council’s Core Strategy – Issues, options and
suggested preferred option (June 2008). This document also identifies 9,000
development plots already with planning permission or allocated in the
‘saved’ local plan. In advance of the City Council’s Strategic Housing Land
Assessment, the document also estimates that a further 9,000 plots can be
delivered in a number of identified locations across the city. The Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment will be crucial in determining the housing
capacity of the city should a more aspirational housing ‘target’ be set.
Though the RSS and both Core Strategies are long-term plans, each will be
revised within the plan timeframe and monitored constantly throughout
against the policy direction. This provides an opportunity to assess housing
delivery and future requirements.
The adopted RSS does not make an allowance for under-provision in Hull to
be met in the East Riding.
Preferred option and comments noted.

Preferred option and comments noted.
Preferred option noted. Option B provides a focus for Haltemprice to help
support the growth of the Regional City. It should be noted that this is in
addition to the development envisaged within the administrative boundary of
Hull – 1,200 dwellings per annum as set out in the RSS. Therefore, Option B
adds another 15% (179 dwellings) per annum on to the requirement for the
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RSS clarifies that Hull is a Regional City. Paragraph 5.4 of the
RSS identifies the Haltemprice settlements, including
Cottingham, as forming part of Hull Regional City. There are no
other settlements within East Riding that form, either in whole
or part, a Regional City, Sub Regional City or Town, as defined
in the RSS. In other words, to be in general conformity with the
RSS, the Core Strategy for East Riding should identify the
Haltemprice settlements as being the prime focus for housing.
The annual dwellings requirement for the East Riding local
authority is 1150 dwellings, to 2026. Of this, the RSS states that
around 40% should be delivered within the Hull housing market
area which includes the Haltemprice settlements and the town
of Beverley. Putting these two key elements of the RSS together,
it is clear that of the East Riding local authority housing
requirement, at least 460 dwellings per annum should be located
within the Hull housing market area, with the primary focus
being at the Haltemprice settlements, with a lesser focus on the
town of Beverley. From this analysis, we would conclude that, in
principle, option B is the most appropriate spatial option for the
Core Strategy in that it is the only one which specifically
prioritises those areas within East Riding local authority which
the RSS identifies should be the “principal focus” for
development. As set out in our comments on SS4 above, we
take issue with the statement, for both options B and C, that
these options have potential to hinder efforts to stem outmigration from Hull. As the Haltemprice settlements are now
identified in RSS as part of the Regional City, it is illogical to
state that development at these settlements will result in outmigration from Hull. In fact, quite the opposite. Development
at these settlements will ensure that the primary focus for
development lies at the Regional City, rather than the other
parts of the East Riding which have historically accommodated
dispersed growth at the expense of the Regional City. It is noted
from the Council’s Sustainability Appraisal that options B & C
“perform better than the others overall. Neither of these
options is expected to result in significant adverse effects and
both result in numerous positive effects.” (SA, para 3.6) Whilst
therefore, we support the principle of option B, in practice, the
housing proportions do not appear to reflect this principle.
Under option B only 15% of total dwellings will be delivered at
the Haltemprice settlements, which hardly equates to “the
principal focus” as set out in RSS. It is accepted that this figure
would be an increase upon the historic delivery rates of only
6.4% from 1997 set out in table 4 and that, of course, actual

Officer Response
Regional City.
Please note: The Yorkshire and Humber Assembly confirmed that the
requirement to provide 40% of East Riding’s housing requirement in the
Hull Housing Market Area concerns the wider extent of the areas – including
Haltemprice, Beverley, Hornsea, Withernsea, Brough, Hedon and the rural
areas in between.
Policy HE1 (E3) of the RSS requires housing development in the East
Riding to be managed, in effect, reduced, and for development to be
increased within Hull. Although it is acknowledged that the major
Haltemprice settlements are within the Regional City, they are still within the
East Riding authority area. They have separate identities to that of Hull (as
defined by the local authority boundary) and the Core Strategy must
recognise this. The reality is that there is clear evidence of differences
between the two areas either side of the administrative boundary line (e.g.
house prices, school performance).
The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment notes a significant capacity of
deliverable housing land, albeit this largely comprises greenfield land. A brief
analysis illustrates that any of the approaches could be implemented in
respect of available and deliverable land.
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figures need to reflect such matters as estimates of strategic
capacity for development. However, we consider that the RSS
is so clear on the matter that the proposed proportions of
housing development for the Haltemprice settlements under
option B should be subject to further detailed consideration and
increased as far as possible. Note: It is not clear from this
consultation document how the proportions of housing have
been determined. Evidence needs to be provided if the
proportions are derived from other factors apart from strategic
policy direction. For example, whether the indicative
proportions have been derived, at least partly, from an analysis
of estimated capacity.
We would recommend further investigation of Option D as
potentially the most sustainable of the four options; focusing
growth on discrete areas will potentially minimise issues
associated with flood risk and may also help to reduce pressures
on greenfield land. We also think that it has many benefits to
residents because of the increased ability to provide
infrastructure and public amenities in larger settlements
including sustainable transport options.
The Yorkshire and Humber Plan identifies Goole as a Principal
Town (Policy YH5) in that such centres should “...provide
employment, community facilities and services for local and
surrounding populations” (pg 22). By strengthening the role of
existing Principal Towns (Option D), such centres would
continue to benefit from investment associated with growing
employment clusters contained within them, as is the case with
Goole. By allocating additional employment land over the plan
period, increased inward investment could help to fund
infrastructure programmes to Goole's benefit.
By focusing on development of Principal Towns such as Goole
and thereby increasing the potential for extra employment
allocations to come forward within the plan period, this would
also help to boost the appeal of existing hubs for further inward
investment, especially for sites adjacent to deliverable plots
which could be brought forward - as in the case for the Capitol
Park site, Goole, where our client, St John's College, have
freehold interests.
In strengthening investment in other areas such as housing
education and city centre regeneration, inward investment
potential is also indirectly increased as such factors are crucial
for international footloose companies in terms of location
potential. This is because as well as guaranteed future
employment land availability, investors look at other factors

Officer Response

Preferred option and comments noted.

Preferred option and comments noted.
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such as the existing housing, educational and recreational
facilities available for its potential workforce when making
locational decisions. With more investment planned within the
centre and surroundings of Goole itself (as the RSS suggests), as
well as subsequent formation of a more attractive urban realm
and night-time economy, the Council would be increasing the
attractiveness of the town's employment potential and this is
consequently supported.
The Parish Council supports Option A to a certain extent but
also acknowledges that there may be benefits to Option C.
Do not encourage residential development in smaller rural areas
unless communities directly support more development in their
area.
But must include transport and work opportunities.
Strategy must maintain the open space around the Haltemprice
villages.
There are advantages + disadvantages in each option but it is
best of options given. It will help to halt the decline of rural
areas.
The Core Strategy settlement hierarchy needs to be in general
conformity with the spatial approach set out in the adopted
RSS. Hull is defined as a regional city in the RSS and Goole,
Driffield, Bridlington and Beverley as principal towns and these
designations should clearly be carried forward in the Core
Strategy in accordance with policies YH4 and YH5.
Our response to questions SS7 and SS8 have also set out why
the Core Strategy needs to adopt a settlement hierarchy which
includes the identification of local service centres given that they
perform such an important functions in rural areas.
In terms of the options above put forward in the Core Strategy
we do not consider that option A, which would see relatively
low levels of development in Haltemprice and the principal
towns, can be considered to be in general conformity with the
RSS. Such an option would not focus development in a
sustainable manner and would be contrary to national and
regional planning policy guidance.

Officer Response

Preferred option and comments noted.
Preferred option and comments noted.
Preferred option and comments noted.
Preferred option and comments noted.
Preferred option and comments noted.
The figures provided in Table 5 of the Issues and Options paper are not based
on projecting past levels of completions forward. Option A is the closest to
historic levels but includes an approach for rural parts of the East Riding
which has a greater focus on Local Service Centres rather than small villages.
The options provided in Table 5 are a basis for consulting on the discrete
broad approaches to developing a spatial distribution of development policy.
The Council believes that the options individually, or combined, cover the
realistic policy approaches. The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(SHLAA) notes a significant capacity of deliverable housing land, albeit this
largely comprises greenfield land. A brief analysis illustrates that any of the
approaches could be implemented in respect of available and deliverable
land.
However, the SHLAA has been considered alongside consultation responses
and the guidance provided in the RSS.

Clearly to achieve sustainable development the settlement
hierarchy needs to direct different levels of development
towards the main urban area, principal towns and local service
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centres. However, we would question the methodology used by
the Council to reach the suggested figures put forward in table 5
of the Issues and Options Draft. The figures appear to be based
on projecting forward past levels of completions, which have
not necessarily been delivered in a sustainable manner.

Officer Response

We would submit that the Council needs to consider a more
appropriate methodology for distributing development across
the district, and one which is focused on deliverability and is
flexible enough to deal with changing circumstances.
A Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment would be an
extremely useful tool in establishing the appropriate levels of
development across the settlement hierarchy, taking into
account the availability, suitability and critically the deliverability
of sites. Policy H2 of the adopted RSS states that Local Planning
Authorities should complete SHLAA’s during 2008 as evidence
for LDF’s to effectively identify and manage release of land for
housing. We would therefore suggest that this needs to be a key
priority of the council in progressing its LDF, in accordance
with regional guidance.

69

CP Group

C

We consider that insufficient evidence has been put forward in
support of the Core Strategy to allow for a robust assessment of
the options put forward in question SS9. Without a robust
evidence base to support options on the scale and distribution
of growth we are of the opinion that this aspect of the Core
Strategy may be considered unsound during examination.
The CSIO identifies a Borough wide hierarchy of settlements
comprised of Principal Towns, the major Haltemprice
settlements, Principal [Local] Service Centres and rural areas.
This is consistent with the regional hierarchy set out in the
adopted Regional Spatial Strategy for Yorkshire and the
Humber (RSS) (May 2008) of Regional and Sub Regional
Towns, Principal Towns and Principal Service Centres.

Preferred option and comments noted.

There are no Regional or Sub Regional Cities/Towns within the
East Riding though for planning purposes the RSS includes the
boundaries of the main Haltemprice settlements within the
Regional City of Hull. Four Principal Towns are identified
namely, Beverley, Bridlington, Driffield and Goole. The RSS
delegates the identification of Local Service Centres to the Local
Authorities.
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The RSS identifies that Regional Cities and Sub regional Cities
and Towns should be the prime focus for housing and other
development in the region (Policy YH4) whilst Principal Towns
should be the main local focus for housing and other
development. Local Service Centres and rural areas should be
protected and enhanced as attractive and vibrant places and
communities including meeting local generated needs for market
and affordable housing (Policy YH6).

Officer Response

The focus for new development within the East Riding should
therefore be the Principal Towns and the major Haltemprice
Settlements in accordance with the hierarchy of the Regional
Spatial Strategy. CP Group supports Option C to strengthen the
role of Haltemprice and the Principal Towns.
Option C would currently direct 50% of housing development
to the Principal Towns, 10% to the main Haltemprice
settlements, 30% to Principal [Local] Service Centres and 20%
to local areas. However, it is considered that a greater
proportion still should be directed to the Principal Towns and
the main Haltemprice settlements in line with the RSS
settlement hierarchy rather than directing as much as 30% to the
Principal [Local] Service Centres which should only provide for
local generated need.
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A

This approach is indirectly endorsed by paragraph 4.107 of the
CSIO which states that in identifying broad areas of search for
future development, suitable areas will be explored around the
larger settlements (i.e. the Principal Towns and the main
Haltemprice Settlements).
See comment 37 to this question
See VO2.
The dispersed pattern of development throughout the East
Riding reflects the rurality of the county. Concentrating
development in a few key settlements will have a detrimental
effect upon those rural towns and villages that could benefit
from new jobs and services associated with this.
The plan should reflect sufficient flexibility to identify potential
growth areas throughout the East Riding. This option allows
previously developed land in sustainable locations to be
considered above the development of greenfield sites in
Principal towns. Policies should have sufficient flexibility to be

See reponse to comment 37
Preferred option and comments in response to VO2 noted.
Preferred option and comments noted.

Preferred option and comments noted.
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dealt with on their individual merits.
While we are generally supportive of a balanced distribution we
consider the Core Strategy lacks the spread of housing
sophistication required to connect new homes with future
employment locations and public transport connections.
See comment 68 to this question

Officer Response
Preferred option and comments noted.

See response to comment 68

Cottingham has the following in the pipeline: Willerby Hill
Business Park offices; Swift caravans; Commercial greenhouses
11 acres; Nitrate removal plant at Keldgate; Castle Hill Hopstial
A164 run off; 48 houses at Clemison Hall. All of the above will
put water and sewage into Cottingham.
See comment 68 to this question

Preferred option and comments noted.

See comment 68 to this question

See response to comment 68

In connection with other submissions we have pointed to the
general thrust of RSS Policy in particular policies YH1 and YH4.
Given the status of the Regional City (of which Anlaby forms
one of the major Haltemprice settlements forming part of the
Regional City) it is Anlaby Estates Limited's view that in
response to SS9 Option B should constitute the most
sustainable approach for development in the East Riding. As a
result commenting on issue SS10 we would therefore suggest
that (a) the major Haltemprice settlements are the correct focus
for development in and around.
See comment 68 to this question

Preferred option and comments noted.

See comment 68 to this question

See response to comment 68

See comments for SS8.
See comment 68 to this question

Preferred option and comments to SS8 noted.
See response to comment 68

See comment 68 to this question

See response to comment 68

See comment 68 to this question

See response to comment 68

See response to comment 68

See response to comment 68
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Officer Response

See comment 68 to this question

See response to comment 68

See comment 68 to this question

See response to comment 68

C

See comment 37 to this question

See response to comment 37

B

None of the four options is appropriate, but of the options
available we consider that option B focusing growth on
Haltemprice is the most sustainable approach for development
in East Riding, in order to ensure that new development is
maintained within the Hull and adjacent areas. There should be
an increase in housing development in line with the Regional
Spatial Strategy requirement for 1,150. The focus on
Haltemprice settlements will allow the focus of new
developments away from rural areas.
The Local Service Centres and rural areas should only cater for
housing development that meets local needs, in accordance with
the adopted RSS. All the options in Table 5 focus too much
residential development into these areas. The focus of the RSS
is to locate development in the more appropriate sustainable
settlements with only development meeting local needs in the
smaller villages and towns.
The 4 options in Table 5 identify between 40 to 60 percent of all
housing growth be located in the smaller less sustainable
settlements in East Riding. This approach is fatally flawed with
too much housing growth envisaged for the lower order
settlements which will lead to an inappropriate amount of
development in the countryside. This approach is fundamentally
unsound.
To resolve the issue their needs to be a reapportionment of the
housing requirement towards the high order settlements of the
Principal Towns and Haltemprice settlements in line with the
RSS and population growth and job growth forecasts.
In broad terms Option C appears to be most in accordance with
the aspirations of the Spatial Strategy directing development
towards the Principal Towns and other urban areas. However
this approach needs to retain a level of flexibility to allow for

Preferred option (qualified) and comments noted. The proportion of
development directed to different parts of the East Riding also needs to be
considered within the context of development within Hull. Taken together,
there should be a clear approach to focussing most development into the
most sustainable locations – i.e. the Regional City (Hull and the major
Haltemprice settlements) and the four Principal Towns. The planned
housing provision within the Hull city boundary is in the order of 1,200
dwellings per year. Using Option B as an example, 77% of development in
the Hull and East Riding would take place in the Regional City and the four
Principal Towns. Nevertheless, the East Riding has an extensive rural area
and there are needs arising across the authority.

C

Preferred option and comments noted.
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limited development in rural areas and some level of growth in
smaller settlements which Option A includes.
We strongly object to option B as this would see development
concentrated in Haltemprice and this is an unsustainable model
for development. Haltemprice services are already under
pressure and as such we consider Haltemprice will not be able
to sustain mass development. We strongly object to option C as
this would see development concentrated in Haltemprice and
the Principal Towns and this is also an unsustainable model for
development. We object to option D as this would see
development concentrated in Principal towns and again would
produce an unsustainable model for development.
These options over simplify a complex issue and apply a one
policy fits all criteria across an area of diverse character and
needs.
It is difficult for Yorkshire Water to provide a preference at this
high level. Although proportions are provided for each type of
settlement they are not broken down to each individual
settlement. For example the Local Service Centres would have
45% of development if option A was chosen however the
distribution between local service centres is not known (we
appreciate the settlements have not been chosen yet). We would
prefer development to be located in areas with existing capacity
or have development phased until the necessary capacity can be
created. Yorkshire Water works to the Water Industry five-year
Asset Management Plan (AMP) capital investment periods. The
next one runs from 2010-2015. In order to plan any necessary
upgrades to our infrastrucutre during that AMP we need to have
a realistic forecast for future development distribution.
The Hull urban area is and should be the Regional City so lets
support it. Residents in Haltemprice will support the
regeneration of the City by using the shops and services in the
City centre. There is a need to reduce housing development in
Beverley. Apart from an area to the South of the town the rest
of the town is reaching its natural capacity in that developments
would change the its historic/visual character unacceptably.
Option B – allows more development to be focussed away from
the town due to RSS requirements to focus only around 40%
(465) of the East Ridings housing requirement in the greater
Hull housing market area.
Option A is preferred as the basis for an amended option
because it does not limit development to Haltemprice and/or

Officer Response
Preferred option and comments noted. The Council’s forthcoming
Infrastructure Study will provide guidance on capacity issues.

The options provide a broad strategic approach for managing development
across the East Riding which is an integral part of any Core Strategy to guide
planning applications and investment decisions. Recognition of the diverse
character of the East Riding is provided in the preferred approach, most
notably through the sub area policies.
Comments noted. The Council will need to work with Yorkshire Water (and
other partners) to identify potential shortfalls and capacity issues, both
existing, and in the event of planned development.

Preferred option and comments noted.

Preferred approach and comments noted. These issues have been considered
in developing the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.
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the Principal Towns. Clearly there has been adverse reaction to
relatively large-scale developments that have taken place in the
past such as those in Beverley and Brough. There is still a role
for such extensions to existing built up areas to acheive the
housing targets but there is also a need to develop in locations
where the future sustainability of a settlment is needed to retain
a critical mass to support facilities and services such as schools
and Post Offices. We would support a semi-dispersed approach
allowing development in Local Service Centre settlments as well
as around Principal Towns. Protection could still be given to
small villages which would not be seen as suitable for
development which could have their character eroded by the
pressure for further development. Development in the Principal
Towns is also desirable both to enhance their functions and to
minimise pressure elsewhere. Development in the Haltemprice
area in particular is likely to exacerbate the problems in the Hull
housing market and is not helpful in protecting the character of
its settlements and the seperation from Hull. Development of
LSCs that are accessible to explanding employment areas should
be encouraged and this would reduce commuting distances and
help to provide more users for public transport. These
settlements could be favoured over more remote locations
which would not have these advantages and benefits.
We are broadly in support of option A as this will give the
greatest impetues to regeneration in Hull in acord with the RSS.
However we advocate a reduction in the percentage allocation
to the LSCs to 40% and an increase in allocations in Rural Areas
to 20% in order to ensure that rural settlements are not starved
of essential development.
The focus for new development within East Riding should be
the Principal Towns and the major Haltemprice settlements in
accordance with the hierarchy of the RSS but would need to
reflect the emphasis given to providing 40% of this provision
within the identified Hull housing market area. Our clients
support Option C with a recognition of the A63 corridor as
falling within the Hull housing market area. This option fully
reflects the inter-relationship between land use and transport
planning advocated in RSS policy YH7. However it is
considered that a greater focus could be given to Local Service
Centres in the Hull housing market area along the A63 in line
with RSS strategy. This approach is directly suggested by Option
G (page 58) which proposed an area of search to the west of
Hessle.
Spread growth and treat Haltemprice as a principal town

Officer Response

Preferred option (as amended) and comments noted.

Preferred option and comments noted.

Comments noted. The Major Haltemprice Settlements are defined as part of
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Sanctuary Housing support options C and D of SS9 where the
focus of housing development is placed on the role of the
Principal Towns. We consider that this represents the most
sustainable option for East Riding as these Principal Towns are
well served by sustainable modes of transport and existing
facilities and services. In terms of the needs of Affordable
Housing in the district it is noted that focusing development in
the Principal Towns offers ERYC the best opportunity to
address these needs.
The four options given in the document all have their
advantages and disadvantages as outlined in the DPD. Question
SS9 asks for the option that best represents a sustainable
approach for development in the East Riding. It is considered
that there is a further option that can be considered that will
lead to a sustainable pattern of development. Therefore Option
E is proposed as the preferred option: * Major Haltemprice
settlements - 10% * Principal towns - 50% * Local Service
Centres - 25% * Rural areas - 15% (This 15% should be targeted
on the chosen Preferred Market Villages only) The major
Haltemprice settlements have been given 10% so as not to be
detract from the regeneration of Hull with the majority of
development given to the Principal Towns in accordance with
policy YH5 of the adopted RSS. 25% has been given to the
Local Service Centres and 15% to the rural areas as this will lead
to the most sustainable pattern of development and the delivery
of affordable housing across the whole of the East Riding. This
is thought to be the most sustainable pattern of development
providing that the Local Service Centres and Preferred Market
Villages are sustainable in themselves and reflective of the
resources already available in the East Riding. As such this
option will be in conformity with the RSS and national policy
more particularly PPS1 PPS3 and PPG13.
CP Group supports Option C to strengthen the role
Haltemprice and the Principal Towns. However it is considered
that a greater proportion still should be directed to the Principal
Towns and the main Haltemprice settlements in line with the
RSS settlement hierarchy rather than directing as much as 30%
to the Principal [Local] Service Centres which should only
provide for local generated need. This approach is indirectly
endorsed by par 4.107 of the CSIO which states that in
identifying broad areas of search for future development
suitable areas will be explored around the larger settlements (i.e.
the Principal Towns and the main Haltemprice settlements).

C

Officer Response
the Regional City in RSS.
Preferred options and comments noted.

Alternative option noted. This approach is similar to Option C which seeks
to strengthen the role of the Major Haltemprice Settlements and the
Principal Towns.

Preferred option and comments noted.
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We note that the current draft of the Framework is based on the
expectation that there will be a 25% increase in population
across the Riding over the next 15 years. From this there is a
desire to identify where and when housing will be built to
accommodate the increase in population. The eventual policy of
ERYC will depend on the balance struck between widely
dispersed growth and more limited concentrations. Whatever
the policy the district around Pocklington will have to bear
some increase. Pocklington over the last few years has seen and
continues to see large housing developments being built in the
town. What we have not seen is investment in infrastructure.
The access has not been improved and the allowance for car
parking has not been increased in line with the increased
amount of housing. We have seen businesses closing and
moving away from the town. We have seen shops closing. Many
of the people now living in the town work in distant locations.
We know that there are residents working in Leeds, York, Hull,
Beverley and Driffield; indeed even further afield. It is
important to note the location of Pocklington actually
encourages two car families inasmuch as the town is perceived
in a naturally ‘half way’ position between say York and Beverley.
The two cars are used to travel in opposite directions thus
increasing the traffic on the main strategic route the A1079.
Naturally many shop in their work location and Pocklington is
becoming a commuter town progressively unable to sustain
itself in jobs, shopping or leisure activities. Most of the people
who move into the town need cars to sustain their lifestyle and
the ‘two cars per household’ pattern is increasingly common.
This pattern will continue and grow throughout the county as a
whole if the current flavour of the framework is retained and
attempts made to accommodate the housing growth without
comparable infrastructure development. On a more positive
note partnership members have encountered a tiny number of
examples whereby the high cost of fuel is encouraging people to
seek local jobs with lower salaries and actually become better-off
financially. Such a trend would be encouraged by locally based
job development and infrastructure improvements. We believe
that the Framework is being developed and driven from the
wrong angle. Historically people have built their homes where
there is a perceived need; be that to house workers, provide
services, etc. This has usually followed the opening up of access
– trains, roads, etc. - and the creation of naturally occurring
hubs. This has created markets and further access has been
developed as required to outlying settlements. Dependent upon

Officer Response
Comments noted. The issues of infrastructure and employment potential are
now integral parts of the plan-making process. The Council is undertaking an
Infrastructure Study which seeks to identify what infrastructure provision is
required to accommodate any planned growth across the East Riding. This
will involve examining current capacity and investigating the amount, type,
and cost of infrastructure required to deliver the East Riding’s development
needs. The Council will continue to work with partners to ensure that
infrastructure planning is integrated as far as possible. This will involve
working with organisations in the health sector, public transport providers
and other key stakeholders.
In considering development of any notable scale, the Council will have to
assess the impact on the existing (and proposed) infrastructure. In some
cases, this may require the Council to look at alternatives, in others, it may be
able to build in additional investment supported through new development.
Though Table 5 of the Issues and Options paper focuses on housing
development, the role of employment provision will need to be carefully
considered. Local economic development has the potential to cater for part
of the employment needs of the local community. Whilst it is recognised that
many people will continue to commute to locations beyond where they live,
providing greater opportunities for people to live and work in their local area
will be central to the ambition of sustainable development.
One of the key issues for the Core Strategy will be developing a strategy
which goes somewhere towards meeting the identified need for housing.
Though this is difficult to accurately predict, the Council’s Housing Needs and
Market Assessment attempts to establish a baseline position for identifying the
future housing requirements of existing East Riding households.
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the function of settlements these have also naturally developed.
Development is therefore organic and while being controlled
and assisted by the planning process is dependent upon proven
need. Now we have a situation where planners are being
required to artificially impose housing quotas on communities
where there is no additional work opportunities and an inability
(usually financial) to improve services to meet the imposed
quota. The quota has nothing to do with actual need. Actual
need cannot be accurately predicted because it depends upon
the success of communities. We would like to see the
framework concentrate on the development of infrastructure to
deal with the issues that we have described above. We would
like to see the development of business opportunities, education
and health care to match the already grown (but under-serviced)
communities and to prepare them for future development. We
would also like to see the development of improved access.
While recognising that people will not always work in their
home town we believe that such measures would reduce the
need for people to travel long distances to work for leisure for
education and for health care. This would make the framework
a more sustainable basis for development and would show
ERYC taking a lead in this area.
Stamford Homes support options C and D where the focus of
housing development is placed on strengthening the role of the
Principal Towns. We consider that this represents the most
sustainable option for East Riding as these Principal Towns are
well served by sustainable modes of transport and existing
facilities and services. In terms of the needs of affordable
housing in the district it is noted that focussing development in
the Principal Towns offers ERYC the best opportunity to
address these needs.
Option D. I think the aim should be to try and expand the 4
Principal Towns in the hope that travel to employment and for
services can be reduced as much as possible. Therefore I would
back Development Option D subject to the folowing provisos:
My concern is that the Major Settlements of Haltemprice if only
going to have 5% of new developments will become a
backwater for ERYC and associated investment. I live in
Cottingham where considering the size of population 17,000 the
facilities are currently poor. Even a year after the floods the
Health Clinic has not been replaced and there is no Sports
Pavilion as the previous one remains burnt out. So facilities for
young and old are not good. As another example Hessle is
showing signs of becoming sadly run down in terms of shops

Officer Response

Preferred options and comments noted.

Preferred option and comments noted. Regardless of the amount of
development planned for the Haltemprice area, there are around 55,000
people already residing here as well as a few thousand businesses and
organisations. The area will be subject to investment through the Council
and its partners, and its status as part of the Regional City strengthens the
case for continued investment.
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Comment
and facilities while Beverley sparkles with new buildings and
even new pavements. Currently there seems to be a very uneven
distribution of resources within the ERYC area.
We would favour any option which has a low probability of
flooding. Please note that figures stated in Table 5 distributions
of development options may be affected as a result of the
findings of the SFRA. Findings of the SFRA could potentially
have an impact on the housing figures as defined in Table 5. We
would refer to our comments about being consistant with
national policy.
Option C. This would currently direct 50% of housing
development to the Principal Towns, 10% to the main
Haltemprice settlements, 30% to Principal Service Centres and
20% to local areas. However it is considered that a greater
proportion still should be directed to the Principal Towns and
the main Haltemprice settlements in line with the RSS
settlement heirarchy rather than directing as much as 30% to the
Principal [Local] Service Centres which should only provide for
local generated need. This is endorsed in para 4.107.
We support Option D as it seeks to strenghen the role of
Principal Towns such as Beverley. We have concerns that if
development is directed to the 'Major Haltemprice settlements’
then it may not meet the needs of East Riding and could have
significant impacts on the regeneration of the City promoting
the recent trend of out migration from Hull. Taking this into
condsideration it is our view that new development should be
directed to the Principal Towns in particular Beverley.
The focus for new development within the East Riding should
be to strengthen the Principal Towns (Option D). Particular
parts of Goole have very acute problems with deprivation. One
Super Output Area (SOA's) (as defined by the office of national
statistics) is in the worst 2% of SOA's nationally for crime and
worst 3% in terms of employment. Furthermore six of the 12
fall within the 30% most deprived showing that large parts of
the town are reasonably deprived. We there consider that
strengthening the Principal Town of Goole to represent a
sustainable approach to economic development and help to
alleviate the identified acute economic problems identified in the
town by providing a wider range of employment opportunities
jobs and knock-on regeneration benefits.
The Town Council would not wish to see any major housing
developments permitted in Snaith and Cowick. Any
developments should be limited to infill and brownfield sites in
all 3 of our communities. Recent housing developments in

Officer Response

The Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) will be crucial in informing
decisions regarding the location of development and has (and will)
influenced the distribution of new housing.

Preferred option and comments noted.

Preferred option and comments noted.

Preferred option and comments noted. The regeneration of Goole is an
important objective for the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.

Comments noted. Snaith is currently identified as a ‘Town’ in the Joint
Structure Plan – roughly equivalent in status to that of a Local Service
Centre. The role and function, as well as the challenges and needs within
Snaith, have been re-assessed as part of the development of the Core
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Snaith have not been to meet local need and have attracted a
commuting dormitory population which is of no benefit to
Snaith. These developments have proved to be of no social or
economic benefit to the community. These developments have
not as yet been fully intergrated into the area.
The focus for new development within the East Riding should
therefore be the Principal Towns Settlements in accordance
with the hierarchy of the Regional Spatial Strategy. Shirethorn
supports Option D. Option D in table 5 would currently direct
55% of housing developments to the Principal Towns 5% to the
main Haltemprice settlements 30% to Principal Service Centres
and 10% to local areas. This would be Shirethron Option D.
Depending upon where it is located the focussing of growth
upon the Haltemprice settlements could have an adverse impact
upon the historic assets of the area. For example there is a
Scheduled Monument in the gap which separates Cottingham
and Willerby and a number of Listed Buildings on the edge of
the built-up area of Cottingham and Anlaby. Consequently at
this stage in the LDF process it would be more appropriate to
record the likely effect against both Option B and C against
Sustainability Assessment Objective 16 as ‘uncertain’.
The Assembly supports Option C as it is in line with the RSS.
The strengthened role of the Haltemprice settlements is
supported in line with their role as part of the Regional City of
Hull. The Assembly is concerned however that there is little
evidence of joint working with Hull on this and would
recommend that to be in full alignment with RSS and satisfy the
requirements of Policy HE1 (A1 and E3) such joint working is
fully evidenced at submission. The Assembly would be willing
to get involved in such discussions at the earliest opportunity.
The Assembly would not support Option A as too much
development is concentrated in Local Service Centres and Rural
Areas. The Assembly would not support Option D as too little
development is concentrated in the Major Haltemprice
settlements which form part of the Regional City and should be
where the prime focus for housing development occurs in the
Humber sub-area. The Assembly would support those elements
on Option B that focus on Haltemprice subject to the outcomes
of joint-working on evidence as outlined above but would not
support the relatively little development proposed in the
Principal Towns. The Issues and Options paper does not put
forward a clear justification as to why levels of development can
be high in both the Haltemprice settlements AND Principal
Towns i.e. 15% and 50% respectively.

Officer Response
Strategy. The preferred approach is to identify Snaith as a Rural Service
Centre (i.e. below the level of Local Service Centre in the settlement
network).
Preferred option and comments noted.

Comments noted. This will need to be reflected in further Sustainability
Appraisals where appropriate.

Preferred option and comments noted. The Council will continue to work
with Hull City Council (and has met to discuss options) and Gateway over
housing development in the Hull Housing Market Area.
The Preferrd Approach Core Strategy has regard to development in the Hull
Housing Market Area and proposes an approach which seeks to complement
the regeneration of the city.
Proposed policy SS4 in the Preferrd Approach Core Strategy sets out a suggested
distribution of 15% to Haltemprice and 45% in Principal Towns.
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The emerging Options is a good step towards responding to the
new strategy set out in the published RSS but the portioning of
development may not go far enough towards developing a
sustainable pattern of development across East Riding. A high
proportion of development could be developed in locations
with poor accessibility to services and facilities or that would
result in a higher rate of commuting on already congested roads.
It is important that the distribution of development through the
Core Strategy focuses on the most sustainable locations in East
Riding. We would therefore support Options B or C as these
seek to direct development to the Principal Towns whilst
allowing an appropriate scale of development in the Major
Haltemprice Settlements. However it would be helpful to clarify
through the Core Strategy the scale of development that would
be allocated within each Principal Town. This should recognise
the significantly differing roles of these towns within the District
and wider sub-region.
Of the options put forward on page 50 for how housing
development should be distributed option B - focus on
Haltemprice is considered to be the most appropriate option.
We consider that a concentration of housing development in
Haltemprice will support the role and status of Hull as a
Regional City. An increased number of people living close to the
City will assist in supporting ongoing city centre retail, service
and employment activities. The location of development within
the Hull urban area is also a sustainable location in terms of
accessibility to the Regional City centre’s jobs and services and
will discourage longer distance commuting to and from Hull as
would be the case if more development occurred elsewhere
within the East Riding. Careful management of the type and
location of housing development in Haltemprice is essential
under this option in order to support Gateway Pathfinder
initiatives within the City. Hull City Council are prepared to
work closely with the East Riding of Yorkshire Council to
ensure the appropriate mix of house type, quantity of housing
(especially affordable housing), location of housing and
proximity to services (whether in Hull or the East Riding) is
provided. Within Option B consideration of 20% of dwellings
in major Haltemprice settlements and 35% in Principal Towns
should be considered as this re-enforces the settlement
hierarchy and the RSS approach to the areas where development
should be focussed. 18% of the East Ridings population is
based in the Haltemprice settlements and 26% in Principal
Towns and the 20/35 split seems more sensible than the 15/30

Officer Response
Comments noted. The Issues and Option paper clearly sought to avoid
proposing inappropriate development in unsustainable locations. The
preferred approach seeks to balance the needs of rural areas with the need to
provide for more sustainable patterns of development.

Preferred options and comments noted. The preferred approach, through
the proposed sub area policies, provides a guide for the scale of development
envisaged in individual locations in recognition of the different roles of the
East Riding’s towns.

Preferred option and comments noted. Managing residential development in
the Hull Hosuing Market Area, and especially in the Haltemprice area, is a
key issue for the Core Strategy and the Council welcomes Hull City Council’s
offer to work more closely.
Proposed policy SS4 in the preferred approach Core Strategy sets out a
suggested distribution of 15% to Haltemprice and 45% in Principal Towns.
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based on current population numbers and is also a closer
reflection of the historic housing distribution shown on page 50.
There are particular issues around development of Hull’s natural
suburbs the ‘Haltemprice settlements’. In respect of housing, a
focus on Haltemprice (option B) is favoured. Being located
within Hull’s urban area this is sustainable and would support
Hull’s regeneration and Regional City role though a strategic
approach needs to be taken alongside housing renewal in Hull
so as not to undermine the work being done through Gateway.
(We note for example that housing completions are stated as
exceeding requirements by 40% between 2003/4 and 2006/7
which if the trend continues and subject to their location could
have major implications for Hull). The balance of housing
development between Haltemprice, the Principal Towns and
Local Service Centres should be reviewed. Considering the
proportion of the East Riding population resident in
Haltemprice currently (18%) against those resident in Principal
Towns (26%) this suggests that the split proposed in option B is
light for the Haltemprice area as a whole. In respect of other
uses Haltemprice is not a single district rather it is a collection of
smaller centres and these should continue to serve local needs the Haltemprice settlements are not therefore appropriate for
office uses for example or any other larger scale development
serving a wide catchment and generating significant vehicle
trips.
See comment 15 to this question
Option D. The main focus for new development with East
Riding should be the Principal Towns in accordance with the
hierarchy of the RSS. The provision of housing at Quay Road
(Bridlington) will contribute to these requirements on a
brownfield site in a sustainable location well related to the town
centre and will reduce the pressure for the release of less
sustainable greenfield sites within the borough.
As discuss above with regards to the distribution of future
housing development within the East Riding our client believes
that the settlements of Cottingham, Anlaby, Willerby, Kirkella
and Hessle should be defined as ‘Settlements comprising part of
the Regional City of Hull’ within the Core Strategy and should
therefore be the focus of housing development. However as
East Riding has only part of the Regional City within it’s area
(and since Hull City Council has substantial housing numbers of
its own to accommodate) we consider it likely that capacity

Officer Response
Preferred option and comments noted. Non-residential development is not
discussed in this section of the Issues and Options paper. However, Hull
Forward’s comments regarding large scale development in Haltemprice are
noted and will be considered as part of the section on ‘A Prosperous
Economy’.
It should be noted that the Bridgehead site (within Hessle – a Major
Haltemprice Settlement) has been jointly agreed as a significant employment
site for specialist industries.

See response to comment 15
Preferred option and comments noted.

‘Barratt’s Option E’ and comments noted.
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issues will mean that in practice the Principal Towns and Local
Service Centres should actually accommodate a greater
proportion of the housing numbers. This approach is in line
with the RSS settlement hierarchy. In consideration of this
approach we have developed our own distribution of
development option entitled Barratt’s Option E: Settlements
forming Part of the Regional City of Hull 15%; Principal Towns
35%; Local Service Centres 40%; Rural Areas 10%. The
identified approach provides sufficient recognition to the status
of the settlements within the Hull Urban Area as being a part of
the ‘Regional City’ of Hull (in line with the RSS) however as
these settlements form only part of the defined Regional City
the approach also ensures that the East Riding’s Principal
Towns and Local Service Centres will also provide a focus of
future development at an appropriate level. This approach also
allocates a suitable level of housing to protect rural areas from
inappropriate development. Practically the approach identified
above is most similar to ‘Option B’ as set out in the Core
Strategy Issues & Options Paper. In relation to the settlements
comprising part of the Regional City of Hull based on the
general assumption of development being delivered at an
average 30 dph locating 15% of the East Riding’s housing
numbers within the settlements of Cottingham, Anlaby,
Willerby, Kirkella and Hessle would equate to the need to
identify 103.5Ha (3105 dwellings) of land for housing
development over the plan period. In consideration of the
available land in these areas we consider it likely that urban
extensions/in fills or the ‘rounding off’ of some of these
settlements may be required to meet RSS targets in line with the
settlement hierarchy. However overall we consider that such a
distribution would ensure that future housing development
within the East Riding area of the Hull Housing Market Area is
evenly and sustainably distributed and meets the RSS
requirements and that development within these areas supports
the regeneration and growth aspirations of the Regional City of
Hull.
With regard to the RSS these representations suggest that the
East Riding housing numbers should be distributed to
settlements as follows: Option E: Settlements forming part of
the Hull Regional City 15%; Principal Towns 45%; Local
Service Centres 35%; Rural Areas 5%. This option is not set out
in the Core Strategy Issues and Options paper but is a variation
on that proposed at 'Option B' proposing that the number of
dwellings allocate to rural areas should be reduced from 10% to

Officer Response

‘Option E’ and comments noted.
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5% whilst the numbers of dwellings allocated to principal towns
should be increased from 40% to 45%. This option therefore
reflects the need to balance the primary importance of the
'Settlements comprising part of the Regional City of Hull' for
development but the fact the East Riding settlements only
comprise part of that City and there are likely to be some
capacity issues in the adjoining settlements.
As set out above with regards to the distribution of future
housing development within the East Riding we consider that
the settlements of Cottingham Anlaby Willerby Kirkella Hessle
should be defined as 'Settlements comprising part of the
Regional City of Hull' within the Core Strategy and should
therefore be the focus of housing development. However as
East Riding has only part of the Regional City within it's area
(and since Hull City Council has substantial housing numbers of
its own to accomodate) we consider it likely that capacity issues
will mean that in practice the Principal Towns should actually
accommodate a greater proportion of the housing numbers.
This approach is in line with the RSS settlement hierarchy. In
consideration of this approach we have developed our own
distribution of development option entitled Barton Willmore's
Option E : Settlements forming part of the Hull Regional City
15%; Principal Towns 45%; Local Service Centres 35%; Rural
Areas 5%. The identified approach provides sufficient
recognition to the status of the settlements within the Hull
Urban Area as being part of the 'Regional City' of Hull (in line
with the RSS) however as these settlements form only part of
that settlement the approach also ensures that the East Riding's
Principal Towns will also provide a focus of future development
at an appropriate level. This approach also allocates a suitable
level of housing to the areas Local Service Centres and protects
rural areas from inappropriate development. Practically the
approach identified above most similiar to 'Option B' as set out
in the Core Strategy Issues and Options Paper. In relation to the
settlements comprising part of the Hull Regional City based on
the general assumption of development being delivered at at
average 30 dph locating 15% of the housing numbers within the
settlements of Cottingham Anlaby Willerby Kirkella and Hessle
would equate to the need to identify 103.5ha (3105 dwellings) of
land for housing development in over the plan period. In
consideration of the available land in those areas we consider it
likely that urban extensions/on fills or the 'roundiing off' of
some of these settlements may be required to meet RSS targets
in line with the settlement hierarchy. However over all we

Officer Response

‘Option E’ and comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I820

Mr Adrian James, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Trustees of the
Needler Settlement

I806

Mr Tom Brereton,
Development Land and
Planning Consultants Ltd
on behalf of site owners of
site at Lowthorpe Lane,
Nafferton

Opt

Comment
consider that such a distribution would ensure that future
housing development within the East Riding area of the Hull
Housing Market Area is evenly and sustainably distributed and
meets the RSS requirements and the development within these
areas suppports the regeneration and growth aspirations of the
city of Hull.
In accordance with RSS we support the spatial strategy to focus
development on Hull as the Regional City (including the
Haltemprice settlements) followed by development at the
Principal Towns. Local Service Centres and Rural Areas should
accommodate a lesser proportion of development. We consider
that the options in Table 5 for the proportion of development
in Rural Areas (10%-15%) is too high and will lead to
development in less sustainable locations. We recommend that
only 5% of new housing (excluding affordable housing provided
on rural exception sites) should be provided in the Rural Areas.
The remaining housing provision should be re-allocated to the
more sustainable settlements such as Principal Towns. The most
appropriate option for the distribution of development is as
follows: Haltemprice 15% Principal Towns 45% Local Service
Centres 35% Rural Areas 5%.
The emphasis placed on selecting sites for housing should be
based on the specific needs of the community and the objectives
of urban regeneration and rural renaissance. The delivery of new
homes to meet the needs of all sectors of the community has
risen in importance with the publication of PPS3: Housing
which concentrates more on availability and deliverability of a 5
year supply of housing land as much as on maximising the use
of previously developed land. The example of South
Cambridgeshire demonstrates that it is appropriate to create a
strategy that reflects the specific needs and characteristics of an
area - indeed the purpose of the spatial plan is to provide local
distinctiveness and not simply to reiterate national or regional
policy. Consequently we support a distribution of housing that
addresses the character and demand arising in the community
and which is capable of sustaining the character of East
Yorkshire’s settlements the quality of life and the delivery of
services. We note the alternative distributions set out in Table 5.
We do not support any significant concentration on the
Haltemprice towns for the reasons set out at paragraph 4.45 the growth of the main conurbation should be focused on Hull
itself and its programme of urban regeneration. We do not
believe that the Principal Towns should take on more than 50%
of the Borough’s annual housing provision as this risks

Officer Response

Preferred option and comments noted.
The amount of affordable housing delivered in the East Riding will form
part of the overall total for housing delivery and will not be in addition to the
requirement set out in the RSS (i.e. affordable housing will be inclusive of
the required 1,190 gross dwellings per annum).

Comments and alternative distribution noted. In the preferred approach, the
Council has sought to balance the needs of rural areas with the need to
provide for more sustainable patterns of development. This is reflected in
proposed policy SS4 in respect of house building.
The Council agrees that the Core Strategy will need to be locally distinctive
and attempt to meet the specific challenges within the East Riding.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I844

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc

Opt

Comment
overconcentrating the provisions for growth in a small number
of locations which may not easily be able to assimilate a
constant and consistent expansion over time. In terms of the
rural area the proportion allocated to the Local Service Centres
is likely to be determined by the number that are identified. We
would expect a limited number to be listed so that their primacy
within the rural area can be emphasises and so their total
contribution is likely to be in the order of 30% (which would be
the maximum so as neither to be disproportionate to their
existing populations or to their recent contribution to housing
delivery Table 4) leaving the balance to be found in Selected
Settlements with only nominal numbers in other rural locations.
Consequently we consider that some variation of Option C is
the most desirable which would act to strengthen the towns but
reflect the role of the rural settlements without risking
significant urbanisation in any one rural settlement. Preferred
Option Major Haltemprice Settlements: 5% (60); Principal
Towns: 50% (595); Local Service Centres: 30% (417); Selected
Settlements: 15% (179); Other Rural: nominal
With regards to the distribution of future housing development
within the East Riding our client believes that the settlements of
Cottingham, Anlaby, Willerby, Kirkella and Hessle should be
defined as ‘Settlements comprising part of the Regional City of
Hull’ within the Core Strategy and should therefore be the focus
of housing development. However as East Riding has only part
of the Regional City within it’s area (and since Hull City Council
has substantial housing numbers of its own to accommodate)
we consider it likely that capacity issues will mean that in
practice the Principal Towns and Local Service Centres should
actually accommodate a greater proportion of the housing
numbers. This approach is in line with the RSS settlement
hierarchy. In consideration of this approach we have developed
our own distribution of development option entitled ‘Barton
Willmore’s Option E as follows: Settlements forming Part of the
Regional City of Hull: 15% Principal Towns: 45% Local Service
Centres: 35% Rural Areas: 5% The identified approach provides
sufficient recognition to the status of the settlements within the
Hull Urban Area as being a part of the ‘Regional City’ of Hull
(in line with the RSS) however as these settlements form only
part of the defined Regional City the approach also ensures that
the East Riding’s Principal Towns and Local Service Centres
will also provide a focus of future development at an
appropriate level. This approach also allocates a suitable level of
housing to protect rural areas from inappropriate development.

Officer Response

‘‘Option E’ and comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

128

Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council

132

Humber Rural Partnership
Board

C

133

Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

B

I100
9

Sue Lang, Economic
Development

Opt

C

Comment
Practically the approach identified above is most similar to
‘Option B’ as set out in the Core Strategy Issues & Options
Paper. In relation to the settlements comprising part of the
Regional City of Hull based on the general assumption of
development being delivered at an average 30 dph locating 15%
of the East Riding’s housing numbers within the settlements of
Cottingham Anlaby Willerby Kirkella and Hessle would equate
to the need to identify 103.5Ha (3105 dwellings) of land for
housing development over the plan period. In consideration of
the available land in these areas we consider it likely that urban
extensions/in fills or the ‘rounding off’ of some of these
settlements may be required to meet RSS targets in line with the
settlement hierarchy. However overall we consider that such a
distribution would ensure that future housing development
within the East Riding area of the Hull Housing Market Area is
evenly and sustainably distributed and meets the RSS
requirements and that development within these areas supports
the regeneration and growth aspirations of the Regional City of
Hull.
These options over simplify a complex issue and apply a one
policy fits all criteria across an area of diverse character and
needs.
Haltemprice is understood to be part of the ‘Regional City ‘in
the RSS so its planning needs close integration with the rest of
the Hull urban area.
There will inevitably be some development in the principal
towns, but as I indicated above this should be limited until
Town Plans or similar Supplementary Planning Guidance exists
to help us see what development is desirable, and what
development is liable to be fatal to the whole settlement. The
existing permissions within Principal Towns should more than
provide for the local as opposed to sub-regional demand.

I would also conclude from this that Option C of Table 5 is
probably the best in terms of urban and rural renaissance, taking
on board points made about the need to test the options with a
bottom up approach. The issues and options spatial strategy

Officer Response

The options provide a broad strategic approach for managing development
across the East Riding which is an integral part of any Core Strategy to guide
planning applications and investment decisions. Recognition of the diverse
character of the East Riding is provided in the preferred approach, most
notably through the sub area policies.
Preferred option and comments noted.
Preferred option and comments noted. Where Town and Parish Plans have
been prepared, these will be used to inform the debate on the development
futures of specific places. The Council has developed a number of
Settlement Profiles that draw together evidence and local knowledge
regarding specific places in the East Riding, in order to understand the key
planning challenges and needs of each.
There still remains a need to plan strategically to ensure more sustainable
patterns of development take place in the future. However, this will need to
be balanced against the impact that development can have on existing
settlements. A number of evidence base studies will help to inform this
process (e.g. Infrastructure Study, Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment) along with Sustainability Appraisals.
Preferred option and comments noted. The RSS has used econometric
models to explore the link between economic growth and household growth
(as well as in-mgration and natural change). These have helped generate each
Local Authority’s housing requirement. More evidence of local housing
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I957

Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

I101
3
I101
5

Cllr Brian Jeffries, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council for Hessle
Cllr Geraldine Mathieson,
East Riding of Yorkshire
Council for Cottingham
North

Opt

D

Comment
section is framed in terms of 'what exists now' and it does need
to take more account of ambitions and known impacts of
economic change (using sources like the city region econometric
model). We know, for example, that the Humber has a
locational advantage for logistics, large-scale and ports-related
manufacturing, energy production and food and drink - and that
better IT connectivity is likely to increase opportunities to work
from home or locally but tap into a much wider market place
than was possible previously. Sectors such as tourism, retail and
creative industries are harder to predict and many more areas are
competing for these. This is perhaps where our Strategic
Development Plans/Regeneration Strategies need to be more
realistic and complimentary, but also the LDF needs to
recognise that these are sectors that potentially create local jobs
and stimulate business formation, especially amongst younger
households. This could be even more the case if people are
deterred from using their cars because of high fuel prices.
It is difficult to answer this question with the limited data
provided. More detailed information on service provision/need
and the environmental impacts of each option would enable a
more educated choice.

All would prefer option D. There is a need for development in
Goole and the capacity.
Prefer to be close to existing distribution of stock;
Need to consider loading on drains etc where near to capacity at
peak e.g. Haltemprice all drains to Hull sewage system. Hull has
its own housing allocation which cannot go elsewhere;
Social perception of ‘Affordable Housing’ must be considered.
In some areas, cheap low cost housing could be a better option.
Some people in need would never think to go to a housing
association etc;
Need to consider changing patterns of work etc, e-bay traders
supporting local post office, delivery of vegetable boxes,
supermarket online shopping, farmers markets and rural
diversification. Such changes in lifestyle can be much quicker
than changes to the LDF; and
Alteration of balance away from rural housing will slowly kill
small settlements. It will simply concentrate everything in
towns.

Officer Response
effects of these sectors would be welcome.

Noted. Further evidence is being gathered to help inform policy decisionmaking (e.g. Strategic Flood Risk Assessment, Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment, Settlement Profiles).
However, the options provided in Table 5 of the Issues and Options paper are a
basis for consulting on the discrete broad approaches to developing a spatial
distribution of development policy. The Council believes that the options
individually, or combined, cover the realistic policy approaches.
Preferred option and comments noted.
Noted. Surface water drainage, sewerage systems and other infrastructure
factors will be considered as part of the development of the Core Strategy
(e.g. through the Infrastructure Study).
The provision of low cost housing is an important issue but careful
consideration needs to be given as to how to ensure such housing remains
low cost and is not simply bought by investors to sell on for profit.
Changing patterns of work and shopping are important factors and in rural
areas are related to the role of smaller settlements. The Core Stratagy will
therefore need to be sufficiently flexible to help plan for development over
the long-term (15-20 years).
Small-scale development in rural areas will still be permitted through the
Core Strategy (see proposed policies SS2 and SS3 of the Preferrd Approach
Core Strategy). The distribution of development options provided in Table 5
of the Issues and Options paper recognise that development will still be
necessary in small villages and rural areas. However, there needs to be a
more focussed approach towards directing development to those locations
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Consultee/Agent

I101
7

Cllr Barbara Jefferson,
East Riding of Yorkshire
Council for North
Holderness

I102
0
I102
2
I102
4
I102
6
I102
8

Cllr Kay West, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council for
Pocklington Provincial
Cllr John Whittle, east
Riding of Yorkshire
Council for North
Holderness
Cllr Carole Lynn, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council for South West
Holderness
Cllr Bob Tress, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council for Hessle
Cllr Geoff Pickering, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council for Bridlington
South

Opt

Comment
We must use this process to spark a reconsideration of the
sustainability matrix – a document which we accept is not
planning law – but which is frequently treated as such. By this
we mean that there must be a firm commitment to allow
suitable development in the rural areas and to tie this into a
greater recognition of the viability of the smaller community.
We do not, however, endorse any abuse of ‘agricultural
occupancy’.
With regard to the ‘Principal’ towns and ‘major’ settlements it
stands to reason that more housing will be required in the areas
of higher employment.
See comment I1017 to this question

Officer Response
which offer residents greater access and where this can best meet genuine
local needs.
Noted. The Sustainability Matrix was produced by Development Control
Services to inform decisions on planning applications. The issue of
development in rural areas has been considered in the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy – most notably, around proposed policies SS2 and SS3. Essential
small-scale development, and that which meets very localised need may still
be appropriate in some locations outside of any defined settlement network.
The distribution of development options provided in Table 5 of the Issues
and Options paper recognised that development will still be necessary in small
villages and rural areas.
A key element of the Core Strategy will be to ensure new residential
development is linked to the location of jobs.
See response to comment I1017

See comment I1017 to this question

See response to comment I1017

D

See comment I1013 to this question

See response to comment I1013

D

See comment I1013 to this question

See response to comment I1013

Whilst the desire for sustainable development places pressure to
focus development on existing urban centres of population it
does fail to address wider sustainability issues.
Sustainability in this case is misused as it is overly weighted to
transport issues. Public transport is not a viable option in rural
areas so policies based upon transport sustainability are not
suitable for rural Authorities.
Rural areas need to retain development in order to maintain and
attract services.
The distribution is at odds with sustaining the rural economy in
that it arbitrarily overly restricts opportunities for development
which would otherwise be acceptable.
Jobs in rural areas providing rural employment opportunities
can be more sustainable than centralising employment which
increases travel to work from rural communities. Planning

It is acknowledged that the majority of journeys are undertaken using the car.
Public transport is often unviable in many locations across the East Riding.
However, access is still a very important issue, particularly for the more
vulnerable members of society.
The Core Strategy needs to be in general conformity with the Regional
Spatial Strategy and consistent with national policy. This involves a clear
policy approach for directing large scale development to the larger
settlements.
Small-scale development in rural areas will still be permitted through the
Core Strategy (see proposed policies SS2 and SS3). The distribution of
development options provided in Table 5 of the Issues and Options paper
recognised that development will still be necessary in small villages and rural
areas. The scale of development required to attract new services is
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Consultee/Agent

Opt

Comment
policy which aimed to make all (particularly small) communities
self sustaining would be more sustainable than spatial direction.
Selected settlement policy has had variable success. Areas such
as Stamford Bridge were grown beyond the capacity of the
infrastructure. This was a contributory factor in the flooding of
July 2007. This was evident in the widespread flooding in
Haltemprice and Hull it is folly then to increase development in
these areas as proposed. It is not sustainable in the wider sense
of the word.
Development policy seeks to retain character and quality of life.
There are increasing numbers of guidelines on place making and
design to produce an attractive environment. The distribution of
development towards Major and Principal Settlement can not be
easily achieved without sever pressure on infrastructure and
degradation of the quality of life of those who currently reside in
these areas. Over development is a major cause of congestion,
flooding. It causes social stresses and an economic migration
away from high development areas into quieter rural areas with
knock on problems for affordable housing.
The scale and rate of development also has an impact on wellbeing. Over direction into limited areas produces change at an
unacceptable rate. This is contrary to Government Guidelines
on best practice for regeneration.
The proposed levels of development do not adequately provide
for natural indigenous development i.e. where the developer
already owns the land or land suitable for development becomes
available on the market. It responds to national developers who
maintain land banks on the edge of settlements. This could
reduce the entrepreneurial opportunities and limit the
development market to large scale developers. Such an effect
would be detrimental of competition and to the economy.
Spatial planning can not exist in isolation from social, economic
and forces which drive investment. Limiting the development
opportunity to specific areas would distort land values. Land
with in “development areas” will be at a greater premium
increasing development costs artificially and reducing affordable
housing. Other areas may well see land prices fall and house
prices rise. The LDF should closely study and understand the
economic effect of artificial manipulation of the market
economy before such policy is adopted.
The economic distortion effect is far greater in widespread rural
areas such as the East Riding that it would be in urban areas.
The LDF should address the cumulative effect of directing
development as proposed in options A. B C And D options and

Officer Response
considerable. Other factors, beyond the scope of planning, are more likely to
support the retention of services and facilities. A thin and dispersed pattern
of development is unlikely to support rural services as a whole, as the critical
mass to ensure viability in each individual location is not achieved. A more
focused approach targeted at supporting key villages (e.g. Rural Service
Centres) is more likely to ensure the viability of service provision.
Jobs are very important in rural areas which is why national policy seeks to
promote the conversion of rural buildings to employment use before
considering other uses such as residential. Question PE1 of the Issues and
Options paper looked at the issues around economic development in
recognition of the important role it has in the sustainability in rural areas. In
addition, planning policy supports rural diversification, especially in relation
ot agriculture and tourism.
The floods of June 2007 were widespread and affected many small
communities, as well as Hull and Haltemprice. Assessments of surface water
flooding and other flooding sources will be made through the Council’s
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA).
Through the identification of a settlement network, the Core Strategy will set
out all those other locations where development will be supported in
principle. This will allow the accompanying Allocations document to identify
and allocate smaller sites – generally suitable for local developers – ensuring
that there is a balanced portfolio of large and small sites. However,
allocations can not be made on the basis of ownership, only on the suitability
of the sites development. Appropriate windfall sites will also be supported.
The allocation of larger sites will require preparation of Development Briefs
which will set out what is required to ensure that a development contributes
to the place making agenda. In addition, an Infrastructure Study has been
commissioned to help identify any shortfalls in provision and work out what
is required in different locations.
Allocating land and identifying suitable areas for development is necessary to
provide a degree of certainty to communities, infrastructure providers,
developers and land owners. Through the plan preparation process, potential
constraints can be identified and work can begin on identifying solutions (if
there are any) in an open and transparent manner. This does mean that there
is an impact on the value of land which, if unchecked, will reduce the
affordability of housing. However, the Core Strategy will provide policies on
the provision of affordable housing to ensure that they are delivered
throughout the East Riding. Such a policy is likely to influence the price of
land. A housing viability assessment has been commissioned by the Council
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Consultee/Agent

Opt

Comment
policy on Flood avoidance. The double limit action may be
unacceptable.
Spatial planning for development other than strategic
infrastructure produces as many problems as it solves. It is far
better for there to be criteria to ensure there is no unacceptable
effect of new development that to rule it out simply on a
location basis.
The current balance of development has proven sensible and
sustainable. I would therefore propose an option which closer
represents the historical and sustained pattern of development
which is typical of the East Riding.

Officer Response
to look at this particular issue. This is based on how the market operates.
Each option within the Issues and Options paper has been assessed through
a Sustainability Appraisal (SA) including Question SS9 (Options A-D).
Together with consultation responses and further work within the evidence
base, the results from the SA have informed the way forward taken in the
Preferrd Approach Core Strategy.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.107 – Identifying areas of search
Ref
I958

Consultee/Agent
Paul Bellotti, east Riding of
Yorkshire Council

Comment
Can we please make sure that we do not forget about the importance of
brownfield sites to local biodiversity.

Officer Response
This is an important issue and is referenced as such in paragraph
2.19 of the Issues and Options document.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.108 – Identifying areas of search
Ref
I157

Consultee/Agent
Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

Comment
Alter wording of second bullet point: Areas of biodiversity or landscape
importance.

I154

Mr Michael Glover on
behalf of Great Gutter
Lane Collaboration

Whilst it is appreciated that para 4.108 simply sets out examples further
examples could and should embrace not just town centres but also access
to major retail facilities and in addition relationship to key public
transport corridors.

I620

Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

Within paragraph 4.108 access to Hull City Centre should be included
along with level of flood risk as identified by a Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment.

I959

Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

The second bullet point mentions natural landscape, but it is equally
important to remember other environmental factors, such as the need to
maintain woodland and wild habitats

Officer Response
The Issues and Options paper is essentially a discussion document
and the wording is an attempt to open the debate rather than set
out specific policy wording. That said, the suggestion to consider
biodiversity is noted and acknowledged.
Major retail facilities are important but it is worth noting that
PPS6: Planning for Town Centres, considers a wider range of uses in
town centres over and above just retail (e.g. leisure, cultural,
office). Key public transport corridors are important
considerations.
Access to Hull City Centre is important to consider for
Haltemprice but the difference in proximity between the broad
areas in other locations is likely to be negligible (and therefore
unlikely to assist in identifying the most appropriate locations
for development). The East Riding has recently published a
Strategic Flood Risk Assesment to which will help to identify
potential areas for development.
Noted.
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Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.109 – Identifying areas of search
Ref
I700

Consultee/Agent
Yasin Raja, Government
Office for Yorkshire and
the Humber

Comment
Whilst recognition is made that the majority of the land is likely for
residential use it would have been better if it was made clear
approximately how much land was required for housing and other uses to
enable more informed responses from consultees.

Officer Response
Noted. The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment has
helped to provide a better picture of the required land for
residential use and this is reflected in the Preferrd Approach Core
Strategy. However, the amount of land cannot be determined in
advance of the spatial strategy (i.e. an agreed policy for
development distribution – see question SS9 of the Issues and
Options paper).
The Employment Land Review provides an indication over the
likely amount of land required for employment uses, and further
evidence is being/has been collated to inform other land use
requirements.

Return to contents page
Paragraph 4.110 – Identifying areas of search
Ref
I960

Consultee/Agent
Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

Comment
Please be aware, the presence of designated wildlife sites of all scales
(international, national and local) needs to be considered for all options
and in all areas. Some designated sites are shown on the maps, but not all.
Landscape issues are covered in all options, but it does not mention
biodiversity, could this be added? Also, Local Wildlife Sites (LWS) are
not considered in any of the options (previously known as SINC sites)
even though they are on the same footing as RIGS sites. If the presence
of a LWS is a material consideration in development control planning
then should they not be for the LDF as well? Finally, under option B South of Driffield the River Hull Headwaters SSSI is given consideration.
Whilst this is good there are other SSSIs and Local Sites that are not
considered. Would it possible to include these?

Officer Response
Comments noted. The Council’s published Housing Site
Assessment Methodology does include consideration of
LWS/SINCS and will be used to inform residential development
allocations within the LDF. The status of LWSs is currently
under review, therefore, they have not been included on the
maps but they will be considered as part of more detailed area
assessments in the Allocations document.
Although LWS are not identified on the maps, all of the SSSIs in
and around the Principal Towns and Haltemprice are.

Return to contents page

SS10

Which areas, shown in Figures 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22, do you think would be most suitable for development around?
General Comments
169

Ref
34

Consultee/Agent
Mr Roland Bolton,
Development Land &
Planning Consultants

Comment
The following locations are also considered to be suitable (please see
attached report for further justification). - Flamborough Woodcock Road
- Gilberdyke Scalby Lane - North Ferriby Ferriby High Road Pocklington Burnby Lane

47

Dr Amy Crowther, RSPB

57

Mr David Hammond,
Beeford Parish Council

RSPB would not favour developments within the high risk flood zone or
in close proximity to designated sites (e.g. SSSIs and SPAs) where
development would result in damage to these sites or their interest
features in any of these locations. For example in the case of Bridlington
we would not like to see development to the north east of Bridlington
(Option F) in a location that would adversely affect the Flamborough
Head European Marine Site (SPA SAC & SSSI).
How can we living in a rural area understand the issues surrounding new
development in these principal towns or even comment on them.

83

Mr Mark Johnson, Dacre
Son & Hartley on behalf of
Redrow Homes
(Yorkshire) Ltd

The major Haltemprice Settlements are not a 'Principal Town' in the
settlement hierarchy and should not appear as such in SS10 above. The
above fails the PPS12 RSS conformity soundness test. Goole is
significantly threatened by Flood Risk and no additional development
should be promoted in this settlement.

119

Julia Billany, Ottringham
Parish Council
Mr Zulficar Ali,
Environment Agency
Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly

They may all be equally suitable - it is difficult to say as we are some
distance from all of them and have no particular preference.
We would view any option that has the lowest probability of flooding and
that complies with national policy and other constraints as acceptable.
The Assembly welcomes the pursuit of broad locations for development
in and around the Haltemprice settlements and Principal Towns. The
criteria proposed to assess such locations are welcomed and supported.
The Assembly particularly supports in line with Policy YH7 the
exploration of Greenfield sites where urban potential may be insufficient
to meet development needs.
With regards to the identification of future areas of growth as discussed
above our client supports the identified approach which aims to support

I311
I520

I748

Mr Dan Mitchell, Barton
Willmore Partnership on

Officer Response
This section is concerned with broad areas of search around the
identified Principal Towns and Haltemprice. Individual sites in
other locations will be considered as part of the East Riding
Allocations document. The published Housing Site Assessment
Methodology contains more details on the factors the Council will
consider when determining residential development site
allocations.
Comments noted.

The Core Strategy will cover the whole of the East Riding, and
whilst there will be specific issues of interest to just a few
people, the Council would like to hear the views of of all those
with an interest. The Council accepts that most people and
organisations will not be in a position to comment on all points
within the document.
The Issues and Options paper states that the Major Haltemprice
Settlements are part of the Regional City (in bold font in
paragraph 4.44) and there is no mention of it being a Principal
Town anywhere in the document – they are classed separately
throughout. The document repeatedly refers to four Principal
Towns – Beverley, Bridlington, Driffield and Goole. The
Council disagrees that the approach taken in the Issues and
Options paper does not conform with the RSS.
A Level 2 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) is being
specifically produced for Goole to inform decisions regarding
development in this part of the East Riding.
Noted.
Comments noted.
Comments and support welcomed.

Specific allocations for housing (including for affordable
housing) are likely to be made in the Local Service Centres.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
behalf of Wykeland Ltd

I713

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

138

Daniel Gaunt, Highways
Agency

Comment
the RSS settlement hierarchy and to also focus future development
towards the Regional City and East Riding’s Principal Towns. Land
supply within the East Riding’s Local Service Centres is not as tightly
constrained as within the areas Principal Towns and as such if the
Council is to appropriately distribute 35% (7,245 dwellings) within these
locations then strategic land release will also be required in these areas.
With regards to the identification of future areas of growth as discussed
above our client supports the identified approach which aims to support
the RSS settlement hierarchy and to also focus future development
towards the East Riding’s Principal Towns. However our client also
believes that the Core Strategy should acknowledge the potential to
identify additional areas of strategic growth within the more sustainable
Local Service Centres such as Pocklington and Howden. In specific
regards to Pocklington and Howden and in consideration of Paragraph
4.6 and 4.7 of PPS12 with regards to the identification of Strategic Sites
within Core Strategy DPD’s our client believes that their land interests at
Pocklington and Howden should be considered as ‘Strategic Sites’ within
the Core Strategy. Land supply within the East Riding’s Local Service
Centres is not as tightly constrained as parts of some of the area’s
Principal Towns and as such if the Council is to appropriately distribute
40% (8,280 dwellings) within these locations then strategic land release
will be required. In the current development context where sites above
150 dwellings in size are being called in by the Secretary of State due to
their ‘strategic importance’ it is considered that our client’s sustainable
master plan proposals at their land interests at Pocklington and Howden
can be considered to be strategic in nature and thus warrant inclusion
within future revisions of the Core Strategy. Our client believes that such
an approach would ensure that the required amount of development can
be provided to meet identified local needs and to enable a sustainable and
balanced growth throughout the East Riding area.
Policies that locate development in the vicinity of the SRN, in this case
the A63 and the M62, could be a concern to the Highways Agency as
they may result in additional traffic impact on sections of the network
that already suffer from high peak period commuter traffic demands and
congestion.

Officer Response
However, in the absence of the identification of Local Service
Centres, the Issues and Option paper could not include detailed
information on broad areas of search here. Consideration of
specific residential development sites will be made through the
East Riding Allocations document and informed by the Council’s
published Housing Sites Assessment Methodology.
As the level of development is likely to be much greater in the
Major Haltemprice Settlements and the Principal Towns, the
Issues and Options paper sought to identify potential broad
locations for new development at the start of the consultation
process. The allocation of specific sites will be made through the
Allocations document which will also look at Local Service
Centres. It is not anticipated that there will be equally large
allocations made here. In any event, the Issues and Options paper
sought to identify, through consultation, which settlements
would be considered as Local Service Centres. It was therefore
not possible to present options for broad development where
the settlements had not been defined in the first place.

Comments noted. The Council has been and will continue to
work with the Highways Agency to discuss the implications of
development on the Strategic Road Network (SRN).

Return to contents page
Major Haltemprice Settlements
Responses with no further comments
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Option A – 13

Option B – 7
Option C – 4
Option D – 6
Option E – 4
Option F – 4
Option G – 7

Cllr Mary-Rose Hardy; Mr Ian Scruton; Rachael Martin, Sanderson Weatherall on behalf of KeyLand Developments Ltd; John Downing, Rollits
Solicitors on behalf of Westella Holdings Limited; Larards on behalf of East Riding Securities Limited; Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn Parish Council; Mrs M.
Barker, Swanland Parish Council; John Downing, Rollits Solicitors on behalf of Mr and Mrs Stephen Webster; Mr M Guest; John Downing, Rollits
Solicitors on behalf of MT Pearson; John Downing, Rollits Solicitors on behalf of Trustees of W H Welsted Decd; Mr M Cromack, Preston Parish
Council; Mr J Kilby
Mr John Ellerby; Mr Ian Scruton; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Kerry Lawson, Cllr Kate Gray; C O’Connor, Hornsea Town
Council; Martine Gabriel, Beverley Town Council
Mr John Ellerby; Mr Ian Scruton; Ms Maureen Dale; C O’Connor, Hornsea Town Council;
Mr Ian Scruton; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Louise Reevell; Mrs M. Barker, Swanland Parish Council; Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council; Mr Christopher Hughes
Mr John Ellerby; Mr Ian Scruton; Ms Helen Anderson; Susanna Sanlon, Barton Willmore Partnership on behalf of Central Land Holdings; C O’Connor,
Hornsea Town Council
Mr John Ellerby; Mr Ian Scruton; Ms Helen Anderson; Susanna Sanlon, Barton Willmore Partnership on behalf of Central Land Holdings; C O’Connor,
Hornsea Town Council
Mr Ian Scruton; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Kerry Lawson, Louise Reevell; Mrs M. Barker, Swanland Parish Council; Mr J Kilby;
Mr Christopher Hughes

Ref
19

Consultee/Agent
P J Gray, Dee Atkinson &
Harrison on behalf of The
Browsholme Settlement

Opt
A

43

Cllr John Whittle

AD
G

46

Serena Ralston, Baker
Associates on behalf of
Dennis Wilkinson Ltd

A

Comment
None of our land is within a high risk flood zone Although
shown as an area of high landscape value in the existing Local
Plan the east Riding Landscape Character Assessment defines it
as being a landscape of 'ordinary' quality. Much of the land is
well landscaped which would help to assimilate new
development into the surroundings. The site has excellent access
to the centre of Cottingham and is close to public transport
links. The land has strong highway network links to the A164
which provides connection to the Humber Bridge and national
highway network without the need to pass through the main
urban area of Cottingham. The A164 gives access to
employment areas on the west side of Cottingham and Willerby
and links to major health facilities at Castle Hill. The area is in a
highly sustainable location due to its close proximity to schools,
shops, education, facilities and so on which would reduce the
need for private car travel. New housing development on this
side of Cottingham would not lead to any coalescence.
One of the major factors for me was keeping a distance between
existing settlements. All part of the process of maintaining a
sense of community.
We have already stated that growth should be centred upon the
Haltemprice settlements to be in accordance with the RSS. We
have also stated that future development needs to take into
consideration all sustainability factors when determining the
optimal locations for development to achieve sustainable
communities. We consider that development to the north of

Officer Response
Preferred option and comments noted.

Preferred options and comments noted.
Preferred option and comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

52

Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council

A

53

Mrs Judith Macklin,
Cottingham Parish Council

G

Comment
Cottingham (option A) is the most appropriate location for
development for the following reasons: - This is the only option
that would deliver development without eroding further the
important open gaps between the settlements that maintain their
separate characters and identify. - There is significantly greater
land potentially available under option A than any other option
providing the opportunity for the Council to develop a
sustainable urban extension that will make a significant
contribution to meeting the needs of the Haltemprice
settlements and the Regional City of Hull. - This is the only
option that could be developed without any impact upon
“Good” or ”High” quality landscape. - There is potential for
option A to be delivered, at least in part, without access onto the
congested A164 or without exacerbating traffic within
Cottingham. Opportunities exist to achieve access from the
A1079. - There are existing local employment opportunities
within the vicinity of option A which could form part of a
sustainable mixed use urban extension to Cottingham. - There is
landowner interest in developing within option A. We represent
the owner of a 14 acre site at Dunswell Lane, Cottingham. This
is a previously developed site, a former quarry, which is located
adjacent to land which is recommended by East Riding for
housing development, and near to a major local employer Swift
Group Ltd, where a major expansion is recommended for
approval, which will involve the development of a new vehicular
access from the A1079 and the removal of HGV vehicles from
Dunswell Lane. We consider that should the Council agree with
us that option A is the most sustainable location for
development at the Haltemprice settlements, this land is suitable
for future residential development. We would be happy to
discuss proposals for strategic development at Cottingham with
the Council and explore the opportunities that this site provides
to achieve sustainable development within the Regional City of
Hull.
Regardless of the areas being considered it should be the policy
of the council to retain the best agricultural land for that
purpose. Possibilities of long term issues in the food production
sectors indicate a need for greater self sufficiency; improved
food production and farming outputs could be used to generate
income to the region.
Any option that is adopted should: seek to maintain the separate
identity (including physical separation) of Cottingham Hull and
Willerby; result in infrastructure improvement particularly the
removal of none-Cottingham related traffic. Cottingham has

Officer Response

Preferred option and comments noted. Planning Policy
Statement 7: Sustainable Development in Rural Areas, seeks to
ensure that where development does take place, that it is
directed to the lowest grade agricultural land.
Preferred option and comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

60

Julie Abraham

ABC
DEF
G

62
69

Mrs Pamela Austin
CP Group

DG
A

75

Mr Nick Kolodziej

F

Comment
become the other ring road.
a) Haltemprice - LIMITED growth in each direction but
maintaining a significant buffer east of the A164. No
development West of A164. But first there should be an
appraisal as to why this level of development could not be
accommodated within the boundary of the City of Hull.
D and G to prevent coalescence of settlements
CP Group support Option A (North of Cottingham) given both
the specific appropriateness of the land within their ownership
for housing, which falls within Option A, but also with regard to
the sustainability credentials of this area as a whole in
comparison to the other general areas identified (Options B to
G).
It is appreciated that it is not the role of Core Strategy to
allocate the specific sites though PPS12 specifically states that
the Core Strategy should make clear spatial choices about where
development should go in broad terms. The merits of specific
sites will contribute to such decisions.
The site in CP Group's ownership at Endyke Lane to the north
of Cottingham (plan attached) is a key urban extension site
within Option A which provides a realistic and deliverable
opportunity to accommodate housing development. The
previous use of the majority of the site was for a commercial
nursery including roads and areas of hardstanding in addition to
various buildings associated with the nursery. These buildings
have now been removed, and whilst the use of the land for
agricultural purposes means that the site cannot be defined as
brownfield under the definition of Annex B of PP33 it is
nevertheless degraded and has a negative effect on the local
environment. The site in CP Group's ownership also includes
the Endyke Tyres Garage which comprises circa 0.5ha of
brownfield land.
The site is well placed to utilise existing physical and social
infrastructure and is accessible by various modes of transport
other than the car, being located approximately 800 metres away
from the train station, providing services to Hull and
Bridlington. The site is also on a bus route connecting the site to
Hull, Cottingham and Beverley.
Looking at the area of Option A as a whole, there are various
merits supporting this Option when assessed against the other
Options as set out below.
This option is supported because it is where the Boothferry

Officer Response
Preferred options and comments noted. Between 18,000 and
24,000 homes will need to be accommodated within the Hull
city boundary by 2026 (see Hull Development Framework – Core
Strategy – Issues, options and suggested preferred option, June 2008).
Hull’s Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment will
provide an indication over the likely capacity for residential
development within the city boundary.
Preferred options and comments noted.
Preferred option and comments noted.

Preferred option and comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

88

Cllr Winifred I Knight

G

92

Mrs Ingrid Khan

G

95

Michael Glover, Michael
Glover LLP on behalf of
Anlaby Estates

E

Comment
Road site lies. Development of it has the advantage of being
outside the flood plain and that it could be developed without
compromising the function of the wider area as a green buffer
between Hessle and Anlaby.
The site is immediately adjacent to a main road through an
urban area where would reasonably expect to see built
development and indeed built from extends towards Anlaby
either side of the site in the form of the school and the Tranby
Park development. When approaching the site from the west
the landscaping screens it from view so the development of it
would not compromise the green character of this land from
that direction and existing housing adjacent to Boothferry Road
would have the same effect when approaching from the east.
The development itself could be set back from the road behind
landscaping to retain the green character and the existing trees
along the site frontage could be retained. The dwellings could
be set amongst comprehensive landscaping to give the
development a semi rural appearance which would not be
harmful to the function of this area. The triangular shape of the
site is a benefit in that the built form would taper away into the
open countryside beyond.
Space is needed to be maintained between Beverley and
Cottingham.
The land belonging to Mrs. Khan has been the subject of a land
bid and lies opposite the prestigious employment allocation
(E41 and E42) at the Humber Bridge Roundabout and inside
(east of) the Humber Bridge Northern Approach Road and just
to the north of Boothferry Road outside the area of flood risk
and close to a major bus route linking Hull City centre.
As a result, commenting on issue SS10 we would therefore
suggest that (a) the major Haltemprice settlements, are the
correct focus for development in and around.
In further response to issue SS10, the area of the old Tranby
army camp is part of Option E, south of Anlaby. In this
context, however, the site is a brownfield site and therefore
some of the issues identified for Option E within the Issues and
Options Report are not quite relevant since:The Grade 2 land quality will not be correct in view of the soil
disturbance and the existence of roads and foundations from
the very significant number of buildings forming the previous
army camp on the site.
The old camp lies within the western part of Area 3 outside the
flood risk zone on the attached Environment Agency plan.
In connection with the designation as Open Area of Strategic

Officer Response

Preferred option and comments noted.
Preferred option and comments noted.

Preferred option and comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

100

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr and Mrs Hudson

D

101

Mrs Kathy West, Hessle
Town Council

108

G M V Winn and Co

D

114

Mr Andrew Rose,
Spawforth Planning &
Urban Regeneration Ltd
on behalf of Miller
Strategic Land
Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd

A

115

ADF
G

Comment
Importance (E4) (Zone 1 on the detailed plan) in the Beverley
Borough Local Plan and the reduction in the gap between
Anlaby and Hessle, it should be noted that the camp site is
within a form of indentation on the northern side of the gap,
bounded on the east by housing fronting Beverley Road, on the
west by the tennis courts, Tranby School and playing fields
associated with the school and on the north by a significant
block of woodland.
The subject site was considered as a replacement allocation site
by Mr Vincent, the inspector at the time of the Beverley
Borough Local Plan in view of the site's brownfield status, but
Mr Vincent placed greater weight on the issue of the strategic
gap.
However, since then, tree planting has taken place along the
southern edge of the area that is the subject of the land bid and,
following PPG3, in it's original form of March 2000, the
desirability of utilising brown field sites has taken on a far more
significant importance compared with the position at the time of
consideration of the Beverley Borough Local Plan enquiry.
My client submits that it would be feasible to redefine the
existing settlement boundaries to the west of Kirk Ella without
this leading to the merging of settlements and the loss of best
and most versatile agricultural land. The area is within flood
zone 1 and is sustainably located to accommodate additional
development in accordance with the RSS settlement hierarchy.
None of the Haltemprice Options are considered suitable.

Meeting housing requirements purely through the allocation of
large sites precludes the smaller (generally local) developer and is
not good for the local economy.
Please see our Advocacy Document with regards to the site at
New Village Road Cottingham.

Many of the areas identified in Figures 18 to 22 will have
potential development opportunities. Further discussion and
identification of these areas will take place during later stages of
the LDF process. Further information on the extent of flood

Officer Response

Preferred option and comments noted.

Some scale of development is required in the the Major
Haltemprice Settlements. Development of brownfield sites will
take priority but because of the area’s planning status as part of
the Regional City, it is likely that greenfield allocations will be
required. It is the Core Strategy’s intention that potential areas
for development are considered at the earliest opportunity to
ensure all the relevant issues can be fully appreciated.
The LDF will allocate a whole range of different sized sites
throughout the East Riding. These will be set out in the
Allocations document.
Preferred option and Advocacy Document noted.

Preferred options and comments noted. The Council’s Strategic
Flood Risk Assessment will be a crucial factor in informing
decisions regarding the most appropriate locations for
development.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

120

Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council
Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates

DG

I107

I672

Mrs A. J. Pickering, Kirk
Ella and Westella Parish
Council

I496

Ian Smith, English
Heritage (Yorkshire
Region)

ABC
E

Comment
risk in the East Riding is needed before more specific areas for
development can be identified. Following the production of the
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment for East Riding the application
of the exceptions approach particularly in Goole will be
necessary to ensure that these areas are not unnecessarily
restricted from further development. From the Core Strategy
maps (Figures 18 to 22) many potential opportunities for infill
development and urban extensions can be identified and the
designation of specific areas for development should not
preclude areas outside these locations.
D and G to prevent coaescence of settlements

Officer Response

Major Haltemprice Settlements - We are broadly in support of
development to the north and north-east of Cottingham (A) and
for smaller 'rounding-off' developments on the southern edge of
Cottingham and the northern and southern edges of Willerby (B
C and E).
Haltemprice - Objection to any more houses in Kirkella and
Westella because: 1) Very high flood risk - drainage capacity at
max; 2) We wish to keep our seperate identity and more
building would join us to Anlaby, Swanland or Willerby; 3) Lack
of facilities in this area (no post office) which areas like
Cottingham, Market Weighton, Goole, Howden and Hessle
have; 4) We wish to keep the greenbelt; 5) Transport - no train
connections just congested roads; and 6) Building would destroy
the rural feeling of each village.
Option A - North of Cottingham - The Halls of Residence of
The Lawns at the north-western edge of Cottingham are Listed
Buildings several of them Grade II*. The expansion of the
settlement in this direction could have an adverse impact upon
the character or setting of these buildings. Therefore it would be
amore appropriate to record the likely effect against SA
Objective 16 as a -1 or at the very least ‘Uncertain’. Option B South of Cottingham - Haltemprice Priory a Scheduled
Monument lies some 700 metres from the southern edge of the
built-up area of Cottingham. The expansion of the settlement in
this direction could have an adverse impact upon the character
or setting of this monument. Therefore it would be amore
appropriate to record the likely effect against SA Objective 16 as
a -1 or –2. Option C - North of Willerby - Haltemprice Priory a
Scheduled Monument lies less than 500 metres from the
northern edge of the built-up area of Willerby. The expansion of
the settlement in this direction could have an adverse impact
upon the character or setting of this monument. Therefore it

Preferred option and comments noted.

Preferred options and comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments and information welcomed. Suggested scores for
Sustainability Appraisal noted and to be considered in further
Sustainability Appraisals where necessary.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

I618

Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

AD
G

I860

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc

D

Comment
would be amore appropriate to record the likely effect against
SA Objective 16 as a -1 or –2. Option E - South of Anlaby Tranby Croft and its former stable block at the south-western
edge of Anlaby are Listed Buildings. The expansion of the
settlement in this direction could have an adverse impact upon
the character or setting of these buildings. Therefore it would be
more appropriate to record the likely effect against SA Objective
16 as a -1 or at the very least Uncertain.
For the major Haltemprice settlements options D and G from
page 56 are considered suitable areas for future development.
We consider that most development in the major Haltemprice
settlements should be directed to Cottingham. In addition to
option A in Cottingham we propose an option H to expand
Cottingham to the west. Any greenfield areas of search for
future development should only be developed once the
previously developed land potential in the area has been
exhausted. All of the other options involve developing close to
the City where Gateway pathfinder in conjunction with Hull CC
and ERYC are implementing initiatives to bring about housing
market renewal. Options B, C, E and F would involve closing
the gap between some of the major settlements thus risking
them losing their individual character and leading to urban
coalescence. The options B, C, E and F in closest proximity to
Hull need to be balanced against the risk of flooding. Much of
these areas are located within the high flood risk area as
identified by the Environment Agency. In addition many of
these areas flooded in June 2007 from surface water and
approximately 2,000 properties flooded in the Derringham and
Boothferry Wards of Hull City Council immediately adjacent to
the potential areas for development. In addition some of these
areas of land are being considered for water storage in times of
heavy rainfall to reduce the risk of flooding. As a result the
development of these sites should be avoided as development
would lead to more properties being placed at risk of flooding
and the loss of space for water storage would increase the risk
elsewhere. In addition development in these areas would put
added pressure on the already stressed drainage infrastructure.
Hull City Council will be investigating in more detail over the
next 12 months the feasibility of using land between
Cottingham and Hull for water storage as an option in the long
term protection of the city from flood risk.
Major Haltemprice settlements: With regards to the
identification of future areas of growth our client supports the
identified approach which aims to support the RSS settlement

Officer Response

Preferred options and comments noted. Option ‘H’ to be
investigated, though preliminary investigations suggest that this
areas is at the centre (zone 1 - inner) of a groundwater Source
Protection Zone (see comments and concerns forwarded by the
Environment Agency).
Please note: Since the response from Hull City Council, they
have published their own Emerging Preferred Approach Core Strategy.
The document discusses further the issues around flooding and
potential options for managing flood risk in the Hull area.

Preferred option and comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

I774

Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings

EF

I748

Mr Dan Mitchell, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Wykeland Ltd

BG

Comment
hierarchy and to also focus future development towards the
East Riding’s Principal Towns. In consideration of the available
land in the settlements comprising the Regional City of Hull we
consider it likely that urban extensions/in fills or the ‘rounding
off’ of some of these settlements may be required to meet RSS
targets. Consequently one way in which to appropriately plan
for this is through the identification of growth areas in these
locations. In specific response to Issues and Options SS10 our
client supports Option D and puts forward a further option for
a growth area to the immediate north of the settlement area of
Willerby. The benefits of these two areas are: developer Interest
provides greater assurances with regards to the deliverability of
sites in these locations; they are sustainable locations for future
development; and they are well located to the existing transport
network. Option D is positioned well in respect of existing
settlement area boundaries - it would not lead to merging of
settlements; and the majority of the area is located within Flood
Risk Zone 1. Land immediately north of Willerby is positioned
well in respect of existing settlement area boundaries forming
infill adjacent to the A164; and would have no impact on
identified areas of High Landscape Value.
With regards to the identification of future areas of growth as
discussed above we support the identified approach which aims
to support the RSS settlement hierarchy and also focus future
development towards the East Riding's Principal Towns. In
specific response to Issues and Options SS10 our thoughts are
set out below Settlements forming part of the Hull Regional
City - New urban extension to the north of Kingswood - E
(only the arrow south of Anlaby) & F (only the arrow directly to
the west of Hull).
In specific response to Issues and Options SS10 our client’s
thoughts are: Settlements forming Part of the Regional City of
Hull - B - Developer Interest in the area provides greater
assurances with regards to the deliverability of sites in this
location; - Area positioned well in respect of existing settlement
area boundaries; - Would have no impact on identified areas of
High Landscape Value; - Majority of the area is located within
Flood Risk Zone 1; - Sustainable location for future
development. G - Developer Interest in the area provides
greater assurances with regards to the deliverability of sites in
this location; - Would have no impact on identified areas of
High Landscape Value; - Area positioned well in respect of
existing settlement area boundaries - would not lead to merging
of settlements; - Majority of the area is located within Flood

Officer Response

Preferred options and comments noted. The area to the north of
Kingswood is not currently part of the defined Regional City.

Preferred options and comments noted
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

I713

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

BD
EFG

Comment
Risk Zone 1; - Sustainable location for future development; Very well located to existing transport network.
In specific response to Issues and Options SS10 our client’s
thoughts are: Settlements forming Part of the Regional City of
Hull - B (only western arrow directly south of Cottingham) Developer Interest in the area provides greater assurances with
regards to the deliverability of sites in this location; - Area
positioned well in respect of existing settlement area boundaries;
- Would have no impact on identified areas of High Landscape
Value; - Majority of the area is located within Flood Risk Zone
1; - Sustainable location for future development. D - Developer
Interest in the area provides greater assurances with regards to
the deliverability of sites in this location; - Area positioned well
in respect of existing settlement area boundaries - would not
lead to merging of settlements; - Majority of the area is located
within Flood Risk Zone 1; - Sustainable location for future
development; - Well located to existing transport network. E
(only the arrow south of Anlaby) & F (only the arrow directly to
the west of Hull - Developer Interest in the area provides
greater assurances with regards to the deliverability of sites in
this location; - Area positioned well in respect of existing
settlement area boundaries forming infill to the B1232; - Would
have no impact on identified areas of High Landscape Value; Sustainable location for future development; - Well located to
existing transport network. G - Developer Interest in the area
provides greater assurances with regards to the deliverability of
sites in this location; - Would have no impact on identified areas
of High Landscape Value; - Area positioned well in respect of
existing settlement area boundaries - would not lead to merging
of settlements; - Majority of the area is located within Flood
Risk Zone 1; - Sustainable location for future development; Very well located to existing transport network.

Officer Response
Preferred options and comments noted

Return to contents page
Figure 18 – Haltemprice
Ref
I534

Consultee/Agent
Ian Smith, English
Heritage (Yorkshire
Region)

Comment
(a) The major Haltemprice settlements - Option A - North of
Cottingham - The Halls of Residence of The Lawns at the north-western
edge of Cottingham are Listed Buildings several of them Grade II*. This
area should only be identified for development if it can be demonstrated
that the character and setting of this group of buildings will not be
adversely affected. - Option B - South of Cottingham - Haltemprice

Officer Response
Comments welcomed and will be used to develop a more
detailed assessment of the areas noted on the map.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
Priory a Scheduled Monument lies some 700 metres from the southern
edge of the built-up area of Cottingham. Given the presumption in
PPG16 in favour of preserving the setting of Scheduled Monuments an
allocation which had an adverse impact upon the setting of this
monument would be contrary to national policy guidance. If this area is
allocated for development it would be necessary for the Council to
demonstrate that it could be developed in a manner which would
safeguard the setting of this nationally-important site. - Option C - North
of Willerby - Haltemprice Priory a Scheduled Monument lies less than
500 metres from the northern edge of the built-up area of Willerby.
Given the presumption in PPG16 in favour of preserving the setting of
Scheduled Monuments an allocation which had an adverse impact upon
the setting of this monument would be contrary to national policy
guidance. If this area is allocated for development it would be necessary
for the Council to demonstrate that it could be developed in a manner
which would safeguard the setting of this nationally-important site. Option E - South of Anlaby - Tranby Croft and its former stable block at
the south-western edge of Anlaby are Listed Buildings. This area should
only be identified for development if it can be demonstrated that the
character and setting of this group of buildings will not be adversely
affected.

Officer Response

Return to contents page
Beverley
Responses with no further comments
Mr Ian Scruton; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with Anlaby Common Parish Council; Mrs S A Spence,
Option A – 7
Option B – 11

Option C – 7
Option D – 5
Ref
35
52

Airmyn Parish Council; Mr Christopher Hughes; Cllr Kate Gray; Mr J Kilby
Mr Ian Scruton; Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with Anlaby Common Parish Council; John Downing, Rollits Solicitors on behalf of Westella Holdings Limited;
Louise Reevell; Larards on behalf of East Riding Securities Limited; Ms Helen Anderson; John Downing, Rollits Solicitors on behalf of Mr and Mrs
Stephen Webster; John Downing, Rollits Solicitors on behalf of MT Pearson; John Downing, Rollits Solicitors on behalf of Trustees of W H Welsted
Decd; Helen Watson, Beverley Town Council; Mr J Kilby
Mr John Ellerby; Mr Ian Scruton; Cllr John Whittle; Susanna Sanlon, Barton Willmore Partnership on behalf of Central Land Holdings; C O’Connor,
Hornsea Town Council; Humber Rural Partnership Board; Mr J Kilby
Mr Ian Scruton; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Susanna Sanlon, Barton Willmore Partnership on behalf of Central Land Holdings;
Humber Rural Partnership Board; Mr M Cromack, Preston Parish Council

Consultee/Agent
William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd
Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council

Opt
C
B

Comment
This is closest to train so reduces travel. Compromised visually
already and hemmed in by roads etc.
Regardless of the areas being considered it should be the policy
of the council to retain the best agricultural land for that

Officer Response
Preferred option and comments noted.
Preferred option and comments noted. Planning Policy
Statement 7: Sustainable Development in Rural Areas, seeks to
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

59

Mr Roger Jones, Humber
& Wolds Rural
Community Council
Mrs Pamela Austin
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning on behalf of
Peter Ward Homes Ltd

AC

88

Cllr Winifred I Knight

AD

102

Catherine Birks, RNLI on
behalf of RNLI
G M V Winn and Co

B

115

Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd

AC
D

120

Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council
Mr James Durham

AB

62
86

108

I37

AB
A

C

C

Comment
purpose. Possibilities of long term issues in the food production
sectors indicate a need for greater self sufficiency; improved
food production and farming outputs could be used to generate
income to the region.
Extend Beverley bypass to complete the 'ring'.

Officer Response
ensure that where development does take place, that it is
directed to the poorest grade agricultural land.

A and B not in flood risk area b) Beverley Option A land to the north west of Beverley has the
ability to deliver a sustainable brownfield extension to the
settlement through the redevelopment of Beverley College of
Further Education. This area is within a low risk flood zone
with good access to Malton Road (B1248) and Driffield Road
(A164) and the A1079.
Space is needed to be maintainted between Beverley and
Cottingham. Beverley Parks is a historic area and valuable open
sapce. Do not fill the space created by the Beverley Southern
by-pass for houses.
See comments in respect of SS8.

Preferred options and comments noted.
Preferred option and comments noted.

Meeting housing requirements purely through the allocation of
large sites precludes the smaller (generally local) developer and is
not good for the local economy.
Many of the areas identified in Figures 18 to 22 will have
potential development opportunities. Further discussion and
identification of these areas will take place during later stages of
the LDF process. Further information on the extent of flood
risk in the East Riding is needed before more specific areas for
development can be identified. Following the production of the
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment for East Riding the application
of the exceptions approach particularly in Goole will be
necessary to ensure that these areas are not unnecessarily
restricted from further development. From the Core Strategy
maps (Figures 18 to 22) many potential opportunities for infill
development and urban extensions can be identified and the
designation of specific areas for development should not
preclude areas outside these locations.
A and B not in flood risk area

The LDF will allocate a whole range of different sized sites
throughout the East Riding. These will be set out in the
Allocations document.
Preferred options and comments noted. The Council’s Strategic
Flood Risk Assessment will be a crucial factor in informing
decisions regarding the most appropriate locations for
development.

My comments are in relation to areas of search for future
development in Beverley only. Options B and A involve creating
an irregular (non-concentric) settlement shape for the town by
developing around the north and south of the Westwood. This

Preferred option and comments noted.

Preferred options and comments noted.

Preferred options and comments noted.

Preferred option and comments in SS8 noted.

Preferred options and comments noted.
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Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates

C

I240

Mr Paul Thornton, White
Young Green on behalf of
Sanctuary Housing

I260

Mr Peter Hall, Indigo
Planning on behalf of CP
Group

C

Comment
in itself would unacceptably harm the setting of the common
land and historic settlement pattern and character of the town.
These options are less sustainable due to being located over a
mile away from the town centre albeit with some public
transport links. Only a very limited amount of infill may be
appropriate in opt A to help fund/connect the northern by-pass
to the A1035 Malton Rd. Option D involves developing beyond
the north eastern by-pass which curently acts to define the edge
of the urban area here. This area is also over a mile away from
the town centre and further housing sprawl here would damage
the overall character of the town. Option C to the south of the
town is the only appropriate option for significant development
in the town being closest to the town centre for access to jobs
and sevices and the Grovehill/Swinemoor/Tokenspire
industrial areas. Development here will damage the historic
setting of the town to a degree however the proposed southern
relief road will already have damaged this setting to a degree in
10 years time. Developing here would consolidate and 'round
off' the southern side of the urban area of the town whilst
providing enough land to meet the towns contribution to the
ER housing requirements set out in RSS. Option C is supported.
Beverley - We agree that some developmemt to the south of
Beverley (C) would be approapriate IF the proposed releif road
is to be built and if necessary infrastructure is also provided in
advance. Sureley this location represents a good opportunity for
re-locating Beverley Rugby Club to a site south of Hodgsons
sports ground close to the proposed park and ride?
We would note that there are opportunities to support
sustainable housing developments within Beverley itself in line
with current planning policy at national and regional levels.
Beverley - Option C. Not only because of the specific site
credentials of their land ownership which falls within option C
but also with regard to the appropriateness of this area for the
future outward expansion of Beverley in comparison to options
A B or D. With specific regard to CP Group's site it will if
developed in conjunction with surrounding land within Option
C (for which there is existing developer interest) represent an
'infill' with regard to the extent of the existing settlement.
Furthermore the Southern Relief Road once complete will
provide a new defensible boundary representing an appropriate
development limit 'rounding off' the existing settlement
boundary rather than outward expansion through the other

Officer Response

Preferred option and comments noted.

Agreed. The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment will
be used to identify housing development opportunities within
the current development limits. However, it is likely that
greenfield site will be required at some point within the plan
period.
Preferred option and comments noted.
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Mr Paul Thornton, White
Young Green on behalf of
Stamford Homes Ltd
Mr Ian Taylor, Molescroft
Parish Council

A

I784

Comment
options with no obvious boundary for development. Though
each site has potentially good links to the existing and proposed
road network Option C represents the most sustainable location
with regard to proximity to the train station (c.700m), the town
centre (less than 1km) and the significant mixed use
development (which will effectively did the town centre)
proposed for the site at Flemingate. Option C in general would
represent the most sustainable location of housing with regard
to proximity to the town centre and existing employment
locations when compared to the other three locations. The site
is also located adjacent to existing leisure provision at the leisure
centre and playing fields on Flemingate. The site is identified to
have 'ordinary' quality landscape in comparison to Options A
and B which both contain areas of 'good' quality landscapes.
With regard to flood risk only a minimal area is located within
flood risk zone 3 with the majority of the site including the CP
Group site are located within zone 1. Option D in comparison
is primarily located within Zone 3 significantly hindering the
potential for comprehensive residential development. All this
considered Option C clearly represents the most appropriate
location for housing.
Beverley - A. This is considered the most preferable option
given the strong transport links lack of risk of flooding and
good transprt access and service opportunities.
Beverley: there is insufficient long term vision in planning for
the longer term and none of the options are satisfactory in
relation to the efficient use of land or minimising the impact of
climate change. You will recall that we suggested [in response to
the JSP] the possibility of looking at the location of a new
settlement and received no acknowledgement of that. Our point
was that there has never been at any time a study of the actual
capacity of Beverley’s infrastructure in its widest sense to be able
to cope with the level of development proposed. This was also
in the context at that time of the necessity to channel
development into Hull and reduce the need for development in
Beverley. It would appear that no thought has been given to
more radical alternatives which would allow accessible public
transport links and infrastructure to be planned in advance.
Reducing carbon emissions cannot be achieved or public
transport made more accessible unless settlements are planned
around this rather than trying to impose effective systems on
existing settlements. Furthermore the inclusion of the southern
bypass in the Integrated Transport Plan has prejudged the issue
of development south of Beverley and opened up the potential

Officer Response

Preferred option and comments noted.
The Issues and Options paper is clear in its intention to make the
most efficient use of land within the East Riding (see paragraphs
2.19, 2.29, 4.107-4.108, 5.25-5.34 and draft Objective HBHM9).
The Preferred Approach Core Strategy establishes a framework for
responding to the Climate Change challenge (see proposed
policy SS1) building on the Policy YH2 of the RSS.
An Infrastructure Study, together with other research documents
that the Council has produced and is producing, will help to
identify capacity issues and infrastructure shortfalls across the
East Riding. This will be an integral part in considering the
future growth strategy of Beverley. In addition, the current
production of the Beverley Town Plan will feed into the LDF
process and help shape a long-term plan for the town of
Beverley.
It should be noted that Hull has a challenging requirement to
provide more homes within the city boundary over the next 1520 years. This will require use of brownfield sites (please note
that 60% of all new housing in Hull was developed on
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for development with access funded by the taxpayer. This is
inevitable and takes pressure off Hull to make more use of their
brownfield sites. We confirm again that this was a premature
decision on an ad hoc basis which failed to examine the totality
of traffic distribution around the town. For example the link to
the north was left out of the equation and not subject to
scrutiny until now. We have seen no more detailed traffic
proposals for the Town yet traffic and parking management
carries on at a pace. Despite promises at a well attended seminar
run by Jason Copper we have never seen the various options for
traffic flows around the town and yet your Council is still
pursuing the southern bypass option in isolation providing a
chaotic situation in Swinemoor Lane compounded when the
land to the north of the south eastern bypass is developed. We
are very disappointed to say the least by the delays to the Town
Plan which might have afforded the opportunity to consider
these issues more thoroughly at a level that the general
population could understand and give the opportunity for a
proper debate. Your Council’s decisions on abandoning the
Flemingate full vehicular link to Figham and the Figham Link
both essential elements and departures from the adopted Local
Plan and later recommendations on major development
schemes has also pre-empted a comprehensive analysis. It will
be interesting to see the Secretary of State’s conclusions on this
aspect at the call in Inquiry. We appreciate that the constant
changes in government policy has caused delays and
uncertainties in the LDF process and that you are constrained
by the Regional Spatial Strategy and the Joint Structure Plan
both of which are unlikely to survive to 2026 and churn out
basically the same objectives in regard to settlement dispersal
that were set out in the 1947 Town and Country Planning Act.
We very much doubt that the vision of a settlement hierarchy
without the incorporation of a completely different approach
based on the different scenario we have now in regard to
climate change and reduction of carbon emissions will meet few
of the objectives you set out. Having said that the seminar
explaining the document was extremely well done and
informative and subsequently led to a lively debate about the
ultimate effects on the Town and this Parish. Unfortunately a
wider and more radical approach was constrained by existing
and constantly changing national planning policies which fail to
allow local individuality and put pressure on local councils to
make speedier decisions. This Council supported the location of
the Ambulance Station and were involved at the very earliest pre

Officer Response
brownfield land between 1999 to 2007). At the same time, the
overall strategy is to reduce the previously high levels of
development in the East Riding. The relationship between Hull
and Beverley is crucial for the spatial strategy in respect of the
amount and type of development directed to each.
The prospect of providing a new settlement in the East Riding
has not been explored as this area is not an identified ‘growth
point’ – although development will continue take place as with
all other local authority areas within Yorkshire. At the regional
level, an ‘Eco-town’ proposal for the Leeds area has been
shortlisted and the possibility of such a development will be
considered as part of the RSS review.
The Southern Relief Road is a transport initiative and not a
scheme designed to open up land for development. It has been
conceived to help resolve the identified congestion problems
within the historic core of the town as part of the Integrated
Transport Plan. The purpose of the Issues and Options paper is to
explore ways for managing development in the East Riding. The
document has identified the four most logical options for
managed expansion around Beverley, illustrated in Figure 19.
Naturally, the Integrated Transport Plan needs to be referenced
within the development of the LDF.
The Integrated Transport Plan for Beverley includes a proposal
for a green link from the Southern Relief Road to Chantry Way.
The purpose of this green link is to promote more sustainable
modes of transport into the town centre of Beverley and relieve
vehicular congestion in this part of Beverley. A VISSIM
transport model for the historic core and a SATURN transport
model for the remainder of the town has been run to inform the
Beverley Integrated Transport Plan.
The Beverley Borough Local Plan indicates a possible NorthWest by-pass and the October 2006 Transport Issues and Options
document suggested that a potential route around here should
be considered. The Council is aware of developer interest here
and those with an interest in the development of the land have
indicated a willingness to explore the option of some kind of
relief road. This will be considered carefully through the
preparation of the Core Strategy.
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C
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Comment
application discussions with the developers. We were aware that
this might inevitably lead to the long planned link from Dog
Kennel Lane to the northern bypass thus relieving the traffic
situation at the Driffield Road/Molescroft roundabout. This
road link funded by development should have been discussed
and been part of the Integrated Transport Plan. This maybe the
site of the new hospital and suitably designed could be an asset
to the community in visual as well as health terms. But this
needs a proper considered debate in overall context. Recent
press reports about the recently published RSS has the same
aims referred to above i.e. to concentrate new housing and jobs
in 15 cities and principal towns forcing people to live close to
work and use public transport. Ironically the region’s new top
priority is not to improve public transport in South and West
Yorkshire but to introduce congestion charging. Four years of
work resulting in a blinkered approach and it would appear
failure to look at more radical alternatives such as completely
new settlements. We understand that the RSS is now being
reviewed and it is to be hoped that more original thinking is put
into the process. Should this happen of course further changes
in the LDF process and timetable is inevitable.
Beverley: support Option C. The construction of the proposed
southern relief road would form a natural boundary to the urban
edge of Beverley and would facilitate the option for a
comprehensive development between the existing urban edge
and the bypass. In addition to the advantages listed in the
document Option C would provide good access to the centre of
Beverley with opportunities for the provision of footpaths and
cycleways links. Moreover housing development is deliverable in
the area as a number of landowners including the Trustees have
made clear that the land is available for development.
With regards to the identification of future areas of growth as
discussed above we support the identified approach which aims
to support the RSS settlement hierarchy and also focus future
development towards the East Riding's Principal Towns. In
specific response to Issues and Options SS10 our thoughts are
set out below Beverley - C (only arrow west of railway line) A
(only northern arrow)
That future housing needs should be satisfied by the
Development of the Southwood site only and not on the
Northern area of Molescroft
Prefer C to fill in to junction.
None of the four options relate to future development to the

Officer Response

Preferred option and comments noted.

Preferred options and comments noted.

Preferred option and comments noted.
Preferred option and comments noted.
Question SS10 and figures 19-22 deal with future land
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Castlemore Securities
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east of the Principal Town. We propose that this location
should be included and considered for future development as it
holds two of the town's major redevelopment sites; one of
which is the Grovehill Road site. In line with guidance set out in
RSS policy YH7 local authorities should allocate sites by giving
first priority to the re-use of previously developed land and
buildings which can be satisfied by bringing sites such as the
Grovehill site forward for development.

I678

Mr John Blacker,
Shirethorn Limited

D

133

Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

I748

Mr Dan Mitchell, Barton

Shirethorn support Option D not only because of the specific
site credentials of their land ownership which falls within
Option D but also with regard to the appropriateness of these
areas for future outward expansion of Beverley north west and
south. With specific regard to the site in Shirethorns ownership
(plan attached) it will if developed in conjunction with
surrounding land within Option D (for which there is existing
developer interest) represents an 'infill' of the extent of the
existing settlement. Furthermore the Southern Relief Road and
North West Bypass once completed will provide a new
defensible boundary representing an appropriate development
limit rounding off the existing settlement boundary rather than
outward expansion through the other options with no obvious
boundary for development. But these sites are Urban Fringe
Developments. Though each site has potential good links to the
existing and proposed road network.
All comments are made conditional on it having been
established that some development within each of these
settlements is necessary. These comments should not be used as
evidence that such development is necessary for any of these
developments. I would not claim to have any expert knowledge
outside Haltemprice & Beverley and my knowledge of Beverley
is greater than that in Haltemprice. - If area C is chosen in
Beverley it must be recognised that there are implications for
the Relief Road, and that there must be a commitment to
maintaining a broad green corridor within this area of
development, financed by the developers as it enhances the
value of their properties. It also more important for this
potential development area than for others that the impact on
Beverley as a whole and specifically on traffic and drainage the
central area are examined thoroughly before any permissions are
given. Site C would probably have a greater immediate effect on
the centre than any of the other sites.
Our client also considers that the overall growth of Beverley

Officer Response
requirements on the edges of Haltemprice and the Principal
Towns. The Issues and Options paper states that brownfield land
will be explored in the first instances (see paragraph 4.107) but
recognises that additional land on the outskirts of the larger
towns may be required over the longer term. The Council did
not propose expansion east of Beverley (beyond the town
boundary) because of the presence of two large areas of
Common Land and the identified level of flood risk. Beverley
has opportunities elsewhere around the town where the level of
risk is less.
Preferred option and comments noted.

Comments and qualifications noted. The development of
strategic sites are likely to be informed by individual
Development Briefs that set out expectations regarding the type
and form of development.

Comments noted.
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Comment
should be encouraged by the Core Strategy. We consider that as
a Principal Town Beverley should be a focus for development
for the following reasons: Developer interest in the area
provides greater assurances with regards to the deliverability of
sites in Beverley; Beverley is a relatively large settlement capable
of containing expansion; The town has good connections to the
strategic road network; The majority of the town is located
within Flood Zone 1; and The landscape value in and around
Beverley is not generally high.
This is an approach which is supported by the RSS Policy HE1
which states that development should be promoted in Beverley.
In specific response to Issues and Options SS10, our client’s
thoughts are : Area B - Developer Interest in the area provides
greater assurances with regards to the deliverability of sites in
this location; Area positioned well in respect of existing
settlement area boundary and recent developments in this
location; Required infrastructure already in place due to previous
developments; Would have no impact on identified areas of
High Landscape Value; Majority of the area is located within
Flood Risk Zone 1; Sustainable location for future development;
Very well located to existing transport network.

Officer Response

Preferred option and comments noted.

Return to contents page
Figure 19 - Beverley
Ref
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Ian Smith, English
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Comment
The Malton Road to Dog Kennel Lane junction is now classed as the
A1035. Where is Dog Kennel Lane on the Map?
Option C - South of Beverley. The eastern part of this area adjoins the
southern boundary of the Beverley Conservation Area. The expansion of
the settlement in this direction could have an adverse impact upon the
character or setting of the Conservation Area. Therefore it would be
amore appropriate to record the likely effect against SA Objective 16 as a
-1 or at the very least ‘Uncertain’.
Beverley - In terms of identifying potential areas for the growth of
Beverley one of the key considerations must be the impact which
development might have upon key views of the Minster. Option B South-west of Beverley - At the northern end of this area Chalk Villa on
Victoria Road and the windmill at the golf course are Grade II Listed
Buildings. This area should only be identified for development if it can be
demonstrated that the character and setting of this group of buildings will
not be adversely affected. Option C - South of Beverley - The eastern
part of this area adjoins the southern boundary of the Beverley

Officer Response
Noted. Dog Kennel Lane is just off the map to the West.
Comments and information welcomed. Suggested scores for
Sustainability Appraisal noted and to be considered in further
Sustainability Appraisals where necessary.

Comments noted and to be considered as part of the more
detailed assessments of the broad areas of search. Conservation
Area Appraisals are underway for many places within the East
Riding (and many have already been produced).
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Comment
Conservation Area. In order to inform the Council’s decision about
whether or not it is appropriate to allocate this site and in particular
whether or not the loss of this open area would have an adverse impact
upon the setting of the Conservation Area the Council should prioritise
within its programme of Conservation Area Appraisals the production of
the Appraisal for this settlement. This will assist in determining whether
this site is appropriate as an allocation and if so the most appropriate
form scale and design for the development of this area.
Comment on Beverley C - Beverley Renaissance Partnership would like
to make recommendations for consideration for the use of the land that
lies between the built up town and the future southern relief road. This
proposal is for a new area of innovative common land to the south of
Beverley. It is also worth noting similar use of this land has also been a
recurring theme in the consultation exercises of the developing Beverley
Town Plan.
The land in question is little used for farming, being low lying and poorly
drained, but it has great potential as public amenity land. For many
decades Beverley was protected from development to the north by the
airfield, to the west and east by the existing commons, and to the south
by the lack of drainage and sewerage. However, since the pumping station
was situated on this latter land to the south, it has been developed for
private housing opportunities.
An innovative step would be to be a project that complements and
reflects the ancient Westwood and, as such, the name Southwood would
seem appropriate. It would provide a very real recreational,
environmental and tourism boost to the town. In addition, this is in line
with current policy (especially CPRE and other related bodies) to create
wild places to compensate for the dense housing of places such as
Beverley.
If, through the Local Development Framework, it is agreed that Beverley
needs new housing development sites we would like any such
developments to the south of the town to be properly planned and have
the essential community services and infrastructure required to support a
new residential area. Whilst we understand the issues around future
development sites we would like you to consider this project as part of
future developments for this area.
It would be the greatest gift we could leave the town for future
generations to appreciate and enjoy.
Geographically, the area might be bounded by the Mill Damm to the
North, the railway to the west, the relief road to the south, and the old
turnpike road to the east. This may approximate to some 90 acres, and
whilst being small in comparison to the other common lands (Westwood
504ac., Hurn 110 acres, Figham 297 acres, Swinemoor 263 acres), the
social, economic and environmental impact could be considerable. If the

Officer Response

Comments noted. To be included in the LDF, proposals will
need to be assessed in terms of their deliverability. A test at the
examination stage will involve assessing how proposals will be
delivered. One issue to consider is the high degree of interest in
developing this part of Beverley for residential (and mixed use)
development as evidenced by the number of land bids received.
Where substantial areas of land are allocated for development
through the LDF, the intention is prepare Development Briefs
for each. These will manage the scale and different types of uses
on site as well as provide guidance on design and accessibility
issues.
The details concerning the park and ride facility are set out in a
planning application for the southern relief road. This scheme
has been developed based on the need to improve traffic
movements across and into Beverley. The Council has to
demonstrate a high benefit-cost ratio in order to draw funding
from the Department for Transport.
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whole of the land enclosed by the relief road were to be used for
communal benefit, the size would increase to 250 acre, which would be
an ideal situation and be an exceptional legacy for the future of Beverley.
Access to the new common land could be from the park and ride, which
would prevent parking on the land, with the car park screened with trees.
We would like ERYC to consider an electric train, like an airport, as
opposed to a series of buses, therefore making the park and ride centre
more carbon neutral and continue the work towards the Council’s
environmental remit. Elsewhere there would be foot gates through a
thick shelter belt of trees. Another access might be from the Leisure
Centre to the north, with the possibility of part of the land including
more sports pitches that would come under its auspices and are much
needed in the growing town. The proposed link from the park and ride to
the railway station might have an additional stop at public right of way
no.15.
At the eastern end, near the car park, might be a small children’s
playground, with a petting farm or small animals, a butterfly farm or
aviary, perhaps crazy golf, a wooden restaurant/farm shop supporting
local food producers and public conveniences. The success of such
locations as Cruckley Animal Farm show there is precedence for success
with similar projects. Perhaps a paddling pool with small fountains, which
children love… some cities have gone as far to create artificial beaches.
To address other recreational needs, designated and specially designed
areas for mountain bikes, skating and fishing could be developed.
Moving westwards, the common would get wilder, with an area of
wildwood or wilderness at the western margin. Such projects as
“woodland classrooms” are being supported across the country, bringing
real educational opportunities to young and old.
The common might contain a stream with a bridge, a lake, a nature
reserve, orchards, etc. Sporting facilities might include grass football
pitches, cricket, running tracks, cycling, circuit training.
Small artificial hills could be incorporated, an adventure playground for
older children, a maze, a ‘ruin’ or wild west fort, an outdoor arena space
for public events. There should be dog free areas for grassy picnics and
small children.
Other citizens may suggest other uses for the land-grazing for horses?
Deer? Beaver? This land was for many centuries the archbishop of York’s
deer park-hence Beverley Parks.
The Partnership would like to see a development brief included in any
future proposals for the use of this land that would include a
commitment to monitoring, maintenance and bio-diversity. The project
could also being with it significant employment and training
opportunities.
The possibilities are boundless, limited only by aspiration, imagination

Officer Response
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and a will to financial support such innovation, that with it could bring
real employment opportunities.
This is a unique opportunity that may never be available again. With
innovation, imagination, aspiration and the will to secure financial
support in order to achieve this project, Southwood could have a
significant social, economic, health and environmental benefit for
Beverley and the surrounding area for generations to come.

Officer Response

Return to contents page
Bridlington
Responses with no further comments
Mr Ian Scruton; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Louise Reevell; Ms Helen Anderson; Mr Keith Kaye; Cllr Kate Gray; C O’Connor,
Option A – 9
Option B – 7
Option C – 13

Option D – 7
Option E – 6
Option F – 2
Ref
17

Hornsea Town Council; Humber Rural Partnership Board; Helen Watson, Beverley Town Council
Mr John Ellerby; Mr Ian Scruton; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Louise Reevell; Ms Maureen Dale; Ms Helen Anderson; C
O’Connor, Hornsea Town Council
Mr John Ellerby; Mr Ian Scruton; Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with Anlaby Common Parish Council; John Downing, Rollits Solicitors on behalf of Westella
Holdings Limited; Larards on behalf of East Riding Securities Limited; Cllr John Whittle; Mr Christopher Hughes; John Downing, Rollits Solicitors on
behalf of Mr and Mrs Stephen Webster; John Downing, Rollits Solicitors on behalf of MT Pearson; John Downing, Rollits Solicitors on behalf of
Trustees of W H Welsted Decd; C O’Connor, Hornsea Town Council; Mr M Cromack, Preston Parish Council; Mr J Kilby
Mr John Ellerby; Mr Ian Scruton; Rachael Martin, Sanderson Weatherall on behalf of KeyLand Developments Ltd; Louise Reevell; Mr Christopher
Hughes; Mr Keith Kaye; C O’Connor, Hornsea Town Council
Mr John Ellerby; Mr Ian Scruton; Louise Reevell; Cllr John Whittle; Mr Christopher Hughes; Mr Keith Kaye
Mr Ian Scruton; Humber Rural Partnership Board
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P J Gray, Dee Atkinson &
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Comment
The land is within the low risk flood zone; Our client's land is to
the south of the railway line towards the 'ordinary' landscape
character area and detatched from the Area of Restraint at
Bessingby Parklands; The site has excellent access to the town
and is close to public transport links. Its proximity to the railway
line might also offer opportunities to create a 'rail halt' to serve
new housing development to the south of the town; The land
has strong highway network links along the A165 and by
connection to the A614. The latter can be reached without
passing through the urban area;
It is in a highly sustainable location due to its close proximity to
schools, shops, education facilities and so on. In particular it is
near to the employment sites in Carnaby and Bessingby and
could reduce the need for private car travel to work;
New housing development on this side of Bridlington would be
viable in terms of links to services with the main sewerage

Officer Response
Preferred option and comments noted.
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Comment
facilities being to the south-west.
The land is already 'set-aside' from agricultural production due
to the regular open markets which take place on the area.
The most suitable direction for development within Bridlington
is to the north west of the town (option D). As set out in the
Core Strategy, the area is in the lowest risk flood zone (zone 1)
and there is developer interest in large parts of area. This
developer interest includes land at Darwin Road which is
promoted by Redrow Homes. This site is allocated within the
Local Plan under Policy BRID8 (although the majority of this
allocation has since been developed). New development in that
location can take advantage of infrastructure provided to service
recent development. The justifying text to Policy BRID8 states
that, although of good quality agricultural land, the site does not
form part of a larger agricultural holding and MAFF have raised
no objection to the loss of this site. Whilst we are not suggesting
that the Core Strategy makes specific reference to this site, it is
important to note that the site is deliverable in that it is:
Available – the site is available now. Suitable – the site offers a
suitable location for development now and would contribute to
the creation of sustainable, mixed communities. Achievable –
there is a reasonable prospect that housing will be delivered on
the site within five years.PPS3 emphasises that these are critical
criteria to deliver a flexible supply of land for housing and that
Local Planning Authorities should identify sufficient specific
deliverable sites to deliver housing in the first five years.
RSPB would not favour developments within the high risk flood
zone or in close proximity to designated sites (e.g. SSSIs and
SPAs) where development would result in damage to these sites
or their interest features in any of these locations. For example
in the case of Bridlington we would not like to see development
to the north east of Bridlington (Option F) in a location that
would adversely affect the Flamborough Head European Marine
Site (SPA SAC & SSSI).
A - link to Carnaby employment area C - to prevent isolation of
present NW Estate and increase facilities in this area.
Meeting housing requirements purely through the allocation of
large sites precludes the smaller (generally local) developer and is
not good for the local economy.
Many of the areas identified in Figures 18 to 22 will have
potential development opportunities. Further discussion and
identification of these areas will take place during later stages of
the LDF process. Further information on the extent of flood
risk in the East Riding is needed before more specific areas for

Officer Response

Preferred option and comments noted.

Comments noted.

Preferred options and comments noted.
The LDF will allocate a whole range of different sized sites
throughout the East Riding. These will be set out in the
Allocations document.
Preferred options and comments noted. The Council’s Strategic
Flood Risk Assessment will be a crucial factor in informing
decisions regarding the most appropriate locations for
development.
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Consultee/Agent

Opt

120

Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council
Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates

AC

I107

I160

Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

I460

Mr and Mrs Micheal and
Sandra Wheeler

A

Comment
development can be identified. Following the production of the
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment for East Riding the application
of the exceptions approach particularly in Goole will be
necessary to ensure that these areas are not unnecessarily
restricted from further development. From the Core Strategy
maps (Figures 18 to 22) many potential opportunities for infill
development and urban extensions can be identified and the
designation of specific areas for development should not
preclude areas outside these locations.
A - link to Carnaby employment area C - to prevent isolation of
resent NW Estate and increase facilities in this area.
Bridlington - We strongly support new development to the
south of the town. This is the only sensible direction of growth
as it is well related to road and rail links, local employment
providers and is close to the town centre.
In general we would advise to avoid development in areas of
high risk. Bridlington: Option F potentially impacts on
Flamborough Head European Marine Site. Option A - policies
for allowing development adjacent to an eroding coastline must
be in line with the current review of the SMP. Based on
available information Natural England advises that Options A
and F are less suitable.
The direction that scores the most sustainability 'points' for
Bridlington in the SA is Option A - expand to the south-west.
Unfortunately to the south-west of Bridlington lies the former
estate village of bessingby. One of the jewels in the crown of the
East Riding. The fact the parkland and village which make up
Bessingby can be called a village is precisely due to it being
seperated by agricultural land from Bridlington. Development in
the area between Bridlington and Bessingby would basically turn
a fine example of an East Riding Estate Village into just another
suburb of Bridlington. It is worrying and we beleive
symptomatic that the two documents downgrade Bessingby as
of any value to the area. First it allots privately owned Bessingby
Park to the category of 'Common Land' the only other map in
the Issues and Options document to use this category is
Beverley. So Bessingby Park is the same as the westwood public open space. Bessingby Park as it has been since before
1810 - a beautiful privately owned Park used for grazing cattle
and a setting for a beautiful village. It is this misrepresentation
and misinformation that has added to the failure to acknowledge
the high quality built environment that is Bessinby village. If we
now turn to the fields and area under threat: 1. The
incorporation of these fields into urban Bridlington will

Officer Response

Preferred option and comments noted.
Preferred option and comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted. The indication that Bessingby Parkland is
Common Land is a mistake within the Issues and Options
document. It was singled out within Figure 20 because of its
heritage and conservation value and is referenced within the
accompanying text to Option A – South of Bridlington. There
are constraints and disadvantages to developing in any of the
directions within Figure 20. The Council, therefore, must
provide the opportunity for people to have their say about the
future direction of development. The Issues and Options paper set
out all the potential options in this first stage to draw out the
issues for consideration. Further detailed appraisal work for each
of the broad areas indicated in Figures 18-22 has considered
such issues as biodiversity and the natural and built
environments (the comments provided are therefore useful).
The Council is aware of many of those locations across the East
Riding which were flooded in June 2007 (over 6,000 households
and 12,000 Ha of land). This data, which is relatively
comprehensive, has fed into the Council’s Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment (SFRA), and will in turn inform the development of
the Core Strategy.
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Consultee/Agent

I647

Mr Geoffrey J Banks

I586

Jon Palmer, Yorkshire
Forward

Opt

A

Comment
obvioulsy destroy much wildlife habitat. First three ponds will
go which will involve the destruction of aquatic life. The species
of the Great Crested Newt once more raises its head. This as
well as the removal of watering holes for birds and mammals
which include Deer Fox and Badger. Secondly the fields are the
hunting grounds of Kestrels, Sparrowhawks, Tawny Owls and
even an escaped Rough Legged Buzzard. We have the great
priveledge of having a Barn Owl nesting on our land which we
have seen use these fields to overfly at dusk. 2. The route of the
footpath out of Bridlington shown on Map 2 [enclosed with
response] is a place of peace and tranquility for the residents of
Bridlington and especially West Hill Estate. The wide footpaths
leading from the estate into Bessingby is used by many people
and children as a welcome release from the built urban
environment. 3. In the middle of summer last year during the
torrential rain which inundated Hull the new drainage system in
the area failed to cope with the onslaught. The sewer collects
surface water from the village overflow water from two large
ponds and sewerage from some of the houses in the village.
This new scheme involves the use of a pumping station which
enables it get up the gradiant to join the main network in west
Hill estate. The line of the sewer crosses the retrospective
development fields. Last summer the system failed. The whole
area to the south of the village was flooded. It would be a
mistake to ignore the present problematic waste water structure
in the area which clearly cannot cope with the existing dwellings
in the area nevermid the added surface run off and sewage from
a prospective development.
Objection to the devlopment of land to the west of Bridlington
known as Brick Dyke Balk Bessingby (Option B). This land has
always been known as 'wet land' because the water running from
the Yorkshire Wolds drains through it. In spite of two drainage
ponds and dykes to the south it is subject to standing in water
on the southern edges in winter. Today it would be known as a
high risk flood area. To allow any form of development in that
area would cause flooding to the West Hill Estate and Bessinby
[Photo showing flooding provided]. It is vital to keep as much
open land in the area as possible to absorb the water. Every
winter it is necessary to put out Flood Warning notices on the
A614 at the point where the West Hill Estate abutts Brick Dyke
Balk land.
If greenfield development is required to provide for the longer
term growth in the town Yorkshire Forward would support
Option A. This has the best connection to employment

Officer Response

Comments noted.

Preferred option and comments noted.
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I713

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

C

Comment
opportunities within the town and would build upon existing
housing market links within East Riding.
In specific response to Issues and Options SS10, our client’s
thoughts are: Site C - Developer Interest in the area provides
greater assurances with regards to the deliverability of sites in
this location; Would have no impact on identified areas of High
Landscape Value; Majority of the area is located within Flood
Risk Zone 1; Sustainable location for future development; Very
well located to existing transport network.

Officer Response
Preferred option and comments noted.

Return to contents page
Figure 20 - Bridlington
Ref
I539

Consultee/Agent
Ian Smith, English
Heritage (Yorkshire
Region)

I854

Ms Liz Philpot, on behalf
of Bridlington
Regeneration Partnership

Comment
Option A - South of Bridlington - The medieval earthworks at
Hilderthorpe at the southern end of this area is a Scheduled Monument.
Given the presumption in PPG16 in favour of the preservation in situ of
Scheduled Monuments and their setting an allocation which had an
adverse impact upon the this monument would be contrary to national
policy guidance. If this area is allocated for development it would be
necessary for the Council to demonstrate that it could be developed in a
manner which would safeguard the character and setting of this
nationally-important site. There are a number of Listed Buildings around
Bessingby Hall at the northern end of this area. This area should only be
identified for development if it can be demonstrated that the character
and setting of this group of buildings will not be adversely affected.
Option F - North-east of Bridlington - The southern end of this area
forms an important gap between Bridlington and Sewerby. A reduction in
this gap could have an adverse impact upon the landscape setting of the
village and the loss of its distinct identity. Sewerby Grange a Grade II
Listed Building lies in the middle of this area. This area should only be
identified for development if it can be demonstrated that the character
and setting of Sewerby together with that of the listed building at Sewerby
Grange will not be adversely affected. At the northern end of this area
there are a number of Listed Buildings around Marton Hall and Marton
Manor. Although not Scheduled there are also remains of a shrunken
medieval village. This area should only be identified for development if it
can be demonstrated that the character and setting of this group of
buildings will not be adversely affected.
Figure 20 incorrectly presents no option that re-uses brownfield and
under-used and poorly used land in the central part of Bridlington. The
work on the AAP demonstrates that there is very considerable scope for
further housing development in this area. Council’s are urged by the

Officer Response
Comments noted and to be considered as part of the more
detailed assessments of the broad areas of search.

The Issues and Options paper states that brownfield opportunities
will be explored in the first instance (see paragraph 4.107). The
AAP, as acknowledged in the Core Strategy, is crucial to
delivering housing numbers in Bridlington. One of the overall
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
replacement PPS12 to consider site assembly using CPO powers as
necessary to enable redevelopment. The Core Strategy should therefore
acknowledge the significant potential in the central area of Bridlington
that is promoted by the emerging Bridlington Town Centre AAP - and
the fact that the AAP promotes up to 600 dwellings as part of the town
centre redevelopment and marina scheme and also promotes regeneration
in the wider central area where there is substantial scope for conversion
and redevelopment of the outworn B&B stock and along the poorly
performing secondary retail streets (which extend well beyond the
proposed new boundaries for the town centre and urgently need
attention). This capacity needs to be acknowledged in the Council’s
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment. If there is a need for
housing land beyond the boundaries of the established built up area the
preferred option is to the south of Bridlington where it is more likely that
residents will use the town centre to meet their needs. Releases of such
land needs careful management in policy in respect of the effect on
meeting the objectives of the AAP for Bridlington. If there is a need for
housing land beyond the boundaries of Driffield’s built up area the
preference would be to promote growth where residents have the option
of easy travel to Bridlington.

Officer Response
aims of the Bridlington Regeneration Strategy will be to increase
the level of development within and around the town. The 600
(to 800) dwellings promoted in the town centre through the
AAP will need to be complemented by developments in other
parts of the town. It is highly unlikely that the growth agenda
promoted through the Regeneration Strategy will be met
exclusively through brownfield redevelopment sites.
Therefore, the Core Strategy needs to identify potential growth
points to meet development requirements over a 15-year period.
The Council’s Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(SHLAA) provides additional detail in considering the capacity
to accommodate residential development in the East Riding’s
towns.
The final adopted version of the Core Strategy will need to
include mechanisms for managing the release of land in sensitive
locations where phasing could help to meet wider regeneration
aims.
Bridlington and Driffield are recognised as largely having their
own catchments and housing markets.

Return to contents page
Driffield
Responses with no further comments
Mr Ian Scruton; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury Associates on behalf of Strawsons Development /
Option A – 9
Option B – 4
Option C – 13

Option D – 5
Option E – 4
Option F – 2
Ref

Omnivale Ltd; Louise Reevell; Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn Parish Council; Ms Maureen Dale; Mr Roger Jones, Humber & Wolds Rural Community
Council; Mr Mike Jackson, Nafferton Parish Council; Helen Watson, Beverley Town Council
Mr Ian Scruton; Cllr Kate Gray; Humber Rural Partnership Board; Mr J Kilby
Mr John Ellerby; Mr Ian Scruton; Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with Anlaby Common Parish Council; John Downing, Rollits Solicitors on behalf of Westella
Holdings Limited; Louise Reevell; Larards on behalf of East Riding Securities Limited; Cllr John Whittle; John Downing, Rollits Solicitors on behalf of
Mr and Mrs Stephen Webster; John Downing, Rollits Solicitors on behalf of MT Pearson; John Downing, Rollits Solicitors on behalf of Trustees of W H
Welsted Decd; C O’Connor, Hornsea Town Council; Humber Rural Partnership Board; Mr J Kilby
Mr Ian Scruton; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with Anlaby Common Parish Council; Louise Reevell; Mr J
Kilby
Mr John Ellerby; Mr Ian Scruton; C O’Connor, Hornsea Town Council; Mr M Cromack, Preston Parish Council
Mr Ian Scruton; Louise Reevell

Consultee/Agent

Opt

Comment

Officer Response
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16

Consultee/Agent
P J Gray, Dee Atkinson
and Harrison on behalf of
Hudson and Pick

Opt
B

18

P J Gray, Dee Atkinson
and Harrison on behalf of
Megginson and Hudson
and Pick

E

22

P J Gray, Dee Atkinson
Harrison on behalf of The
A M Watson Trust

Comment
The majority of the area is identified as within the lowest risk
flood zone; Although indicated as being 'good' quality landscape
the same can be said for the majority of land around Driffield.
This does not mean that new housing development could not be
accommodated into the area utilising existing landscape features
such that there would be no harm caused to the character of the
area; The site has excellent access to the town and is close to
public transport links; It is easily accessible from the main
highways serving the town; It is in a highly sustainable location
due to its close proximity to schools, shops, education facilities
and so on; The development would relate extremely well to the
existing extent of the building in this part of the town and
would form a logical extension to the urban area; Appropriate
development could be undertaken to respect and safeguard the
River Hull Headwaters SSSI and the designated Conservation
Area and there would be no significant loss of high quality
agricultural land; and Services are available and accessible to
serve further development in the area and the land benefits
from having mains sewerage infrastructure across it.
The majority of the area is identified as within the lowest risk
flood zone; Although indicated as being 'good' quality landscape
new housing could be accommodated into the area utilising the
sites strong landscape features such that there would be no
harm caused to the character of the area; The site has excellent
access to the town and is close to public transport links; It is
easily accessible from the Driffield by-pass which forms a logical
boundary to development north of the town. The by-pass
would also serve as a strong link to the employment area at
Kelleythorpe Industrial Estate without traffic having to pass
through the town; It is in a highly sustainable location due to its
relatively close proximity to schools, shops, education facilities
and so on; The development would relate extremely well to the
existing extent of building in this part of the town and would
form a logical extension to the urban area; Appropriate
development could be undertaken to respect and safeguard the
designated Conservation Area to the south and there would be
no significant loss of high quality agricultural land; and Services
are available and accessible to serve further development in the
area.
With regards to the specific development options at Driffield we
support further growth to the north west of the town but note
that the options shown do not identify the opportunity for
development in this specific direction which lies between areas
A and F and is within the line of the Driffield Bypass.

Officer Response
Preferred option and comments noted.

Preferred option and comments noted.

Comments noted. The maps in figures 18-22 are diagrammatic
and not intended to be used for detailed analysis. Figure 21 does
not include the area of land referred to by the respondent.
The broad areas of search provided on the maps are an
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P J Gray, Dee Atkinson
and Harrison on behalf of
Dewhirst and Stephenson

D

Comment
In fact, although not presently developed, the site appears to be
included in the area identified as "Built up Area" in Figure 21.
The significance of this is not apparent. It is not clear from the
strategy document whether this land is now intended to be
included within the future development limit. However, we are
taking this opportunity to continue to pursue an appropriate
allocation for the land.
It is considered that the land would be appropriate for
development for the following reasons:
The majority of the area appears to be within the lowest flood
risk zone; The site has excellent access to the town and is close
to public transport links; The Driffield by-pass forms a logical
boundary to development to the north-west of the town and
serves as a strong link to the employment area at Kelleythorpe
Industrial Estate; The site is already well landscaped, particularly
to the by-pass; It is in a highly sustainable location due to its
proximity to schools, shops, education facilities and so on;
The development would relate extremely well to the existing
extent of building in this part of the town and would form a
logical extension to the urban area; Appropriate development
could be undertaken to respect and safeguard the character of
the area and include further landscaping to supplement that
already existing on the land to create an appropriate green edge
to the town; There would be no significant loss of high quality
agricultural land; The total area of the site amounts to about 4
acres (1.6 hectares) and provides excellent opportunity to release
appropriate land for housing relative to the Driffield urban
centre; and Services are available and accessible to serve further
development in the area and provision has been made to access
the site from the adjoining residentially developed land.
The majority of the area is within the lowest risk flood zone;
The land is shown as being of 'ordinary' landscape quality and
new housing could be accommodated into the area without
harm to the character of the area; The land already benefits
from a strong planting belt to the by-pass such that any new
development would not be seen by those traveling past the
town; The site has excellent access to the town and is close to
public transport links; The Driffield by-pass forms a logical
boundary to development to the north of the town and serves
as a strong link to the employment area in Kelleythorpe
Industrial Estate without traffic having to pass through the
urban centre; It is in a highly sustainable location due to its close
proximity to schools shops education facilities and so on; and
New housing development in this direction would relate

Officer Response
indication of where relatively large–scale sites could be provided.
Both large-scale and small-scale sites will be considered and
allocated through the preparation of the Allocations document.

Preferred option and comments noted.
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Driffield Partnership
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D
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Mrs C. Binnington,
Driffield Town Council

AD

55

Mr Christopher Hughes

AD
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Mrs Pamela Austin

CF
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Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning on behalf of
Peter Ward Homes Ltd

A
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G M V Winn and Co

C

115

Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd

ABC
DEF

Comment
extremely well to the existing extent of building in this part of
the town and would form a logical extension to the urban area.
A (1st) C (2nd) D (3rd) The Driffield Partnership would like to
see some brownfield development within the town as the 2nd
priority. Development of areas C&D should be restricted to
prevent Driffield and Nafferton merging
The Town Council would like to see priority after Alamein
Barracks given to developing the brown field sites within the
town. Option C - South East of Driffield - should be removed
from the options as due to its preponderance of underground
springs makes this area traditionally extremely wet. In addition
south of Driffield land east of Scarborough Road and land to
the north west of Little Driffield should be rejected as these
areas feature a site of special scientific interest are extremely
picturesque and have the highest quality agricultural land.
Goole as a high flood risk area should not be developed without
extensive flood protection whilst developments that are built
should be of a flood resistant variety. The same comments apply
to southern Driffield.
C - to balance town area and lowest flood risk. F - near
Kelleythorpe and possible employment and development.
Driffield Option A - opportunities for development at and in
the vicinity of the Alamein Barracks should be favourably
considered. It represents a large parcel of previously developed
land that is uncommon to the locality. The site's proximity to
existing residential development offers the opportunity to
increase sustainable communities building upon existing
infrastructure.
Meeting housing requirements purely through the allocation of
large sites precludes the smaller (generally local) developer and is
not good for the local economy.
Many of the areas identified in Figures 18 to 22 will have
potential development opportunities. Further discussion and
identification of these areas will take place during later stages of
the LDF process. Further information on the extent of flood
risk in the East Riding is needed before more specific areas for
development can be identified. Following the production of the
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment for East Riding the application
of the exceptions approach particularly in Goole will be
necessary to ensure that these areas are not unnecessarily
restricted from further development. From the Core Strategy
maps (Figures 18 to 22) many potential opportunities for infill

Officer Response
Preferred option and comments noted. In general, brownfield
redevelopment will be promoted as the priority.
Preferred option and comments noted. In general, brownfield
redevelopment will be promoted as the priority.

Preferred options and comments noted.

Preferred options and comments noted.
Preferred option and comments noted.

The broad areas of search provided on the maps are an
indication of where relatively large–scale sites could be provided.
Both large-scale and small-scale sites will be considered and
allocated through the preparation of the Allocations document.
Preferred options and comments noted. The Council’s Strategic
Flood Risk Assessment will be a crucial factor in informing
decisions regarding the most appropriate locations for
development.
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Cllr Symon Fraser, East
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Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

7

Mr Adrian Sail, Antony
Aspbury Associates on
behalf of Strawsons
Development / Omnivale
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CF
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D
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A

Comment
development and urban extensions can be identified and the
designation of specific areas for development should not
preclude areas outside these locations.
Driffield is Wetwang’s local principal town so we feel it is only
right to comment on that.
C - to balance town area and lowest flood risk F - near
Kelleythorpe and possible employment area development
New development can be accomodated in a number of
locations around Driffield. We support residential development
at Alamein Barracks (Option A) and would suggest that some
limited new development could also extend into Little Driffield.
There is also some potential for development to the south of
the town (Option B) and to the north-east (Option D). We do
not beleive development either to the east of north (Options C
and F) of the town represents a sensible option however.
Driffiled - Support option A Alamein Barracks but this should
be RAF Driffield in recognition of its historical role as an air
base these heritage links should be retained. Option B only
offers small scale opportunities and is an important open
countryside gateway to Driffield . Option B Skerne Road may
offer further opportunity for light industrial development and its
proximity to the waste water treatment works should be noted.
Option C (previously identified for development) is clearly
suited to residential development as long as flood mitigation
measures are included as a requirement of any development.
Option E F and D are not the preffered options. Further focus
should remain on the re-development of 'brownfield sites within
the town.
In general we would advise to avoid development in areas of
high risk. Driffield: Option B potentially impacts on the River
Hull Headwaters SSSI we advise that this would be least
suitable.
As the main area of previously developed land in and on the
edge of Driffield, Alamein Barracks, which is well related to the
main built up area and to the Kelleythorpe Industrial Estate
offers a major opportunity for sustainable housing-led mixeduse development to meet the development needs of the Town
and Sub Area. The extent and development capacity of the site
is sufficient to support the provision of the requisite community
infrastructure, including transport infrastructure and a
significant element of affordable housing and measures to
mitigate any harmful impacts on interests of acknowledged
importance that redevelopment of the Site may have.

Officer Response

Preferred options and comments noted.
Preferred options and comments noted.
Preferred options and comments noted.

Preferred options and comments noted.

Comments noted.

Preferred options and comments noted.
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Consultee/Agent
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behalf of Barratt Homes

Opt
D

Comment
In specific response to Issues and Options SS10, our client’s
thoughts are: Site D - Developer Interest in the area provides
greater assurances with regards to the deliverability of in this
location; Area positioned well in respect of existing settlement
area boundaries; Would have no impact on identified areas of
High Landscape Value; Majority of the area is located within
Flood Risk Zone 1; Sustainable location for future development.

Officer Response
Preferred options and comments noted.

Return to contents page
Figure 21 - Driffield
Ref
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Consultee/Agent
Ian Smith, English
Heritage (Yorkshire
Region)

I499

Ian Smith, English
Heritage (Yorkshire
Region)

Comment
Driffield Option B - South of Driffield - The eastern part of this Option
lies within the Driffield Conservation Area and there are a number of
listed structures along this part of the Driffield Canal. It is not known
whether a Conservation Area Appraisal has been produced for Driffield.
If not then in order to inform the Council’s decision about whether or
not it is appropriate to allocate this site and in particular whether or not
the loss of this open area would have an adverse impact upon the
character of this part of the Conservation Area, the Council should
prioritise within its programme of Conservation Area Appraisals the
production of the Appraisal for this settlement. This will assist in
determining whether this site is appropriate as an allocation and if so the
most appropriate form scale and design for the development of this area.
Option B - South of Driffield - The eastern part of this Option lies within
the Driffield Conservation Area and there are a number of listed
structures along this part of the Driffield Canal. The expansion of the
settlement in this direction could have an adverse impact upon the
character or setting of the Conservation Area. Therefore it would be
amore appropriate to record the likely effect against SA Objective 16 as a
-1 or at the very least ‘Uncertain’.

Officer Response
Comments noted and to be considered as part of the more
detailed assessments of the broad areas of search. A draft
Conservation Area Appraisal for the South part of Driffield has
been prepared but has yet to be adopted by the Council.

Comments and information welcomed. Suggested scores for
Sustainability Appraisal noted and to be considered in further
Sustainability Appraisals where necessary.

Return to contents page
Goole
Responses with no further comments
Mr John Ellerby; Mr Ian Scruton; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with Anlaby Common Parish Council; Mr
Option A – 11

Option B – 2

M Guest; Cllr Kate Gray; Susanna Sanlon, Barton Willmore Partnership on behalf of Central Land Holdings; Susanna Sanlon, Barton Willmore
Partnership on behalf of Central Land Holdings; C O’Connor, Hornsea Town Council; Helen Watson, Beverley Town Council; Daniel Gaunt, Highways
Agency
Mr Ian Scruton; Mr M Cromack, Preston Parish Council;
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Option C – 7
Option D – 4
Option E – 3
Ref
48

Mr Ian Scruton; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; John Downing, Rollits Solicitors on behalf of Westella Holdings Limited; Larards on
behalf of East Riding Securities Limited; John Downing, Rollits Solicitors on behalf of Mr and Mrs Stephen Webster; John Downing, Rollits Solicitors
on behalf of MT Pearson; John Downing, Rollits Solicitors on behalf of Trustees of W H Welsted Decd
Mr John Ellerby; Mr Ian Scruton; Mr S. Young, Bubwith Parish Council; C O’Connor, Hornsea Town Council
Cllr John Whittle; Cllr Kate Gray; Daniel Gaunt, Highways Agency

Consultee/Agent
Mr Garth Hanlan, Savills
on behalf of St John's
College Cambridge

Opt
E

Comment
Economic growth should be encouraged towards the south west
of Goole, between the M62 and the Sheffield to Hull Railway
line, north of the Aire and Calder Navigation and west of the
existing Capitol Park (Goole) development for the following
reasons:
Within high risk flood zone (zone 3) - Any development around
Goole will have to deal with high-risk floodplain issues, as
illustrated on Core Strategy Map 22. Development towards the
south west would however avoid conflict with the existing Site
of Special Scientific Interest designation which surrounds the
Humber Estuary to the east of Goole;
'Poor' quality landscape (east Riding Landscape Character
Assessment, 2005) - Further employment and possible
renewable energy waste facilities in the south west of Goole
would not significantly impact on what is currently a poor
quality landscape area - according to the Core Strategy;
Access - As already detailed, such growth would benefit from
adjacent positioning to existing communications networks,
including the Port of Goole (and associated Aire and Calder
Navigations), the M62 (via junction 36), nearby airport facilities
and proximity to railway sidings and track facilities. The
locations of such uses adjacent to such a mix of available
transport nodes sits well within the requirements of RSS subpolicy HE1 - Humber Estuary Sub Area Policy;
Adjacent to Capitol Park employment area - The presence of
the Capitol Park employment area is a good indication of the
types of allocations that could be brought forward on sites in
the immediate vicinity (west) of this employment area.
Collaboration between neighbouring land-holders, the Council,
Yorkshire Forward and the Capitol Group would represent an
excellent opportunity to bring sites west and south west of the
existing employment allocation into a similar remit. Such
linkages would be emulating the RSS objectives for the Principal
Towns. Any utilisation of such land adjacent to the north of
Aire and Calder navigation for employment - which may also be
more susceptible to flooding than further north east - would
enable the Council to focus housing efforts on PDL within and

Officer Response
Preferred option and comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

Comment
around the City Centre, as well as areas further north which
could represent relatively lower flood risk areas;
Best and most versatile agricultural land, Grade 2 - The East
Riding of Yorkshire Council Employment Land Review (2007),
as undertaken by GVA Grimley describes a shortage of
warehousing/distribution land supply in the East Riding which
might outweigh the loss of areas of farmland to the southwest
of Goole (i.e. west of the Capitol Park employment site which is
itself an existing allocation within the Boothferry Local Plan
1999). PPS7 (Sustainable development in Rural Areas)
paragraph 28 states that the condition of such agricultural land
should be taken into consideration. If possible, lower graded
areas should be sought 'in preference' to areas with higher
grades in terms of bringing forward undeveloped agricultural
land which needs to be utilised. These considerations included
the location of a proposed site to existing infrastructure (e.g.
transport, utility networks) and workforce and market
considerations.
In this sense, further allocations of employment land will be
required in order to ensure the future growth will not be
constrained by a lack of available supply within the pan period.
Developer interest and available supply - The Humber Trade
Zone forms an east-west corridor of focused economic activity,
with the River Hull Corridor forming a north-south axis linking
Kingston upon Hull with the towns of Beverley and Driffield,
and to a lesser extent Bridlington.
The settlements falling within these corridors form the focus for
large-scale economic development and include Goole.
Goole is therefore a principal location where significant scale of
economic development is expected to take place within the Plan
period; although RSS policy HE1 does stipulate that such
development will not be on the same scale as in Hull,
Scunthorpe, Grimsby and Cleethorpes.
Demand - The Employment Land Review 2007 concluded that
around 54.6 hectares of additional employment land/capacity is
required in the east Riding between 2006 - 20021. Around
25.2ha of this additional allocation is needed for B2/B3 uses, to
preserve the integrity and capacity of markets in these areas over
the plan period.
In relation to this B2/B8 requirement, the Employment Land
Review sites Goole as the principal location for inward
investment in two areas:
1)General Industrial/Business
2) Warehousing/Distribution

Officer Response
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

54

Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council

55

Mr Christopher Hughes

61

Ms Helen Anderson

62

Mrs Pamela Austin

AE

86

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning on behalf of
Peter Ward Homes Ltd

B

108

G M V Winn and Co

C

Comment
Supply - In terms of key findings, the Employment Land
Review stipulates that there is a severe undersupply of certain
types of employment land in Goole. It recommends that land
should be allocated especially for warehousing/distribution
development, in locations where demand has been identified in
the report. The report also explicitly recommends the Council
should 'Consider opportunities for further allocation of
employment land for distribution/logistics development in
Goole given key location and strength of market'.
Based on these findings it is clear that an identified need and
current under-supply of land for warehousing/distribution
could be fulfilled by bringing forward further allocations of
employment land, especially those adjacent to established hubs,
such as areas to the south west of Goole, where it is understood
that infrastructural capacity is available.
Allocation of employment growth to the south west of Goole
would help to fulfill this identified land need and would help to
counteract any market perceptions of supply constraining
demand (evidence of latent demand) as highlighted in the report
which should be a principal consideration for the plan period.
Goole has not been selected because of potential flooding issues
and disposal of top water in the area. In developing these
service centres there will need to be careful consideration that
major conurbation does not occur.
Goole has a high flood risk area should not be developed
without extensive flood protection whilst developments that are
built should be of a flood resistant variety. The same comments
apply to southern Driffield.
Goole is a high risk flood area - would development be better
elsewhere considering its good transport links.
A - good transport and employment potential. E - near
employment
Option B, land to the north of Goole provides considerable
opportunities for sustainable growth of the settlement. This
area has been designated as 'ordinary' quality landscape in the
Landscape Character Assessment (2005) and would not result in
coalescence with Hook. My client submits that there is
available, deliverable land in this location to meet the growth
requirements for the settlement.
Meeting housing requirements purely through the allocation of
large sites precludes the smaller (generally local) developer and is
not good for the local economy.

Officer Response

Comments noted. The issue of promoting development in areas
subject to a high risk of flooding is a fundamental issue for the
Core Strategy. Question SS1 sought some direction on this.
Comments noted. The issue of promoting development in areas
subject to a high risk of flooding is a fundamental issue for the
Core Strategy. Question SS1 sought some direction on this.
Comments noted. The issue of promoting development in areas
subject to a high risk of flooding is a fundamental issue for the
Core Strategy. Question SS1 sought some direction on this.
Preferred options and comments noted.
Preferred options and comments noted.

The broad areas of search provided on the maps are an
indication of where relatively large–scale sites could be provided.
Both large-scale and small-scale sites will be considered and
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

Comment

115

Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd

AE

120

Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council
Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates
Mr Nick Fillingham,
Indigo Planning Ltd on
behalf of Sterling Capitol
Goole Ltd

AE

Many of the areas identified in Figures 18 to 22 will have
potential development opportunities. Further discussion and
identification of these areas will take place during later stages of
the LDF process. Further information on the extent of flood
risk in the East Riding is needed before more specific areas for
development can be identified. Following the production of the
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment for East Riding the application
of the exceptions approach particularly in Goole will be
necessary to ensure that these areas are not unnecessarily
restricted from further development. From the Core Strategy
maps (Figures 18 to 22) many potential opportunities for infill
development and urban extensions can be identified and the
designation of specific areas for development should not
preclude areas outside these locations.
A - good transport and employment potential E - near
employment
Goole - Virtually the whole of the area is subject to high flood
risk. It is not a sensible strategic location for large-scale
development in the future.
With specific reference to the development around Goole our
clients would support development Option A and E which
would utilise the existing barrier of the M62 Motoway to
constrain development whilst concentrating growth close to
existing and future employment opportunities. Furthermore the
support of Options A and E would steer future development
away from Options B and C which would have significant
ecological considerations due to their relationshiop with the
Humber Estuary and also away from Option D which would
further increase the existing problems of access and congestion
around Old Goole.
Goole - I really cannot support more development in fields on
any side of Goole.
High risk of flooding areas may not be financially viable without
external financial support - Goole (e)
Ironically, Goole, offers the best prospect for development,
although most of the area is designated high flood risk Transport - Industry - low value land with one exception.
Goole A - Developer Interest in the area provides greater
assurances with regards to the deliverability of sites in this
location; - Area positioned well in respect of existing settlement
area boundaries; - Would have no impact on identified areas of
High Landscape Value; - Sustainable location for future

I107
I445

AE

I674

Enid Thompson

135

Mr J Kilby

BE

I713

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

A

Officer Response
allocated through the preparation of the Allocations document.
Preferred options and comments noted. The Council’s Strategic
Flood Risk Assessment will be a crucial factor in informing
decisions regarding the most appropriate locations for
development.

Preferred options and comments noted.
Comments noted. The issue of promoting development in areas
subject to a high risk of flooding is a fundamental issue for the
Core Strategy. Question SS1 sought some direction on this.
Preferred options and comments noted.

Comments noted.
Preferred options and comments noted. The issue of promoting
development in areas subject to a high risk of flooding is a
fundamental issue for the Core Strategy. Question SS1 sought
some direction on this.
Preferred option and comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

Comment
development; - Very well located to existing transport network.

Officer Response

Return to contents page
Figure 22 - Goole
Ref
I542

Consultee/Agent
Ian Smith, English
Heritage (Yorkshire
Region)

I500

Ian Smith, English
Heritage (Yorkshire
Region)

I512

Ian Smith, English
Heritage (Yorkshire
Region)

Comment
Option C - North-east of Goole/West of Hook - Hall Garths moated site
to the west of Hook is a Scheduled Monument. Given the presumption
in PPG16 in favour of preserving the setting of Scheduled Monuments
an allocation which had an adverse impact upon the setting of this
monument would be contrary to national policy guidance. If this area is
allocated for development it would be necessary for the Council to
demonstrate that it could be developed in a manner which would
safeguard the setting of this nationally-important site. Option D - South
of Old Goole Goole Hall a Grade II* Listed Building lies at the southern
end of this area. This area should only be identified for development if it
can be demonstrated that the character and setting of this building will
not be adversely affected.
Option C - North-east of Goole/West of Hook Hall Garths moated site
to the west of Hook is a Scheduled Monument. The expansion of the
settlement in this direction could have an adverse impact upon the
character or setting of this monument. Therefore it would be amore
appropriate to record the likely effect against SA Objective 16 as a -1 or 2
Option D - South of Old Goole Goole Hall a Grade II* Listed Building
lies at the southern end of this area. The expansion of the settlement in
this direction could have an adverse impact upon the character or setting
of these buildings. Therefore it would be amore appropriate to record the
likely effect against SA Objective 16 as a -1 or at the very least
‘Uncertain’.

Officer Response
Comments noted and to be considered as part of the more
detailed assessments of the broad areas of search.

Comments and information welcomed. Suggested scores for
Sustainability Appraisal noted and to be considered in further
Sustainability Appraisals where necessary.

Comments and information welcomed. Suggested scores for
Sustainability Appraisal noted and to be considered in further
Sustainability Appraisals where necessary.

Return to contents page
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General
Ref
I675
I590

Consultee/Agent
Enid Thompson
Jon Palmer, Yorkshire
Forward

Comment
I don’t support ERYC’s ideas on housing at all.
Objective 6C(ii) of the RES seeks to join up housing and economic
investment in all renaissance programme. Therefore it would be helpful
to consider within the Core Strategy the type and mix of new housing
required to support future economic growth within the District’s
settlements. This should recognise that East Riding includes a number of
different Strategic Housing Markets which will influence new housing
development within different parts of the District. Practice Guidance
(Department for Communities and Local Government August 2007) on
Strategic Housing Market Assessments (2007) has emphasised the
importance of analysing the influence of past and current economic
profile on housing demand and supply. In addition Objective 6 C(iii) of
the RES seeks to ‘tackle access to transport services and affordable
housing’. Therefore we would support the Council setting a level of
affordable housing provision which reflects the different housing market
areas within the East Riding. However it is important to ensure that these
affordable housing targets do not hinder the renaissance of Bridlington
town centre. Planning Policy Statement 3 (Housing) paragraph 29 states
that Local Planning Authorities should undertake an informed assessment
of the economic viability of any thresholds and proportions of affordable
housing proposed. When considering the provision of affordable housing
in rural areas Planning Policy Statement 3 allows for sites to be allocated
purely for affordable housing including using a rural exception site policy.
Yorkshire Forward suggests that East Riding of Yorkshire Council adopt
a flexible approach within its LDF that will maximise the delivery of
affordable housing within the rural areas of the District. Therefore the
Agency suggests that given the need for affordable housing in parts of
East Riding the Council’s LDF could make provision for specific
allocations for affordable housing where there is an identified need.

Officer Response
Comments noted.
Comments noted. It may be an option for the Council to set
varying affordable housing targets according to the needs of
specific housing market areas. Agree that financial viability will
need to be taken into consideration when designing any
affordable housing policy, in line with guidance set out in PPS3.
The Council is currently undertaking an Affordable Housing
Viability Assessment to provide evidence for its affordable
housing approach, which considers the 6 housing markets in the
East Riding. Also agree that, in line with PPS3, the Council
should allocate rural exceptions sites through its Development
Sites DPD for affordable housing.

Paragraph 5.1 - Summary of guidance in PPS3.

3

Ref
I472

Consultee/Agent
Mr Geoffrey Streets

Comment
There are many factors especially money supply which mean planning is
impractical: except for making land available and cutting out regulation
and taxes.

Officer Response
Comments noted.

Paragraph 5.5 – Housing Needs and Market Assessment
Ref
I598

Consultee/Agent
Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

Comment
Paragraph 5.5 in relation to Housing needs and market assessment should
refer to the Hull Housing Market Assessment and role of Gateway and
their strategies. Housing needs within Haltemprice settlements Beverley
and other areas within the Hull Housing Market Area need to be
considered alongside the needs and Housing Market Assessment within
Hull. The strength of this relationship is recognised by both authorities
though the existence of the strategic application protocol and more detail
should be drawn out of these links here. In relation to housing there is
also the need to consider the findings of the Hull and East Riding
Housing Land Availability Studies when completed. The East Riding and
Hull Strategic Housing Market Assessment to be finished shortly will
need referencing.

Officer Response
Comments noted. All aspects of the East Riding’s evidence base
have been taken into consideration and evidence base and
strategies of neighbouring authorities.

Table 6 – Summary of sub market areas
Ref
I76

Consultee/Agent
Mr Hooper

Comment
Wolds area; if rural detached properties demand outstrips supply the
possibility of over-restricting this type of development is an issue.

I203

Cllr Symon Fraser,
Conservative Group

I582

Cllr David Rudd, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council

Identifies the surplus of smaller properties and further identifies the high
proportion of rented properties from a private landlord. This supports in
Driffield the need to tailor future development of private market housing
to address the demand for larger detached family homes.
Entitled Wolds in Table 6 suggests that there is a high demand for
detached properties which exceeds supply. I can well image why. The
Sustainability Matrix has created that problem!

Officer Response
Comments noted. Proposed policy requires proposals to
consider the existing housing stock and need in the housing
market.
Comments noted. Proposed policy requires proposals to
consider the existing housing stock and need in the housing
market.
Comments noted.

Return to contents page
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HBHM1

When requiring new development to provide a mix of house types should we have a policy which:
Option A – Provides for a mix on all new housing developments
Option B – Only requires a mix on sites that are over a certain size or number of dwellings (i.e. have site size thresholds). If yes, what site
size thresholds should we use?
Responses with no further comments
Mr John Ellerby; Mr Robin Shucksmith; Mrs Anne Crick, Humber Mental Health Teaching NHS Trust; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care
Option A –

Option B –

Ref
10

Trust; Cllr John Whittle; Ms Maureen Dale; Mrs Sylvia Sheard, Millington Parish Council; Mr Stuart Natkus, The Land and Development Practice on
behalf of HICA; Mr Mike Jackson, Nafferton Parish Council; Mrs Kathy West, Hessle Town Council; Julia Billany, Ottringham Parish Council; Susanna
Sanlon, Barton Willmore Partnership on behalf of Central Land Holdings; Ms Jan Crowther, Easington Parish Council; C O’Connor, Hornsea Town
Council; Humber Rural Partnership Board
Mr Ian Scruton; Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury Associates on behalf of Strawsons Development / Omnivale Ltd; Miss Kate Helliwell, Bidwells; Mr
Jonathan Atkinson, J G Hatcliffe and Partners; Mr R. Vickers, Tickton & Routh Parish Council; Mrs M. Barker, Swanland Parish Council; T Appelbe,
Elmfield Estates Ltd; Catherine Birks, RNLI; W Buckle, Wetwang Parish Council

Consultee/Agent
Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby
with Anlaby Common
Parish Council
Jennifer Hadland, Smiths
Gore on behalf of N
Mainwaring

Opt
B

Comment
6 houses and above

Officer Response
Comments noted.

B

Comments noted.

13

Church Commissioners

B

26

Ms Caroline Stutt, Entec
UK on behalf of Crown
Estate

A

In addition to this the site size threshold for requiring a housing
mix on a site should be 10-15+ dwellings as small sites would
not necessarily need a housing mix due to their size. It is easier
to incorporate a housing mix into the design of larger sites.
It is considered that Option B should be the focus in regard to
providing a mix of housing types in new developments. In
addition to this the site size threshold for requiring a housing
mix on a site should be 10+ dwellings as small sites would not
necessarily need a housing mix due to their size. It is easier to
incorporate a housing mix into the design of larger sites
In line with PPS3 Option A will ensure future developments
provide a healthy mix of demographics creating vibrant vital and
sustainable communities along with a balanced housing market.

11

Comments noted.

Comments noted.
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Ref
27

Consultee/Agent
Eamonn Keogh, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Redrow Homes
(Yorkshire) Ltd

Opt
B

29

Ms Liz Charnock, Howden
Town Council

A

31

Driffield Partnership

B

33

Rachael Martin, Sanderson
Weatherall on behalf of
KeyLand Developments
Ltd

B

35

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd
John Downing, Rollits
Solicitors on behalf of
Westella Holdings Limited
Louise Reevell
Larards on behalf of East
Riding Securities Limited
Natasha Rowland, Savills

B

37
39
40
41

B
B
B
B

Comment
We would suggest that option A is too prescriptive and that a
minimum site size threshold would be more realistic and
achievable in practice. We would suggest that this threshold is
set at 15 dwellings in line with the nationally recognised
threshold for affordable housing. Policies requiring a mix of
housing should not be prescriptive and should have regard to
market conditions and changing economic conditions over the
life of the LDF. In particular policies of this nature must be
justified by a robust evidence base in this case a Strategic
Housing Market Assessment prepared in accordance with up to
date Government guidance
Developers should be required to examine what types of
housing is required for the area not just what they want to build
there.
The thresholds and mix should be based on local need in the
sub market area
It is considered that sites of 1 hectare or more provide a
reasonable area to allow a mix of housing types to be
incorporated effectively to ensure sustainable communities are
developed. It is considered that sites less than 1 hectare are too
small to successfully integrate housing types and affordable
housing which may lead to segregated communities and
developments.
Above 4.

Officer Response
Comments noted. The proposed policy reflects the findings of
the Council’s Housing Needs and Market Assessment published
in 2007 and is written in such a way that it can last throughout
the plan period. This is achieved by requiring applicants to
consider the needs in the locality and the existing stock.

Comments noted. The proposed policy requires applicants to
consider the existing stock in the settlement and the need in the
housing market sub-area where development is to take place.
Comments noted. The proposed policy requires applicants to
consider the existing stock in the settlement and the need in the
housing market sub-area where development is to take place.
Comments noted. Thresholds for affordable housing are
considered separately.

Comments noted.

A one-size-fits-all prescriptive approach is misguided. However
as long as the policy is a guide and not a rule then a site
threshold of 15 is an appropriate guide
Areas where more than 25 homes built.
See comment 37 to this question.

Comments noted. The proposed policy considers urban and
rural areas differently. It also considers that in some
circumstances it may not be possible to apply a mix.
Comments noted.
See response to comment 37.

Only on the larger strategic sites may such prescription be
necessary. On other sites individual site circumstances should
determine whether a mix is appropriate. Similar thresholds to

Comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

50

Mrs K. Richmond, South
Cave Parish Council

B

53

Mrs Judith Macklin,
Cottingham Parish Council
Mr Christopher Hughes

B

57

Mr David Hammond,
Beeford Parish Council

A

59

Mr Roger Jones, Humber
& Wolds Rural
Community Council
Julie Abraham
Ms Helen Anderson
Mrs Pamela Austin

A

Do not agree with definitions in 5.18

B
B
B

Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted. Design and density of present houses should
be taken into consideration to ensure an even mix.

B

15
Ratio dependent on number of plots.
Thresholds should vary according to the present densities of
housing in the area to be developed however this (alone) should
apply where there are more than 40 dwellings to be built.
Option A should provide for a possible mix of house types in
smaller development in villages i.e. where suitable and needed.
Only sites for 10 or above houses.

B

No idea of threshold.

Comments noted.

B

See comment 37 to this question.

See response to comment 37.

B
B

10 or more
See comment 37 to this question.

Comments noted.
See response to comment 37.

55

60
61
62
66
71
72
73
74
79

Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby
Conservation Society
Mr Dennis Peckett,
Beverley & District Civic
Society
Mr S. Young, Bubwith
Parish Council
John Downing, Rollits
Solicitors on behalf of Mr
and Mrs Stephen Webster
Mr M Guest
MT Pearson

B

A

Comment
that used for affordable housing may be appropriate i.e. over 15
dwellings.
The Parish Council supports Option B with suggested threshold
of 6 otherwise small developments mixed could look
incongruous.
Cottingham needs houses and bungalows and not more flats.
Eight dwellings Generally mixing is a good idea; however there
should be upper and lower limits so as not to create too big a
gap between maximum and minimum. Flats do not mix well
with other types of houses in modern housing developments
nor do high value houses.
As long as new housing development blends in with existing
development.

Officer Response
Comments noted.
Comments noted. The policy requires applicants to consider the
local needs.
Comments noted. The style and design of dwellings will need to
be taken into consideration to ensure they complement each
other.
Comments noted. The Council will need to ensure that the
design of new development is appropriate to the character of the
surrounding area.
Comments noted. For planning purposes, this is the definition
of affordable housing as stated in PPS3.

Comments noted.
Comments noted.
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Ref
81

Consultee/Agent
Phillippa Edwards, G V A
Grimley on behalf of
Horstine Farmery

Opt
A

Comment
Each site should be considered on its individual merits based on
market need and viability testing in each location.

86

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Peter Ward Homes Ltd

B

PPS3 sets out the need to achieve a mix of house types, tenures
and sizes in order to create and sustain mixed communities (see
para 24).
Paragraph 24 states that, in planning at site level local planning
authorities should ensure that the proposed mix of housing on
large strategic sites reflects the proportions of households that
require market or affordable housing and achieves a mix of
households as well as a mix of tenure and price. For smaller
sites, the mix of housing should contribute to the creation of
mixed communities having regards to the proportions of
households that require market or affordable housing and the
existing mix of housing in the locality.
As national planning guidance clearly differentiates between the
roles of large and small sites in delivering a mix of housing we
consider it appropriate for the Core Strategy to adopt the same
approach. Smaller sites cannot possibly deliver the full range of
housing in the same way that large strategic sites can.
In terms of site thresholds we consider that while these can be
useful the policy should be flexible enough to deal with a range
of circumstances, given that there is likely to be differences in
densities between urban and more rural areas and therefore the
number of units. The policy should avoid a 'one size fits all
approach' and allow negotiation on smaller individual sites based
on market demand at the time and delivery consistent with RSS
and PPS3.
The policy should also be flexible enough to accommodate

Officer Response
Comments noted. Although the Council acknowledges that
some flexibility is needed within planning policies to provide for
local need, a policy approach is needed to assess all applications
in a consistent manner and provide certainty for communities,
landowners and developers. Financial viability however, will
need to be taken into consideration when designing any policy,
in line with guidance set out in PPS3. The proposed policy does
allow for consideration of the mix on a site by site basis on sites
over the threshold.
Comments noted. Affordable housing is considered thorough a
different policy. Both Strategic and smaller sites (over the
threshold) will consider local need and viability as well as the
style and mix of existing housing stock.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

90

Cllr Kate Gray

B

92
95
107

Mrs Ingrid Khan
Anlaby Estates
Mr Jamie Pyper, Signet
Planning Ltd on behalf of
Southwell County Homes
and Makinder
G M V Winn and Co

B
B
B

John Downing, Rollits
Solicitors on behalf of
Trustees of W H Welsted
Decd
Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council

B

Jenny Massingham, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Beal Homes

A

108
113

120
125

B

B

Comment
changes in population needs and the findings of the HMA,
which will be updated regularly throughout the plan period. It
would be overly prescriptive to dictate the precise mix between
house size type and tenure as the needs of the population
change in the future. It should also be recognised that new
housing represents a very small proportion of the housing stock,
and therefore the mix and availability of the existing stock
should also be a consideration by looking at wider housing
market dynamics.
Quality of housing space for living - not small leading to
development profit; emphasis should be on design for people's
needs in the modern world.
1 acre suggested.
It is considered that Option B is appropriate - 1 acre plus.
On smaller windfall sites it is not always possible to achieve a
wide mix due to constraints and the characteristics of the
surrounding area.
1 ha or 25 dwellings. The market more accurately reflects the
demand for size and type of houses. Public officials impose
requirements but are generally less knowledgeable.
See comment 37 to this question.

Thresholds should vary according to the present densities of
housing in the area to be developed however this (above) should
apply where there are more than 40 dwellings to be built.
We support the approach identified within Option A with
regards to the provision of a mix of housing types in new
development. In accordance with the guidance identified within
PPS3 we believe that an appropriate mix of housing should be
provided on all new housing developments. We do not consider
that a mix should be prescribed however but are of the view
that this should be determined on a site-by-site basis in

Officer Response

Comments noted. Quality development that considers the needs
of the user is considered as part of the potential Integrated High
Quality Design policy (HQE1).
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted. Comments noted. The Council will need to
ensure that the design of new development is appropriate to the
character of the surrounding area, proposed policy HQE2
considers the character of areas.
Comments noted.
See response to comment 37.

Comments noted. Design and density of existing dwellings
should be taken into consideration to ensure an even mix.
Comments noted. Although the Council acknowledges that
some flexibility is needed within planning policies to provide for
local need, a policy approach is needed to assess all applications
in a consistent manner and provide certainty for communities,
landowners and developers. The proposed policy reflects the
findings of the Council’s Housing Needs and Market
Assessment published in 2007.

9

Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

126

Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership
Cllr Winifred I Knight

B

88

Comment
discussion with the developer and in consideration of the
Housing Needs and Market Assessment. [Additional
information provided regarding site at Hornsea Golf Course].
To prescribe a mix of housing at this site would be restrictive
and would not provide for the flexibility which is required in
meeting local needs and the changing demands of the housing
market.
The East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership would not wish
to recommend a threshold. This must be appropriate to the
location and the development.
If there is no way to avoid development at Cottingham we need
family houses and bungalows. NO MORE FLATS TO STAND
EMPTY.

34

Mr Roland Bolton,
Development Land &
Planning Consultants

54

Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council

It is considered that sites should be developed for the type of
dwellings that they are best suited for. Trying to impose a range
of house types on all sites is not necessarily a correct repose to
the character of the area which is now a major consideration
(PPS1 and PPS3). Instead the council should instigate a
monitoring program as part of the HMA to establish if peoples
housing aspirations (rather than ‘need’) are being met. This is
important as it is aspiration rather than need which will tend to
drive prices and movement in the housing markets. Neither of
these options is really appropriate although it is accepted that on
larger sites there is the opportunity to incorporate a greater
range of housing types.
Neither A nor B. Need to analyse developments in their own
right considering housing usage in the area.

115

Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East

Neither Option is considered appropriate. Mix of house types
should be determined on a site-by-site basis not solely on a size
threshold. Factors such as location and type of housing

Officer Response

Comments noted.
Comments noted. Agree that the needs of the local area must be
considered in order to not create a surplus of a certain type of
dwelling that is not required. The proposed policy requires
proposals to consider the needs of the area and the existing
stock.
Comments noted. The Council will need to ensure that the
design of new development is appropriate to the character of the
surrounding area. The needs of people have been taken into
account in the proposed policy as aspirations are not necessarily
achievable and could lead to an exasperation of the need for
affordable housing.

Comments noted. Although the Council acknowledges that
some flexibility is needed within planning policies to provide for
local need, a policy approach is needed to assess all applications
in a consistent manner and provide certainty for communities,
landowners and developers.
Comments noted. The proposed policy does expect the mix of
housing to determined on other factors other than site size, such
as need and existing stock. The threshold is merely a mechanism

10

Ref

Consultee/Agent
Yorkshire) Ltd

111

East Riding House
Builders Group
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Hull Ionians RUFC
(Holdings) Ltd
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr & Mrs JH Foreman
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mrs J Boat
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Bryan Brown & Sons
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr and Mrs Hudson
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of R Swales
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of W. Clifford Watts Ltd
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr C Hill

68

93
94
98
100
103
105
106

Opt

Comment
development proposed based on local housing need and market
conditions also need to be given consideration as well as size of
the site. Production of general guidance on a mix of house types
based on size/area is broadly acceptable but should not be
applied rigidly across all sites. Flexibility in the policy is needed
to ensure that requirements for specific types of housing e.g. for
smaller units or a particular housing group can be met if the
need is identified by an up-to-date Housing Needs Survey.
See Comment 86 to this question.

Officer Response
for when the need for some mix to meet the need should be
implemented.

See Comment 86 to this question.

See response to comment 86.

See Comment 86 to this question.

See response to comment 86.

See Comment 86 to this question.

See response to comment 86.

See Comment 86 to this question.

See response to comment 86.

See Comment 86 to this question.

See response to comment 86.

See Comment 86 to this question.

See response to comment 86.

See Comment 86 to this question.

See response to comment 86.

See Comment 86 to this question.

See response to comment 86.

See response to comment 86.
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Ref
109
110

114

Consultee/Agent
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr A Morley
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of MB Goodwin (Skipsea)
Ltd
Mr Andrew Rose,
Spawforth Planning &
Urban Regeneration Ltd
on behalf of Miller
Strategic Land

51

Mrs C. Binnington,
Driffield Town Council

28

Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates

Opt

Comment
See Comment 86 to this question.

Officer Response
See response to comment 86.

See Comment 86 to this question.

See response to comment 86.

The LDF should facilitate not dictate the housing mix. The
LDF should achieve this through identifying the level of
provision and the distribution of new housing. Miller Strategic
Land recognises the importance of delivering a decent quality
and quantity of housing to meet local needs. However we object
to the specification of requirements which would be
unreasonably restrictive and unresponsive to changing local
needs and the local market. Requirements for mix and provision
of housing on individual sites should be considered in the
context of the housing need and situation at the time of
development proposals coming forward. The allocation of
specific requirements to sites will not reflect the changing nature
of housing need or the choices and aspirations of people with
regard to housing. It is both unnecessary and inflexible to seek
to control the housing mix since it would mean the housing
market would be unable to adjust to market movements and
therefore unsound. We support a requirement for a general mix
The Town Council recommended that housing mix be
determined by the needs of each particular area and that policy
should reflect this flexibility and differentiation. For example it
was recommended that a concentration of 2-3 bed-roomed
terraced type properties with gardens be built in Driffield for
young families as well as 2 bed-roomed bungalows for those
older people who would consider relocating from larger family
houses therefore freeing up more ‘family sized’ homes.
We favour an alternative approach. A criteria based approach
rooted in an up to date HNMA would meet the flexibility
requirements of most recent Government guidance and allow

Agreed. The proposed policy in flexible and non restrictive. It
allows the mix of housing to be decided based on need and
existing stock.

Comments noted. The proposed policy requires development to
consider the need and existing stock in the area when deciding
the mix of housing. It also requires applicants to consider the
needs of first time buyers and the elderly, who have particular
needs in the East Riding.

Alternative approach noted. The Council is no longer preparing
a Development Policies DPD. The Core Strategy includes both
a Spatial Strategy and Development Management Policies. The

12

Ref

Consultee/Agent

104

I W Scruton, Scruton

I39
I124

Mr James Durham
Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates on behalf of
Hickling and Gray
associates
Mr Robert Crolla, Indigo
Planning on behalf of St.
Modwen Properties Plc

I195

I285
I213

Mr Robert Crolla, Indigo
Planning on behalf of St.
Modwen Properties Plc
Mr R Stafford Charles, R

Opt

B
B

Comment
decisions to be made on grounds of available evidence and
material factors at the time of an application. Such a policy
should be placed in a Development Policies DPD and would
not necessarily need to be defined in the Core Strategy. This
approach would allow a differentiated approach to be applied to
each of the housing market areas in the District and to address
the different challenges they present. It would also allow
decisions to be made in line with changing economic
circumstances over the period of the LDF.
Whilst Option B would work over sites of 25 units a flexible
approach should be taken so that developers may utilise the
market requirement in individual situations to deliver the right
housing in the right location. For example where housing
market shows a strong requirement for say 2 and 3 bed homes it
is pointless in providing 5 beds where there may be little or no
market. Developers understand the housing market and their
knowledge should be the driver in deciding what mix should be
acceptable.
Over 10 dwellings
Option B is preferred as the reasonable and workable
alternative. Thresholds could be similar to those currently used
for affordable housing.

Officer Response
individual needs of each housing market area have been taken
into consideration and flexibility has been built into the policy.

Comments noted. The proposed policy required proposals to
consider the needs of the housing sub market and the existing
stock in the settlement to ensure an appropriate mix.

Comments noted.
Comments noted.

Rather than a policy which requires all development or all
development over a certain threshold to provide a mix of house
types the policy should recognise the need for flexibility to
reflect the changing circumstances in market conditions
throughout the plan period. The policy should therefore provide
sufficient flexibility to assess schemes based on the current
market conditions at the time of implementation.
See comment I195 to this question.

Comments noted. The proposed policy required proposals to
consider the needs of the housing sub market and the existing
stock in the settlement to ensure an appropriate mix.

[Copy of letter of response to August 2005 Issues and Options

Comments noted.

See response to comment I195.
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Ref

I248

I261
I344

I347

Consultee/Agent
Stafford Charles & Son on
behalf of Capel House
Property Trust Limited
Victoria Molton, Walker
Morris Solicitors on behalf
of Paul Lisseter

Opt

Mr Peter Hall, Indigo
Planning on behalf of CP
Group
Mr Peter Hall, Indigo
Planning on behalf of CP
Group/Wykeland
Group/Quintain Estates
and Development PLC
Mr Jon Suckley, HOW
Planning LLP on behalf of
Castlemore Securities

I385

Jennifer Hadland, Smiths
Gore on behalf of Church
Commissioners for
England

I522

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly

B

Comment
Document provided] We support the Government's advice that
development should include a mix of house types.

Officer Response

In response to these questions it is suggested that the amount of
affordable housing should be decided upon using up-to-date
housing market assessments as required by PPS3. If the main
Location of Development policy is adhered to in the Core
Strategy then development will be focussed on the most
sustainable settlements where affordable housing should be
required in any case.
See comment I195 to this question.

Comments noted. Proposed policy HBHM2 will set the
requirements for affordable housing. An Affordable Housing
Viability Assessment is currently underway to consider the
viability of such development.

See comment I195 to this question.

See response to comment I195.

It is our opinion that a flexible approach should be provided in
relation to the requirement for a mix of housing types in new
developments. Providing a mix of housing should be dependent
upon the needs of the local area rather than dictating a mix
based on site size threshold. Options A and B of HBHM1 do
not provide any flexibility in terms of housing mix based on
local need
It is considered that Option B should be the focus in regard to
providing a mix of housing types in new developments. In
addition to this the site size be 10+ dwellings as small sites
would not necessarily need a housing mix due to their size. It is
easier to incorporate a housing mix into the design of larger
sites.
The Assembly accepts that thresholds may be used to determine
those sites where a housing mix will be secured. However the
Council should give consideration to whether this policy will
apply equally to all settlement sizes i.e. we doubt it will be

Comments noted. The proposed policy required proposals to
consider the needs of the housing sub market and the existing
stock in the settlement to ensure an appropriate mix.

See response to comment I195.

Comments noted.

Comments noted. The proposed policy sets a lower threshold
for rural settlements and allows for no mix where it can be
justified.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

I633

Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

B

I855

Ms Liz Philpot on behalf
of Bridlington
Regeneration Partnership

I543

Mr Peter Hall, Indigo
Planning on behalf of
National Grid Property
Ltd

I714

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

A

I775

Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings
Mr Adrian James, Barton
Willmore Partnership on

A

I822

Comment
appropriate to have a threshold in smaller rural settlements
where only affordable housing may be sought.
Option B is the most realistic. The threshold should be around
10 dwellings. Sometimes because of the need for the design to
be in keeping with the surrounding residential environment it is
not possible to have a mix of housing.
Policy should reflect actual markets and not be too
determinative. We support neither option. Policy can encourage
a mix but meeting a ‘need’ for a mix of housing should fall
under the affordability requirement. Markets are the accepted
mechanism for achieving a mix of provision that meets need.
Where markets fail and public sector intervention is needed then
it is reasonable to insist on a particular mix.
Rather than a policy which requires all development or all
development over a certain threshold to provide a mix of house
types the policy should recognise the need for flexibility to
reflect the changing circumstances in market conditions
throughout the plan period. The policy should therefore provide
sufficient flexibility to assess schemes based on the current
market conditions at the time of implementation.
Our client supports the approach identified within Option A
with regards to the provision of a mix of housing types in new
development. In accordance with the guidance identified within
PPS3 our client believes that an appropriate mix of housing
should be provided on all new housing developments. We do
not consider that a mix should be prescribed however but are of
the view that this should be determined on a site-by-site basis in
discussion with the developer and in consideration of an up to
date Strategic Housing Market Assessment.
See comment I714 to this question.

Officer Response

See response to comment I714.

A joint housing market assessment and land availability
assessment needs to be undertaken within the context of

Comments noted. Agree that policies need to reflect the
findings of the Council’s Housing Needs and Market

Comments noted.

Comments noted. A policy approach is needed to assess all
applications in a consistent manner and provide certainty for
communities, landowners and developers. Affordable housing is
considered in proposed policy HBHM2.

Comments noted. The proposed policy is flexible and requires
proposals to consider the needs of the housing sub market and
the existing stock in the settlement to ensure an appropriate mix.

Comments noted. The proposed policy is flexible and requires
proposals to consider the needs of the housing sub market and
the existing stock in the settlement to ensure an appropriate mix
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
behalf of Trustees of the
Needler Settlement

Opt

I872

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc
Mr Adrian Sail, Antony
Aspbury Associates on
behalf of Strawsons
Development / Omnivale
Ltd
Ms Avril Russell,
Thorngumbald Parish
Council
Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council
Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

A

7

130
128

133

134
135

Mr C Cromack, Preston
Parish Council
Mr J Kilby

Comment
Beverley and Hull and kept in constant review to ensure a five
year rolling programme of housing supply is maintained.
Housing mix should be derived from the SHMA and should set
out broad housing mix for the different housing needs across
the East Riding. The housing mix should not be prescriptive
and should have regard to market demand as advised by local
house builders and developers. We do not consider that the
LDD should seek to set out a housing mix for all new housing
developments on all new sites in the East Riding.
See comment I714 to this question.

Officer Response
Assessment published in 2007 and the Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment. The proposed policy is flexible and
requires proposals to consider the needs of the housing sub
market and the existing stock in the settlement to ensure an
appropriate mix.

See response to comment I714.

B

Thresholds: 0.5 hectares/15 dwellings in the Principal Towns
and 0.2 hectares/5 dwellings elsewhere.

Comments noted.

B

6 or more

Comments noted.

B

The East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership would not wish
to recommend a threshold. This must be appropriate to the
location and the development.

Comments noted. A separate threshold has been site for rural
areas in the proposed policy.

A

Comments noted. The Council agrees that a mix on very small
sites may not always be practical and that the mix should take
into account the surrounding area. The proposed policy is
flexible and requires proposals to consider the needs of the
housing sub market and the existing stock in the settlement to
ensure an appropriate mix.

B

Clearly on very small sites (under half an acre) the size, shape,
and access to the site may dictate that only certain house types
are built. Also Town Plans or similar SPGs may show particular
areas as being typified by a particular type of housing and in
such circumstances it may be desirable to fill the borders of such
areas with houses whose type is at least somewhat biased in the
same direction. (e.g small but good quality houses next to an
existing conservation area of small terrace homes.)
Over twenty dwellings

B

Possibly ratio of 1:5 or 1:6

Comments noted.

Comments noted.
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Ref

136
137

Consultee/Agent

Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council
Helen McEgan, Housing
Strategy, East Riding of
Yorkshire Council

Opt

B

Comment
Generally Option B but there may be scattered villages which
call out for low - cost housing, especially for those living in the
locality. 'Importations' (can't think of another term') are not
always successful because of the urban/rural contrast NOTE problems with Hull's Bransholme.
Neither Options A or B seems sensible - leave it to local
Councils to decide.
It is suggested that we exclude a mix of house types on very
small sites only (e.g. less than three units). If no mix developers
should be asked to justify/provide evidence.
A priority of the draft housing strategy is to encourage people to
move into more suitable housing. Providing a mix of property
types to include bungalows would enable more older people to
vacate larger family homes.

Officer Response

Comments noted.
Comments noted. The proposed policy sets t threshold for 3
dwellings in rural areas and 5 dwellings in settlements identified
in the settlement network. It also encourages development to
meet the needs of elderly people.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of HBHM1
Paragraph 5.11 – Those with support needs
Ref
I313

Consultee/Agent
Mr Zulficar Ali,
Environment Agency

Comment
We would advise whilst considering sites for sheltered accommodation or
nursing homes to provide for the elderly that these are not located in
high-risk flood zones under any circumstances. In addition people with
special needs would require accommodation that is located out of the
high-risk zones with suitable access and egress provisions in place.

Officer Response
Comments noted. The location of development with regard to
flood risk is considered through proposed policy HQE6.

Paragraph 5.14 – Gypsies and Travellers
Ref
I602

Consultee/Agent
Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

Comment
The needs of gypsies and travellers should be considered at a sub-regional
scale along with the provision of additional sites. The Environment

Officer Response
Comments noted. The proposed policy considers all of the
evidence available including both local and regional Gypsy and

17

Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
Agency have indicated to Hull City Council that they do not consider it
suitable for any gypsy and traveller accommodation to be located within
Flood Zone 3 (this area represents approximately 90% of Hull City
Council administrative area).

Officer Response
Traveller Accommodation Assessments.

HBHM2

Are there any other issues we need to consider in relation to providing for these groups or are there any other groups we need to target?
Ref
2

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Ellerby

Comment
We need to provide proper social housing for those who cannot afford to
buy but have their roots in the locality.

3

Mr Robin Shucksmith

4

Mr Ian Scruton

5

Mrs Anne Crick, Humber
Mental Health Teaching
NHS Trust

6

Duncan Ross, East
Yorkshire Primary Care
Trust
Mr Adrian Sail, Antony
Aspbury Associates on
behalf of Strawsons

It is important that the term 'affordable homes' needs to be closely
defined given the fact that affordability is relative and that cast--iron
protection (perhaps through housing association status) is given to avoid
potential profiteering that would remove such housing stock from the
market. Provision of low rent accommodation to home people is better
than subsidising access to financial investment.
Providing for certain groups can have effects on the viability of a
development and in the case of the elderly the effects of providing
bungalow type housing on density.
Not all people requiring support need specialist or adapted housing with
floating support many people with Mental health problems or learning
disability can live in ordinary homes if they are affordable. The impact of
individualised budgets in social care could mean more older and/or
disabled people staying in their own homes and not going into specialist
accommodation.
The cultural and religious needs of migrant/gypsy/traveller communities
Potential differential health needs of populations that tend not to use
healthcare effectively.
As noted in response to VO 2 it is important that housing policies in the
LDF Core Strategy acknowledge the need to provide for at least the level
of housing required by the RSS and it is suggested to exceed that level

7

Officer Response
Comments noted. The Council agrees that it is important to
provide affordable housing for those that are native of a
settlement but cannot afford market prices there. Affordable
housing is considered through proposed policy HBHM2.
Comments noted. For planning purposes, we use the definition
stated in PPS3 which states that affordable homes should be
kept in perpetuity for future eligible households.

Comments noted.
Comments noted.

Comments noted.
Comments noted. The Council will need to ensure that the
Core Strategy and all other Development Plan Documents are in
general conformity with RSS.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Development / Omnivale
Ltd

10

Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby
with Anlaby Common
Parish Council
William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

35

42

Mr Jonathan Atkinson, J G
Hatcliffe and Partners

43

Cllr John Whittle

46

Serena Ralston, Baker
Associates on behalf of
Dennis Wilkinson Ltd

Comment
whenever possible where provision can be made in a sustainable way.
Amongst other things such an approach to the overall level of housing
will contribute to meeting the needs of the particular groups identified.
Starter homes - target people on low incomes with young families
Equity of treatment/a matter of human rights i.e. this minority should
not override normal planning rules and subsidy preference. Very strict
controls on who given sites as some are new adopters of often tax
avoidance lifestyle. They tend to need more services e.g. specialist
education and health care so should not be isolated in rural areas where
moreover effect on landscape is far worse. Given transitory nature of
lifestyle put by main roads in areas already visually compromised.
Provision for the elderly. It is considered that there is a need to identify
sites within both strategic and sustainable areas i.e. Pocklington and in
this respect a mixed housing development site should be identified within
the town in order to achieve an inclusive community. ERYC support this
strategy with HICA developments.
First-time buyers?
Provision for the elderly is a significant and growing issue for the
Regional City of Hull and the East Riding. The population profile of the
East Riding is skewed towards the older age ranges, with a higher
proportion of elderly people in comparison with the national average.
Concentrations of need are evident in parts of the East Riding including
Cottingham. Falling mortality rates and past birth rates mean that the
trend of an ageing population will continue into the future. The majority
of elderly households are small but live in larger family housing which
results in under-occupied properties. There is therefore a clear need to
achieve greater and more appropriate accommodation within East Riding,
both for those seeking to maintain an independent but supported lifestyle
and for those who would like sheltered accommodation and specialist
accommodation. Our client is particularly interested to explore
opportunities to develop accommodation for more elderly people within
the community. There are opportunities to develop the 14 acre site at

Officer Response

Comments noted. The Council will need to ensure that
appropriate affordable housing is provided for those on low
incomes who cannot afford market prices.
Comments noted. Further information on the number of sites
required until 2026 is provided in the Gypsy and Traveller
Accommodation Needs Survey published in November 2008
which will feed into the Preferred Options of the Core Strategy.

Comments noted. The elderly are given consideration through
proposed policy HBHM1..

Comments noted. Proposed policy HBHM1 also considers the
needs of first time buyers.
Comments noted. Proposed policy HBHM1 considers
development for the elderly.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

54

Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council
Mr Christopher Hughes

55

57

Mr David Hammond,
Beeford Parish Council

59

Mr Roger Jones, Humber
& Wolds Rural
Community Council
Mrs Pamela Austin

62

66
67
68

Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby
Conservation Society
Mrs Sylvia Sheard,
Millington Parish Council
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Hull Ionians RUFC
(Holdings) Ltd

Comment
Dunswell Lane, Cottingham for accommodation which would meet the
needs of the elderly population. As well as contributing to a more
balanced local community, this may have additional benefits to the local
environment, in particular minimising the vehicular movements
associated with development, which are known to be a source of local
concern in terms of contributing to local highway congestion and
reducing highway safety.
Young people Early retirees

Officer Response

The housing of elderly people is in the main a social and not a housing
problem as such there is no ideal solution to aim for. In a perfect society
the extended family pattern as seen in southern Europe and in pre1960
Britain is the closest answer to this problem. Perhaps the best of a bad lot
is warden controlled housing but this is expensive.
We must take notice for affordable housing to allow people who have
lived in villages all their lives to continue to live near their families.

Comments noted. Proposed policy HBHM1 considers
development for the elderly.

Should encourage OAP's to relocate to extra care villages serving 5 mile
radius clusters. Too expensive to support 'staying put' in all rural areas.

Comments noted.

Comments noted. The Council agrees that it is important to
provide affordable housing for those that are native of a
settlement but cannot afford market prices there, see proposed
policy HBHM2.
Comments noted. The proposed policy (HBHM1) promotes a
range of housing for elderly people.

1) Homes for rent due to low-income families and to keep young people
in areas where there is employment but accommodation is too expensive.
2) the elderly require a higher level of health care provision and more
likely to have fuel poverty/hypothermia problems 3) Homes should have
low fuel requirements to maintain proper temperature and moisture
levels.
Provision of suitable services - access to these may be an issue.

Comments noted.

First time buyers and people on low income.

Comments noted. The preferred approach considers the needs
of first time buyers and affordable housing.
Comments noted. The preferred approach considers first time
buyers , the elderly, affordable housing and housing mix.

The Core Strategy specifically refers to those with support needs the
elderly key workers gypsies and travellers migrant workers and the
homeless. We would submit that it is also important to consider the
needs of groups such as first time buyers and families who are also likely

Comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

70

Mr Stuart Natkus, The
Land and Development
Practice on behalf of
HICA

71

Mr Dennis Peckett,
Beverley & District Civic
Society
Mr S. Young, Bubwith
Parish Council
Mr M Guest
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Peter Ward Homes Ltd
Cllr Kate Gray, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council for St Marys

72
74
86
90

93
94
95

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr & Mrs JH Foreman
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mrs J Boat
Anlaby Estates

Comment
to have specific needs relating to location house type and size. The
delivery of new housing is fundamental to maintaining an adequate
supply to meet the changing needs of the population from newly forming
households through to the elderly and the Core Strategy needs to be
flexible enough to respond to those changing needs. PPS3 also states that
Local Planning authorities should plan for the full range of market
housing. In particularly they should take account of the need to deliver
low-cost market housing as part of the housing mix. As low-cost market
housing is often targeted at first time buyers it would be appropriate to
include low cost market housing within the housing mix policy.
Provision for the elderly. It is considered that there is a need to identify
sites within both strategic and sustainable areas i.e. Anlaby. Sites should
be provided on larger developments in order to achieve inclusive
communities whilst achieving a feeling of security Confirmation of ERYC
support of HICA Developments
A requirement for spread across the County i.e. villages

Officer Response

Young people who want to leave home 20 - 30's

Comments noted.

Equal spread of developments
See comment 68 to this question.

Comments noted.
See response to comment 68.

Affordable housing. Planning is the determination of the quality of build
and design - being aware not to allow building which could become slums
of the future - cheek to jowl living. Provision of affordable housing is a
politician’s right to provide.
See comment 68 to this question.

Comments noted.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

We believe that the key groups have been identified. The proposals for

Comments noted.

Comments noted. The proposed policy considers the needs of
the Elderly, specific sites will be identified through the
Allocations DPD.
Comments noted.

See response to comment 68.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

98

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Bryan Brown & Sons
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr and Mrs Hudson
Catherine Birks, RNLI

100
102

103
104
105
106
107

108
109
110

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of R Swales
I W Scruton, Scruton
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of W. Clifford Watts Ltd
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr C Hill
Mr Jamie Pyper, Signet
Planning Ltd on behalf of
Southwell County Homes
and Makinder
G M V Winn and Co
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr A Morley
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus

Comment
this site do revolve substantially around provision for the elderly as
addressed in paragraph 5.12.
See comment 68 to this question.

Officer Response
See response to comment 68.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

The draft LDF makes no mention on Page 70 for the need to provide
housing for young families who wish to remain in their locality but are
prevented from doing so by historic growth in house prices. It would be
wrong for the draft LDF to ignore these groups.
See comment 68 to this question.

Comments noted. The Council agrees that it is important to
provide affordable housing for those that are native to a
settlement but cannot afford market prices there.

We need to consider the effects some of the groups mentioned could
have on the viability of a site and the delivery of accommodation for the
elderly will have an impact on the density of a scheme.
See comment 68 to this question.

Comments noted. Viability will need be taken into
consideration when considering any proposals, as well design
and density issues.
See response to comment 68.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

Notwithstanding the demographic profile of the area first time buyers
need to be considered not just through affordable housing policies but in
terms of the types of dwellings being delivered.

Comments noted, this is required through proposed policy
HBHM1.

Local people who wish to remain/return to villages with which they or
their family have links.
See comment 68 to this question.

Comments noted. The Council agrees that it is important to
provide affordable housing for those that are native of a
settlement but cannot afford market prices there.
See response to comment 68.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

See response to comment 68.
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Ref

115

118
120

121

Consultee/Agent
Planning Group on behalf
of MB Goodwin (Skipsea)
Ltd
Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd
W Buckle, Wetwang Parish
Council
Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council

Rachel Whaley, HLL
Humberts Leisure on
behalf of Park Resorts Ltd

Comment

Officer Response

Persimmon Homes has no specific comments to make with regards to
this issue.

Comments noted.

The first time buyers

Comments noted. See proposed policy HBHM1.

1) Homes for rent due to low income families and to keep young people
in areas where there is employment but accommodation is too expensive.
2) The elderly require a higher level of health care provision and more
likely to have fuel poverty/hypothermia problems 3) Homes should have
low fuel requirement to maintain proper temperature and moisture levels.
The Council should consider the role of low cost market housing such as
park homes in providing for these groups. Low cost market housing does
not fall within the definition of affordable housing or of intermediate
housing. It is a distinct form of housing which the government recognises
and requires provision for. PPS3 Housing (November 2006) is clear in its
advice to local planning authorities that they should plan for the full range
of market housing and in particular they should take account of the need
to deliver low-cost market housing as part of the housing mix (ref.
para.26.) Para. 21 of PPS3 requires local planning authorities to plan for a
mix of housing and to have regard to demographic trends and the
accommodation requirements of specific groups in particular older and
disabled people. The development of park homes can make a significant
contribution to the provision of low cost market housing as distinct from
subsidised affordable housing provision. DCLG have confirmed that
park homes are an important source of low-cost market housing.

Comments noted. Proposed policy states that development
should provide a mix of housing to meet the local need.

Comments noted. There are no exceptions in PPS3 that would
allow low cost market housing in the form of park homes
outside of development limits and these would still need to be
provided in sustainable locations. The Council will need to
ensure that appropriate affordable housing is provided for those
on low incomes who cannot afford market prices. Housebuilders may wish to provide low-cost market housing as part of
the over all mix of housing to the benefit of first time buyers
and those on low incomes such as key workers however, it is
stressed that this should not be a substitute for affordable
housing (as it is defined in PPS3) to ensure houses remain
affordable in perpetuity.

Park homes are similar to two/three bedroom bungalows in layout and
appearance; however, they sell for substantially less than similar bricks
and mortar properties in the same housing market area. Modern park
homes are built to the same exacting high standards as the latest high
quality bricks and mortar.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment

Officer Response

Park homes are also popular amongst key workers and low-income
families who do not wish to live in social rented housing and who would
prefer to live in a dwelling with a small garden area. As such park homes
can provide a form of low-cost market housing to bridge the gap between
subsidised affordable housing and open-market bricks and mortar
housing. Provision of such housing is vital to those many social groups
who are neither eligible to live in subsidised housing, nor able to afford
open market housing.
Developers of low cost market housing such as park homes cannot
compete with mainstream housing developers for land allocated for
market housing within the development limits. In the event of there
being no policy brought forward to support development of low cost
market housing on suitable locations outside of the development
boundaries then, unless land within the boundaries is specifically
restricted to low cost market housing, this important form of housing
development would be prevented, contrary to national planning policy
advice in PPS 3"Housing" (November 2006).
Speaking in Bristol on the 10th February at the British Holiday and
Home Park Association (BHHPA) Conference 2005, the Housing
Minister Yvette Cooper noted that:
"... Residents (of residential mobile homes) tend to have much lower
monthly income than other sectors of housing..." and that "...park homes
do need to be recognised as having an important role in housing
provision, they are the homes of choice for many people."
Furthermore a statement from Keith Hill, the Minister for Planning and
Housing, on 14th January 2005 supporting the role of the park home
industry in providing affordable housing said:
"The cost of a park home is substantially less than the cost of equivalent
bricks and mortar accommodation. The ability to buy is thus within the
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

126

Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership

I82

Mr Steve Staines, Friends,
Families & Travellers

Comment
scope of a wide range of potential occupiers. Park homes are easy and
inexpensive to maintain and the surrounding gardens are small and also
easily look after. Park homes offer high quality compact homes, in
secure park environments, with the opportunity to buy at relatively
modest prices. They are suitable for a wide range of occupiers, from
young couples to elderly single people and should be included within the
definition of affordable housing".
We attach correspondence from the Department for Communities and
Local Government (DCLG) dated 8 June 2007 which confirms that the
government does want to see low cost market homes such as park homes
provided and that local planning authorities should consider what
contribution low cost market housing can make in specific market
housing areas.
Migrant Workers - leading research at Gloucester University suggests that
technical innovation in horticultural industries may lead to a marked
decrease in the number of migrant workers in these industries beginning
in 2012. The needs of agricultural workers in tied cottages requires
consideration.
Clearly there is a need within the district which has already been identified
in the existing Yorkshire and Humberside GTAA (2006). It identified a
need of 34 new pitches in Humberside a proportion which will arise in
the East Riding. The Panel Report on the Yorkshire and Humber RSS
indicates that all local authorities should carry out GTAAs by March 2008
(5.82) and hence East Riding Council should be in a pos0under
Transitional Arrangements but can be usually widened to include variety
of agencies which may have useful information for example the Traveller
Education Service police records of unauthorised encampments health
providers Gypsy Liaison Officers as well as information flowing from
Homeless and Housing Strategies. There should be full consultation of
the local Gypsy and Traveller community as to their needs and
aspirations. In any event the Core Strategy should set out criteria for the
location of sites which will be used to guide the allocation of sites in a
relevant DPD and also be used to meet unexpected demand. Circular
1/2006 gives advice and guidance as to the location of sites and also

Officer Response

Comments noted.

Comments noted. Further information on the number of sites
required until 2026 is provided through the Gypsy and Traveller
Accommodation Assessment which was published in
November 2008. As part of the research for this study,
consultation was completed with members of the Gypsy and
Traveller community by member of the Northern Network of
Travelling People. The information found in this study has fed
into the preferred approach Core Strategy and will help the
Council to prepare a policy approach to allocating sites
specifically for Gypsy and Traveller use. Research conducted for
the study concluded that there was not a need to provide for
travelling show people in the East Riding.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I523

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly

I524

Mr Martin Elliot,

Comment
Good Practice in relation to criteria. The RTPI Good Practice Advice
Note No 4 states that a pragmatic solution to the search for sites can
involve a move to the direct identification of a range of sites with the full
involvement of the Gypsy and Traveller community. The most suitable
alternative can then be considered and sites allocated as part of a
balancing act. This sort of approach has been used by Mid Bedfordshire
District Council and they already have had a series of sites put forward
for consideration as part of a dedicated DPD. The sites include land in
public ownership In view of the rural nature of much of the area an
exceptions policy should be given consideration. The Circular indicates
ways in which local authorities can identify specific sites which includes
use of land in public ownership and also compulsory purchase powers.
Gypsy and Traveller sites when owned or operated by the local authority
or registered social landlords are a type of affordable housing. As a
proportion of need is likely to be met within this sector the council
should pay due regard to the implications of this in the core strategy and
other planning documents. The ability of councils to negotiate Sec 106
agreements with developers whether to provide land within new
developments or to use commuted sums to help provide sites should be
considered when preparing policies on planning obligations. In additional
given the high price of land consideration should be given to the modes
of delivery of sites to Gypsies and Travellers wishing to establish their
own sites (for example self build schemes let to buy schemes and shared
ownership). In view of emerging government guidance on sites for
Travelling Showpeople the core strategy should address the issue of sites
for this group in a similar manner.
The Assembly welcomes the detail and breadth provided in support of
groups with particular affordable housing needs and considers this to be a
comprehensive list. The Local Authority should ensure that the needs of
Travelling Showpeople are also addressed either through consideration at
the same time as Gypsy and Travellers need or through a separate
assessment. We would recommend liaising with the Showmen’s Guild of
Great Britain at the earliest opportunity to take into account their
particular needs.
We are pleased to see the issue of affordable housing covered in the

Officer Response

Comments noted. The needs of travelling show people were
considered through the Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation
Needs Assessment and it was concluded that the needs of this
group was not a significant issue in the East Riding.

Comments noted. Agree that policies will need to reflect the
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Consultee/Agent
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly

I715

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

I776

Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings
Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc
Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council

I873
128

132
133

Humber Rural Partnership
Board
Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

Comment
Issues and Options document. RSS Policy H4 advises East Riding of
Yorkshire Council to seek over 40% of new housing as affordable.
However the Assembly recognises that different markets may lead to a
higher need for affordable housing in some parts of the sub-region.
Policy in the emerging RSS gives local Planning Authorities the discretion
to vary targets within the Plan area. The outcomes of the SHMA should
be used to evidence such a direction in policy development.
The consideration of the needs of different groups should be assessed
through an up to date Strategic Housing Market Assessment. We do not
consider that the needs of any other groups in addition to those identified
within the Core Strategy need to be considered. Indeed unlike in other
areas of the country in the East Riding it appears that the majority of key
workers migrant workers and the elderly own their own homes. As such
‘affordable housing’ does not appear to be a key issue identified in the
Housing Market Needs Assessment and it may be that only the needs of
the travelling community and the homeless should be addressed in the
short term.
See comment I715 to this question.

Officer Response
findings of the Council’s Housing Needs and Market
Assessment published in 2007. This will ensure we successfully
cater for the differing needs of different areas. The forthcoming
Affordable Housing Viability Assessment will also provide
evidence for a graduated and/or spatially specific approach.

See response to comment I715.

See comment I715 to this question.

See response to comment I715.

Migrant Workers - leading research at Gloucester University suggests that
technical innovation in horticultural industries may lead to a marked
decrease in the number of migrant workers in these industries beginning
in 2012.
The needs of agricultural workers in tied cottages require consideration.
The needs of local rural workers, especially those in agriculture need
careful consideration as they can be excluded from housing markets.
In the Beverley area, and probably in others, there is a large group who
may not be technically homeless, but are certainly severely overcrowded
in their current (often shared) housing. Typically these are young people
with one or more children living either with parents or in a one bedroom

Comments noted.

Comments noted. Affordable housing is identified as a key issue
in the HNMA. It identifies that the annual requirement for
affordable housing is greater than the total annual housing
requirement in RSS.

Comments noted.
Comments noted. Affordable housing is considered.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

134

Mr C Cromack, Preston
Parish Council
Mr J Kilby

135
136
137

Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council
Helen McEgan, Housing
Strategy, East Riding of
Yorkshire Council

Comment
flat. They are often resentful that people with no historic link to the area
are continually put ahead of them for social housing because they are
technically homeless. Anecdotally this is often due to a deliberate ruse on
the part of their “outsider” rivals. This would seem to indicate that the
demand for affordable homes and especially for social housing is higher
than at first appears, and indeed we are also told that even relatively
affluent couples “have no space for a family”.
View of local communities/parish council

Officer Response

Those who have grown up in a particular locality. Not official nepotism,
but by ensuring that extended families remain together, the community
gains strength.
There seems to be no provision for asylum seekers which should be
addressed.
The draft housing strategy addresses the needs of older people and
children and young people as these are LSP priorities but also prioritises
people with learning disabilities and secondary mental health problems as
these have been adopted as targets as part of the LAA.

Comments noted. Affordable housing is considerd.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.
Comments noted. The Council will need to ensure that the
needs of all groups are considered within the Core Strategy and
that the Core Strategy has regard to the policies in the Housing
Strategy document.

5.12 Although we have an ageing population, older people are well
provided for in terms of the amount of sheltered housing stock owned by
the authority or RSLs in the area. The specialist review of housing for
older people carried out by Peter Fletcher Assoc in 2006 made a number
of recommendations which the draft housing strategy will take forward
over the next three years. These include: increasing the provision of extra
care housing, bringing forward retirement villages (with a number of
affordable units), re-modelling unpopular sheltered housing (e.g. first
floor bedsits without lifts) and expanding extra care services to rural
communities. Extra Care sheltered housing is a model that can also meet
the needs of people with a learning disability. The draft Housing Strategy
has also identified the role that Lifetime Homes can play in promoting
independence for older people and reducing the reliance on more
expensive social care alternatives. We would therefore be promoting that
a proportion of all new private developments meet level six of The code
for sustainable homes.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment

Officer Response

People with physical disabilities have also been prioritised in the draft
Housing Strategy. The LDF can contribute to meeting the needs of
people with a physical disability by ensuring that a proportion of new
private homes are built to full wheelchair standard. This is particularly
relevant in family housing as it would enable children with physical
disabilities to participate in normal family life and achieve their full
potential.
Younger people's housing needs are not covered in the Issues and
Options but as the HNMA showed, 34% of young people want to move
but can't afford to. The draft Housing Strategy sets out how it will
address the needs of homeless young people through the provision of
specialist supported accommodation but for other young people,
increasing the number of affordable homes to rent and intermediate
housing can help keep our young people in the communities that they
grew up in. This has been highlighted as a particular issue in the
consultation that we carried out on the housing strategy.
5.15 The section on migrant workers rightly suggests that the majority are
living in privately rented housing in Goole. However, there are issues
over the quality of this type of housing and the number of unlicensed
HMOs (Houses in Multiple Occupation). The draft housing strategy sets
out how the council will use its enforcement powers to ensure that all
HMOs are safe from hazards and through the Housing Assistance Policy
offer landlords a range of financial assistance to ensure their property
meets the decent homes standard.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of HBHM2
Paragraph 5.17 – Affordable Housing
Ref
I474

Consultee/Agent
Mrs C. Hird, Snaith and

Comment
Affordable housing should only be provided in Snaith and Cowick to

Officer Response
Comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Cowick Parish Council

Comment
meet local need and where employment is available. Smaller and cheaper
homes for both rent and sale should not be mixed with the larger
executive type homes. They could be detrimental to the amenity of the
larger houses.

Officer Response

HBHM3

When setting a policy for the percentage of affordable housing on new housing developments, which option should we use?
Option A – A blanket approach requiring over 40%
Option B – A tiered approach which would vary above and below 40% according to the needs of different areas
Responses with no further comments
Mrs C. Binnington, Driffield Town Council; Mrs Sylvia Sheard, Millington Parish Council; Cllr Kate Gray; Mrs Kathy West, Hessle Town Council
Option A –
Mr John Ellerby; Mr Robin Shucksmith; Mr Ian Scruton; Mrs Anne Crick, Humber Mental Health Teaching NHS Trust; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire
Option B –

Primary Care Trust; Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury Associates on behalf of Strawsons Development / Omnivale Ltd; Miss Kate Helliwell, Bidwells;
Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with Anlaby Common Parish Council; Driffield Partnership; Rachael Martin, Sanderson Weatherall on behalf of KeyLand
Developments Ltd; William Lee, Albanwise Ltd; Louise Reevell; Mr Jonathan Atkinson, J G Hatcliffe and Partners; Cllr John Whittle; Mr & Mrs J F and
K M Glew; Mr R. Vickers, Tickton & Routh Parish Council; Ms Maureen Dale; Julie Abraham; Ms Helen Anderson; Mr David Hammond, Beeford
Parish Council; Mr Roger Jones, Humber & Wolds Rural Community Council; Mr Keith Kaye; Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby Conservation Society; Mr
Stuart Natkus, The Land and Development Practice on behalf of HICA; CP Group; Mr Dennis Peckett, Beverley & District Civic Society; Mr S. Young,
Bubwith Parish Council; Mr M Guest; Mr Mike Jackson, Nafferton Parish Council; Catherine Birks, RNLI; W Buckle, Wetwang Parish Council; Julia
Billany, Ottringham Parish Council; Mr Jamie Pyper, Signet Planning Ltd on behalf of Southwell County Homes and Makinder; Karen Wood, East
Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership; Ms Avril Russell, Thorngumbald Parish Council; Ms Jan Crowther, Easington Parish Council; Ms Helen Wright,
Rural Policy and Partnerships, East Riding of Yorkshire Council; C O’Connor, Hornsea Town Council; Mr C Cromack, Preston Parish Council; Martine
Gabriel, Beverley Town Council; Helen McEgan, Housing Strategy, East Riding of Yorkshire Council

Ref
11

Consultee/Agent
Jennifer Hadland,
Smiths Gore on behalf
of N Mainwaring

Opt
B

Comment
It is considered that Option B allows more flexibility in regard
to local needs taking into account the merit of each site. The
variable requirement for affordable housing will be less of a
deterrent for smaller developers if the percentage for affordable
housing can be negotiated. It is considered that the affordable
housing policy in Hambleton Districts Core Strategy (Policy
CP9) provides the necessary flexible approach required to make

Officer Response
Comments noted. The council is currently undertaking an
Affordable Housing Viability assessment to use as evidence for
setting affordable housing targets and thresholds.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

13
26

Church Commissioners
Ms Caroline Stutt, Entec
UK on behalf of Crown
Estate

B
B

27

Eamonn Keogh, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Redrow Homes
(Yorkshire) Ltd

B

Comment
a sound policy on affordable housing provision and
development. In addition to this any affordable housing policy
has to reflect costs to make developments viable. Site-specific
circumstances need to be taken into consideration especially in
regard to 'abnormal costs' such as costs to highway
infrastructure or community facilities.
See comment 11 to this question.
Establishing a blanket approach to affordable housing may
affect the viability of number of schemes especially when
factoring in the existing Greenfield moratorium which directs
development to brownfield sites - many of which require
expensive remediation to bring them up to appropriate
standards for development. A tiered approach based on need is
therefore preferred.
The first and particularly crucial point on this issue is that
policies for affordable housing should set targets for affordable
housing, not requirements (Para 29 PPS3). Policy H4 of the
RSS relates to the provision of affordable housing and includes
a provisional estimate of over 40% for the East Riding. The
supporting text sets out that Local Planning Authorities should
draw their evidence from Strategic Housing Market
Assessments and other more detailed local assessments. In light
of this guidance, we would therefore support the more flexible
approach of Option B which allows for the circumstances of
both the local housing market and also the development site to
be considered. Policies setting out requirements for affordable
housing should have regard to the guidance in PPS3, in
particular, that the target for affordable housing should reflect
an assessment of the likely economic viability of land for
housing within the area, taking account of risks to delivery and
drawing on informed assessments of the likely levels of finance
available for affordable housing. Policies on affordable housing
should be underpinned by a robust evidence base, in particular a
Strategic Housing Market Assessment prepared in accordance
with latest Government guidance

Officer Response

See response to comment 11.
Comments noted. The council is currently undertaking an
Affordable Housing Viability assessment to use as evidence for
setting affordable housing targets and thresholds.

Comments noted. Agree that policies will need to reflect the
findings of the Council’s Housing Needs and Market
Assessment published in 2007 and ongoing Affordable Housing
Viability Assessment. The Council will also need to assess the
viability of providing affordable housing on individual sites,
including those that are brownfield which may have problems
with abnormal costs.
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Ref
28

Consultee/Agent
Matthew Sheppard,
Turley Associates on
behalf of Cavermill
Estates

Opt
B

29

Ms Liz Charnock,
Howden Town Council

B

32

Mr Alex Willis, Atisreal
Limited on behalf of
Associated British Ports

Comment
The provision of affordable housing should reflect the needs
prevalent in the area. This would be a more responsive and
flexible approach which addresses specific concerns across the
District and relates planning requirements to relevant evidence
and circumstances on the ground.
Flexibility is required depending on circumstances and location.

ABP object to the proposed requirement that 40% of new
housing development in the district should be provided as
affordable housing. More specifically, it is considered that the
negative impact this high requirement will have on development
value will result in a number of schemes no longer being viable
economically.
Even with Greenfield sites, as a significant proportion of the
district is within a high risk flood zone, the cost of providing
increasingly sophisticated flood mitigation measures to meet
Environment Agency requirements, as well as the proposed
affordable housing requirements, will also seriously impact the
economic viability of the delivery of new housing development
in the district.
These issues require careful consideration when developing a
new affordable housing policy, as the current proposals are only
likely to discourage new development and lower the number of
affordable units provided in the district. Only by encouraging
new housing development, will the Council have any chance of
making serious in roads into district’s overall affordable housing
requirement.
Although the residential development market has been buoyant
over recent years, evidence suggests a period of decline,
stagnation at best. Accordingly, unless a far more proactive and
developer friendly system is adopted, sites will simply not be
developed for housing and the Council will struggle to meet the

Officer Response
Comments noted.

Comments noted. Although the Council acknowledges that
some flexibility is needed within planning policies to provide for
local need, a policy approach is needed to assess all applications
in a consistent manner and provide certainty for communities,
landowners and developers.
Comments noted. The RSS target for affordable housing in the
East Riding is ‘over 40%’. The Council and developers must
deliver that unless there are sound reasons why not.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

34

Mr Roland Bolton,
Development Land &
Planning Consultants

Opt

Comment
district’s affordable housing needs. A better thought out and
more flexible system is thus required, to ensure the economic
viability of housing schemes in the current market, which would
also enable more affordable housing to be built overall
throughout the district.
Examples of this include:i) Adopting a lower percentage requirement for affordable
housing provision.
ii) Taking a more flexible approach to the potential for off site
affordable housing contributions in lieu of on site provision, as
on certain sites there may be other more beneficial ways of
providing housing through financial contributions. An example
of which could involve the refurbishment of empty and run
down properties in the surrounding housing market, in order to
bring them up to national decency standards, and making them
attractive for reoccupation at an affordable price level, thus
helping to create or maintain a lasting and socially mixed
community;
iii) Reducing the percentage affordable housing contribution on
larger schemes to compensate for the increased risk of building
such schemes, and to take account of the relatively greater
contribution being paid;
iv) Reducing the percentage affordable housing contribution
where there are significant development costs associated with
contamination remediation, flood risk mitigation, etc;
v) Using a lower threshold for eligible housing developments i.e.
5 units and above across the district.
The evidence base for affordable housing is based upon a
greater number of housing being provided in the area. With the
restriction of the number of dwellings being provided it is clear
that some households will either delay in forming until they can
afford the tenure of their choice or decide to move out of the
area. Therefore it is not considered that the 40% is a robust
figure. The figure of 40% set in the RSS was set on the basis of
simply comparing affordability ratio’s and not any analysis of the

Officer Response

Concern noted. Agree that the Council will have to ensure that
any housing policy does not jeopardise the regeneration efforts
in the Regional City. However, it must be acknowledged that
the Housing Needs and Market Assessment published in 2007
states that the over all housing need for the East Riding is 1,400
affordable homes per year. This is well above the East Ridings
yearly housing requirement as set by RSS and is therefore not
achievable, but rather illustrates the seriousness of the
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Consultee/Agent

37

John Downing, Rollits
Solicitors on behalf of
Westella Holdings
Limited

40

Larards on behalf of
East Riding Securities
Limited
Natasha Rowland,

41

Opt

B

Comment
number of households requiring such accommodation again this
is a deeply flawed approach. Lastly it has to be recognised that
the policy in this part of the sub region is to encourage those
who can not afford to live in the more expensive areas to either
not move out of Hull or to actually migrate into Hull to meet
their housing requirements. A policy that significantly increases
the opportunities for meeting their housing demand outside of
the city as represented by this policy will seriously undermine
this strategy of pushing housing demand towards being met in
Hull. A further point is important to note and this is that much
enhanced rates of affordable housing delivery will reduce the
actual numbers of market housing provision significantly below
past rates and therefore will instead of assisting people to
achieve market housing will actually result in making market
housing more and more difficult for entrants to the market.
Until the issues above are adequately addressed it is not possible
to determine the correct level of affordable housing provision. It
is unlikely however that there are the market conditions within
the East Riding that justify the same response to affordable
housing as was being pursued in Central London.
We commend neither approach. Whilst it may be right in terms
of RSS and PPS3 (paragraph 29) advice to have a plan-wide
target individual sites need to be considered individually. PPS 3
requires the preparation of Strategic Housing Market
Assessments from which Affordable Housing needs on a local
basis can be assessed. It is proposed that as strategic sites are
identified in the next phases of the LDF process individual
Affordable Housing targets are specified for each site. ERYC
has its own Housing Needs and Market Assessment which
should be sufficiently robust to inform the needs on a site by
site basis.
See comment 37 to this question.

Officer Response
affordability problem in the East Riding, Affordable Housing
targets set in the Core Strategy will need to reflect this.

This option would respond best to individual local

Comments noted.

Comments noted. Agree that policies will need to reflect the
findings of the Council’s Housing Needs and Market
Assessment published in 2007. The Council will also need to
assess the viability of providing affordable housing on individual
sites. Although the Council acknowledges that some flexibility is
needed within planning policies to provide for local need, a
policy approach is needed to assess all applications in a
consistent manner and provide certainty for communities,
landowners and developers.
See response to comment 37.
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Consultee/Agent
Savills
Mrs K. Richmond,
South Cave Parish
Council
Mrs Judith Macklin,
Cottingham Parish
Council
Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council

Opt

55

Mr Christopher Hughes

A

62

Mrs Pamela Austin

B

63

Mrs M. Barker,
Swanland Parish Council
Mrs Sarah Mustill,
Pegasus Planning Group
on behalf of Hull
Ionians RUFC
(Holdings) Ltd

B

50
53
54

68

B

Comment
circumstances.
The Parish Council favours Option B as a more flexible
approach

Officer Response

Cottingham needs affordable family houses

Comments noted.

The policy should include provision for the development of
council owned stock where possible. This is probably not the
current policy but this parish council can see value in council
house provision.
Whilst undoubtedly having drawbacks Option A is the least
complex to administer and the least socially divisive.
Not all areas have the same requirement for affordable housing
i.e. Bridlington has a high level of small flats available already.
Affordable housing provision should be tailored to local need.

Comments noted.

The Regional Spatial Strategy identifies the East Riding as a
district with high affordable housing needs and should therefore
seek to achieve 40% or more affordable housing. We would
support the provision of affordable housing on appropriate sites
in accordance with regional and national planning policy.
In general however, the Core Strategy needs to be flexible
enough to deal with individual site circumstances such as
abnormal development costs or infrastructure provision. The
policy should allow council officers to negotiate with developers
on a site by site basis based on a financial appraisal if the target
of 40% is not viable. The policy should also take account of
the need to focus on a variety of affordable housing tenures not
just affordable housing for rent.
We are concerned that a 'blanket approach' is inflexible,
particularly given the wide geographical area of the East Riding
District where there are considerable variations in affordable
housing need, as identified by the housing market assessment.
Affordable housing policy must provide a balance between the

Comments noted. The Council will need to ensure that
appropriate affordable housing is provided for those on low
incomes who cannot afford market prices. Agree that the
Council will need to consider the findings of the Housing Need
and Market Assessment published in 2007 in order to provide
for local need. Agree the policy will need to be flexible.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
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73

John Downing, Rollits
Solicitors on behalf of
Mr and Mrs Stephen
Webster
MT Pearson
Phillippa Edwards, G V
A Grimley on behalf of
Horstine Farmery

79
81

83

86

88
91
92

93

Opt

B

Mr Mark Johnson,
Dacre Son and Hartley
on behalf of Redrow
Homes (Yorkshire) Ltd
Mrs Sarah Mustill,
Pegasus Planning Group
on behalf of Peter Ward
Homes Ltd
Cllr Winifred I Knight
T Appelbe, Elmfield
Estates Ltd
Mrs Ingrid Khan

Mrs Sarah Mustill,
Pegasus Planning Group
on behalf of Mr & Mrs

B

Comment
certainty needed for developers to make realistic land bids and
the flexibility needed to adapt to changing circumstances and
individual situations.
See comment 37 to this question.

Officer Response

See comment 37 to this question.
The East Riding is made up of a wide range of urban and rural
areas with very different needs and demands. Each site should
be considered on its individual merits to ensure flexibility and
provision of the right form of housing in the right places based
on viability and to meet the sustainability objectives of PPS3.
The Council needs to undertake an SHMA prior to making any
decision on requirement.

See response to comment 37.
Comments noted. Although the Council acknowledges that
some flexibility is needed within planning policies to provide for
local need, a policy approach is needed to assess all applications
in a consistent manner and provide certainty for communities,
landowners and developers.
Comments noted. Agree that policies will need to reflect the
findings of the Council’s Housing Needs and Market
Assessment published in 2007.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

Option A - too high. 3/4 bed-roomed houses for families - by
housing associations and trusts.
Tiered but not above 40%

Comments noted.

We consider that each site needs to be considered separately and
whilst a target may be appropriate a blanket or tiered approach
is a blunt instrument for the purpose.

Comments noted. Although the Council acknowledges that
some flexibility is needed within planning policies to provide for
local need, a policy approach is needed to assess all applications
in a consistent manner and provide certainty for communities,
landowners and developers. He policy will be flexible to allow
for changing economic circumstances and site specific
conditions.
See response to comment 68.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 37.

Comments noted.
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Consultee/Agent
JH Foreman
Mrs Sarah Mustill,
Pegasus Planning Group
on behalf of Mrs J Boat
Anlaby Estates

Mrs Sarah Mustill,
Pegasus Planning Group
on behalf of Bryan
Brown & Sons
Mrs Sarah Mustill,
Pegasus Planning Group
on behalf of Mr and Mrs
Hudson
Mrs Sarah Mustill,
Pegasus Planning Group
on behalf of R Swales
I W Scruton, Scruton

Mrs Sarah Mustill,
Pegasus Planning Group
on behalf of W. Clifford
Watts Ltd
Mrs Sarah Mustill,
Pegasus Planning Group
on behalf of Mr C Hill
G M V Winn and Co

Opt

B

Comment

Officer Response

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

We consider that neither approach is correct as sites vary so
much individually. Since the Council's Housing Market
Assessment will identify affordable housing needs and local
needs can therefore be identified for affordable housing then we
cannot understand why a site specific policy cannot be adopted
although it is appreciated that RSS and national policy point to a
plan wide target and the council may have to adopt one.
See comment 68 to this question.

Comments noted. Although the Council acknowledges that
some flexibility is needed within planning policies to provide for
local need, a policy approach is needed to assess all applications
in a consistent manner and provide certainty for communities,
landowners and developers.
See response to comment 68.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

Option B should be adopted. Each development should have
the opportunity to produce an element of affordable housing
however in the case of certain brownfield sites their viability
coupled with CIL and other section 106 requirements is being
compromised with a blanket 40% affordable policy.
See comment 68 to this question.

Comments noted. Viability will be taken into consideration
when determining how much affordable housing is sort on
individual sites.
See response to comment 68.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

Neither of the above. Affordable housing should be provided

Comments noted. In order to help deliver PPS3s objective to
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109

Mrs Sarah Mustill,
Pegasus Planning Group
on behalf of Mr A
Morley
Mrs Sarah Mustill,
Pegasus Planning Group
on behalf of MB
Goodwin (Skipsea) Ltd
East Riding House
Builders Group
John Downing, Rollits
Solicitors on behalf of
Trustees of W H
Welsted Decd
Mr Andrew Rose,
Spawforth Planning &
Urban Regeneration Ltd
on behalf of Miller
Strategic Land

110

111
113

114

Opt

B

Comment
on specifically allocated sites or as additions to market allocation
sites for development by Housing Associations. To switch
responsibility for the provision of such housing to the private
sector is an abdication of responsibility by the public sector and
will continue to result in a low level of provision.
See comment 68 to this question.

Officer Response
create mixed communities, we must aim to provide a mix of
tenures on sites.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

See comment 37 to this question.

See response to comment 37.

With regards to Affordable Housing we consider that Option B
should be adopted which suggests a tiered approach which
would vary depending on the different needs of different areas.
This would ensure a flexible approach ensuring that the viability
of proposals could be considered in line with the requirements
of PPS3. The need to deliver affordable housing should be
tempered with the reality of delivering the development.
Therefore the need for flexibility should be recognised within
any policy. This is recognised in PPS3 paragraph 29. Affordable
housing policies need to be flexible to enable sites to be viable
for development to reflect the housing need in different areas
and other elements of planning gain resulting from the
developments. Therefore continual monitoring would be
required to establish the up-to-date housing needs for an area
and the required affordable housing provision. This should be
clearly stated within the policy itself.

Comments noted. The financial viability of producing
affordable housing on individual sites will need to be assessed.

See response to comment 68.
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Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes
(East Yorkshire) Ltd

Opt

116

Kate Anderson, Indigo
Planning on behalf of
Mr D Curtis

B

Comment
In broad terms Persimmon Homes has no objection to the
Council's proposed requirements for affordable housing in
order to address specific local housing needs. It is essential
however that the requirements are considered as targets as
opposed to minimum requirements to be rigidly applied in all
circumstances. A sufficient level of flexibility within the targets
is required to ensure that affordable housing is delivered in
accordance with identified local needs but that the requirements
would not undermine the viability of schemes and thus the
delivery of both affordable and market housing.
It is important to note that the economics (viability) of
development are an important material consideration in the
provision of community infrastructure and affordable housing.
A "blanket" requirement is therefore unfounded in policy terms.
Paragraph 29 of PPS3 states that the Local Authorities should
"set an overall (i.e. plan-wide) TARGET for the amount of
affordable houses to be provided". Policy H4 of the RSS
provides "PROVISIONAL ESTIMATES of the proportion of
new housing that may need to be affordable" (|Indigo
emphasis). The provisional estimate for the East Riding is
"over 40% though paragraph 12.32 specifically states that it is
likely that there will be considerable variety in what is required
within each of the districts.
PPS3 states that "Local Planning Authorities will need to
undertake an informed assessment of the economic viability of
any thresholds and proportions of affordable housing proposed,
including their likely impact upon overall levels of housing
delivery and creating mixed communities".
The Policy recognition of the economics of development was
recently endorsed in Plymouth City Council's Core Strategy
(adopted April 2007) where it recognised the implications of
viability on the provision of affordable housing stating that the
identified level of provision for affordable housing in Plymouth
"is not economically deliverable or sustainable, as there are
wider issues such as viability, building sustainable communities,

Officer Response
Comments noted. The Council will need to take into account
the financial viability of producing affordable housing on
individual sites so as not to discourage developers from
developing sites.

Comments noted. The Council has commissioned a viability
assessment to inform policies in the Core Strategy and
Supplementary Planning Document.
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Opt

120

Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town
Council
Jenny Massingham,
Barton Willmore
Partnership on behalf of
Beal Homes

B

125

B

Comment
and delivering regeneration to take into consideration. It is also
evident that setting targets which are unachievable would
prejudice the city's regeneration goals and be counter
productive.".
Option B is supported for a tiered approach varying accordingly
to the differing need of different areas within districts.
However, in all instances there should be recognition of the
need to ensure that any affordable housing requirement does
not act as a barrier to development on those sites or areas where
market conditions will not support that level of affordable
housing. The economics of development should be taken into
account on a site by site basis to allow a lower provision than
the identified need of the particular area of that provision would
make the development unviable.
This approach is recognised and adopted in the Council's
current Interim Approach on Affordable Housing which states
that "in circumstances where the (40%) proportion of affordable
housing would make the development unviable, the Council
may consider alternatives such as a change in the required level
of affordable housing". We consider that this flexibility should
be maintained in the Core Strategy.
Not all areas have the same requirement for affordable housing
i.e. Bridlington has a high level of small flats available already.
A blanket approach requiring over 40% affordable housing is
too high and Beal Homes therefore object to Option A. This
approach would be restrictive and would not respond to the
needs of different areas. A tiered approach which varied above
and below 40% provision would be more flexible and would
manage the amount of affordable housing required to meet local
needs. The amount of affordable housing required will differ
across the district and should be determined through Housing
Market Assessments.

In consideration of the RSS target for affordable
housing and the guidance identified within para 29 of

Officer Response

Comments noted.
Comments noted. The Council is in the process of completing
an Affordable Housing Viability Study which will assess the
viability of providing certain percentages of affordable housing
on sites against a number of variables. This may well provide
information which supports less of a blanket approach and may
show that percentages need to be varied by housing market area.
As with the current interim approach, the preferred policy may
also require developers to submit a viability assessment for
individual sites where they feel they may not be able to provide
the required target on a site. This would take into consideration
the individual site circumstances. The Council feels however,
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PPS3, we consider that a further option to that
proposed in Option A and B should be considered by
the Council.

I40
I125

Mr James Durham
Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray

B
B

Since policy H4 of the RSS which states that the provision of
affordable housing 'may need to be ... over 40% in north
Yorkshire districts and in the East Riding of Yorkshire', we
acknowledge that the Council will need to consider whether the
level of affordable housing provision should, indeed, be over
40% of dwellings in new housing developments. However, the
inclusion of the word 'may' in policy H4 of the RSS, suggests
that there should be some room for flexibility in accordance
with up to date Housing Needs and Market Assessment.
Reflecting on the RSS, therefore, we consider that the preferred
approach should be one which assesses the capability of
developments to deliver affordable housing at a level of 40%. A
wide range of issues need to be considered including the
economic viability of land for housing; the potential risks of
delivery; the likely levels of finance available; and the findings of
an up to date Strategic Housing Market Assessment. We
consider that this option comprises a third option, which we
have called Option C:
Option C - affordable housing is considered on a site by site
basis and in consideration of:
1. Economic viability;
2. Potential risks to delivery;
3. The levels of finance available; and
4. An up to date Housing Market and Needs Assessment.
Such an approach will meet the requirements of PPS3 and the
RSS as it will allow the Council to secure the provision of an
appropriate level of affordable housing within future housing
developments, whilst ensuring that schemes remain viable and
deliverable.
So long as ER average remains at 40%
Option B seems to be reasonable in light of recent Government
advice and market needs/demands.

Officer Response
that a policy approach is required to provide certainty for
developers, landowners, housing associations and other bodies
involved in the delivery of affordable housing as well as the
residents themselves.

Comments noted.
Comments noted.
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I158

I196
I291
I246

Consultee/Agent
Associates on behalf of
Hickling and Gray
associates
Mr Michael Glover on
behalf of Great Gutter
Lane Collaboration

Opt

Comment

Officer Response

Comments noted. RSS sets a target for the East Riding which is
a provisional estimate of 40% but it is considered that targets set
will vary considerably within the local authority area.

Mr Robert Crolla, Indigo
Planning on behalf of St.
Modwen Properties Plc
Mr Robert Crolla, Indigo
Planning on behalf of St.
Modwen Properties Plc
Mr M E Barrett, Risby
Homes Ltd

B

The GGLC consider that neither approach is appropriate.
Individual sites and individual circumstances need to be
considered individually although it is felt that the County may
have to have a County wide target to comply with PPS3 and
RSS. If a policy commitment has to be stated we would propose
Option B a tiered approach. It is also considered that the policy
adopted should also be reflective of the total capital
commitment per acre released of socially advantageous
commitments or requirements such as transport improvements
social or health facilities etc.
See comment 116 to this question.
See comment 116 to this question.

See response to comment 116.

I am concerned about the proposal to provide 40% of the total
housing allocation as affordable units. If 40% becomes an
accepted figure then this should be provided in addition to the
current market housing allocation. On a site-by-site basis a
tiered approach would be more appropriate in which the
affordable housing proportion reflects the local requirement.
From a developers point of view affordable housing units
provide no profit contribution and may even result in a negative
margin. The effect of the current policy proposal as it stands is
to reduce the volume of profitable work available to the East
Riding house builders by 40%. In practise this policy will cause
the housing market to stagnate and will stifle the supply of
development land. Land owners have effectively just been taxed
by a further 40 to 50% of their land value and it will take time
for this to be accepted. It can take several years for a site top
progress from initial negotiation pass through the planning

Comments noted. The Council recognises that the viability of
providing affordable housing on sites will need to be taken into
consideration. The Regional Spatial Strategy states that as a
provisional estimate, the East Riding has a target of 40%,
however we are advised to tear this to meet local need. The
Housing Need and Market Assessment has highlighted a high
level of need in the East Riding (1400 per year), the options put
forward reflect this need. We would not wish however, to
jeopardise the delivery of the over all housing requirement.

See response to comment 116.
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I241

Mr Paul Thornton,
White Young Green on
behalf of Sanctuary
Housing

B

I249

Victoria Molton, Walker
Morris Solicitors on
behalf of Paul Lisseter
Mr Peter Hall, Indigo
Planning on behalf of
CP Group
Mr Paul Thornton,
White Young Green on
behalf of Stamford
Homes Ltd
Mr Peter Hall, Indigo
Planning on behalf of
CP Group/Wykeland
Group/Quintain Estates
and Development PLC
Mr Jon Suckley, HOW
Planning LLP on behalf

I262
I278

I345

I349

Comment
process and on to completion of the properties on site. It may
therefore be several years before this policy becomes fully
operational and affordable units delivered. A flexible approach
to the affordable housing threshold should be available whereby
it may be possible to justify non-provision or reduced provision
on the grounds of financial viability scheme. It should also be
possible to negotiate with the authority for the provision of a
capital sum in lieu of provision of the affordable housing on
site.
We do not consider Option A to be acceptable. This would
impact on the ability to bring some of the sites forward and thus
consider a flexible approach similar to that identified in option
B more appropriate. The blanket 40% approach could
potentially impact on the ability to bring housing sites forward.
This in turn could jeopardise the deliverability targets for
affordable housing identified through RSS for ERYC. We
therefore request that ERYC allow some flexibility for this
policy through the Core Strategy.
See comment I248 to question HBHM 1.

Officer Response

Comments noted.

See response to comment I248 to question HBHM 1.

B

See comment 116 to this question.

See response to comment 116.

B

See comment I241 to this question.

See response to comment I 241.

B

See comment 116 to this question.

See response to comment 116.

It is recognised that there is a need for affordable housing;
however it is considered that a requirement of 40% provision as

Comments noted. Some degree of flexibility will need to be
written into the policy on affordable housing in order to take
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of Castlemore Securities
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I388

Jennifer Hadland,
Smiths Gore on behalf
of Church
Commissioners for
England
Mr John Blacker,
Shirethorn Limited

B

I679
I701

Yasin Raja, Government
Office for Yorkshire and
the Humber

B

Comment
set out in option A could be onerous. Furthermore applying a
tiered approach as suggested in option B could also present
implications for applicants landowners and developers if policies
remain too rigid. There should be some flexibility as to how
landowners applicants and developers should meet affordable
housing local needs. Housing developers should be able to make
a contribution either on site or in other ways to meeting
affordable housing requirements. Flexibility should be applied to
affordable housing policies to allow an approach to be adopted
which relates to the circumstances of an individual site. There
should be room for negotiation on both the extent and method
of providing affordable housing provision which should be
dependant on the constraints of a site. It is important that site
constraints are considered against factors such as affordable
housing requirements to protect the viability of a scheme. In
some cases redevelopment of sites with major development
opportunities can provide a wide range of benefits for the local
area; however a large requirement of on-site affordable housing
along with the requirement such as open space may affect a
schemes viability. Constraints such as land contamination
should be a material consideration against affordable housing
needs and there should be sufficient flexibility for the
requirement to be reduced or provided off site through
contributions which can be secured by planning obligations.
See comment 11 to this question.

Officer Response
into account the viability of developing sites however a policy
approach needs to be applied in order to give developers and
landowners some degree of certainty.

Shirethorn would prefer Option B tiered approach but would
not go above 40% according to the needs of different areas.
Flexibility should be maintained in the Core Strategy.
Paragraph 12.32 of RSS makes clear that the affordable housing
targets set out in Policy H4 are an interim measure that will need
to be reviewed in light of findings from emerging strategic

Comments noted.

See response to comment 11.

Comments noted. Agreed that affordable housing requirements
will need to reflect the findings of the Housing Needs and
Market Assessment and further work is needed to establish
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I634

Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council
Ms Liz Philpot on behalf
of Bridlington
Regeneration
Partnership

B

Mr Peter Hall, Indigo
Planning on behalf of
National Grid Property
Ltd
Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes
Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings

B

I856

I546

I716
I763

I830

Mr Adrian James,

B

Comment
housing market assessments. The Core Strategy consultation
document does not acknowledge this point and has instead used
the RSS 40% target as the basis for the Options. A local target
based on the findings of the local assessment should be included
in the Options for consideration. Any target will need to be fully
justified through evidence which includes the identification of
need but also an assessment of impact on meeting demand and
the structure of the housing market.
Option B would seem to be the most sensible approach
provided the East Riding average remains at 40%.
We strongly support Option B but with the proviso that
whatever requirement is set that it reflects actual evidence on
need in line with PPS3and RSS. Need differs by housing market
area and within different parts of each market area and policy
should reflect this. Policy should also recognise that an
affordable housing requirement that depresses market provision
is a poor means as a consequence of meeting affordable housing
needs.
See comment 116 to this question.

Officer Response
suitable percentages and thresholds.

Comments noted.
Comments noted. Any housing policy in the Core Strategy will
need to reflect the findings of the Housing Need and Market
Assessment which sets out the specific needs of six housing
market areas within the East Riding area.

See response to comment 116.

See comment 125 to this question.

See response to comment 125.

With to the issue of affordable housing delivery these
representations set out that a blanket approach seeking delivery
at a rate of 40% is too high and that affordable housing delivery
should be negotiated on a site-by-site basis taking into
consideration the findings of an up to date Housing Need and
Market Assessment. Affordable Housing needs will differ from
place to place and over time and therefore an approach which
considers each site separately offers the greatest flexibility and
responsiveness to current housing needs.
We OBJECT to the blanket approach which requires over 40%

Comments noted. Any policy on affordable housing will need
to take account of the Councils Housing Needs and Market
Assessment published in March 2007. Some degree of flexibility
will need to be written into the policy on affordable housing in
order to take into account the viability of developing sites
however a policy approach needs to be applied in order to give
developers and landowners some degree of certainty.
Comments noted. Housing policies in the Core Strategy will be
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I807

Mr Tom Brereton,
Development Land and
Planning Consultants
Ltd on behalf of site
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B

I874

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc
Mr Adrian Sail, Antony
Aspbury Associates on
behalf of Strawsons
Development /
Omnivale Ltd

7

B

Comment
of all new housing to be affordable. The Council's interim
approach (November 2007) which seeks to achieve 40%
affordable housing on developments of 15 dwellings or more
(or sites of 0.5ha and above) is not flexible and does not
respond to varying local needs. The level of affordable housing
should be based on the SHMA. It should also reflect on
assessment of the likely economic viability of land for housing
within the area taking into account the risks to delivery and
drawing an informed assessment of the likely levels of finance
available for affordable housing including public subsidy.
Having regard to the above a tiered approach to the provision
of affordable housing is sensible provided that the levels of
affordable housing for the different parts of the East Riding are
based on a robust and transparent housing needs assessment.
It is considered that the most appropriate method would be
option B which proposes a tiered approach as it would allow
tailoring to meet specific localised need reflecting the proposed
hierarchy of housing distribution set out above. It would
however be important for this approach to work properly that
the Council kept up to date figures on housing need and that the
policy allowed flexibility in the thresholds to allow for changing
demand. It should also allow for the fact that it would not
always be viable to provide the level of affordable housing
requested and that the provision of it should be balanced with
other planning issues. This is recognised in paragraph 5.22.
See comment 125 to this question.

Officer Response
informed by the results of the Housing Needs and Market
Assessment published in March 2007 and the ongoing
Affordable Housing Viability Assessment. The HNMA states
that the over all housing need for the East Riding is 1,400
affordable homes per year. This is well above the East Ridings
yearly housing requirement as set by RSS and is therefore not
achievable, but rather illustrates the seriousness of the
affordability problem in the East Riding, Affordable Housing
targets set in the Core Strategy will need to reflect this. The
document also shows the individual needs of six market areas
which may be used to help design a tired approach to affordable
housing targets which varies according to the needs of an
individual area.

Consistent with Government guidance, especially in PPS3, it is
important that affordable housing is based on an accurate, upto-date assessment of the precise level and nature of affordable
housing needs in sub areas, principle towns and other
settlements. The tiered approach could still set a lower
threshold (e.g. not less than 30%) in all cases.

Comments noted. Housing policies in the Core Strategy will be
informed by the results of the Housing Needs and Market
Assessment published in March 2007. This document states that
the over all housing need for the East Riding is 1,400 affordable
homes per year. This is well above the East Ridings yearly
housing requirement as set by RSS and is therefore not
achievable, but rather illustrates the seriousness of the

Comments noted. Any policy set by the Council for the
provision of affordable housing will need to take into account
local need and have regard to the findings of the Housing Need
and Market Assessment which was completed in March 2007and
the ongoing Affordable Housing Viability Assessment. The
Council will also need to consider the viability of providing
affordable housing on sites and the policy should be flexible
enough to do this.

See response to comment 125.
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132

Humber Rural
Partnership Board

B

Should an AVERAGE of 40% be aimed for?

133

Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

B

135
I1030

Mr J Kilby
Cllr Paul Robinson, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council for
Howdenshire

B

Such tiering should explicitly exclude arguments that the
“exclusive” nature of a site or a community precluded
affordable homes. It might allow homes on split sites in such
circumstances.
In any case 40% is too high.
The issue of how affordable housing is to be paid for is complex
and at present is directly linked to the provision of private
dwellings. The concept where a proportion of affordable
housing provided as part of any future development poses a
number of challenges, none of which are easily addressed.
This raises the important question; does affordable housing
need to be physically tied to future housing developments?

Officer Response
affordability problem in the East Riding, Affordable Housing
targets set in the Core Strategy will need to reflect this. The
document also shows the individual needs of six market areas
which may be used to help design a tired approach to affordable
housing targets which varies according to the needs of an
individual area.
Comments noted. The council is undertaking an Affordable
Housing Viability Assessment. This will assess whether this is
viable.
Comments noted

Comments noted.
Comments noted. The Council recognises that there is need for
affordable housing in many rural communities and therefore
may wish to adopt approach which requires a contribution to be
taken for off-site affordable housing. The viability of such an
approach is being explored in through the ongoing Affordable
Housing Viability Assessment.

It is essential that affordable housing be provided in both rural
and urban communities, with the emphasis being on satisfying
an identified present or future need. This may well not be an
area where new private housing is either required or planned,
where there is little potential land allocation, or challenges with
connecting large numbers of new houses to existing services
such as foul water drainage.
When planning new housing developments there is a perception
that affordable housing provision can make the development
less attractive to potential buyers. Therefore there is natural
reluctance with developers to provide affordable housing, and
we may see future developments consisting of numbers of
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houses just below the affordable housing threshold. (What ever
that may be).

Officer Response

It is essential to have the maximum flexibility in the system to
allow affordable housing to be provided in the locations and
numbers to cater for the identified need.
Affordable housing can, and should be a mixture of new build,
purchase of existing housing, which may include the renovation
of existing housing. The latter could be a part of regeneration
projects similar to Advance Goole.
To this end it may be preferable to have financial contributions
from developers towards a central Affordable Housing Fund,
rather than affordable housing located in areas where it is not
wanted by developers, purchasers or residents.
So rather than look at thresholds for affordable housing
numbers to be included in future developments, it may be
preferable for each developer or builder constructing any new
housing, be it from a single dwelling to over fifty houses
anywhere in the East Riding being liable to an affordable
housing surcharge. This could be as a % of either the land
value, the market value of the house when complete or the
future council tax banding.
There would have to be two mechanisms put in place. The first
would involve the income side, or the raising of the money from
the developers, although this could be simplified if there was to
be a level playing field. The second mechanism would be the
expenditure side, or how the Affordable Housing Fund was
allocated, and what criteria was used in prioritising where the
fund was going to be spent. The income side would certainly be
less complex to administer than the expenditure. Local
communities must have a considerable input into where and on
what the fund is to be spent
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Officer Response

Advantages:
This would be a fairer system where every developer contributes
to affordable housing provision within the East Riding.
Developers and builders would know up front that they are
liable to this surcharge and how the mechanism works. This
would also reduce the reluctance to plan and construct
developments with house numbers just under the threshold, or
arguments around identified need.
Developers and builders of individual dwellings or small
numbers of properties would be brought into the system, which
would be much fairer.
The journey through the planning system will be much easier.
In those communities where there is an identified need,
affordable houses could be constructed on Greenfield sites
without Brownfield sites being available for non-affordable
housing. The numbers of affordable houses constructed in any
community must cater for a local need that may well have a
positive impact on the sustainability of rural villages and the
services provided.
The found could be used to buy up existing properties such as
we are seeing in Goole, these buildings could be demolished and
new affordable housing constructed or wherever possible
renovated. It is important that as well as satisfying an identified
need this is done with community consent. The advantages of
renovation over new build can be numerous including, reduced
carbon footprint and maintaining character and heritage of our
communities. Affordable housing is not only an important facet
of community cohesion but also regeneration.
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Communities could bid for affordable housing to match the
identified need, those villages that want to grow by allowing
children to leave home to live alone or with spouses/partners,
without leaving their communities will be able to do so. This is
very important to that community cohesion in most rural
settlements, allowing decisions on affordable housing provision
to be made by local people in local communities.

Officer Response

Affordable housing can also be directed into areas where there
are jobs nearby; this would be particularly relevant to Goole,
Welton and other areas where industrial development is being
encouraged.
If future government policy is to allow Council House revenue
to be ‘un-ring fenced’ an option could be to direct some or all of
this revenue to The Affordable Housing Fund.
3.9
Small community housing associations may emerge
which could utilise the Affordable Housing Fund, therefore
allowing local communities to access and spend the fund in
partnership with the Council.

I1031

Cllr Peter Turner, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council for Mid
Holderness

Disadvantages:
The process of collection may well be relatively simple, but the
allocation of affordable housing spending may well be over
complicated. To decentralise the decision making to the local
communities would involve significant engagement, and
intervention in the parish planning process in order to raise
Parish Plans to a minimum standard. This would obviously
have a positive effect on other service provision in local
communities.
See comment I1030 to this question.

See response to comment I1030.
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Return to contents page
Return to beginning of HBHM3

HBHM4

Which of the options set out in table 7 for setting affordable housing site size thresholds is most appropriate for the East Riding?
Responses with no further comments
Mr Ian Scruton; Natasha Rowland, Savills; Mr M Guest; T Appelbe, Elmfield Estates Ltd; Catherine Birks, RNLI; I W Scruton, Scruton; Cllr Kate Gray;
Option A –
Option B –
Option C –

Option D –

Martine Gabriel, Beverley Town Council
Mrs Anne Crick, Humber Mental Health Teaching NHS Trust; Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury Associates on behalf of Strawsons Development /
Omnivale Ltd; Jane Allen, Fangfoss Parish Council; Louise Reevell; Mr Christopher Hughes; Mr David Hammond, Beeford Parish Council; Mr S.
Young, Bubwith Parish Council; Ms Avril Russell, Thorngumbald Parish Council
Mr John Ellerby; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Miss Kate Helliwell, Bidwells; Driffield Partnership; Rachael Martin, Sanderson
Weatherall on behalf of KeyLand Developments Ltd; William Lee, Albanwise Ltd; Ms Helen Anderson; Mrs Sylvia Sheard, Millington Parish Council;
Anlaby Estates; Ms Jan Crowther, Easington Parish Council; C O’Connor, Hornsea Town Council; Humber Rural Partnership Board; Mr C Cromack,
Preston Parish Council
Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with Anlaby Common Parish Council; Mrs C. Binnington, Driffield Town Council; Mr Roger Jones, Humber & Wolds Rural
Community Council; Mrs Kathy West, Hessle Town Council; W Buckle, Wetwang Parish Council; Mr James Durham

Ref
11

Consultee/Agent
Jennifer Hadland, Smiths
Gore on behalf of N
Mainwaring

Opt
C

13

Church Commissioners

C

Comment
Option C is most appropriate as it is important to remember
that it is not always financially viable to provide affordable
homes on small-scale development opportunities. However it is
understood that affordable housing provisions are set and these
targets have to be met. With affordable housing site size
thresholds starting at 3 dwellings in rural areas this enables
single dwelling developments to go ahead without the restriction
of the requirement to develop an affordable house at the same
time. Option C also keeps the three tiered approach in regard to
affordable threshold requirements (Principle Towns Local
Service Centres and Rural Areas)
It is considered that Option C is more appropriate for the East
Riding of Yorkshire as it is important to remember that it is not
always financially viable to provide affordable homes on some

Officer Response
Comments noted. Agree that financial viability will need to be
assessed when considering any affordable housing policy.

Comments noted. Agree that financial viability will need to be
assessed when considering any affordable housing policy.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

27

Eamonn Keogh, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Redrow Homes
(Yorkshire) Ltd

A

28

Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates

34

Mr Roland Bolton,
Development Land &
Planning Consultants
John Downing, Rollits
Solicitors on behalf of
Westella Holdings Limited

37

40
43

Larards on behalf of East
Riding Securities Limited
Cllr John Whittle

C

Comment
small-scale development opportunities especially for the small
developers. However it is understand that affordable housing
provisions are set and these targets have to be met. With
affordable housing site size thresholds starting at 3 dwellings in
rural areas this enables single dwelling developments to go
ahead without the restriction of the requirement to develop
affordable housing at the same time. Option C also keeps the
three tiered approach in regard to affordable threshold
requirements (Principle Towns Local Service Centres and Rural
Areas).
Option A provides a consistent target for the whole of the
district. Setting targets for affordable housing below 15 units is
generally unviable due to factors such as economies of scale and
tend to discourage development. The setting of targets can only
be properly informed by an assessment of the economic viability
of land for housing as required by paragraph 29 of PPS3 and by
the evidence in a Strategic Housing market Assessment. This
assessment should be carried out before the Council commit to
any site threshold targets in Policy.
The thresholds and proportions should be defined in an SPD
which is informed regularly by updated Housing Needs
Assessments. The Core Strategy should set the context for this
and provide interim guidance in line with national requirements
for times when the HNA is not completed or cannot reasonably
be considered to be up to date.
There would appear to be no justification to move away from
the 15 dwelling threshold as set in PPS3 for affordable housing.

Officer Response

Comments noted. Agreed that any affordable housing targets
set by the Council will need to have regard to the Council’s
Housing Need and Market Assessment which was completed in
March 2007 and the policy will need to be flexible enough to
consider the viability of providing affordable housing on sites.
The council is completing a Affordable Housing Viability
Assessment before a policy is proposed.
Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Any prescriptive policy of site size fails to recognise the
individual circumstances of the site in question. An indicative
site threshold of 15 may be appropriate as long as it is a guide
and not a rule.
See comment 37 to this question.

Comments noted.

It would seem the more balanced option.

Comments noted.

See response to comment 37.
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Ref
50

Consultee/Agent
Mrs K. Richmond, South
Cave Parish Council

52

Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council

54
60

Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council
Julie Abraham

C

62

Mrs Pamela Austin

C

63

Mrs M. Barker, Swanland
Parish Council
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Hull Ionians RUFC
(Holdings) Ltd

B

68

Opt
B

Comment
The Parish Council believes that “B” would give the most
suitable thresholds for affordable housing with particular regard
to AH in rural areas.
A more reasonable level would be a threshold of 10 for
Haltemprice 5 for the local service centres and 3 for rural areas development in the rural areas is the most contentious where
sustainability issues have to overcome thus if problems of
affordable housing were added to the mix the impact would
probably be to further reduce the interest in such opportunities.
On the other hand the integration of affordable housing in rural
areas would offer young people a quality of life not available in
mass housing estates and may through ongoing social
engineering reduce the issues of lawlessness associated with
housing in mass projects.
This needs to be done on a location specific basis - one size
does not fit all.
Option C - allows for greater number in travel to work areas but
gives flexibility to provide for local needs in smaller settlements.
But local service centres need a 5 - 6 level as they need
affordable housing for shop workers etc. Also rural areas have
the least level of wages so affordable housing should be
triggered at a 3 house level especially as the number of houses is
likely to be lower.
Only on developments of a minimum size should affordable
housing be required.
PPS 3 establishes that the national indicative minimum site size
threshold is 15 dwellings. However, Local Planning Authorities
can set lower minimum thresholds, where viable and practicable,
including in rural areas. This could include setting different
proportions of affordable housing to be sought for a series of
site size thresholds over the plan area.
Local Planning Authorities will need to undertake an informed
assessment of the economic viability of any thresholds and
proportions of affordable housing proposed, including their
likely impact of housing delivery and creating mixed

Officer Response
Comments noted.
Comments noted. The Council aims to achieve the
government’s objectives set out in PPS1 and PPS3 to create
sustainable, mixed communities.

Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.

Comments noted.
Comments noted. The Council has commissioned an
Affordable Housing Viability Assessment to inform policies in
the Core Strategy. The Council will need to ensure that
appropriate affordable housing is provided for those on low
incomes who cannot afford market prices. House-builders may
wish to provide low-cost market housing as party of a mix on
site; however, it is stressed that this should not be a substitute
for affordable housing (as it is defined in PPS3). Affordable
housing may also be included as part of the mix of different
tenures on site.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

73

John Downing, Rollits
Solicitors on behalf of Mr
and Mrs Stephen Webster
MT Pearson
Phillippa Edwards, G V A
Grimley on behalf of
Horstine Farmery
Mr Mark Johnson, Dacre
Son and Hartley on behalf
of Redrow Homes
(Yorkshire) Ltd
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Peter Ward Homes Ltd
Mrs Ingrid Khan
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr & Mrs JH Foreman
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mrs J Boat
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Bryan Brown & Sons
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus

79
81
83

86
92
93
94
98
100

Opt

A

B

Comment
communities. In particular as the definition of affordable
housing excludes low-cost market housing, in deciding
proportions of affordable housing to be sought in different
circumstances, Local Planning Authorities should take account
of the need to deliver low cost market housing as part of the
overall housing mix.
It would therefore be premature to introduce a lower threshold
until an assessment of the impact on economic viability, housing
delivery and the creation of mixed communities of such a target
has been carried out.
See comment 37 to this question.

Officer Response

See comment 37 to this question.
Option A is most appropriate and meets the national guidelines
set out in PPS3.

See response to comment 37.
Comments noted.

We object to Haltemprice being included within the group of
Principal Town settlements.

Comments noted.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

Option B but subject to the comments above.
See comment 68 to this question.

Comments noted.
See response to comment 68.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

See response to comment 37.
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Ref
103
105
106
107

109
110

113

114

115

Consultee/Agent
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr and Mrs Hudson
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of R Swales
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of W. Clifford Watts Ltd
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr C Hill
Mr Jamie Pyper, Signet
Planning Ltd on behalf of
Southwell County Homes
and Makinder
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr A Morley
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of MB Goodwin (Skipsea)
Ltd
John Downing, Rollits
Solicitors on behalf of
Trustees of W H Welsted
Decd
Mr Andrew Rose,
Spawforth Planning &
Urban Regeneration Ltd
on behalf of Miller
Strategic Land
Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East

Opt

B

B

Comment

Officer Response

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

Option B. Development in smaller settlements tends to be on a
reduced scale and therefore a lower threshold in such areas will
ensure that a provision of affordable housing will be delivered
throughout the authority.
See comment 68 to this question.

Comments noted.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

See comment 37 to this question.

See response to comment 37.

With regards to the options proposed we consider that 15
dwellings is an appropriate threshold for Haltemprice and
principal towns. We consider that Option B is most appropriate
as it represents Government guidance within PPS3 and ensures
a lower requirement in more rural areas rather then the
inflexible approach of option A.
Suggested Alternative Option:- Threshold of 15 for Haltemprice
& Principal Towns and Local Service Centres and a threshold of
5 for Rural Areas. In general the national site size threshold for

Comments noted,

See response to comment 68.

Comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Yorkshire) Ltd

Opt

120

Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council

C

126

Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership

I126

Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates on behalf of
Hickling and Gray
associates
Victoria Molton, Walker
Morris Solicitors on behalf
of Paul Lisseter
Mr Jon Suckley, HOW
Planning LLP on behalf of
Castlemore Securities

B

Jennifer Hadland, Smiths
Gore on behalf of Church
Commissioners for
England
Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly

C

I250
I353

I390

I525

Comment
affordable housing should be applied particularly in the larger
urban settlements and Principal Towns. However a lower
threshold may be appropriate for rural areas to ensure the
delivery of affordable housing in smaller settlements as part of
new residential developments.
C- But Local Service Centres need a 5 - 6 level as they need
affordable housing for shop workers etc. Also rural areas have
the least level of wages so affordable housing should be
triggered at a 3 house level especially as the number of houses is
likely to be lower.
A lower threshold limit is more appropriate for smaller
settlements. Therefore as a general rule the East Riding of
Yorkshire Rural Partnership would lean towards a third option
C encompassing this.
Option B seems to be reasonable in light of recent Government
advice and market needs/demands.

Officer Response

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

See comment I248 to question HBHM 1.

See response to comment I248 to question HBHM 1.

If possible it is considered that a flexible approach is also
introduced in relation to affordable housing site size thresholds
as each site has its own characteristics and therefore an
individual application should be considered on it's own merits
on a site by site basis.
See comment 11 to this question.

Comments noted. Although the Council acknowledges that
some flexibility is needed within planning policies to provide for
local need, a policy approach is needed to assess all applications
in a consistent manner and provide certainty for communities,
landowners and developers.
See response to comment 11.

The Assembly accepts that different thresholds to meet
different scales of development are appropriate. While this is
not a matter of regional significance the Assembly would
recommend a lower threshold in rural areas (i.e. below LSC) so

Comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

I702

Yasin Raja, Government
Office for Yorkshire and
the Humber

I635

Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

I717

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

C

I794

Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings

C

Comment
as to deliver more affordable housing.
Low LAA targets (NI155) have been agreed in comparison to
RSS requirements on the basis that East Riding will produce a
robust delivery plan which sets out how they intend to deliver
these targets as well as position themselves to deliver a
significant increase during the next LAA period and beyond. As
such you will need to satisfy yourselves whether these
thresholds are appropriate or lower ones required.
It is important that whatever the thresholds used there are no
significant differences between Hull and the major Haltemprice
settlements either side of the administrative boundary. In
addition careful thought needs to be given to prevent developers
submitting many small schemes just below the threshold to
avoid provision of affordable housing.

Our client supports the approach identified in Option C with
regards to setting affordable housing site size thresholds. Our
client believes that this approach is the most appropriate as it
takes into consideration the varying development sizes that
would come forward within the different tiers of the settlement
hierarchy. Option C thus provides greater potential for the
Council to seek affordable housing in the East Ridings smaller
settlements where the size of individual developments will be
lower than that in the areas Principal Towns. Furthermore the
threshold levels identified within Option C respect the need to
protect the financial viability of housing schemes whilst not
placing any unnecessary constraints on future housing
developments.
We support the approach identified in Option C with regards to
setting affordable housing site size thresholds. Such an approach
is the most appropriate as it takes into consideration the varying
development sizes that would come forward within the different

Officer Response
Comments noted.

Comments noted. The policies should be aligned as far as is
reasonable possible. However Evidence such as the Housing
Needs and Market Assessment has shown that there is a high
need for affordable housing in the East Riding. This need means
that the issue must be addressed in the East Riding’s Core
Strategy however Hull’s Emerging Preferred Approach Core
Strategy does not require any affordable housing to be provided.
Such an approach would not be suitable in the East Riding,
where there is a need for 1400 affordable homes per year. The
Council will continue to work closely with Hull City Council.
Comments noted. Agree that maximising the level of affordable
housing in the East Ridings smaller settlements is something to
Council will need to consider.

Comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

I875

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc
Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council
Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

C

135

Mr J Kilby

A

137

Helen McEgan, Housing
Strategy, East Riding of
Yorkshire Council

D

128

133

C

Comment
tiers of the settlement hierarchy.
See comment I717 to this question.
A lower threshold limit is more appropriate for smaller
settlements. Therefore as a general rule the East Riding of
Yorkshire Rural Partnership would lean towards a third option
C encompassing this.
There is no reason why Haltemprice and Principal towns should
be allowed a higher threshold for affordable homes, and
certainly a threshold as high as 15 would encourage developers
to split their developments into small elements – something
which they might in any case prefer if the prospect of sales
remains restricted as in July 2008.
A flexible approach is essential.
Given this proviso, Option D is practicable.
The Housing Strategy team supports the tiered approach,
preferably option D on the grid. Also would wish to investigate
the introduction of a planning levy on all new development (i.e
1+ properties)

Officer Response
See response to comment I718.
Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.
Comments noted.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of HBHM4

HBHM5

Which option is most appropriate when providing affordable housing in rural areas?
Option A – Allow for affordable housing in all rural communities
Option B – Develop an approach that directs affordable housing to the larger, more sustainable, rural settlements
Option C – An alternative approach, if so, can you make any suggestions?
Responses with no further comments
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Option A –

Option B –

Mr John Ellerby; Mr Ian Scruton; Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with Anlaby Common Parish Council; Ms Liz Charnock, Howden Town Council; Natasha
Rowland, Savills; Mrs K. Richmond, South Cave Parish Council; Mrs C. Binnington, Driffield Town Council; Mr Christopher Hughes; Mr David
Hammond, Beeford Parish Council; Ms Maureen Dale; Mr Roger Jones, Humber & Wolds Rural Community Council; Mrs Pamela Austin; Miss K. E.
Laister, Ferriby Conservation Society; Mrs Sylvia Sheard, Millington Parish Council; Mr M Guest; Ms Laurie Norris, National Farmers Union; Mr Mike
Jackson, Nafferton Parish Council; Mr Jamie Pyper, Signet Planning Ltd on behalf of Southwell County Homes and Makinder; Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council; Susanna Sanlon, Barton Willmore Partnership on behalf of Central Land Holdings; Karen Wood, East Riding of Yorkshire
Rural Partnership; Ms Jan Crowther, Easington Parish Council; Helen Wright, Rural Policy and Partnerships, East Riding of Yorkshire Council; C
O’Connor, Hornsea Town Council; Humber Rural Partnership Board
Mrs Anne Crick, Humber Mental Health Teaching NHS Trust; Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury Associates on behalf of Strawsons Development /
Omnivale Ltd; Miss Kate Helliwell, Bidwells; Driffield Partnership; Rachael Martin, Sanderson Weatherall on behalf of KeyLand Developments Ltd;
William Lee, Albanwise Ltd; Jane Allen, Fangfoss Parish Council; Louise Reevell; Ms Helen Anderson; Mr S. Young, Bubwith Parish Council; T
Appelbe, Elmfield Estates Ltd; W Buckle, Wetwang Parish Council; Mr James Durham; Ms Avril Russell, Thorngumbald Parish Council; Mr C Cromack,
Preston Parish Council

Option C –
Ref
3

Consultee/Agent
Mr Robin Shucksmith

Opt
C

6

Duncan Ross, East
Yorkshire Primary Care
Trust

C

11

Jennifer Hadland, Smiths
Gore on behalf of N
Mainwaring

B

13

Church Commissioners

B

14

Revd Stephen Cope

A

Comment
There is a need for flexibility especially in rural areas where just
one property might be needed.
A mix of both A and B - The majority of developments should
be within the larger more sustainable settlements however
localised socio-economic factors may indicate exceptions to this
where affordable housing is required to support the
sustainability of other locations.
However it is important to note that land located in larger towns
is likely to be more valuable than land in villages therefore it is
suggested that development of affordable housing should be
dispersed in certain areas to keep equal land values available.
Unless it is understood that affordable housing should not be
the sole development in small villages it is a possibility that the
affordable housing targets will be missed.
It is suggested that Option B is more suitable for this policy as
some smaller sites are unable to provide affordable housing. In
addition to this larger rural development should be focused
towards the larger villages where more services and facilities
such as public transport and a local shop are accessible.
Option A again for the same reasons. Those who are priced out

Officer Response
Comments noted.
Proposed approach.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

34

Mr Roland Bolton,
Development Land &
Planning Consultants

C

43

Cllr John Whittle

A

52

Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council

C

54

Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council

C

60

Julie Abraham

C

63

Mrs M. Barker, Swanland
Parish Council

B

68

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Hull Ionians RUFC

Comment
of their home village come from villages of all sizes and should
surely be allowed to remain if at all possible in those villages.
PPS3 does not suggest a different approach to the distribution
of affordable housing to that of the distribution of market
housing. As much of the affordable housing will be delivered by
reasonable sized allocations it is likely that the distribution will
follow that of the general strategy. House price increases in the
Rural Area are a function of the policy being pursued by the
council and this should be clearly explained to the public and
justified. There would appear to be no justification to move
away from the 15 dwelling threshold as set in PPS3 for
affordable housing.
I think this goes in the right direction. We need to distance
ourselves from the 'sustainability' mind-set regarding the smaller
settlements and start thinking a little more pro-actively about
why people want to build and live there. Even holiday cottages
would require some servicing - and so demand is created.
A mix of both of the above - the majority of the development
going to larger sustainable settlements with a smaller proportion
say 10% being directed to outlying rural communities. No other
comment
Community specific analysis (see HBHM4). Care must be taken
to ensure that affordable housing is sympathetic not only the
immediate locality but the wider parish locality and is based on
clear researched need.
Allow for affordable housing in all rural settlements when
supported by a needs assessment.
On average we would expect that occupiers of affordable
housing will be more in need of local services than the general
population.
Sustainable development is the core principle underpinning the
planning system and should be at the centre of all decisions.
Whilst the provision of affordable rural housing is a key

Officer Response
Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted. The proposed policy allows for affordable
housing in the countryside, with preference given to larger
settlements.
Comments noted. The proposed policy (HBHM2) states that
there must be an identified local need for Rural Exception Sites.
Comments noted. Proposed policy HBHM2 allows for Rural
Exception Sites for affordable housing in rural settlements
where a need can be identified, with preference to larger
settlements.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
(Holdings) Ltd

Opt

81

Phillippa Edwards, G V A
Grimley on behalf of
Horstine Farmery

C

86
88

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Peter Ward Homes Ltd
Cllr Winifred I Knight

A

90

Cllr Kate Gray

A

93

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr & Mrs JH Foreman
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mrs J Boat
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Bryan Brown & Sons
Catherine Birks, RNLI

94
98
102

103
104

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of R Swales
I W Scruton, Scruton

Comment
objective it does not seem appropriate to permit the provision
of affordable housing in settlements which are deemed
unsuitable for market housing on sustainability grounds.
Policies should be flexible to match housing need and demand
and to ensure affordable housing is directed to locations where
there is an identified need.
See comment 68 to this question.

C

B

Officer Response

Comments noted. Any affordable housing policy will need to
have regard to local need and the findings of the Council’s
Housing Needs and Market Assessment published in March
2007.
See response to comment 68.

Give all villages a small number of houses for local residents.
Ban 2nd homes.
Need for Option A to help to sustain family members in rural
communities who can support each other.
See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.
See response to comment 68.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

Provision for affordable housing is clearly needed in all
settlements across the Borough. The preferred option should
recognise the importance of Local Service Centres and Rural
Areas in providing affordable units to allow the indigenous
population the ability remain within their community.
See comment 68 to this question.

Comments noted. The proposed policy acknowledges the need
for affordable housing throughout the East Riding.

Option B should be adopted. Each development should have
the opportunity to produce an element of affordable housing
however in the case of certain brownfield sites their viability
coupled with CIL and other section 106 requirements is being

Comments noted. The financial viability of producing
affordable housing on sites will need to be considered as part of
any affordable housing policy. An Affordable Housing Viability
Assessment is currently underway.

See response to comment 68.

See response to comment 68.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

105

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of W. Clifford Watts Ltd
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr C Hill
G M V Winn and Co

106
108

109
110

115

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr A Morley
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of MB Goodwin (Skipsea)
Ltd
Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd

119

Julia Billany, Ottringham
Parish Council

I253

Victoria Molton, Walker
Morris Solicitors on behalf
of Paul Lisseter
Jennifer Hadland, Smiths
Gore on behalf of Church
Commissioners for

I399

Opt

C

C

A

B

Comment
compromised with a blanket 40% affordable policy.
See comment 68 to this question.

Officer Response

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

Village communities incorporating local people would not have
survived if it was not for the post war council house building in
villages by Local Authorities. This should be repeated by
Housing Associations on specifically allocated sites.
See comment 68 to this question.

Comments noted.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

A sufficient level of flexibility within affordable housing targets
in rural areas is required to ensure that affordable housing is
delivered in accordance with local needs identified in an up-todate Housing Needs Survey but also to ensure that the
requirements will not undermine the viability of schemes and
thus the delivery of both affordable and market housing.
We feel very strongly there should be the possibility for
affordable homes in all communities - to enable people who
were born there to settle and raise families there - and not have
to move away so as to find a home as this is a factor affecting
the sustainability of our communities.
See comment I248 to question HBHM 1.

Comments noted. The financial viability of producing
affordable housing on sites will need to be considered as part of
any affordable housing policy. An Affordable Housing Viability
Assessment is currently underway.

It is suggested that Option B is more suitable for this policy as
some smaller sites are unable to provide affordable housing. In
addition to this larger rural development should be focused

Comments noted.

See response to comment 68.

See response to comment 68.

Comments noted.

See response to comment I248 to question HBHM 1.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
England

I526

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly
Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

I637

Opt

B

I718

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

A

I795

Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings
Mr Tom Brereton,
Development Land and
Planning Consultants Ltd
on behalf of site owners of
site at Lowthorpe Lane,
Nafferton

A

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc
Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

A

I809

I876
133

A

A

Comment
towards the larger villages where more service and facilities such
as public transport and a local shop are accessible.
In line with PPS7 the Assembly supports efforts to direct the
development of affordable housing to the larger and more
sustainable rural settlements.
Option B- directing affordable housing to the larger more
sustainable rural settlements is preferable to a more dispersed
approach.
Our client supports the approach identified in Option A which
aims to allow for affordable housing in all rural communities.
Our client believes that this approach ensures a balanced
distribution of affordable housing across the East Riding and
provides the Council with the most appropriate method in
which to respond to locally derived housing needs.
See comment I718 to this question.

Officer Response
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted. The proposed policy allows for affordable
housing across the East Riding. In the Countryside there must
be an identified need.

See response to comment I718.

We would prefer Option A which allows for affordable housing
in all rural communities - selected settlements and above. The
reason is that affordable housing should be provided in rural
settlements to promote mixed and balanced communities and
help to redress the balance between rural house prices and
average incomes. This balance should not be restricted to
particular settlements for reasons of social inclusion. It is
however considered appropriate to promote a higher level of
affordable housing in the most sustainable areas where better
access to services and facilities is available.
See comment I718 to this question.

Comments noted.

It would seem reasonable to demand higher criteria for the
genuinely LOCAL demand for affordable homes in the smaller
settlements. (i.e. LOCAL = within the small settlement, from
people with historic links and/or relatives and/or work within

Comments noted. The proposed policy allows for affordable
housing in the countryside to meet need.

See response to comment I718.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

135

Mr J Kilby

B

136

Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council

A

137

Helen McEgan, Housing
Strategy, East Riding of
Yorkshire Council

Comment
the settlement)In any case the matter might be predetermined
by the problem of finding a social landlord or similar partner
willing to manage small developments of two or three houses
remote from existing commitments.
Probably, occupants in affordable housing may for a variety of
reasons have need to have recourse to a range of support
services.
If developers cannot provide affordable housing then it should
be the duty of the Council.
A combination approach is preferred by Housing Strategy which
would allow for development in smaller settlements where there
is a recognised need.

Officer Response

Comments noted.
Comments noted. The council has recently secured funding to
build its own affordable housing however there will still be a
need for developers to provide.
Comments noted. Preferred approach.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of HBHM5
Paragraph 5.26 – The efficient use of land
Ref
I209

I961

Consultee/Agent
Mr R Stafford Charles, R
Stafford Charles & Son on
behalf of Capel House
Property Trust Limited
Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

Comment
[Copy of letter of response to August 2005 Issues and Options
Document provided] We consider that housing land should be released
for development under the phasing approach.

Officer Response
Comments noted.

Can the assessment also look at biodiversity aspects?

Comments noted. Biodiversity is considered by policy HQE4.
The plan should be read as a whole.

HBHM6

How much new housing development should we focus on Previously Developed Land?
Option A – Current approach of 30%
Option B – A higher amount of 40%
Option C – A different target. If so, do you have any suggestions?

64

Responses with no further comments
Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury Associates on behalf of Strawsons Development / Omnivale Ltd;
Option A –

Option B –

Option C –

Rachael Martin, Sanderson Weatherall on behalf of KeyLand Developments Ltd; Ms Maureen Dale; Ms Helen Anderson; Mr S. Young, Bubwith Parish
Council; T Appelbe, Elmfield Estates Ltd; Susanna Sanlon, Barton Willmore Partnership on behalf of Central Land Holdings; Humber Rural
Partnership Board; Mr J Kilby
Mr Robin Shucksmith; Mrs Anne Crick, Humber Mental Health Teaching NHS Trust; Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with Anlaby Common Parish Council;
Louise Reevell; Mrs C. Binnington, Driffield Town Council; Mr Roger Jones, Humber & Wolds Rural Community Council; Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby
Conservation Society; Mr Mike Jackson, Nafferton Parish Council; Mrs Kathy West, Hessle Town Council; W Buckle, Wetwang Parish Council; Mr
James Durham; Ms Jan Crowther, Easington Parish Council; Mr C Cromack, Preston Parish Council; Martine Gabriel, Beverley Town Council
Mr John Ellerby; Mr Ian Scruton

Ref
11

Consultee/Agent
Jennifer Hadland, Smiths
Gore on behalf of N
Mainwaring

Opt
A

13

Church Commissioners

A

26

Ms Caroline Stutt, Entec
UK on behalf of Crown
Estate

B

27

Eamonn Keogh, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Redrow Homes
(Yorkshire) Ltd

C

Comment
The current approach of 30% of new housing built on
brownfield land is to be the most appropriate as sustainable
brownfield land is not always readily available for the required
development in regard to the housing provisions.
It is suggested that the current approach of 30% of new housing
development to be on previously developed land to be most
appropriate as there is not a huge amount of sustainable
Brownfield land available in regard to the housing needs in the
area.
It is evident through the SHLAA that East Riding does not have
a significant supply of brownfield sites. The current Greenfield
moratorium is significantly responsible for the figure of 58%
development on PDL however such a pattern of development is
unlikely to be sustained in the long term. A continuation of the
moratorium may also result in reduced levels of affordable
housing as developer funds will be put towards land remediation
costs reducing the availability of developer contributions. It is
suggested that the target for development on PDL should not
increase above 40% in line with the RSS.
Policy H2 of the RSS seeks to manage the supply and delivery of
housing. This includes prioritising housing development on
brownfield land and through conversions to contribute to a
regional target of at least 65%. However RSS recognises that

Officer Response
Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted. The final version of RSS didn’t include the
40% target. It instead stated that 65% was achievable throughout
the region but that this was an average that rural authorities will
not achieve. Agree that evidence from the SHLAA should be
used to assess the amount of PDL available. The SHLAA
suggests that a target of at least 35% is achievable.

Comments noted. The Proposed policy used evidence from the
SHLAA to reach a target of at least 35%. See justification for
proposed policy HBHM4.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

28

Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates

C

29

Ms Liz Charnock, Howden
Town Council

B

31

Driffield Partnership

B

32

Mr Alex Willis, Atisreal
Limited on behalf of
Associated British Ports

A

Comment
because of the diversity of the region there is likely to be
significant differences in terms of what is achieved in different
districts. The Joint Structure Plan for East Riding recognises
that the district has very few large areas of disused land in its
settlements. It is difficult to propose a precise target in the
absence of an appropriate evidence base in particular a Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment. Once this has been
completed a more appropriate justifiable and defensible target
can be set having regard to the housing need of the sub areas
and main towns and the potential for brownfield sites to meet
those needs.
The target must be realistic and in line with PPS12 based on
evidence. An overall target could be derived from the SHLAA
and UCS? A settlement-by-settlement target could be
established based on known land with realistic housing
potential.
We have grave reservations about the present interpretations of
back gardens as 'previously developed'. Howden's experience in
this regard is not a happy one and we would like to see greater
restrictions on back garden development.
The target should vary across the east riding to reflect local
need.
ABP support Option A. Whilst National Planning Policy
recognises the importance of prioritising previously developed
land for new development, the lack of previously developed
land suitable for residential development in the East Riding is an
important consideration. In addition, Planning Policy Statement
3 (Housing) no longer sets out a sequential approach to new
housing development, and instead emphasises the importance of
developing sites in the most sustainable locations. As such, by
maintaining the current target of 30% of new housing
development on previously developed land, this will avoid an
overly restrictive policy which could result in:
a) the East Riding of Yorkshire not meeting the housing
provision requirements set out in the Regional Spatial Strategy;

Officer Response

Comments noted. The Proposed policy used evidence from the
SHLAA to reach a target of at least 35%. See justification for
proposed policy HBHM4.
Comments noted. However the definition for previously
developed land is set in PPS3. Proposed policy HBHM3
(application) states that where development is in back gardens
regard should be had to the local context.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

35

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

B

37

John Downing, Rollits
Solicitors on behalf of
Westella Holdings Limited

A

40

Larards on behalf of East
Riding Securities Limited
Natasha Rowland, Savills

A

Mr Jonathan Atkinson, J G
Hatcliffe and Partners

A

41

42

A

Comment
and/or
b) Developing relatively isolated and unsustainable previously
developed sites with poor accessibility to local services, facilities
and employment opportunities, over more sustainable and
accessible greenfield sites.
As such, Option A should be taken forward in the LDF Core
Strategy accordingly.
For any larger sites learn from Poundbury experience i.e. mixing
in small commercial/retail centres so employment genuinely
local. Commercial goes in before houses.
Formulating a full plan-period ‘brownfield’ policy runs the
severe risk that the Plan area may cease to be able to supply
‘brownfield’ sites at the rate for the full plan period or at least in
areas which do not present sustainability question. The Issues
and Option consultation has already recognised (paragraph 5.28)
that the surge in take up (58%) in 2007 is unlikely to be
sustained in the long term. It acknowledges the supply of
‘brownfield’ land is limited from the Council’s Strategic Housing
Land Availability Assessment. The policy needs therefore to be
conditioned to permit flexibility as the supply of sustainable
brownfield sites dwindles. The Plan needs to recognise that
housing land provision may increasingly have to be taken from
greenfield supply particularly where sustainability issues
influence the usability of brownfield.
See comment 37 to this question.
The Council acknowledges that the supply of previously
developed land in East Riding is limited and whilst higher
percentages have been secured recently this is not sustainable in
the long term. Given that the plan extends to 2026 it would
seem sensible to continue with the current approach.
It is important to sustain Service Centres and there should be
exceptions to percentage criteria in order that new homes for
the elderly and for open market housing can be provided for in
towns such as Pocklington where Brownfield sites are not

Officer Response

Comments noted.
Comments noted. The SHLAA has been used to ensure that we
do have sufficient supply to maintain the proposed target
through the life of the plan.

See response to comment 37.
Comments noted. The Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) has been used to ensure that we do have
sufficient supply to maintain the proposed target through the life
of the plan.
Comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

46

Serena Ralston, Baker
Associates on behalf of
Dennis Wilkinson Ltd

B

47

Dr Amy Crowther, RSPB

B

50

Mrs K. Richmond, South
Cave Parish Council
Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council

B

Mrs Judith Macklin,
Cottingham Parish Council
Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council

A

52

53
54

55

Mr Christopher Hughes

C

C

C

Comment
readily available for the scale of development required.
The RSS is clear that the priority should be development on
previously developed land within cities and towns. (Policy YH7)
This Core Strategy should therefore seek to provide a stretching
target for the future to ensure that this strategy is given
sufficient weight. However it is acknowledged that given the
proposed scale of housing growth supported by national
government there will need to be further suitably located
greenfield development in the future. Opportunities should be
taken to identify suitably located previously developed land and
greenfield land as part of the identification of strategic sites
through this Core Strategy.
The RSPB would prefer to see development to take place on
previously developed land to minimise pressure on greenfield
sites as long as these sites are not within high risk flood areas.
However it should not be assumed that there are no impacts on
biodiversity associated with brownfield development as many of
these sites can be of great value for some wildlife species
especially if they have been disused for some time and will still
need to be assessed. Particular caution is advised where these
sites are within or near to a SPA SAC or SSSI.
Option B is considered to be most appropriate to keep the use
of Greenfield sites to the minimum.
The target should be higher provided that the brownfield land is
available and that densities would not be so great were the target
to be achieved that sink estates would be recreated. Rather than
a simple target to reach the level could be set at a minimum of
40%.
Should not include gardens
The parish council is not keen to see an overarching policy but
would concur with the current approach of 30% but not on land
that is known to flood may have employment potential or is
greenfield.
As high as is feasibly possible.

Officer Response
Comments noted.

Comments noted. Proposed Policy HQE4 required
development to result in no net loss of biodiversity.

Comments noted.
Comments noted. The preferred approach sets a target that the
evidence base, the Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment, states will be achievable.
Comments noted. The definition of Previously Developed Land
is set nationally in PPS3.
Comments noted.

Comments noted. Proposed approach.
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Ref
57

Consultee/Agent
Mr David Hammond,
Beeford Parish Council

Opt
C

60

Julie Abraham

A

62

Mrs Pamela Austin

B

63

Mrs M. Barker, Swanland
Parish Council

A

67

Mrs Sylvia Sheard,
Millington Parish Council
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Hull Ionians RUFC
(Holdings) Ltd

Mr Dennis Peckett,
Beverley & District Civic
Society
John Downing, Rollits
Solicitors on behalf of Mr

68

71
73

Officer Response
Comments noted. PDL is defined at national level in PPS3.

C

Comment
A time scale is needed if previously developed and has had
nothing on the land for 20 years it should therefore become
green land and come under new restrictions.
The intensification of existing residential properties must be
with the support of the local community and to provide a clearly
recognised benefit to that community i.e. to meet a specific
LOCAL housing need.
This allows for 60% new land and this is important but does
mean that brownfield sites should be used first if possible. But
not so much that green space is lost by building on gardens etc.
We should have a lower target until the issue of Garden
Grabbing is resolved. Higher targets for housing on previously
developed land will result in greater pressure on the large houses
in our village.
100% unless factors preclude its suitability.

Comments noted. The proposed policy considers the land
available for development in the SHLAA.

C

It is clear that there is a limited supply of brownfield land in a
district like the East Riding which does not have the large
supply of urban derelict land available to some local authorities.
It is also clear that in order to achieve sustainable development
there will need to be greenfield extensions to the existing urban
area and towns. In terms of setting a target we would submit
that it needs to be set with full reference to the availability of
brownfield land. Projecting past rates forward is not sufficient.
The most appropriate course of action would be for the council
to consider all options for increasing the amount of
development on previously developed land and to undertake site
assessments through a SHLAA. Such an assessment would then
allow the council to set its PDL target on a robust evidence
base.
60%

A

See comment 37 to this question.

See response to comment 37.

Comments noted. Consultation with local communities is an
important part of the planning process.
Comments noted. Evidence suggests this would not be viable.
Comments noted.

Comments noted. Evidence suggests this would not be viable.

Comments noted. Evidence suggests this would not be viable.
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Ref
74
79
80

Consultee/Agent
and Mrs Stephen Webster
Mr M Guest
MT Pearson
Ms Laurie Norris, National
Farmers Union

Opt

Comment

Officer Response

C
A
C

Up to 60% if possible
See comment 73 to this question.
This percentage should be calculated after an assessment has
been made of the proportion of previously developed land that
is likely to become available for new development. The figure
should be realistic and achievable not simply aspirational.
Previously developed land should be prioritised above greenfield
land where possible. In addition a review of development limit
boundaries should be undertaken to take in account sustainable
previously developed sites on the edges of development limits.
The SHLAA will provide a more informed result when
available.

Comments noted. Evidence suggests this would not be viable.
See response to comment 73.
Comments noted. Agreed. The proposed policy considers land
that is likely to become available through the use of the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.
Comments noted. The application of the proposed policy states
that where development is on garden land it should ensure that
the context of the development is considered.
Comments noted.

81

Phillippa Edwards, G V A
Grimley on behalf of
Horstine Farmery

83

88

Mr Mark Johnson, Dacre
Son and Hartley on behalf
of Redrow Homes
(Yorkshire) Ltd
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Peter Ward Homes Ltd
Cllr Winifred I Knight

A

Very little brownfield land at Cottingham. Ban garden grabbing.
All is infill now.

90

Cllr Kate Gray

C

92

Mrs Ingrid Khan

C

Urban sprawl to be contained. Encourage the modernisation of
existing older dwellings e.g. terrace housing - 2 small 2up/down
+ another 2up/down whilst keeping the street scene makes a
better size of space for living.
The target should focus on availability within each housing area
and should not be so ambitious that it restricts supply to a
degree that creates pressure to take out of existence some land
uses providing local services in or adjacent to key housing areas.
The availability and even the existence of brown field sites in
any given area is uncertain and unpredictable and housing
delivery should be not prejudiced by lack of available brownfield
sites. The previous take up of brownfield sites will not be
sustained as by definition they become more scarce (as the
Strategic Land Availability Study has shown) and the rate of

86

B

Comments noted.

Comments noted. Agreed. The proposed policy is informed by
the SHLAA.

Comments noted. The proposed policy considers the amount of
brownfield land available in the SHLAA.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

93

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr & Mrs JH Foreman
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mrs J Boat
Anlaby Estates

94
95

98
100
102

103
104

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Bryan Brown & Sons
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr and Mrs Hudson
Catherine Birks, RNLI

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of R Swales
I W Scruton, Scruton

Opt

C

A

Comment
uptake at the previous levels is unlikely to be continued.
See comment 68 to this question.

Officer Response
See response to comment 68.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

The introduction to this issue makes the point that East Riding
has very few large areas of disused land within its settlements.
Anlaby Estates Limited as owners of this brownfield site on the
edge of a settlement clearly support the use of brownfield land
on a settlement edge location. The current target of
provisionally 30% is supported but should be a guide and
should be kept under review because of the scarcity of suitable
sites. The RSS seeks to deliver house-building numbers and the
shortage of appropriate brownfield sites should not be used as a
basis to restrict or defer release of RSS housing numbers.
See comment 68 to this question.

Comments noted.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

Within Local Service Centres and the Rural Area policies within
the Core Strategy Issues and Options Paper must be sufficiently
flexible to allow development of much needed affordable
housing to be located on either brownfield or greenfield sites in
order that the excepted shortfall can be addressed during the
plan period.
See comment 68 to this question.

Comments noted.

Option A but under careful review with deliverability being the
driver. The definition of the PDL should be expanded to
include underused or redundant farm buildings or land as

Comments noted.

See response to comment 68.

See response to comment 68.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

105

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of W. Clifford Watts Ltd
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr C Hill
Mr Jamie Pyper, Signet
Planning Ltd on behalf of
Southwell County Homes
and Makinder
G M V Winn and Co

106
107

108
109
110

111
113

114

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr A Morley
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of MB Goodwin (Skipsea)
Ltd
East Riding House
Builders Group
John Downing, Rollits
Solicitors on behalf of
Trustees of W H Welsted
Decd
Mr Andrew Rose,
Spawforth Planning &
Urban Regeneration Ltd
on behalf of Miller
Strategic Land

Opt

Comment
previously argued in SS8.
See comment 68 to this question.

Officer Response

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

B

This needs to be balanced with supply and also constraints such
as flood risk.

Comments noted.

C

50% plus could be achieved if the definition was widened. For
example previously developed land should include
farmsteads/buildings on the periphery of existing settlements.
See comment 68 to this question.

Comments noted. The definition of previously developed land is
set at a national level in PPS3.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

See comment 37 to this question.

See response to comment 37.

We consider that an evidence based approach to requirements
for development on Previously Developed Land should be
adopted. Such an approach would properly reflect the level of
available brownfield sites in the East Riding. PPS3 only
recommends that 60 percent of new housing be accommodated
on previously developed land. Therefore some greenfield sites in
sustainable locations will be suitable for development. As such
Miller Strategic Land considers that it is important to reiterate

Comments noted. The proposed policy is based of evidence, the
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment.

A

See response to comment 68.

See response to comment 68.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

115

Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd

A

120

Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council

B

126

Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership

I18

Mr Matthew Naylor,
Yorkshire Water Services
Ltd

Comment
that the new parameter for new housing land is deliverability.
The recently adopted RSS only advocates that 65 percent of all
new residential development should be on brownfield land.
Paragraph 12.22 recognises that this is a regional target over the
plan period and that there are likely to be fluctuations over time
and what is achieved between districts due to the availability of
previously developed land. This is a rational approach and
recognises the difficulties of delivering such an aspiration in
more rural and suburban areas.
The RSS sets a regional target of 65% of new housing to be
focused on previously developed land with recognition that
there will be fluctuations in this figure over the plan period as
well as differences in terms of what is achieved in different
districts. Whilst East Riding's current approach of 30% is
broadly acceptable any targets need to remain flexible to take
into account local conditions. Settlements with little or no
previously developed land should not necessarily be prevented
from further development particularly when sustainably located
green field sites are available.
This allows for 60% new land and this is important but does
mean that brownfield sites should be used first if possible. But
not so much that green space is lost by too much building on
gardens etc.
The East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership would not
advocate a targeted approach. In Principle where ever possible
housing and industrial development should focus on previously
developed land. However this should not be to the detriment of
the character of our rural villages (e.g. too much infill in large
gardens in villages changes the character of the settlement). In
addition green spaces (e.g. village greens and wide verges with
seating areas) should be preserved wherever possible.
Yorkshire Water favours the development of brownfield sites
and supports a sequential approach in considering different
types of development. Redevelopment of previously developed
sites is more likely to have the benefit of existing infrastructure

Officer Response

Comments noted. The RSS target is an average for the Region.
The East Riding will be setting a lower target due to the lack of
PDL.

Comments noted.

Comments noted. The character of the area and of existing
buildings will need to be taken into consideration when
allocating new development.

Comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

I159

Mr Michael Glover on
behalf of Great Gutter
Lane Collaboration

C

I258

Mr M E Barrett, Risby
Homes Ltd

A

I242

Mr Paul Thornton, White
Young Green on behalf of
Sanctuary Housing

I254

Victoria Molton, Walker
Morris Solicitors on behalf
of Paul Lisseter

I279

Mr Paul Thornton, White
Young Green on behalf of
Stamford Homes Ltd

I355

Mr Jon Suckley, HOW
Planning LLP on behalf of
Castlemore Securities

B

Comment
with capacity in close proximity and more sustainable use of
resources.
The provision on previously developed land should not be
target driven. Government guidance points to sustainable
locations and whilst the combination of brownfield and
sustainable location is desirable a target driven approach is likely
to lead to a lack of sustainability. Option C is therefore to be
favoured expressed as an aim to secure a preference for
brownfield ahead of greenfield but only where sustainably
located.
It is widely acknowledged that the East Riding has below the
national average of brownfield land available for redevelopment.
The target for future development should be set at a more
realistic level of 30%.
The supporting text and evidence base demonstrate that a target
for ERYC in line with the national target of 60% is not
achievable. It would seem appropriate that a lower target either
the 30% or 40% detailed is appropriate for East Riding in this
instance.
The adopted RSS suggests that as a region at least 65% of
housing development should be on previously developed land.
It would be useful to know through the Housing Land
Availability Assessment how much previously developed land
the East Riding has particularly in sustainable locations.
In terms of the PDL target the supporting text and evidence
base demonstrate that a target for ERYC in line with the
national target of 60% is not achievable. It would seem
appropriate that a lower target either the 30% or 40% detailed is
appropriate for East Riding in this instance.
In principle we support option B which requires 40% of new
housing development to be focused on previously developed
land. As highlighted above RSS policy YH7 adopts a sequential
approach for the location of new development. In the first
instance the policy requires the re-use of previously developed
land and buildings and the more effective use of developed

Officer Response
Comments noted. Whilst the Council recognises that it is
important deliver a proportion of housing development on
Previously Developed Land, any housing allocations or planning
applications for new residential development, for greenfield or
brownfield land, will need to meet sustainability requirements to
be in line with PPS1.
Comments noted. The proposed policy is realistic and based on
evidence on the availability of PDL in the SHLAA.
Comments noted.

Comments noted. The proposed target of 35% has been based
on the SHLAA.

Comments noted. The proposed target is set lower than the
national target, in line with the evidence base.

Comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

I408

Jennifer Hadland, Smiths
Gore on behalf of Church
Commissioners for
England

A

I528

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly
Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council
Ms Liz Philpot on behalf
of Bridlington
Regeneration Partnership

B

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

A

I638
I857

I719

B

Comment
areas; the second priority is to use other suitable infill
opportunities; and the third priority allows extensions to the
relevant city or town.
It is suggested that the current approach of 30% of new housing
development to be on previously developed land to be the most
appropriate as there is not a huge amount of sustainable
Brownfield land available in regard to the housing needs in the
area.
The assembly supports the delivery of 40% development on
previously developed land. However outcomes of the SHLAA
may amend this figure.
Option B is supported as the most sustainable option whilst still
being achievable.
The sub-area approach should reflect the characteristics of
different housing market areas. Areas with a strong principal
town or Regional City should clearly go for a higher proportion
of brownfield land and as in Bridlington the critical role of the
central areas in providing housing land. The Strategy also needs
to acknowledge that the Council has powers to intervene in the
market to assemble sustainable housing sites where regeneration
of this sort will meet needs more sustainably than development
beyond the already built up areas of settlements.
In consideration of the nature of the East Riding area our client
supports the approach identified in Option A which aims to
maintain the current 30% target of new housing development to
be built on previously developed sites. Housing development is
not required to achieve any specific targets in accordance with
PPS 3 however as identified within the Issues and Options
paper as the East Riding has very few large areas of disused land
within its settlements. When this fact is considered in
combination with the RSS housing figures for the area our client
believes that maintaining the existing target of 30% is
appropriate in order to ensure that no unnecessary development
constraints are placed on future housing development in the
East Riding which may consequently jeopardise the delivery of

Officer Response

Comments noted.

Comments noted. The proposed policy includes a target of
35%. A target of 40% would not be achievable through the plan
period when considering the SHLAA.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.

Comments noted. The Council will need to ensure the RSS
housing requirement is delivered regardless of the brownfield
target.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

I796

Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings
Mr Adrian James, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Trustees of the
Needler Settlement

A

Comment
sufficient houses to meet the RSS housing requirements.
See comment I719 to this question.

A

In the Hull Housing Market Area particularly having regard to
the fact that 40% of East Riding housing provision should be
within this Market Area we foresee a shortage of PDL which
will inevitably require the release of greenfield sites. It will also
be necessary for that part of the East Riding which falls within
the Hull Housing Market Area to make up any shortfall in the
rate of housing delivery within Hull. These uncertainties are
such that it is difficult to suggest a PDL target for that part of
the East Riding that falls within the Hull Housing Market Area.
We therefore consider that the LDD should give priority to the
development of PDL but no target should be set. The amount
of housing development that will be provided on PDL will
reflect sites identified to achieve the 5 10 and 15 year housing
supply and actual completions.
Paragraph 5.28 acknowledges that the early indication of the
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA)
shows that the East Riding does not have large amounts of
brownfield potential. At this stage of the development plan
process we believe that it is too early to set a target for
brownfield delivery as the SHLAA is only in its infancy. Once
the evidence base has been established the Council will be in a
position to make an informed and robust decision subject to
consultation with interested parties. Notwithstanding this given
the nature of the Borough and the acceptance that previously
developed land is itself a dwindling resource we would caution
against targeting too high a figure and consider that a provision
in the order of 30-35% may be the most realistic subject to
determining evidence.
See comment I719 to this question.

I829

I810

Mr Tom Brereton,
Development Land and
Planning Consultants Ltd
on behalf of site owners of
site at Lowthorpe Lane,
Nafferton

I877

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on

Officer Response
See response to comment I719.

Comments noted. East Riding will not be delivering any of
Hull’s RSS housing requirements. The requirements were set on
an Authority by Authority basis considering the potential for
each Authority. The potential target for PDL is based on the
potential land that will be available during the plan period, as
shown in the SHLAA.

Comments noted. The proposed policy sets a target of 35%, in
line with the land available in the SHLAA.

See response to comment I719.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
behalf of Kayterm Plc
Ms Avril Russell,
Thorngumbald Parish
Council
Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council

Opt

Comment

Officer Response

C

Using maximum brownfield land available.

Comments noted.
Comments noted. Character will be considered when making
decisions on development proposals.

131

C O’Connor, Hornsea
Town Council

A

133

Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

A

The East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership would not
advocate a targeted approach. In Principle, where ever possible
housing and industrial development should focus on previously
developed land. However, this should not be to the detriment
of the character of our rural villages (e.g. too much infill in large
gardens in villages changes the character of the settlement). In
addition green spaces (e.g. village greens and wide verges with
seating areas) should be preserved wherever possible.
The existing policy has lead to a loss of gardens and some
distinguished houses. If this trend continues, we will alter the
character of the whole area. It is happening and they will
become less pleasant places in which to live.
Clearly there are places where there is little or no previously
developed land left, especially if gardens are not regarded as
PDL, This would only be a real problem if we asked for 30%
within each settlement. But the 30% should be a real target,
with a recognition that every time a greenfield site is used this
makes it harder to reach the overall target.

130
128

Comments noted. The application of the proposed policy refers
to considering the context of the development, particularly
where the development is on garden land.
Comments noted. Gardens are PDL, as set in national policy.
The proposed target is for an average over the whole of the East
Riding.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of HBHM6
Paragraph 5.29 - Density
Ref
I962

Consultee/Agent
Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

Comment
5.29 - 5.34 - While we recognise the importance and environmental
benefit of increasing the density of housing, we would request that an
emphasis is also put on the importance of green spaces to adapt to
climate change (e.g. for water storage, sun shelter) and play, and provide
personal space for self-sufficiency e.g. growing fruit, vegetables)

Officer Response
Comments noted.
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HNHM7 a)

Do you consider the criteria in paragraph 5.43 and the categories outlined in table 8 to be an appropriate approach for managing density
in the East Riding? If not what alternative approach would be more appropriate?
Responses with no further comments
Mrs Anne Crick, Humber Mental Health Teaching NHS Trust; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with Anlaby
Yes –

Common Parish Council; Louise Reevell; Mrs K. Richmond, South Cave Parish Council; Ms Helen Anderson; Mrs M. Barker, Swanland Parish Council;
Mr Dennis Peckett, Beverley & District Civic Society; Mr M Guest; Mr S. Young, Bubwith Parish Council; Ms Avril Russell, Thorngumbald Parish
Council; Mr C Cromack, Preston Parish Council

No –
Ref
2

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Ellerby

4

Mr Ian Scruton

11

Jennifer Hadland, Smiths
Gore on behalf of N
Mainwaring

13
27

Church Commissioners
Eamonn Keogh, Turley

Comment
We need to be more flexible, the existing policy has lead to the loss of
gardens and some distinguished houses. If this continues in an
uncontrolled manner we will alter the character of areas where it is
happening and they will become less pleasant places to live in.
Density should be managed on a site-by-site basis. There may be
constraints in terms of site shape trees existing retained buildings or
ecological issues that restrict the density. Good design may be
compromised by having a ridged density target.

It is considered that in regard to housing density the East Riding of
Yorkshire should have a different approach from that set out in table 8 of
the Core Strategy Issues and Options document. It is suggested that is
not appropriate to impose any housing density hierarchies at this moment
in the LDF process housing densities should be an issues discussed in the
allocations DPD. Each site such be assessed on its own merits taking into
account several criteria such as surrounding housing densities and the
housing need for the area; housing densities should be flexible per site.
See comment 11 to this question.
We would suggest that the criteria set out in Table 8 may be useful for the

Officer Response
Comments noted. Preferred approach.

Comments noted. Although the Council acknowledges that
some flexibility is needed within planning policies on density to
provide for local need, a general policy approach is needed to
assess all applications in a consistent manner and provide
certainty for communities, landowners and developers.
However, the circumstances and characteristics of each site
would be taken into consideration to ensure that design is in
keeping with other dwellings.
Comments noted. The proposed approach requires the
Allocations DPD to set indicative density yields for housing
allocations.

See response to comment 11.
Comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Associates on behalf of
Redrow Homes
(Yorkshire) Ltd

28

Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates

31

Driffield Partnership

35
41

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd
Natasha Rowland, Savills

43

Cllr John Whittle

51

Mrs C. Binnington,
Driffield Town Council

52

Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council
Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council

54
55

Mr Christopher Hughes

Comment
Council when allocating sites or undertaking capacity work but would be
too prescriptive for development control purposes. There is also a danger
that low scoring sites (those meeting one or none of the criteria) would
be developed at low densities thereby conflicting with national regional
and local policies and aspirations to make the best use of land. A site by
site approach would be preferential and that this should be discussed at
pre-application stage. This would allow a more flexible approach to
design where developments can respond to the characteristics of the site
and its surroundings.
Table 8 could be taken to be too prescriptive. The best design solution
for the site should be sought combined with an awareness of the need to
make best use of land and reflect realistic and evidenced housing need.
Flexibility is an important element of the new system and therefore a
criteria based policy may be more appropriate.
Housing density should reflect the character of the settlement as well as
local need as laid out in the criteria
Yes. Remember need for access to a public park or green lung or
walkway. Tiered density approach as site dictates.
The criteria seem appropriate but should not be overly prescriptive which
this tiered approach suggests may be the case.
Yes. I would also add consideration of public footpaths and waterways in
the rural setting. The former are already a valid criterion and the latter
would become more important - transport-wise.
Option B – the Town Council thought that flexibility on density was
essential. Criteria should be based on current density and the character of
the surrounding area.
The densities seem appropriate if the approach is flexible to allow
development at levels below the thresholds in Category 3 locations.
No denser than 30%. Gardens are an important factor in environmental
conservation and family life. Additionally the views of a local Parish Plan
should be considered by planners when deciding on this issue.
No! High density housing is socially dangerous. Such experiments as
Quarry Hill Flats in Leeds Tenements in Scotland and nineteen tower
block developments have all proved this. The lowest density of housing

Officer Response

Comments noted. Agreed.

Comments noted. The Council acknowledges that consideration
must be given to local need and the characteristics of the
surrounding area.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

57

Mr David Hammond,
Beeford Parish Council
Mr Roger Jones, Humber
& Wolds Rural
Community Council
Julie Abraham
Mrs Pamela Austin

59
60
62

66
68

Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby
Conservation Society
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Hull Ionians RUFC
(Holdings) Ltd

81

Phillippa Edwards, G V A
Grimley on behalf of
Horstine Farmery

86

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Peter Ward Homes Ltd
Mrs Ingrid Khan

92
93

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr & Mrs JH Foreman

Comment
that is economically possible should be used and in any case should not
be above 50 dph.
Small select development that is sympathetic to surrounding properties.
NO. Encourage higher densities consistent with local character
enhancement.
This could be used as a starting point.
Where justified allow densities below the thresholds set out in Table 8
especially in small villages and outer suburbs where green space around
the houses should grade into the surrounding greenbelt and greenfield
areas. No hard junctions between building and open space.
The criteria in para 5.32 seem to be appropriate, as do the categories in
Table 8.
In general we would support an approach which seeks to locate higher
densities in town centre locations and in areas with good public transport
accessibility. A range of densities above the national indicative minimum
of 30 dwellings per hectare would be appropriate to make efficient use of
land. The policy should include some flexibility to take account of the
type and size of dwellings to be provided on a site as large family houses
have a larger land than smaller or mid-sized properties whereas flats can
achieve much bigger densities without requiring much land.
Policies should retain flexibility to ensure each site is considered on its
individual merits in order to obtain the most appropriate mix of housing
dependent on the location and in line with the sustainability objectives of
PPS3.
See comment 68 to this question.
We are assuming the above relates to para 5.32. The proposals seem
logical but should be a guide.
See comment 68 to this question.

Officer Response
Comments noted. The Council acknowledges that consideration
must be given to the characteristics of the surrounding area.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.

Comments noted.
Comments noted.

Comments noted. Although the Council acknowledges that
some flexibility is needed within planning policies on density to
provide for local need, a general policy approach is needed to
assess all applications in a consistent manner and provide
certainty for communities, landowners and developers.
See response to comment 68.
Comments noted.
See response to comment 68.
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Ref
94
95
98
100
103
104

105
106
107

108
109
110

Consultee/Agent
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mrs J Boat
Anlaby Estates
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Bryan Brown & Sons
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr and Mrs Hudson
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of R Swales
I W Scruton, Scruton

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of W. Clifford Watts Ltd
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr C Hill
Mr Jamie Pyper, Signet
Planning Ltd on behalf of
Southwell County Homes
and Makinder
G M V Winn and Co
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr A Morley
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus

Comment
See comment 68 to this question.

Officer Response
See response to comment 68.

We consider that the paragraph 5.32 considerations are a useful guide but
should not be rigidly applied as there are frequently factors which might
point to a higher or lesser densities in any given location.
See comment 68 to this question.

Comments noted.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

There should not be a blanket approach to density. The policy should be
flexible to allow difficult or constrained sites to deliver housing even it is
below the density thresholds. Good design should not be compromised
by a strict dictate on density.
See comment 68 to this question.

Comment noted the proposed approach is flexible.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

Yes although 30 dph should only be delivered where the character of the
surrounding area requires this.

Comments noted.

This is too prescriptive. Criteria should allow for market information on
local demand.
See comment 68 to this question.

Comments noted. Proposed policy is more flexible.

See comment 68 to this question.

See response to comment 68.

See response to comment 68.

See response to comment 68.

See response to comment 68.
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Ref

114

115

118
120

Consultee/Agent
Planning Group on behalf
of MB Goodwin (Skipsea)
Ltd
Mr Andrew Rose,
Spawforth Planning &
Urban Regeneration Ltd
on behalf of Miller
Strategic Land
Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd
W Buckle, Wetwang Parish
Council
Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council

126

Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership

I44
I214

Mr James Durham
Mr R Stafford Charles, R
Stafford Charles & Son on
behalf of Capel House
Property Trust Limited
Mr M E Barrett, Risby
Homes Ltd

I259

I243

Mr Paul Thornton, White
Young Green on behalf of
Sanctuary Housing

Comment

Officer Response

We consider that densities required should reflect Government guidance
with a minimum requirement of 30dph. Higher densities should be
required in more sustainable locations such as city centres and near nodal
points.

Comments noted.

As well as the sustainability criteria listed in the Core Strategy additional
criteria such as the type and mix of housing required in particular areas
should also guide the appropriate density of new development.

Comments noted.

Agree in principal but a more flexible approach employed in rural areas.

Comments noted.

Where justified allow densities below the thresholds set out in Table 8
especially in small villages and outer suburbs where green space around
the houses should grade into the surrounding greenbelt and greenfield
areas. No hard junctions between building and open space.
A single criteria approach is not suitable for the diverse communities of
the East Riding. Consideration of family size family patterns and access
to services (i.e. how close is the development to the nearest play space –
children’s range behaviour) need consideration.
Table 8 appropriate Should take into account local characteristics too
[Copy of letter of response to August 2005 Issues and Options
Document provided] We consider that a tiered approach should be
applied to all new development sites setting different minimum standards
depending on location.
Whilst standard thresholds should be in place for most development
situations there will be occasions where the character of an area demands
an individual approach. There should be flexibility within the Core
Strategy to consider proposals on their merits.
We support the objective of meeting future housing requirements in the
most sustainable locations but consider it important that a flexible and
balanced approach is identified by ERYC in applying density levels
according to the limited range of sustainability criteria used.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.
Comments noted.

Comments noted. The proposed approach adds flexibility to the
Issues and Option consultation options.
Comments noted. The proposed approach adds flexibility to the
Issues and Option consultation options.
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Ref
I255

Consultee/Agent
Victoria Molton, Walker
Morris Solicitors on behalf
of Paul Lisseter

I280

Mr Paul Thornton, White
Young Green on behalf of
Stamford Homes Ltd
Ms Janet Harris

I295

I316

Mr Zulficar Ali,
Environment Agency

I356

Mr Jon Suckley, HOW
Planning LLP on behalf of
Castlemore Securities

Comment
As a general rule 30 dph is acceptable as a minimum density of a
development. However due to the rural nature of development in the
East Riding consideration should also be given to the general style of
surrounding development which may be given as justification for a lower
density for particular development.
See comment I243 to this question.

Officer Response
Comments noted. The proposed approach adds flexibility to the
Issues and Option consultation options.

The problem is that high density housing (usually 3 storey?) is unsuitable
for older people who need to live very close to central facilities.
Elsewhere in the document ERYC is rightly aware of the need to
encourage older people to move out of larger family sized properties but
this will only happen if they can move to smaller well located properties.
So maybe the higher density areas need to be tempered with housing
suitable for older people.
In managing density the Agency realises the compliance with PPS3.
However it is important to note that local circumstances may affect the
way in which density figures are managed. This is especially the case when
the findings of the SFRA are published as these findings could potentially
have an impact on how development is managed. Whilst the core strategy
advocates lower density development there is also a need to consider
higher density proposals in order to achieve the housing figures required
especially when taking flood risk into account. Flood risk will be a
significant issue for ERYC taking into consideration the SFRA and
applying Sequential Test to allocations or individual site proposals.
Development would have to be located outside of the high risk zones in
which higher densities may be applicable.
It is our opinion that a flexible approach should also be adopted in
determining the density of new housing developments. If it can be
demonstrated that the site is situated in a sustainable location then
densities of new housing development should be maximised. Other
factors should also be considered such as the viability of delivering a
development which requires a large element of high value generating uses
to secure a range of regeneration benefits providing it respects the
character and appearance of the area.

Comments noted. The Council acknowledges that the needs of
specific groups, for example elderly people, need to be catered
for in housing that is suitable for them. This may require smaller
properties that are more accessible.

See response to comment I243.

Comments noted. Flood risk will be considered by all
development proposals.

Comments noted.
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Ref
I413

I530
I639
I810

Consultee/Agent
Jennifer Hadland, Smiths
Gore on behalf of Church
Commissioners for
England
Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly
Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council
Mr Tom Brereton,
Development Land and
Planning Consultants Ltd
on behalf of site owners of
site at Lowthorpe Lane,
Nafferton

I858

Ms Liz Philpot on behalf
of Bridlington
Regeneration Partnership

7

Mr Adrian Sail, Antony
Aspbury Associates on
behalf of Strawsons
Development / Omnivale
Ltd
Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East

128

Comment
See comment 11 to this question.

Officer Response
See response to comment 11.

The Assembly does not wish to comment on density issues but notes that
the general direction of policy would be in line with the RSS.

Comments noted.

a) The approach is appropriate.

Comments noted.

Turning to the issue of density it is considered that the approach
suggested in paragraph 5.32 is the right one although the proximity of
sites to employment areas could perhaps be given less weight as linking
specific housing areas with specific employment areas in not always
practical given that people living in homes nearby would not necessarily
work in the nearby employment areas and vice versa. Patterns of living
and working vary enormously especially in rural areas like the East Riding
and although the vast majority of workers and residents do the same
within the East Riding and Hull as shown by Tables 1 and 2 precise
patterns would not be expected. It is therefore considered more
important to locate higher density housing in areas with good access to
public transport rather than adjacent to specific employment areas.
Design is critical to the densities which produce attractive places to live.
It seems unwise therefore to dictate density in a blanket way and without
clear design guidelines. A better approach would be to set criteria in
respect of density with the criteria set to ensure that every development
optimises the use of land given the nature of local demand and the
housing choices needed to meet the requirements and lifestyle choices
sought by different segments of the housing market.
Yes. But in larger developments in order to provide for flexibility and a
choice of housing and in all cases to ensure that development is of a high
quality, sympathetic to and compatible with its context, the criteria and
categories should not be applied rigidly and inflexibly.

Comments noted.

A single criteria approach is not suitable for the diverse communities of
the East Riding. Consideration of family size, family patterns and access

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.
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Ref
132

Consultee/Agent
Riding of Yorkshire
Council
Humber Rural Partnership
Board

Comment
to services (i.e. how close is the development to the nearest play space children’s range behaviour) need consideration.
Yes
Do any of the government’s eco-town principles apply?

133

Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

135

Mr J Kilby

136

Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council

It seems reasonable to link the highest density to good public transport,
town centres and employment availability roughly as in para 5.32 and
table 8.
The principle is the closer to services the higher the density. I doubt
whether it is worth following this principle as the distance from services
is so small - what is 800 metres? 10 or 15 minutes walk.
This does not go far enough, we should be providing partial transport if
private contractors cannot and this would make other places more
sustainable.

Officer Response
Comments noted. The governments eco-town principles are
very broad, however, in general their ideas about accessibility
and sustainable developments will feed into new planning
policies. Minimising the effects of new development on the
environment will be considered in the High Quality
Environment chapter.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of HNHM7 a)

HNHM7 b)

Should the approach be flexible and allow densities below the thresholds where justified? Under what circumstances may lower densities
be justified?
Responses with no further comments
Louise Reevell; Mrs Judith Macklin, Cottingham Parish Council; Mr Dennis Peckett, Beverley & District Civic Society; Mr M Guest; Julia Billany,
Yes –

Ottringham Parish Council; Ms Avril Russell, Thorngumbald Parish Council; Ms Jan Crowther, Easington Parish Council; Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council

No –
Ref
2

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Ellerby

Comment
Yes flexible to protect the character of the area.

Officer Response
Comments noted.
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Ref
3
4
10
28
34

35

Consultee/Agent
Mr Robin Shucksmith
Mr Ian Scruton
Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby
with Anlaby Common
Parish Council
Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates
Mr Roland Bolton,
Development Land &
Planning Consultants

41

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd
Jane Allen, Fangfoss Parish
Council
Natasha Rowland, Savills

43

Cllr John Whittle

46

Serena Ralston, Baker
Associates on behalf of
Dennis Wilkinson Ltd

38

Comment
Yes but with sensitive consultation.
See above
Yes - in rural areas

Officer Response
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.

Please see above. Low densities may be justified where there is an
evidenced need for larger family homes.

Comments noted.

It is clear that any density policy will need to be applied sensibly as both
PPS1 and PPS3 require consideration to be taken of the character of the
area. PPG15 also advises that density should be applied sympathetically.
In order to avoid conflict with this national advice it is important that
matters such as character of the area its surrounding uses and historic
context (if relevant) should be taken into account.
Not below densities unless sub say 5 houses.

Comments noted. .

To allow the character of the area to be maintained.

Comments noted.

Yes lower densities may be appropriate and much depends on individual
site circumstances character of the area location within Conservation
Areas etc. Additionally in village locations lower densities may be more
reflective of the local area. The approach needs to be flexible.
Without a doubt. Flexibility can give the developers the chance to
provide a development that is more attractive and varied thus giving a
better living space. Hopefully the days of blocks of uninteresting
houses/flats are in the past!
The RSS supports the creation and enhancement of green infrastructure
as part of the creation of sustainable communities. This document is right
to identify some areas of green space as contributing to strategic
objectives such as protecting the character of settlements by preventing
coalescence. There are important gaps between the major Haltemprice
settlements particularly between Anlaby/Kir/Ella/Willerby and
Cottingham and Hessle. In this context it is important to note that there
are opportunities for sustainable urban extensions to Cottingham to the
north of the town (option A) which do not prejudice these important

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted, however, the comment does not appear to
address density issues and will be considered when preparing the
Preferred Options Spatial Strategy and High Quality
Environment chapters.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

51

Mrs C. Binnington,
Driffield Town Council

52

Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council
Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council
Mr Christopher Hughes

54
55

57

60

Mr David Hammond,
Beeford Parish Council
Mr Roger Jones, Humber
& Wolds Rural
Community Council
Julie Abraham

61

Ms Helen Anderson

62

Mrs Pamela Austin

63

Mrs M. Barker, Swanland
Parish Council

66

Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby
Conservation Society
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Hull Ionians RUFC
(Holdings) Ltd
Mr S. Young, Bubwith
Parish Council

59

68

72

Comment
strategic open gaps.
Option B - the Town Council thought that flexibility on density was
essential. Criteria should be based on current density and the character of
the surrounding area. Surrounding character of the area.
Yes The density of the local vernacular can easily be determined in order
that new developments in smaller communities can continue.
The approach should be flexible in rural areas/smaller settlements. Local
views and Parish Plan of particular importance in these areas.
No! High density housing is socially dangerous. Such experiments as
Quarry Hill Flats in Leeds Tenements in Scotland and nineteen tower
block developments have all proved this. The lowest density of housing
that is economically possible should be used and in any case should not
be above 50 dph. No short-term occupancy only.
Should be flexible but only after consultation with the village in question.
Parish Council.
NO. Encourage higher densities consistent with local character
enhancement. NO. Only where protecting landscape features.
Yes circumstances when lower densities must be justified are when the
surrounding character is based on a lower density.
Should be flexible determined by the impact on the immediate
surrounding area.
Edge of greenfield areas and villages should have densities below 30 dph
to fit in with present development but also to keep tourist functions.
There should be some flexibility to take account of the existing pattern of
development. In Swanland there are areas where a lower density would be
justified to fit in with the existing housing.
Some flexibility may be required so that densities are appropriate to the
particular location within the settlement.
If the council is to introduce a flexible approach to densities below 30
dwelling per hectare it should be clear in which situations and
circumstances such an approach would be applied to ensure that the
policy is applied consistently across the district.
Yes Environment issues - trees play areas for children

Officer Response
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.

Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted. Agreed, the proposed policy gives certainty
to the developer.
Comments noted.
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Ref
88
92

Consultee/Agent
Cllr Winifred I Knight
Mrs Ingrid Khan

107

Mr Jamie Pyper, Signet
Planning Ltd on behalf of
Southwell County Homes
and Makinder
G M V Winn and Co
East Riding House
Builders Group

108
111

115

Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd

120

Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council
Jenny Massingham, Barton

123

Comment
Flexible approach. Bungalows need more space.
Flexibility should be permitted, as there may be a need to address local
concerns or circumstances.
Yes to ensure compatibility with the character of the area on small-scale
developments for family housing and on awkward shaped sites where
higher densities may create amenity issues.

Officer Response
Comments noted.
Comments noted.

Yes for reasons stated in 5.34
In general in would be difficult to support a "blanket" approach which
seeks to locate higher densities in town centre locations and in areas with
good public transport accessibility. A range of densities above the
national indicative minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare should not
always be assumed appropriate to make efficient use of land and
consequently may not meet deliverability expectations due to the
constraints associated with the technicalities of construction, and/or
prevailing site-specific market conditions.
The policy should include some flexibility to take account of the type and
size of dwellings to be provided on a site.
If the council is to introduce a flexible approach to densities above and
below 30 dwellings per hectare it should be clear in which situations and
circumstances such an approach would be applied to ensure that the
policy is applied consistently across the district.
We feel unable to support Table 8 as clearly it is far too prescriptive and
therefore inconsistent with the desire to sustain and promote viable Local
Centres and Rural Villages.
The approach adopted should be flexible enough to take into account
local housing needs and the surrounding character of the local area in
establishing appropriate density levels. Lower density levels would be
justified in smaller settlements and rural areas where high densities would
not be appropriate in terms of the local character and landscape of an
area. Lower densities could also be justified on site catering largely for
family type housing.
Edge of greenfield areas and villages should have densities below 30 dph
to fit in with present development but also to keep tourist functions.
We support a flexible approach identified in Option B with regards to

Comments noted.
Comments noted. Proposed approach.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.
Comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Beal Homes

125

Jenny Massingham, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Beal Homes
Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership
Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings
Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc
Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes
Ian Smith, English
Heritage (Yorkshire
Region)

126
I797

I878
I720
I544

I517

Ian Smith, English
Heritage (Yorkshire

Comment
establishing housing densities in new housing developments. Such an
approach allows for the consideration of local circumstances both in the
development of higher densities and lower densities. In addition to simply
acknowledging a site's accessibility to services and facilities when making
decisions with regards to the preferred housing densities within future
development schemes an assessment of the housing market and locally
derived housing needs should be considered. The use of a more flexible
and holistic approach to establishing the correct density of a site will
ensure that new developments respond to the identified needs of local
areas. Such an approach accords with the guidance set out within PPS3.
See comment 123 to this question.

Officer Response

See response to comment 123.

See a) above.

Comments noted.

See comment 123 to this question

See response to comment 123.

See comment 123 to this question

See response to comment 123.

See comment 123 to this question

See response to comment 123.

(b) PPG3 (particularly Paragraphs 16 46 and 49) make it clear that
housing densities should be appropriate for their context. Whilst it is
wholly appropriate for the plan to set out preferred densities for the
different parts of the plan area it is important that the development
strategy recognises that the densities of individual development schemes
will need to take account of the character of the locality within which
they are proposed.
Option B where lower densities may be allowed in order to reflect the
particular character of the locality is likely to have a positive impact upon

Comments noted. The Council acknowledges that consideration
must be given to the characteristics of the surrounding area.

Comments noted. The Council acknowledges that consideration
must be given to the characteristics of the surrounding area.
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Ref
128

131
132
133

134
135

Consultee/Agent
Region)
Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council
C O’Connor, Hornsea
Town Council
Humber Rural partnership
Board
Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council
Mr C Cromack, Preston
Parish Council
Mr J Kilby

Comment
SA Objective 16
See a) above

Officer Response

Yes, to safeguard the character of the area.

Comments noted.

Some flexibility is usually wise . . .

Comments noted.

The approach should be flexible, to allow the provision of homes of
roughly similar character to other homes in a neighbourhood identified in
SPG. It may be desirable to require that developers providing more than
one “Executive Home” provide affordable homes on a twinned site.
Yes
After consultation with local communities/Parish Councils.
This issue can be resolved by building high or medium density at a very
high standard.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.
Comments noted.

ECO housing is a more relevant consideration.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of HNHM7 b)
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General
Ref
I476

Consultee/Agent
Mr Geoffrey Streets

I658

Mr John Holmes, Hull
Forward

I780

Mr G E Wright

I1011

Chris Ladley, Inward
Investment, East Riding of
Yorkshire Council

Comment
It is essential to have this review and other facts available to aid in
bringing proposals to fruition. However central planning cannot itself
promote development. Central Govt and the EU seem to think that
businesses can succeed with ever growing regulation taxes and being
providers of social benefits. Please smooth the path for all proposals
The Core Strategy should carry through policy EC1 of the Joint Structure
Plan which: directs the majority of employment development to the subregional urban area principal towns and other identified towns
commensurate with their role and function; and sets out clear parameters
for development in Hull city centre principal town centres town centres
and district centres and land at the Bridgehead and Kingswood strategic
sites.
Whilst the western corridor along the M62 is clearly identified as a
growth area it should be recognised that east of the River Hull
employment sites are for general employment comparatively unattractive.
Employment sites in east Hull and east of Hull should be reserved for the
needs of port activity in its narrow sense.
With reference to the above consultation, the Economic Development
Section would like to make the following comments to be fed into the
development of the Core Strategy. In particular we would like to state our
position in relation to Section 6: A Prosperous Economy and the
provision of office space in the East Riding and its relationship with Hull
city centre.
We feel the needs of the sub-region would have been better served by an
inclusive review of all employment land within the JSP area and to that
end it is disappointing that Hull City Council did not share that view
when invited. Hull City Council was however fully consulted in the
Employment Land Review process as was Hull Forward’s predecessor –
Hull City Build.

Officer Response
Comments noted. A key aspect of the LDF system is to ensure
that planning policies are effective. That means they must be
deliverable through co-operation and agreement of relevant
agencies. All polices must be backed up by a robust evidence
base, hence the need for the review.
Comments noted. Proposed policy SS5 of the Preferred Approach
Core Strategy provides the framework for guiding economic
development – highlighting the importance of the Major
Haltemprice Settlements, the Principal Towns and strategic sites
on the east-west multi-modal corridor.
The Employment Land Review supports the comment that
employment land to the east of Hull is largely required for
general employment uses (mainly to cater for indigenous
demand). Proposed policy SS5 of the Preferred Approach Core
Strategy identifies Hedon Haven for uses which require access to
a deep water channel.
Comments on the need for a city centre and edge-of-city office
offer noted. The Regional Spatial Strategy identifies that the
centres of Regional Cities should be the focus for key
developments (including offices). A specific update on the
Employment Land Review was undertaken to look more closely at
the office market in Hull and the East Riding.
The Preferred Approach Core Strategy takes into consideration the
recommendations of the East Riding Employment Land Review and
Hull’s review. The Preferred Approach Core Strategy supports citycentre-first principles as well as providing land to meet the needs
identified in the Employment Land Review.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
There is a clear distinction between a city-centre and edge-of-city office
product and a balanced offer is required. It is more than evident in other
successful UK city regions that they are blessed with a comprehensive
offering of both products.

Officer Response

From our experience of dealing with major office users, particularly those
within the East Riding, it is clear that they do not consider Hull city
centre as a viable option as that location does not meet their
requirements and therefore if their needs are not met by the East Riding
then they will be forced to locate outside the sub-region.
We have always adopted a strategy that caters for the clients requirements
and satisfies their operational needs. Examples include specific locational
requirements of major investment projects like The Press Association in
Howden, who now employ 750 people and have delivered significant
economic benefits for the local economy.
We feel we must guard against overly prescriptive policies which force
existing East Riding businesses to consider other UK locations due to not
having their needs met within the sub-region. It seems inconceivable that
sub-regional local authorities are willing to allow the leakage of major
employers from its economy and the loss of its own resident’s jobs to the
benefit of other local authority areas within the UK, which is most likely
to be to those areas that have both a city centre and edge of city offer. In
essence, we are referring to organisations that employ both East Riding
and Hull City residents and for that reason the East Riding is very much
intent on maintaining employment for the sub-region. [The] Economic
Development [section] strongly opposes the adoption of such a policy
that drives investment out of the sub-region and will do its utmost to
maintain those organisations presence in the area.
There is a grave danger that by insisting that companies move from a
location within the East Riding to a city centre location because they need
to implement expansion proposals, this will merely shift prosperity to the
city centre at the expense of the East Riding. The role of the
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
organisations promoting development within the city centre should be
targeted at the attraction of new major office users that want a city centre
location. This will then benefit both local authority areas and help to
grow the sub-regional economy.

Officer Response

Also, as other successful cities in the UK already have a city centre and
edge of city centre offer and therefore their economies have benefited as
a result, we do not see why the Hull and East Riding economy should be
precluded from ‘catching up’ by also bringing such an offer to the market
place. The danger exists that our economy is effectively shunning a
significant opportunity to attract major inward investors that require an
edge of city location.
It is important to note that other UK cities have had both the time and
opportunity to deliver both city centre and edge of city centre offers to
the marketplace. Unfortunately owing to market failure, the East Riding
and Hull has never delivered this offer and as a result cannot compete
effectively with other successful UK cities. Our experience of dealing
with major office users has elicited comments to the effect that ‘Hull is
10 years behind other cities in its office offer’ – there is no wonder is
there!

Paragraph 6.1 – Introduction
Ref
I197

Consultee/Agent
Mr Robert Crolla, Indigo
Planning on behalf of St.
Modwen Properties Plc

Comment
Table 11.2 of the RSS suggests the annual net job growth in the East
Riding. The main growth sectors are identified as being office retail and
leisure and public services within declining levels of employment in
traditional manufacturing sectors.
Paragraph 6.10 notes that providing sites to compliment office
development in Hull is vital to the sustainable growth of both the East
Riding and the City. Paragraph 6.10 identifies the area to the west of
Hull as the key office location in the East Riding and stated that
“additional land should be allocated to provide more choice and ensure

Officer Response
Comments noted. The Employment Land Review provides an
update to the job forecasts set out in RSS and recommendations
for identifying land for office uses.
These recommendations have largely been taken forward in
proposed policy SS5 of the Preferred Approach Core Strategy. This
provides the framework for guiding economic development –
highlighting the importance of the Major Haltemprice
Settlements and Principal Towns for B1 uses.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I1039

Mr David Garness,
Garness Jones

Comment
that the market requirements are met”.
With regards to office development, I believe that it is important to have
an office quarter in Hull City Centre and this is now emerging but where
companies just will not go into the city centre, there is a big risk and
evidence that they simply go elsewhere in the region. Companies that
need good public transport and employ from all areas of the East Riding
generally prefer city centre as well as companies wanting to be near to
extensive retail and leisure facilities are now preferring city centre and I
reckon we could let more if there was more stock but the funding crisis
and empty rates liability is stopping this. We need a mix and this will
simply attract more business to the region and provide choice.

Officer Response
Comments noted. Also see response to I1011.

Paragraph 6.6 – Employment Land Review
Ref
I603

Consultee/Agent
Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

Comment
Within paragraph 6.6 reference needs to be made to the Employment
Land Review for the Hull City area. It is essential for the prosperity of the
regional city to ensure the right balance of employment land and
employment uses is attained across the urban area and beyond.

I621

Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

Hull City Council is concerned with the findings of ERYC’s Employment
Land Review and considers some of the findings need further
consideration. The Council has not fed directly into the Review and as a
result do not consider some of its findings accurately reflect the need for
employment land. There are no specific questions in the document about
the Employment Land Review implying the Review undertaken is already
accepted as providing an agreed way forward. We are concerned that the
long-term implications of its findings could contribute to undermining
the focus on Hull City Centre for specific uses such as pure office
developments. The Employment Land Review incorrectly assumes that
nearly all office developments in Hull City Centre will be prime ‘grade A’
developments. Many future developments within the City Centre will
consist of non-grade A office space. These developments are sequentially
preferable to developing further speculative offices on the outskirts of the

Officer Response
Comments noted. The Employment Land Review for Hull was
published after the East Riding Issues and Options consultation
document. A further update to the East Riding Employment Land
Review was undertaken to consider the issues drawn out in the
Hull review.
Comments noted and the point regarding joint working is
welcomed. We can confirm that Hull City Council was consulted
during the preparation of the Employment Land Review (ELR).
However, a further update to the East Riding ELR was
undertaken to consider the concerns raised by the City Council
and to re-assess job forecasts in light of the economic downturn.
Hull City Council and Hull Forward fed into this update which
also considered the findings from Hull’s review.
Large local employers and a range of local, regional and national
commercial property agents also fed into the preparation of the
document. The findings are considered to provide an accurate
representation of the demand for employment land in the area.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
City. They support a recognised need in the City Centre Area Action Plan
(pre-submission draft) and the adopted Regional Spatial Strategy to
regenerate the city centre. Whilst the document says that office
development will be ‘complementary’ to Hull’s role as a Regional City
much more information is needed about the mechanics of ensuring that
complementarity will be achieved.
The document needs to provide a greater recognition of the primacy of
Hull city centre in the first instance and the need for robust sequential
testing to justify development in out of centre locations. Within the East
Riding there is currently a vast supply of office development near to Hull.

Officer Response
The Preferred Approach Core Strategy uses the findings from the
ELR and recognises the status of Hull City Centre in terms of
office and town centre development, and lends support to the
approach set out in Hull’s emerging LDF.
The amount and type of land identified in proposed policy SS5
recognises the findings of the East Riding ELR which
considered the amount of economic development in the
pipeline.

There is no requirement for further office development in this area.
Within the East Riding part of the Joint Structure Plan central sub-area
86 452m² of speculative office development is in the pipeline. The total
land area with outline permission for B1 B2 and B8 use amounts to
62.69ha at Melton alone. No information is provided about the existing
supply of land for offices such as at Bridgehead Willerby Hill Livingstone
Way and Melton/Welton and the rationale for enhancing office land
supply given the need to support development of the office sector within
Hull for the city-region’s longer term benefit. The Employment Land
Review fails to demonstrate a need for further speculative office
development in addition to the above permissions. Paragraph 6.23 which
suggests further allocations for finance and business services are required
to meet demand should be deleted. The document should be clear on
existing levels of office allocations to justify additional allocations.
Allocation levels need to be determined and phasing agreed. Clear criteria
also need to be established jointly with Hull City Council and Hull
Forward to ensure that office development in the East Riding supports
and not undermines Hull as the primary location for this sector.
We support the identification of sites along the A63 for warehousing
logistics and ancillary offices and renewables (energy and the
environment) and chemicals at Saltend. Although the document indicates
where additional allocations are required based on the findings of the
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I659

Mr John Holmes, Hull
Forward

Comment
Employment Land Review. It is a concern that no mention is made over
how these allocations are to be phased. Appropriate phasing of
employment land is essential close to the City in order to avoid an
imbalance of development coming forward on either side of the
administrative boundary. In order to ensure appropriate co-ordination of
employment development in both areas the two Councils need to work
together not only to address the distribution of employment land
allocations but also how this development should be phased over the plan
period.
We are not aware of being consulted on the Employment Land Review.
We are concerned that the Review is presented as the approved way
forward and that without appropriate consultation the strategic
implications on Hull (and in turn the East Riding) have not been fully
taken into account and would like to consider its content before
commenting in detail. However we have some concerns and points to
raise as follows:
a) 6.7 states a minimum employment land requirement to 2021 of 55ha
yet 6.13 indicates a recommended total allocation of 391ha a very
substantial amount. The Core Strategy needs to be much clearer on: i)
The basis upon which the 391ha figure has been arrived at ii) How much
of this is in use currently iii) The distributions between the groupings of
sites set out in 6.13 iv) The precise locations (a plan should be included)
v) The quanta and distribution of employment land between the various
employment use classes
b) 6.8 & 10 - Refers to an under-supply of unconstrained land suitable for
B1 office use and implies a desire to develop further allocations and
policies promoting B1 office uses. Information should be provided about
existing office land supply (e.g.: Bridgehead Melton/Welton Livingstone
Way Willerby Hill) existing permissions (which we understand are
significant) and the rationale outlined for any increases and approach to
phasing particularly in view of Hull’s Regional City role and the direct
relevance of pure office development to securing this role. This will
benefit East Riding as well as Hull. The document indicates that office
development will complement Hull’s role as a Regional City. Exactly how
that complementarity will be achieved needs to be specified and should

Officer Response

Comments noted. We can confirm that City Build (Hull
Forward’s predecessor) was consulted during the preparation of
the Employment Land Review (ELR). However, a further
update to the East Riding ELR was undertaken to consider the
concerns raised by the Hull Forward and to re-assess job
forecasts in light of the economic downturn. Hull City Council
and Hull Forward fed into this update which also considered the
findings from Hull’s review.
The Preferred Approach Core Strategy uses the findings from the
ELR and recognises the status of Hull City Centre in terms of
office and town centre development, and lends support to the
approach set out in Hull’s emerging LDF.
The amount and type of land identified in proposed policy SS5
recognises the findings of the East Riding ELR which
considered the amount of economic development in the
pipeline.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
be developed in conjunction with ourselves and the City Council. The
primacy of Hull city centre its elevation in higher level policy and the
need for sequential testing to align with higher order policy and guidance
to substantiate out of centre development needs to be acknowledged. It
should also be noted that the strategy for Hull City Centre is not solely
focused on attracting a Grade A product. A range of office uses are
required to develop Hull as a Regional City and all are subject to the
sequential test under PPS6.

Officer Response

Paragraph 6.9 – Employment Land Review
Ref
35

Consultee/Agent
William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

Comment
Very wary of largescale ‘shed Britain’ logistics buildings in terms effect on
landscape and lighting effects for miles. Decision to be part of macro
sustainability review of integrated transport post Dec 07 paper.

Officer Response
The impact of development on the landscape will need be
considered as part of any proposal. This is explicitly set out in
proposed policy HQE2 of the Preferred Approach Core Strategy.

Paragraph 6.10 – Office Development
Ref
I340

Consultee/Agent
Mr Peter Hall, Indigo
Planning on behalf of CP
Group/Wykeland
Group/Quintain Estates
and Development PLC

I532

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly

Comment
An employment land assessment submitted as part of the Flemingate
planning application demonstrates that current demand for office
development in Beverley is limited with higher demand in more
established commercial centres and new business parks particularly west
of Hull. The employment land assessment demonstrates small scale office
accommodation reflects the current market to provide opportunities for
indigenous businesses. Though the principle of further office floorspace
in Beverley is not contested any future requirement of office
development in the town should have regard to economic conditions the
practicality of developing offices on specific sites and demand for such
uses.
The Assembly advises that office development to the west of Hull would
accord with the Core Approach of the RSS insofar as it would be located
within that part of the Regional City within East Riding. However as with
the approach to housing development outlined above the Council should

Officer Response
Comments noted. [An application for the development of the
Flemingate site has subsequently been allowed]

Comments on RSS and consistency with Hull noted. The
Employment Land Review Update sought to provide further
insight into the office market in Hull and the East Riding. The
Preferred Approach Core Strategy seeks to recognise the relationship
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I703

Yasin Raja, Government
Office for Yorkshire and
the Humber

I859

Ms Liz Philpot on behalf
of Bridlington
Regeneration Partnership

I1029

Mr Tim Powell, Scotts
Property LLP

35

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

Comment
demonstrate that such an approach to office development is aligned with
the Hull Core Strategy and that flexible mechanisms exist to manage such
development if it is shown that the office market in central Hull is
affected.
PPS6 identifies offices as a main town centre use. Policy E2a also advises
that centres should be the focus for offices. As such you will need to
provide justification for promoting out of centre office development.
Office development should be directed to the centre of the Principal
Towns.
This approach simply puts town centres first; it does not prevent office
development elsewhere but instead ensures that location decisions are
based on a careful assessment of the consequences of doing so. The
Core Strategy needs to adopt this principle.
There is a distinct difference between the geographical locations of Hull
City Centre, Beverley and other East Riding destinations. This is
apparent from speaking with enquirers and occupiers within the East
Riding area, who specify that they do not want to be situated within Hull
City Centre and prefer to be located within one of the larger
conurbations such as Beverley as they are located in this area already or
live closer to it.
We simply do not believe this. It is quango speak. Old offices need
refurbishing or rebuilding in towns if so. We can at cost raise quality of
existing buildings and sites. More choice must not come at expense of the
waste of land this implies. WE must now factor in downturn in economy
limiting demand for offices. Create the quality environment and
businesses will locate here. Offices on edges of towns turns them inside
out (eg Preston) so for smaller town like Beverley you must have offices
in centre which then supports retail and cultural offer and links to train.
Resi on the edges accessing countryside.

Officer Response
with Hull.

Comments on national and regional planning guidance noted.
Proposed policy PE4 of the Preferred Approach Core Strategy
provides a town centre policy guiding development in the East
Riding. [PPS6 has been replaced by a more comprehensive
PPS4]
Comments noted. Proposed policy SS5 of the Preferred Approach
Core Strategy directs B1 uses to the Major Haltemprice
Settlements and the Principal Towns. Proposed policy PE4
provides further guidance on town centre development.

Comments noted. The Employment Land Review Update
sought to provide further insight into the office market in Hull
and the East Riding. The Preferred Approach Core Strategy seeks to
reflect on the findings of the Update.

Agree that the centre of the main towns (i.e. the Principal
Towns) should be the principal focus for office development –
this is reflected in proposed policies SS5 and PE4 of the Preferred
Approach Core Strategy.
The Employment Land Review Update re-assessed job forecasts
in light of the economic downturn.
The refurbishment of existing offices is supported.

Paragraph 6.12 – Warehouse/distribution
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Ref
I1041

Consultee/Agent
Mr David Garness,
Garness Jones

Comment
The distribution for Goole must be seen a priority as this is the main
advantage of this location with the relatively low population levels which
would struggle to support more large scale employment uses.

Officer Response
Comments noted. This is supported through the Employment
Land Review and proposed policy SS5 and SS11 of the Preferred
Approach Core Strategy.

Paragraph 6.14 – De-allocating sites
Ref
35

Consultee/Agent
William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

Comment
Yes. Make Green travel plans strict though.

Officer Response
Travel Plans are a requirement of proposed policy PE5 of the
Preferred Approach Core Strategy for developments anticipated to
have a significant transport impact.

Return to contents page

PE1

The Employment Land Review suggests that in certain areas (such as our smaller settlements and rural areas) we should de-allocate the
existing employment sites and instead use a criteria based approach to assessing development. Which option do you think is most
appropriate in these areas?
Option A – Identify and allocate sites specifically for employment use.
Option B – Do not allocate sites and instead use a criteria based policy to consider planning applications. If so, what criteria should we
use?
Responses with no further comments
Mr John Ellerby; Mr Robin Shucksmith; Rachael Martin, Sanderson Weatherall on behalf of KeyLand Developments Ltd; Louise Reevell; Ms Helen
Option A –
Option B –

Ref
15

Anderson; Mrs Pamela Austin; Ms Laurie Norris, National Farmers Union; Mrs Paula King, Bridlington Town Council
Mr Ian Scruton; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury Associates on behalf of Strawsons Development /
Omnivale Ltd; Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with Anlaby Common Parish Council; Mrs C. Binnington, Driffield Town Council; Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council; Mr Roger Jones, Humber & Wolds Rural Community Council; Mr Keith Kaye; Mr S. Young, Bubwith Parish Council; Mr Mike
Jackson, Nafferton Parish Council; Cllr Kate Gray; W Buckle, Wetwang Parish Council; Julia Billany, Ottringham Parish Council; Ms Jan Crowther,
Easington Parish Council

Consultee/Agent
Kerry Lawson, Barton
Willmore on behalf of

Opt

Comment
We consider that a 3rd option , Option C, should be explored
which would be a combination of Option A and Option B, we

Officer Response
Suggested option noted. The Preferred Approach Core Strategy seeks
to allocate Strategic Employment Sites and other sites for
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Wykeland ltd

Opt

Comment
suggest the following:
Option C - 'Only allocate employment sites where they are a
strategic importance. Do not allocate any other employment
sites, instead use a criteria based policy to consider planning
applications.'
Strategic employment sites have an important role to play in
maintaining high and stable levels of economic growth in the
East Riding. Therefore these sites should continue to be
allocated for development.
The Humber Bridgehead is identified in the JSP as a Strategic
Employment site. The Economic Land Review supports this
and advises that the strength of demand for the development of
this site is strong and that the demand is beyond local, it goes on
to say that this is a strong location for office accommodation.
The review also comments that the site is strategic, with a highly
prestigious location which will provide access to jobs for a wide
catchment area. We consider that the wider area around the
Bridgehead site should be allocated as a strategic a site for
development (Plan of site attached).

Officer Response
economic development in the Major Haltemprice Settlements,
Principal Towns and Local Service Centres. Elsewhere,
proposed policy PE2 employs a criteria-based approach for
proposals in rural areas. This mixed approach has been taken
forward to provide certainty in high demand areas and a degree
of flexibility to cater for local needs in rural areas.
The specific needs of the proposed employment use are
considered within the policy. The needs of the local area and the
East Riding are not specifically referenced in order to maintain a
degree of flexibility. However, proposed policies SS2 and SS3 (as
well as PE2) seek to ensure that the development will be of an
appropriate scale to the location.
Criteria for considering accessibility and the impact of the
development on the environment are part of other policies
within the Preferred Approach Core Strategy (e.g. PE5, HQE2).
The Humber Bridgehead site(s) is identified as a Strategic
Employment Site in policy SS8.

A criteria based approach should be used to determine
applications on those sites which are not of strategic importance
and therefore have not been allocated. We believe the following
criteria should form part of the policy to consider applications
for employment use:
The specific needs of the proposed employment use;
Employment needs of the local area;
Employment needs of the East Riding;
Accessibility to existing transport infrastructure;
Accessibility by public transport modes;
Accessibility to homes, services and facilities;
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Consultee/Agent

Opt

28

Matthew Sheppard,
Turley Associates on
behalf of Cavermill
Estates

B

31

Driffield Partnership

A

Comment
Potential impacts of the Environment - including flooding,
adjacent land uses and potential contamination;
Location of site in relation to other existing employment uses;
and
Design, layout and landscaping proposed.
The Core Strategy should set a clear and flexible approach to the
supply of employment land to ensure that the needs of
businesses can be met. This approach should retain key
allocations specifically as suggested at Paragraph 6.13, as well as
annotating further land in sustainable locations (including in that
definition, the need for economic sustainability) to provide
certainty to the market that land is actually available. Policy E3
of RSS requires that a 5 year supply of land be identified and
maintained and this policy requirement must be met. This land
should be market ready and deliverable at relatively short notice.
A key factor will be ensuring that land is allocated which is
deliverable and which is less likely to be held by owners-much
of the current supply of land is not being pursued. A realistic
deliverability assessment should be undertaken. Additional
opportunities could be secured through criteria policies where
the remaining / identified land supply is not suitable for an
occupier, or where a developer believes that a meaningful
contribution to the economic wellbeing of the District can be
secured through delivering development on alternative sites. It
should be relatively permissive if it is not to stifle productivity
and investment in line with emerging guidance in PPS4.
The Driffield Partnership would like to see a mixed approach
with strategic employment sites protected and criteria approach
to other planning applications. The Driffield partnership
supports further development at Kelleythorpe this should be
considered when examining Driffield employment land
allocation

Officer Response

Preferred option and comments noted. Agree that a flexible
approach is needed in order to provide for economic growth in
the East Riding over the whole plan period. The Preferred
Approach Core Strategy seeks to allocate Strategic Employment
Sites and other sites for economic development in the Major
Haltemprice Settlements, Principal Towns and Local Service
Centres. Elsewhere, proposed policy PE2 employs a criteriabased approach for proposals in rural areas. This mixed
approach has been taken forward to provide certainty in high
demand areas and a degree of flexibility to cater for local needs
in rural areas.
Proposed policy SS5 seeks to identify sufficient land over the
plan period. The results of the Employment Land Review,
particularly Stage 1, will help inform the Allocations DPD in
identifying deliverable sites.
Proposed policy PE1 seeks to facilitate proposals which meet
the economic objectives of the Plan/East Riding.
Preferred option and comments noted. The Preferred Approach
Core Strategy seeks to allocate Strategic Employment Sites and
other sites for economic development in the Major Haltemprice
Settlements, Principal Towns and Local Service Centres.
Elsewhere, proposed policy PE2 employs a criteria-based
approach for proposals in rural areas.
The longer-term expansion of Kelleythorpe is supported in
proposed policy SS10.
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32

34

Consultee/Agent
Mr Alex Willis, Atisreal
Limited on behalf of
Associated British Ports

Mr Roland Bolton,
Development Land &
Planning Consultants

Opt
A

A

42

Mr Jonathan Atkinson, J
G Hatcliffe and Partners

A

43

Cllr John Whittle

B

47

Dr Amy Crowther,

Comment
ABP support Option A particularly in terms of identifying and
allocating strategic employment sites. More specifically ABP’s
Paull site (Hedon Haven) is currently allocated in the
Holderness Local Plan as a strategic employment development
site for uses requiring access to the deep water estuarial channel.
This has generated numerous development enquiries due to the
additional certainty it provides in terms of the likelihood of
obtaining planning permission for development. It is thus
considered vital that strategic employment development sites are
identified in the district and that the Paull site’s allocation is
allocated in the LDF accordingly. However due to anticipated
issues relating to constructing a jetty across the environmentally
sensitive mud flats to access the deep water channel it is
requested that the LDF allocation does not set out a strict
requirement for this as part of the future development of the
Paull site.
PE 1 it is proposed to de-allocate some sites and while in
principle it would appear to be astute to de-allocated Greenfield
employment sites where there is little prospect of their
development the de-allocation of existing or previously used
employment sites due to a slow rate of take up is considered to
be less appropriate unless and alternative economic use is being
proposed. A retained level of employment land at Pocklington is
considered to be important as it can act as a focus for job
creation within its wider hinterland and can assist in securing a
longer term balance between employment and housing growth.
It is important to de-allocate sites that have not been brought
forward for development in recent years albeit it is still
important to reallocate this provision in order to maintain
control of employment land and development in relation to the
Service Centres and principal towns.
As suggested in the document - local needs driven criteria
around what is already there and what would further benefit the
area.
The RSPB believes that protected sites and flood risk issues

Officer Response
Preferred option and comments noted. The Preferred Approach
Core Strategy seeks to allocate Strategic Employment Sites and
other sites for economic development in the Major Haltemprice
Settlements, Principal Towns and Local Service Centres.
Elsewhere, proposed policy PE2 employs a criteria-based
approach for proposals in rural areas.
Proposed policy SS5 reserves the Hedon Haven site for
economic uses that primarily require access to the deep-water
estuarial channel.
Proposed policy HQE4 seeks to manage the potential impact of
development on sites of biodiversity and geological importance.
This will need to be considered as part of all developments
which are likely to impact on designated sites as required by
international and national policy.
Preferred option and comments noted. The Preferred Approach
Core Strategy seeks to de-allocated sites in rural areas and areas of
low demand in line with the recommendations of the
Employment Land Review. However, a criteria-based policy
(PE2) is proposed to cater for developments coming forward in
rural areas. This seeks to make use of, amongst other things,
existing employment sites and buildings.
Proposed policy SS13 supports appropriate development at
Pocklington Industrial Estate.
Preferred option and comments noted. The Preferred Approach
Core Strategy seeks to support allocations in those areas where
there is high demand and employs a criteria-based approach to
cater for areas of low demand.
Preferred option and comments noted.
Comments noted. The Preferred Approach Core Strategy includes
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48

Consultee/Agent
RSPB

Mr Garth Hanlan, Savills
on behalf of St John's
College, Cambridge

Opt

A

Comment
should be primary considerations: Goole is highlighted on pages
81-82 as a key area for investment and development. However,
it is bounded to the north and east by part of the Humber
Estuary European Marine Site, which is protected under UK
and European Law for its nature conservation importance.
Therefore, any development will potentially need to be carefully
assessed to ensure that it avoids damage to the protected site
and its interest features. Several species of birds from the
Humber Estuary SPA are known to rely upon agricultural land
around the Estuary for roosting at high tide, therefore any
development may need to take this into account to avoid
damage to the European Site.
In addition, Goole's position on the floodplain at the confluence
of the rivers Ouse and Aire and the Humber Estuary mean
much of this area will be subject to flood risk, which is predicted
to increase substantially in the next 70 years. This will also need
to be carefully considered (see also our earlier points on
floodplain development).
Certain uses are recommended for de-allocation within the
Employment Land Review. Those relate to uses that are either
constrained in terms of their access, sustainability potential (e.g.
a remote countryside location) or whereby supply for sites with
that particular use-class across the district outstrips demand for
the plan period.

Officer Response
proposed policy HQE4. This seeks to manage the potential
impact of development on sites of biodiversity and geological
importance. This will need to be considered as part of all
developments which are likely to impact on designated sites as
required by international and national policy. In addition an
Appropriate Assessment has been prepared to consider the
impact of the Preferred Approach Core Strategy on such
designations.
A Level 2 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment is being prepared for
Goole to help inform development decisions. It should be noted
that employment uses fall into the ‘less vulnerable’ class in
respect of flood risk.

Preferred option and comments noted. The Preferred Approach
Core Strategy seeks to allocate Strategic Employment Sites and
other sites for economic development in the Major Haltemprice
Settlements, Principal Towns and Local Service Centres.
Elsewhere, proposed policy PE2 employs a criteria-based
approach for proposals in rural areas.

Recognition of such sites and their withdrawal would be
welcomed in cases where they were either more remote and/or
represented older allocations in areas which are now out of
local, regional or national policy context (i.e. economic sites in
less sustainable rural areas - PPS7) or where there is no
foreseeable demand is expected within the plan period. Such
action would be in keeping with the agenda of draft PPS4 which
allows Councils and LPA's to avoid carrying over existing
allocations of single or restricted use-classes where there would
be no likelihood of permissions for land use being sought in
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Consultee/Agent

Opt

Comment
such areas within the plan period.

Officer Response

However, we feel that the Council as the statutory planning
body still has a duty to identify principal employment areas,
where a recognised need has arisen and has been identified
within the evidence base of the Local Development Framework.
The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 envisaged a
'plan-led' system, where the plan (LDF) is the prime spatial
framework for a local area, in terms of allocating areas for
employment, housing, green space, environmental designations
etc.
In the case of the East Riding Core Strategy, we feel that as a
minimum the Core Strategy should identify broad strategic sites
consistent with the recently published PPS12, whereby
recognised employment demand could be fulfilled within the
plan period re where the Employment Land Review has
identified demand for a specific use-class i.e the Goole areas,
including warehousing/distribution allocations and where new
employment provision is 'central to achievement of the strategy'
(para.4.6 of PPS12).

50

Mrs K. Richmond,
South Cave Parish
Council

A

Of course, in smaller more remote areas and settlements such as
large scale employment allocation might not be a possibility,
especially as identifying sites in such areas would be harder to
justify in context of current national policy (PPS7) - which
supports small scale diversification and schemes that support
sustainable rural communities - and in relation to strategic
settlements hierarchies (with Yorkshire and the Humber Plan)
which directs major employment development to principal
settlements. In such cases we would welcome the application of
a criteria based approach.
The Parish Council believes that Option A would be the most
appropriate so that even rural communities know which has
been allocated at employment sites.

Preferred option and comments noted.
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53

Consultee/Agent
Mrs Judith Macklin,
Cottingham Parish
Council

Opt
B

Comment
A mixture of both criteria could be traffic, residential concerns
smells etc.

54

Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council

A

Sites specifically for employment use where possible on sites
where there are existing businesses.

55

Mr Christopher Hughes

B

56

Doctor Alan Kelly

57

Mr David Hammond,
Beeford Parish Council

B

Once a business reaches a certain personnel level and/or
physical size it should be required to move to a pre-designated
employment site. Otherwise it should be allowed to operate
where it can within the restrictions of such items as covenants
dangerous practices etc.
Please note idea of Riverland as identified and envisaged on our
website. See comments on VO2.
Consultation with the Parish Council and NOTICE taken of the
outcome of consultation.

58

Ms Maureen Dale

B

Taking surrounding area into consideration and size.

60

Julie Abraham

B

Should be appropriate industry for the area and of an
appropriate scale. If accessibility is likely to be an issue the
applicant should be able to demonstrate that employees can in
the main be sourced locally. The character of the area
particularly in rural areas must not be compromised.

66

Miss K. E. Laister,
Ferriby Conservation
Society

B

Criteria - need for more employment in and near site (public)
transport, relationship of site to existing and likely future (new)
housing. (The disadvantage of Option B could be uncertainty of
future development of employment opportunities)

Officer Response
Preferred option and comments noted. Proposed policy PE2
supports proposals which do not harm the amenity of local
residents. Traffic concerns are addressed as part of proposed
policy PE5.
Preferred option and comments noted. Many of the sites
supported in the Preferred Approach Core Strategy are existing
employment sites.
Preferred option and comments noted.

Noted.
Preferred option and comments noted. We have held
consultation with Town and Parish Councils and value their
local knowledge and the views they give. They will continue to
be consulted on individual developments.
Preferred option and comments noted. Proposed policy PE2
supports proposals which are appropriate in scale to their
location.
Preferred option and comments noted. Proposed policy PE2
supports proposals which are appropriate in scale to their
location. The policy also required developments to cause no
harm to residential amenity.
Criteria for considering accessibility and the impact of the
development on the environment are part of other policies
within the Preferred Approach Core Strategy (e.g. PE5, HQE2).
Preferred option and comments noted. The Preferred Approach
Core Strategy includes an overall policy aimed at promoting
different types of development, including residential and
economic, close together through a targeted approach – see
proposed policies SS2, SS4 and SS5 for example. Criteria for
considering accessibility is part of proposed policy PE5.
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74
83

Consultee/Agent
Mrs Sylvia Sheard,
Millington Parish
Council
Mr M Guest
Mr Mark Johnson,
Dacre Son and Hartley
on behalf of Redrow
Homes (Yorkshire) Ltd

Opt
B

Comment
Local need.

B
A

We have such a large area - best left open
The text to support PE1 appears to have no sustainability
appraisal to support the approach and is in our opinion
unsound. For example the text appears to promote further
allocations at Goole in an area of high flood risk and a reduction
at Elloughton-cum-Brough which the Employment Land
Review suggests could be used for mixed-use given its excellent
transport connections. We object to the de-allocation of land at
Brough.

Officer Response
Preferred option and comments noted. Developments in rural
areas will need to be appropriate in scale to their location in line
with policy PE2.
Preferred option and comments noted.
Comments noted. The text supporting PE1 is a summary of the
findings of the Employment Land Review which then forms
part of the basis for the options given in PE1. PE1 has been
assessed by the Sustainability Appraisal which accompanied the
Issues and Options document.
Goole is identified in the Regional Spatial Strategy as a Principal
Town and as such is expected to be a main local focus for
housing, employment, shopping and other forms of
development. The Employment Land Review also highlights the
strategic importance of Goole as a location for economic
development.
A Level 2 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment is being prepared for
Goole to help inform development decisions. It should be noted
that employment uses fall into the ‘less vulnerable’ class in
respect of flood risk.

88

Cllr Winifred I Knight

Mixture of both. Horticultural needs are being met on green
open spaces. Implement PPS25.

Although the review recommends a reduction in the amount of
employment land allocated at Elloughton-cum-Brough, it does
suggests that it could be re-considered for mixed-use
development. In December 2008, the Council resolved to release
the site for mixed use (predominantly housing-led).
Comments noted. The Preferred Approach Core Strategy seeks to
allocate Strategic Employment Sites and other sites for
economic development in the Major Haltemprice Settlements,
Principal Towns and Local Service Centres. Elsewhere,
proposed policy PE2 employs a criteria-based approach for
proposals in rural areas.
PPS25 and the Strategic Flood Risk Assessment have informed
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104

I W Scruton, Scruton

B

108

G M V Winn and Co

A

Option b. Sites should be brought forward for development on
the basis of need. Developers need to demonstrate they have a
demand in the location they propose.
Be open to further developments on non allocated sites to be
judged on merit.

115

Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes
(East Yorkshire) Ltd

B

117

Jennifer Hadland,
Smiths Gore on behalf
of Mrs S Moorey

A

Persimmon Homes considers that surplus and vacant or
underused employment sites that could be redeveloped for
alternative uses should be de-allocated. Indeed both PPS3 and
PPG4 support the re-use of under used or vacant land for other
beneficial purposes. Criteria based policies assessing planning
applications which propose redeveloping such sites should focus
on how proposals score in relation to sustainability criteria such
as access to local services and facilities ease of access to the
transport network and whether the appropriate infrastructure is
in place. Persimmon Homes generally considers that it would be
appropriate that the market will decide how the site should be
redeveloped although it is accepted that adequate safeguards will
be required to ensure that a sufficient supply of employment
land is retained.
In regard to Policy PE1 it is considered that option a) is most
appropriate as the purpose of the LDF is to have allocated areas
for future development as it is important to maintain a supply of
land to serve the employment market. In addition to this we
would like to propose a site for which we ask to be considered
for a future employment allocation. The site is 'The Limes'
Preston (please see attached plan). This site is located in a
sustainable location and is bounded by the south by industrial
development. The site is also in close proximity to Hull Road
enabling easy access to Hull Hedon and Preston. All settlements
are easily accessible by public transport cycling and foot. It is
argued that potential development will have no impact on the

Officer Response
the preparation of the Preferred Approach Core Strategy and will be
continued to be used to help determine individual planning
applications.
Preferred option and comments noted. Proposed policy PE2
requires applicants to demonstrate that the development needs
to be in that location where this is not an allocated site.
Preferred option and comments noted. Proposed policy PE2
provides a criteria-based approach to consider economic
development on non allocated sites.
Preferred option and comments noted. The Employment Land
Review evaluated existing employment allocations and
recommended de-allocating sites in particular circumstances.
The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment has
evaluated existing and proposed residential sites. Both of these
documents have fed into the preparation of the Preferred Approach
Core Strategy.
The Preferred Approach Core Strategy includes a number of policies
to help assess the ‘sustainability’ of proposals – e.g. PE5 on
transport and accessibility, and SHC3 on infrastructure
requirements.
Preferred option, ‘land bid’ and comments noted. The Preferred
Approach Core Strategy seeks to allocate Strategic Employment
Sites and other sites for economic development in the Major
Haltemprice Settlements, Principal Towns and Local Service
Centres. Elsewhere, proposed policy PE2 employs a criteriabased approach for proposals in rural areas.
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Consultee/Agent

126

Karen Wood, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Rural Partnership

I19

Mr Matthew Naylor,
Yorkshire Water
Services Ltd

I100

Mr Michael Jones,
Sanderson Weatherall on
behalf of Royal Mail
Group Property

I108

Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates on behalf of
Hickling and Gray
associates

Opt

B

Comment
form or character of the area.
The East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership would advocate
a mix of the two options with the identification of key
employment sites for larger industries with consideration about
the type of industry and transport links. Alongside this a
common sense approach is needed to the development of small
industry and employment opportunities in smaller rural
settlements particularly where these are linked to horticulture
and agriculture.
Yorkshire Water works to the Water Industry five-year Asset
Management Plan (AMP) capital investment periods. The next
one runs from 2010-2015. In order to plan any necessary
upgrades to our infrastructure during that AMP we need to have
a realistic forecast for future development distribution. If
employment sites are de-allocated then we would not make any
provision for those sites in our population forecasts and there is
a possibility capacity might not be available. If a criteria based
policy is used then infrastructure capacity should be included as
a criterion to be assessed.
We agree with option B of policy PE1 that sites should not be
allocated for employment land and instead a criteria based policy
should be used to consider planning applications. We have
selected this option as it is consistent with the aims and
objectives of the currently consulted on Planning Policy
Statement 4 Document in particular Paragraph 22. Although
employment sites may be justified in the Local Development
Framework it would be in keeping with the emerging Planning
Policy Statement that an element of flexibility is provided in this
DPD.
We do not think that the retention of the larger sites will be
harmful - and in many ways it is a useful promotional tool and
helps to avoid loss of industrial land to housing proposals.
However we do strongly support the use of a criterion for
identifying/considering smaller 'windfall' industrial sites
including issues such as demand transport and the local

Officer Response
Comments noted. The Preferred Approach Core Strategy seeks to
allocate Strategic Employment Sites and other sites for
economic development in the Major Haltemprice Settlements,
Principal Towns and Local Service Centres. Elsewhere,
proposed policy PE2 employs a criteria-based approach for
proposals in rural areas. This mixed approach has been taken
forward to provide certainty in high demand areas and a degree
of flexibility to cater for local needs in rural areas.
Comments noted. The Preferred Approach Core Strategy seeks
provide a mechanism for directing economic development to
certain locations – see proposed policy SS5. This will require the
need to allocate sites. The proposed criteria-based policy (PE2)
states that the proposal needs to be of an appropriate scale to
the location and proposed policy SHC requires the consideration
of infrastructure.

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 126

Comments and suggested approach noted. See also response to
126.
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Opt

I205

Cllr Symon Fraser,
Conservative Group for
Driffield and Rural
Mr Robert Crolla, Indigo
Planning on behalf of St.
Modwen Properties Plc

A

I198

I300
I315

Mr Robert Crolla, Indigo
Planning on behalf of St.
Modwen Properties Plc
Mr Zulficar Ali,
Environment Agency

A

A

Comment
employment base as well as environmental criteria. This is
especially true in more isolated rural areas.
Option A preferred. Sites for future employment land should be
identified further allocation at Kelleythorpe favoured.
Option A. Our clients consider that sites should only be
specifically allocated for employment uses where necessary and
appropriate to meet the needs of the RSS. Draft PPS4 states that
local authorities should avoid designating sites for single or
restricted use classes wherever possible and avoid carrying
forward existing allocations where this cannot be justified. It
also advocates the promotion of the most efficient and effective
use of land recognising that economic development covers a
wide range of development in addition to traditional
'employment uses' which can be major employment generators
in their own right.
Our clients consider that sites should only be specifically
allocated for employment uses where necessary and appropriate
to meet the needs of the RSS and on the basis of Option A
Goole has been identified as the prime location for inward
investment amongst other strategic sites including Bridgehead
Hedon Haven Goole and Melton. The majority of these areas
are located within flood zone 3 high risk. General Industry will
be regarded as less vulnerable development and therefore in
principle is acceptable subject to strict compliance of the
sequential test. PE1 suggests two options (a. identify sites and
allocated specifically for employment use or b. use a criteria
based approach in considering planning applications. We are not
in a position to suggest any option however we would suggest
that Flood Risk, Groundwater Vulnerability, Biodiversity and
Surface Water impacts are considered in conjunction with the
upcoming SFRA . We welcome the redevelopment of
brownfield land as this could lead to the remediation of existing
contaminated sites. This must not be at the expense of flood
risk. The remediation of contaminated land should be in

Officer Response
Preferred option and comments noted. The longer-term
expansion of Kelleythorpe is supported in proposed policy SS10.
See also response to 126.
Preferred option and comments noted. The Employment Land
Review has informed the preparation of the Preferred Approach
Core Strategy. We believe therefore, that proposed policy SS5
which provides a mechanism for directing economic
development to certain locations, is justified.
Proposed policies PE1 and PE2 refer to economic development
in accordance with the wider definition provided in the
published PPS4.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 126.
Comments noted. The Council acknowledges that any approach
for providing employment land will need to have regard to the
level of flood risk and will be informed by the Level 2 Strategic
Flood Risk Assessment for Goole (when complete).
Proposed policies SS1 and HQE6 Preferred Approach Core Strategy
consider the development of flood risk (including surface water)
and contaminated land. Groundwater vulnerability is considered
in proposed policies SS8, SS11 & SS13. Biodiversity is
considered in proposed policy HQE4.
Site specific issues will be considered through the Allocations
DPD.
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I446

Mr Nick Fillingham,
Indigo Planning Ltd on
behalf of Sterling
Capitol Goole Ltd
Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly

A

I533

I594

Jon Palmer, Yorkshire
Forward

A

A

Comment
accordance with PPS23.
We consider that sites should be specifically allocated for
employment uses where necessary to meet the needs of the RSS
and on the basis of Option A.
RSS Policy E3 makes it clear that land in use or allocated for
economic development should be reviewed during the
preparation of LDFs. Sites no longer needed or those that
would undermine the delivery of the Core Approach should be
considered for alternative uses. The Assembly would therefore
support the identification and allocation of sites for employment
use. RSS Policy E3C also states that Local Authorities identify
and protect a portfolio of a five-year supply of market ready
sites. The Assembly considers that Option B (Do not allocate
sites) would not create the certainty required in RSS Policy E3
to meet the needs of a modern economy. While we encourage
the authority to explore its employment land allocations for
other land uses such as housing we suggest that the absence of
allocations may cause confusion through the SHLAA process.
We stress the importance of looking at the need for
employment land and the SHLAA in parallel.

Option PE1 outlines two approaches for providing employment
land within East Riding. We suggest that the Council’s LDF
should seek to identify and allocate sites specifically for
employment use (Option A). The use of a criteria based policy
to consider planning applications as opposed to specifically
allocating employment sites would provide little certainty and
confidence for investors seeking to locate within East Riding.
The Core Strategy should also adopt a flexible approach that
plans positively for economic growth particularly that which
supports the diversification of the rural economy. This should

Officer Response
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 126.

Preferred option and comments noted. The Preferred Approach
Core Strategy seeks to allocate Strategic Employment Sites and
other sites for economic development in the Major Haltemprice
Settlements, Principal Towns and Local Service Centres.
Elsewhere, proposed policy PE2 employs a criteria-based
approach for proposals in rural areas. This mixed approach has
been taken forward to provide certainty in high demand areas
and a degree of flexibility to cater for local needs in rural areas.
The Employment Land Review evaluated existing employment
allocations and recommended de-allocating sites in particular
circumstances. The Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment has evaluated existing and proposed residential sites.
It also looked at undeveloped employment allocations where
appropriate. Both of these documents have fed into the
preparation of the Preferred Approach Core Strategy.
The Allocations DPD will look closely at the deliverability of
individual sites to ensure there is a continuous supply of marketready sites.
Preferred option and comments noted. The Preferred Approach
Core Strategy seeks to allocate Strategic Employment Sites and
other sites for economic development in the Major Haltemprice
Settlements, Principal Towns and Local Service Centres.
Elsewhere, proposed policy PE2 employs a criteria-based
approach for proposals in rural areas. This mixed approach has
been taken forward to provide certainty in high demand areas
and a degree of flexibility to cater for local needs in rural areas.
Proposed policy PE1 provides a general approach to supporting
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I640

Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

I749

Mr Dan Mitchell, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Wykeland Ltd

Opt

Comment
support Objective 6C of the RES which seeks to secure a strong
and diverse rural economy. Therefore it will be important that
the use of rural buildings is consistent with paragraph 17 of
Planning Policy Statement 7 (PPS7) which gives preference to
the commercial uses. Permitting conversion to residential units
without first considering commercial use has the potential to
restrict the available supply of commercial land and buildings
that would support rural enterprise and diversification activity.
While the consultation document lists a number of employment
clusters that will be important to the future economic growth of
East Riding it would be helpful to outline how these clusters
would support the implementation of Objective 2 of the RES.
In particular we welcome the recognition given to the M62
Goole area as a Logistics and Port Cluster within East Riding.
This should recognise the importance of Capital Park in Goole
which has been identified by Yorkshire Forward as a Strategic
Regional Site. Logistics has been listed as being a key sector of
regional significance within Objective 2C(i) of the RES which
seeks to focus on efficiency and excellence primarily in Hull &
the Humber Ports Doncaster and Wakefield.
A criteria based policy would only be suitable for determining
planning applications for small employment sites. Larger sites
should always be allocated.
Our client considers that a third option (Option C) should be
explored which would be a combination of Option A and B we
suggest the following: - Option C - Only allocate employment
sites where they are of strategic importance. Do not allocate any
other employment sites instead use a criteria based policy to
consider planning applications. Strategic employment sites (as
identified in the Joint Structure Plan) have an important role to
play in maintaining high and stable levels of economic growth in
the East Riding. Therefore as the Employment Land Review
suggests these sites should continue to be allocated for
employment development and so should be allocated by the
Core Strategy. PPS12: Local Spatial Planning states: ‘Core

Officer Response
proposals which meet the economic objectives of the Core
Strategy which include a strong and diverse East Riding economy.
This policy also makes reference to the important clusters
operating within the East Riding. Capitol Park is identified as a
Strategic Employment Site in policy SS11.
Proposed policies SS3 and PE2 set out our approach to the reuse of buildings for economic development purposes.

Comments noted. See also response to 126.
Comments and alternative option noted. See also response to
15.
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strategies may allocate strategic sites for development. These
should be those sites considered central to achievement of the
strategy.’ Their allocation in the Core Strategy will ensure the
delivery of the vision for the East Riding and will provide a
degree of certainty and confidence for these sites. The Humber
Bridgehead is identified in the Joint Structure Plan as a Strategic
Employment site. The Council’s Employment Land Review
supports this and advises that the strength of demand for the
development of this site is strong and that the demand is
beyond local it goes on to say that this is a strong location for
office accommodation. The review also comments that the site
is strategic with a highly prestigious location which will provide
access to jobs for a wide catchment area. Our client considers
that the wider area around the Bridgehead site should be
allocated as a strategic site for development and should include
the land shown on the plan attached as Appendix A. Given the
important strategic nature of the site supported by the
Employment Land Review and the emphasis in the new PPS12
for the allocation of strategic sites by the Core Strategy our
client considers that the Humber Bridgehead site should be
allocated by the Core Strategy as a strategic employment site to
ensure its continued importance for the vision of the East
Riding. However as mentioned previously our client considers
that a criteria based policy (in certain areas) can also be used
rather than specific allocations on sites other than those which
are strategically important. This will allow the Council and
potential investors maximum flexibility and will enable the
Council to be far more responsive to the area’s changing
economic needs and the specific needs of business. Such a
flexible approach will be in line with the advice contained within
the Draft PPS4: Planning for Sustainable Economic
Development which states ‘there is a limit to the extent that
local planning authorities can predict the future of their local
economies and so a flexible approach to the supply and use of
land will be important’. Our Client believes that the following

Officer Response
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I721

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

I799

I879

Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings
Paul Butler, Barton

Opt

Comment
criteria should form part of the policy to consider applications
for employment use: The specific needs of the proposed
employment use; Employment needs of the local area;
Employment needs of the East Riding; Accessibility to existing
transport infrastructure; Accessibility by public transport modes;
Accessibility to homes services and facilities; Potential Impacts
on the Environment - including flooding adjacent land uses and
potential contamination; Location of site in relation to other
existing employment uses; and Design layout and landscaping
proposed.
We do not consider that either Option A or Option B provide a
satisfactory approach to employment provision. It is noted in
the supporting text that there is an oversupply of employment
land particularly for warehousing whilst office facilities are in
undersupply. In view of this we consider that it is likely to be
necessary to de-allocate some existing employment sites which
have remained vacant and under occupied for lengthy periods.
Meanwhile there will be a need to allocate new sites suitable for
commercial office and mixed use-development to meet the
existing need. In view of this we consider that some of the
following criteria should be considered when either allocating
new sites or determining applications. - The Specific needs of
the proposed employment use; - Employment needs of the local
area; - Employment needs of the East Riding; - Accessibility to
existing transport infrastructure; - Accessibility to homes
services and facilities; - Accessibility by public transport modes;
- Potential Impacts on the Environment - including flooding
adjacent land uses and potential contamination; - Location of
Site in relation to other existing employment uses; and - Design
layout and landscaping proposed.
See comment I721 to this question.

Officer Response

See response to comment I721.

See comment I721 to this question.

See response to comment I721.

Alternative option and suggested criteria noted. See also
response to 15.
Proposed policy SS5 sets out the preferred approach to
managing the amount and distribution of land for employment
land across the East Riding. This has considered the
recommendations of the Employment Land Review which
considered the need to allocate new sites and de-allocate existing
sites.
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Ref
130
128

131
132

Consultee/Agent
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc
Ms Avril Russell,
Thorngumbald Parish
Council
Helen Wright, Rural
Policy and Partnerships,
East Riding of Yorkshire
Council

Opt

Comment

Officer Response

B

Look at sustainability of the industry

Preferred option and comments noted.
Alternative option and comments noted. See also response to
126.

C O’Connor, Hornsea
Town Council
Humber Rural
Partnership Board

A

The East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership would advocate
a mix of the two options with the identification of key
employment sites for larger industries with consideration about
the type of industry and transport links. Alongside this, a
common sense approach is needed to the development of small
industry and employment opportunities in smaller rural
settlements, particularly where these are linked to horticulture
and agriculture.
Option B would lead to argument and conflict with residential
use.
Promote farm diversification
Foster local employment opportunities
Links to other local enterprises

B

133

Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

134

Mr M Cromack, Preston
Parish Council
Mr J Kilby

A

136

Martine Gabriel,
Beverley Town Council

B

I1040

Mr David Garness,
Garness Jones

A

135

A

This is an issue that concerns smaller settlements and their
responses should be the ones considered important. Certainly
there are risks of having no employment land if the criteria
based approach is used incautiously.
Commuted areas to be applied to industrial development as per
residential developments.
So much depends on the type of employment which is being
considered. Set criteria (option B) could prove too exclusive
and unworkable.
These will have to be subjective depending on the area and type
of industry.
Yes we should allocate sites but we must be careful not to
oversupply the employment allocation as I find there is a limit to
the amount of take up there will be in localized areas as a very

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 126.
Preferred option and comments noted. Proposed policy PE2 of
the Preferred Approach Core Strategy supports farm diversification,
and the growth and diversification of the rural economy in
general.
Comments noted. See also response to 126.

Preferred option and comments noted.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 126.
Preferred option and comments noted. The proposed policies
within the Preferred Approach Core Strategy seek to consider and
respond to the character of the area and the types of impact that
the development is likely to have.
Preferred option and comments noted. The Employment Land
Review assessed the amount of land likely to be required –
looking at both the supply and anticipated demand situation.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

Comment
local market can be saturated very quickly.

Officer Response
The recommendations of the review have largely been taken
forward in the Preferred Approach Core Strategy

Return to Contents
Back to beginning of PE1

PE2

Which option is most appropriate when considering the safeguarding of existing employment land?
Option A – Identify specific employment sites that should be protected from alternative forms of development
Option B – Use a criteria based approach to assess planning applications. If so, what criteria should we use?
Option C – An alternative approach would be more appropriate. If so, do you have any suggestions?
Responses with no further comments
Mr John Ellerby; Mr Robin Shucksmith; Mrs K. Richmond, South Cave Parish Council; Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn Parish Council; Mr Christopher
Option A –

Option B –

Option C –
Ref
10
15

Hughes; Mr David Hammond, Beeford Parish Council; Julie Abraham; Mrs Pamela Austin; Mrs Sylvia Sheard, Millington Parish Council; Mr Dennis
Peckett, Beverley & District Civic Society; Ms Laurie Norris, National Farmers Union; Mr Mark Johnson, Dacre Son and Hartley on behalf of Redrow
Homes (Yorkshire) Ltd; Cllr Kate Gray; Mrs Kathy West, Hessle Town Council; Mrs Paula King, Bridlington Town Council; Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council; C O’Connor, Hornsea Town Council; Humber Rural Partnership Board; Mr M Cromack, Preston Parish Council; Mr J Kilby
Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury Associates on behalf of Strawsons Development / Omnivale Ltd; Mr
Jonathan Atkinson, J G Hatcliffe and Partners; Cllr John Whittle; Louise Reevell; Mr R. Vickers, Tickton & Routh Parish Council; Mr Roger Jones,
Humber & Wolds Rural Community Council; Ms Helen Anderson; Mr Keith Kaye; Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby Conservation Society; Mr Mike Jackson,
Nafferton Parish Council; Mr S. Young, Bubwith Parish Council; W Buckle, Wetwang Parish Council; Julia Billany, Ottringham Parish Council; Karen
Wood, East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership; Ms Jan Crowther, Easington Parish Council; Helen Wright, Rural Policy and Partnerships, East
Riding of Yorkshire Council
Mr Ian Scruton;

Consultee/Agent
Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby
with Anlaby Common
Parish Council
Kerry Lawson, Barton
Willmore on behalf of
Wykeland ltd

Opt
B

Comment
Assessing how much employment land is in the vicinity and the
amount of deprivation present in the area.
We would like to suggest an alternative option whereby existing
strategic sites are allocated by the Core Strategy and other
employment sites are not allocated but a criteria based approach

Officer Response
Comments noted. Proposed policy PE1 of the Preferred Approach
Core Strategy requires consideration to be made to the supply of
employment sites in the locality.
Alternative option and suggested criteria noted. This is the
approach taken in proposed policy PE1 of the Preferred Approach
Core Strategy. It safeguards Strategic Employment Sites in areas
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

28

Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates

B

31

Driffield Partnership

AB

33

Rachael Martin, Sanderson
Weatherall on behalf of
KeyLand Developments
Ltd

B

35

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

B

Comment
is applied. This is in line with PPS1 which states that the
Council should adopt a flexible approach to employment land in
order to maintain a high and stable level of economic growth.
The option we suggest is: Option C - 'Only allocate specific
employment sites for protection against alternative forms of
development where they are of strategic importance and use a
criteria based policy to consider planning applications on all
other suitable sites' The following issues should be considered
when identifying criteria for the safeguarding of employment
land: Responsiveness to market signals; The most efficient and
effective use of land; Ensuring the right overall level of land
supply is sufficient so that there is the right potential for both
employment and residential use; Encourage new uses of vacant
and derelict building
A criteria based policy provides flexibility to make
determinations based on relevant evidence and local
circumstances. Criteria should include those listed at Paragraph
6.16 along with consideration of whether there is a greater
evidenced need for the alternative development type and a lack
of harm to the employment strategy of the LDF.
Allocations should be reviewed regularly and sites which are not
economically viable should be reallocated.

The criteria used to assess planning applications for nonemployment uses should include the following: - Suitability of
the land for continued employment uses. - The availability of
alternative employment uses - The compatibility of the
proposed use with surrounding uses - The effect on any
buildings of historic interest - The effect on local amenity - The
effect on the local highway network.
Travel to work sustainability/skills pool proximity. Do not
worry about risk of losing less important sites to other
development. Some may be mixed use and smaller scale than

Officer Response
where there is a high demand and where the delivery of the site
is critical to the objectives of the Core Strategy. For other
allocations and existing sites, the proposed policy provides
criteria for considering the loss of employment uses including:
an assessment of market demand; whether the site has caused
justifiable complaint; and consideration of the supply of
employment land in the locality.

Suggested criteria and preferred option noted. Proposed policy
PE1 of the Preferred Approach Core Strategy safeguards Strategic
Employment Sites and provides criteria for considering the loss
of other employment sites. The criteria are largely consistent
with those set out in paragraph 6.1 of the Issues and Options
paper.
Comments noted. Proposed policy PE1 of the Preferred Approach
Core Strategy safeguards Strategic Employment Sites and provides
criteria for considering the loss of other employment sites. A
criterion for considering the need for the site is provided within
PE1.
Suggested criteria and preferred option noted. Proposals for
non-employment uses will be determined in accordance with a
range of policies in the Preferred Approach Core Strategy depending
on the use proposed. Proposed policy PE1 considers the loss of
employment land to other uses and establishes a range of criteria
including the effect on local amenity (by way of harm or
complaint) and the supply of employment land in the locality.
Preferred option and comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

47

Dr Amy Crowther, RSPB

48

Mr Garth Hanlan, Savills
on behalf of St John's
College, Cambridge

Opt

A

Comment
false perception it all has to be new employment parks. See
Poundbury example.
We believe that it is essential that existing and historic
allocations from previous plans are reviewed in the light of
recent policy and legislation. It should not just be assumed that
all existing allocation are sound or appropriate to carry forward.
Policy E5 of the Yorkshire and Humber Plan requires councils
to 'define criteria or areas where it is considered necessary to
offer special protection to designated employment sites ' (pg
151).
The plan considers it pertinent to do this when looking to reach
objectives of policy YH5 Principal Towns (in terms of securing
land to support growth for such towns) and TH7 'Location of
development' (to secure potential allocations near existing
strategic infrastructure nodes).

Officer Response
Comments noted. The Employment Land Review assessed all
existing allocations and provided recommendations for the
Preferred Approach Core Strategy.
Preferred option and comments noted. Proposed policy PE1 of
the Preferred Approach Core Strategy safeguards Strategic
Employment Sites and provides criteria for considering the loss
of other employment sites. Capitol Park is deemed a Strategic
Site in proposed policy SS11.

In zoning such existing employment hubs, the Council would be
protecting Goole's interests in terms of being able to focus
future employment within this area.
We feel this would prove beneficial in instilling confidence to
existing and potential investors in the Capitol Park site.
Potential developers of industry usually research thoroughly the
cost and benefits of potential locations to ensure that their
needs will be met by the site and its surrounding situation in the
short, medium and long term. Where a location is highly suited
to economic development and where there is a proven need for
a specific type of development within the region, allocating and
safeguarding land would instill confidence to those who may
wish to expand their premises later in the plan or businesses
planning to move on to such sites.
Certainty is a prerequisite for business confidence, and
established centres/clusters need to build reputations for
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

51

Mrs C. Binnington,
Driffield Town Council

B

53
74

Mrs Judith Macklin,
Cottingham Parish Council
Mr M Guest

Comment
themselves in regional, national and international business
communities as areas where further expansion is a possibility.
We do not feel that criteria based approaches for existing hubs
would benefit the current or potential customer investment base
if less compatible land-uses could, by their application criteria,
be granted a permission on or near to the site.
The Town Council felt that criteria should be need, accessibility,
appropriate to surrounding character impact assessed. The
Town Council also felt that in Driffield’s case Kelleythorpe
Industrial Estate should be extended and this should be taken
into account when considering the residential development at
Alamein Barracks.
A mixture again

A

88
99

Cllr Winifred I Knight
Rachel Whaley, HLL
Humberts Leisure on
behalf of Long Beach
Leisure Park

104

I W Scruton, Scruton

C

108

G M V Winn and Co

C

115

Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd

B

AB

Manufacturing is desperate in Beverley - Develop high tech or
similar on Grovehill.
Need to allocate some sites. Flexibility needed.
Options A and B ticked. We consider that specific land should
be allocated for the expansion and roll-back of holiday parks (in
accordance with national policy - see PE6 below) but also that
criteria based policies should be developed to guide such
development within and outside of allocated areas (see also PE6
below.
Option c. If it can be demonstrated that an allocated site outside
of a key employment area cannot be developed for employment
use following a period of marketing then another use should be
considered for the whole.
Allocate employment land but it is not commercially viable
consider alternative uses
In line with national guidance surplus and vacant or underused
employment sites should be redeveloped for alternative uses in
line with sustainability criteria. Marketing information and
employment land availability studies can be used to inform
decisions on proposals to release employment sites.

Officer Response

Suggested criteria, preferred option and comments noted.
Criteria for considering accessibility and the impact of the
development on the environment are part of other policies
within the Preferred Approach Core Strategy (e.g. PE5, HQE2).
Kelleythorpe has been identified as an important site in the
proposed Driffield & Wolds sub are policy (SS10).
Comments noted. See also response to 15.
Preferred option and comments noted.
Comments noted. See also response to 15.
Preferred option and comments noted. Options for roll back
were considered in the environment chapter of the Issues and
Options paper. The Preferred Approach Core Strategy does not
propose to identify specific sites for roll-back, but proposed
HQE6 provides a set of criteria.
Alternative approach noted. See also response to 15.

Comments noted. See also response to 15.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 15.
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Ref
121

Consultee/Agent
Rachel Whaley, HLL
Humberts Leisure on
behalf of Park Resorts Ltd

Opt
A

I20

Mr Matthew Naylor,
Yorkshire Water Services
Ltd

A

I103

Mr Michael Jones,
Sanderson Weatherall on
behalf of Royal Mail
Group Property

I109

Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates

I199

Mr Robert Crolla, Indigo
Planning on behalf of St.
Modwen Properties Plc

I346

Mr Peter Hall, Indigo

B

Comment
We consider that specific land should be allocated for the
expansion and roll-back of holiday parks (in accordance with
national policy - see PE6 below) but also that criteria based
policies should be developed to guide such development within
and outside of allocated areas (see also PE6 below)
As explained in our response to table PE 1 Yorkshire Water
needs as much certainty over future development proposals as
possible. Option A is most likely to provide us with that
certainty. If sites were allocated for employment uses we would
ensure we had the necessary capacity to take the flows from that
site although they may need to be phased to allow for any
necessary capacity upgrade work. It is particularly important to
Yorkshire Water to know of employment land where water
intensive uses may be located for example a food production
cluster.
With regards to policy PE2 we would envisage that Option B
would be the more feasible option as it allows a degree of
flexibility for the local planning authorities when assessing
planning applications. Again this is in accordance with the
emerging Planning Policy Statement 4.
We do not think that the retention of the larger sites will be
harmful - and in many ways it is a useful promotional tool and
helps to avoid loss of industrial land to housing proposals.
However we do strongly support the use of a criteria for
identifying/considering smaller 'windfall' industrial sites
including issues such as demand transport and the local
employment base as well as environmental criteria. This is
especially true in more isolated rural areas.
Any policy relating to the safeguarding of additional
employment land should be sufficiently flexible to enable
existing/former industrial sites to contribute to the provision of
other development for which there is a more pressing need and
be de-allocated and identified for alternative uses with wider
community benefits.
Para 6.8 refers to the East Riding Employment Land Review

Officer Response
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 99.

Preferred option and comments noted. The identification of
Strategic Employment Sites, as taken forward in the Preferred
Approach Core Strategy, provide a certain degree of certainty. No
specific allocations are proposed for uses such as food
production – government guidance stresses the importance of
flexible land allocations.
See also response to PE1.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 15.

Comments noted. See also response to 15.

Comments noted. See also response to 15.

Comments noted. The Employment Land Review provides an
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Planning on behalf of CP
Group/Wykeland
Group/Quintain Estates
and Development PLC

I448

Mr Nick Fillingham,
Indigo Planning Ltd on
behalf of Sterling Capitol
Goole Ltd
Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly

I535

I596

Jon Palmer, Yorkshire
Forward

Opt

A

Comment
which concluded that there is an over-supply of general
industrial land in the borough. This is supported by the adopted
RSS which identifies a need to review current allocations and to
reduce the scale of employment land given that there was a
supply of 570 ha of land for employment uses in 2006
compared to a projected requirement for only 30 ha of land for
industry and storage/distribution. Indigo recommend that the
Core Strategy takes full recognition of the oversupply of
industrial land with ERYC. Sites should only be specifically
allocated for employment uses where necessary to meet the
needs of the RSS. Any policy relating to the safeguarding of
additional employment land should be sufficiently flexible to
enable sustainable and appropriately sited existing/former
employment sites to be redeveloped for other forms of
development (housing leisure retail etc) for which there may be
a greater need.
See comment I199 to this question.

The assembly considers that Option A and B would be open to
the Council as a means of safeguarding key employment sites
and using criteria for those sites that may be at greater risk of
being lost to other forms of development.
We note that the Council’s Employment Land Review has
recommended de-allocating approximately 155ha of
employment through the LDF. However Carnaby Industrial
Estate has been identified by Yorkshire Forward as a Strategic
Regional Site. The Carnaby Industrial Estate will continue to
make a significant contribution to the regeneration of
Bridlington throughout the plan period. Therefore we would
not support the de-allocation of 20ha of employment land at
this site. Also, the site alongside Capital Park in Goole should be
safeguarded from alternative forms of development (PE2;
Option A). In addition it would be helpful to identify within the

Officer Response
assessment of the land requirements for the East Riding. The
recommendations form the Review – which include deallocating sites - have been taken forward in the Preferred
Approach Core Strategy.

See response to comment I199.

Comments noted.

Preferred option and comments noted. The Preferred Approach
Core Strategy considers Carnaby Industrial Estate and Capitol
Park as Strategic Employment Sites.
Proposed policy SS5 provides the steer for the overall
distribution of employment allocations within the East Riding.
The Preferred Approach Core Strategy has been prepared with the
ambitions of the City of Hull as a key consideration.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

I750

Mr Dan Mitchell, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Wykeland Ltd

C

Comment
Core Strategy how the proposed employment allocations are
distributed throughout East Riding. When allocating
employment land within East Riding the Council should satisfy
themselves that the current land allocations will allow for the
growth of Hull and not constrain the economic growth of the
City.
PPS1 states that planning should maintain high and stable levels
of economic growth and employment in order to achieve this
the Council should adopt a flexible approach to employment
land whilst providing certainty and confidence in the case of
strategic sites. For the reasons detailed above our client would
like to suggest an alternative option whereby existing strategic
sites are allocated by the Core Strategy and other employment
sites are not allocated but a criteria based approach is applied.
We suggest the following: - Option C - Only allocate specific
employment sites for protection against alternative forms of
development where they are of strategic importance and use a
criteria based policy to consider planning applications on all
other suitable sites. Our client considers that a criteria based
approach to some sites is appropriate because the needs of
business are constantly changing and evolving and in order to be
an attractive location for business the East Riding should be
equipped to respond to this. Paragraph 8 of draft PPS4 advises
that ‘planning policies must be flexible enough to respond to the
economic challenges and opportunities that globalisation and
technological advances bring’. Our client considers that the
allocation of specific sites to safeguard against any other types of
development may result in land not being developed if particular
allocated sites become unsuitable for the locational needs of
business. Our Client believes that the following issues should be
considered when identifying a criteria for the safeguarding of
employment land: Responsiveness to market signals; The most
efficient and effective use of the land; Ensuring that the overall
level of land supply is sufficient so that there is the right
potential for both employment and residential use; Encourage

Officer Response

Suggested approach and criteria noted. See also response to 15.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

I722

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

B

I880

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc
Ms Avril Russell,
Thorngumbald Parish
Council
Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

130
133

136

Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council

Comment
new uses of vacant and derelict buildings; and The differing
needs of rural and urban areas.
Our client supports the flexible approach identified in Option B
with regards to safeguarding existing employment land. As the
locational requirements of industry are continually evolving it is
becoming increasingly difficult to predict where the suitable
locations are for future employment locations and likewise
whether existing employment locations will in future be required
for the same land use. Consequently our client believes that a
more responsive approach to the safeguarding of existing
employment land should be integrated within future revisions of
the Core Strategy. In relation to the potential criteria that should
be considered in assessing future planning applications with
regards to existing employment areas our client believes that the
following issues should be considered: - Responsiveness to
Market Signals; - The most efficient and effective use of the
land; - Ensuring that the overall level of land supply is sufficient
so that there is the right potential for both employment and
residential use; - Encourage new uses of vacant and derelict
buildings; and - The differing needs of rural and urban areas.
See comment I722 to this question

Officer Response

B

Look at sustainability of the industry

Preferred option and comments noted.

A

The approaches are not necessarily totally exclusive. In Beverley
at times almost any land can be most valuable for housing at
some points in the economic cycle. If there is no safeguarding
we could find such short-term considerations eroding what is
already limited employment land. While Beverley is clearly not
one of these rural settlements, I suspect that similar
considerations apply to some of them.
See comment 136 to question SS1

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 15.

C

Preferred option and comments noted. A more responsive
approach to safeguarding employment land is set out in the
Preferred Approach Core Strategy. See also response to 15.

See response to comment I722.

See response to comment 136 to question SS1.
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Paragraph 6.19 – Renewables and Chemicals
Ref
I332

Consultee/Agent
Mr Jon Bowen, Dalton
Warner Davis on behalf of
E.ON UK

I660

Mr John Holmes, Hull
Forward

Comment
The cluster as exemplified in paragraph 6.19 is principally concerned with
energy both renewable and non-renewable environmental and chemicals
employment. Amend the heading of the sub-section to more accurately
represent what is being discussed: Energy/Environmental and Chemicals
Hull Forward has a key role in developing the renewables sector locally
and supports efforts across both Hull and the East Riding for its
development. As further rationale the narrative could reference the
commercial opportunities for local businesses and investment arising for
example from ROCS certificates generated for those businesses investing
in renewable energy infrastructure which can then be traded on the open
market for carbon offsetting and can therefore bring significant income
generation benefits. The relationship between green fuel production at
Saltend and green fuel storage at Goole could do to be explained. What is
the rationale for merging renewables with chemicals?

Officer Response
Suggested amendment noted. ‘Energy and chemicals production’
referred to in proposed policy PE1.
Comments noted. The clusters referred to in the Core Strategy
are based on information provided in the Hull and Humber
Ports Development Programme II (2006) which combines
Renewables and Chemicals as one cluster. Although at the Issues
and Options stage we continued to combine the two when
summarising the key issues they present, we now refer to
‘Energy and chemicals production’ in proposed policy PE1.

Paragraph 6.20 – Food and drink
Ref
I661

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Holmes, Hull
Forward

Comment
Again there are inter-relationships with Hull and additional narrative
could be included to indicate support for the cluster. Reference could be
made to Malmo Park in Hull as a sub-regional support hub (as recognised
by East Riding’s rural strategy team). We understand that farmers markets
and festivals will be co-ordinated and managed to ensure that regional
produce is supported and marketed for food tourism (East Riding’s rural
strategy team is to appoint a coordinator for this activity). Funding for
small business start-ups in the food sector is also being explored through
leader+.

Officer Response
Comments noted. Support for the food and drink cluster is
provided in proposed policy PE1.

Paragraph 6.21 – Manufacturing and engineering
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Ref
I662

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Holmes, Hull
Forward

Comment
Manufacturing and engineering - As the manufacturing sector is generally
declining the basis for retaining a significant amount of existing
employment land allocations for growth needs to be substantiated.

Officer Response
Comments noted. Manufacturing is still and important sector in
the East Riding and the Employment Land Review assessed
future land requirements for B2 (for manufacturing uses,
amongst others)

Paragraph 6.22 – Digital and creative industries
Ref
I206

Consultee/Agent
Cllr Symon Fraser,
Conservative Group

Comment
Should highlight the need for continuous development of the
infrastructure to support access for digital and creative industries and
other economic benefits including increased home working.

I663

Mr John Holmes, Hull
Forward

Digital and creative industries - sequential testing should also apply to
these uses and in the first instance location within Hull city centre is
preferred.

Officer Response
Comments noted. We are developing an infrastructure study
which will determine what existing infrastructure capacity is
available and establish the amount, type, and cost of
infrastructure required to deliver the East Riding’s development
needs. This will include infrastructure needed to support the
development of any of the clusters discussed.
Comments noted though not all land requirements will be office
based and the East Riding has a number of small digital and
creative businesses located in different settlements.

Paragraph 6.23 – Finance and business services
Ref
I536

Consultee/Agent
Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly

Comment
This paragraph is of concern to the Assembly as it is not sufficiently
specific as to the nature location or overall policy approach arising from
out of centre office development. In general RSS Policy E2 advises that
Regional Cities and Principal Towns should be the focus for office
development. The Local Authority needs to recognise that there is a
rolling back of previous approaches to out of centre office development
in the region. The Assembly accepts that they may be a need for an out of
centre offer but this needs to be fully evidenced with regard to the
Employment Land Review spatial strategy the distribution of
development between settlements the link between housing growth and
jobs and the transport strategy. The Core Strategy should be more
specific about the circumstances under which such development may
arise. The assembly is concerned that such a general statement provides

Officer Response
Comments noted. The Employment Land Review Update for
Haltemprice, Beverley and Melton provided a detailed analysis of
the employment land needs of these areas and considered the
wider Hull and East Riding office market. The Review also
considered the amount of office development in the pipeline.
The Preferred Approach Core Strategy takes forward the Reviews
recommendations. This is set out in the proposed policy SS5.
Proposed policy SS6 of the Preferred Approach Core Strategy cross
refers to RSS policy E2 and directs town centre development,
such as offices, to town centre locations.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I664

Mr John Holmes, Hull
Forward

Comment
uncertainty and may attract spurious proposals in the area. A more clearly
defined strategic site should be identified in the Core Strategy if the Local
Authority can evidence its commercial need and lack of capacity
elsewhere within the Regional City or Principal Towns. Comments in
relation to 6.10 are stressed again here. The Authority must ensure that
the fragile commercial market in Hull is not jeopardised by such out of
centre development.
Financial and business services - following our comments above we are
not at all clear that further allocations are necessary. However we would
welcome the opportunity to work with East Riding and Hull Councils to
establish the way forward criteria and phasing as appropriate.

Officer Response

Comments on joint working noted. See response to I536.

Paragraph 6.24 - Tourism
Ref
I208

Consultee/Agent
Cllr Symon Fraser,
Conservative Group

I665

Mr John Holmes, Hull
Forward

Comment
Should highlight the potential for new tourism opportunities in rural
areas including environmental and cultural tourism and improved access
to the countryside.
Tourism / later Tourism section - reference should be made to Hull’s
tourism offer and VHEY the Destination Management Organisation set
up to strengthen the regional offer.

Officer Response
Comments noted. Proposed policy PE3 of the Preferred Approach
Core Strategy considers tourism development.
Comments noted. Chapter 8 of the Preferred Approach Core Strategy
references VHEY.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of PE2

PE3

In addition to allocating sufficient land to facilitate the growth of these key clusters, is there any other way that our planning policies can
help support these industries?
Ref
2

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Ellerby

4

Mr Ian Scruton

Comment
Make the most of our natural assets i.e. the coast and countryside for
tourism. Encourage sailing boating watersports fishing birdwatching even
golf.
Ensure the planning process is prepared for development by having a

Officer Response
Comments noted. Proposed policy PE3 of the Preferred Approach
Core Strategy considers tourism development.
Comments noted. The government is currently consulting on a
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

6

Duncan Ross, East
Yorkshire Primary Care
Trust
Revd Stephen Cope

14

15

Kerry Lawson, Barton
Willmore on behalf of
Wykeland ltd

28

Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates

31

Driffield Partnership

35

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd
Cllr John Whittle

43

Comment
clear and fair process that can respond quickly to an application that key
issues are identified and ironed-out before the application is submitted
and promote a planning champion from the ERYC to guide the process
and inform all as to the issues and timescales.
Ensuring that transport infrastructures support the development of multipurpose facilities to provide an environment which will encourage
workers to relocate to the area.
Elsewhere the reference is made to the value/potential of the churches of
the East Riding and indeed some of the principle ones are listed. Surely a
reference to them (and to the historic houses) is relevant here. Tourism
policy should be geared to supporting the assets already in place as part of
a coherent overall strategy.
The Core Strategy should ensure a flexible supply of employment land
for a broad range of employment uses whilst it is acknowledged that
employment clusters are important it is vital that the Core Strategy has a
flexible approach which will ensure that the East Riding is an attractive
location for employment development. We suggest that all of the types of
development outlined in PPS4 be encouraged by the Core Strategy. These
are: Retail leisure and offices; Light general and heavy industry; Storage
and distribution; Housing; High technology premises including research
business and science parks; Agriculture; Minerals extraction;
Telecommunications; Transport uses related to ports airports and other
inter-modal freight terminals; Specialist waste facilities; Energy
production; The creative industries; and Tourism development.
No specific suggestions on how planning policies can achieve this other
than to note our belief that further growth in the digital / creative
industries sector based in Howden could be reinforced through further
allocations of land rather than just retaining existing allocations.
Driffield should have good transport links partially important for the
food and drink cluster.
Best to leave market.
In pure planning terms maybe not much. However we could look
favourably on appropriate applications and encourage suitable

Officer Response
paper called ‘Development Management: Proactive Planning from PreApplication to Delivery’. This considers the need to identify the key
issues and develop solutions before the application is submitted.
Comments noted. Multi-purpose facilities are supported
through proposed policy SHC1.
Comments noted. The Council recognises that the churches and
historic buildings in the East Riding are an important part of our
cultural heritage and a major visitor attraction. Proposed policy
PE3 of the Preferred Approach Core Strategy considers tourism
development whilst proposed policy HQE3 concerns the value
of out heritage.
Comments noted. The Preferred Approach Core Strategy has been
prepared in accordance with PPS4 and covers the wider
definition of economic development provided in that document.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted. Proposed policy PE1 refers to support of the
identified clusters in the East Riding.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

50

Mrs K. Richmond, South
Cave Parish Council
Mrs C. Binnington,
Driffield Town Council

52

Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council

54

Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council

55

Mr Christopher Hughes

56

Doctor Alan Kelly

57
58
60

Mr David Hammond,
Beeford Parish Council
Ms Maureen Dale
Julie Abraham

62

Mrs Pamela Austin

71

Mr Dennis Peckett,
Beverley & District Civic

Comment
infrastructure and 'spin-off' employment offers.
Transportation links should also be improved rail as well as road links.

Officer Response
Comments noted.

The Town Council looked specifically at the key clusters in the Wolds tourism and food and drink. Policies should be implemented that support
and encourage growth in these spheres - that the planning process should
be less bureaucratic there should be more flexibility especially within the
Classes of Use particularly agricultural to small business to promote these
key clusters as well as traditional crafts and small business
By the development of key employment clusters identified by landmark
buildings and high quality urban space high utilisation levels of those
areas can be generated.
Provision of small scale industrial facilities should not be forgotten.
These will enhance the skill base of local people and act as support
industries for larger companies.
No unless the ERYC is in a position to offer financial inducements such
as reduced rates etc. Business growth particularly small businesses' is
organic and depends on a large number of factors many of which are
unpredictable.
Please see article on Riverland on our website. See section VO2 of this
Questionnaire.
Transport links

Comments noted. Proposed policy PE1 refers to support of the
identified clusters in the East Riding and PE2 refers to economic
development in rural locations.

Decent public transport
By ensuring a suitable housing stock within easy traveling distance also
sufficiency of school places.

Comments noted.
Comments noted. Agree that employment should be linked and
located close to housing provision and other services such as
education and healthcare. This contributes to sustainable
communities and is in line with guidance set out in PPS1.
Comments noted. These issues are beyond the scope of the
LDF and planning system.

a) Assessment of business rates extra support for food and drink
companies who promote and use local produce. This could be used to
market tourism in the area. b) Support for companies to expand at
present there is too much of I have enough work on Employing people is
too complicated!!
Need for Agency to promote high tech and knowledge based companies
into Beverley as well as Howden/Welton. Beverley is too dependant on

Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.

Comments noted.
Comments noted.

Comments noted.
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Ref

74

Consultee/Agent
Society
Mr S. Young, Bubwith
Parish Council
Mr M Guest

90

Cllr Kate Gray

101

Mrs Kathy West, Hessle
Town Council

Allocate sufficient land to facilitate the growth of key employment
clusters.

108

G M V Winn and Co

115

Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd

Support local enterprise and small scale developments such as live work
units
Planning for employment clusters to be supported by housing to secure
sustainable patterns of development and ensuring that there is a supply of
labour in close proximity to industry.

117

Jennifer Hadland, Smiths
Gore on behalf of Mrs S
Moorey

120

Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council
Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership

72

126

Comment
local companies.
A skilled local workforce with access to public transport.
Appoint a development agency for major towns Beverley Goole and
Bridlington to find industry
Are you allowing for new industries/technologies and possible housing
needs even to small development to support them as well.

It is important to remain flexible for future development. To enable the
economy to remain prosperous land around and nearby these key clusters
must be viewed as potential development sites to enable adequate
expansion when required.
See comment 62 to this question.
The infrastructure required to support these industries is as important as
the allocation of land - Renewables require good highway links between
crop production, storage space and processing; Food production requires
good highway links between source storage processing and retail; Digital
& creative industries require good broadband and telephone connections;
Redundant farm buildings present opportunities for conversion - the
perception of planning towards this needs to be improved; And - whilst
not directly a planning issue - the cost of land property and availability of
finance to develop entrepreneurship in rural areas is key.

Officer Response
Comments noted. Agree that employment should be linked to a
good network of public transport and an available workforce.
Comments noted.
Comments noted. The Preferred Approach Core Strategy sets out an
overall approach to managing both residential and economic
development. It proposes a focussed approach to encourage
sustainable patterns of development but recognises the needs of
rural areas.
Comments noted. Allocations will be made through the LDF,
but they will need to be flexible (i.e. not be too specific about
the use of the site).
Comments noted. Work-live units are supported in proposed
policy SS3.
Comments noted. Agree that employment should be linked and
located close to housing provision and an available workforce,
along with other services such as education and healthcare. This
contributes to sustainable communities and is in line with
guidance set out in PPS1. See also response to 90.
Comments noted.

See response to comment 62.
Comments noted. We are preparing an infrastructure study to
determine what existing infrastructure capacity is available and
establish the amount, type, and cost of infrastructure required to
deliver the East Riding’s development needs. This will include
infrastructure needed to support economic development.
Proposed policies SS3 and PE2 consider the use of redundant
farm buildings.
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Ref
I335

Consultee/Agent
Mr Jon Bowen, Dalton
Warner Davis on behalf of
E.ON UK

Comment
There should be a criteria based policy against which proposals for
development can be assessed including the provision of energy
infrastructure associated with salt cavity gas storage.

I348

Mr Peter Hall, Indigo
Planning on behalf of CP
Group/Wykeland
Group/Quintain Estates
and Development PLC
Mr Nick Fillingham,
Indigo Planning Ltd on
behalf of Sterling Capitol
Goole Ltd
Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly

We recommend that in addition to specific allocation of land the Core
Strategy can offer general support to the provision of additional tourist
facilities in established locations for tourism where there is a viable
established need for additional facilities.

I449

I538

I642

Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

Officer Response
Comments on criteria based policy noted. The Preferred Approach
Core Strategy includes an approach on minimising environmental
impact and resource use which sets criteria for considering
renewable energy developments. There is also a policy on
minerals and infrastructure provision.
Comments noted. Proposed policy PE3 of the Preferred Approach
Core Strategy considers tourism.

We support the further allocation of land close to the M62 to further
stimulate the cluster of port and logistical activities in these previously
identified strategic locations.

Comments noted.

The Assembly would encourage the Council to support the key industries
listed through a coordinated approach to maximising the use of rail and
water based freight. Parts of East Riding are very well placed to take
advantage of rail and water borne freight and the Core Strategy should
provide more direction on how it intends to maximise such advantages.
While the Assembly recognises the difficulty in this there is a considerable
amount of development that is located next to these transport assets
which does not maximise their use. The Assembly would welcome an
exploration of how such industries can be supported at the Core Strategy
level to make better use of rail or water for freight movements.
Planning policy should focus office and ‘digital and creative industries’
initially to the most suitable location to enable the formation of a critical
mass as a result planning policy should seek to direct these industries to
Hull City Centre in the first instance. If it can be demonstrated through
the application of the sequential test that no sites are available here
provision should be made elsewhere within the Regional City area. This
approach builds on the policy approach in EC1 of the JSP.

Comments on transport noted. Proposed policy SS5 makes
specific reference to the multi-modal capabilities of those sites
located on the east-west transport corridor. A proposed policy
on transport – SS7 – details a number of specific schemes which
will improve multi-modal transport infrastructure in support of
economic development.

Comments noted. The Employment Land Review Update for
Haltemprice, Beverley and Melton provided a detailed analysis of
the employment land needs of these areas and considered the
wider Hull and East Riding office market. The Review also
considered the amount of office development in the pipeline.
The Preferred Approach Core Strategy takes forward the Reviews
recommendations. This is set out in the proposed policy SS5.
Proposed policy SS6 of the Preferred Approach Core Strategy cross
refers to RSS policy E2 and directs town centre development,
such as offices, to town centre locations.
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Ref
I861

Consultee/Agent
Ms Liz Philpot on behalf
of Bridlington
Regeneration Partnership

I751

Mr Dan Mitchell, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Wykeland Ltd

130

Ms Avril Russell,
Thorngumbald Parish
Council
Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council

128

Comment
The Core Strategy needs to recognise that town centres are critical
employment clusters. The notion of clusters is that businesses within
them gain efficiencies of various types that are derived from their
proximity; these include knowledge exchange inter-trading of various
types shared labour markets and shared access to customers intermediate
suppliers and so on. All of these advantages are also available from a
town centre location where businesses inter-trade complement each other
learn from their competitors and gain other efficiencies in access to
customers and labour.
The Core Strategy should ensure a flexible supply of employment land
for a broad range of employment uses whilst it is acknowledged that
employment clusters are important it is vital that the Core Strategy has a
flexible approach which will ensure that the East Riding is an attractive
location for employment development. Draft PPS4 contains the
following list of development which falls under the definition of
economic development: Retail leisure and offices; Light general and
heavy industry; Storage and distribution Housing High technology
premises including research business and science parks; Agriculture;
Minerals extraction; Telecommunications; Transport uses related to ports
airports and other inter-modal freight terminals; Specialist waste facilities;
Energy production; The creative industries; and Tourism development.
Our client suggests that all of these types of development should be
encouraged by the Core Strategy.
Taper the rates for new business over a 2 year period.
The infrastructure required to support these industries is as important as
the allocation of land Renewables require good highway links between crop production, storage
space and processing;
Food production requires good highway links between source, storage,
processing and retail;
Digital & creative industries require good broadband and telephone
connections;
Redundant farm buildings present opportunities for conversion - the

Officer Response
Comments on town centres noted. Proposed policy SS6
supports the vitality and viability of centres within the East
Riding.

Comments noted. The Council will aim to support both
established clusters through its planning policies and encourage
economic growth through a broad range of industries, including
those that are new to the area and not part of one of the
identified clusters. The Preferred Approach Core Strategy has been
prepared in accordance with PPS4 and covers the wider
definition of economic development provided in that document.

Comments noted. This is beyond the scope of the LDF.
Comments noted. See also response to 126.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

131

C O’Connor, Hornsea
Town Council

132

Humber Rural Partnership
Board
Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council
Mr M Cromack, Preston
Parish Council

133
134

Comment
perception of planning towards this needs to be improved;
And - whilst not directly a planning issue - the cost of land, property and
availability of finance to develop entrepreneurship in rural areas is key.
Make the most of our natural assets i.e. Coast and Countryside for
tourism. Encourage, sailing, cycling, water sports, fishing, golf bird
watching etc.
Para 6.23 perhaps needs clearer quantification in order to uphold the RSS
principle of concentration in the Regional City.
Don’t know
Improved infrastructure/transport - provision of public transport to
areas.

135
136

Mr J Kilby
Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council

Advice from ERYC should be sought and delivered as a matter of course.
Transport links should be improved.

138

Daniel Gaunt, Highways
Agency

The employment land review identifies the area to the west of Hull as a
key office location in East Riding suggesting this should be
complementary to the prime quality office space within the city centre to
provide a balanced collection of sites across the city region, providing an
out of town offer for financial and business services.
The spatial strategy outlines that there are “issues concerning the scale
and location of residential development and employment development
(especially for office based use)” in the west of Hull area know as the
Haltemprice settlements. The spatial strategy also outlines that there are
already significant problems with traffic and congestion in this area
despite relatively good public transport.
Policies that locate development (particularly B1) in the vicinity of the
SRN, in this case the A63, could be a concern to the Highways Agency as

Officer Response

Comments noted. Proposed policy PE3 of the Preferred Approach
Core Strategy considers tourism.
Comments noted. The approach to office and town centre
development is set out in proposed policies SS4 and SS6.
Noted.
Comments noted. We are preparing an infrastructure study to
determine what existing infrastructure capacity is available and
establish the amount, type, and cost of infrastructure required to
deliver the East Riding’s development needs. This will include
infrastructure needed to support economic development. The
Preferred Approach Core Strategy proposes two polices seeking to
improve transport and accessibility – SS7 and PE5. These link to
the Council’s Local Transport Plan.
Comments noted.
Comments noted. The Preferred Approach Core Strategy proposes
two polices seeking to improve transport and accessibility – SS7
and PE5. These link to the Council’s Local Transport Plan.
Comments noted and advice is welcomed. The issues identified
will feed into the Preferred Options document. The Council is
working in partnership with the Highways Agency and their
consultants JMP, Hull City Council and Doncaster Metropolitan
Borough Council using the Agency’s network analysis tool. This
tool has been developed to model the likely impact of different
scales and types of development on the Strategic Road Network,
the results of which will feed into the Core Strategy and Allocations
DPD. More detailed specific site assessments will be required
when allocating sites and when sites are identified as part of any
additional proposals and planning applications.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
they may result in additional traffic impact on sections of the network
that already suffer from high peak period commuter traffic demands and
congestion.
Ideally B1 office use should be located in town or city centres where
there is a choice of sustainable transport modes or, if out of centre, in the
vicinity of existing public transport hubs. Thus office parks adjacent to
key junctions on the SRN would be considered unacceptable.
With regards to the logistics and ports employment cluster the core
strategy highlights that Goole is the primary location for this activity
within the East Riding and the employment land review recommends
further land should be allocated at Goole.
It should be noted that the SRN cannot accommodate infinite traffic
growth due to the ports complex. B2 and B8 employment uses generally
have lower peak period trip generation than B1 use and therefore are
considered to be more appropriate for location close to the SRN.
Notwithstanding this the Highways Agency would expect all employment
uses to be served by a choice of sustainable transport modes and the first
level of traffic impact mitigation would be a robust Travel Plan.
The employment land review also recommended that the large land
allocation at Hedon Haven is retained. This potentially could have an
impact on A63 Castle Street and until such time as this is resolved there
could be a constraint on the type and scale of development at Hedon
Haven.
The transport issues arising from the new settlements section outlines the
importance of providing infrastructure and other measures to cope with
traffic generated where development occurs. The Highways Agency feels
there is potential to emphasise here the importance and effectiveness of
Travel Plans and their ability to influence people’s travel behaviour.
Attached is a standard statement which the Agency has prepared for
inclusion in other LDDs, which we feel should be included within your
documents.

Officer Response

Paragraph 6.25 – The rural economy
Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment

Officer Response
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Ref
I581

I963

Consultee/Agent
Mrs M. Greenwood, North
Dalton Parish Council

Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

Comment
The proposal to encourage the use of redundant agricultural buildings for
industrial/warehouse use undermines the Authority's policy to focus such
activities on existing industrial estates where access and infrastructure
have already been funded and where improvements can be funded by the
estate's tenants. The transportation of heavy loads on roads that were not
constructed for such purposes will lead to increased maintenance and
improvement costs and there will be considerable safety implications.
Encouraging the use of existing agricultural buildings will additionally
lead to the leasing/sale of such buildings by farmers followed by
applications to construct new agricultural buildings elsewhere in the
countryside. Expansion of industrial businesses once established in
countryside locations will also be difficult to resist. The cumulative
impact of this on the landscape will be significant.
6.25 - 6.29 - We must not undersell the importance the environment
plays to the rural economy. Any expansion of this (such as farm
diversification) must be done in a sustainable way.

Officer Response
Comments noted. Any use of existing agricultural buildings for
employment purposes will have to adhere to sustainability
principles as set out in PPS1. Proposed policy PE2 of the
Preferred Approach Core Strategy specifically references
consideration of residential amenity and that the scale of
development must be appropriate to the location.
Proposed policy PE5 considers the impact on the transport
network arising from development.

Comments noted. Proposed policy PE2 considers farm
diversification proposals

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of PE3

PE4

How much emphasis should we place on the retention of rural buildings for employment use (industrial, commercial and tourism)?
Option A – High protection – all rural buildings should be retained for employment use
Option B – Medium protection – retain a preference for employment use but allow residential conversion in appropriate circumstances.
Under what circumstances would residential conversion be appropriate?
Responses with no further comments
Ms Liz Charnock, Howden Town Council; Mr Jonathan Atkinson, J G Hatcliffe and Partners; Mr David Hammond, Beeford Parish Council;
Option A –
Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury Associates on behalf of Strawsons Development / Omnivale Ltd; Rachael Martin, Sanderson Weatherall on behalf of
Option B –

KeyLand Developments Ltd; Jane Allen, Fangfoss Parish Council; Louise Reevell; Mr Roger Jones, Humber & Wolds Rural Community Council; Mr S.
Young, Bubwith Parish Council; Mr M Guest; Ms Laurie Norris, National Farmers Union; Mr Mike Jackson, Nafferton Parish Council; Cllr Kate Gray;
Ms Avril Russell, Thorngumbald Parish Council; Ms Jan Crowther, Easington Parish Council; Humber Rural Partnership Board
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Ref
2

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Ellerby

Opt
B

Comment
When it promotes tourism e.g. holiday cottages for letting

3
4

Mr Robin Shucksmith
Mr Ian Scruton

B
B

6

Duncan Ross, East
Yorkshire Primary Care
Trust

B

8

Miss Kate Helliwell,
Bidwells

B

10

Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby
with Anlaby Common
Parish Council
Kerry Lawson, Barton
Willmore on behalf of
Wykeland ltd

B

When redundant and at risk from disrepair.
Evidence that an employment use is not applicable following a
reasonable marketing period.
When there is clear evidence that the continued employment use
is not economically viable for the medium/long term. Where
residential development would not affect the wider socioeconomic dynamics of the area.
There should be no requirement within policy which suggests
that residential use will only be considered after an appropriate
time period of marketing. Residential conversion should be
considered where appropriate.
Affordable housing for local residents

Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates

B

15

28

B

The Core Strategy or other DPD should set a framework by
which to judge whether a site should be used for employment
which addresses the following: If the buildings part of a site
which constitutes previously developed land; Would an
employment use cause an unacceptable planning problem?;
Other local employment opportunities; and The ability of the
site to be used for other uses.
Not all rural buildings will be appropriate for conversion and
this may result in the enforced creation of employment
developments which are not really required or attractive to the
market. A preferable approach would be to allow residential
conversion where the building is worthy of retention and / or
where a lack of demand can be proven but to seek to provide
for additional new rural employment opportunities through a
relatively permissive criteria based policy as discussed above.

Officer Response
Preferred option and comments noted. Proposed policy SS3 of
the Preferred Approach Core Strategy (and proposed policy PE2)
gives priority to economic uses (including live-work units),
tourism and community uses. Housing is also considered in
certain circumstances. This approach provides a degree of
flexibility.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
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Ref
31

Consultee/Agent
Driffield Partnership

Opt
B

35

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

B

43

Cllr John Whittle

B

47

Dr Amy Crowther, RSPB

50

Mrs K. Richmond, South
Cave Parish Council
Mrs C. Binnington,
Driffield Town Council

B

52

Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council

B

54

Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council
Mr Christopher Hughes

B

51

55

B

B

Comment
A tiered approached be implemented where employment use is
retained in larger villages where the use is economically viable.
When building of merit and very high quality proposal with an
energy efficient solution. Remember tourism uses. Follow PPS7.
Not all farmers can diversify in the sense you state. But some
can diversify the agricultural product itself and add value. You
do not need to support farmers wanting to grow energy crops
e.g. Oil Seed Rape already does for biodiesel and other policies
cover.
I'm not suggesting rows of granny flats here but if a family
member has employment in the area and needs to care for
relatives then it could be appropriate.
Decisions with regard to the development of disused rural
buildings and change of use of rural buildings should be
considered in the context of other sustainability issues including
flood risk potential impacts on protected sites and sustainable
transport (where appropriate).
Option B would be the most suitable with affordable housing
being an appropriate circumstance for residential conversion.
Option B was chosen - offering medium protection as it was felt
that the East Riding must encourage the conversion of
redundant rural buildings with a preference for employment but
where this not possible to promote the key clusters above or
residential.
There is a general movement in the employment market with
increasing numbers of people moving away from larger cities
and seeking quality of life in rural areas. The improved
communication systems available mean that 'outworking' and
working from home is a more feasible option which should be
encouraged from within the council itself. Mixed housing and
office space on the same site should be encouraged as per the
new development at North Newbald.
Where there are clear researched valid circumstances and there
are no other options for a site as employment use.
Location. Within a recognised residential or rural area as long as

Officer Response
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
Preferred approach noted. See also response to 2.

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

58
60

Ms Maureen Dale
Julie Abraham

B
B

61

Ms Helen Anderson

B

62

Mrs Pamela Austin

B

66

Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby
Conservation Society

B

67

Mrs Sylvia Sheard,
Millington Parish Council

B

81

Phillippa Edwards, G V A
Grimley on behalf of
Horstine Farmery
I W Scruton, Scruton
Mr Jamie Pyper, Signet
Planning Ltd on behalf of
Southwell County Homes
and Makinder
G M V Winn and Co

B

Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd

B

104
107

108
115

B

B

Comment
architectural and historical connotations are taken into account.
E.g. If within an existing 19th Century setting then the external
appearance of the building must reflect this.
Not sure but each case should be dealt with sympathetically.
When all efforts to secure an employment use have been
exhausted and residential use is the only means of preventing
dereliction. A building is of no use to anyone if it is derelict.
Where the scale of the development would be uneconomic from
an employment perspective.
Residential conversion is O.K. where employment use is no
longer viable - in spite of aid and investigation of diversification
options first. Problems of transport time/cost exacerbates such
decisions.
Different uses of rural buildings should be considered according
to local opportunities for employment (existing and likely). It
may be possible to find an alternative site for employment
locally
Residential conversion only appropriate when building no
longer viable for employment use. Building should be marketed
for employment use for a set time before conversion allowed.
Where employment use is no longer viable suitable or
appropriate residential development should be considered
favourably as set out in PPS3.
As per PE2 above.
Where the building is not suitable for employment use - PPS7

Where adjoining conversions are primarily in residential use and
where there is an over provision of holiday units or business
units and are not lettable.
Persimmon Homes consider that residential conversions in
sustainable locations would be appropriate where there is no
need to retain the buildings for employment use.

Officer Response

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
Preferred options and suggested circumstances noted. See also
response to 2.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

Suggested approach noted. See also response to 2.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
Noted.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
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Ref
116

Consultee/Agent
Kate Anderson, Indigo
Planning on behalf of Mr
D Curtis

Opt
B

117

Jennifer Hadland, Smiths
Gore on behalf of Mrs S
Moorey

B

118

W Buckle, Wetwang Parish
Council

B

119

Julia Billany, Ottringham
Parish Council
Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council

B

Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership

B

120

126

B

Comment
Option B is preferable in order that buildings within rural
locations are used as efficiently as possible in order to provide
for sustainable communities. In many instances such as Beeford
where the level of commercial uses and demand for industrial
units has decreased it is more efficient and sustainable to
convert existing commercial land into residential
accommodation than for development to take place on
greenfield sites in less preferable and sustainable locations. PPS1
which promotes that use of suitability located previously
developed land and buildings and which states: Planning
authorities should seek actively to bring vacant and underused
previously developed land and buildings back into beneficial
use. Therefore in light of the above and in response to the
second part of question PE4 where it can be demonstrated that
there is no market demand for commercial uses the use of
vacant and derelict buildings for residential use should be
permitted especially in appropriate locations.
It is considered that option b is more appropriate as it is
important to remember that there is high need for diversifying
the rural economy there is also a high need for housing
provision in the area. Each site should be assessed in regard to
its own merits and situation.
Depends on the location agricultural sites with poor access for
industrial use or causing disturbance to a settlement or industrial
developments in areas with renowned views would be wrong.
Parish Councils to assess advise and guide in first instance.

Officer Response
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

Residential conversion is ok where employment use is no longer
viable - IN SPITE of aid and investigation of diversification
options FIRST Problem of transport time/cost exacerbates
such decisions.
Again there is no one size fits all answer to the options
presented. The provision of local employment opportunities is
supported - and with it the retention of rural buildings for
employment use. Some redundant farm buildings in village

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

Preferred option and factors to consider noted. See also
response to 2.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

I77

Mrs Julie Sherwood

B

I127

Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates

B

I210

Cllr Symon Fraser,
Conservative Group
Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly

I541

I704

Yasin Raja, Government
Office for Yorkshire and

A

Comment
centres and other appropriate locations may be more
appropriately converted for residential use providing for
example affordable homes / other for the existing workforce
within a settlement.
Where family sustainability will occur. Mixed generations living
on the same site supporting each other socially - child care
elderly care. Farms / small holdings are ideal units for family
food production facilitating sustainable energy requirements
water retainment mechanisms and reducing car journeys. If
aimed at family requirements as opposed to commercial housing
traditional values & skills will be maintained preserving &
enhancing both the physical buildings within the rural
community and the rural community itself. In today’s economic
climate it is often hard for one family to maintain the upkeep of
rural buildings. The financial input of other family members to
rejuvenate otherwise redundant buildings coupled with the
sustainable gains both for the community & the environment
must be the sensible way forward.
Option B is preferred as not all rural buildings are suitable for
economic use and there is only so much employment provision
that rural economies can sustain. The option to convert rural
buildings to dwellings needs to be retained as part of a balanced
approach to managing the rural economy. It is an often-ignored
fact that conversion of a rural building to (say) an office is far
less sustainable than converting to a dwelling!
Add Where re-use of redundant buildings preserves or enhances
the character and appearance of a location.
The Assembly would encourage the retention of rural buildings
for employment use. The Assembly suggests that given the
pressure on rural areas for market housing the high protection
afforded by Option A would ensure that more buildings would
ultimately be used for employment uses subject perhaps to a
stringent marketing test and/or sustainability test.
The criteria set out in PPS7 will need to be taken account of in
allowing the reuse of buildings in the countryside.

Officer Response

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

Noted. See also response to 2.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

Comments noted. See also response to 2.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
the Humber
Mr Dan Mitchell, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Wykeland Ltd

Opt

Comment

Officer Response

B

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

I723

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

B

I881

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc
Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council

B

Our client supports Option B which retains a preference for
employment uses in the reuse of rural buildings. The Core
Strategy or other DPD should set a framework by which to
judge whether a site should be used for employment which
addresses the following: -If the buildings part of a site which
constitutes previously developed land; - Would an employment
use cause an unacceptable planning problem?; - Other local
employment opportunities; and - The ability of the site to be
used for other uses.
Our client supports the flexible approach identified in Option B
with regards to the retention of rural buildings for employment
use. In accordance with the guidance set out within the
Government’s Draft PPS4 our client believes that this will
ensure a flexible and responsive approach to the efficient and
effective use of land. Draft PPS4 supports the encouragement
of new uses for vacant and derelict buildings especially where
market signals are informing that the continuation of the
existing use of the building is no longer viable. Consequently
our client believes that following an initial assessment of market
viability if it can then be demonstrated that an alternative use of
the site would be a more efficient and effective use of the land
the redevelopment of the site would be considered appropriate.
See comment I723 to this question.
Again there is no one size fits all answer to the options
presented. The provision of local employment opportunities is
supported - and with it the retention of rural buildings for
employment use. Some redundant farm buildings in village
centres, and other appropriate locations, may be more
appropriately converted for residential use providing, for
example, affordable homes / other for the existing workforce
within a settlement.
The conservation of rural buildings can support vulnerable

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

I752

I964

Paul Bellotti, east Riding of

B

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

See response to comment I723. See also response to 2.

Comments noted. See also response to 2.
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Ref
131
133

134
135
136

Consultee/Agent
Yorkshire Council
C O’Connor, Hornsea
Town Council
Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

Mr M Cromack, Preston
Parish Council
Mr J Kilby
Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council

Opt
B
B

B
B

Comment
species such as bats and nesting birds.
Some buildings may lend themselves to conservation as holiday
lets and other tourist uses.
Where the rural buildings are already fully within the area
otherwise allocated for housing.
Homeworking and similar developments, rural tourism and
small scale high value rural production seems sure to increase
with increased fuel costs. Rural Tourism demand in the form of
holiday provision for a week or more seems likely to increase as
fuel prices make short foreign holidays less desirable. If such
lets are to be attractive outside a brief summer period they will
need to incorporate a high standard of insulation.
Each application to be considered on its own merit.
Circumstances and markets change. For this reason preference
rather than protection (Option A) should be employed.
Neither A nor B - we should not be afraid of subjective criteria.

Officer Response
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
Suggested approach noted.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of PE4

PE5

When considering farm/rural diversification proposals on non-allocated sites should we
Option A – Maintain our current approach to determining planning applications?
Option B – Consider an approach that would provide greater flexibility for bringing forward schemes in rural areas where they would
meet the needs of the local economy? What form should this approach take?
Responses with no further comments
Mr Robin Shucksmith; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Mr Jonathan Atkinson, J G Hatcliffe and Partners; Mrs K. Richmond, South
Option A –
Cave Parish Council; Mr David Hammond, Beeford Parish Council; W Buckle, Wetwang Parish Council;
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Option B –

Mr Ian Scruton; Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury Associates on behalf of Strawsons Development / Omnivale Ltd; Louise Reevell; Mrs S A Spence,
Airmyn Parish Council; Mr Roger Jones, Humber & Wolds Rural Community Council; Mr S. Young, Bubwith Parish Council; Mr Mike Jackson,
Nafferton Parish Council; Mrs Kathy West, Hessle Town Council; Mr Jamie Pyper, Signet Planning Ltd on behalf of Southwell County Homes and
Makinder; Ms Jan Crowther, Easington Parish Council

Ref
2

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Ellerby

Opt
B

Comment
Consult with the Parish or Town council

8

Miss Kate Helliwell,
Bidwells
Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby
with Anlaby Common
Parish Council
Driffield Partnership

B

The approach could also include provision for require housing
allocations.
Each application to be taken on its own merits

10
31

B
B

35

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

B

38

Jane Allen, Fangfoss Parish
Council
Cllr John Whittle

B

43

B

The development should not unduly have a negative impact on
the local landscape character. Have a preference for
developments close to major attractions (Driffield Showground
Wolds Way) planned attractions (Driffield navigation) or service
centres (market towns and larger villages).
Ensure a condition business is genuinely rurally related. At the
moment one gets marketing and IT companies in countryside
who like the view but have no connection! Set minimum district
residency of occupier say 5 years?
Greater flexibility may help maintain jobs in rural areas.
Keeping an open mind. View applications on their own merits
rather than just saying they're against policy.

Officer Response
Preferred option and comments noted. Proposed policy PE2
provides the approach to considering farm diversification
proposals. It seeks to support economic development where
existing buildings are where possible, and if new buildings are
required they are well related to the built form of and scale of
the farm. It also notes that economic development in rural areas
will need to be appropriate in scale to the location. New PPS4
recognises that some proposals may not be readily accessible by
public transport. This provides an added degree of flexibility
compared with previous approaches. However, the overall
approach will still be to target development in rural areas to
Local Service Centres.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
The character of an area is considered in proposed policy
HQE2.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
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Ref
47

Consultee/Agent
Dr Amy Crowther, RSPB

Opt

51

Mrs C. Binnington,
Driffield Town Council

B

52

B

55

Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council
Mr Christopher Hughes

58

Ms Maureen Dale

B

60

Julie Abraham

B

61
62

Ms Helen Anderson
Mrs Pamela Austin

B
B

67

Mrs Sylvia Sheard,
Millington Parish Council
Mr M Guest
Ms Laurie Norris, National
Farmers Union

B

74
80

B

B

Comment
Decisions with regard to the development of disused rural
buildings and change of use of rural buildings should be
considered in the context of other sustainability issues including
flood risk potential impacts on protected sites and sustainable
transport (where appropriate).
Option B was chosen which afforded greater flexibility in
bringing forward schemes in rural areas which would meet the
needs of the local economy and promote more jobs within rural
areas.
See answer to PE4

Officer Response
Comments noted. These considerations will form part of the
planning decision – see proposed policies HQE4 (biodiversity)
and HQE6 (flood risk).

This is the concern of the developer in a market economy e.g. if
he builds houses where there is no call for them or no public
transport then they will not sell and he loses money. QED there
must be of course limits to this if the ERYC has access to
negative information about the development that is not in the
public realm then they are honour bound to prevent any
unsuitable development.
Not sure - but keep talking and involving residents in rural
areas.
Should be an appropriate use for the area and should not
require an inappropriate number of employees having to travel
in to it to make it sustainable.
A consultative approach.
Look at parish Reviews and Parish planning decisions - ACT
ON THEM.
Assess each application on local community needs and impact
on rural area.
More use of old farm buildings B and B etc.
There needs to be recognition that whilst the agricultural climate
is very volatile the rural economy of the East Riding is
underpinned by farming and horticulture and these will need to
expand and diversify to succeed in the future. This will
inevitably require new development in the countryside there
needs to be a greater acceptance that in order to maintain a

Preferred option and comments noted.

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

Noted.

Preferred option and comments noted.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
Preferred option and comments noted.
Preferred option and comments noted.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
Comments noted. See also response to 2.
Preferred approach and comments noted. See also response to
2.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

81

Phillippa Edwards, G V A
Grimley on behalf of
Horstine Farmery
Cllr Kate Gray

B

94

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mrs J Boat

B

Comment
vibrant countryside development on farms is necessary. This
should include the introduction of new tourism ventures to take
advantage of the unique countryside of the East Riding
maintained by farming.
Previously developed sites in rural locations should be
considered for redevelopment where appropriate and where
there is an identified need and demand.
Can you be so prescriptive - some businesses just evolve.
Flexibility has to be a key word within the guidelines of
planning.
The Good Practice Guide on Planning for Tourism published
by DCLG in May 2006 represents the most up to date guidance
from central government on the issue surrounding planning for
tourism. LPAs should have regard to the guidance in the
preparation of development plans and as a material
consideration on individual planning decisions. This document
highlights the crucial importance of tourism to the economic
social and environmental well-being of the whole country and
states that the planning system has a vital role to play in terms of
facilitating the development and improvement of tourism in
appropriate locations. Tourism makes a significant contribution
to the national economy contributing £74bn to GDP and
employing 2.2. million people largely in small and medium sized
enterprises outside London. Tourism generates a high
percentage of new jobs and in 2003 was responsible for the
creation of 16% of new jobs in the Yorkshire and Humber
region. At a local level tourism can support and enhance local
services such as shops and pubs, particularly in rural areas, aid
with diversification of the rural economy and underpin the
quality of the local environment. The guidance notes that these
benefits are particularly valuable in rural areas as they may
provide amenities that people would otherwise not have access
to. Tourism depends heavily on the natural and built
environment and can also maintain and enhance the
environment through the re-use of derelict land or buildings and

Officer Response

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
Comments noted. The Council recognises the importance of
rural tourism as a way of diversifying and enhancing the rural
economy. We have produced a Tourism Accommodation
Potential Study which assesses the capacity for future tourism
accommodation development in the East Riding. This has
informed the approach taken in proposed policy PE3 of the
Preferred Approach Core Strategy. See also response to 2.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

Comment
better maintenance of the countryside.

Officer Response

Para 3.24 of the guidance notes that the provision of essential
facilities for visitors is vital for the development of tourism in
rural areas and can be a key element in rural and farm
diversification. LDF policies should therefore engender a
positive approach to rural tourism proposals and will need to
weigh up the other benefits of a tourism proposal against any
disadvantages arising from its location. Some key considerations
include proposals which help protect or improve a specific site
or general location, contribute to tourism in the locality and
assist with the diversification of rural economies.
Para 6.30 of the draft Core Strategy highlights the importance of
the tourism economy in the East Riding. The Council's tourism
policy highlights the economic, social and environmental
benefits of tourism to the district and the Economic
Development Strategy sets a target of 5% growth in tourism
spend.
In view of the above considerations we consider that the LDF
should take a positive and pro-active approach to improving and
enhancing the tourism accommodation offer in the area. Such
an approach will include a flexible supply of visitor
accommodation including in rural area and locations in close
proximity to visitor attractions. Accommodation for visitors
wishing to enjoy access to the countryside through, walking,
cycling or equestrian holidays should also be considered as well
as coastal and historic town locations.
Rural tourism can provide valuable economic support for local
business such as shops and pubs and also creates and sustains
jobs for local people. The Core Strategy should recognise the
positive economic benefits of tourism and should introduce
restrictive or over burdensome policies which would stifle such
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

104
108

I W Scruton, Scruton
G M V Winn and Co

B

115

Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd
Jennifer Hadland, Smiths
Gore on behalf of Mrs S
Moorey
Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council
Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership

117
120
126

I128

B
B
B

Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates

B

Cllr Symon Fraser,

B

Comment
development. The Council should also consider the benefits of
tourist accommodation which makes good use of sustainable
design and construction techniques.
Each application should be considered on its merit.
Former farm buildings on the periphery of villages should be
permitted for residential use. More isolated buildings should be
allowed for live/work units.
Persimmon Homes has no specific comments to make with
regards to this issue.

Officer Response

Option b is considered to be most appropriate. Flexibility is a
major issue that needs to be taken into consideration in regard
to the forthcoming local development framework.
Look at Parish Reviews and Parish planning decisions - ACT
ON THEM.
It is important that each case is treated on its own merit rather
than adopting the sustainability matrix approach. Experience
show us that the Highways Department often objects to
schemes which will actually have less traffic movement or
smaller vehicles than the farm originally had. These objections
carry a lot of weight in the decision making process.
Consideration needs to be given to the merit of each scheme its
links to agriculture utilisation of existing buildings type of
activity other activities in the area community views etc. The
onus should rest with the Planning Authority to justify why not
rather than the other way round.
Option B is preferred as not all rural buildings are suitable for
economic use and there is only so much employment provision
that rural economies can sustain. The option to convert rural
buildings to dwellings needs to be retained as part of a balanced
approach to managing the rural economy. It is an often-ignored
fact that conversion of a rural building to (say) an office is far
less sustainable than converting to a dwelling!
Option B outlines a more pragmatic approach there should be a

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

Comments noted. See also response to 2.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
An approach for housing in rural areas is established in
proposed policy SS3 of the Preferred Approach Core Strategy.
Noted.

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Conservative Group

I551

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly

130

Ms Avril Russell,
Thorngumbald Parish
Council
Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council
C O’Connor, Hornsea
Town Council
Humber Rural Partnership
Board
Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

128

131
132
133

134
135

136
139

Opt

B

Comment
presumption of re-use of buildings to the betterment of local
economy and environment.
The Assembly would support rural diversification schemes
which bring economic social and environmental benefits. The
Local Authority may wish to prioritise economic benefits where
there are clear advantages i.e. schemes serve or attract labour
from a number of villages within a particular catchment that
may outweigh accessibility issues.
To be assessed on merit

Officer Response

B

See comment 126 to this question.

See response to comment 126.

B

Consult with Parish and Town Councils

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

B

One example would be improving farm business prospects by
diversification into new enterprises.
This is an issue that concerns smaller settlements and their
responses should be the ones considered important. My own
feeling is that some flexibility could be desirable, but only on the
basis of wider consideration of the principles of sustainability.
For example, is the re-use of premises reducing waste?
Local consultation

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

Comments noted. See also response to 2.

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

Comments noted. See also response to 2.

Mr M Cromack, Preston
Parish Council
Mr J Kilby

B

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

A

What is your "current approach" to determining planning
applications? It does not seem to be unduly rigorous.

Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council
Mr Philip Warry, Bishop

B

See above

Comments noted. Attendees to a pre-consultation event we
held with the Rural Partnership noted that occasionally
applications are dealt with too strictly and this is not allowing the
rural economy to diversify to its full potential. We have sought
to widen this debate by including a question in the Issues and
Options document.
Noted.

B

Encourage employment use assessed on a case by case basis

Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Wilton Parish Council

141

Planning Committee, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council

Opt

Comment
dependent on site, location, financial viability and sustainability
of proposed business
The farm shop proposal on the Tickton Grange development
proposal should be used as a best practise example. It is best
practise because it is small and uses local suppliers so is
contributing to the local economy.

Officer Response
Preferred option and comments noted. See also response to 2.

Paragraph 6.30 – Tourism and the visitor economy
Ref
I588

Consultee/Agent
Mrs M. Greenwood, North
Dalton Parish Council

Comment
As a result of unique geography and history we have the Yorkshire Wolds
- a precious place that has so far largely avoided developmental abuse and
retained its distinctive character. However the Yorkshire Wolds is a
physically small area and as such would easily be destroyed by bad
planning. Development should therefore be assessed in terms of the
impact on the area as a whole not just in site-specific terms. The number
of developments will be as crucial as their nature. The very elements that
make the Wolds worth visiting and of value will be lost in the name of
tourism.

Officer Response
Comments noted. The Council recognises the importance of the
Yorkshire Wolds as an area of unique natural beauty. The
potential effects of any form of new development on the East
Riding landscape will be assessed in line with sustainability
principles set out in PPS1 and the Preferred Policy on
Landscape Character (which designates the Wolds as an area of
High Landscape Value). Development should not have any
negative affects on the surrounding environment. This will
include the cumulative effects of development on the whole of
the Yorkshire Wolds area. .

Paragraph 6.31 – Tourism and the visitor economy
Ref
I965

Consultee/Agent
Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

Comment
Can we be sure to mention the important role that the environment plays
in tourism?

Officer Response
Noted. The natural environment is an important part of the
East Riding tourism offer which has been acknowledged in the
Preferred Approach Core Strategy.

Paragraph 6.32 – Tourism and the visitor economy
Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment

Officer Response
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Ref
I966

Consultee/Agent
Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

Comment
Can we mention the unrealised tourism benefits of the Wolds relate to its
landscape and natural beauty, for instance the presence of chalk grassland
dales (a habitat of principal importance)?

Officer Response
Noted. The proposed policy aims to develop and diversify the
tourist economy.

Paragraph 6.33 – Tourism and the visitor economy
Ref
I967

Consultee/Agent
Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

Comment
A link between this section and the issue of coastal erosion and the
rollback of these sites would be useful here.

Officer Response
Noted. The plan should be read as a whole.

Paragraph 6.36 – Tourism – Countryside areas
Ref
I595

Consultee/Agent
Mrs M. Greenwood, North
Dalton Parish Council

I968

Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

Comment
Permitting log cabin settlements/holiday chalet developments/residential
caravan developments on the Wolds would destroy the tranquil unspoilt
character people seek. The open nature of the landscape means such
development would be visible across a wide area. Why not adopt a policy
where no such developments are allowed on the Wolds themselves but
visitor accommodation are sited outside of the Wolds close to market
towns which could benefit from the spending power of those who visit?
This would enable economic benefit without the damage.
Please mention the importance of the protection of the natural landscape
and the natural environment on the Wolds.

Officer Response
The Preferred policy ensures that new accommodation will be of
appropriate scale in relation to their location, and will be well
screened. This will ensure that there is minimal impact to the
landscape. Developments will also be assessed in accordance
with the Preferred policy on Landscape Character.

Comments noted. This is covered by the Preferred Policy on
Landscape Character.

Paragraph 6.37 – Tourism – Coastal resorts
Ref
I383

Consultee/Agent
Ms Margaret Baddeley,
Nathaniel Lichfield &
Partners Ltd on behalf of
Bourne Leisure Ltd

I969

Paul Bellotti, east Riding of

Comment
Bourne Leisure strongly supports policies seeking the enhancement of
existing coastal resorts and considers that specific policies within the Core
Strategy should expressly support the retention and enhancement of
existing accommodation including holiday caravan sites and holiday parks
both in and around these resorts in accord with the RSS.
The Coastal Landscape and the wildlife present at places like Bempton

Officer Response
Comments noted. The proposed policy promotes the
development and diversification of coastal resorts.

Comments noted. All aspects of the East Ridings natural assets
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Yorkshire Council

Comment
are a vital part of the coastline. Can we give special mention to this?

Officer Response
will be considered in the Core Strategy. The text accompanying
proposed policy PE3 acknowledges the importance of wildlife
tourism.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of PE5

PE6

Are there any other aspects of the tourism economy that our planning policies should consider?
Ref
2

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Ellerby

Comment
Promote Bridlington Bay for sailing boating fishing and watersports. Get
the marina built and build more down the coast especially at Hornsea.

3

Mr Robin Shucksmith

6

Duncan Ross, East
Yorkshire Primary Care
Trust

There needs to be awareness that policies for development may detract
from the qualities that attract tourists e.g. wind turbines.
Development of wider infrastructure to support tourism

10
14

Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby
with Anlaby Common
Parish Council
Revd Stephen Cope

31

Driffield Partnership

35

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

42

Mr Jonathan Atkinson, J G

1. Campsites 2. Outdoor activities in forest areas - Dalby Forest 3.
Promoting rural crafts - up to 5 crafts on one site? Sewerby Hall 4.
Affluent visitors requiring a 5 star hotel
Same comment applies. Work with the churches (and historic houses) to
ensure that they are fully promoted in all East Riding tourism material.
The planning of tourism should support a sustainable economy and
support the growth where an identified need can be demonstrate (e.g.
Lack of accommodation in the Wolds)
Quality is key eg shop frontages. Caravans need screening in trees and
views assessed at distance. Avoid large log cabin developments spoiling
woodland and its wildlife.
A total restriction on the development of ‘trailer park log cabins’.

Officer Response
Comments noted. Bridlington Marina is being considered by the
Bridlington AAP. Improving the tourism offer at Hornsea is
recognised in Preferred Policy PE3.
Comments noted, although there is no evidence to suggest that
wind turbines detract tourists.
Comments noted. The Council is currently undertaking an
infrastructure study which will determine what existing
infrastructure capacity is available and establish the amount,
type, and cost of infrastructure required to deliver the East
Riding’s development needs. This will include infrastructure
needed to support the tourism industry.
Comments noted. A number of different types of tourism
accommodation are supported in proposed policy PE3 to allow
the sector to diversify.
Comments noted.
Comments noted. The proposed policy (PE3) promotes the
type of accommodation needed to develop the tourism sector in
identified areas.
Comments noted. The preferred policy proposes development
should be well screened.
Comments noted.
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Ref
43

Consultee/Agent
Hatcliffe and Partners
Cllr John Whittle

47

Dr Amy Crowther, RSPB

50

Mrs K. Richmond, South
Cave Parish Council

51

Mrs C. Binnington,
Driffield Town Council
Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council
Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council

52
54

Comment

Officer Response

I think we've picked up on most. Parochially speaking I look forward to
the Hornsea AAP. There is a dearth of good quality accommodation in
our area and effort needs to be put into simplifying the process of
applying for a COU to guesthouse or hotel. The process would be the
same - but better guidance could be given. With reference again to
Hornsea - possibly new developments in the town would encourage more
visitors (Hornsea Quays). We also don't have a petrol station (nearest 3.5
miles away).
'Green' or wildlife tourism: East Riding has a number of sites of wildlife
and conservation importance that play a key role in the tourism sector.
For example RSPB Bempton Cliffs near Bridlington is home to
England's largest and most accessible seabird colony and part of the
Flamborough Head European Marine Site. We are working together with
ERYC and other organisations including Yorkshire Wildlife Trust and
Natural England as part of the Flamborough Head Environmental Assets
Partnership to promote and enhance sustainable tourism and educational
opportunities which will benefit the Bridlington Regeneration Scheme.
Development of 'green' tourism in relation to these sites can bring major
benefits to local business and the economy but also need to be carefully
managed to avoid damaging the very things that people go to see as some
sites and species may be highly sensitive to disturbance impacts.
This matter again comes back to transportation. It is felt that a wish list
may include an extension to the M11 through Lincolnshire and across the
Humber Bridge making easier access to the East Coast. Improvements
also locally to those routes accessing the coast and other tourist
attractions cross boundary such as York.

Comments noted. The LDF does not include an AAP for
Hornsea, please refer to the Local Development Scheme for a
list of Local Development Plan Documents that will be
produced.

That any policies must ultimately aim to protect and enhance the
character of the areas in question.
The council are right to place great importance on the value of tourism to
the economy of the region.
The council does not consider that any policy change is necessary.

Comments noted. The Council recognises the importance of
Green Tourism as a tourism offer in the East Riding and will be
considering this as part of the Core Strategy.

Comments noted. The Preferred Core Strategy includes a policy
on Transport that aims to improve accessibility. The policy also
lists a number of road schemes that will be promoted through
allocating land for transport use use. However, the M11
extension has not been included as this would not be deliverable
by 2026.
Comments noted. Developments will be assessed against the
Preferred Landscape Character Policy.
Noted.
Comments noted. However the LDF is a culture change from
the old Local Plans system. As such the policy will need to alter
to reflect this.
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Ref
55

Consultee/Agent
Mr Christopher Hughes

56

Doctor Alan Kelly

59
60

Mr Roger Jones, Humber
& Wolds Rural
Community Council
Julie Abraham

62

Mrs Pamela Austin

64

Mr Keith Kaye

Comment
We must beware of national schemes that whilst logical in themselves
may have a detrimental effect on the local tourist economy. Reduction of
the rural aspect of the East Riding could well have an adverse effect on
tourism to certain urban dwellers this is one of its main attractions
particularly with in the high importance area of food drink and
hospitality. By definition Gastro-pubs in the East Riding are expected to
be in a rural setting and hopefully sell local produce. Anything that
disturbs this picture is detrimental.
Please see the article Core Strategy - Issues and Options: Biodiversity
Amenity Biodiversity and Proximity on the wwfo website as per VO2
section of this questionnaire. Please note suggested distinction in
Riverland article on the wwfo website relating to a required emphasis on
Local amenity as opposed to visitor amenity.
Protect rural villages with design guidance.

Officer Response
Comments noted. The Council agrees that the rural nature of
much of the East Riding is a major asset.

Hull and the East Riding is becoming recognised as a venue for sporting
events - sailing cycling and new premiership football. Bed numbers for
such as the Clipper Races and the Tour of Britain are reportedly
inadequate. Emphasis must be given to being able to cope with a large
influx of visitors over a short period.
a) parking types and charges b) sports facilities for visitors c) healthcare
facilities for visitors d0 road development and encouragement of
National Express routes e) standard of accommodation - modernise B +
B's many too old fashioned to attract any but the elderly. f) all year round
activity packages (concerts gardens walking etc.) g) make sure all
accommodation is on active accessible web sites.
In a recent BURA survey 80% of respondents said that Coastal Towns
needed as much support as former coal/steel towns. Bridlington tourism
economy needs funding support for new business development in
addition to existing Regeneration/AAP schemes. Furthermore East
Yorkshire needs a major new tourism attraction to supplement the
existing offer thus providing more jobs and more visitors. Between the
Deep in Hull and Castle Howard/Flamingoland in North Yorkshire there
is no attraction capable of generating high volume tourism. As I

Comments noted. The proposed policy aims to develop the
tourism economy.

Comments Noted. Biodiversity will be considered as part of all
development proposals.

Comments noted. Proposed policy HQE1 requires development
proposals to consider the context and setting of development.

Comments noted. However much of this cannot be influenced
by the LDF e.g. parking charges, modernising B+B’s, advertising
on websites.

Comments noted. The proposed policy (PE3) aims to develop
and diversify the tourism economy in coastal, rural and urban
areas whilst adhering to the other development principles in the
Preferred approach.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

66

Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby
Conservation Society

Comment
understand it VHEY have an inward investment brief as well as a tourism
responsibility. Hopefully although based in Hull they will recognise the
needs of the Coastal towns to constantly refresh and add to the visitor
offer.
Transport - This is considered in the following section but not mentioned
here

67

Mrs Sylvia Sheard,
Millington Parish Council

Consideration should be made to reduce the negative impact on small
rural communities.

71

1) Parking provision for coaches + motor homes etc. 2) Parking fee
policy 3) Visitor numbers

74

Mr Dennis Peckett,
Beverley & District Civic
Society
Mr S. Young, Bubwith
Parish Council
Mr M Guest

90

Cllr Kate Gray

94

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mrs J Boat

99

Rachel Whaley, HLL
Humberts Leisure on

Car parking is essential. Coach parking is also essential. Loss of tourist
attractions should be considered carefully. I cite Beverley's decline: loss of
Cattle Market, having car park Leven was surplus to requirements. Oldest
cinema rejected by ERYC and sold. Norwood House rejected by ERYC
and to be sold. We need to learn from the Americans who reconstruct
history. What we allow is the real thing to go into decline.
It is widely recognised that many visitors rely on the private car as the
principle means of transport to their holiday destination and during their
visit. Although the use of public transport by visitors should be
encouraged the LDF should also consider that there are wider
sustainability benefits to the economy and through environmental
improvement which should also be taken into consideration when
assessing proposals for tourist accommodation.
PE6 recognises the significance of holiday and tourist accommodation to
the local area and that pressure to diversify has resulted in an increase in

72

High quality hotels
Beverley requires parking for coaches and space near town centre for
major homes. A Review of all parking in East Riding costs amount of
space etc.

Officer Response

Comment noted. The Core Strategy and the Policies within it
should be read as a whole. The Transport Policy will be
applicable to tourism developments.
Comments noted. The Council will aim to minimise any
negative impacts on all communities. The proposed policy (PE3)
is more restrictive in rural areas.
Comments noted. The Preferred Policy aims to increase visitor
numbers. The Council has separate policies on issues such as
Parking fees.
Comments noted. The Preferred Policies in the spatial strategy
show where hotels would be encouraged.
Comments noted. The Allocations DPD will set out the
preferred use of specific sites The 1st consultation on this
document will be run along side the Preferred Option
Consultation of the Core Strategy. The Council has separate
policies on the price of parking, this cannot be set by the LDF.
Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted. The Council has taken into account the
national and regional policy/guidance when devising the
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
behalf of Long Beach
Leisure Park

Comment
proposals to develop more caravan and holiday parks in rural areas. We
note that a key opportunity identified is to build on the tourism and
visitor economy. The adopted local plans for the area are post dated by
national planning policy guidance including The Good Practice Guide on
Planning for Tourism (GPGPT) published in May 2006 and PPS7:
Sustainable Development in Rural Areas published in August 2004. We
draw your attention to the following key points which we trust will be
taken into account when developing the tourism policies in the Core
Strategy. The GPGPT identifies the economic importance of tourism
(paras 2.2 - 2.6). It acknowledges that appropriate development in the
countryside for tourism is essential for both the local and national
economy. The GPGPT recognises the important role holiday and touring
caravan parks play in the self-catering holiday sector. PPS7 states that
local planning authorities should support sustainable rural tourism and
leisure developments that benefit rural businesses communities and
visitors and which utilise and enrich but do not harm the character of the
countryside its towns villages buildings and other features (para.34/i).
The statement also recognises that even in areas designated for their
landscape nature conservation or historic qualities there will be scope for
tourist related developments subject to appropriate control over their
number form and location to ensure the particular qualities or features
that justified the designation are conserved (para 35/ii). In considering
proposals for static holiday and touring parks and holiday chalet
developments planning authorities should carefully weigh the objective of
providing adequate facilities and sites with the need to protect landscapes
and environmentally sensitive sites (para. 39/i) and where appropriate (eg
in popular holiday areas) set out policies in development plans on the
provision of new holiday and touring caravan sites and chalet
developments (para. 39/ii). PPS4 - Planning for Sustainable Economic
Development is currently in draft form the consultation period ending in
March 2008. It advised that local planning authorities should consider
proposals for economic development favourably unless they have good
reason to believe that economic social and environmental costs outweigh
the benefits (para.29). Where there is no specific support from
development plan policies authorities are advised to adopt an evidence -

Officer Response
Preferred Policies in the Core Strategy.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

108

G M V Winn and Co

115

Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd
Kate Anderson, Indigo
Planning on behalf of Mr
D Curtis

116

Comment
based approach for example using relevant market and other economic
information as well as environmental and social information. The draft
guidance is clear on dealing with development in rural areas. It states that
in rural areas local planning authorities should support sustainable rural
tourism and leisure developments that benefit rural businesses
communities and visitors. It also advises authorities to recognize that a
site may be an acceptable location for development even though it may
not be readily accessible by public transport (para.32). The aim of this
statement is to get local planning authorities to adopt a positive and
constructive approach towards proposals for economic development
including in the rural areas. Authorities are advised that if they propose to
refuse a planning application they should set out clear reasons wy on the
basis of the evidence they have decided that the costs outweigh the
benefits (para.33). We note that a Tourism Accommodation Potential
Study has been commissioned to help inform the tourism policies in the
LDF. As retained policy advisors to the British Holiday and Home Parks
Association (BHHPA) we have considerable expertise in analysing the
market and developing policy for this sector and would be happy to
advise on the implications of the study's findings.
E.R.Y.C. currently appears to try to apply sustainability policies to
building conversions for holiday use and small cabin developments in
rural areas and villages. This should not continue.
Persimmon Homes has no specific comments to make with regards to
this issue.

Officer Response

As well as considering the level of tourism accommodation to be located
in the countryside the Core Strategy should also consider the most
appropriate locations for it. The Government expects most tourist
accommodation required new buildings to be located in or adjacent to
existing towns and villages. The conversion of suitable existing rural
buildings to provide serviced accommodation is permissible under the
policy set out at paragraph 17 and 18 which provides support for: 'The
reuse of appropriately located and suitably constructed existing buildings
in the countryside where this will meet sustainable development

Comments noted. The Council has taken account of all national
and regional guidance when preparing the Preferred Options
Core Strategy and recognises the important role that tourism
plays in the East Riding economy. More information on the
capacity of future tourism development is provided in the
Tourism Accommodation Potential Study, which has also
informed the Preferred Policy.

Comments noted. The proposed policy allows for tourist
accommodation that will not require new building in the
Countryside.
Noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

118

W Buckle, Wetwang Parish
Council
Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council
Rachel Whaley, HLL
Humberts Leisure on
behalf of Park Resorts Ltd
Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership

120
121
126

Comment
locations. Reuse for economic development purposes will usually be
preferable but residential conversions may be more appropriate in some
locations.....' 'Local Planning Authorities should be particularly supportive
of the reuse of existing buildings that are adjacent or closely related to
country towns and villages for economic or community uses to provide
housing in accordance with the policies in PPS3 and to support the policy
set out in paragraph 7 of this PPS in relation to the in relation to the
retention of local services'. The Good Practise Guide for Tourism
development notes that the provision of essential facilities for visitors is
vital for the development of the tourism in rural areas. Tourism can: Be a
key element in rural and farm diversification; help to revitalise market
towns and villages; support important rural services and facilities; and
underwrite environmental schemes and improvements to the built and
natural environment. It continues stating that RSS and LDF policies
should therefore engender a positive approach to rural tourism proposals
and: Wherever possible tourist and visitor facilities should be housed in
existing or replacement buildings particularly where they are located
outside existing settlements. This supports the overarching principal
policy set out in PPS1 for the efficient use of previously developed land
and also directly has an impact on the reuse of rural employment land.
Road and rail upgrades.

Officer Response

See comment 62 to this question.

See response to comment 62.

See comment 99 to this question.

See response to comment 99.

The link between the heritage - cultural and environmental - of the East
Riding and tourism should be sustainably exploited. The document needs
to include quality tourism accommodation i.e. hotel linked to the
development of Driffield Showground Site and high quality small hotels
and bed & breakfast in market towns and smaller settlements across all
rural areas. The opportunities in respect of redundant farm buildings
should also be supported. The links between the East Riding and the
main transport links (airports railway stations ports etc) requires more

Comments noted. The Preferred Policy refers to Preferred SS
Policies 6-11. These policies have been written taking into
account the recommendations of the Tourism Accommodation
Potential Study.

Comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I294

Ms Janet Harris

I377

Ms Margaret Baddeley,
Nathaniel Lichfield &
Partners Ltd on behalf of
Bourne Leisure Ltd

Comment
emphasis if the tourism potential across all market sectors is to be
developed.
I hope that ERYC can respond speedily and positively to the new
opportunities brought to the area by Hull City’s promotion to the
premier league - what a marketing opportunity!
Bourne Leisure strongly believes that specific tourism-related policies
within the Core Strategy should support the enhancement and expansion
of existing tourist attractions and tourism infrastructure including
accommodation throughout the district as well as the provision of new
facilities. In Bourne Leisure's view the Core Strategy should incorporate
policies which expressly support and encourage the retention
consolidation diversification and intensification of existing holiday
caravan sites or holiday parks particularly where development proposals
improve the range and quality of accommodation and facilities on-site
and result in permanent and significant improvements to the layout and
appearance of the site and its setting in the surrounding landscape.
Moreover Core Strategy policies should allow for site and park operators
to undertake a phased approach to consolidation improvement upgrading
or extension of existing caravan sites and holiday parks over several years
ensuring that the existing accommodation and visitor operation is not
disrupted and that each proposal caters appropriately for current and
forecast needs and demands. Moreover and again in relation to the
improvement of existing holiday park sites the Core Strategy should also
acknowledge in its tourism-related policies that in order to upgrade
existing sites facilities the provision of new facilities and meet higher
amenity standards (which in turn will encourage year-round tourism
business) it may be necessary to extend existing holiday park sites. This
acknowledgement would be in accordance with the CLG Good Practice
Guide on Planning for Tourism which notes at para 21 of Annex A that
planning provides an opportunity to improve the attractiveness of holiday
caravan sites/holiday parks both to those who visit them and as a feature
in the landscape. In addition to environmental benefits para 22 of Annex
A notes that '...there may be valid reasons for extending or improving
existing holiday parks ... by virtue of their support for successful local
business and the provision of employment.' The inclusion of policies in

Officer Response
Comments noted.
Comments noted. All policies on tourism in the Core Strategy
would need to be in accordance with PPS4 (replaced PPS7 in
period after consultation) and RSS, particularly when ensuring
that any new or expanded tourism accommodation sites are
sustainable, appropriate to their location and that visual
intrusion on the landscape is minimised. More information on
the capacity of future tourism development is provided in the
Tourism Accommodation Potential Study which has also been
used to inform the Preferred Policy.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I555

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly
Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

I643

I862

Ms Liz Philpot on behalf
of Bridlington
Regeneration Partnership

130

Ms Avril Russell,
Thorngumbald Parish
Council
Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council

128

Comment
the Core Strategy to promote tourism and to enhance existing provision
would reflect the identified future importance of tourism to the wider
region as set out at para 11.32 of the Yorkshire and Humber Plan which
recognises that tourism is a key component of regional economic activity
contributing an estimated £4.2bn to the Yorkshire and Humber economy
and which goes on to state that 'all parts of the region would gain from
further economic benefit from tourism and most areas could cope with
more visitors'. Moreover the inclusion of specific tourism policies in the
Core Strategy would be consistent with points 1 and 2 of part A of Policy
E6 of the Yorkshire and Humber Plan.
The Assembly supports the range of issues explored on the tourism
economy.

Officer Response

An additional paragraph at 6.39 should be inserted referencing the role of
Hull as a tourist destination with the Deep and Museum Quarter. In
addition the passenger port within Hull needs referencing as bringing
tourists into the sub-region.
The discussion inexplicably omits discussion of Bridlington’s pre-eminent
role as a tourism destination of regional significance that is located in the
East Riding. It is on a completely different level than the other coastal
towns and the tourism strategy needs to acknowledge this providing the
Core Strategy platform needed for the AAP and its promotion of the
regeneration of the town centre and the creation of the marina.
Allow relocation of caravan sites inland – they generate a large amount of
tourism into the area and by not allowing them to relocate the caravans
this reduces revenue and tourism
The link between the heritage - cultural and environmental - of the East
Riding and tourism should be sustainably exploited.

Comment Noted.

The document needs to include quality tourism accommodation i.e. hotel
linked to the development of Driffield Showground Site and high quality
small hotels and bed & breakfast in market towns and smaller settlements
across all rural areas. The opportunities in respect of redundant farm
buildings should also be supported.

Comment Noted.

Comments noted. The proposed policy supports the
development and diversification of the tourism economy in
Bridlington. The Bridlington AAP will consider Bridlington
specific issues in more detail.
Comments noted. The Council has developed a preferred policy
on Roll Back in the High Quality Environment chapter of the
Core Strategy.
Comments noted. The Tourism Accommodation Potential
Study has informed the potential tourism policy. The proposed
policy highlights the potential in the East Riding.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I1003

Cllr Owen and Cllr Evison,
East Riding of Yorkshire
Council

I970

Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

131

C O’Connor, Hornsea
Town Council

132

Humber Rural partnership
Board
Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

133

135

Mr J Kilby

136

Martine Gabriel, Beverley

Comment
The links between the East Riding and the main transport links (airports,
railway stations, ports etc) requires more emphasis if the tourism
potential across all market sectors is to be developed.
We feel that as a part of the LDF process we need to review our old
policies of restricting caravan numbers in certain parts of the East Riding
as the market has changed considerably and we are preventing owners of
quality sites from expanding as a result.
Can you add the increasing role of Eco Tourism and how Climate
Change may bring an opportunity to the tourism sector in the East
Riding.
Promote Bridlington Bay for sailing/water sports. Complete the Marina.
Hornsea Mere if developed, could be an excellent centre for sailing.
Needs the ERYC to push the Wassand Estate.
Positive policies encouraging rural tourism based on the rural heritage –
natural, built and cultural
One aspect that has been underestimated is the need for proper coach
parks, especially in Beverley and probably in other non-coastal towns. A
large proportion of tourism is in a category which is at present underrecognised, day trips from within the sub-region (Humberside), or at
most within the region (Yorkshire & Humber). Increased exploitation of
this sector depends on research into how far numbers can be increased
(and crucially numbers increased outside the summer season), and how
far the spend may be increased. It may be that some of these visitors can
be persuaded to extend their stays overnight or even for 3 or four days,
especially with the development of Beverley and Bridlington as “Festival
Towns”. Another aspect worth considering is whether this “local
tourism” is beneficial to the local economy even when the actual spend is
insignificant. That is to say, if people in the East Yorkshire sub-region
spend half their holidays visiting other places within the sub-region, does
it really matter whether the associated spend is in the town visited or the
original town of residence?
See VO2
The suggestion is for a coherent tourism approach for a designated area
which can respond to a common theme.
Tourism in the East Riding will never attract bottom of the market East

Officer Response

Comments noted. The Proposed police PE3 aims to develop
and diversify the tourism and visitor economy.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted. The policy aims to diversify the tourism
economy.
Comments noted. The Tourist Accommodation Assessment
recognises that there are a high proportion of day visitors in the
East Riding, this has been taken in to consideration in
developing the Preferred Policy.

Comments noted.
Comments noted. Retaining character will be important when
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Town Council

Comment
Riding should ensure that the Market Town remain distinctive and not
over developed. Towns should be developed to attract tourists who want
a distinctive appearance.

Officer Response
assessing any development proposal see proposed policy HQE1.

Comment
In addition to the climate change benefits of sustainable transport, can we
also mention the biodiversity role that transport corridors have?

Officer Response
Comments noted. The Council will be developing policies on
green infrastructure in chapter 9 of the Core Strategy.

Paragraph 6.39 - Transport
Ref
I971

Consultee/Agent
Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

Figure 27 – The East Riding of Yorkshire transport network
Ref
I622

Consultee/Agent
Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

Comment
Figure 27 needs to show how the transport infrastructure links into Hull the roads currently stop at the administrative boundary on the diagram.

Officer Response
Noted.

Comment
The A1079. I agree with this two paragraphs and the sooner there are
improvements to the road the better for all road users.

Officer Response
Noted.

Add reference to the dangerous exits along the A1079 and that
improvements will aid the promotion of sustainable economic
development. Dualling and building more roundabouts are a priority.

Noted.

Paragraph 6.46 – A1079
Ref
I579
I897

Consultee/Agent
Cllr David Rudd, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council
Mr John Brown, Action
Access A1079

Paragraph 6.49 – Beverley to York railway
Ref
I162

Consultee/Agent
Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

Comment
Natural England agree in principle with the re-opening of this railway to
reduce carbon emissions from transport in East Riding. However should
this option be progressed it may not be possible to use the original route

Officer Response
Comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I481

Mr Geoffrey Streets

I585

Cllr David Rudd, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council

14

Revd Stephen Cope

Comment
without impacting on nature conservation and countryside access
especially along the Hudson Way between Market Weighton and
Beverley. We advise that these points should be made clear in the Issues
and Options document.
Could you prepare a preliminary proposal for a spur off the existing line a
short way to a new station as a start with park & ride north of Beverley
(and this fits into 6.63)
Beverley to York railway is surely an aspiration in an ideal world.

As a private citizen may I also comment on the piecemeal approach to
transport especially with regard to the potential of reopening the Beverley
- York rail route. 6.46 should surely refer to 6.49: in the current
environmental climate one might expect a rail reopening to take
precedence over road dualling. Similar comments apply to 2.52 and 2.55
and to 4.29 and 4.30. My personal hunch is that these chapters were
written by different people; consider that 4.30 refers to the Hull Leeds/Doncaster route where as 2.55 refers to both Hull - Doncaster and
Hull - Leeds/Manchester. Needless to say from the tone of the above I
support the Beverley - York rail link very strongly and I would certainly
use it to get to my regional HQ.

Officer Response

Request noted.
The proposed approach Core Strategy recognises the opening of
the line is an aspiration. However, if land is not protected now,
development may take place on the route precluding its future
reopening. This is especially important close to existing
settlements because it is often difficult to divert the route around
urban areas whilst maintaining workable route geometry.
Support for the reopening of the Beverley to York rail line is
noted. Current considerations for the A1079 focus on improving
safety and access, and stimulating economic development rather
than creating additional road capacity per se, so the two issues
are not necessarily in competition with each other as they work
to achieve different things.

Paragraph 6.50 – Walking and cycling
Ref
I163
I599

Consultee/Agent
Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England
Jon Palmer, Yorkshire
Forward

Comment
Natural England supports the development of Walking and Cycling
Action Plans for the 14 largest towns in the East Riding
We welcome the Council’s commitment to promoting walking and
cycling in the East Riding including developing walking and cycling action
plans in 14 towns. In addition, the production of Green Travel Plans to
promote more sustainable modes of transport such as car sharing are

Officer Response
Comments noted.
Comments noted. Accessibility by public transport will be an
important factor in deciding where to locate development which
will be considered in the Spatial Strategy chapter of the Core
Strategy. Furthermore, all specific sites for allocation through the
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
welcomed. A selection of such measures has the potential to contribute
towards meeting the Region’s target to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
by 20 - 25% by 2016 by encouraging the use of sustainable modes of
transport. However it would be helpful to outline within the Core
Strategy that new development will be focused on those locations that are
accessible by public transport. This would help to deliver both the RES
and Policy T3 of the RSS.

Officer Response
Allocations DPD will be assessed on accessibility in relation to
sustainable modes of transport.
Proposed policy PE5 looks to ensure that new development is
accessible by sustainable modes of transport, including by the
use of travel plans, and developing public transport, cycling and
footpath networks

Paragraph 6.54 – Public transport corridors
Ref
I477

Consultee/Agent
Mrs C. Hird, Snaith and
Cowick Parish Council

Comment
Snaith and Cowick has very limited public transport links which do not
meet the criteria for a sustainable community as specified in 4.3 and 4.5
of the Core Strategy. The public transport available does not allow for
residents to travel to work anywhere outside the immediate area. The rail
service consists of only two trains to Leeds per day and one which
returns from Leeds at inappropriate times for commuting workers.

Officer Response
Comments noted.

Paragraph 6.55 – Transport and new development
Ref
I812

Consultee/Agent
Mr Tom Brereton,
Development Land and
Planning Consultants Ltd
on behalf of landowners of
site at Lowthrope Lane,
Nafferton

Comment
Paragraph 6.55 recognises the importance of locating new development
close to the transport network and development of the site at Nafferton
would be in line with this aim.

Officer Response
Comments noted.

Paragraph 6.58 – The movement of freight
Ref
I600

Consultee/Agent
Jon Palmer, Yorkshire
Forward

Comment
In addition Objective 5B(i) of the RES seeks to improve road and rail
access to the Humber Ports. It is essential that the Core Strategy

Officer Response
Comments noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
highlights the importance of improved access to the Humber Ports and
the economic benefit that would ensue. This should recognise the
importance of freight distribution and movement to the East Riding and
wider Humber economy.

Officer Response

Paragraph 6.63 – Safeguarding land for transport use
Ref
I483

Consultee/Agent
Mr Geoffrey Streets

Comment
I wrote recently to enquire if railway connection into Salt End park &
ride was proposed. Astonished to discover it is Hull Planning only and
nothing ERYC

Officer Response
We are aware of, and are proposing to safeguard Hull City
Council’s proposal for a park and ride site at Saltend. We are not
aware however of any proposed rail link to the site.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of PE6

PE7 a)

In taking a joined-up approach to planning and transport we will reflect the Council’s Second Local Transport Plan, and consider the
need to reduce the transport impact from new development and the need to safeguard land for new and existing transport infrastructure:
a) Is there anything else that we need to consider?
Ref
2

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Ellerby

10

Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby
with Anlaby Common
Parish Council
Kerry Lawson, Barton
Willmore on behalf of
Wykeland ltd

15

Comment
Roads in Holderness badly need improving. There should be separate
cycle tracks and footpaths away from the traffic.
Airport?

Officer Response
Comments noted.

The Core Strategy makes a commitment at para 6.39 to ensure that new
development is easily accessible therefore we suggest that the Council
should take advantage of the excellent link provided by the A63/M62
when considering locations for employment development. Sites along this
part of the road network should have a minimal impact in terms of
transport. This includes the site at Melton currently allocated in the Local
Plan. If the East Riding is to be attractive to business and ensure

Comments noted. The Council recognises the importance of
existing transport infrastructure such as the M62/A63 in
developing a sustainable economy. We are also proposing to
safeguard a Melton inter-modal freight terminal and various
wharf facilities within this corridor

Noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

28

Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates

31
32

Driffield Partnership
Mr Alex Willis, Atisreal
Limited on behalf of
Associated British Ports

Comment
economic growth and employment it is essential that transport conditions
are favourable. As such our client supports the statement made at
paragraph 6.60 which advises 'Maintaining and improving our transport
infrastructure is critical to support future sustainable economic
development.' It is therefore important to safeguard land for new and
existing transport infrastructure.
We would like to offer our continued support to the development of the
Brough Relief Road. Locating some necessary development within or
close to smaller settlements to reduce car demand may prove to be a
sensible way of minimising the number of longer car borne trips in the
District. Having more small-scale services available within a short drive
will better serve some groups of communities than being required to
access the larger settlements 100% of the time. Whilst we have no clear
information on the current state of the rail network the potential for
public funding to improve loading gauges and remove any existing
obstacles to future rail freight use in the District may be prudent. This
could enhance the economic case for business in the future to choose an
East Riding location and would enhance the attractiveness of the multimodal corridor and the sites in that location.
Please refer to answer for SS5
ABP support the identification of the following strategic infrastructure
and transport schemes to be protected from conflicting developments:·
i) A rail link to the employment land at Hedon Haven (the Paull site)
ii) A potential river berth on the River Humber, particularly at Hedon
Haven
iii) A potential river berth on the River Ouse at Old Goole.
In addition, ABP also support the protection of land to the south of the
Port of Goole for a multi-modal terminal in principal. However, ABP are
concerned that the land may only be served by water borne freight from
the canal, and thus not sufficiently linked to the rest of the port.
Full consideration should thus be given in the Core Strategy to the
strategic significance of any proposed multi-modal terminal, and the
importance of linking this to the freight movement into and out of the
Port of Goole. This will ensure that the potential for the terminal to
accommodate as much water borne freight is maximised.

Officer Response

Comments noted. We are also proposing to safeguard a Melton
inter-modal freight terminal to provide for an additional
sustainable means of transporting freight. An infrastructure
study is also underway which looks at rail capacity in more detail
for both passengers and freight. We are also supporting the
completion of the Brough relief road through the proposed
approach Core Strategy.

See officer response to your SS5 comment.
These comments are noted. It is important to gain an indication
of support from potential users of the proposed schemes in
order to determine how deliverable they are. Specific comments
and proposed actions for each scheme are included below:
A rail link to the employment land at Hedon Haven is proposed
to be safeguarded through the LDF.
A potential river berth on the River Humber, particularly at
Hedon Haven is not specifically proposed to be safeguarded
through the LDF however the whole site is proposed to be
allocated for use in connection with the deep water channel of
the Estuary.
We propose to safeguard the potential river berth on the River
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Ref

C
43

47
50
51

53
54
55

Consultee/Agent

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd
Cllr John Whittle

Dr Amy Crowther, RSPB
Mrs K. Richmond, South
Cave Parish Council
Mrs C. Binnington,
Driffield Town Council

Mrs Judith Macklin,
Cottingham Parish Council
Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council
Mr Christopher Hughes

Comment
All of the above proposals / schemes, offer considerable potential to
promote the more sustainable movement of freight locally, regionally and
nationally by rail and water. As such, these schemes should be protected
from conflicting development in the LDF.

Not putting Park and Ride too close to centre of towns. Catch the traffic
on the edge of town.
Commendable that Beverley-York railway is still in mind. Why not add a
spur from Beverley to Hornsea as well. With our town growing and the
road network and speed limits increasing journey time this 'green'
alternative could be a radical alternative.
See other comments on sustainable transport
See PE 6 for response.
The Town Council feel there is a need for more centrally supported bus
services to rural communities and to improve the A614 route from
Howden to Bridlington.

Officer Response
Ouse at Old Goole, because it has been submitted as a specific
proposal for consideration.
The proposed multi modal terminal at Goole is not proposed
for safeguarding through the LDF as the landowner cannot
guarantee that this scheme will be delivered, and may instead
pursue non-transport related development on the site.
Noted. We are trying to do this with schemes such as the
Beverley Integrated Transport Plan.
Comments noted. Such a spur is unlikely to be economically
viable. A study for the Beverley to York Route showed that the
benefits of the scheme would outweigh the costs over a 60 year
period.
Noted.
See officer response to the PE6 comments.

Congestion and traffic volumes in Cottingham.

The Council does what it can with limited resources to support
worthwhile rural bus services. We are unlikely to be able to
source limited funding to improve the A614 to Bridlington,
when there are other routes such as the A164 Beverley to
Humber Bridge that are in much greater need of improvement
and which serve a more strategic purpose. The focus is now on
improving public transport options, with road building as a last
resort after other options have been investigated to solve a
particular transport problem.
Comments noted.

Provision of cycle lanes

Comments noted.

The Council should have a back up transport plan based on a mains
supplied electrically propelled public transport system i.e. trolley buses
light railways and super trams. Unless there is a radical break through in
electric storage technology it looks as if the car and bus have seen their
day. The internal combustion engine is running out of fuel at least for the
general public.

Comments noted. Electrically powered public transport systems
such as trams are expensive and difficult even for large urban
areas such as Leeds to justify let alone more sparse rural areas
such as the East Riding. Funding for such major public transport
schemes is also limited. Trolley buses have been considered for
the Hull urban area, but they would deliver limited benefits to
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Consultee/Agent

Comment

57

Although this is in the pipe-line a park and ride would be a great asset.

59

Mr David Hammond,
Beeford Parish Council
Mr Roger Jones, Humber
& Wolds Rural
Community Council

62

Mrs Pamela Austin

1) Remember corridor A164 [A614?] not via Beverley but to Hedon
[Howden?] 2) open Beverley York railway 3) push for up-dated rolling
stock on railways especially the Scarborough route 4) expand medibus
routes - these will be needed for expanding population 5) following on
from this and A+E emergency unit (24 hrs) in the county.

71

Mr Dennis Peckett,
Beverley & District Civic
Society

Walkers + cyclists little buses and a second park and ride

74

Mr M Guest

More Park and Ride Improving local transport to town centres New
housing developments to include walk ways towards town centres.

83

Mr Mark Johnson, Dacre
Son and Hartley on behalf
of Redrow Homes

The text paragraph 6.48 needs to confirm that the Brough Relief Road
can be delivered and the road would open up the employment land to the
south of the rail line to a mix of uses and better links to the train station.

Improve A614 Howden to Bridlington route.

Officer Response
those already realized from conventional ‘on-road’ bus routes
using bus lanes.
Various park and ride schemes have been proposed for
safeguarding in the LDF.
We are unlikely to be able to source limited funding to improve
the A614 to Bridlington, when there are other routes such as the
A164 Beverley to Humber Bridge that are in much greater need
of improvement and which serve a more strategic purpose. The
focus is now on improving public transport options, with road
building as a last resort after other options have been
investigated to solve a particular transport problem.
Comments noted.
We are proposing the upgrade the A164 between Beverley and
Humber Bridge.
We are proposing to safeguard the Beverley to York rail route.
The updating of rolling stock is beyond the scope of the Core
Strategy and to a large extent even the scope of the Council too.
Although we do lobby for better rail services.
We continue to liaise with other providers to develop
community transport initiatives.
We are unaware of what your point over A+E emergency unit.
It sounds as though this would not be the kind of project under
the remit of the Core Strategy except in a very general sense.
The Proposed Approach Core Strategy promotes attractive
public transport, cycling and footpath networks and requires
new development to address this issue by providing for
extensions and improvement to these networks
The Proposed Approach Core Strategy promotes attractive
public transport, cycling and footpath networks and requires
new development to address this issue by providing for
extensions and improvement to these networks. Various park
and ride schemes are being safeguarded.
Noted. Our proposed approach supports the completion of the
Brough Relief Road
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87

Consultee/Agent
(Yorkshire) Ltd
Mr Mike Jackson,
Nafferton Parish Council

Comment

Officer Response

Encourage moving freight by rail and canal. Re-open the Driffield Canal
for freight to take pressure off the roads.

The general approach of the Core Strategy is to support
sustainable modes of transport including by safeguarding a
multi-modal freight terminal at Melton and protecting various
existing wharf facilities.
The Hull outer ring road is not within the East Riding and
therefore not within the remit of this Core Strategy. The Council
is working to increase public transport access to Castle Hill
Hospital.
Comments noted, but are beyond the scope of the Core Strategy
which interprets Government Policy rather than make it.

88

Cllr Winifred I Knight

Congestion of traffic management. Re-route Hull outer ring road. Castle
Hill hospital needs bus services in addition to the Hessle-Beverley route.

90

Cllr Kate Gray

108
115

G M V Winn and Co
Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd
Jennifer Hadland, Smiths
Gore on behalf of Mrs S
Moorey

Government policy needs to reflect society's needs. Freight on the
continent - some drive on to flat bed carriages and are transported away
from the road network by rail.
Community transport schemes should be encouraged and supported.
Focusing development in urban areas in accordance with the Spatial
Strategy will make best use of existing transport infrastructure.

117

118

W Buckle, Wetwang Parish
Council

120

Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council
Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership

126

I104

Mr Michael Jones,
Sanderson Weatherall on
behalf of Royal Mail

In regard to transport and employment development it is considered that
the two should be measured in alignment with one another. It is
important to develop employment/industrial facilities close to a good
road networks to provide sustainable developments.
Spread the network of cycle/pedestrian ways between villages. Not just
the nearest village to the principal town.
See comment 62 to this question.
It is noticeable that minimising the need to travel (which appears in the
vision statement) is not picked up in any of the 19 objectives. It could be
included in Objective 1. This omission may affect the assessment of
spatial development options allowing options which involve relatively
wasteful travel patterns to be chosen. This point should be picked up by
the Sustainability Appraisal and openly addressed.
Part A of policy PE7 asks whether there is anything else that needs to be
considered for transportation in the East Riding area. Royal Mail are
considered a key stakeholder in East Riding and it is therefore essential

The Council is working to support such initiatives.
Comments noted.

The proposed approach Spatial Strategy chapter attempts to do
this.
The Council is working to increase coverage of the foot and
cycle networks. Access to urban areas is the initial priority as
these routes generate the most cycle and walking trips.
See response to comment 62.
This point is picked up by the Sustainability Appraisal objective
to improve accessibility, which implies being close to services
and facilities thereby reducing the need to travel.

Comments noted. The LDF will be involved in new transport
schemes where there is a land use requirement, for example
where land needs to be safeguarded for a transport use the Core
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Consultee/Agent
Group Property

I164

Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

I200

Mr Robert Crolla, Indigo
Planning on behalf of St.
Modwen Properties Plc

I309

Mr Robert Crolla, Indigo
Planning on behalf of St.
Modwen Properties Plc
Mr Grahame Hicks,
Pocklington and Wolds
Gateway Partnership

I272

Comment
that the Forward Planning team consider how any traffic management
schemes or public transport proposals would impact on the operational
needs of their business. Royal Mail have a number of vehicles which need
to use key transport corridors around the town centre to deliver and
collect their mail on a deadline. We therefore ask the East Riding Council
to consult closely with our client and discuss any schemes which they feel
could potentially affect the flow of traffic through the main conurbations
in accordance with their operational requirements. Once this access is
limited then this undermines the client's ability to deliver on a deadline.
Natural England is pleased to see the approach taken in helping deliver
sustainable transport particularly in relation to new developments and the
development of Walking and Cycling Action Plans with the recognition
of the physical and health benefits offered by walking and cycling.
Natural England considers that significant opportunities for pedestrian
and cycle movement can be found by taking a wider strategic approach to
green space planning to improve links between and access to town's open
spaces and recreation areas and also the wider countryside. This would
enable a Green Infrastructure network to be established and would
comply with RSS policy YH8.
Policy YH7 of the RSS clearly places great store on adopting a transportoriented approach. Para 2.53 of this document recognises the benefits of
the introduction of a grade-separated junction on the A63 at Melton to
the overall operation of the highway network in this area. Decisions on
the location of development must continue to reflect policy YH7 of RSS.
St Mowden supports the identification of potential wharves along the
River Humber (at Melton and Hedon Haven).
St Modwen supports the identification of potential wharves along the
River Humber (at Melton and Hedon Haven) in paragraph 6.63 of the
CSIO document
Pocklington is a Local Service Centre (LSC) and the Regional Spatial
Strategy states that LSCs should also be protected and enhanced as
attractive vibrant places and communities providing quality of place and
excellent environmental economic and social resource. Regional Spatial
Strategy (Policy YH7) refers to the importance of ensuring transport

Officer Response
Strategy has a policy guiding this. The implementation and
funding of specific schemes, however, will be dealt with by the
current and future Local Transport Plan which is managed by
the Transport Policy team who would be happy to liaise with
Royal Mail on any issues they have.
Every effort is made to consult with a wide range of
stakeholders as part of the LDF preparation process. The
Council would be happy to discuss the implications of any
proposed policies should they wish to do so.
Comments noted. The Council has developed a proposed
policy on green infrastructure which looks to enhance the
network which was defined in partnership with Natural England.

Comments noted. We are proposing to safeguard potential
wharfs at Melton. Hedon Haven is a proposed allocation for
uses in connection with the deep water channel of the Estuary.

Comments noted.
Comments noted. At the stage, the final list of Local Service
Centres has not been decided. Following this consultation, the
preferred Local Services Centres will be presented in the Core
Strategy Preferred Options document out for consultation in
summer 2009. The Council recognises, however, the important
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Consultee/Agent

I286

Ms Janet Harris

I293

Ms Janet Harris

Ms Margaret Baddeley,
Nathaniel Lichfield &
Partners Ltd on behalf of
Bourne Leisure Ltd

I450

Mr Nick Fillingham,

Comment
orientated considerations when selecting areas of development. This is
also related to the Regional Transport Strategy. As the A1079 is near
capacity and the access roads from the A1079 to Pocklington have not
been upgraded for at least a quarter of a century Pocklington is not
currently suitable for further development. This is why we are calling for
improvements to access as a priority part of the LDF. We recognise that
development is good for the community subject to the correct
infrastructure being in place. Not to grow is to standstill and be overtaken
by others which in effect is relative decline BUT we do need
infrastructural improvements as a priority. The final version of the RSS
makes such points clear and reference to the analysis in the RSS should
be made much clearer in the next version of the LDF which will provide
the context for the action plan of the future.
Transport seems to be a key issue and also a major weakness on reading
about the near capacity of the A164 and A 1079. Maybe the proposed
dualling should be altered to a bus/shared car lane? This would of course
require more buses at peak times and running directly between main
centres.
PE7 refers to transport by water but I could not see any mention of using
inland waterways for moving freight e.g. River Hull and East Yorkshire
canals. I think serious thought should be given to developing these
waterways which hopefully could link up directly with the Goole and Hull
ports with minimal emissions and congestion on the roads.
Whilst Bourne Leisure supports the need to reduce dependency on the
car and encourage more sustainable forms of transport including walking
and cycling the company considers that it will be important for Core
Strategy policies to acknowledge that there is usually a necessary reliance
on the car for many leisure and holiday-related journeys due to the often
rural more remote and coastal nature of tourism facilities. The necessity
of car travel in certain tourism-related circumstances is recognised at para
5.3 and para 5.4 in the CLG Good Practice Guide. Bourne Leisure
therefore considers that the Core Strategy's transport policies should
promote the use of non-car modes where possible but recognise the
reality of car-based accessibility particularly for tourism uses.
Policy YH7 of adopted RSS clearly places considerable weight on

Officer Response
role the A1079 has as a sub-regional transport link and in
servicing many communities in the East Riding including
Pocklington. Forward Planning will work in partnership with
the Transport Policy team to consider how improvements to the
route can be interpreted into planning policy.

Comments noted.

Comments noted. Paragraph 6.58 and 6.59 of Chapter 6 refers
to the importance of encouraging more sustainable methods of
moving freight such as by rail or water.
Comments noted.

Comments noted.
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I557

Consultee/Agent
Indigo Planning Ltd on
behalf of Sterling Capitol
Goole Ltd
Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly

I705

Yasin Raja, Government
Office for Yorkshire and
the Humber

I624

Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

Comment
adopting a transport-orientated approach.

Officer Response

The Assembly supports the joined up approach to planning and transport
presented here as being in line with the Regional Transport Strategy.
However the Assembly notes that the Core Strategy does not set out how
it will align with Policy T3 and public transport accessibility.
Referencing to public transport reducing congestion promoting
intermodal and other improvements to encouraging more sustainable
journeys is welcomed. However these same issues will need to be better
related to the other spatial matters in the Core Strategy including
development in rural areas and the location of employment and housing
growth. Bearing in mind the large volume of freight that passes through
East Riding predominantly to and from the ports of Hull and Goole it is
worth bearing in mind that the DFT have issued a consultation document
on proposed guidance for Port Master Plans.
Proposed improvements to the A63 Castle Street have implications on
whether sufficient highway capacity is available to bring forward
developments at Saltend Hedon Haven and Paull. Hull City Council
would support schemes on the A1079 which would increase safety or
schemes linked to the delivery of a park and ride site for North Hull. The
safeguarding of land for a Beverley to York railway route is supported.
This is subject to recognition that should the re-establishment of the
route result in an increased number of trains running between Beverley
and Hull it would cause problems which would need to be resolved in
terms of congestion at the Spring Bank level crossing caused by the
barriers being down more frequently. The A1079 schemes are missing
from the schemes listed in paragraph 6.63 as protected from conflicting
development.

Comments noted. RSS policy T3 is implicit in protecting public
transport routes. The accessibility criteria tables in this RSS
policy will be interpreted and applied to the selection of sites in
the Allocations DPD.
Comments noted. Appropriate consideration will be given to
the implications of PMPs dependent on their state of
preparation.

Comments noted. The Highways Agency will be consulted on
the proposed approach to allocate the Hedon Haven site for
uses making use of the deep water channel of the River Humber.
The detailed implications of additional rail journeys at level
crossings will form part of the York-Beverley line’s development
plan.
The Council recognises the important role the A1079 has as a
sub-regional transport link and in servicing many communities
in the East Riding including Pocklington. As a result, the
Council recently submitted a bid to the Regional Transport
Board to secure funding for improvements to the A1079 which
was considered at a board meeting on 23rd January 2009. The
bid was informed by a study commissioned by the Council in
November 2008. Unfortunately after assessment by the Board it
was decided that funding could not be provided before 2018.
This was largely due to the fact that there was in excess of 70
schemes submitted to the Board, many of which aligned better
with national and regional policy.
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Consultee/Agent

I666

Mr John Holmes, Hull
Forward

Q

Mr Dan Mitchell, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Wykeland Ltd
Ms Avril Russell,
Thorngumbald Parish
Council
Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council

130
128

I897

Mr John Brown, Action
Access A1079

Comment

The quantum of employment land allocations proposed along the
A63/M62 corridor both west and east of Hull needs to be clarified and
the potential impact on the corridor’s capacity in Hull and the East
Riding recognised. Whilst there have been improvements along the
corridor significant congestion issues remain and could well be
exacerbated whether by increases in heavy goods traffic or employee
travel patterns impacting both on Hull and the East Riding. For example
employment development at Hedon Haven notwithstanding the potential
for increases in rail freight could impact on road traffic through the
congested portion of the corridor affecting movement within East
Riding.
See comment 15 to this question.

Officer Response
It may be possible, however, to have a policy in the Core
Strategy which would safeguard the land needed around the
A1079 to make the necessary improvements. This would ensure
that if funding is agreed in the future, the improvements would
not be restricted by any new development that has taken place.
The land would be safeguarded in the forthcoming Allocations
DPD which will be out for Issues and Options Consultation in
summer 2009.
Comments noted. The Council is working through these issues
in partnership with the Highways Agency and the City Council.

See response to comment 15.

Decent roads – cycle paths

Comments noted.

It is noticeable that minimising the need to travel (which appears in the
vision statement) is not picked up in any of the 19 objectives. It could be
included in Objective 1. This omission may affect the assessment of
spatial development options, allowing options which involve relatively
wasteful travel patterns to be chosen. This point should be picked up by
the Sustainability Appraisal and openly addressed.
The main objectives of the Action Access A1079 campaign working
group are to improve the safety, accessibility and reliability of what is the
main strategic route between the Humber ports, York and the North of

This point is picked up by the Sustainability Appraisal objective
to improve accessibility, which implies being close to services
and facilities thereby reducing the need to travel.

Comments noted. The Council recognises the important role
the A1079 has as a sub-regional transport link and in servicing
many communities in the East Riding including Pocklington. As
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
the united Kingdom. Our proposed amendments to parts of the text of
the LDF reflect these objectives.
We believe the A1079 is the most important, yet under funded and
underdeveloped road in the region. We would like to see the route given
the highest priority for infrastructure development in East Riding's future
plans. There is also growing concern in the local community about the
high accident rate along the 1079 as well as the lack of reasonable
provision for cyclists.
The draft LDF acknowledges that the 1079 is already operating at full
capacity at many periods of time yet the future housing plans project a
population growth of at least 25% - this will almost certainly have the
knock-on effect of increasing road journeys by a similar percentage, or
even greater if the current trend of 2 car families continues (despite the
fuel cost 'crisis'). The area alongside the 'corridor' provides very attractive
places to live but there is little prospect currently of local employment;
therefore whatever growth occurs over the next few years, commuting
will figure largely in the life of the population unless infrastructural
improvements go hand in hand with road improvements. Even if the
plans for the increased use of alternative/public transport are realised
then the route will still need to be improved so that the reliability of
journey times can be guaranteed. One of the major public transport
operators has stated that the danger of accessing the road plus its
congestion issues are severely detrimental to providing a consistent
service. Reliable journey times are one of the main criteria which potential
businesses apply when considering re-location and expansion. thus any
plan to improve employment opportunities to cater for an increased
workforce will still require a commitment to infrastructure improvements
before businesses can expand - the A1079 is a critical part of that
infrastructure.

Officer Response
a result, the Council recently submitted a bid to the Regional
Transport Board to secure funding for improvements to the
A1079 which was considered at a board meeting on 23rd January
2009. The bid was informed by a study commissioned by the
Council in November 2008. Unfortunately after assessment by
the Board it was decided that funding could not be provided
before 2018. This was largely due to the fact that there was in
excess of 70 schemes submitted to the Board, many of which
aligned better with national and regional policy.
Land could be safeguarded in the LDF for future improvements
to transport infrastructure however this would need to be
supported by evidence that the scheme will come forward in the
lifetime of the LDF and that funding is available to implement it.
In the meantime future schemes along the route will be
considered in relation to a proposed ‘band of interest’ which will
be shown along the route.

All the above, coupled with the poor safety record of the road must be
taken into account when planning further housing and economic
development in the East Riding.
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Ref
I972

Consultee/Agent
Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

131

C O’Connor

132

Humber Rural partnership
Board
Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

133

134
136

Mr M Cromack, Preston
Parish Council
Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council

Comment
We need to consider the wildlife interest of transport corridors be they
verges, railways or watercourse habitats and we also need to consider the
impacts on these of reinstating links or new road/transport schemes.
Roads in Hornsea badly need improving. Separate cycle tracks &
footpaths to encourage these activities.
See previous comments eg on VO1 and VO2

Officer Response
Comments noted.

Beverley & Hull are close enough together that there could be (and in my
youth was) a much higher level of bicycle commuting in both directions.
At present the route through Woodmansey and Dunswell is virtually
suicidal at peak hours. This is not inevitable. For example, a cycle route
could cover some of the major land-drains, or go direct from Beverley to
Cottingham at a far lower cost than an equivalent area of road. By taking
cycles off the road it would both reduce and speed road traffic. In
looking for a better bicycle route from the Humber Bridge to Beverley
you need to consult cyclists. For example, no cyclists actually use the
approved cycle route across Eppleworth road, because it involves
stopping to cross a significant junction (with low visibility) at the bottom
of the hill, and then walking your bike almost a mile to the top of the hill
at the opposite side. Any cyclist who has faced this once sticks on the
(new) main road. I do strongly approve safeguarding the remains of the
Beverley to York Railway line, even though I suspect the reinstatement
may be well into the future. The cost of safeguarding is low, while the
cost of demolition of developments or major diversions would be much
higher.
Local park and ride should be a high priority especially east of Hull.

Comments noted. It may be possible to safeguard land for cycle
routes in the Core Strategy particularly if the route has been
identified as a priority in the LTP2. New cycle paths have
recently been added to the stretch of road between Beverley and
Woodmansey. However these routes tend to be within the
existing highway boundary and so safeguarding the land is not
necessary.

Press for Hull - Withernsea route to be reopened and Beverley - York
and keep land safe.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.
Noted.

Comments noted.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of PE7 a)
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PE7 b)

In taking a joined-up approach to planning and transport we will reflect the Council’s Second Local Transport Plan, and consider the
need to reduce the transport impact from new development and the need to safeguard land for new and existing transport infrastructure:
b) Are there any other types of facility or land uses that should be safeguarded for future transport use?
Ref
2

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Ellerby

10

Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby
with Anlaby Common
Parish Council
Driffield Partnership

31
35
43
47
50
55
59
62
71
72
90

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd
Cllr John Whittle
Dr Amy Crowther, RSPB
Mrs K. Richmond, South
Cave Parish Council
Mr Christopher Hughes
Mr Roger Jones, Humber
& Wolds Rural
Community Council
Mrs Pamela Austin
Mr Dennis Peckett,
Beverley & District Civic
Society
Mr S. Young, Bubwith
Parish Council
Cllr Kate Gray

Comment
Canals and the old railway lines. These make good paths at present but
may in the future have light rail or trams on them
Canals Land beside rivers

Officer Response
Comments noted.

Land adjacent to railways should considered for economic use to
promote greater use of the Hull to Scarborough Line
Train or tram corridors.

Comments noted.

Again waterways could be the next 'big thing'. Funds should be sought to
replace bridges (e.g. Frodingham) to make our rivers to canals fully
navigable.
Sites protected for nature conservation importance.
See PE 6 for response.
Defunct railway lines they may have to be rebuilt yet and not just the
Beverley - York one.
'AIRES DE SERVICE' for European (motor) caravan tourists.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.

Land where the old route of Beverley-York railway goes plus land for
stations + station car parks so commuting + tourism are facilitated.
Preservation of ways and byways

Comments noted.

Disused railway lines

Comments noted.

Removing traffic from the centre of Beverley will leave a ghost town -

Comments noted.

Comments noted.
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Consultee/Agent

118

W Buckle, Wetwang Parish
Council
Julia Billany, Ottringham
Parish Council

119
120
131
133

134
136

Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council
C O’Connor, Hornsea
Town Council
Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

Mr M Cromack, Preston
Parish Council
Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council

Comment
already we have 30+ empty shop units. Both retail parks are to have car
parking to facilitate the retail aspect.
Protect existing disused rail beds so a network could still be feasible in
the future.
By-passes in some small communities if traffic significantly increases due
to increase in industry and commerce. Safety and re-routing to create play
streets etc.
See comment 62 to this question.

Officer Response
Comments noted. Noted.
Comments noted.
See response to comment 62.

Canals and old railway lines. These are wonderful walking trails. A light
railway between Hornsea and Hull would be a positive move.
In the 50yr term we may well be looking at container aboard barge, with
very low fuel costs. This requires safeguarding of current and former
barge routes (canals and rivers). The cost of maintaining current swing
and draw-bridges and ensuring that replacements are of similar types is
far lower than the cost of building new bridges of these types in the
future. We also need to look at maintaining potential interchanges such
as Riverhead Driffield, Riverhead near Pocklington, and similar facilities
at Beverley Beck, Grovehill, or Hull Bridge.
As SS7a)

Comments noted.

It is useless to think we will not be using cars and roads should be created
to ensure good through routes. Cycling would increase tourism, so
proper routes (separate from traffic) that get them from A to B.

Comments noted.

Comments noted. The Core Strategy does not control funding
for the maintenance of this infrastructure. Certain waterways
have been included as part of the strategic transport network
which proposed policy SS7 looks to protect and enhance.

Comments noted.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of PE7 b)

PE8

Are there any issues in relation to gas infrastructure that require a specific policy framework?
Ref
2

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Ellerby

Comment
Yes there should be a policy that new gas developments include putting
supply pipes into the local communities.

Officer Response
A policy would have to include criteria that are reasonable and
deliverable. It is likely that it will not always be practical and/or
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment

31

Driffield Partnership

35

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd
Cllr John Whittle
Mrs C. Binnington,
Driffield Town Council

The Driffield Partnership feels that off shore cavern capacity should be
explored before new on shore caverns are developed.
Support small-scale farm-based anaerobic biodigesters - produce gas and
fertiliser.
We've managed OK so far.
The Town Council supported the Driffield Partnership suggestion that
gas storage caverns under the North Sea be utilised before any on shore
storage caverns be installed such as those planned at Boynton.
We need more information before we could make any comment on this.

43
51
57
62

Mr David Hammond,
Beeford Parish Council
Mrs Pamela Austin

90

Cllr Kate Gray

115

Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd
W Buckle, Wetwang Parish
Council
Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council
Mr James Reilly, C B
Richard Ellis on behalf of
Composite Energy Ltd

118
120
127

Officer Response
feasible for companies to connect to and/or expand the national
grid to supply local communities.
Commercial decision
Noted
Noted

Noted

Safety in Holderness - public knowledge of emergency procedures in the
companies' risk assessments.
The absolute certainty of the efficiency of alternative source of energy
from wind power should be determined before we cover the landscape
with wind turbines to complement the electric pylons that sit across the
green aspect of our County.
Persimmon Homes has no specific comments to make with regards to
this issue.

Noted

A specific policy is needed. There are many objections to underground
gas storage.
Safety in Holderness - public knowledge of emergency procedures in the
companies risk assessments.
Proposals for the extraction of coal bed methane are in the national
interest and should be favourably considered in the Areas of Search
indicated on the Key Diagram. Applications for individual wells or
groups of wells as part of the process of exploration and production for
coal bed methane and the associated interconnecting pipelines and other
essential gas proceeding or distribution infrastructure to serve more than
one development area will be permitted as long as significant adverse
environmental impacts do not arise. Applications should be presented
with sufficient information to adequately assess the environmental

Noted

Noted

Noted

Noted
Suggested policy approach noted although it is not felt that such
proposals would need to take place specifically in the Areas of
Search identified in the Spatial Strategy chapter.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I341

Mr Jon Bowen, Dalton
Warner Davis on behalf of
E.ON UK

I558

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly
Ms Avril Russell,
Thorngumbald Parish
Council

130

Comment
implications of the proposals including field development plans.
Cumulative environmental impacts should be considered and assessed if
necessary. Impacts on Natura 2000 sites or European Protected Species
will be considered in accord with existing Policies. Conditions and
agreements should be attached to planning permissions to ensure the
exploration and production operations have an acceptable impact on the
local environment or residents. Permission for wells will be conditioned
for the life of the well.
Proposals for development of gas storage are led by the appropriateness
of the geology and therefore such development will inevitably occur
within the countryside. The current Holderness District Wide Local Plan
has a policy U4 which addresses gas storage; a similar form of policy
incorporating criteria against which proposals can be assessed should be
provided.
The Assembly has no comments to make on this other than to encourage
the Council to consider any potential impacts on environmental assets of
national and international significance.
Members felt that any answer given would not be considered, as this is a
Government decision.

Officer Response

Noted

Noted

131

C O’Connor, Hornsea
Town Council

No more gas caverns unless local communities are connected to the gas
supply.

132

Hull and Humber
Partnership Board
Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council
Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council

No

Planning permission is required for the installation of gas
infrastructure. If the LDF includes a policy for gas
infrastructure, planning applications will have to be determined
in accordance with it.
A policy would have to include criteria that are reasonable and
deliverable. It is likely that it will not always be practical and/or
feasible for companies to connect to and/or expand the national
grid to supply local communities.
Noted

Don’t know.

Noted

No

Noted

133
136
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Paragraph 6.66 – Targets for grid-connected renewable energy
Ref
I484

Consultee/Agent
Mr Geoffrey Streets

I292

Ms Janet Harris

I623

Gemma Grimes, BWEA

I619

Gemma Grimes, BWEA

I613

Gemma Grimes, BWEA

Comment
Wind energy is very costly and requires 100% standby. A problem for
transmission systems.
The proposed off-shore wind farms for Spurn Point and Withernsea
seem to me to offer wonderful development opportunities for the area in
terms of producing green power and hopefully creating economic and
social development for those nearby areas which badly need a boost.
Even if this technology may only last 25 years it is worth seizing and
using as a valuable natural resource. The same applies to natural gas
developments
Landscape and nature conservation designations should not be used in
themselves to refuse planning permission for renewable energy
developments. Planning applications in such areas should be assessed
against a criteria based policy set out in local development documents
including any criteria that are specific to the type of area concerned.
The LDF should include a robust criteria based policy that will be used to
assess all applications for renewable energy developments. It is important
that the Plan presents a positive objective and robust approach to
renewable energy for the wider and local benefit. As such BWEA
recommend that the Council include specific development control policy
on renewable energy focusing on key criteria that will be used to judge
applications and providing direct reference to PPS22. More detailed
issues may be appropriate to supplementary planning documents and
guidance on these issues can be found in the Companion Guide to
PPS22.
BWEA welcomes the preparation of the Council's Local Development
Framework (LDF) and wishes to emphasise the important contribution
that the Council's policies can make in contributing to both the national
and regional targets for renewable energy generation. BWEA strongly
recommend that the Council introduce specific policies designed to
deliver greater production of renewable energy and increased levels of
energy efficiency in order to minimise the impacts of climate change.

Officer Response
Noted, although these are not planning considerations.
Noted, however offshore wind farms are not covered by the
planning system

Noted, the proposed policy is criteria based.

The proposed policy on renewable energy is criteria based and
will link to an SPD which will be prepared.

Preferred approach.
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Ref
I617

Consultee/Agent
Gemma Grimes, BWEA

I667

Mr John Holmes, Hull
Forward

Comment
BWEA strongly recommend that the Council avoid using generic phrases
which simply seek to encourage the use of energy efficiency renewable
energy and the minimisation and management of waste and pollution for
example as such phrases lack the detail and commitment necessary to
ensure that such aspirations are achieved. BWEA therefore strongly
recommend the inclusion of an overarching climate change policy within
the Core Strategy document addressing the above issues and the inclusion
of discrete proactive policies on energy efficiency renewable energy
sustainable design and construction within the Development Policies
Development Plan Document in order to provide detailed policy
direction on each issue and to ensure that such environmental measures
are delivered.
This section seems to over-emphasise wind turbines and could usefully
talk about other forms of renewable energy production and technological
advances in these (including in the efficiency of wind turbines which
could reduce the numbers required) and the economic potential of the
renewables sector in the Hull and East Riding area.

Officer Response
He preferred approach gives a detailed policy direction.

Noted. The proposed policy is broader in terms of which types
of energy it promotes. Renewable do have economic potential,
this has been noted in the text surrounding the policy.

Paragraph 6.69 - Targets for grid-connected renewable energy
Ref
I973

Consultee/Agent
Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

Comment
Yes the biodiversity interests need to be considered in renewable energy
schemes ideally this would be covered through the renewable energy SPD
and any relevant DPDs.

Officer Response
Noted. Biodiversity will be considered for all development
proposals, See proposed policy HQE4

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of PE8

PE9

How should we treat the targets for grid-connected renewable energy production?
Option A – As minimum targets, to be exceeded, with essentially an open door policy to all renewable energy development, provided it
does not result in significant adverse environmental, economic or social impacts. With this option there would be no ‘staged’ or timed
release of capacity
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Option B – Treat the local 2021 target as a ceiling target. Once met, any additional development will need to demonstrate that no adverse
cumulative effects arising from the additional development will be generated, before permission will be granted (i.e. there will a ‘staged
release’ of capacity, rather than allowing all potential capacity to be delivered once).
Option C – Take a neutral approach, encouraging renewable development generally, and not taking any particular stance on managing
the delivery of the generation targets. This option would rely instead on the guidance provided in regional and national policy.
Responses with no further comments
Mr John Ellerby; Driffield Partnership; Mrs C. Binnington, Driffield Town Council; Mr Keith Kaye; Mrs Sylvia Sheard, Millington Parish Council; Mr
Option A –

Option B –
Option C –

Ref
28

Dennis Peckett, Beverley & District Civic Society; Mr M Guest; Ms Laurie Norris, National Farmers Union; Mr Mike Jackson, Nafferton Parish Council;
Cllr Kate Gray; Karen Wood, East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership; Ms Liz Philpot on behalf of Bridlington Regeneration Partnership; Ms Avril
Wallace, Throngumbald Parish Council; Helen Wright, Rural Policy and Partnerships, East Riding of Yorkshire Council; Hull and Humber Partnership
Board;
Mr Robin Shucksmith; Mrs Anne Crick, Humber Mental Health Teaching NHS Trust; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Mrs Val Wood,
Anlaby with Anlaby Common Parish Council; Mrs G. Newlove, Hutton Cranswick Parish Council; Church Commissioners; Louise Reevell; Cllr John
Whittle; Julia Billany, Ottringham Parish Council; Ms Jan Crowther, Easington Parish Council; Mr M Cromack, Preston Parish Council
Mr Ian Scruton; Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury Associates on behalf of Strawsons Development / Omnivale Ltd; Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby
Conservation Society; Mr S. Young, Bubwith Parish Council; Ms Helen Anderson; G M V Winn and Co; Mr Jamie Pyper, Signet Planning Ltd on
behalf of Southwell County Homes and Makinder; Mrs Sarah Wills, Wilberfoss Parish Council;

Consultee/Agent
Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates

Opt
A

Comment
The provision of renewable energy should not be subject to
limits, although the well understood potential negative effects of
large scale grid connected schemes must be a guiding factor in
selecting the type and locations of renewable projects which are
deemed acceptable. The Core Strategy should also specifically
encourage micro-generation where feasible and whether or not
it is grid connected. The provision of renewable energy on site
should be given considerable policy weight in making planning
decisions where accepted standards or required levels of
provision are exceeded. A policy basis for this would provide
clarity that the Council takes this contribution seriously, and
serious consideration should be given to whether the Council is
prepared to take a more lenient view on other restrictive
policies, on the basis that higher proportions of energy are
generated on site. Higher levels of on site energy generation

Officer Response
The preferred approach expects developments to provide
decentralised and renewable or low carbon energy technologies.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

32

Mr Alex Willis, Atisreal
Limited on behalf of
Associated British Ports

C

35

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

A

47

Dr Amy Crowther, RSPB

A

50

Mrs K. Richmond, South
Cave Parish Council

C

52

Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council

A

Comment
may, for example, be a positive factor in weighing up the overall
sustainability balance in a decision for a development in what
may be regarded as remote locations.
ABP are keen to support the development of grid connected
renewable energy production in the district. More specifically
given the growth of the renewable energy generation industry it
may be that there is the potential for such development at
ABP’s Paull site (Hedon Haven) as well as the Port of Goole
during the LDF period. The potential for this is demonstrated
by the recent planning permission for the erection of an ‘Energy
from Waste’ facility at the Port of Hull which as long as waste is
being produced can be counted as renewable energy generation.
It is good for UK if Yorkshire over performs as others will
under-perform given their topography and site constraints. Each
case on its merits. Do not stifle any proposals which will have
been well thought through before presenting due to economics.
The RSPB believes that climate change is currently the greatest
threat to people our environment and wildlife. We recognise
that renewable energy including wind energy has a key role to
play in reducing emissions to minimise climate change.
Therefore we are supportive of renewable energy proposals
provided they are appropriately sited and designed and do not
damage our most important wildlife and their habitats. We
believe that the potential resource for renewable energy
generation in the East Riding needs to be carefully managed by
the Council's planning department to ensure that the sensitivity
and vulnerability of many protected species from the Humber
Estuary SPA the Lower Derwent Valley SPA Thorne & Hatfield
Moors SPA and Hornsea Mere SPA are fully taken into account.
The Parish Council believes Option C would be the most
suitable approach as there are enough national and regional
policy on this matter.
Increasing environmental awareness world energy issues and
increasing energy demands make it inconceivable that the targets
could be treated as anything but minimum levels to be achieved.

Officer Response

Noted, although energy from waste can only be counted towards
the targets when it is wholly organic waste and the Core Strategy
will not allocate sites for development. Energy from waste will
be considered through the Joint Waste DPD.

Noted, although the economic viability of a project is not a
planning consideration and renewable energy targets take into
account the suitability of the area for renewable energy
development.
Preferred approach, more detailed guidance will be included in
SPD.

Noted
Preferred approach
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Ref
54

Consultee/Agent
Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council

Opt

55

Mr Christopher Hughes

B

56

Doctor Alan Kelly

B

57
60

Mr David Hammond,
Beeford Parish Council
Julie Abraham

B

62

Mrs Pamela Austin

B

115

Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd
W Buckle, Wetwang Parish

C

118

B

Comment
The parish council does not entirely agree with any of the above
options. Whilst it may seem an adventurous policy the provision
of a tidal barrage across the Humber would have multiple
benefits including the generation of hydroelectricity and
provision of flood control. The council is aware that this is
probably not a viable proposal but in the future this may need to
be considered.
All efforts should be made to encourage less visually polluting
methods of renewable energy than the wind turbine.
Must be ceiling targets. The relatively massive impact on any
landscape of the tiny amount of extra capacity that a ten turbine
wind-farm can offer makes option B the only responsible option
for the East Riding which is singularly rich in important
landscapes of rich biodiversity. See the article How Much Space
Do Wind Turbines Require on the wwfo website
(www.wwfo.co.uk).
We feel we cannot comment on this as we have not got enough
information on how effective renewable energy is.
Renewable energy in all forms generally results in an
industrialisation of the countryside. East Riding is renowned for
its rural character and whilst wishing to embrace alternative
forms of energy it cannot be at the cost of our countryside.
1) Think carefully about initiating small scale generation in all
housing development and grants to present householders to
generate more local schemes. If this is done on all property
there will be a grid-connectable surplus so future large company
production developments can be properly assessed. 2) Biomass
projects + biofuels would be the best option in such a
rural/arable area where there is so much growing experience
and waste disposal potential.
Guidance provided in regional and national policy should guide
targets on grid-connected renewable energy.

Officer Response
Such a development would not count towards the East Riding’s
renewable energy target as there are separate offshore targets.

All forms of renewable energy should be considered. You all

The preferred policy does not differentiate between different

Noted
This would be against national and regional policy.

Noted
Noted, the proposed policy considers the capacity of the
landscape.
Noted, The policies encourage small scale renewable energy
development. The preferred approach does not suggest what
types of energy are the most appropriate, this will depend on the
industry.

Noted
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Council

Opt

120

Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council

B

I110

Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates
Cllr Symon Fraser,
Conservative Group

C

I165

Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

B

I357

Mr Jon Suckley, HOW
Planning LLP on behalf of
Castlemore Securities

I212

A

Comment
seem obsessed with turbines. Every new home or development
should be built with solar panels and use the system of
generating heat from boiler vents back into electricity.
1. Think carefully about initiating small scale generation in all
housing development and grants to present householders to
generate local schemes. If this is done on all property there will
be a grid - connectable surplus. So future large company
production developments can be properly assessed. 2) Biomass
Projects and Bio Fuels would be the best option in such a rural
/ arable area where there is so much growing experience and
waste disposal potential.
Option B does not accord with current Government advice.
Option C - incorporating an 'open door' approach - is preferred
to option A.
Option A preferred with a further preference for the
encouragement of technologies which can be implemented by
local businesses and can enable the local retention of the energy
revenues.
Option B allowing a staged release of capacity for renewable
energy to allow: a) an assessment of the cumulative effects of
renewable energy developments b) the development of new
technologies which may have less impact on biodiversity and the
landscape than wind turbines c) allow time for the development
of a more strategic approach to the development of renewable
energy in East Riding to meet government targets.
Having reviewed each of these options as well as the options set
out in Issues HQ2 and HQ3 it is our view that a flexible
approach should be adopted. Rather than stating whether the
renewable/low carbon energy target is too high or low each
development should be considered on its own merits having
regard to individual site constraints and the benefits that the
proposal would provide for the local community. Whilst
Castlemore has no objection to a requirement to design a
scheme whose CO2 emissions are reduced by at least 10%
against part L of the Building Regulations they would strongly

Officer Response
renewable energy types.
Noted, The policies encourage small scale renewable energy
development. The preferred approach does not suggest what
types of energy are the most appropriate, this will depend on the
industry.

Noted
Preferred option. All types of renewable energy will be assessed
in the same way, we cannot predict future advances in
technology.
Noted. This would not be in line with national and regional
policy.

Noted. Developments will be considered on a site by site basis.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I559

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly

I606

Jon Palmer, Yorkshire
Forward

I706

Yasin Raja, Government
Office for Yorkshire and
the Humber

Opt

Comment
object to a presumption that this is best achieved by on site
renewable energy equipment. There are many ways that the
carbon footprint of a building can be reduced through its
lifetime. The use of on site renewable energy equipment may
not be the most efficient means of achieving this target.
The Assembly would not support treating the targets for gridconnected renewable energy production as ceiling targets. Such
an approach would not be in line with the RSS which states in
Policy ENV5 B1 that ‘at least’ the targets are delivered and in
ENV5 B2 that action should be taken to ensure that the targets
are ’exceeded’. The Local Authority should adopt a flexible
approach to encouraging renewable energy in light of potential
future increases in the target and profile of the renewable energy
industry.
The provision of grid-connected renewable energy schemes will
make a significant contribution towards helping to meeting the
RES greenhouse target. This supports RES Objective 5C(ii)
which seeks to promote energy security and reduced fossil fuel
dependency by more energy efficiency and clean and renewable
energy generation. Targets have been set for East Riding
through the RSS to achieve ‘at least’ 41MW of installed gridconnected renewable energy capacity by 2010 rising to 148 MW
by 2021. Therefore the Core Strategy should seek to apply the
RSS targets as a minimum basis for renewable energy projects
(PE9; Option A). This would ensure consistency with the RSS
and Objective 5C of the RES by mitigating climate change and
delivering a secure energy supply.
PPS22 advises that targets should be expressed as the minimum
amount of installed capacity for renewable energy in the region
expressed in megawatts and may also be expressed in terms of
the percentage of electricity consumed or supplied. Targets
should be set for achievement by 2010 and by 2020. Progress
towards achieving these targets should be monitored by regional
planning bodies. Targets should be reviewed on a regular basis
and revised upwards (if they are met) subject to the region’s

Officer Response

Preferred approach.

Preferred approach

Preferred approach, RSS targets will be used as minimums to be
exceeded, reaching the target will not be used as a reason for
refusing planning permission.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

I668

Mr John Holmes, Hull
Forward

I974

Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

A

131

C O’Connor, Hornsea
Town Council

A

133

Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

A

Comment
renewable energy resource potential and the capacity of the
environment in the region for further renewable energy
developments. The fact that a target has been reached should
not be used in itself as a reason for refusing planning permission
for further renewable energy projects.
Suggest a combination of options A and B - it is important to
set local targets anticipate potential increases in
regional/national targets recognise the increasing importance of
generating sustainable energy locally to meet needs in both the
Hull and East riding areas and the economic potential for the
wider area of supporting this sectors growth locally.
The renewable energy market should be seen as an opportunity
for the East Riding, due to our geographical location, resources
available and history of energy production. As long as the
energy facility is located in a suitable location, we feel that
option A would provide the most benefit to the area.
Renewables are important. The Council should be encouraging
them not adopting a ‘Not in my back yard’ approach.
At present we have a totally untenable approach which assumes
that Government Policy is intended purely as window-dressing,
and we have no meaningful local policy. On the contrary we
allow even the most ludicrous objections to prevent renewable
energy proposals.
1. Even in an area with relatively little “fall” in watercourses we
still have significant potential for water-turbines, particularly
where there were once water-mills. This rarely causes any
objection and should be strongly encouraged.
2. Wind Turbines provoke particularly extreme reactions on
both sides. Government Policy clearly demands a significant
commitment, and we cannot hope to get away with the current
open door to any objections. We will have to develop a
meaningful policy with (for example) some assessment of
landscape value in some areas of the East Riding compared to
others if we are to hope to win appeals on that criterion.

Officer Response

Noted, The preferred approach takes the targets as minimums
and considers the impact of cumulative impacts.

Preferred approach

Preferred approach
Noted.
The proposed policy does not differentiate between types of
renewable energy. However, the approach requires proposed
policy HQE2 landscape the Landscape Character Assessment to
be considered when locating renewable energy development.
Policy HQE8 ensures that future development is constructed
sustainably.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

136

Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council

A

Comment
3. We should encourage developers to improve sustainability.
In particular, levels of insulation should be much greater than is
common, and fuel costs are already high enough that many
buyers would happily pay a premium for houses where the extra
cost would be repaid within a couple of years, with steady gains
thereafter.
East riding should take a lead with renewables as it is ideally
positioned.

Officer Response

Noted

Paragraph 6.71 – Locating wind turbine development
Ref
I975

Consultee/Agent
Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

Comment
Please add bats to the list.

Officer Response
Noted

Paragraph 6.72 - Locating wind turbine development
Ref
I976

Consultee/Agent
Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

Comment
We believe wind energy has a place if suitably located but only as part of a
much wider renewable energy package. The East Riding is particularly
well positioned to support other forms of energy production such as
Biomass, Anaerobes Digestion and Tidal power. Micro Solar Power
production is also an option in some locations.

Officer Response
Noted, the preferred policy is not in favour of any particular
energy type.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of PE9

PE10

In preparing a policy approach for the location of wind turbine development, should we adopt:
Option A – ‘An explicit presumption against development’. Restrict wind turbines in the most sensitive areas, e.g. those that are subject
to high landscape character sensitivity and nature conservation/ biodiversity value. Development would be restricted in accordance with
‘zones of sensitivity’ (e.g. 1 – high). It may be that only small-scale proposals would be allowed in areas which fall in a high sensitive
zone.
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Option B – ‘An effects based approach’. Prepare a stringent policy to manage the environmental effects of wind turbine development,
placing the onus on the developer to demonstrate that no significant effects would be generated by their proposal. In areas of high
sensitivity, no adverse effects would be acceptable. In less sensitive zones, some adverse effects may be acceptable subject to mitigation
measures.
Option C – ‘Do nothing’. Continue to consider applications on a case-by-case basis (using the Renewable Energy SPD), without the
inclusion of a lcoational-based policy in the Local Development Framework.
Responses with no further comments
Mr Robin Shucksmith; Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with Anlaby Common Parish Council; Louise Reevell; Cllr John Whittle; Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby
Option A –
Option B –

Option C –

Ref
12

Conservation Society; Mr Dennis Peckett, Beverley & District Civic Society; Cllr Kate Gray; W Buckle, Wetwang Parish Council; Mr James Durham;
Mr John Ellerby; Mrs Anne Crick, Humber Mental Health Teaching NHS Trust; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Driffield
Partnership; Mrs C. Binnington, Driffield Town Council; Mr David Hammond, Beeford Parish Council; Ms Maureen Dale; Julie Abraham; Mr Keith
Kaye; Mrs Sylvia Sheard, Millington Parish Council; Mr S. Young, Bubwith Parish Council; Mr M Guest; Julia Billany, Ottringham Parish Council; Mrs
Sarah Wills, Wilberfoss Parish Council; Ms Jan Crowther, Easington Parish Council; Hull and Humber Partnership Board
Mr Ian Scruton; Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury Associates on behalf of Strawsons Development / Omnivale Ltd; Ms Laurie Norris, National Farmers
Union; Mr Mike Jackson, Nafferton Parish Council; Mrs Kathy West, Hessle Town Council; G M V Winn and Co; Ms Avril Wallace, Throngumbald
Parish Council

Consultee/Agent
Mrs G. Newlove, Hutton
Cranswick Parish Council

Opt
A

Comment
Encourage the development of offshore production. To
recognise and protect wildlife and their habitats in conservation
area (biodiversity). To ensure planning applications do not
adversely affect village and urban settlements. To reflect on the
significant impact on changes to the rural road infrastructure.
To note that the East Riding is home to a number of
endangered species and include habitats that are used by a large
number of internationally protected migrating birds. Though it
is recognised that the Authority has to meet regional targets it is
not an opportunity to open the flood gates to multiple planning
applications that are commercially designed to short term profit
making schemes. Careful attention should be paid to the impact
of noise pollution and to the presence of established radar
defense installations and MOD flight paths.

Officer Response
Noted. Although, off shore developments are not part of the
land use planning system and therefore the Council is consulted
on such decisions but is not the decision maker in such schemes
and the Core Strategy is not used to assess them.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

32

Mr Alex Willis, Atisreal
Limited on behalf of
Associated British Ports

35

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

C

47

Dr Amy Crowther, RSPB

A

Comment
We wish to remind the Authority that at the two public
meetings held in the parish of Hutton Cranswick regarding
applications of proposed wind farms in the parish, there was a
unanimous resolution passed that the parish council should
oppose any current or future applications relating to wind
turbine installations on the grounds that wind turbines should
not be built on land where their presence will have a detrimental
effect on the quality of life on the population and its
environment.
Finally, it should be widely recognised that the most suitable
environment for wind farm installations is in shallow coastal
waters clearly indicated of the Dutch, Belgian and Norwegian
coasts.
ABP are keen to support the development of grid connected
renewable energy production in the district. More specifically
given the growth of the renewable energy generation industry it
may be that there is the potential for such development at
ABP’s Paull site (Hedon Haven) as well as the Port of Goole
during the LDF period. The potential for this is demonstrated
by the recent planning permission for the erection of an ‘Energy
from Waste’ facility at the Port of Hull which as long as waste is
being produced can be counted as renewable energy generation.
Let the developer/applicant do the specialist constraints
analysis. Too expensive for Council’s. Not their skill or remit.
Do not rule out cumulative contribution possible from smaller
farmyard based e.g. 25m masts.
RSPB believes that renewable energy developments should not
have an adverse affect on designated or qualifying international
or national sites of wildlife conservation importance (e.g. SPAs
SACs SSSIs) or other areas with large concentrations of birds
such as migratory flight paths. The precautionary approach
should always be taken in situations where risk is identified.
Risks to birds from wind turbines can be broadly classified
follows: (i) collision mortality from turbines or other associated

Officer Response

See response to comment 32 on PE9.

Noted. However the targets set in RSS are for grid connected
renewable energy. Smaller instillations are not grid connected.
The preferred policy (HQE7) states that adverse effects of
development should not outweigh the benefits of renewable
energy. This is inline with PPS22 Renewable Energy, which
states that impacts must be addressed “satisfactorily”.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

48

Mr Garth Hanlan, Savills
on behalf of St John's
College, Cambridge

B

50

Mrs K. Richmond, South
Cave Parish Council

B

52

Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council

B

54

Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council

55

Mr Christopher Hughes

A

Comment
structures (overhead power lines etc) (ii) direct habitat loss
resulting from wind turbines and associated infrastructure and
(iii) indirect loss of habitat through disturbance: resulting in
displacement or exclusion including barriers to movement.
The Yorkshire and Humber Plan looks to encourage PPS 22's
remit which has a presumption in favour of renewable energy
production. Policy ENV5 aims to provide for new energy
efficient generation and transmission infrastructure in keeping
with local amenity and areas of demand. This suggests that areas
with a low quality landscape grading would potentially be more
suitable than those in more restrictive areas ie those with
national AONB or local plan designations. Given the above we
consider that Option B can be the only logical approach to take
and would be consistent with other authorities who adopt a
criteria-based approach to such developments.
Option B provides the most appropriate approach overall but
consideration should be given to incorporating the ‘zones of
sensitivity’ as described in Option A.
There would be a need to establish for less sensitive zones a
checklist defining maximum levels to which adverse effects
would be tolerated; thus developers would not inundate these
less sensitive zones with wind turbine applications and
overwhelm an already stretched planning system.
Again the parish council has differing views. It is of the opinion
that the provision of renewable energy schemes without
government subsidy are not cost effective. The Wolds should be
classified as an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty or National
Park to at least give it some protection from wind turbine
developments.
Wind turbines are by general consent visually polluting: they like
their direct predecessor the electric pylon are an alien intrusion
on our landscape a fact that is self evident. However it may be
that they have to be put up within certain areas such as out at
sea or on high windswept moor land areas where they can work
at their maximum if very low efficiency. Even in industrial or

Officer Response

Preferred approach (Policy HQE7)

Noted
Noted

Cost effectiveness is not a planning consideration. The LDF
cannot make these designations, they are national designations.

The Preferred approach (HQE7) is not in favour of any
particular type of renewable energy although it is likely that in
the short-medium term the majority of renewable energy will
come from wind turbines do to its advanced technology
compared to other renewable energy types. The capacity of the
landscape to accept development is included in the preferred
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

56

Doctor Alan Kelly

62

Mrs Pamela Austin

B

Comment
high rise accommodation areas where they will blend into the
already existing industrial skyline they may be judged acceptable
but within a rural setting they do nothing but further destroy
our diminishing landscape. This is only compounded by
installing them in areas where they will be detrimental to the
fragile recovery of a wildlife that is only just recuperating from
the depredations of chemical farming. Such an area is the upper
reaches of the River Hull valley much of which is recognised by
its SSSI status. The return of such species as raptors otters voles
not to mention migratory birds and a breeding ground for swans
all go
Please note that Landscape Character criteria make no reference
to landscape proximity (to urban settlement) as a factor in
landscape value. See relevant comments in Part 2 of Core
Strategy - Issues and Options: Riverland Amenity Biodiversity
and Proximity on the wwfo website (www.wwfo.co.uk).
Wind turbines are not the only option.

71

Mr Dennis Peckett,
Beverley and District Civic
Society
Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd
Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council
Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership

A

Atkins summary different to Question A

115

120
126

I215

Cllr Symon Fraser,

Opt

Officer Response
approach.

Noted

Noted. The preferred approach (HQE7) is not in favour of any
particular energy type.
Noted. The full version of the SA show the question correctly.

Persimmon Homes has no specific comments to make with
regards to this issue.

Noted

B

Wind Turbines are not the only option.

B

It is difficult to respond to this question given the number of
planning applications currently in the system. Option A may be
appropriate if the number location and size of applications
approved to date were known. A realistic approach is needed
given the complimentarity of the landscape and taking full
account of the need to protect the East Riding’s natural heritage
as a key economic asset.
Option B but with the additional preference for modest

Noted. The preferred approach is not in favour of any particular
energy type.
Noted

Noted
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Ref
I167

I560

Consultee/Agent
Conservative Group
Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly

Opt
B

Comment
schemes which bring direct local community benefits.
There is currently not sufficient data to develop a 'zones of
sensitivity' approach. In order to develop a zoned spatial plan
which was fair and defendable in a public enquiry East Riding
would have to commission the collection of data that would be
required (such as survey of migratory birds) otherwise there is
risk that there will be undue emphasis on some areas for wind
farm development. We therefore advise that East Riding adopt
an 'effects based approach' and make it a condition of all
planning applications for wind farms that the data collected as
part of the planning process should be entered into a database
for the use of the planning authority statutory consultees and
industry to inform future applications and the assessment of in
combination and cumulative effects. Natural England is working
towards a strategic approach across local authority boundaries
around the Humber Estuary to help Natural England Local
Authorities and applicants in the assessment of cumulative
impacts of new developments with other wind farms and other
types of development.
The Assembly is concerned at the largely negative way the
delivery of renewable energy targets is presented in the paper
especially the lack of a positively worded option. We are
concerned that targets within RSS for installed grid-connected
renewable energy capacity are not being met. With reference to
our records of consultations on major applications the Local
Authority since April 2006 has received 9 applications for wind
turbines of which 1 has been approved 2 been refused and 6 are
pending. The Assembly is concerned that the current approach
is not working and therefore does not support Option C.
Option A proposes a presumption against development which is
clearly not in alignment with the RSS. Option B proposes an
effects based approach. The Assembly is concerned that this
offers little certainty to developers. We suggest that the Core
Strategy and SPD provide a strategic direction to locations
which are appropriate for wind farm development as opposed

Officer Response
Noted.

The preferred option is more positive to development. Land is
not being allocated for renewable energy development as this
would rule out other areas. It is felt that the best way to meet the
targets and be in line with national policy is not to rule out any
location.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I707

Yasin Raja, Government
Office for Yorkshire and
the Humber
Jon Palmer, Yorkshire
Forward

I612

I669

Mr John Holmes, Hull
Forward

128

Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council

Opt

Comment
to those that are not.
Any variation from national or regional guidance will need to be
justified through your evidence base.
We also suggest that the Core Strategy should identify broad
locations where renewable energy developments would be
promoted in supporting delivery of these targets. Planning
Policy Statement 22 highlights that local planning authorities
should set out criteria to reflect local circumstances and identify
where renewable energy may be considered appropriate.
Yorkshire Forward has previously raised concerns as part of our
role as a statutory consultee on regionally significant planning
applications about the cumulative impact of a developer led
approach to wind farm development in East Riding.
Consequently there is a need to outline a positive and planned
approach for wind farm development not just identifying those
areas where wind turbines would be restricted. This would
enable the cumulative impacts of these developments to be
managed through the LDF. Therefore we suggest that the Core
Strategy identify those broad locations where renewable energy
developments would be acceptable which would improve its
consistency with national planning policy and support delivery
of Objective 5C(ii) of the RES and the Regional Energy
Infrastructure Strategy (2007).
A hybrid of option B is suggested which looks to manage and
mitigate detrimental effects to acceptable levels. Given that wind
energy technology is advancing a pragmatic approach to location
should be adopted steering their location away from highly
sensitive areas but allowing consideration on a case by case basis
should developers consider that the benefits outweigh their
visual impact.
It is difficult to respond to this question given the number of
planning applications currently in the system. Option A may be
appropriate if the number, location and size of applications
approved to date were known. A realistic approach is needed

Officer Response
Agreed.
Land is not being allocated for renewable energy development as
this would rule out other areas. It is felt that the best way to
meet the targets and be in line with national policy is not to rule
out any location.

Preferred approach. The use of the landscape Character
Assessment will draw development away from the most sensitive
areas.

This would not be in line with national and regional policy as
they state that we must look favourably on renewable energy
developments.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

131

C O’Connor, Hornsea
Town Council
Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

B

134

Mr M Cromack, Preston
Parish Council

B

135

Mr J Kilby

B

133

136

Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council

B

Comment
given the complimentarity of the landscape and taking full
account of the need to protect the East Riding’s natural heritage
as a key economic asset.
Embrace and encourage renewable schemes. They are for the
greater good.
I can only suppose that these three supposedly viable options
are based on a belief: 1. That wind turbines do not yet make
economic sense (probably true). 2. That Government does not
mean what it says about targets (increasingly false). 3. That
allowing ludicrous objections to wind turbines will not
jeopardise those cases where objections are sensible and readily
sustained (clearly false). Wind Turbines provoke particularly
extreme reactions on both sides. Government Policy clearly
demands a significant commitment, and we cannot hope to get
away with the current open door to any objections. We will
have to develop a meaningful policy with (for example)
assessment of landscape value in some areas of the East Riding
compared to others if we are to hope to win appeals on that
criterion.
Offshore development should be a consideration as part of the
Holderness area target as this will still require on-shore
development to support power transfer.
There is a need for wind-turbine development. It is generally
felt that such development is aesthetically undesirable but
economically necessary.
The set of criteria should be widely distributed so that East
Riding, the potential developer, and the general public would be
able to be aware of identifiable pros and cons.
Encourage renewables so neither A,B or C, wind turbines will
soon be as invisible as television aerials and pylons.

Officer Response

Noted. Preferred approach.
Noted

Off shore development has a separate target to the East Riding
and applications for their development are not dealt with by
ERYC. They are determined by DECC.
Noted.

Noted however, constraints will still need to be identified and
mitigated against to a satisfactory level.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of PE10
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PE11

In considering the contribution of different types of renewable technologies to meeting the targets should we
Option A – Actively promote the development of other forms of renewable energy in order to diversify the range of renewable energy
technologies present in the East Riding, and therefore attempt to reduce the cumulative impact of multiple wind farm developments?
Option B – Target policy and management of environmental effects to the currently dominant types of renewable energy development,
i.e. accepting that in the short term, wind energy is likely to be the primary contributor, and that with dedicated policies, we may be
better placed to manage and monitor any cumulative effects that might arise?
Responses with no further comments
Mr Robin Shucksmith; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with Anlaby Common Parish Council; Driffield
Option A –

Option B –
Ref
28
32

35
43

Partnership; Louise Reevell; Mrs C. Binnington; Mrs Sylvia Sheard, Millington Parish Council; Mr Dennis Peckett, Beverley & District Civic Society; Mr
M Guest; Ms Laurie Norris, National Farmers Union; Mr Mike Jackson, Nafferton Parish Council; Cllr Kate Gray; Mr Christopher Hughes; Julie
Abraham; Ms Helen Anderson; Mr Keith Kaye; Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby Conservation Society; Mrs Kathy West, Hessle Town Council; G M V Winn
and Co; W Buckle, Wetwang Parish Council; Mr James Durham; Cllr Symon Fraser, Conservative Group; Mrs Sarah Wills, Wilberfoss Parish Council;
Ms Jan Crowther, Easington Parish Council; Hull and Humber Partnership Board; Martine Gabriel, Beverley Town Council
Mr John Ellerby; Dr Amy Crowther, RSPB; Julia Billany, Ottringham Parish Council; Ms Liz Philpot on behalf of Bridlington Regeneration Partnership;
Ms Avril Wallace, Throngumbald Parish Council; Mr M Cromack, Preston Parish Council

Consultee/Agent
Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates
Mr Alex Willis, Atisreal
Limited on behalf of
Associated British Ports

Opt

Comment
Both of these options should be pursued- they do not seem to
be mutually exclusive.

Officer Response
Preferred option

A

Noted however energy from waste is not renewable unless it is
purely organic waste. Energy from waste will be dealt with in the
Joint Waste DPD.

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd
Cllr John Whittle

B

ABP are keen to support the development of grid connected
renewable energy production in the district. More specifically
given the growth of the renewable energy generation industry it
may be that there is the potential for such development at
ABP’s Paull site (Hedon Haven) as well as the Port of Goole
during the LDF period. The potential for this is demonstrated
by the recent planning permission for the erection of an ‘Energy
from Waste’ facility at the Port of Hull which as long as waste is
being produced can be counted as renewable energy generation.
Where is policy on improving energy efficiency existing industry
and business and domestic development? A potential big win.
So long as any alternative forms are situated in the right place -

A

SeeHQE8 proposed policy
The capacity of landscapes will be considered in the preferred
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

50

Mrs K. Richmond, South
Cave Parish Council
Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council

A

54

Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council

A

Comment
and follow a very sensitive pro-rural approach. Infrastructure
(roads etc) must not be overloaded. The East Riding landscape
must not be allowed to decline into an industrial hell.
The Council fully endorses Option A and that further
alternative forms of renewable energy should be harnessed.
Architects developers and builders should be encouraged to
incorporate renewable energy technologies wherever possible.
The council should undertake a programme of education and
training to encourage this and raise awareness of the importance
of the issue.
Humber barrage and hydroelectricity

56
57

Doctor Alan Kelly
Mr David Hammond,
Beeford Parish Council
Mrs Pamela Austin

B

See my comments to P.E.9
A and B - Each have good important issues.

52

62

A

A

120

Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council

A

126

Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership

A

I78

Mrs Julie Sherwood

A

Apply renewable energy to all developments. NB: REDUCE
DEMAND BY HAVING HEAT EXCHANGE SYSTEMS +
GEOTHERMAL SYSTEMS IN ALL NEW
DEVELOPMENTS.
Apply renewable energy to all developments. NB: Reduce
demand by having heat exchange systems and geo-thermal
systems in all new developments.
The East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership would qualify
it’s choice of Option A -reminding the reader of the competing
demands on agricultural land. Factors such as oil peak climate
change world food shortages flood mitigation protection of
habitats/ species commodity prices interest rates all need to be
taken into consideration.
Yes. In addition by incorporating other forms of renewable
energy into all planning applications we will start to reduce the
overall energy requirement from the national grid. Solar micro
wind generation water collection & ground heat source are just a
few examples. By implementing such policies and if applied to

Officer Response
approach.
Preferred approach
Noted. This has been included in the preferred approach.

Noted however these are off shore and therefore would
contribute to the offshore targets not the East Riding. Decisions
on these developments are not make by ERYC and therefore are
not covered by the LDF.
See response to PE9.
Preferred option
Noted. See propped policy HQE8

Noted. See proposed policy HQE8
Biodiversity will be considered on an proposals for
development. Proposed policy HQE4 requires development to
led to no net biodiversity loss.

Noted. See proposed policy HQE8.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

I168

Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

A

I561

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly

I708

Yasin Raja, Government
Office for Yorkshire and
the Humber
Jon Palmer, Yorkshire
Forward

I608

A

Comment
both commercial and residential new build the long-term
difference would be felt. Economically installation is cheaper for
new build however such applications should also be promoted
at any level.
Although we would also support the development of specific
policies for wind energy (and other technologies as they emerge)
as mentioned in Option B to provide guidance to developers
considering East Riding as a location for a wind energy
development.
The Assembly would encourage the Local Authority to develop
a policy approach through the Core Strategy that acknowledges
the potential that East Riding has to deliver the RSS targets
through wind generation. To that end while other forms of
renewable technologies may be appropriate they are unlikely to
take advantage of the wind resource in the area.
Any variation from national or regional guidance will need to be
justified through your evidence base.
It would also be helpful if the Core Strategy promoted the use
of Combined Heat and Power (CHP), which has not been
considered within the consultation document. This would
provide consistency with both policy ENV5 of the RSS and
Objective 5C(ii) of the RES. CHP schemes have significant
potential to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and have been
highlighted as a key action within the Regional Energy
Infrastructure Strategy. It states that ‘a particular focus should
be the development of community energy schemes in dense
urban areas where the Carbon Trust and EST have
demonstrated reductions in primary energy demand of up to
35%’ In addition there is considerable interest in the
development of biomass energy in the East Riding. We suggest
that the Core Strategy adopt a flexible approach to the
development of other forms of renewable energy recognising
the potential these can made to reduce the cumulative impacts
of wind farm developments (PE11; Option A).

Officer Response

The preferred policy covers all types of renewable energy

The preferred approach in not energy type specific. The RSS is
not specific on which type of renewable energy should be used
and although wind is the most likely form of development it
should not restrict other technologies.
Agreed
The Preferred approach does not promote any particular type of
renewable energy development. All types of renewable energy
will be considered equally.
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Ref
128

Consultee/Agent
Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council

I977

Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

131

C O’Connor, Hornsea
Town Council
Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

133

Opt
A

B
A

Comment
The East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership would qualify
it’s choice of Option A - reminding the reader of the competing
demands on agricultural land. Factors such as oil peak, climate
change, world food shortages, flood mitigation, protection of
habitats / species, commodity prices, interest rates all need to be
taken into consideration.
We feel that there are very minimal negative impacts of
promoting a wider range of renewable energy producer
technologies, while at the same time judging wind farm
applications on a case-by-case basis. The East Riding should see
this as an opportunity to promote renewable energy projects
that are suitably located, particularly those which support
farming, local communities and the rural economy. In the same
way that park and ride sites are allowed in Greenfield sites and
on the edge of towns (subject to other considerations), similar
allowanced should be made for greenhouse gas reduction
development to tackle global warming. Examples include 1)
waste recycling amenity sites to reduce the amount of
biodegradable waste sent to landfill, which would otherwise
create methane and 2) renewable energy schemes e.g. biomass
plants and anaerobic digesters, to increase dependency on
renewable energy. As with park and ride sites, both examples
when located on Greenfield sites with good transport access
avoid possible nuisance of traffic, noise and fumes for local
residents, yet enable local communities to benefit from the
development, whilst also slowing climate change.
Encourage all forms of renewable energy generation.
As above, water turbines are the most efficient system at
present, and although there are relatively few suitable sites in the
East Riding, we should encourage their use wherever possible,
not only to set a good example but also to show that we do
strongly favour those cases which make the best economic sense
with the least effect on the local environment. I know of no
opportunities in the East Riding for Geothermal power but

Officer Response

Agreed

Agreed, preferred approach.
Noted. The Proposed approach considers all types of renewable
energy to allow other types of development to become more
viable.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

135

Mr J Kilby

A

Comment
again in those places where it is possible there seem to be hardly
any arguments against. Rooftop water-heating and electrical
panels. Usually these are unobtrusive and effective. Although
the payback period for such installations is long we should not
discourage them, though on listed buildings and in conservation
areas we should consider whether the effect on the appearance
of a building or an ensemble is out of proportion to the benefit
gained.
Option A is desirable in two respects. The proliferation of
wind-farms would be avoided. Also alternatives like wave
power and the rise and fall of tidal power would be investigated.

Officer Response

The examples given would be off shore and therefore not
decided by ERYC, they would also not contribute to ERYC’s
targets. However the preferred approach doe look to a wide
range of technologies.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of PE11
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General
Ref
I813

I486

I1002

Consultee/Agent
Mr Tom Brereton,
Development Land and
Planning Consultants Ltd
on behalf of landowners of
site at Lowthrope Lane,
Nafferton
Mr Geoffrey Streets

Comment
Information provided on how the development of the site would
contribute to design quality in the built environment.

Officer Response
Noted

All very desirable but costly. More could be done to much slow coastal
erosion.

Tony Edwards, Humber
INCA

Again there is little reference to the Humber in this section and I would
have expected a statement on the Humber Management Scheme, adopted
in 2005, and prepared under Regulation 34 of the Habitat Regulations
1994 - East Riding is one of the Humber Estuary Relevant Authorities
that prepared the Scheme. The Habitats Regulations impose powerful
constraints not only on activities taking place directly within the
designated areas but on adjacent areas. The LDF will have to recognise
these constraints and possible methods of compensation and mitigation.

Decisions relating to coastal management are established
through the Shoreline Management Plan process. A review of
the Shoreline Management Plan (SMP2) is being carried out by
the Humber Estuary Coastal Authorities Group (HECAG). Its
forthcoming policies for coastal management will be taken into
account in preparing the LDF.
Noted. Proposed policies HQE4 on biodiversity and SS1 on
sustainable development, climate change mitigation and
adaptation, as well as others (e.g. HQE5 on green infrastructure
and HQE6 on managing flood risk and coastal change) address
these issues.

This section talks about mitigating climate change (i.e. reducing
greenhouse gas emissions) but is not explicit on the need for adaptation
to the change that is inevitable. There could be stronger cross-reference
to the statements on flood risk management, biodiversity and the coast,
along with the protection of water resources, etc. The creation of a
greater area of inter-tidal wetlands will also act as a 'sink' for carbon as
well as being an adaptation measure.

Paragraph 7.1 – Introduction
Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment

Officer Response

3

I978

Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

This section states with regards PPS1: "It then states that plan policies
and planning decisions should be based on up-to-date information of the
environmental characteristics of the area, and take account of the
potential impacts of development." Should this premise only apply to the
development of the spatial strategy in section 4 and the identification of
the areas of search?

PPS1 applies to the whole of the LDF.

Return to contents page

HQE1

How might we apply BREEAM and The Code for Sustainable Homes (The Code) to achieve sustainable buildings?
Option A – Allow developers to choose whether or not to achieve the sustainability standards set out in The Code/BREEAM
Option B – Require new development to achieve specified ratings against BREEAM/The Code. If so, should we explore setting
standards that increase over time?
Responses with no further comments
Mr Ian Scruton; Ms Helen Anderson; CP Group; Mr Stuart Natkus, The Land and Development Practice on behalf of HICA; G M V Winn and Co; Ms
Option A –
Option B –

M Lewis, NLP Planning on behalf of Persimmon Homes (East Yorkshire) Ltd; Mr M Cromack, Preston Parish Council
Mr John Ellerby; Mr Robin Shucksmith; Mrs Anne Crick, Humber Mental Health Teaching NHS Trust; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care
Trust; Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury Associates on behalf of Strawsons Development / Omnivale Ltd; Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with Anlaby Common
Parish Council; Driffield Partnership; Mrs C. Binnington, Driffield Town Council; Mr David Hammond, Beeford Parish Council; Ms Maureen Dale; Mr
Roger Jones, Humber & Wolds Rural Community Council; Mrs Pamela Austin; Mr Keith Kaye; Ms Laurie Norris, National Farmers Union; Cllr Kate
Gray; Mrs Kathy West, Hessle Town Council; Mrs Paula King, Bridlington Town Council; Ms Avril Wallace, Throngumbald Parish Council; Ms Jan
Crowther, Easington Parish Council; Humber Rural Partnership Board

Ref
15

Consultee/Agent
Kerry Lawson, Barton
Willmore on behalf of
Wykeland ltd

34

Mr Roland Bolton,
Development Land &
Planning Consultants

Opt
B

Comment
However we consider that the requirement to meet BREEAM
standards should be applied flexibly and on a site by site basis.
Particularly where there are constraints associated with a site the
mandatory achievement of BREEAM standards may render a
development financially unviable and constrain future
development within the East Riding.
None of the above - the most appropriate way of securing this
in accordance with the published government guidance on this
matter is to identify any actual sites that have the specific

Officer Response
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the

4

Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

Comment
potential for a particular type of renewal energy generation
otherwise the council should rely upon the increasing
requirements of the Building regulations.
No. Set high now as we need to seize the hour. Otherwise
waiting for 2016 is a lost opportunity. Hopefully the current
downturn in economy will stagnate building such that a higher
proportion of required homes are built post 2016 to higher
rating. Any other comments? 7.3 spelling – ‘effects’ .7.6 mandate it.
Yes
A gradual implementation with all partners having a full
understanding of what is needed of them. This would be good
irrespective of 'climate change' which (depending on who you
listen to) may or may not exist.

35

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

B

39
43

Louise Reevell
Cllr John Whittle

B
B

47

Dr Amy Crowther, RSPB

B

50

Mrs K. Richmond, South
Cave Parish Council

B

52

Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council

B

Level 3 of The Code is mandatory by 2010. By adopting a
similar education and training process as in PE 11 the market
will be readied for the adoption this step change in building
technology.

54

Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council

B

Provide financial assistance to existing householders to improve
sustainability issues without means testing.

RSPB believes that all new development should avoid negative
impacts on the environment. This should be achieved through
careful choice of location and design consideration of the source
of the construction materials and sustainability of their
production and minimising the resources for construction and
operation Where environmental damage is unavoidable
compensation should be provided. Wherever possible
developments should enhance the environment.
Option B is considered to be the most suitable and that
standards should be increasing over time as technology
improves.

Officer Response
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable.
Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to achieve
the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction (The
Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the Government
when they are proposed, unless it can be demonstrated that they
would be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence
available at present to justify setting higher standards.
Noted
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable.
Proposed policy HQE8 takes into account that some grants are
available and are likely to be extended over the life of the Core
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

Comment

55

Mr Christopher Hughes

B

60

Julie Abraham

B

Many similar schemes in the past have failed due to cost cutting.
Better less but better. I am aware that this is not good politics
but it is good management.
This could be difficult to achieve with affordable housing.

63

Mrs M. Barker, Swanland
Parish Council

B

If you allow developers to set the standard it will be the lowest
common denominator. It is essential that the standards are set
centrally so that they apply to all equally.

67

Mrs Sylvia Sheard,
Millington Parish Council
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Hull Ionians RUFC
(Holdings) Ltd

B

Yes

68

On the 27 February 2008 the Government confirmed
mandatory rating against the Code will be implemented for all
new homes from 1 May 2008 The Code measure the
sustainability of a new home against categories of sustainable
design rating whole home as a complete package. This Code is
now the most up to date assessment of sustainable design and
construction and all housing schemes will be required to be
assessed by these national criteria. Option A would be in
accordance with the current practice nationally and therefore
there would be no need to include a policy within the Core
Strategy which repeats that policy. If the Council wishes to
introduce a policy which specifies a rating to be achieved it
should first take full account of the viability of achieving such a
target particularly of smaller sites. There are now numerous
S106 contributions which are sought from new housing
developments such as affordable housing education open space
and transport infrastructure so the Council will need to ensure it
does not make developments unviable by placing overly
burdensome and unrealistic constraints which have an impact

Officer Response
Strategy , and that technologies will become cheaper over time.
Noted
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable.
Noted
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

71

Mr Dennis Peckett,
Beverley & District Civic
Society

B

Comment
on housing delivery.
BREEAM as set standard of excellent and code rated 3

72

Mr S. Young, Bubwith
Parish Council

B

Option B and yes increase over time.

74

Mr M Guest

B

Code 3

86

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Peter Ward Homes Ltd

On the 27 February 2008 the Government confirmed
mandatory rating against the Code will be implemented for all
new homes from 1 May 2008 The Code measure the
sustainability of a new home against categories of sustainable
design rating whole home as a complete package. This Code is
now the most up to date assessment of sustainable design and
construction and all housing schemes will be required to be
assessed by these national criteria. Option A would be in
accordance with the current practice nationally and therefore
there would be no need to include a policy within the Core
Strategy which repeats that policy. If the Council wishes to
introduce a policy which specifies a rating to be achieved it
should first take full account of the viability of achieving such a
target particularly of smaller sites. There are now numerous
S106 contributions which are sought from new housing
developments such as affordable housing education open space
and transport infrastructure so the Council will need to ensure it
does not make developments unviable by placing overly
burdensome and unrealistic constraints which have an impact

Officer Response
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

87

Mr Mike Jackson,
Nafferton Parish Council
Mrs Ingrid Khan

B
A

The desire for maximum energy efficiency should be balanced
against affordability of the completed product. There is likely to
be a marketing advantage to housebuilders applying the code
but to a level that people can afford.

93

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr & Mrs JH Foreman

A

94

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mrs J Boat

98

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus

Option A would be in accordance with the current practice
nationally and therefore there would be no need to include a
policy within the Core Strategy which repeats that policy. If the
Council wishes to introduce a policy which specifies a rating to
be achieved it should first take full account of the viability of
achieving such a target particularly of smaller sites. There are
now numerous S106 contributions which are sought from new
housing developments such as affordable housing education
open space and transport infrastructure so the Council will need
to ensure it does not make developments unviable by placing
overly burdensome and unrealistic constraints which have an
impact on housing delivery.
Option A would be in accordance with the current practice
nationally and therefore there would be no need to include a
policy within the Core Strategy which repeats that policy. If the
Council wishes to introduce a policy which specifies a rating to
be achieved it should first take full account of the viability of
achieving such a target particularly of smaller sites. There are
now numerous S106 contributions which are sought from new
housing developments such as affordable housing education
open space and transport infrastructure so the Council will need
to ensure it does not make developments unviable by placing
overly burdensome and unrealistic constraints which have an
impact on housing delivery.
Option A would be in accordance with the current practice

92

Comment
on housing delivery.
Yes

Officer Response
Noted
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable. It takes into account
that higher standard developments will be increasingly seen as
the norm as technologies become cheaper over time.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable. It takes into account
that higher standard developments will be increasingly seen as
the norm as technologies become cheaper over time.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable. It takes into account
that higher standard developments will be increasingly seen as
the norm as technologies become cheaper over time.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Planning Group on behalf
of Bryan Brown & Sons

100

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr and Mrs Hudson

103

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of R Swales

Opt

Comment
nationally and therefore there would be no need to include a
policy within the Core Strategy which repeats that policy. If the
Council wishes to introduce a policy which specifies a rating to
be achieved it should first take full account of the viability of
achieving such a target particularly of smaller sites. There are
now numerous S106 contributions which are sought from new
housing developments such as affordable housing education
open space and transport infrastructure so the Council will need
to ensure it does not make developments unviable by placing
overly burdensome and unrealistic constraints which have an
impact on housing delivery.
Option A would be in accordance with the current practice
nationally and therefore there would be no need to include a
policy within the Core Strategy which repeats that policy. If the
Council wishes to introduce a policy which specifies a rating to
be achieved it should first take full account of the viability of
achieving such a target particularly of smaller sites. There are
now numerous S106 contributions which are sought from new
housing developments such as affordable housing education
open space and transport infrastructure so the Council will need
to ensure it does not make developments unviable by placing
overly burdensome and unrealistic constraints which have an
impact on housing delivery.
Option A would be in accordance with the current practice
nationally and therefore there would be no need to include a
policy within the Core Strategy which repeats that policy. If the
Council wishes to introduce a policy which specifies a rating to
be achieved it should first take full account of the viability of
achieving such a target particularly of smaller sites. There are
now numerous S106 contributions which are sought from new
housing developments such as affordable housing education
open space and transport infrastructure so the Council will need
to ensure it does not make developments unviable by placing
overly burdensome and unrealistic constraints which have an
impact on housing delivery.

Officer Response
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable. It takes into account
that higher standard developments will be increasingly seen as
the norm as technologies become cheaper over time.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable. It takes into account
that higher standard developments will be increasingly seen as
the norm as technologies become cheaper over time.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable. It takes into account
that higher standard developments will be increasingly seen as
the norm as technologies become cheaper over time.
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Ref
104

Consultee/Agent
I W Scruton, Scruton

105

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of W. Clifford Watts Ltd

106

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr C Hill

109

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr A Morley

Opt
A

Comment
Option A Developers should be encouraged to build to The
Code and BREEAM however in certain price sensitive markets
the additional financial burden on building to these standards
may stifle development or create housing that is too expensive.
There are benefits for developers to explore The Code and
BREEAM in terms of marketing and company profile however
it should not be used to restrict a development's deliverability.
Option A would be in accordance with the current practice
nationally and therefore there would be no need to include a
policy within the Core Strategy which repeats that policy. If the
Council wishes to introduce a policy which specifies a rating to
be achieved it should first take full account of the viability of
achieving such a target particularly of smaller sites. There are
now numerous S106 contributions which are sought from new
housing developments such as affordable housing education
open space and transport infrastructure so the Council will need
to ensure it does not make developments unviable by placing
overly burdensome and unrealistic constraints which have an
impact on housing delivery.
Option A would be in accordance with the current practice
nationally and therefore there would be no need to include a
policy within the Core Strategy which repeats that policy. If the
Council wishes to introduce a policy which specifies a rating to
be achieved it should first take full account of the viability of
achieving such a target particularly of smaller sites. There are
now numerous S106 contributions which are sought from new
housing developments such as affordable housing education
open space and transport infrastructure so the Council will need
to ensure it does not make developments unviable by placing
overly burdensome and unrealistic constraints which have an
impact on housing delivery.
Option A would be in accordance with the current practice
nationally and therefore there would be no need to include a
policy within the Core Strategy which repeats that policy. If the
Council wishes to introduce a policy which specifies a rating to

Officer Response
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable. It takes into account
that higher standard developments will be increasingly seen as
the norm as technologies become cheaper over time.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable. It takes into account
that higher standard developments will be increasingly seen as
the norm as technologies become cheaper over time.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable. It takes into account
that higher standard developments will be increasingly seen as
the norm as technologies become cheaper over time.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

110

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of MB Goodwin (Skipsea)
Ltd

111

East Riding House
Builders Group

114

Mr Andrew Rose,
Spawforth Planning &
Urban Regeneration Ltd

Opt

A

Comment
be achieved it should first take full account of the viability of
achieving such a target particularly of smaller sites. There are
now numerous S106 contributions which are sought from new
housing developments such as affordable housing education
open space and transport infrastructure so the Council will need
to ensure it does not make developments unviable by placing
overly burdensome and unrealistic constraints which have an
impact on housing delivery.
Option A would be in accordance with the current practice
nationally and therefore there would be no need to include a
policy within the Core Strategy which repeats that policy. If the
Council wishes to introduce a policy which specifies a rating to
be achieved it should first take full account of the viability of
achieving such a target particularly of smaller sites. There are
now numerous S106 contributions which are sought from new
housing developments such as affordable housing education
open space and transport infrastructure so the Council will need
to ensure it does not make developments unviable by placing
overly burdensome and unrealistic constraints which have an
impact on housing delivery.
Option A would be in accordance with the current practice
nationally and therefore there would be no need to include a
policy within the Core Strategy which repeats that policy.
If the Council wishes to introduce a policy which specifies a
rating to be achieved it should first take full account of the
viability of achieving such a target, particularly of smaller sites.
There are now numerous S106 contributions which are sought
from new housing developments, such as affordable housing,
education, open space and transport infrastructure so the
Council will need to ensure it does not make developments
unviable by placing overly burdensome and unrealistic
constraints which have an impact on housing delivery.
The approach taken should reflect national and regional
guidance. The Core Strategy approach should not be repetitive
and should define clearly the circumstances through which

Officer Response
demonstrated that they would be unviable. It takes into account
that higher standard developments will be increasingly seen as
the norm as technologies become cheaper over time.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable. It takes into account
that higher standard developments will be increasingly seen as
the norm as technologies become cheaper over time.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable. It takes into account
that higher standard developments will be increasingly seen as
the norm as technologies become cheaper over time.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
on behalf of Miller
Strategic Land

Opt

118

W Buckle, Wetwang Parish
Council
Julia Billany, Ottringham
Parish Council

B

119

Comment
planning permission will be granted. PPS1 and supplement on
climate change set out principles and encourage development to
be low carbon and energy efficient. However guidance is not
prescriptive and there is a need for flexibility and to not be
onerous on requirements. Therefore Option A is the preferred
approach.
Be sold aim high and set an example. Insist on the highest
standards. Think for the future.
It is desirable and may become mandatory that BREEAM must
be met by all new developments - however we need to consider
whether that would push the cost of 'affordable homes' beyond
the reach of young families etc.

125

Jenny Massingham, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Beal Homes

I79
I129

Mrs Julie Sherwood
Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates on behalf of
Hickling and Gray
associates

B

Yes. Residential & Commercial Builds.
The Core Strategy should not be concerning itself with
BREEAM standards. This is not a strategic issue and should be
dealt with through the Building Regulations at a national level.
The Building Regulations will require level 3 to be achieved by
2010 in any event.

I171

Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

B

Natural England would also support the exploration of a system
of increasing standards over time.

I244

Mr Paul Thornton, White
Young Green on behalf of

The Code and BREEAM aim to achieve sustainable buildings
and provide national standards for water and energy efficiency.
We object to BREEAM and the Code being implemented
through the LDF because they form national standards and
should be implemented through Building Regulations rather
than at a local planning level.

We support the principles of ensuring that there is a high quality
environment and would strive to promote a high quality of

Officer Response
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable. The accompanying
text sets out what will be required with planning applications. It
takes into account that higher standard developments will be
increasingly seen as the norm as technologies become cheaper
over time.
Noted
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable.
The Climate Change Supplement to PPS1 states that LDFs
should help to achieve the national targets for reducing carbon
emissions from buildings. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new
developments to achieve the highest relevant ratings for
sustainable construction (The Code/BREEAM or equivalent)
prescribed by the Government when they are proposed, unless it
can be demonstrated that they would be unviable.
Noted
The Climate Change Supplement to PPS1 states that LDFs
should help to achieve the national targets for reducing carbon
emissions from buildings. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new
developments to achieve the highest relevant ratings for
sustainable construction (The Code/BREEAM or equivalent)
prescribed by the Government when they are proposed, unless it
can be demonstrated that they would be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Sanctuary Housing

Opt

I263

Mr Peter Hall, Indigo
Planning on behalf of CP
Group

A

I281

Mr Paul Thornton, White
Young Green on behalf of
Stamford Homes Ltd

I317

Mr Zulficar Ali,
Environment Agency

Comment
design and standard of living on the site off Victoria Road. It
should be noted that there are several national targets which are
soon to be adopted which will enforce the Code. ERYC should
consider national targets before implementing their own policy
through the Core Strategy.
The supplement to PPS1 requires environmental performance
to be designed into proposed development although recognises
that this may not also be practicable i.e. para 42 '...unless it can
be demonstrated by the applicant having regard to the type of
development involved and its design that it is not feasible or
viable.' Though desirable to achieve the highest possible levels
of sustainable construction site specific factors and economic
viability must be taken into consideration. A prescriptive blanket
requirement as advocated by Option B irrespective of specific
circumstances should therefore be avoided.
We support the principles of ensuring that there is a high quality
environment and would strive to promote a high quality of
design and standard of living on our site. The Code forms an
important element to this and it must be noted that there are
national targets which are soon to be adopted which enforce
this. ERYC should consider national targets before
implementing their own policy through the Core Strategy.
We welcome ERYC’s efforts in providing good quality
development that encourages the sustainable agenda taking into
account BREEAM and Code for Sustainable Homes. The core
strategy should also consider the impacts of climate change. We
strongly recommend the efforts towards preventing and
adapting the effects of climate change be reflected within this
document as emphasised by PPS1 & PPS225. The Agency
would strongly suggest that where development is proposed in
flood zone 1 flood risk assessments taking into account pluvial
flooding be considered. Wherever appropriate the use of SUDs
is advocated. Sustainable drainage is a process for achieving
integrated surface water drainage design with the objectives of:i) reducing the flood risk from development within a river

Officer Response
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable.
Noted. These issues are primarily addressed in policies SS1 on
sustainable development and climate change mitigation and
adaptation, HQE6 on managing environmental hazards
(including flood risk and coastal change) and HQE8 on
sustainable construction.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

I350

Mr Peter Hall, Indigo
Planning on behalf of CP
Group/Wykeland
Group/Quintain Estates
and Development PLC

A

I680

Mr John Blacker,
Shirethorn Limited

A

I562

Mr Martin Elliot,

Comment
catchment; ii) minimising diffuse pollution arising from surface
water runoff; iii) minimising environmental damage e.g. bank
erosion and damage to habitats; iv) maintaining or restoring the
natural flow regime of the receiving watercourse; v) maintaining
recharge to groundwater subject to minimising the risk of
pollution to groundwater; vi) achieving environmental
enhancements including improvement to wildlife habitats
amenity and landscape quality; vii) minimising the amount of
surface water runoff and infiltration entering foul and surface
water sewerage systems.
The supplement to PPS1 requires environmental performance
to be designed into proposed development although recognises
that this may not also be practicable i.e. para 42 '...unless it can
be demonstrated by the applicant having regard to the type of
development involved and its design that it is not feasible or
viable.' Whilst our clients recognise that the planning system has
an important role to play in ensuring the adoption of sustainable
construction and delivery of renewable energy it is stated at para
30 of PPS1 that Planning policies should not replicate cut across
or detrimentally affect matters within the scope of other
legislative requirements such as those set out in Building
Regulations or energy efficiency. Given the above Government
advice our clients support Option A to allow developers to set
the targets for sustainability standards. Though desirable to
achieve the highest possible levels of sustainable construction
site specific factors and economic viability must be taken into
consideration. A prescriptive blanket requirement as advocated
by Option B irrespective of specific circumstances should
therefore not be included in the Core Strategy.
Shirethorn supports Option A. allowing developers to choose
whether or not to achieve the sustainability standards set out in
the code/BREEAM. Site specific factors and economic viability
must be taken into consideration.
The Assembly has no comments to make on this issue but notes

Officer Response

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government when they are proposed, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable.
Noted
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Ref
I614

Consultee/Agent
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly
Jon Palmer, Yorkshire
Forward

Opt
B

I865

Ms Liz Philpot on behalf
of Bridlington
Regeneration Partnership

B

I754

Mr Dan Mitchell, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Wykeland Ltd

B

Comment
that the general direction of policy would be in line with the
RSS.
Yorkshire Forward would support the Council setting
BREEAM and Code for Sustainable Homes targets within the
Core Strategy (HQE1; Option B). The Climate Change
Supplement to Planning Policy Statement 1 (paragraph 32)
outlines that planning authorities should ‘specify the
requirement in terms of achievement of nationally described
buildings standards for examples in the case of housing by
expecting identified housing proposals to be delivered at a
specific level of the Code for Sustainable Homes.’ It would be
helpful to highlight how the LDF would contribute towards
achieving the energy efficiency targets outlined within the
Housing Green Paper (July 2007) which states that: - All new
homes to emit 25% less carbon from 2010; - All new homes to
emit 44% less carbon from 2013; - All new homes to be zero
carbon from 2016. In addition the Government has outlined the
aspiration that all new non-domestic buildings will be zero
carbon from 2019 (Pre-Budget Statement 2008 paragraph 6.59).
The use of BREEAM and Code for Sustainable Homes has
significant potential to make a substantial contribution towards
reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
We support Option B provided that the levels required within
these standards keep pace with national policy requirements and
building regulations so as not to depress the delivery of housing
and commercial development that is needed in the East Riding
(which competes with other parts of the region and UK for
investment in many sectors and therefore must be conscious of
the differential effects across the East Ridings different property
markets of the costs of meeting these standards.
With regards to the application of BREEAM our client supports
the approach identified with Option B. Our client acknowledges
that the requirement to meet sustainable standards of
development will become mandatory through Building
Regulations. However our client considers that the requirement

Officer Response
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government, unless it can be demonstrated that they would be
unviable.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government, unless it can be demonstrated that they would be
unviable.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government, unless it can be demonstrated that they would be
unviable.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

I548

Mr Peter Hall, Indigo
Planning on behalf of
National Grid Property
Ltd

A

I724

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

I764

Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings

I801

Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings

I831

Mr Adrian James, Barton
Willmore Partnership on

Comment
to meet BREEAM standards should be applied flexibly and on a
site by site basis. Particularly where there are constraints
associated with a site the mandatory achievement of BREEAM
standards may render a development financially unviable and
constrain future development within the East Riding.
NGP support option A to allow developers to set the targets for
sustainability standards. Though desirable to achieve the highest
possible levels of sustainable construction site specific factors
and economic viability must be taken into consideration. A
prescriptive blanket requirement as advocated by Option B
irrespective of specific circumstances should therefore be
avoided.
In accordance with Government guidance we acknowledge the
requirement of developers to meet the identified sustainable
construction standards. However we consider that this is an
issue that is best determined through Building Control in line
with national policy and that it is not a strategic matter to be set
out in the Core Strategy or indeed any part of the LDF. As such
we support neither option.
These representations support the principle that ensuring the
delivery of BREEAM and CSH standards together with
Renewable Energy delivery are primarily matters for Building
Control and should therefore be set out in the LDF.

In accordance with Government guidance we acknowledge the
requirement of developers to meet the identified sustainable
construction standards. However we consider that this is an
issue that is best determined through Building Control in line
with national policy and that it is not a strategic matter to be set
out in the Core Strategy or indeed any part of the LDF. As such
we support neither option.
Whilst we support the use of BREEAM and The Code for
Sustainable Homes as a means of improving the environmental

Officer Response

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government, unless it can be demonstrated that they would be
unviable.
The Climate Change Supplement to PPS1 states that LDFs
should help to achieve the national targets for reducing carbon
emissions from buildings. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new
developments to achieve the highest relevant ratings for
sustainable construction (The Code/BREEAM or equivalent)
prescribed by the Government, unless it can be demonstrated
that they would be unviable.
The Climate Change Supplement to PPS1 states that LDFs
should help to achieve the national targets for reducing carbon
emissions from buildings. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new
developments to achieve the highest relevant ratings for
sustainable construction (The Code/BREEAM or equivalent)
prescribed by the Government, unless it can be demonstrated
that they would be unviable.
The Climate Change Supplement to PPS1 states that LDFs
should help to achieve the national targets for reducing carbon
emissions from buildings. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new
developments to achieve the highest relevant ratings for
sustainable construction (The Code/BREEAM or equivalent)
prescribed by the Government, unless it can be demonstrated
that they would be unviable.
Noted. The Climate Change Supplement to PPS1 states that
LDFs should help to achieve the national targets for reducing
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
behalf of Trustees of the
Needler Settlement

I882

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc

7

Mr Adrian Sail, Antony
Aspbury Associates on
behalf of Strawsons
Development / Omnivale
Ltd

B

131

C O’Connor, Hornsea
Town Council
Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

B

133

Opt

B

Comment
quality of development we do not consider that the LDD
should contain policies or requirements which are more
restrictive than the national standard. In our view BREEAM
and the Code for Sustainable Homes should be implemented at
the national level through Building Regulations and Planning
Policy Statements rather than being locally set.
In accordance with Government guidance we acknowledge the
requirement of developers to meet the identified sustainable
construction standards. However we consider that this is an
issue that is best determined through Building Control in line
with national policy and that it is not a strategic matter to be set
out in the Core Strategy or indeed any part of the LDF. As such
we support neither option.
Option B with standards that increase over time. But do not set
too challenging standards at the outset as this will constrain
needed development. We suggest a minimum threshold level
for BREAM and The Code.

Yes, developers will always take the cheapest most profitable
option unless encouraged to build in new technologies.
We should require specific ratings, especially at first with regard
to insulation and energy efficiency, and these requirements
should increase over time. We should also publicise these
standards to allow developers to maximise understanding of the
benefits to the homeowners.

Officer Response
carbon emissions from buildings. Proposed policy HQE8
expects new developments to achieve the highest relevant
ratings for sustainable construction (The Code/BREEAM or
equivalent) prescribed by the Government, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable.
The Climate Change Supplement to PPS1 states that LDFs
should help to achieve the national targets for reducing carbon
emissions from buildings. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new
developments to achieve the highest relevant ratings for
sustainable construction (The Code/BREEAM or equivalent)
prescribed by the Government, unless it can be demonstrated
that they would be unviable.
Noted. The Climate Change Supplement to PPS1 states that
LDFs should help to achieve the national targets for reducing
carbon emissions from buildings. Proposed policy HQE8
expects new developments to achieve the highest relevant
ratings for sustainable construction (The Code/BREEAM or
equivalent) prescribed by the Government, unless it can be
demonstrated that they would be unviable.
Noted
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government, unless it can be demonstrated that they would be
unviable.

It is inevitable, regardless of short-term fluctuations, that energy
prices will increase dramatically within the period this LDF is
intended to cover. Allowing corner-cutting now on the basic
standards could lead to homes that lose equity in the near
future. We should also encourage anyone looking at significant
extensions to consider these options in their work as adding
value in the medium term, and sometimes even in the short
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Consultee/Agent

Opt

135

Mr J Kilby

A

Comment
term, out of proportion to their cost. (I have myself recently
rebuilt my kitchen extension internally, and despite losing a foot
in width I considered the improved insulation well worth the
cost).
The problem here is in selling the BREEAM code to potential
purchasers. Once the nature of the code is widely known and
understood the higher price for a property would be more
acceptable. Perhaps a progression from Option A to Option B
might be the best course. Nevertheless, under Option A the
assessment and the code should be supplied to potential buyers.

136

Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council
Helen Mc Egan, Housing
Strategy, East Riding of
Yorkshire Couciil

B

Yes

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government, unless it can be demonstrated that they would be
unviable. It takes into account that higher standard
developments will be increasingly seen as the norm as
technologies become cheaper over time.
Noted

B

We support option B although we appreciate that there are
difficulties in enforcing it. The draft housing strategy
recommends that all new affordable housing is 'secured by
design' and that a SPD is produced on housing design as part of
the LDF. All new affordable housing built with public funds
must meet code level 3 by 2011 with the expectation that private
developments are zero carbon by 2013.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects new developments to
achieve the highest relevant ratings for sustainable construction
(The Code/BREEAM or equivalent) prescribed by the
Government, unless it can be demonstrated that they would be
unviable. It takes into account that higher standard
developments will be increasingly seen as the norm as
technologies become cheaper over time.

137

Officer Response

I'm afraid I'm on leave for the next fortnight so if you have any
queries, please contact Hilary, otherwise it might be useful for us
all to get together in September when you have had a chance to
study the draft Housing and Homeless Strategies which you
should receive next week.

Paragraph 7.7 – Low carbon energy supply to new development
Ref
I979

Consultee/Agent
Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

Comment
This section needs to be linked to Section 6.66 on renewable energy.

Officer Response
Noted. The structure of the draft Core Strategy has been revised
so that proposed policy HQE8 on sustainable construction is
presented alongside proposed policy HQE7 on large scale (gridconnected) renewable energy.
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Return to contents page
Return to beginning of HQE1

HQE2

Draft RSS suggests a minimum target of 10% of a development’s energy requirement be met from local renewable/low carbon sources on
sites of 10 or more houses or 1000m2 non residential floorspace. Do you think
Option A – The 10% target is unrealistic and not deliverable, and should be lower
Option B – The 10% figure is about right
Option C – We can do better than this and the target should be higher than 10%
Responses with no further comments
Option A –
Mrs Anne Crick, Humber Mental Health Teaching NHS Trust; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury
Option B –

Option C –

Associates on behalf of Strawsons Development / Omnivale Ltd; Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with Anlaby Common Parish Council; Louise Reevell; Cllr
John Whittle; Mr David Hammond, Beeford Parish Council; Mrs M. Barker, Swanland Parish Council; Cllr Kate Gray; Mrs Ingrid Khan; Mr Jamie
Pyper, Signet Planning Ltd on behalf of Southwell County Homes and Makinder; G M V Winn and Co; Karen Wood, East Riding of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership; Ms Avril Wallace, Throngumbald Parish Council; Ms Helen Wright, Rural Policy and Partnerships, East Riding of Yorkshire Council;
Driffield Partnership; Mr Keith Kaye; Ms Laurie Norris, National Farmers Union; Mrs Kathy West, Hessle Town Council; Mr David Hickling, Hickling
and Gray Associates on behalf of Hickling and Gray Associates; Ms Jan Crowther, Easington Parish Council

Ref
2

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Ellerby

Opt
C

Comment
At least 20% on every new build

4

Mr Ian Scruton

A

The target should not impact on the deliverability or viability of
a site.

15

Kerry Lawson, Barton

B

In order to be in accordance with RSS policy ENV5 we support

Officer Response
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds, as
there is no substantial local evidence available at present to
justify higher or lower criteria. The proposed policy does
however expect larger developments to achieve higher targets.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Willmore on behalf of
Wykeland ltd

Opt

27

Eamonn Keogh, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Redrow Homes
(Yorkshire) Ltd

A

28

Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates

Comment
option B. We also consider that it is important that the Council
adopts a flexible approach to the application of this policy as
outlined in Policy ENV5 to ensure that development in the East
Riding is financially viable.
Policy ENV 5 of the Regional Spatial Strategy set out measures
to improve energy efficiency and increase renewable energy
capacity. The policy advocates that sites of 10 or more dwellings
should secure 10% of their energy from decentralised and
renewable or low carbon sources subject to viability. At national
level ‘Planning for Climate Change’ sets the Policy frameworks
for reducing carbon emission from domestic and non domestic
buildings through the progressive tightening of the building
regulations. The key issue is reduction of energy use and
reduction of carbon emissions. The move towards a sustainable
energy system should concentrate on reducing demand and
increasing energy efficiency which the Government believes play
a bigger role in reducing CO2 emissions than renewable energy
and carbon emissions trading combined. Reducing energy
demand can be achieved by relatively cost effective measures
such as increased insulation compared to relatively more
expensive on site energy generation.
The use of a specific figure whilst widely accepted as a good
means of encouraging the installation of some level of
decentralised energy generation is an inflexible policy approach.
It is also fraught with monitoring and enforcement difficulties.
It is difficult to both establish and monitor the energy
requirement for most planning applications as many are
speculative in nature and both peoples and company’s habits
and requirements vary. It is also difficult to ensure that on
smaller commercial schemes occupiers maintain the systems
once installed or even that they remain connected. Whilst the
longer term benefits of RE are recognised and installation
should be encouraged circumstances where economies of scale
(for installation and maintenance) can be achieved are likely to
be more economically sustainable and therefore more acceptable

Officer Response
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

Comment
to the market. As a starting point RE should be encouraged
although the RSS figure should be seen as a target.
It is not considered that this approach is reasonable as is it not
set in any evidence base as required by government guidance.

34

Mr Roland Bolton,
Development Land &
Planning Consultants

35

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

C

Hard to say as if you have a very energy efficient home it
demands little energy so it would be unfair to demand a high
proportion of renewable energy locally provided when all it
needs is a small amount via electric nuclear power say.

48

Mr Garth Hanlan, Savills
on behalf of St John's
College, Cambridge

B

50

Mrs K. Richmond, South
Cave Parish Council

C

Fixed cost factors are perennial cost considerations for potential
investors and increased environmental demands in terms of
10% renewables targets translates into increased costs for such
developers. Adhering to the 10% target would mean that the
East Riding area would not be deliberately adding to the
locational cost considerations of potential inwards investors i.e.
not pricing itself out of the regional market. Demanding
anything over this level especially if the general consensus is to
stick at 10% while representing a pioneering attitude to
renewable energy production in a business sense could
inadvertently reduce land take-up in this area.
As this council fully endorses LA21 Option C should be
considered and that 25% should be a realizable figure.

51

Mrs C. Binnington,
Driffield Town Council

C

15%

Officer Response
Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds, as
there is no substantial local evidence available at present to
justify higher or lower criteria. The proposed policy does
however expect larger developments to achieve higher targets.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds, as
there is no substantial local evidence available at present to
justify higher or lower criteria. The proposed policy does
however expect larger developments to achieve higher targets.
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Ref
52

Consultee/Agent
Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council

Opt
C

Comment
The minimum target level is 10%; we should be aiming for at
20%.

54

Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council

C

55

Mr Christopher Hughes

A

If subsidy is available to wind farm developers it should also be
made available to residential developers to achieve more in
energy saving measures.
Targets are rubbish we should aim for the highest possible
within financial political social and environmental restraints of
any given time frame.

58

Ms Maureen Dale

C

60

Julie Abraham

61

Ms Helen Anderson

A

5%

62

Mrs Pamela Austin

B

Economies of scale as most development except in villages will
be more than 25 houses will decrease the cost of fuel reduction
strategies.

68

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Hull Ionians RUFC

I do not have enough knowledge to suggest a figure but I am
sure that the experts have an idea.
Solar panels heat pumps etc. are easier to fit in a home under
construction but it also adds to the cost.

Policy ENV5 of the adopted RSS encourages greater use of
decentralised and renewable or low carbon energy in new
developments but also makes reference to the viability of targets

Officer Response
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds, as
there is no substantial local evidence available at present to
justify higher or lower criteria. The proposed policy does
however expect larger developments to achieve higher targets.
Some grants are available and are likely to be extended over the
life of the Core Strategy.
Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds, as
there is no substantial local evidence available at present to
justify higher or lower criteria. The proposed policy does
however expect larger developments to achieve higher targets.
Noted
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds, as
there is no substantial local evidence available at present to
justify higher or lower criteria.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
(Holdings) Ltd

Opt

70

Mr Stuart Natkus, The
Land and Development
Practice on behalf of
HICA

A

71

Mr Dennis Peckett,
Beverley & District Civic
Society

C

72

Mr S. Young, Bubwith
Parish Council

A

74

Mr M Guest

C

Comment
for developments. The policy also takes account of the type of
development involved and its design acknowledging that the
target may not be feasible or viable in all situations. If the
council seeks to introduce such a target through its Core
Strategy it should through its evidence base explore the
suitability of certain types of developments and ensure the target
is realistic and viable taking into account the comments
responding to the previous question.
Providing a minimum target of 10% may not be achievable on
some sites whereas on others it may be surpassable. Wording to
the affect of negotiating a figure around 10% would give more
flexibility to sites that are more difficult to provide renewable
energy sources such as in conservation areas. Furthermore on
developments that provide an identified need it may be that
10% is not financially viable ie 100% affordable schemes. A
minimum of 10% would not allow for any flexibility and may in
places hinder delivery.
100% by 2016 25% by 2010

We can't have wind turbines on every small development
making the houses more environmentally sustainable is the
better step
75% by 2016

Officer Response
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review. The proposed policy does however expect larger
developments to achieve higher targets.
Proposed policy HQE8 expects developers to select a suitable
technology (from a range of options) having regard to
operational considerations, amenity and visual impact.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review. The proposed policy does however expect larger
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Consultee/Agent

86

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Peter Ward Homes Ltd

87

Mr Mike Jackson,
Nafferton Parish Council

93

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr & Mrs JH Foreman

94

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf

Opt

C

Comment
Policy ENV5 of the adopted RSS encourages greater use of
decentralised and renewable or low carbon energy in new
developments but also makes reference to the viability of targets
for developments. The policy also takes account of the type of
development involved in its design acknowledging that the
target may not be feasible or viable in all situations. If the
Council seeks to introduce such a target through its Core
Strategy it should through its evidence base explore the
suitability of certain types of developments and ensure the target
is realistic and viable taking into account the comments
responding to the previous question.
By use of solar hot water and local bio-mass (e.g. wood stove) a
figure of >50% is achievable and we think this would be a good
aim. Why not go for zero carbon houses?

Policy ENV5 of the adopted RSS encourages greater use of
decentralised and renewable or low carbon energy in new
developments but also makes reference to the viability of targets
for developments. The policy also takes account of the type of
development involved in its design acknowledging that the
target may not be feasible or viable in all situations. If the
Council seeks to introduce such a target through its Core
Strategy it should through its evidence base explore the
suitability of certain types of developments and ensure the target
is realistic and viable taking into account the comments
responding to the previous question.
Policy ENV5 of the adopted RSS encourages greater use of
decentralised and renewable or low carbon energy in new

Officer Response
developments to achieve higher targets.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.

Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds, and
to meet national standards for sustainable construction (e.g.
relevant Code for Sustainable Homes/BREEAM or equivalent
ratings), unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these
would be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence
available at present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will
be kept under review. The proposed policy does however expect
larger developments to achieve higher targets.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
of Mrs J Boat

98

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Bryan Brown & Sons

100

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr and Mrs Hudson

103

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of R Swales

Opt

Comment
developments but also makes reference to the viability of targets
for developments. The policy also takes account of the type of
development involved in its design acknowledging that the
target may not be feasible or viable in all situations. If the
Council seeks to introduce such a target through its Core
Strategy it should through its evidence base explore the
suitability of certain types of developments and ensure the target
is realistic and viable taking into account the comments
responding to the previous question.
Policy ENV5 of the adopted RSS encourages greater use of
decentralised and renewable or low carbon energy in new
developments but also makes reference to the viability of targets
for developments. The policy also takes account of the type of
development involved in its design acknowledging that the
target may not be feasible or viable in all situations. If the
Council seeks to introduce such a target through its Core
Strategy it should through its evidence base explore the
suitability of certain types of developments and ensure the target
is realistic and viable taking into account the comments
responding to the previous question.
Policy ENV5 of the adopted RSS encourages greater use of
decentralised and renewable or low carbon energy in new
developments but also makes reference to the viability of targets
for developments. The policy also takes account of the type of
development involved in its design acknowledging that the
target may not be feasible or viable in all situations. If the
Council seeks to introduce such a target through its Core
Strategy it should through its evidence base explore the
suitability of certain types of developments and ensure the target
is realistic and viable taking into account the comments
responding to the previous question.
Policy ENV5 of the adopted RSS encourages greater use of
decentralised and renewable or low carbon energy in new
developments but also makes reference to the viability of targets
for developments. The policy also takes account of the type of

Officer Response
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

104

I W Scruton, Scruton

A

105

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of W. Clifford Watts Ltd

106

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr C Hill

Comment
development involved in its design acknowledging that the
target may not be feasible or viable in all situations. If the
Council seeks to introduce such a target through its Core
Strategy it should through its evidence base explore the
suitability of certain types of developments and ensure the target
is realistic and viable taking into account the comments
responding to the previous question.
Option A. With developers and buildings having to adopt to
current building regulations and prepare for Code 3 sustainable
homes and eventually zero carbon homes within the period of
this plan targets should be carefully considered so as to allow
development to be financial viable for the developer and for the
house buyer to be fully informed of the technology and cost of
maintaining that technology within their new home.
Policy ENV5 of the adopted RSS encourages greater use of
decentralised and renewable or low carbon energy in new
developments but also makes reference to the viability of targets
for developments. The policy also takes account of the type of
development involved in its design acknowledging that the
target may not be feasible or viable in all situations. If the
Council seeks to introduce such a target through its Core
Strategy it should through its evidence base explore the
suitability of certain types of developments and ensure the target
is realistic and viable taking into account the comments
responding to the previous question.
Policy ENV5 of the adopted RSS encourages greater use of
decentralised and renewable or low carbon energy in new
developments but also makes reference to the viability of targets
for developments. The policy also takes account of the type of
development involved in its design acknowledging that the
target may not be feasible or viable in all situations. If the
Council seeks to introduce such a target through its Core
Strategy it should through its evidence base explore the

Officer Response
be unviable.

Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds, and
to meet national standards for sustainable construction (e.g.
relevant Code for Sustainable Homes/BREEAM or equivalent
ratings), unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these
would be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence
available at present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will
be kept under review.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.
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Consultee/Agent

109

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr A Morley

110

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of MB Goodwin (Skipsea)
Ltd

111

East Riding House
Builders Group

114

Mr Andrew Rose,

Opt

Comment
suitability of certain types of developments and ensure the target
is realistic and viable taking into account the comments
responding to the previous question.
Policy ENV5 of the adopted RSS encourages greater use of
decentralised and renewable or low carbon energy in new
developments but also makes reference to the viability of targets
for developments. The policy also takes account of the type of
development involved in its design acknowledging that the
target may not be feasible or viable in all situations. If the
Council seeks to introduce such a target through its Core
Strategy it should through its evidence base explore the
suitability of certain types of developments and ensure the target
is realistic and viable taking into account the comments
responding to the previous question.
Policy ENV5 of the adopted RSS encourages greater use of
decentralised and renewable or low carbon energy in new
developments but also makes reference to the viability of targets
for developments. The policy also takes account of the type of
development involved in its design acknowledging that the
target may not be feasible or viable in all situations. If the
Council seeks to introduce such a target through its Core
Strategy it should through its evidence base explore the
suitability of certain types of developments and ensure the target
is realistic and viable taking into account the comments
responding to the previous question.
Policy ENV5 of the adopted RSS encourages greater use of
decentralised and renewable or low carbon energy in new
developments but also makes reference to the viability of targets
for developments. The policy also takes account of the type of
development involved and its design acknowledging that the
target may not be feasible or viable in all situations. In is
inappropriate to introduce such targets throught the Core
Strategy when there are other regulatory controls already in
place.
The approach taken should reflect Policy ENV5 of the adopted

Officer Response

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
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Consultee/Agent
Spawforth Planning &
Urban Regeneration Ltd
on behalf of Miller
Strategic Land

Opt

115

Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd
W Buckle, Wetwang Parish
Council

120

Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council

125

Jenny Massingham, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Beal Homes

118

Officer Response
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.

A

Comment
RSS which states in paragraph B3 that the policy of 10 percent
of energy should be secured from decentralised and renewable
or low-carbon sources should apply to new developments of
more than 10 dwellings or 1000m2 of non-residential
floorspace. Therefore this should be the approach applied
through the emerging Core Strategy unless having regard to the
type of development involved and its design this is not feasible
or viable.
No further comments.

C

25%

B

Economies of scale as most developments except in villages will
be more than 25 houses will decrease the cost of fuel reduction
strategies.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review. The proposed policy does however expect larger
developments to achieve higher targets.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review.
The Climate Change Supplement to PPS1 states that LDFs
should promote and encourage renewable and low carbon
energy generation and help to deliver the Government’s
ambition of zero carbon development. Proposed policy HQE8
expects a development’s energy requirement be met from
decentralised and renewable or low carbon sources in line with
RSS targets and size thresholds, and to meet national standards
for sustainable construction (e.g. relevant Code for Sustainable

Similarly to our comments regarding HQE1 we consider that
renewable energy provisions should not be implemented at a
local planning policy level and should instead be implemented
through Building Regulations. The Code and BREEAM are
national standards and therefore do not need to be included in
the LDF.

Noted
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I220

Cllr Symon Fraser, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Councillor for Driffield
and Rural

I172

Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

I245

Mr Paul Thornton, White
Young Green on behalf of
Sanctuary Housing

HQE2 seeks to address the issue of on site renewables and low
carbon sources of energy in a way similar to the Code which is
expected to be enforced at a national level. We would request
that ERYC do not seek to adopt conflicting guidance through
the Core Strategy.

I265

Mr Peter Hall, Indigo
Planning on behalf of CP
Group

CP Group object to any proposals within the Core Strategy
which propose a 'blanket' requirement for all development to
provide a certain percentage of on site renewable energy
whether this be 10% or a higher or lower figure. PPS22 clearly
states that policies that seek a proportion of all developments'
energy requirement from on site renewable energy sources
should only apply only in circumstances where it is viable and
does not put an undue burden on developers. The supplement
to PPS1 and policy ENV5 of the RSS state that on site
renewables should be provided unless having regard to the type
of development involved and its design this is not feasible or
viable. Any targets in the Core Strategy should therefore be

Option B offers advantages but we should also consider
contributions from developers in a broader way.

C

The target for a development's energy requirement should be
higher than 10% and we advise that there should be a stepped
increase in the target to build up to a requirement for 20% of
energy requirements for new developments to be
renewable/low carbon sources by 2020 in line with government
policy.

Officer Response
Homes/BREEAM or equivalent ratings), unless it can be
demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. Other proposed policies provide for broader
contributions to be sought, including HBHM2 and SHC3.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds, and
to meet national standards for sustainable construction (e.g.
relevant Code for Sustainable Homes/BREEAM or equivalent
ratings), unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these
would be unviable. The proposed policy does however expect
larger developments to achieve higher targets.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds, and
to meet national standards for sustainable construction (e.g.
relevant Code for Sustainable Homes/BREEAM or equivalent
ratings), unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these
would be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds, and
to meet national standards for sustainable construction (e.g.
relevant Code for Sustainable Homes/BREEAM or equivalent
ratings), unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these
would be unviable.
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I282

Mr Paul Thornton, White
Young Green on behalf of
Stamford Homes Ltd

I351

Mr Peter Hall, Indigo
Planning on behalf of CP
Group/Wykeland
Group/Quintain Estates
and Development PLC

Opt

Comment
aspirational rather than absolute and the objective should be to
secure the maximum renewable energy generation up to and
where feasible beyond the aspired levels having regard to site
specific factors including the impact on viability of the costs of
introducing new technologies and/or environmental benefits
that they may satisfy. The resulting policy should focus on the
encouragement of a range of initiatives to support climate
change adaptation. Setting targets for both renewable energy
production and carbon omission production will be unviable in
many instances and represents double counting of initiatives.
Encouragement may be given to the incorporation of more
efficient plant for example may have greater overall benefits for
the environment than still relatively inefficient renewable energy
technologies. Such an approach was confirmed as appropriate in
the response of the Minister for Housing and Planning to the
London Borough of Merton Council in October 2007 - allow
for off site as well as on site renewables; minimise carbon
emission and maximise the scope for innovation; set area
specific targets for locations where higher proportions of
renewable energy are feasible and viable.
In a similar way to the Code which is expected to be enforced at
a national level we would request that ERYC do not seek to
adopt conflicting guidance through the Core Strategy.

Our clients object to any proposals within the Core Strategy
which propose a 'blanket' requirement for all development to
provide a certain percentage of on site renewable energy
whether this be 10% or a higher or lower figure. PPS22 clearly
states that policies that seek a proportion of all developments'
energy requirement from on site renewable energy sources
should only apply only in circumstances where it is viable and
does not put an undue burden on developers. The supplement

Officer Response

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds, and
to meet national standards for sustainable construction (e.g.
relevant Code for Sustainable Homes/BREEAM or equivalent
ratings), unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these
would be unviable.
The Climate Change Supplement to PPS1 states that LDFs
should promote and encourage renewable and low carbon
energy generation and help to deliver the Government’s
ambition of zero carbon development. Proposed policy HQE8
expects a development’s energy requirement be met from
decentralised and renewable or low carbon sources in line with
RSS targets and size thresholds, and to meet national standards
for sustainable construction (e.g. relevant Code for Sustainable
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I563

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly

B

Comment
to PPS1 and policy ENV5 of the RSS state that on site
renewables should be provided unless having regard to the type
of development involved and its design this is not feasible or
viable. Indigo recommends any targets contained within the
Core Strategy should therefore be a target rather than absolute
requirement with the objective to secure the maximum
renewable energy generation up to and where feasible beyond
the aspired levels having regard to site specific factors including
the impact on viability of the costs of introducing new
technologies and/or environmental benefits that they may
satisfy. The resulting policy should focus on the encouragement
of a range of initiatives to support climate change adaptation.
Setting targets for both renewable energy production and
carbon omission production will be unviable in many instances
and represents double counting of initiatives. In some instances
a greater level of carbon emission reduction may be gained
through incorporating more efficient plant rather than still
relatively inefficient may be given to the incorporation of more
efficient plant for example may have greater overall benefits for
the environment than still relatively inefficient renewable energy
technologies. Such an approach was confirmed as appropriate in
the response of the Minister for Housing and Planning to the
London Borough of Merton Council in October 2007 - allow
for off site as well as on site renewables; minimise carbon
emission and maximise the scope for innovation; set area
specific targets for locations where higher proportions of
renewable energy are feasible and viable.
The Assembly would support Option B as being in line with
RSS Policy ENV5 but would encourage the Council to explore
how further gains could be made in Option C. It may be that
different types of development have different potentials to
exceed the figure or that the figure may be increased over time. I
direct you to Richmondshire District Council’s Issues and
Options LDF for an example of how the 10% target is
proposed to be exceeded.

Officer Response
Homes/BREEAM or equivalent ratings), unless it can be
demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would be unviable.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review.
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Consultee/Agent
Gemma Grimes, BWEA

I709

Yasin Raja, Government
Office for Yorkshire and
the Humber

I615

Jon Palmer, Yorkshire
Forward

Opt

Comment
BWEA recommends a discrete policy on sustainable design and
construction methods and the introduction of minimum
efficiency standards for extensions change of use conversions
and refurbishments/listed building restorations. Such a policy
would help ensure increases in energy efficiency within the
existing building stock as well as in new build development.
Local Authorities should draw from their evidence base and: 1.
Set out a target percentage of the energy to be used in new
development to come from decentralised and renewable or lowcarbon energy sources where it is viable. The target should avoid
prescription on technologies and be flexible in how carbon
savings from local energy supplies are to be secured 2. Where
there are particular and demonstratable opportunities for greater
use of decentralised and renewable or low-carbon energy than
the target percentage bring forward development area 22 or sitespecific targets to secure this potential; and in bringing forward
targets 3. Set out the type and size of development to which the
target will be applied; and 4. Ensure there is a clear rationale for
the target and it is properly tested. BWEA also recommend the
development plan provide a brief outline of the different
renewable energy generation technologies and equally encourage
and promote ALL forms of renewable energy (solar biomass
wind geothermal hydro etc). The potential for an Energy
Services Company and site-wide CHP should also be considered
for inclusion.
Policy ENV5 in published RSS sets out an interim target of at
least 10% to be applicable for certain types/sizes of new
development where feasible and viable until local targets have
been adopted in DPDs.
The Agency would welcome the inclusion of an on-site
renewable energy target within the Core Strategy. However the
threshold should be set at a level which will result in a
reasonable proportion of developments being required to
provide on site renewable energy. The policy should seek to
require new development to incorporate on-site renewable

Officer Response
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review. The proposed policy provides flexibility for
different technologies to be used provided that operational
considerations, amenity and visual impact are taken into account.

Noted

Noted Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
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I628

Gemma Grimes, BWEA

I866

Ms Liz Philpot on behalf
of Bridlington
Regeneration Partnership

I755

Mr Dan Mitchell, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Wykeland Ltd

Opt

Comment
energy generation and other low carbon technology that would
reduce the predicted carbon dioxide emission by …%.
Yorkshire Forward has made a commitment towards reducing
greenhouse gas emissions and believes that the delivery of
renewable and low carbon technologies will prove invaluable in
meeting this target. Therefore we would like to emphasise the
following renewable energy policies that have been developed
within the region. -Harrogate’s Submission Core Strategy
expects new development to provide at least 15% of its energy
supply on site and renewably; and/or from a decentralised
renewable or low carbon energy supply. (HQE2; Option C) Ryedale District Council within its Core Strategy did not set a
threshold for residential units since each new residential unit
would have to comply with the 10% on-site renewable target.
The inspector’s report concluded that ‘this is an appropriate
approach to the provision of renewable energy equipment in
new developments’ and ‘that the financial implications would be
modest’ (paragraph A59). (HQE3; Option A)
BWEA emphasises the contribution that small renewable
systems can make and strongly urges the Council to implement
a policy for the mandatory requirement of onsite renewables.
Such a policy would require onsite renewables to provide
electricity for at least 10% of all new buildings needs (including
refurbishments) in addition to stringent energy
efficiency/building performance requirements.
We support Option B but suggest that policy urge higher levels
over the life of the Core Strategy and that the targets be
reviewed in the Annual Marketing Report.

Policy ENV5 of the RSS states: ‘In advance of targets being set
in DPDs new development of more than 10 dwellings or
1000m2 of non-residential floorspace should secure at least 10%
of their energy from decentralised and renewable or low-carbon

Officer Response
under review.

Noted Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. Criteria will be kept under review as new evidence
emerges.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
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I549

Mr Peter Hall, Indigo
Planning on behalf of
National Grid Property
Ltd

Opt

Comment
sources unless having regard to the type of development
involved and its design this is not feasible or viable.’ In order for
the Core Strategy to be in accordance with this policy our client
supports Option B which states that 10% of a development’s
energy requirement is met from local renewable/low carbon
sources on large sites is about right. Our client also considers
that it is important that the Council adopts a flexible approach
to the application of this policy as outlined in Policy ENV5 to
ensure that development in the East Riding is financially viable.
NGP object to any proposals within the Core Strategy which
propose a 'blanket' requirement for all development to provide a
certain percentage of on site renewable energy whether this be
10% or a higher or lower figure. PPS22 clearly states that
policies that seek a proportion of all developments' energy
requirement from on site renewable energy sources should only
apply only in circumstances where it is viable and does not put
an undue burden on developers. The supplement to PPS1 and
policy ENV5 of the RSS state that on site renewables should be
provided unless having regard to the type of development
involved and its design this is not feasible or viable. Any targets
in the Core Strategy should therefore be aspirational rather than
absolute and the objective should be to secure the maximum
renewable energy generation up to and where feasible beyond
the aspired levels having regard to site specific factors including
the impact on viability of the costs of introducing new
technologies and/or environmental benefits that they may
satisfy. The resulting policy should focus on the encouragement
of a range of initiatives to support climate change adaptation.
Setting targets for both renewable energy production and
carbon omission production will be unviable in many instances
and represents double counting of initiatives. Encouragement
may be given to the incorporation of more efficient plant for
example may have greater overall benefits for the environment
than still relatively inefficient renewable energy technologies.
Such an approach was confirmed as appropriate in the response

Officer Response
be unviable.

Noted. The Climate Change Supplement to PPS1 states that
LDFs should promote and encourage renewable and low carbon
energy generation and help to deliver the Government’s
ambition of zero carbon development. Proposed policy HQE8
expects a development’s energy requirement be met from
decentralised and renewable or low carbon sources in line with
RSS targets and size thresholds, and to meet national standards
for sustainable construction (e.g. relevant Code for Sustainable
Homes/BREEAM or equivalent ratings), unless it can be
demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would be unviable. It
also expects that larger developments will achieve higher targets.
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of the Minister for Housing and Planning to the London
Borough of Merton Council in October 2007 - allow for off site
as well as on site renewables; minimise carbon emission and
maximise the scope for innovation; set area specific targets for
locations where higher proportions of renewable energy are
feasible and viable.
As with BREEM/CSH standards above we consider that low
carbon energy generation is an issue that is best determined
through Building Control. It is not a strategic matter to be
determined through the Core Strategy or indeed any part of the
LDF. As such we support neither option.

I725

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

I808

Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings

As with BREEM/CSH standards above we consider that low
carbon generation is an issue that is best determined through
Building Control. It is not a strategic matter to be determined
through the Core Strategy or indeed any part of the LDF. As
such we support neither option.

I832

Mr Adrian James, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Trustees of the
Needler Settlement

I883

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc

We consider that it is wrong to impose higher local standards. In
order to achieve the RSS target (10% minimum) it is vital that
local planning policy encourages off site renewable energy
schemes to at least meet these requirements of planned
development.
As with BREEM/CSH standards we consider that low carbon
energy generation is an issue that is best determined through
Building Control. It is not a strategic matter to be determined
through the Core Strategy or indeed any part of the LDF. As
such we support neither option.

Officer Response

The Climate Change Supplement to PPS1 states that LDFs
should promote and encourage renewable and low carbon
energy generation and help to deliver the Government’s
ambition of zero carbon development. Proposed policy HQE8
expects a development’s energy requirement be met from
decentralised and renewable or low carbon sources in line with
RSS targets and size thresholds, unless it can be demonstrated
(exceptionally) that these would be unviable.
The Climate Change Supplement to PPS1 states that LDFs
should promote and encourage renewable and low carbon
energy generation and help to deliver the Government’s
ambition of zero carbon development. Proposed policy HQE8
expects a development’s energy requirement be met from
decentralised and renewable or low carbon sources in line with
RSS targets and size thresholds, unless it can be demonstrated
(exceptionally) that these would be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets, unless it can be
demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would be unviable.
The Climate Change Supplement to PPS1 states that LDFs
should promote and encourage renewable and low carbon
energy generation and help to deliver the Government’s
ambition of zero carbon development. Proposed policy HQE8
expects a development’s energy requirement be met from
decentralised and renewable or low carbon sources in line with
RSS targets and size thresholds, unless it can be demonstrated
(exceptionally) that these would be unviable.
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Consultee/Agent
Paul Bellotti, East Riding
of Yorkshire Council

Opt

Comment
Option B would be a welcome improvement on the current
position, but a step increase in this target (say 1% year-on-year
for the next 15 years) would be ambitious and keep pace with
national renewable energy targets of 20% by 2020.

131

C O’Connor, Hornsea
Town Council

C

15%
Push for it.

132

Humber Rural Partnership
Board

B

1. Maybe aspire to C later . . .
2. Include statement on insulation / energy use?

133

Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

134

Mr M Cromack, Preston
Parish Council

C

While there will be developments which are suited to more
dramatic generation of power, in most cases roof-top waterheaters and electric cells could exceed the 10% target, especially
if good insulation has already minimised usage. It would be wise
to allow for increased demands (above 10%) as technology
improves and/or fuel prices make buyers more aware of the
advantages in the medium term of such measures. There will
always be buyers who are reluctant to face any extra costs, but if
all prices over a broad area have a similar premium the effect of
this will be minimal.
25%

Officer Response
Noted Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review. The proposed policy does however expect larger
developments to achieve higher targets.
Noted Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review. The proposed policy does however expect larger
developments to achieve higher targets.
Noted Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review.
Noted Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review. The proposed policy does however expect larger
developments to achieve higher targets.
Noted Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
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135

Mr J Kilby

B

136

Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council

C

A target is something to be aimed for. It may not be achieved,
but it has promoted effort.
Large developments should be putting energy back into the grid.

Officer Response
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review. The proposed policy does however expect larger
developments to achieve higher targets.
Noted
Noted

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of HQE2

HQE3

In considering your answer to question HQE 2, do you think
Option A – We could require provision of on-site renewable energy sources on smaller sites than specified
Option B – The site size thresholds are about right
Option C – This level of on-site renewables is only deliverable on larger sites
Responses with no further comments
Mrs K. Richmond, South Cave Parish Council; Mr Keith Kaye; Mrs Kathy West, Hessle Town Council; W Buckle, Wetwang Parish Council; Ms Jan
Option A –
Option B –

Option C –

Ref
2

Crowther, Easington Parish Council
Mrs Anne Crick, Humber Mental Health Teaching NHS Trust; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with Anlaby
Common Parish Council; Louise Reevell; Mr David Hammond, Beeford Parish Council; Mrs M. Barker, Swanland Parish Council; Ms Laurie Norris,
National Farmers Union; Mr Jamie Pyper, Signet Planning Ltd on behalf of Southwell County Homes and Makinder; Karen Wood, East Riding of
Yorkshire Rural Partnership; Ms Helen Wright, Rural Policy and Partnerships, East Riding of Yorkshire Council; Humber Rural Partnership Board
Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury Associates on behalf of Strawsons Development / Omnivale Ltd; Ms Helen Anderson; Mr S. Young, Bubwith Parish
Council; Susanna Sanlon, Barton Willmore Partnership on behalf of Central Land Holdings; Ms M Lewis, NLP Planning on behalf of Persimmon
Homes (East Yorkshire) Ltd; Mr David Hickling, Hickling and Gray Associates;

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Ellerby

Opt
A

Comment
On every new house or building.

Officer Response
Noted Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
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4

Mr Ian Scruton

C

100 units plus

15

Kerry Lawson, Barton
Willmore on behalf of
Wykeland ltd

C

27

Eamonn Keogh, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Redrow Homes
(Yorkshire) Ltd

We support Option C in that on site renewable energy is only
practical on larger sites due to the associated costs. The
requirements of on site renewable energy on developments
smaller than 1000 sq m or 10 or more houses are likely to render
the development financially unviable thereby preventing the
development of smaller sites. As highlighted above the same
should be applied to those larger sites which have constraints
and therefore the costs of development are already higher then
normal. As such our client considers that a flexible approach to
on site renewable should be applied across the board.
For the reasons set out in response to questions HQE2 and
HQE3 we do not believe that any requirements for on-site
renewable energy generation is appropriate and therefore should
not be required. Neither ‘Planning for Climate Change’ or Policy
ENV5 of RSS require on-site renewable energy generation. The
underlying objectives of this policy will be achieved by the
requirement for new homes to meet the higher levels of the
CSH.

28

Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates

Most projects are capable of supporting some form of RE
however viability feasibility and longevity of use are the key
concerns- larger schemes are therefore more deliverable and

Officer Response
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review.
Noted Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review.

The Climate Change Supplement to PPS1 states that LDFs
should promote and encourage renewable and low carbon
energy generation and help to deliver the Government’s
ambition of zero carbon development. Proposed policy HQE8
expects a development’s energy requirement be met from
decentralised and renewable or low carbon sources in line with
RSS targets and size thresholds, unless it can be demonstrated
(exceptionally) that these would be unviable. The proposed
policy provides for flexibility in how this can be achieved.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
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Driffield Partnership

A

34

Mr Roland Bolton,
Development Land &
Planning Consultants

35

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

A

43

Cllr John Whittle

B

48

Mr Garth Hanlan, Savills
on behalf of St John's
College, Cambridge

B

Comment
sustainable unless an occupier can be secured who takes the
upkeep and wider benefits of on site RE seriously. Where a
convincing case can be put forward there should be no need for
provision. Specific heritage issues may also warrant a more
lenient approach.
There should be a presumption that all sites should provide on
site renewable energy sources. The developer should have to
justify any exception.
It is not considered that this approach is reasonable as is it not
set in any evidence base as required by government guidance.

For example you could have a viable shared biomass boiler for 5
homes. And any home can produce solar energy - water heating
- from panels that could be put on all houses. Refuse air
conditioning in employment buildings via passive vent systems
and reflective glass etc.
Bear in mind this is East Yorkshire and in some cases this may
not be achievable in the rural community.

These levels represent suitable thresholds with which to request
a 10% renewables contribution within the East Riding.
Requesting 10% contributions for thresholds smaller than the
above would to be weighed up against cost implications for
potential economic investors. In the long-term or towards the
end of the plan period such levels might be deemed as suitable
for re-adjustment; but for the initial plan period (e.g. first-10

Officer Response
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. The proposed policy also provides flexibility for
different technologies to be used provided that operational
considerations, amenity and visual impact are taken into account.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.
Noted. The Climate Change Supplement to PPS1 states that
LDFs should promote and encourage renewable and low carbon
energy generation and help to deliver the Government’s
ambition of zero carbon development. Proposed policy HQE8
expects a development’s energy requirement be met from
decentralised and renewable or low carbon sources in line with
RSS targets and size thresholds, unless it can be demonstrated
(exceptionally) that these would be unviable.
Noted

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. These targets/thresholds will be kept under review
as new evidence emerges.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

51

Mrs C. Binnington,
Driffield Town Council

A

52

Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council

A

There should be a requirement for ALL developments to utilise
on-site renewables to mitigate the effects of climate change.

54

A

55

Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council
Mr Christopher Hughes

62

Mrs Pamela Austin

C

Level of site renewable energy can be maximised with subsidies
and not means tested.
It is impossible to give a figure to this but advantage should be
taken of all opportunities. E.g. a power station based on the
concept of water turbines as per Bell Mills in Driffield or the
Mill at Stamford Bridge could assist hitting any renewable
energy target with a minimum of environmental disturbance.
threshold 25 houses/2500 m2 development. However look
carefully at lower density affordable housing in villages to see if
target occupiers would be in fuel poverty otherwise.

68

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Hull Ionians RUFC
(Holdings) Ltd

A

Comment
years) such targets and their associated thresholds seem more
than adequate in the context of the original Merton Principle.
There should be no threshold whatsoever so that every
development of one house or more would be subject to the
above regulations.

Please see the response above. We feel the council should
provide evidence to support its suggested targets taking into
account the issue of viability particularly on smaller sites.

Officer Response
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review.
Noted
Noted

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.
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Ref
70

Consultee/Agent
Mr Stuart Natkus, The
Land and Development
Practice on behalf of
HICA

Opt

Comment
Setting a site threshold is again considered to be a very rigid
mechanism as not all sites of a certain size have the same
characteristics and the same restrictions therefore a more
flexible approach is considered appropriate.

71

Mr Dennis Peckett,
Beverley & District Civic
Society

A

500 sq metres

74

Mr M Guest

A

500 sqm for commercial property

86

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Peter Ward Homes Ltd

87

Mr Mike Jackson,
Nafferton Parish Council

93

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr & Mrs JH Foreman

Please see response to HQE2. We feel the Council should
provide evidence to support its suggested targets taking into
account the issue of viability particularly on smaller sites.
A

On all sites - size shouldn't matter

Please see response to HQE2. We feel the Council should
provide evidence to support its suggested targets taking into
account the issue of viability particularly on smaller sites.

Officer Response
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

Comment

94

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mrs J Boat

Please see response to HQE2. We feel the Council should
provide evidence to support its suggested targets taking into
account the issue of viability particularly on smaller sites.

98

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Bryan Brown & Sons

Please see response to HQE2. We feel the Council should
provide evidence to support its suggested targets taking into
account the issue of viability particularly on smaller sites.

100

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr and Mrs Hudson

Please see response to HQE2. We feel the Council should
provide evidence to support its suggested targets taking into
account the issue of viability particularly on smaller sites.

103

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of R Swales

Please see response to HQE2. We feel the Council should
provide evidence to support its suggested targets taking into
account the issue of viability particularly on smaller sites.

104

I W Scruton, Scruton

Sites of 100 units and over should be considered so there is
scale in financial economy.

105

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of W. Clifford Watts Ltd

Please see response to HQE2. We feel the Council should
provide evidence to support its suggested targets taking into
account the issue of viability particularly on smaller sites.

106

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr C Hill

Please see response to HQE2. We feel the Council should
provide evidence to support its suggested targets taking into
account the issue of viability particularly on smaller sites.

Officer Response
be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

Comment

108

G M V Winn and Co

C

1 ha or 25 dwellings. 1) Market demands are making homes
more energy efficient. 2) Such regulation should be left bo
Building Regulation compliance.

109

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr A Morley

Please see response to HQE2. We feel the Council should
provide evidence to support its suggested targets taking into
account the issue of viability particularly on smaller sites.

110

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of MB Goodwin (Skipsea)
Ltd

Please see response to HQE2. We feel the Council should
provide evidence to support its suggested targets taking into
account the issue of viability particularly on smaller sites.

114

Mr Andrew Rose,
Spawforth Planning &
Urban Regeneration Ltd
on behalf of Miller
Strategic Land

120

Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council

The approach taken should reflect Policy ENV5 of the adopted
RSS which states in paragraph B3 that the policy of 10 percent
of energy should be secured from decentralised and renewable
or low-carbon sources should apply to new developments of
more than 10 dwellings or 1000m2 of non-residential
floorspace. Therefore this should be the approach applied
through the emerging Core Strategy - unless having regard to
the type of development involved and its design this is not
feasible or viable.
Threshold 25 houses/2500 metres squared development.
However look carefully at lower density affordable housing in
villages to see if target occupiers would be in fuel poverty
otherwise.

C

Officer Response
be unviable.
Noted. The Climate Change Supplement to PPS1 states that
LDFs should promote and encourage renewable and low carbon
energy generation and help to deliver the Government’s
ambition of zero carbon development. Proposed policy HQE8
expects a development’s energy requirement be met from
decentralised and renewable or low carbon sources in line with
RSS targets and size thresholds, unless it can be demonstrated
(exceptionally) that these would be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review.
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Ref
I174

Consultee/Agent
Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

Opt
A

Comment
Option A (no thresholds)

I564

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly

The Assembly does not consider that the size of a development
has a bearing on its potential to deliver 10% target.

I867

Ms Liz Philpot on behalf
of Bridlington
Regeneration Partnership

We suggest that neither of the options is quite right.
Development should have the option of on-site generation or of
connection to off-site sources of non-renewable energy. We
suggest the commercial threshold is far too low and should be
set at something like 500 sqm gross floor area.

I756

Mr Dan Mitchell, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Wykeland Ltd

C

I726

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

C

Our client supports Option C in that on site renewable energy is
only practicable on larger sites due to the associated costs. The
requirements of on site renewable energy on developments
smaller that 1000 sq m or 10 or more houses are likely to render
the development financially unviable thereby preventing the
development of smaller sites. As highlighted above the same
should be applied to those larger sites which have constraints
and therefore the costs of development are already higher than
normal. As such our client considers that a flexible approach to
on site renewable should be applied across the board.
In consideration of the above at this stage we consider that the
level of 10% energy requirement to be met from local
renewable/carbon sources is only realistically deliverable on
larger sites due to costs associated with their installation (Option
C). However even on larger sites the delivery of 10% of the

Officer Response
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review. The proposed policy provides for flexibility in
how this can be achieved.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

I811

Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings

C

I884

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc

C

Comment
energy requirements from onsite renewables may still not be
viable and the Council should have regard to RSS policy ENV5
which permits some flexibility on design and viability grounds.
Policy ENV 5 of the RSS states: ‘In advance of targets being set
in DPDs new developments of more than 10 dwellings or
1000m2 of non-residential floorspace should secure at least 10%
of their energy from decentralised and renewable or low carbon
sources unless having regard to the type of development
involved and its design this is not feasible or viable.’ In this
regard we believe that the site threshold should be raised to 15
dwellings or more and that the Council allows for flexibility and
responsiveness to vary the target on a site by site basis.
In consideration of the above at this stage we consider that the
level of 10% energy requirement to be met from local
renewable/carbon sources is only realistically deliverable on
larger sites due to costs associated with their installation (Option
C). However even on larger sites the delivery of 10% of the
energy requirements from on-site renewables may still not be
viable and the Council should have regard to RSS policy ENV5
which permits some flexibility on design and viability grounds.
In this regard we believe that the site threshold should be raised
to 15 dwellings or more and that the Council allows for
flexibility and responsiveness to vary the target on a site by site
circumstances.
In consideration of the above at this stage we consider that the
level of 10% energy requirement to be met from local
renewable/carbon sources is only realistically deliverable on
larger sites due to costs associated with their installation (Option
C). However even on larger sites the delivery of 10% of the
energy requirements from onsite renewables may still not be
viable and the Council should have regard to RSS policy ENV5
which permits some flexibility on design and viability grounds.
Policy ENV 5 of the RSS states: ‘In advance of targets being set
in DPDs new developments of more than 10 dwellings or
1000m2 of non-residential floorspace should secure at least 10%

Officer Response
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

I885

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc

C

130

Ms Avril Wallace,
Throngumbald Parish
Council

C

Comment
of their energy from decentralised and renewable or low carbon
sources unless having regard to the type of development
involved and its design this is not feasible or viable.’ In this
regard we believe that the site threshold should be raised to 15
dwellings or more and that the Council allows for flexibility and
responsiveness to vary the target on a site by site basis.
At this stage our client believes that the level of 10% energy
requirement to be met from local renewable/carbon sources is
only realistically deliverable on larger sites due to costs
associated with their installation (Option C) however even on
larger sites the delivery of 10% of the energy requirements from
onsite renewable may still not be viable and the Council should
have regard to RSS policy ENV5 which permits some flexibility
on design and viability grounds (see response to HQE2). In this
regard our client believes that the site threshold should be raised
to 15 dwellings or more and that the Council allows for
flexibility and responsiveness to vary the target on a site by site
basis.
100+

I981

Paul Bellotti, ERYC

131

C O’Connor

A

On-site provision will not necessarily make best-use of scarce
land, and in some cases it will be more efficient for developers
to provide larger renewable energy schemes off-site, perhaps
contributing to a consortium.
On every house built

Officer Response

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 provides flexibility for how
decentralised and renewable or low carbon energy can be
achieved.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

Comment

133

Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

A

In the end this is a technical question, dominated by the extent
to which good insulation would allow the 10% target to be easily
met. Nevertheless I feel it would be foolish to give small sites
effective exemption.

134

Mr M Comrack

A

All sites should be considered.

135

Mr J Kilby

C

Probably 15 which seems to me to be a medium sized site,
whereas 10 is fairly small.

136

Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council

A

All sites.

Officer Response
under review.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE8 expects a development’s energy
requirement be met from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources in line with RSS targets and size thresholds,
unless it can be demonstrated (exceptionally) that these would
be unviable. There is no substantial local evidence available at
present to justify higher or lower criteria, but this will be kept
under review.

Paragraph 7.9 – Good design
Ref
I175

Consultee/Agent
Ms Susan Wilson, Natural

Comment
Natural England suggests that within the design proposals green

Officer Response
Noted. This issue is addressed primarily through proposed
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
England

Comment
infrastructure development should be phased in step with economic
residential and other development proposals.

Officer Response
policies HQE1 and HQE5.

Paragraph 7.11 - Good design
Ref
I176

Consultee/Agent
Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

Comment
Natural England welcomes the encouragement of good design to ensure
climate change reliance encourage active lifestyles and biodiversity.
Natural England believes that development plans need to provide access
to an appropriate mix of green spaces using the Accessible Greenspace
Standards Model (ANGSt). Natural England believes that all
communities should have access to good quality greenspace play
provision and the natural environment close to where people live both at
a local level and through green infrastructure corridors to enhance the
quality of life. Local authorities should consider the provision of natural
areas as part of a balanced policy to ensure that local communities have
access to an appropriate mix of greenspaces. In order to understand
which sites should be improved as well the ANGSt approach mapping
other aspects of delivery which contribute to green infrastructure e.g.
children’s play spaces need to be considered. [accessibility criteria
provided]

Officer Response
In developing standards for public open space, the Council’s
approach is very closely aligned to the ANGSt model, adapted to
reflect local circumstances where appropriate.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of HQE3

HQE4

In ensuring high quality design in new development do you think
Option A – It is sufficient to rely on national guidance
Option B – We need to develop a locally specific design policy
Responses with no further comments
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Option A –

Option B –

Ref
28

Mr Ian Scruton; Mrs Anne Crick, Humber Mental Health Teaching NHS Trust; Robert Deanwood, Sport England; Kerry Lawson, Barton Willmore on
behalf of Wykeland ltd; Mr Roland Bolton, Development Land & Planning Consultants; Mr Jonathan Atkinson, J G Hatcliffe and Partners; Mr Garth
Hanlan, Savills on behalf of St John's College, Cambridge; Ms Helen Anderson; Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby Conservation Society; Mrs Sylvia Sheard,
Millington Parish Council; Mr S. Young, Bubwith Parish Council; Ms Laurie Norris, National Farmers Union; Mrs Ingrid Khan; I W Scruton, Scruton;
Susanna Sanlon, Barton Willmore Partnership on behalf of Central Land Holdings
Mr John Ellerby; Mr Robin Shucksmith; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury Associates on behalf of
Strawsons Development / Omnivale Ltd; Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with Anlaby Common Parish Council; Louise Reevell; Cllr John Whittle; Mr David
Hammond, Beeford Parish Council; Ms Maureen Dale; Mr Roger Jones, Humber & Wolds Rural Community Council; Julie Abraham; Mrs M. Barker,
Swanland Parish Council; Mr Keith Kaye; Mr Dennis Peckett, Beverley & District Civic Society; Mr M Guest; Mr Mike Jackson, Nafferton Parish
Council; T Appelbe, Elmfield Estates Ltd; Mrs Kathy West, Hessle Town Council; W Buckle, Wetwang Parish Council; Julia Billany, Ottringham Parish
Council; Karen Wood, East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership; Ms Avril Wallace, Throngumbald Parish Council; Ms Jan Crowther, Easington Parish
Council; Ms Helen Wright, Rural Policy and Partnerships, East Riding of Yorkshire Council; Mr M Comrack, Preston Parish Council

Consultee/Agent
Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates
Driffield Partnership

Opt
A

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd
Mrs K. Richmond, South
Cave Parish Council
Mrs C. Binnington,
Driffield Town Council
Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council

A

53

Mrs Judith Macklin,
Cottingham Parish Council

B

54

Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council

B

31

35
50
51
52

B

B
B
A

Comment
Creating local distinctiveness can be achieved by utilising
existing guidance rather than spending resources producing
guidance which will quickly date. Good parameters already exist.
To ensure local distinctiveness is retained and promoted local
design statements should be developed. Where existing
statements exist in town or parish plans these should be
incorporate where the design statement has been produced
using robust criteria.
7.11 - good design also means longevity in buildings.

Officer Response
Noted. Proposed Policy is flexible and allows for local
distinctiveness and builds on national and regional policy.

As one size does not fit all this Council strongly recommends
Option B.
Local design policies should be put together in consultation with
key stakeholders, Civic Societies parish and town councils.
Increased local design policy can restrict diversification of the
architectural response which eventually reduces the quality of
the local vernacular.
Guidance should be specific to individual settlements if possible
because if you do one for the whole of East Riding it is too big a
geographical area.
Ensure to use local Parish Plan policies in the process.

Noted. Preferred policy.

Noted. Proposed Policy is flexible and allows for local
distinctiveness and builds on national and regional policy.

Noted

Noted. Consultation responses are being taken into
consideration.
Noted. Proposed Policy is flexible and allows for local
distinctiveness and builds on national and regional policy.
Noted. Proposed Policy is flexible and allows for local
distinctiveness and builds on national and regional policy. SPD
will be prepared to consider more detailed design issues.
Noted
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Ref
55

Consultee/Agent
Mr Christopher Hughes

Opt
B

62

Mrs Pamela Austin

B

68

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Hull Ionians RUFC
(Holdings) Ltd

70

Mr Stuart Natkus, The
Land and Development
Practice on behalf of
HICA

A

Comment
Option B was chosen to alleviate the possibility of us ending up
with identikit houses and towns local deviations must be
allowed nay encouraged.
very important to have consistency in developments to suit
areas. We must stop the appalling mish mash of frontages in
most towns. They should have enforced standardisation e.g. to
help tourism and retail economies blend together.
Para 33 of PPS1 states that good design ensures attractive
useable durable and adaptable places and is a key element in
achieving sustainable development and so good design is
indivisible from planning. Para 36 goes on to state that planning
authorities should prepare robust policies on design and access
based on stated objectives for the future of the area and an
understanding of its present defining characteristics.
Furthermore design policies should ignore unnecessary
prescription or detail and should concentrate on guiding the
overall scale density massing height landscape layout and access
of new development in relation to neighboring buildings and the
local area generally. Local planning authorities should not
attempt to impose architectural styles or particular tastes and
they should not stifle innovation originality or initiative through
unsubstantiated requirements to conform to certain
development forms or styles. If the Council wishes to introduce
a local design policy it should have regard to the above guidance
and fully consider the aim and function of such a policy. Any
policy should not repeat or regurgitate advice contained in
national planning documents. We would suggest that such a
policy need not form part of the Core Strategy but could be
provided in a supplementary planning document in partnership
with key stakeholders including the development industry.
Design is a very subjective matter and one persons
interpretation of high quality may differ from another.
Therefore by providing a rigid set of guidelines it may have a
negative effect that stifles high quality design be requiring
uniformity in line with a set of standard design guidelines.

Officer Response
Noted. Proposed Policy.
Noted. Proposed Policy.

Noted. SPD requires policy to ‘hang off’. The Preferred Policy
requires SPD to be prepared.

Noted. Proposed Policy is flexible and allows for local
distinctiveness and builds on national and regional policy. SPD
will be prepared to consider more detailed design issues.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

86

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Peter Ward Homes Ltd

88

Cllr Winifred I Knight

B

90

Cllr Kate Gray

B

Comment
National guidance currently reflects this interpretation and it is
considered that the flexibility it offers is a more appropriate
approach.
Para 33 of PPS1 states that good design ensures attractive
useable durable and adaptable places and is a key element in
achieving sustainable development and so good design is
indivisible from planning. Para 36 goes on to state that planning
authorities should prepare robust policies on design and access
based on stated objectives for the future of the area and an
understanding of its present defining characteristics.
Furthermore design policies should ignore unnecessary
prescription or detail and should concentrate on guiding the
overall scale density massing height landscape layout and access
of new development in relation to neighboring buildings and the
local area generally. Local planning authorities should not
attempt to impose architectural styles or particular tastes and
they should not stifle innovation originality or initiative through
unsubstantiated requirements to conform to certain
development forms or styles. If the Council wishes to introduce
a local design policy it should have regard to the above guidance
and fully consider the aim and function of such a policy. Any
policy should not repeat or regurgitate advice contained in
national planning documents. We would suggest that such a
policy need not form part of the Core Strategy but could be
provided in a supplementary planning document in partnership
with key stakeholders including the development industry.
All settlements are different. Design should enhance the existing
settlements. To encompass an area as large as the East Riding is
unacceptable.
This also needs the re-introduction of Conservation Area
Committees to advise on planned features etc.

Officer Response

Noted. SPD requires policy to ‘hang off’. The Preferred Policy
requires SPD to be prepared.

Noted. Proposed Policy is flexible and allows for local
distinctiveness and builds on national and regional policy. SPD
will be prepared to consider more detailed design issues.
Conservation Area Committees have been replaced by the
Design review panel. There is no intention to reinstate CAC’s.
All applications in Conservation Areas are considered by a
Conservation Officer. In previous times, when CAC’s still
existed, the comments from the officer and the Committee were
generally the same.
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Ref
93

Consultee/Agent
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr & Mrs JH Foreman

94

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mrs J Boat

Opt

Comment
Para 33 of PPS1 states that good design ensures attractive
useable durable and adaptable places and is a key element in
achieving sustainable development and so good design is
indivisible from planning. Para 36 goes on to state that planning
authorities should prepare robust policies on design and access
based on stated objectives for the future of the area and an
understanding of its present defining characteristics.
Furthermore design policies should ignore unnecessary
prescription or detail and should concentrate on guiding the
overall scale density massing height landscape layout and access
of new development in relation to neighbouring buildings and
the local area generally. Local planning authorities should not
attempt to impose architectural styles or particular tastes and
they should not stifle innovation originality or initiative through
unsubstantiated requirements to conform to certain
development forms or styles. If the Council wishes to introduce
a local design policy it should have regard to the above guidance
and fully consider the aim and function of such a policy. Any
policy should not repeat or regurgitate advice contained in
national planning documents. We would suggest that such a
policy need not form part of the Core Strategy but could be
provided in a supplementary planning document in partnership
with key stakeholders including the development industry.
Para 33 of PPS1 states that good design ensures attractive
useable durable and adaptable places and is a key element in
achieving sustainable development and so good design is
indivisible from planning. Para 36 goes on to state that planning
authorities should prepare robust policies on design and access
based on stated objectives for the future of the area and an
understanding of its present defining characteristics.
Furthermore design policies should ignore unnecessary
prescription or detail and should concentrate on guiding the
overall scale density massing height landscape layout and access
of new development in relation to neighbouring buildings and
the local area generally. Local planning authorities should not

Officer Response
Noted. SPD requires policy to ‘hang off’. The Preferred Policy
requires SPD to be prepared.

Noted. SPD requires policy to ‘hang off’. The Preferred Policy
requires SPD to be prepared.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

98

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Bryan Brown & Sons

100

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus

Opt

Comment
attempt to impose architectural styles or particular tastes and
they should not stifle innovation originality or initiative through
unsubstantiated requirements to conform to certain
development forms or styles. If the Council wishes to introduce
a local design policy it should have regard to the above guidance
and fully consider the aim and function of such a policy. Any
policy should not repeat or regurgitate advice contained in
national planning documents. We would suggest that such a
policy need not form part of the Core Strategy but could be
provided in a supplementary planning document in partnership
with key stakeholders including the development industry.
Para 33 of PPS1 states that good design ensures attractive
useable durable and adaptable places and is a key element in
achieving sustainable development and so good design is
indivisible from planning. Para 36 goes on to state that planning
authorities should prepare robust policies on design and access
based on stated objectives for the future of the area and an
understanding of its present defining characteristics.
Furthermore design policies should ignore unnecessary
prescription or detail and should concentrate on guiding the
overall scale density massing height landscape layout and access
of new development in relation to neighbouring buildings and
the local area generally. Local planning authorities should not
attempt to impose architectural styles or particular tastes and
they should not stifle innovation originality or initiative through
unsubstantiated requirements to conform to certain
development forms or styles. If the Council wishes to introduce
a local design policy it should have regard to the above guidance
and fully consider the aim and function of such a policy. Any
policy should not repeat or regurgitate advice contained in
national planning documents. We would suggest that such a
policy need not form part of the Core Strategy but could be
provided in a supplementary planning document in partnership
with key stakeholders including the development industry.
Para 33 of PPS1 states that good design ensures attractive

Officer Response

Noted. SPD requires policy to ‘hang off’. The Preferred Policy
requires SPD to be prepared.

Noted. SPD requires policy to ‘hang off’. The Preferred Policy
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr and Mrs Hudson

103

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of R Swales

Opt

Comment
useable durable and adaptable places and is a key element in
achieving sustainable development and so good design is
indivisible from planning. Para 36 goes on to state that planning
authorities should prepare robust policies on design and access
based on stated objectives for the future of the area and an
understanding of its present defining characteristics.
Furthermore design policies should ignore unnecessary
prescription or detail and should concentrate on guiding the
overall scale density massing height landscape layout and access
of new development in relation to neighbouring buildings and
the local area generally. Local planning authorities should not
attempt to impose architectural styles or particular tastes and
they should not stifle innovation originality or initiative through
unsubstantiated requirements to conform to certain
development forms or styles. If the Council wishes to introduce
a local design policy it should have regard to the above guidance
and fully consider the aim and function of such a policy. Any
policy should not repeat or regurgitate advice contained in
national planning documents. We would suggest that such a
policy need not form part of the Core Strategy but could be
provided in a supplementary planning document in partnership
with key stakeholders including the development industry.
Para 33 of PPS1 states that good design ensures attractive
useable durable and adaptable places and is a key element in
achieving sustainable development and so good design is
indivisible from planning. Para 36 goes on to state that planning
authorities should prepare robust policies on design and access
based on stated objectives for the future of the area and an
understanding of its present defining characteristics.
Furthermore design policies should ignore unnecessary
prescription or detail and should concentrate on guiding the
overall scale density massing height landscape layout and access
of new development in relation to neighbouring buildings and
the local area generally. Local planning authorities should not
attempt to impose architectural styles or particular tastes and

Officer Response
requires SPD to be prepared.

Noted. SPD requires policy to ‘hang off’. The Preferred Policy
requires SPD to be prepared.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

105

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of W. Clifford Watts Ltd

106

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf

Opt

Comment
they should not stifle innovation originality or initiative through
unsubstantiated requirements to conform to certain
development forms or styles. If the Council wishes to introduce
a local design policy it should have regard to the above guidance
and fully consider the aim and function of such a policy. Any
policy should not repeat or regurgitate advice contained in
national planning documents. We would suggest that such a
policy need not form part of the Core Strategy but could be
provided in a supplementary planning document in partnership
with key stakeholders including the development industry.
Para 33 of PPS1 states that good design ensures attractive
useable durable and adaptable places and is a key element in
achieving sustainable development and so good design is
indivisible from planning. Para 36 goes on to state that planning
authorities should prepare robust policies on design and access
based on stated objectives for the future of the area and an
understanding of its present defining characteristics.
Furthermore design policies should ignore unnecessary
prescription or detail and should concentrate on guiding the
overall scale density massing height landscape layout and access
of new development in relation to neighboring buildings and the
local area generally. Local planning authorities should not
attempt to impose architectural styles or particular tastes and
they should not stifle innovation originality or initiative through
unsubstantiated requirements to conform to certain
development forms or styles. If the Council wishes to introduce
a local design policy it should have regard to the above guidance
and fully consider the aim and function of such a policy. Any
policy should not repeat or regurgitate advice contained in
national planning documents. We would suggest that such a
policy need not form part of the Core Strategy but could be
provided in a supplementary planning document in partnership
with key stakeholders including the development industry.
Para 33 of PPS1 states that good design ensures attractive
useable durable and adaptable places and is a key element in

Officer Response

Noted. SPD requires policy to ‘hang off’. The Preferred Policy
requires SPD to be prepared.

Noted. SPD requires policy to ‘hang off’. The Preferred Policy
requires SPD to be prepared.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
of Mr C Hill

Opt

108

G M V Winn and Co

A

109

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr A Morley

Comment
achieving sustainable development and so good design is
indivisible from planning. Para 36 goes on to state that planning
authorities should prepare robust policies on design and access
based on stated objectives for the future of the area and an
understanding of its present defining characteristics.
Furthermore design policies should ignore unnecessary
prescription or detail and should concentrate on guiding the
overall scale density massing height landscape layout and access
of new development in relation to neighboring buildings and the
local area generally. Local planning authorities should not
attempt to impose architectural styles or particular tastes and
they should not stifle innovation originality or initiative through
unsubstantiated requirements to conform to certain
development forms or styles. If the Council wishes to introduce
a local design policy it should have regard to the above guidance
and fully consider the aim and function of such a policy. Any
policy should not repeat or regurgitate advice contained in
national planning documents. We would suggest that such a
policy need not form part of the Core Strategy but could be
provided in a supplementary planning document in partnership
with key stakeholders including the development industry.
Design is interpreted by officials as appearance and currently
this aspect is dictated largely by under qualified personnel based
on their own limited and subjective views. Option B would
theoretically reduce this likelihood but in practice would not
unless limited to the points in 7.11.
Para 33 of PPS1 states that good design ensures attractive
useable durable and adaptable places and is a key element in
achieving sustainable development and so good design is
indivisible from planning. Para 36 goes on to state that planning
authorities should prepare robust policies on design and access
based on stated objectives for the future of the area and an
understanding of its present defining characteristics.
Furthermore design policies should ignore unnecessary
prescription or detail and should concentrate on guiding the

Officer Response

Noted. The Preferred Policy makes clear that design is about
more than appearance.

Noted. SPD requires policy to ‘hang off’. The Preferred Policy
requires SPD to be prepared.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

110

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of MB Goodwin (Skipsea)
Ltd

Opt

Comment
overall scale density massing height landscape layout and access
of new development in relation to neighbouring buildings and
the local area generally. Local planning authorities should not
attempt to impose architectural styles or particular tastes and
they should not stifle innovation originality or initiative through
unsubstantiated requirements to conform to certain
development forms or styles. If the Council wishes to introduce
a local design policy it should have regard to the above guidance
and fully consider the aim and function of such a policy. Any
policy should not repeat or regurgitate advice contained in
national planning documents. We would suggest that such a
policy need not form part of the Core Strategy but could be
provided in a supplementary planning document in partnership
with key stakeholders including the development industry.
Para 33 of PPS1 states that good design ensures attractive
useable durable and adaptable places and is a key element in
achieving sustainable development and so good design is
indivisible from planning. Para 36 goes on to state that planning
authorities should prepare robust policies on design and access
based on stated objectives for the future of the area and an
understanding of its present defining characteristics.
Furthermore design policies should ignore unnecessary
prescription or detail and should concentrate on guiding the
overall scale density massing height landscape layout and access
of new development in relation to neighbouring buildings and
the local area generally. Local planning authorities should not
attempt to impose architectural styles or particular tastes and
they should not stifle innovation originality or initiative through
unsubstantiated requirements to conform to certain
development forms or styles. If the Council wishes to introduce
a local design policy it should have regard to the above guidance
and fully consider the aim and function of such a policy. Any
policy should not repeat or regurgitate advice contained in
national planning documents. We would suggest that such a
policy need not form part of the Core Strategy but could be

Officer Response

Noted. SPD requires policy to ‘hang off’. The Preferred Policy
requires SPD to be prepared.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

111

East Riding House
Builders Group

114

Mr Andrew Rose,
Spawforth Planning &
Urban Regeneration Ltd
on behalf of Miller
Strategic Land

115

Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East

Opt

A

Comment
provided in a supplementary planning document in partnership
with key stakeholders including the development industry.
Paragraph 33 of PPS1 states that good design ensures attractive
useable durable and adaptable places and is a key element in
achieving a sustainable development and so good design is
indivisible from good planning. Paragraph 36 goes on to state
that planning authorities should prepare robust policies on
design and access based on stated objectives for the future of
the area and an understanding of its present defining
characteristics. Furthermore design policies should ignore
unnecessary prescription or detail and should concentrate on
guiding the overall scale density massing height landscape layout
and access of new development in relation to neighboring
buildings and the local area generally. Local planning authorities
should not attempt to impose architectural styles of particular
tastes and they should not stifle initiative through
unsubstantiated requirements to conform to certain
development forms or styles. If the council wishes to introduce
a local design policy it should have regard to the above guidance
and fully consider the aim and function of such a policy. Any
policy should not repeat or regurgitate advice contained in
national planning documents. We would suggest that such a
policy need not form part of the Core Strategy but could be
provided in a supplementary planning document in partnership
with key stakeholders including the development industry.
The approach taken should reflect national and regional
guidance. The Core Strategy approach should not be repetitive
and should define clearly the circumstances through which
planning permission will be granted. If a local approach is
adopted it should be locally distinctive and the most appropriate
route would be through a Supplementary Planning Document
where design matters can be discussed in detail.
Whilst the overriding objective is to meet the requirements of
national guidance Persimmon Homes has no objection to the
development of local policies provided they remain flexible and

Officer Response
Noted. SPD requires policy to ‘hang off’. The Preferred Policy
requires SPD to be prepared.

Noted. SPD requires policy to ‘hang off’. The Preferred Policy
requires SPD to be prepared.

The Preferred Policy is flexible and realistic.
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Ref
120

Consultee/Agent
Yorkshire) Ltd
Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council

Opt
B

I21

Mr Matthew Naylor,
Yorkshire Water Services
Ltd

B

I133

Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates
Cllr Symon Fraser, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Councillor for Driffield
and Rural

A

I545

Ian Smith, English
Heritage (Yorkshire
Region)

B

I565

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly
Ms Liz Philpot on behalf
of Bridlington
Regeneration Partnership

I222

I868

B

Comment
realistic.
Very important to have consistency in developments to suit
areas we must stop the appalling 'mish mash' of frontages in
most towns. They should have enforced standardisation e.g. to
help tourism and retail economies 'blend together'.
Yorkshire Water supports option B to develop a locally specific
design policy. When looking at Sustainable Drainage Systems
within any future document a key consideration in their
successful implementation is an appropriate maintenance and
adoption agreement which needs to agreed before the
development commences.
History suggests that local design guidance has not been
successful. The current guidance on residential extensions is
hopeless.
We should encourage developers to adopt and explore design
qualities and standards higher than national guidance and the
standards offered should be considered in terms of the
sustainability of any proposals.
The inclusion of a DPD Policy which aims to secure highquality design is consistent with the advice in PPS1 regarding
the creation of safe sustainable and liveable communities the
reinforcement of local distinctiveness and the promotion of
high-quality design [PPS1 Paragraphs 5 17 18 32(ii) and 33 et
seq especially Paragraph 36]. The inclusion of a Policy dealing
with design matters would also accord with the advice given in
PPS12 [Paragraphs 1.12 and 1.13] and Circular 01/2006
[Paragraph 67]. In view of this advice it is not considered that it
is sufficient to rely solely on national policy guidance.
The Assembly does not wish to comment on these issues as
they raise no regional concerns but notes that the general
direction of policy would be in line with the RSS
We support Option B but suggest that these guidelines be
developed locally in SPD documents.

Officer Response
Noted

Noted. Preferred approach requires such infrastructure to be
considered as part of the design process.

Noted
Noted. Proposed Policy is flexible and allows for local
distinctiveness and builds on national and regional policy. SPD
will be prepared to consider more detailed design issues.
Noted. Proposed policy.

Noted
Noted. SPD requires policy to ‘hang off’. The Preferred Policy
requires SPD to be prepared.
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Ref
I757

Consultee/Agent
Mr Dan Mitchell, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Wykeland Ltd

I727

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

I816

Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings

Opt
A

A

Comment
Our client supports the approach identified within Option A
which promotes the use of national planning guidance in
ensuring high quality design in new development. Paragraph 16
of PPS3 identifies the matters which Local Planning Authorities
should consider when assessing design quality within proposed
developments these include the following which are aimed at
ensuring that developments: Are well integrated and
complements the neighbouring buildings and the local area
more generally in terms of scale density layout and access; and
Creates or enhances a distinctive character that relates well to
the surroundings and supports a sense of local pride and civic
identity.
Our client supports the approach identified within Option A
which promotes the use of national planning guidance in
ensuring high quality design in new development. Paragraph 16
of PPS3 identifies the matters which LPA’s should consider
when assessing design quality within proposed developments
these includes the following which are aimed at ensuring that
developments: - Are well integrated and complements the
neighbouring buildings and the local area more generally in
terms of scale density layout and access; and - Creates or
enhances a distinctive character that relates well to the
surroundings and supports a sense of local pride and civic
identity. Therefore when considered in combination with more
area specific built heritage and nature conservation policies our
client believes that national planning guidance provides enough
scope to ensure that the future design of new development in
the East Riding is of the highest quality.
We support the approach identified within Option A which
promotes the use of national planning guidance in ensuring high
quality design in new development. Paragraph 16 of PPS3
identifies the matters which LPA's should consider when
assessing design quality within proposed developments these
includes the following which are aimed at ensuring that
developments: - Are well integrated and compliments the

Officer Response
Noted

Noted

Noted
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

I886

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc

A

131

C O’Connor, Hornsea
Town Council
Humber Rural Partnership
Board
Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

132
133

Officer Response

B

Comment
neighbouring buildings and the local area more generally in
terms of scale density layout and access; and - Creates or
enhances a distinctive character that relates well to the
surroundings and supports a sense of local pride and civic
identity. Therefore when considered in combination with more
area specific built heritage and nature conservation policies we
consider that national planning guidance provides enough scope
to ensure that the future design of new development in the East
Riding is of the highest quality.
Our client supports the approach identified within Option A
which promotes the use of national planning guidance in
ensuring high quality design in new development. Paragraph 16
of PPS3 identifies the matters which LPA’s should consider
when assessing design quality within proposed developments
these includes the following which are aimed at ensuring that
developments: - Are well integrated and complements the
neighbouring buildings and the local area more generally in
terms of scale density layout and access; and - Creates or
enhances a distinctive character that relates well to the
surroundings and supports a sense of local pride and civic
identity. Therefore when considered in combination with more
area specific built heritage and nature conservation policies our
client believes that national planning guidance provides enough
scope to ensure that the future design of new development in
the East Riding is of the highest quality.
We need to protect and encourage local character.

B

Maintaining local character is important

Noted. Proposed policy.

B

We should require higher standards of energy efficiency,
keeping ahead of the national targets which are already well
behind the European norms. We are building homes which will
have to be almost rebuilt within twenty years at most as fuel
prices and climate change bites ever harder. We should also
require high standards in appearance especially in or near

Noted. See proposed policy HQE8 for energy efficiency.

Noted

Noted. Proposed policy.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

135

Mr J Kilby

B

136

Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council

B

Comment
conservation areas.
"The challenges and opportunities if individual sites are variable.
Of course this should not result in a general weakening of
national guidelines.
and national guidance.

Officer Response
Noted
Noted, all LDF Policies should be read in the context of regional
and National Policy/Guidance.

Paragraph 7.22 – The built environment
Ref
I556

Consultee/Agent
Ian Smith, English
Heritage (Yorkshire
Region)

Comment
Locally important elements of the historic environment of the East
Riding: We would welcome the inclusion of policies for the protection
and enhancement of historic assets of local importance and protection of
important views across the area’s historic settlements (as suggested in
Paragraph 7.22). To this end we would suggest that the Council includes a
commitment to develop a strategy to identify buildings and areas in
consultation with the local community which they consider to be of local
importance and to set out an appropriate strategy for their protection. In
addition the policy should also include reference to wider historic
landscapes which are distinctive to East Riding (as set out in Paragraph
7.16). Archaeology: There is a clear requirement within PPG16
(Paragraphs 14 to 16) for the inclusion of an appropriate framework for
the protection of sites of archaeological importance within development
plans and for the identification of sites which are Scheduled on the
Proposals Map.

Officer Response
Noted. Proposed policy, though the prorosed approach does not
identify individual buildings and views it regagnises the
importance of assets and the importance of involving the
community, to who assets are important.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of HQE4

HQE5

In considering the level of protection afforded to our built heritage, should we
Option A – Rely on national and regional policy/guidance
Option B – Establish a more specific local criteria based?

62

Option C – Identify aspects of our built heritage to protect with specific policies?
Responses with no further comments
Mr Ian Scruton; Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury Associates on behalf of Strawsons Development / Omnivale Ltd; Mr R. Vickers, Tickton & Routh
Option A –
Option B –

Option C –

Parish Council; Mr Christopher Hughes; Mrs Sylvia Sheard, Millington Parish Council; Ms Laurie Norris, National Farmers Union; Mr Mike Jackson,
Nafferton Parish Council; Susanna Sanlon, Barton Willmore Partnership on behalf of Central Land Holdings;
Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with Anlaby Common Parish Council; Louise Reevell; Mrs K. Richmond,
South Cave Parish Council; Mr David Hammond, Beeford Parish Council; Ms Maureen Dale; Ms Helen Anderson; Mrs Ingrid Khan; Julia Billany,
Ottringham Parish Council; Karen Wood, East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership; Mrs Sarah Wills, Wilberfoss Parish Council; Ms Avril Wallace,
Throngumbald Parish Council; Ms Jan Crowther, Easington Parish Council; Ms Helen Wright, Rural Policy and Partnerships, East Riding of Yorkshire
Council; Humber Rural Partnership Board; Mr M Comrack, Preston Parish Council
Mr John Ellerby; Mr Robin Shucksmith; Mrs Anne Crick, Humber Mental Health Teaching NHS Trust; Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn Parish Council; Mr
David Hammond, Beeford Parish Council; Mrs M. Barker, Swanland Parish Council; Mr Keith Kaye; Mr Dennis Peckett, Beverley & District Civic
Society; Mr S. Young, Bubwith Parish Council; Cllr Kate Gray; T Appelbe, Elmfield Estates Ltd; Mrs Kathy West, Hessle Town Council; W Buckle,
Wetwang Parish Council; Julia Billany, Ottringham Parish Council; C O’Connor, Hornsea Town Council

Ref
12

Consultee/Agent
Mrs G. Newlove, Hutton
Cranswick Parish Council

Opt
C

28

Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates

B

31

Driffield Partnership

B

35

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd
Cllr John Whittle

A

43

B

Comment
We need to develop local design policies identifying aspects of
our built heritage which need to be protected with specific
priorities and complemented/enhanced in their settings where
appropriate. A general overall appraisal of urban form its
historic make up and identity may improve the quality of design
of new development in the rural areas of the country.
A strong policy framework already exists and therefore does not
need to be repeated. Local features of importance should be
subject to specific protection and policies to protect views of
Beverley Minster for example would still seem to have a logical
place in the LDF- perhaps through an SPD.
The Driffield Partnership would like to see local people given
the opportunity to identify aspects of their built heritage with
local special interest that will be designated for protection
Case by case and use existing designations e.g. listings and
Conservation Areas. Do not create more work for yourselves.
We should always value local knowledge and views - see the
Hornsea Town Plan.

Officer Response
Noted. Preferred approach.

Noted. Local features are protected through the proposed
policy.

Noted. Policy recognises the importance of the local community
in considering locally important heritage assets.
Noted. Preferred approach.
Noted. Preferred approach.
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Ref
51

Consultee/Agent
Mrs C. Binnington,
Driffield Town Council

Opt

59

Mr Roger Jones, Humber
& Wolds Rural
Community Council
Julie Abraham
Mrs Pamela Austin

C

66

Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby
Conservation Society

C

68

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Hull Ionians RUFC
(Holdings) Ltd
Mr M Guest
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Peter Ward Homes Ltd

60
62

74
86

88

Cllr Winifred I Knight

B

B

C

Comment
We would propose an Option D in which each local community
identified their own buildings of special note. This could be
done in consultation with town/parish councils and local
heritage/civic societies. The concept would mean that buildings
that were endeared to a local community that perhaps were not
listed or of any architectural significance to English Heritage
could be protected because of the significance to their
community.
Options B and C ticked Need better example photos particularly
Flamborough.

Officer Response
Noted. Proposed policy recognises the importance of the
community but does not list them as the importance of features
may change and may mean that assets are not protected.

Combination of B and C
Need to protect our built heritage and if possible require
landlords/householders to standardise frontages into the
architectural style e.g. Victorian/Edwardian etc. in towns.
difference between options B & C is not clear. The East Riding
has particular features to consider but these also vary within the
whole area Option C would cover the general principles of the
policy

Noted
Noted

We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
Combination of Both Option B and C
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
Stop building in gardens and every little green space.

Noted

The difference between Options B and C is that Option B
involves setting local (rather than relying on national) criteria
based on aspects of the built heritage that people have identified
as being important (for example, Conservation Areas and
important views). These would be used in assessing the impact
of development proposals on the built heritage. Whereas,
Option C involves identifying specific features of the built
heritage (on the Proposals Map) for protection.
Noted

Noted
Noted. SPD will be prepared.

Planning policy cannot restrict development in gardens within
the curtilage of existing properties altogether, because it is
important to use land efficiently in order to minimise the need
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

93

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr & Mrs JH Foreman

94

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mrs J Boat

98

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Bryan Brown & Sons

100

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr and Mrs Hudson

103

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of R Swales

105

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of W. Clifford Watts Ltd

106

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr C Hill

108

G M V Winn and Co

Opt

Comment

A

We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
None of the stated good examples of Built Heritage in the East

Officer Response
for urban extensions and development on ‘greenfield’ land.
Planning policy can ensure however that issues of scale and
density are taken into account. In regard to green space within
settlements, planning policy will aim to protect spaces that
contribute to local habitat networks and/or networks of green
infrastructure.
Noted

Noted

Noted

Noted

Noted

Noted

Noted

Noted
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

109

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr A Morley

110

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of MB Goodwin (Skipsea)
Ltd
Mr Andrew Rose,
Spawforth Planning &
Urban Regeneration Ltd
on behalf of Miller
Strategic Land
Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd
Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council

114

115

120
I47
I134
I547

I573

Mr James Durham
Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates
Ian Smith, English
Heritage (Yorkshire
Region)

Mr Martin Elliot,

Opt

A

B
C

Comment
Riding resulted from the planning system. B and C are too
prescriptive. Such aspects should be considered by a good
designer with guidance from the official not dictate.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
The approach taken should reflect national and regional
guidance. The Core Strategy approach should not be repetitive
and should define clearly the circumstances through which
planning permission will be granted.

Officer Response

Protection for East Riding’s built heritage should be in
accordance with national and regional policy guidance but this
should be informed by clear local guidance in the form of
Conservation Area Character Appraisals etc.
Need to protect our built heritage and if possible require
landlords/householders to standardise frontages into the
architectural style e.g. Victorian/Edwardian etc in towns.
Opt C as well as rely on national policies
A mix of option A and C is advocated.

Noted, the Proposed Policy refers to Conservation Area
Appraisals.

The East Riding has a rich historic legacy (having the second
highest number of designated historic assets in the Region and
more Conservation Areas than any other authority). Given the
considerable contribution which these make to the character of
the area to its economic well-being and to the quality of life of
its communities it is essential that the LDF contains an
appropriate framework to safeguard its historic assets.
The Assembly does not wish to comment on this issue as it

Noted

Noted

Noted

Noted
Noted
Noted
Noted. The Preferred approach contains such a framework.

Noted
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Ref
I869
I728

I817

Consultee/Agent
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly
Ms Liz Philpot on behalf
of Bridlington
Regeneration Partnership
Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

Opt

Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings

A

A

Comment
raises no regional concerns but notes that the general direction
of policy would be in line with the RSS.
We support a combination of Options B and C (i.e. both are
needed; criteria where significant heritage does not merit an
individual policy and local policy where it does).
The majority of the East Riding’s built heritage is already
protected through nationally recognised designations such as
scheduled monuments conservation areas and listed buildings to
which associated protective planning guidance is provided
within regional and national planning guidance. Furthermore
issues relating to design can be considered very subjective and as
such the special character of individual buildings sites and areas
can be determined differently by each individual. This can cause
difficulties in identifying specific policy criteria with regards to
the protection of defined aspects of the East Riding’s heritage.
Additionally the level of detail to include within any policies also
needs to be considered. Policies which include as much detail as
stating the types of materials to be used and thus aim to
influence the entire design of developments could potentially
install an unnecessary constraint on future development. As a
result our client supports the approach identified within Option
A as this will enable the Council to ensure the continuing
protection of the East Riding’s built heritage without
suppressing future development in the area.
The majority of the East Riding's built heritage is already
protected through nationally recognised designations such as
scheduled monuments Conservation Areas and Listed Buildings
to which associated protective planning guidance is provided
within regional and national planning guidance. Furthermore
issues relating to design can be considered very subjective and as
such the special character of individual buildings sites and areas
can be determined differently by each individual. This can cause
difficulties in identifying specific policy criteria with regards to
the protection of defined aspects of the East Riding's heritage.
Additionally the level of detail to include within any policies also

Officer Response
Noted
Preferred approach does not restrict development.

Preferred approach does not restrict development.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

I887

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc

A

I982

Paul Bellotti, ERYC

133

Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

135

Mr J Kilby

B

Comment
needs to be considered. Policies which include as much detail as
stating the types of materials to be used and thus aim to
influence the entire design of developments could potentially
install an unnecessary constraint on future development. As a
result we support the approach identified within Option A as
this will enable the Council to ensure the continuing protection
of the East Riding's built heritage without suppressing future
development in the area.
The majority of the East Riding’s built heritage is already
protected through nationally recognised designations such as
scheduled monuments conservation areas and listed buildings to
which associated protective planning guidance is provided
within regional and national planning guidance. Furthermore
issues relating to design can be considered very subjective and as
such the special character of individual buildings sites and areas
can be determined differently by each individual. This can cause
difficulties in identifying specific policy criteria with regards to
the protection of defined aspects of the East Riding’s heritage.
Additionally the level of detail to include within any policies also
needs to be considered. Policies which include as much detail as
stating the types of materials to be used and thus aim to
influence the entire design of developments could potentially
install an unnecessary constraint on future development. As a
result our client supports the approach identified within Option
A as this will enable the Council to ensure the continuing
protection of the East Riding’s built heritage without
suppressing future development in the area.
We need to consider the inter-relationships of the built heritage
with biodiversity.
While option C may sound ideal there would be too big a risk
that it would either involve a very limited list of buildings and
areas, or be an interminably long process. Possibly both.
Options B and C
Could not B and C be combined so that B would be the basis
and more specific aspects would relate to specific concerns.

Officer Response

Preferred approach does not restrict development.

Noted. Biodiversity is considered.
Noted. Preferred approach protects locally important assets
through criteria rather than a list of assets.
Noted
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

136

Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council

Opt

Comment
Already Conservation Areas subject development and change to
greater control.
All options are appropriate.

Officer Response
Noted

Paragraph 7.23 – The natural environment
Ref
I601

Consultee/Agent
Mrs M. Greenwood, North
Dalton Parish Council

I983

Paul Bellotti, ERYC

Comment
The dark night sky is a crucial element of the character of the Yorkshire
Wolds. That darkness gives the area a timeless feel - a rare experience in
Britain today. Any impact on this should be a criterion by which planning
applications are measured - a development in the wrong place can destroy
the dark night over miles. There also need to be undisturbed areas to
create wildlife reservoirs to seed biodiversity in other areas.
It is our understanding that all scales of designated sites have to be
indicated in the LDF from the international, national, regional and local
scales. Sites need to be identified for conservation as well as for
restoration and creation and work on priority habitats needs to be flagged
up as contributing to local targets as well as for regional targets.

Officer Response
Noted

Noted

Paragraph 7.25 – The natural environment
Ref
I984

Consultee/Agent
Paul Bellotti, ERYC

Comment
Can we also flag up the nature conservation value of the Wolds, Spurn
Point and the Humber Estuary as well as those features/areas listed
already.

Officer Response
Noted

Paragraph 7.26 – The natural environment
Ref
I386

Consultee/Agent
Ms Margaret Baddeley,
Nathaniel Lichfield &
Partners Ltd on behalf of

Comment
Bourne Leisure agrees with para 7.26. However the company would
emphasise that in protecting the natural environment it will be important
to ensure that policies within the Core Strategy do not adopt a 'blanket

Officer Response
Noted
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Bourne Leisure Ltd

I985

Paul Bellotti, ERYC

Comment
approach' in opposition to so-called inappropriate development but
should allow for each proposal and planning application to be considered
on its own merits.
Biodiversity, green-space, landscape and countryside improvement
(including access) are all separate issues, but mutually re-enforcing.

Officer Response

Noted

Paragraph 7.27 – The natural environment
Ref
I986

Consultee/Agent
Paul Bellotti, ERYC

Comment
We need to capture the processes that are already underway to apply a
locally specific approach/stance. These include the development of the
East Riding of Yorkshire Biodiversity Action Plan and associated
partnership and the development of locally specific guidelines and criteria
for the adoption and assessment of sites for designation as Local Wildlife
Sites. Can we also mention the habitat survey process?

Officer Response
Noted

Comment
We support ERYC biodiversity plans as advocated within this paragraph.
We would support development that contributes more positively to the
enhancement of biodiversity.
We have provided for you some background information relating to
fisheries that may help you further. With regard to fisheries within the
area many of them have been influenced by the process of extensive land
drainage carried out in the past. Indeed some fisheries were created as a
result of this process whilst pre-existing watercourses have been heavily
modified and continue to receive significant management inputs - flood
banking channel maintenance tree clearance artificial pumping etc. Very
few natural watercourses are left in the catchment and there is a great deal
that could be done to improve fisheries within the area. Whilst there is a
raft of environmental legislation designed to minimise the negative
impact of future development we would like to emphasise the importance
of 'natural processes'. Any future development should try to maintain the

Officer Response
Noted

Paragraph 7.29 – Biodiversity
Ref
I326

Consultee/Agent
Mr Zulficar Ali,
Environment Agency

I327

Mr Zulficar Ali,
Environment Agency

Noted. Proposed policy ensures development improves
biodiversity where possible and ensures no net loss. This will
include fisheries.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I987

Paul Bellotti

Comment
integrity of existing watercourses and should try and minimise situations
in which the environment is 'adapted to meet the needs of the
development. Outside of the SSSI there are other smaller chalk stream
watercourses (E.g. Mires Beck). Whilst these may not have the same
conservation designation as those in the aforementioned SSSI they are
still important and should be protected from the threats posed by the
future development of the area. A conservation body the 'East Chalk
Rivers Trust' has recently been set up to protect and improve these chalk
rivers the location of which is available on ERYC website. The protection
of the chalk river fisheries in the upper Hull catchment is critically
important. Despite the level of management which is apparent in much
of the area's fisheries species of high conservation designation are
present. In particular River Lamprey (BAP species) are found within the
main river Hull. Attention should also be paid to issues such as fish
passage and there should be a strong mitigation policy. If the planned
development is going to have a negative impact upon the environment
developer contributions to improve the environment should be explored.
We would welcome a policy on biodiversity that includes fisheries. There
may also be opportunities to create fisheries/recreational/wildlife areas as
part of a mitigation package.
To have regard to biodiversity in everything the Council does we need to
have the right evidence base to do so. We need to be able to address the
following questions with the resources available. Where are all of the
biodiversity features in the area? How important are they and which ones
warrant designation? Where are all of the broad habitats and how do they
sit within networks? Where are the gaps in these networks that we want
to reinforce through development or leave open for other processes like
the LBAP to enhance?

Officer Response

Comment

Officer Response

The Council is currently conducting a Phase 1 habitat survey
that will address these issues.

Paragraph 7.31 – Biodiveristy
Ref

Consultee/Agent

71

Ref
I988

Consultee/Agent
Paul Bellotti

Comment
Please note the Phase 1 habitat and LWS survey is not just identifying
LWS sites, it is identifying new sites, re-surveying the existing sites to
ensure they warrant the designation and constitute a robust and accurate
data-set. We need to be clear that there is still a significant amount of
work to be done before this is completed.

Officer Response
Noted

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of HQE5

HQE6

When we are considering proposals for new development, how much emphasis should we give to biodiversity?
Option A – Do the minimum required i.e. only to mitigate or compensate any loss on those sites directly affected by development
Option B – Place a high priority on ensuring that new development contributes more positively to the enhancement of biodiversity
Responses with no further comments
Mr Ian Scruton; Ms Helen Anderson; Mr R. Vickers, Tickton & Routh Parish Council; Susanna Sanlon, Barton Willmore Partnership on behalf of
Option A –
Option B –

Ref
28

Central Land Holdings
Mr John Ellerby; Mr Robin Shucksmith; Mrs Anne Crick, Humber Mental Health Teaching NHS Trust; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care
Trust; Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury Associates on behalf of Strawsons Development / Omnivale Ltd; Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with Anlaby Common
Parish Council; Driffield Partnership; Louise Reevell; Mrs C. Binnington, Driffield Town Council; Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn Parish Council; Mr
Christopher Hughes; Mr David Hammond, Beeford Parish Council; Ms Maureen Dale; Mrs Pamela Austin; Mrs M. Barker, Swanland Parish Council; Mr
Keith Kaye; Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby Conservation Society; Mr Dennis Peckett, Beverley & District Civic Society; Mr S. Young, Bubwith Parish
Council; Mr M Guest; Mr Mike Jackson, Nafferton Parish Council; Cllr Kate Gray; T Appelbe, Elmfield Estates Ltd; Mrs Kathy West, Hessle Town
Council; Kate Anderson, Indigo Planning on behalf of Mr D Curtis; W Buckle, Wetwang Parish Council; Mrs Paula King, Bridlington Town Council;
Mrs Julie Sherwood; Mrs Sarah Wills, Wilberfoss Parish Council; Ms Avril Wallace, Throngumbald Parish Council; Ms Jan Crowther, Easington Parish
Council; C O’Connor, Hornsea Town Council; Humber Rural Partnership Board; Mr M Comrack, Preston Parish Council

Consultee/Agent
Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates

Opt

Comment
A combination of the above. Mitigation should be required
where necessary. It is also necessary to think wider than the site
directly impacted when considering the effects of development.
Enhancement should be the aim although this can often be
achieved through improved management of on site assets rather
than through a policy approach which necessitates say wide

Officer Response
Noted. Proposed policy requires development to provide no net
biodiversity loss and enhance biodiversity where possible.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

29

Ms Liz Charnock, Howden
Town Council
William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

B

43
47

Cllr John Whittle
Dr Amy Crowther, RSPB

B
B

50

Mrs K. Richmond, South
Cave Parish Council
Mrs Judith Macklin,
Cottingham Parish Council
Julie Abraham

B

35

53
60
68

80

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Hull Ionians RUFC
(Holdings) Ltd
Ms Laurie Norris, National
Farmers Union

A

B
B

A

Comment
ranging works or contributions. A balanced approach would
require enhancement to a level which is reasonably and directly
related to the scale of the effects of the development.
Any encroachment into green space needs careful management.

Officer Response

Any requirements would have minimal impact at global scale
which is what matters. Biodiversity needs very large sites to be
effective. However still build in greenways in major
developments and choose natural species and those resilient to
rising temperatures. One thought is when providing trees use
ones e.g. French oak that will have timber value longer term as
UK will run out of it.
I look forward to seeing plants 'moving along green corridors'!
The RSPB strongly welcomes a policy that supports
enhancement opportunities for biodiversity as we believe
biodiversity is one of the strongest indicators of whether
development is truly sustainable. We also believe that places rich
in wildlife are better places to live and form a valuable asset
which enriches the quality of life and can be enjoyed by young
and old alike.
It is essential to maintain and enhance biodiversity and so this
council supports Option B.
Biodiversity plans should include areas within settlements not
stop at borders.
The planting of hedges as boundary treatment should be
encouraged rather than fencing. Existing trees on development
sites should be appropriately protected.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
There is already strong legislation in place to protect vulnerable
habitats and in a rural county such as the East Riding there is a
very wide range of biodiversity which has statutory protection.
More regulation through planning controls could prevent some

Noted

Noted

Noted
Noted, preferred approach.

Noted, preferred approach.
Noted
Noted
Noted. SPD will be produced.

Noted. However national designations only show examples of
importance. Local sites are often equally important.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

83

Mr Mark Johnson, Dacre
Son and Hartley on behalf
of Redrow Homes
(Yorkshire) Ltd
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Peter Ward Homes Ltd

86

88
93

Cllr Winifred I Knight
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr & Mrs JH Foreman

94

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mrs J Boat

98

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Bryan Brown & Sons

100

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr and Mrs Hudson

103

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of R Swales

105

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of W. Clifford Watts Ltd

Opt

B

Comment
developments from proceeding and place importance on
habitats of little value to biodiversity.
Option B should not be ticked. No comment.

Officer Response

We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
Encourage bio diversity within settlements.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.

Noted

Noted

Noted
Noted

Noted

Noted

Noted

Noted

Noted
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Ref
106

Consultee/Agent
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr C Hill

Opt

108

G M V Winn and Co

A

109

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr A Morley

110

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of MB Goodwin (Skipsea)
Ltd
Mr Andrew Rose,
Spawforth Planning &
Urban Regeneration Ltd
on behalf of Miller
Strategic Land

114

115

126

I136

Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd
Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership
Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray

Comment
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
Care should be taken that single issue consultees who in most
cases have little knowledge outside their specialist field and
naturally see their view as an overriding factor are not allowed to
block proposals when reasonable alternatives are available.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
The approach taken through the Core Strategy should reflect
national and regional guidance in terms of maintaining the
natural environment. It is acknowledged that biodiversity is
important but the Core Strategy should avoid prescribing
onerous policies that would overly restrict development
opportunities. Mitigation measures are available that can
maintain the natural environment of an area but this is clearly a
balancing act which should be considered along with other
issues on the planning agenda.
Neither Option. The level of priority should depend on the
biodiversity interest and characteristics of a particular site.
A Third Option which is above the minimum requirement and
takes a common sense approach to ensuring that new
development contributes more positively to the enhancement of
biodiversity is needed.
We consider that these two options both miss the essential
point which is to encourage greater awareness of biodiversity

Officer Response
Noted

Noted

Noted

Noted

Noted

Noted

Noted

Noted. Preferred approach.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Associates

Opt

I224

Cllr Symon Fraser, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Councillor for Driffield
and Rural

B

I178

Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

B

Comment
and thereby to promote inbuilt biodiversity in development
proposals. Of the two option B is preferred but we would
favour a new option C worded along the following lines:
Promote biodiversity and encourage positive contributions
avoiding unnecessary harm and mitigating and/or compensating
where essential development has a damaging effect
Option B preferred. Encourage and support the work to
enhance and improve biodiversity including the River Hull and
Driffield area.

Officer Response

In principle Natural England supports Option B to place a high
priority on ensuring that new development contributes more
positively to the enhancement of biodiversity. This would be
particularly relevant with respect to ensuring that the emerging
Local Sites network is appropriately managed where these are
located in close proximity to development sites. However
Option B should not be carried out at the expense of East
Riding’s legal duties to consider designated sites and protected
species within the planning system. For example we consider it a
top priority for East Riding to employ an ecologist to give
advice on biodiversity issues to the development control and
forward planning officers. This would ensure that developers
are given consistent advice and that with respect to protected
species in particular the necessary surveys and mitigation
measures are identified at an early stage in the planning process
preventing both adverse impacts on the species and delays in the
development if protected species are discovered at a late stage.
An ecologist would also be required to assess plans for
enhancement opportunities on development sites under Option
B. Natural England advises that local authorities have many and
varied responsibilities and duties on biodiversity matters
including as owners of land designated as Sites of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI) (i.e. as section 28G of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981) and in respect of European protected

The Council will have regard to biodiversity when exercising
their functions. The preferred biodiversity policy has been
prepared in consultation with the Biodiversity Officer at the
Council who also responds to consultations on planning
applications. The preferred policy states that a precautionary
approach should be taken to biodiversity issues and that any
mitigation/compensation plan should be agreed by all partners
(including the Council) before development commences.

Noted
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I387

Ms Margaret Baddeley,
Nathaniel Lichfield &
Partners Ltd on behalf of
Bourne Leisure Ltd

I567

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly
Ms Liz Philpot on behalf
of Bridlington
Regeneration Partnership
Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

I870
I729

Opt

B
A

Comment
species and habitats. Under section 40(1) of the Natural
Environment & Rural Communities Act 2006 a duty is placed
on public authorities including local planning authorities to have
regard to biodiversity in exercising their functions. Further the
potential impact of development on certain species and habitats
of principal importance is addressed in detail under regulation
3(4) of The Conservation (Natural Habitats &c.) Regulations
1994 and section 74 of the Countryside & Rights of Way Act
2000. These duties and others are set out in detail in the legal
Circular 06/2005 to PPS9 ‘Biodiversity and Geological
Conservation’ and we would urge the Council to bear this in
mind in the execution of its nature conservation related
functions.
Bourne Leisure again considers that a balanced approach should
be pursued. Whilst new schemes should be required to mitigate
or compensate any loss on those sites directly affected by
development and where possible be encouraged to contribute to
the enhancement of biodiversity each scheme should be
considered on its own merits.
The Assembly welcomes and supports the approach to
biodiversity and would encourage the Local Authority to pursue
greater gains under Option B.
We support Option A on the basis that the ‘minimum’ set by
national policy is far from that but is in fact very stringent.
As identified with section 4 above due to the areas
predominantly Greenfield nature the East Riding has very few
large areas of disused land within its settlements in which the
majority of future development can be accommodated. As a
consequence it is acknowledged that large portions of
Greenfield sites will need to be released for development if the
Council are to ensure the sustainable and balanced growth of
the area. One potential effect of the East Riding’s development
needs will be possible impacts upon the areas biodiversity.
Therefore in order to create a balance between the need to

Officer Response

Noted. Preferred approach.

Noted
Noted
Noted, the Preferred policy states that any negative impacts will
have to be mitigated against.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I818

Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings

I888

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc

Opt

Comment
protect the area’s biodiversity and the need to foster sustainable
growth our client believes that the future revisions of the Core
Strategy and the Development Policies DPD should include
policies which state that where a development will have an
identified impact upon a recognised area of biodiversity the
developer will be required to mitigate against any impacts or
compensate for any loss on those sites directly affected by
development. Such an approach is outlined within Option A of
question HQE 6 of the Core Strategy Issues and Options paper.
As identified with section 4 due to the areas predominantly
Greenfield nature the East Riding has very few large areas of
disused land within its settlements in which the majority of
future development can be accommodated. As a consequence it
is acknowledged that large portions of Greenfield sites will need
to be released for development if the Council are to ensure the
sustainable and balanced growth of the area. One potential
effect of the East Riding's development needs will be possible
impacts upon the areas biodiversity and the need to foster
sustainable growth we believe that the future revisions of the
Core Strategy and Development Policies DPD should include
policies which state that where a development will have
identified impact upon a recognised area of biodiversity the
developer will be required to mitigate against any impacts or
compensate for any loss on those sites directly affected by
development. Such an approach is outlined within Option A of
question HQ6 of the Core Strategy Issues and Option paper.
As identified with section 4 above due to the areas
predominantly Greenfield nature the East Riding has very few
large areas of disused land within its settlements in which the
majority of future development can be accommodated. As a
consequence it is acknowledged that large portions of
Greenfield sites will need to be released for development if the
Council are to ensure the sustainable and balanced growth of
the area. One potential effect of the East Riding’s development
needs will be possible impacts upon the areas biodiversity.

Officer Response

Noted, the Preferred policy states that any negative impacts will
have to be mitigated against.

Noted, the Preferred policy states that any negative impacts will
have to be mitigated against.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

128

Ms Helen Wright, Rural
Policy and Partnerships,
East Riding of Yorkshire
Council
Paul Bellotti, ERYC

I989

Opt

133

Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

B

135

Mr J Kilby

B

136

Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council

B

Comment
Therefore in order to create a balance between the need to
protect the area’s biodiversity and the need to foster sustainable
growth our client believes that the future revisions of the Core
Strategy and the Development Policies DPD should include
policies which state that where a development will have an
identified impact upon a recognised area of biodiversity the
developer will be required to mitigate against any impacts or
compensate for any loss on those sites directly affected by
development. Such an approach is outlined within Option A of
question HQE 6 of the Core Strategy Issues and Options paper.
A Third Option, which is above the minimum requirement and
takes a common sense approach to ensuring that new
development contributes more positively to the enhancement of
biodiversity, is needed.
We do not think option A is in line with PPS9. We would
strongly support option B
This need not be a harsh demand. Even in high-density sites
some provision for greenery and or green corridors will improve
value and decrease flood risks as well as providing for wildlife.
Where there are already trees and significant wildlife resources
we can help to maintain the quality of our lives and minimise
the risks of global warming, without necessarily reducing the
overall profit made. People will pay significantly more to live in
a healthy environment, and this is to a great extent the appeal of
the East Riding over Hull, and even more so over bigger cities.
The East Riding landscape deserves more than a nod in one
direction and a wink in the other.
In a rural area this is vital.

Officer Response

Noted

Noted
Noted. Preferred approach requires not net loss of biodiversity
and encourages enhancement.

Noted
Noted

Paragraph 7.32 – Green infrastructure
Ref
I182

Consultee/Agent
Ms Susan Wilson, Natural

Comment
Natural England welcomes the recognition of the need to ensure that

Officer Response
Noted. These issues have been taken into account primarily in
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
England

I485

Mr Carl Bunnage, North
Yorkshire County Council

I616

Jon Palmer, Yorkshire
Forward

Comment
policies have regard to the economic and social as well as environmental
benefits of green infrastructure assets as stated in the Regional Spatial
Strategy Green Infrastructure Policy YH8 and the acknowledgement that
Local Development Frameworks should: 1. Define a hierarchy of green
infrastructure in terms of location function size and levels of use at every
spatial scale and across all areas of the region based on analysis of existing
natural historic cultural river and landscape assets including the
identification of new assets required to deliver green infrastructure; 2.
Identify and require the retention and provision of substantial connected
networks of greenspace in urban fringe and adjacent countryside areas.
Natural England believes that green infrastructure planning is essential in
connecting people to accessible and high quality greenspace. Existing
green infrastructure should be mapped at the outset. Each site needs to
show how it will contribute to a wider network of corridors of green
infrastructure linking town and country and settlements with natural areas
/ areas of greenspace through sustainable transport. Networks and
corridors of green infrastructure should be planned as an intrinsic part of
the development process aim to meet community need by including a
range of uses and take account of biodiversity objectives and
opportunities. Social objectives such as safe routes to schools climate
change mitigation flood risk management and children’s play provision
should be integral to the process. In addition the cumulative impact that
sites form on green infrastructure as part of a wider corridor should be
considered.
The County Council would encourage a more integrated and coordinated
cross-boundary approach to the provision of Green Infrastructure as this
is clearly not an issue that can be properly addressed simply with
administrative boundaries. This comment is however not made as a
strategic objection merely a suggestion.
Yorkshire Forward welcomes the inclusion of Green Infrastructure
within the Core Strategy Issues and Options consultation. It is necessary
for the Core Strategy to outline the significant environmental social and
economic benefits that can accrue from the provision of quality green
infrastructure. For example the potential: - economic benefits for
landowners e.g. through short rotation coppice; - impact of urban tree

Officer Response
developing proposed policy HQE5 on green infrastructure, and
through the work undertaken with Natural England to identify
green infrastructure corridors, which are also referred to in the
policy.

Noted. The corridor mapping work recently undertaken with
Natural England and local authorities across the region has
helped to facilitate a more integrated and coordinated approach
to green infrastructure planning.
Noted. The points raised are reflected primarily through
proposed policy HQE5.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I990

Paul Bellotti, ERYC

Comment
planting on urban climate amelioration; - for community forests and
other woodlands to be managed for woodfuel; and - to link green
infrastructure provision to new public transport including walking and
cycling routes. The Core Strategy should recognise that Green
Infrastructure is not just comprised of a number of separate and existing
linear assets. It should create a network of spaces e.g. parks and
allotments which should be planned into new development.
PPG17 gives us the opportunity to identify green space in networks for
wildlife and access to wildlife, can we flag this up here?

Officer Response

Noted

Paragraph 7.34 – Green infrastructure
Ref
I991

Consultee/Agent
Paul Bellotti, ERYC

Comment
It is important to ensure the requirements for new woodland and tree
planting do not have negative wildlife impacts it can have if cited in
inappropriate locations that have existing biodiversity interest in the form
of another valuable habitat. For example woodland should not be planted
in areas of a floodplain that hold existing valuable wetland habitats such
as fen or wet grassland, unless there are other compelling considerations.

Officer Response
Noted

Paragraph 7.35 – Green infrastructure
Ref
I992

Consultee/Agent
Paul Bellotti, ERYC

Comment
Can we add an extra bullet in this list to cover linking green infrastructure
provision with actions and targets within the emerging East Riding of
Yorkshire Biodiversity Action Plan.

Officer Response
Noted. The proposed policy approach set out in HQE5 on
green infrastructure refers to the important role of the
ERYBAP.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of HQE6

HQE7

In respect to green infrastructure provision, do you think
Option A – The above will provide sufficient green infrastructure for the East Riding
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Option B – We need to find new ways of extending and enhancing the green infrastructure provision in the East Riding
Responses with no further comments
Mr Ian Scruton; Mrs Anne Crick, Humber Mental Health Teaching NHS Trust; Matthew Sheppard, Turley Associates on behalf of Cavermill Estates;
Option A –

Option B –

Driffield Partnership; William Lee, Albanwise Ltd; Cllr John Whittle; Mr R. Vickers, Tickton & Routh Parish Council; Ms Helen Anderson; Mrs Pamela
Austin; Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby Conservation Society; Mrs Sylvia Sheard, Millington Parish Council; Mr S. Young, Bubwith Parish Council; Ms Laurie
Norris, National Farmers Union; Mr Mike Jackson, Nafferton Parish Council; Mrs Paula King, Bridlington Town Council
Mr John Ellerby; Mr Robin Shucksmith; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury Associates on behalf of
Strawsons Development / Omnivale Ltd; Robert Deanwood, Sport England; Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with Anlaby Common Parish Council; Louise
Reevell; Dr Amy Crowther, RSPB; Mrs K. Richmond, South Cave Parish Council; Mr David Hammond, Beeford Parish Council; Ms Maureen Dale; Mrs
M. Barker, Swanland Parish Council; Mr Keith Kaye; Mr Dennis Peckett, Beverley & District Civic Society; Mr M Guest; Mrs Kathy West, Hessle Town
Council; W Buckle, Wetwang Parish Council; Mrs Julie Sherwood; Ms Avril Wallace, Throngumbald Parish Council; Ms Jan Crowther, Easington Parish
Council; C O’Connor, Hornsea Town Council; Humber Rural Partnership Board; Mr M Comrack, Preston Parish Council

Ref
15

Consultee/Agent
Kerry Lawson, Barton
Willmore on behalf of
Wykeland ltd

Opt

51

Mrs C. Binnington,
Driffield Town Council

B

53

Mrs Judith Macklin,
Cottingham Parish Council
Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council

B

54

A

Comment
We support the potential to increase and enhance the level of
green infrastructure across the East Riding. However we are
concerned that such an approach may increase the level of
protected areas across the East Riding which decrease the level
of available developable land and thus place unnecessary
restrictions on future development in the area. Consequently we
believe that the council should develop an approach within
future revisions of the Core Strategy that acknowledged both
Option A and Option B in order to increase and enhance the
provision of green infrastructure across the East Riding without
restricting the areas sustainable growth
In particular tree planting - a suggestion was made that every
time a child was born in a parish or town that a tree be planted.
This scheme operates in Hull.
This is particularly relevant to safeguarding the open spaces in
and around Cottingham.
Encourage communities to register open space as Village Green
thus giving it some legislative protection for recreation
purposes.

Officer Response
Noted. Proposed policy HQE5 seeks to safeguard and enhance
the function of green infrastructure (GI) and GI corridors in the
East Riding, encouraging opportunities to be sought to achieve
enhancements through new development, rather than act as a
constraint to development.

Noted. The proposed policy approach to green infrastructure
(HQE5) refers to the need to increase tree planting and
woodland cover in the East Riding, through supporting the
HEYWoods Initiative.
Noted
The proposed approach to green infrastructure (GI) identifies
village greens as a valuable GI asset.
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Ref
55

Consultee/Agent
Mr Christopher Hughes

Opt
B

59

Mr Roger Jones, Humber
& Wolds Rural
Community Council
Julie Abraham

B

60

68

86

A

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Hull Ionians RUFC
(Holdings) Ltd
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Peter Ward Homes Ltd

88
90

Cllr Winifred I Knight
Cllr Kate Gray

93

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr & Mrs JH Foreman

94

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mrs J Boat

98

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Bryan Brown & Sons

100

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf

B
B

Comment
Most plants take in CO2 and put out O2 any increase in trees
particularly large slow growing ones can only be to the good.
Add: 'and villages' to last line 7.34

Officer Response
Noted

The East Riding is severely lacking in woodland the
development of new woodland/extension and protection of
existing must be a priority.

Noted. The proposed policy approach to green infrastructure
(HQE5) refers to the need to increase tree planting and
woodland cover in the East Riding, through supporting the
HEYWoods Initiative.
Noted

We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
Safeguard spaces within Cottingham.
Not always allowing urban sprawl infill around new by-pass
roads. Beverley residents wish to see a Southwood - Parkland for walkers etc.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with

Noted

Noted

Noted
Noted
Noted

Noted

Noted

Noted
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
of Mr and Mrs Hudson

103

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of R Swales

105

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of W. Clifford Watts Ltd

106

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr C Hill

108

G M V Winn and Co

109

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr A Morley

110

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of MB Goodwin (Skipsea)
Ltd
Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd
Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership

115

126

I138

Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray

Opt

A

A

Comment
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
The majority of green infrastructure will continue to be
provided by private landowners as in the past.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
Persimmon Homes has no specific comments to make with
regards to this issue.

Officer Response

The East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership would wish to
draw attention to the value of grass verges village greens
footpaths bridleways and other open spaces as an important
aspect of the green infrastructure. It is important that these are
not eroded.
Green infrastructure is a relatively new but potentially rewarding
and beneficial concept that is being promoted by Natural

Noted. These examples have been identified as green
infrastructure assets in the proposed policy approach (policy
HQE5)

Noted

Noted

Noted

Noted
Noted

Noted

Noted

Noted. Proposed policy HQE5 seeks to safeguard and enhance
the function of green infrastructure (GI) and GI corridors in the
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Associates

Opt

I226

Cllr Symon Fraser, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Councillor for Driffield
and Rural

B

I181

Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

B

I568

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly
Ms Liz Philpot on behalf
of Bridlington
Regeneration Partnership
Mr Dan Mitchell, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Wykeland Ltd

I871
I758

A

Comment
England the EA and many other national and local
organisations. However given the essentially rural nature of the
East Riding we think Option A suffices in this instance.
Option B with the addition of an acknowledgement of the need
to encourage the development of environmental tourism and
the development of environmental enhancement as an asset and
product for economic benefit. Green infrastructure should
include mention of the importance of greenspace and the
measures to adapt to climate change option B should be the
approach.
Natural England supports Option B and we recommend that
the Core Strategy should include a definition of Green
Infrastructure for example: Green Infrastructure comprises the
provision of planned networks of linked multi-functional green
spaces that contribute to protecting natural habitats and
biodiversity enable response to climate change and other
biosphere changes enable more sustainable and healthy lifestyles
enhance urban liveability and wellbeing improve the accessibility
of key recreational and green assets support the urban and rural
economy and assist in the better long term planning and
management of green spaces and corridors.
The Assembly welcomes and supports the approach to green
infrastructure.

Officer Response
East Riding, encouraging opportunities to be sought to achieve
enhancements through new development.
Noted. The proposed policy approach to green infrastructure
(HQE5) largely addresses these points.

Noted. The proposed policy approach to green infrastructure
(HQE5) uses a definition from Natural England’s Green
Infrastructure (GI) Planning Guidance, and seeks to safeguard
and enhance the provision of GI.

Noted

We support Option A but feel the East Riding would benefit
from elevating its in fact substantial provision in specific policy.

Noted

Our client supports the potential to increase and enhance the
level of green infrastructure across the East Riding. However
our client is concerned that such an approach may increase the
level of protected areas across the East Riding which may
decrease the level of available developable land and thus place
unnecessary restrictions on future development in the area.
Consequently our client believes that the Council should
develop an approach within future revisions of the Core

Noted. Proposed policy HQE5 seeks to safeguard and enhance
the function of green infrastructure (GI) and GI corridors in the
East Riding, encouraging opportunities to be sought to achieve
enhancements through new development, rather than act as a
constraint to development.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I730

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

I823

Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings

I889

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc

Opt

Comment
Strategy that acknowledges both Option A and Option B of
issues and options HQE 7 in order to increase and enhance the
provision of green infrastructure across the East Riding without
restricting the area’s sustainable growth.
Our client supports the potential to increase and enhance the
level of green infrastructure across the East Riding. However
our client is concerned that such an approach may increase the
level of protected areas across the East Riding which may
decrease the level of available developable land and thus place
unnecessary restrictions on future development in the area.
Consequently our client believes that the Council should
develop an approach within future revisions of the Core
Strategy that acknowledges both Option A and Option B of
issues and options HQE 7 in order to increase and enhance the
provision of green infrastructure across the East Riding without
restricting the area’s sustainable growth.
We support the potential to increase and enhance the level of
green infrastructure across the East Riding. However we are
concerned that such an approach may decrease the level of
available developable land and thus place unnecessary
restrictions on future development in the area. Consequently we
believe that the Council should develop an approach within
future revisions of the Core Strategy that acknowledges both
Option A and Option B of issues and options HQE7 in order
to increase and enhance the provision of green infrastructure
across the East Riding without restricting the area's sustainable
growth.
Our client supports the potential to increase and enhance the
level of green infrastructure across the East Riding. However
our client is concerned that such an approach may increase the
level of protected areas across the East Riding which may
decrease the level of available developable land and thus place
unnecessary restrictions on future development in the area.
Consequently our client believes that the Council should
develop an approach within future revisions of the Core

Officer Response

Noted. Proposed policy HQE5 seeks to safeguard and enhance
the function of green infrastructure (GI) and GI corridors in the
East Riding, encouraging opportunities to be sought to achieve
enhancements through new development, rather than act as a
constraint to development.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE5 seeks to safeguard and enhance
the function of green infrastructure (GI) and GI corridors in the
East Riding, encouraging opportunities to be sought to achieve
enhancements through new development, rather than act as a
constraint to development.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE5 seeks to safeguard and enhance
the function of green infrastructure (GI) and GI corridors in the
East Riding, encouraging opportunities to be sought to achieve
enhancements through new development, rather than act as a
constraint to development.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

128

Ms Helen Wright, Rural
Policy and Partnerships,
East Riding of Yorkshire
Council

A

I993

Paul Bellotti, ERYC

133

Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

B

135

Mr J Kilby

B

136

Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council

B

Comment
Strategy that acknowledges both Option A and Option B of
issues and options HQE 7 in order to increase and enhance the
provision of green infrastructure across the East Riding without
restricting the area’s sustainable growth.
The East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership would wish to
draw attention to the value of grass verges, village greens,
footpaths, bridleways and other open spaces as an important
aspect of the green infrastructure. It is important that these are
not eroded.
We believe finding ways to extend and enhance the green
infrastructure provision is important. This is in line with the
guiding principles of the RSS. Links between habitat networks
the green space audit and relevant policies such as the green
space strategy and emerging LBAP need to be made.
Some sites in areas of high housing demand need to be
protected to provide not just narrow green corridors, but
substantial areas of greenery dividing our settlements one from
another, and internally. This could be done (for example) by
requiring developers within a particular broad area (e.g. south of
Beverley) to provide their recreational space by buying and
dedicating a substantial block, perhaps eventually in this case
stretching a mile south of the Beverley Leisure Centre
Attempts should be made to redress the imbalance of woodland
and open space. ER has "relatively few trees and areas of
woodland". Trees planted on Wassand Estate and Sewerby
transform the appearance of the countryside.
Useful for the promotion of tourism.

Officer Response

Noted. These examples have been identified as green
infrastructure assets in the proposed policy approach (policy
HQE5)
Noted. Proposed policy HQE5 seeks to safeguard and enhance
the function of green infrastructure (GI) and GI corridors in the
East Riding, encouraging opportunities to be sought to achieve
enhancements through new development, with reference to the
significance of the ERYBAP and other relevant strategies.
Noted

Noted. The proposed policy approach to green infrastructure
(HQE5) refers to the need to increase tree planting and
woodland cover in the East Riding, through supporting the
HEYWoods Initiative.
Noted. The multi-functional benefits of green infrastructure are
acknowledged and promoted through proposed policy HQE5.

Paragraph 7.38 – Landscape
Ref
I604

Consultee/Agent
Mrs M. Greenwood, North
Dalton Parish Council

Comment
The western scarp slope of the Wolds should have a landscape
designation. The dip slopes of the Wolds is equally worthy of designation

Officer Response
Noted. The preferred approach designated the Yorkshire Wolds.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
although different in its own way. The prospect from the A1079 east of
Arras north over South Dalton; the views across Huggate Heads; the
Great Wold Valley; and many others. The paintings of David Hockney do
not focus on the western scarp but on wide sweeps of open airy
uncluttered agricultural land with distinct small settlements and a
wonderful sense of clean freshness. It is important that there are
mechanisms in place to protect what is one of the greatest assets of East
Yorkshire from inappropriate development. Those seeking to exploit
what they would tern and underdeveloped area for financial gain are
unlikely to perceive that they are killing a golden goose. The dip slope of
the Wolds is not an empty space ripe for economic colonisation but a
national treasure.

Officer Response

Comment
Refers to the protection of green space to prevent the merging of
settlements this refers to a mechanism for directing development and is
not based on the quality of the landscape we advise that this is made clear
in the Core Strategy.
In part the Town Council has always stressed that it wished to see the
three communities of Snaith East and West Cowick kept separate. In
particular the gap between Snaith and West Cowick. This policy is still
felt to be relevant. The Council supports paragraph 7.39 of the Core
Strategy.

Officer Response
Noted. Proposed Policy HQE2 protects spaces between
settlements.

Paragraph 7.39 - Landscape
Ref
I184

Consultee/Agent
Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

I479

Mrs C. Hird, Snaith and
Cowick Parish Council

Noted. Preferred policy recognises the importance of preventing
coalescence of settlements.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of HQE7

HQE8

In respect to valuable landscape areas, do you think we should
Option A – Define specific landscape/green space designations to support the protection of our highest quality landscapes and to
prevent the merging of those settlements listed above?

88

Option B – Develop a criteria based policy that would offer sufficient protection to these areas (this could include consideration of the
different reasons for protection)?
Responses with no further comments
Mr Robin Shucksmith; Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury Associates on behalf of Strawsons Development / Omnivale Ltd; Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with
Option A –

Option B –

Anlaby Common Parish Council; Louise Reevell; Cllr John Whittle; Mr R. Vickers, Tickton & Routh Parish Council; Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn Parish
Council; Mr Christopher Hughes; Mr David Hammond, Beeford Parish Council; Mr Roger Jones, Humber & Wolds Rural Community Council; Julie
Abraham; Ms Helen Anderson; Mrs M. Barker, Swanland Parish Council; Mrs Pamela Austin; Mr Keith Kaye; Mr Dennis Peckett, Beverley & District
Civic Society; Mr S. Young, Bubwith Parish Council; Mr M Guest; Mr Mike Jackson, Nafferton Parish Council; Ms M Lewis, NLP Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East Yorkshire) Ltd; W Buckle, Wetwang Parish Council; Mrs Paula King, Bridlington Town Council; Mr James Durham; Ms Avril
Wallace, Throngumbald Parish Council; Ms Jan Crowther, Easington Parish Council; Martine Gabriel, Beverley Town Council
Mr John Ellerby; Mrs Anne Crick, Humber Mental Health Teaching NHS Trust; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Dr Amy Crowther,
RSPB; Ms Maureen Dale; Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby Conservation Society; Cllr Kate Gray; T Appelbe, Elmfield Estates Ltd; Mrs Kathy West, Hessle
Town Council; G M V Winn and Co; Julia Billany, Ottringham Parish Council; Susanna Sanlon, Barton Willmore Partnership on behalf of Central Land
Holdings; C O’Connor, Hornsea Town Council; Humber Rural Partnership Board; Mr M Comrack, Preston Parish Council

Ref
28

Consultee/Agent
Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates

Opt
B

31

Driffield Partnership

A

35

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd

A

50

Mrs K. Richmond, South
Cave Parish Council
Mrs C. Binnington,

A

51

B

Comment
None of the assets mentioned are beyond local importance and
therefore a criteria based policy should be adequate to offer
suitable protection provided that the criteria do not extend
beyond that reasonably required by the acknowledged
importance of the asset.
The Driffield Partnership supports the protection of the break
between Nafferton and Driffield. The Driffield Partnership
supports the designation of Yorkshire Wolds.
7.37 - add reference to agricultural grading. Go back to old
policy of presumption of development against grade 1 2 3a and
now even 3b land.

It is considered that Option A would be the easiest option and
would protect these areas that require protection.
Option B was chosen to offer sufficient protection to these

Officer Response
Noted. PPS7 allows for the designation of locally important
assets where this can be justified. The other responses and the
Evidence Base suggest this is the case for the Yorkshire Wolds.
Preferred option. Proposed policy HQE2 protects spaces
between settlements.
The policy to protect the best and most versatile agricultural
land (Grades 1, 2 and 3a) is set at the national level and still
applies. The options put forward here are concerned with how
to protect those landscapes that are valued locally (regardless of
their agricultural quality), such as the Wolds, that are not
protected by national designations (e.g. National Park or Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty).
Noted. Preferred option.
The preferred approach prevents the coalesance of all
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
Driffield Town Council

53

Mrs Judith Macklin,
Cottingham Parish Council
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Hull Ionians RUFC
(Holdings) Ltd

68

80

Ms Laurie Norris, National
Farmers Union

86

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Peter Ward Homes Ltd

Opt

B

Comment
areas instead of criteria based each area should be named. In our
case: Driffield and Nafferton, Little Driffield and Garton,
Driffield and Skerne, Driffield and Kelleythorpe, and Driffield
and Hutton Cranswick. Although the council accept that
presently only Driffield and Nafferton are in immediate danger
this plan is to last 2026 and therefore these other areas must be
protected also.
Option A and B Mixture of both

Officer Response
settlements. In most cases it is unlikely that the settlements will
receive another development to warrant the need for individual
naming. This has only been done is settlements at the highest
threat.

Paragraph 24 of PPS7 states 'the Government believes that
carefully drafted criteria based policies in LDDs (Local
Development Documents) utilising tools such as landscape
character assessment should provide sufficient protection for
these areas (landscapes which are highly valued locally) without
the need for rigid local designations that may unduly restrict
acceptable sustainable development'. Paragraph 25 of PP7
further states that local landscape designations should only be
maintained: 'where it can be clearly shown that criteria-based
planning policies cannot provide the necessary protection.'
Clearly Option A would not be in accordance with this national
planning policy guidance and therefore should not be
supported.
If valuable landscape areas are considered at risk and in need of
protection this should be done on a criteria based approach
identifying each of the different risks and how they may be
protected rather than a blanket designation which is a clumsy
non site specific mechanism for protection and can hinder
development in areas which may benefit from investment.
Par 24 of PPS7 states 'the Government believes that carefully
drafted criteria based policies in LDDs utilising tools such as
landscape character assessment should provide sufficient
protection for these areas (landscapes which are highly valued
locally) without the need for rigid local designations that may
unduly restrict acceptable sustainable development.' Para 25 of
PPS7 further states that local landscape designations should only

The preferred option has taken into account paragraph 24 of
PPS7. It involves a criteria based policy and the designation of
the Wolds. A local designation on the Wolds can be justified.

Preferred option.

Noted. A criteria based policy has been developed and the
designation has been reduced to include only the area that is in
extra special need of protection.

In developing a preferred option, the Council has assessed, in
accordance with Paragraph 25 of PPS7, whether criteria-based
policies are likely to provide a satisfactory level of protection of
locally valued landscapes. In doing so, local views in response to
this question were taken into account.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

88

Cllr Winifred I Knight

B

93

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr & Mrs JH Foreman

94

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mrs J Boat

98

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Bryan Brown & Sons

Comment
be maintained: 'where it can be clearly shown that criteria-based
planning policies cannot provide the necessary protection.'
Clearly Option A would not be in accordance with this national
planning policy guidance and therefore should not be
supported.
South of Cottingham is a sensitive area that needs protection
from developers. Valuable open space. A very wet area with a
matrix of land drains. Its acts as a sump.
Para 24 of PPS7 states 'the Government believes that carefully
drafted criteria based policies in LDDs utilising tools such as
landscape character assessment should provide sufficient
protection for these areas (landscapes which are highly valued
locally) without the need for rigid local designations that may
unduly restrict acceptable sustainable development.' Para 25 of
PPS7 further states that local landscape designations should only
be maintained: 'where it can be clearly shown that criteria-based
planning policies cannot provide the necessary protection.'
Clearly Option A would not be in accordance with this national
planning policy guidance and therefore should not be
supported.
Para 24 of PPS7 states 'the Government believes that carefully
drafted criteria based policies in LDDs utilising tools such as
landscape character assessment should provide sufficient
protection for these areas (landscapes which are highly valued
locally) without the need for rigid local designations that may
unduly restrict acceptable sustainable development.' Para 25 of
PPS7 further states that local landscape designations should only
be maintained: 'where it can be clearly shown that criteria-based
planning policies cannot provide the necessary protection.'
Clearly Option A would not be in accordance with this national
planning policy guidance and therefore should not be
supported.
Para 24 of PPS7 states 'the Government believes that carefully
drafted criteria based policies in LDDs utilising tools such as
landscape character assessment should provide sufficient

Officer Response

Noted
In developing a preferred option, the Council has assessed, in
accordance with Paragraph 25 of PPS7, whether criteria-based
policies are likely to provide a satisfactory level of protection of
locally valued landscapes. In doing so, local views in response to
this question were taken into account.

In developing a preferred option, the Council has assessed, in
accordance with Paragraph 25 of PPS7, whether criteria-based
policies are likely to provide a satisfactory level of protection of
locally valued landscapes. In doing so, local views in response to
this question have be taken into account.

In developing a preferred option, the Council has assessed, in
accordance with Paragraph 25 of PPS7, whether criteria-based
policies are likely to provide a satisfactory level of protection of
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Consultee/Agent

100

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr and Mrs Hudson

103

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of R Swales

105

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf

Opt

Comment
protection for these areas (landscapes which are highly valued
locally) without the need for rigid local designations that may
unduly restrict acceptable sustainable development.' Para 25 of
PPS7 further states that local landscape designations should only
be maintained: 'where it can be clearly shown that criteria-based
planning policies cannot provide the necessary protection.'
Clearly Option A would not be in accordance with this national
planning policy guidance and therefore should not be
supported.
Para 24 of PPS7 states 'the Government believes that carefully
drafted criteria based policies in LDDs utilising tools such as
landscape character assessment should provide sufficient
protection for these areas (landscapes which are highly valued
locally) without the need for rigid local designations that may
unduly restrict acceptable sustainable development.' Para 25 of
PPS7 further states that local landscape designations should only
be maintained: 'where it can be clearly shown that criteria-based
planning policies cannot provide the necessary protection.'
Clearly Option A would not be in accordance with this national
planning policy guidance and therefore should not be
supported.
Para 24 of PPS7 states 'the Government believes that carefully
drafted criteria based policies in LDDs utilising tools such as
landscape character assessment should provide sufficient
protection for these areas (landscapes which are highly valued
locally) without the need for rigid local designations that may
unduly restrict acceptable sustainable development.' Para 25 of
PPS7 further states that local landscape designations should only
be maintained: 'where it can be clearly shown that criteria-based
planning policies cannot provide the necessary protection.'
Clearly Option A would not be in accordance with this national
planning policy guidance and therefore should not be
supported.
Para 24 of PPS7 states 'the Government believes that carefully
drafted criteria based policies in LDDs utilising tools such as

Officer Response
locally valued landscapes. In doing so, local views in response to
this question were taken into account.

In developing a preferred option, the Council has assessed, in
accordance with Paragraph 25 of PPS7, whether criteria-based
policies are likely to provide a satisfactory level of protection of
locally valued landscapes. In doing so, local views in response to
this question were taken into account.

In developing a preferred option, the Council has assessed, in
accordance with Paragraph 25 of PPS7, whether criteria-based
policies are likely to provide a satisfactory level of protection of
locally valued landscapes. In doing so, local views in response to
this question were taken into account.

In developing a preferred option, the Council has assessed, in
accordance with Paragraph 25 of PPS7, whether criteria-based
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
of W. Clifford Watts Ltd

106

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr C Hill

109

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr A Morley

110

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus

Opt

Comment
landscape character assessment should provide sufficient
protection for these areas (landscapes which are highly valued
locally) without the need for rigid local designations that may
unduly restrict acceptable sustainable development.' Para 25 of
PPS7 further states that local landscape designations should only
be maintained: 'where it can be clearly shown that criteria-based
planning policies cannot provide the necessary protection.'
Clearly Option A would not be in accordance with this national
planning policy guidance and therefore should not be
supported.
Para 24 of PPS7 states 'the Government believes that carefully
drafted criteria based policies in LDDs utilising tools such as
landscape character assessment should provide sufficient
protection for these areas (landscapes which are highly valued
locally) without the need for rigid local designations that may
unduly restrict acceptable sustainable development.' Para 25 of
PPS7 further states that local landscape designations should only
be maintained: 'where it can be clearly shown that criteria-based
planning policies cannot provide the necessary protection.'
Clearly Option A would not be in accordance with this national
planning policy guidance and therefore should not be
supported.
Para 24 of PPS7 states 'the Government believes that carefully
drafted criteria based policies in LDDs utilising tools such as
landscape character assessment should provide sufficient
protection for these areas (landscapes which are highly valued
locally) without the need for rigid local designations that may
unduly restrict acceptable sustainable development.' Para 25 of
PPS7 further states that local landscape designations should only
be maintained: 'where it can be clearly shown that criteria-based
planning policies cannot provide the necessary protection.'
Clearly Option A would not be in accordance with this national
planning policy guidance and therefore should not be
supported.
Para 24 of PPS7 states 'the Government believes that carefully

Officer Response
policies are likely to provide a satisfactory level of protection of
locally valued landscapes. In doing so, local views in response to
this question were taken into account.

In developing a preferred option, the Council has assessed, in
accordance with Paragraph 25 of PPS7, whether criteria-based
policies are likely to provide a satisfactory level of protection of
locally valued landscapes. In doing so, local views in response to
this question were taken into account.

In developing a preferred option, the Council has assessed, in
accordance with Paragraph 25 of PPS7, whether criteria-based
policies are likely to provide a satisfactory level of protection of
locally valued landscapes. In doing so, local views in response to
this question were taken into account.

In developing a preferred option, the Council has assessed, in
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Consultee/Agent
Planning Group on behalf
of MB Goodwin (Skipsea)
Ltd

Opt

I139

Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates

A

I228

Cllr Symon Fraser, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Councillor for Driffield
and Rural
Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

A

Mr Michael Glover on
behalf of Great Gutter
Lane Collaboration

A

I183

I161

B

Comment
drafted criteria based policies in LDDs utilising tools such as
landscape character assessment should provide sufficient
protection for these areas (landscapes which are highly valued
locally) without the need for rigid local designations that may
unduly restrict acceptable sustainable development.' Para 25 of
PPS7 further states that local landscape designations should only
be maintained: 'where it can be clearly shown that criteria-based
planning policies cannot provide the necessary protection.'
Clearly Option A would not be in accordance with this national
planning policy guidance and therefore should not be
supported.
Landscape protection areas have been in place in some parts of
the East Riding for many years and generally they have proved
very successful at preventing the merging of settlements. They
are locally accepted and understood. Whilst not agreeing with all
of the consultants recommendations set out in para 7.39 we do
agree that designation (Option A) is perhaps the most effective
way of preserving essential gaps between settlements.
Option A preferred with specific mention of the need to control
future development to preserve the discreet and individual
developments of Nafferton and Driffield.
Natural England supports Option B that East Riding should
develop a criteria based policy based on the landscape character
approach in line with Government guidance. Natural England
recommends that East Riding adopts the Landscape Character
Assessments as Supplementary Planning Document to assist in
guiding development. Landscape Character Assessments can be
used as the basis for further studies that will help with planning
judgements in particular by identifying the landscape capacity
and sensitivity of different character areas with respect to
development.
Option A is preferred to protect landscape/green space
designations for example the Areas of High Landscape Value
and the Strategic Open Areas which represent longstanding

Officer Response
accordance with Paragraph 25 of PPS7, whether criteria-based
policies are likely to provide a satisfactory level of protection of
locally valued landscapes. In doing so, local views in response to
this question were taken into account.

Noted, the preferred policy protects the spaces between
settlements.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE2 aims to protect merger of all
settlements.
As part of the evidence base, it is expected that the Landscape
Character Assessment will be referred to by anyone using the
Policy.

Noted. Preferred approach.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

I389

Ms Margaret Baddeley,
Nathaniel Lichfield &
Partners Ltd on behalf of
Bourne Leisure Ltd
Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

B

Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on

B

I731

I824

B

Comment
important and well supported policies. Only in the cases where
it is shown that the Strategic Open Area or Area of High
Landscape Value is not prejudiced should this be breached.
Certainty within the spatial plan is a general requirement.
Option B is preferred as Option A could preclude appropriate
development opportunities.
In respect of valuable landscape areas our client believes that the
Council should adopt a policy approach which identifies
development criteria which relates to the specific reasons as to
why identified areas should be protected. Our client believes
that the development criteria based policy approach will provide
the correct amount of protection for the East Riding’s valuable
landscape areas whilst also ensuring that in certain
circumstances where proposals meet the identified criteria
development would be supported by the Council. Our client
believes that such an approach would enable the Council to be
flexible and responsive to the current and future development
demands of the area. With specific regards to the identified
settlements in Paragraph 7.39 of the Issues and Options paper
our client supports the development criteria approach identified
within Option B. However we consider that in terms of the list
of settlements considered to be ‘at risk’ of merging the LPA
should avoid making assumptions. The perceived ‘risk’ should
be fully assessed and the value of the open space between them
should be considered objectively in light of the need to
accommodate for the growth and strengthening of the Regional
City of Hull. A balanced approach may be to accommodate
some infilling in these areas effectively ’rounding off’ the urban
area whilst also maintaining a degree of separation between the
settlements. This approach would ensure the continued
sustainable and balanced growth of the East Riding.
In respect of valuable landscape areas we believe that that
Council should adopt a policy approach which identifies

Officer Response

Noted. The proposed policy designated the Yorkshire Wolds but
allows appropriate development.
Noted. Preferred approach uses criteria to protect landscape
value except in the Wolds where the Evidence base has
suggested that the Wolds requires a landscape designation due to
its local importance.

Noted. Preferred approach uses criteria to protect landscape
value except in the Wolds where the Evidence base has
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
behalf of Central Land
Holdings

Opt

I890

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc

B

Comment
development criteria which relates to the specific reasons as to
why identified areas should be protected. We believe that the
development criteria based policy approach will provide the
correct amount of protection for the East Riding's valuable
landscape areas whilst also ensuring that in certain
circumstances where proposals meet the identified criteria
development would be supported by the Council. We believe
that such an approach would enable the Council to be flexible
and responsive to the current and future development demands
of the area. With specific regards to the identified settlements in
Paragraph 7.39 of the Issues and Options paper we support the
development criteria approach identified within Option B.
However we consider that in terms of the list of settlements
considered to be 'at risk' of merging the LPA should avoid
making assumptions. The perceived 'risk' should be fully
assessed and the value of the open space between them should
be considered objectively in light of the need to accommodate
for the growth and strengthening of the Regional City of Hull.
A balanced approach may be to accommodate some infilling in
these areas effectively 'rounding off' the urban area whilst also
maintaining a degree of separation between the settlements.
This approach would ensure the continued sustainable and
balanced growth of the East Riding.
In respect of valuable landscape areas our client believes that the
Council should adopt a policy approach which identifies
development criteria which relates to the specific reasons as to
why identified areas should be protected. Our client believes
that the development criteria based policy approach will provide
the correct amount of protection for the East Riding’s valuable
landscape areas whilst also ensuring that in certain
circumstances where proposals meet the identified criteria
development would be supported by the Council. Our client
believes that such an approach would enable the Council to be
flexible and responsive to the current and future development
demands of the area. With specific regards to the identified

Officer Response
suggested that the Wolds requires a landscape designation due to
its local importance.

Noted. Preferred approach uses criteria to protect landscape
value except in the Wolds where the Evidence base has
suggested that the Wolds requires a landscape designation due to
its local importance.
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Consultee/Agent

I994

Paul Bellotti, ERYC

133

Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council
Mr J Kilby

135

Opt

A
B

Comment
settlements in Paragraph 7.39 of the Issues and Options paper
our client supports the development criteria approach identified
within Option B. However we consider that in terms of the list
of settlements considered to be ‘at risk’ of merging the LPA
should avoid making assumptions. The perceived ‘risk’ should
be fully assessed and the value of the open space between them
should be considered objectively in light of the need to
accommodate for the growth and strengthening of the Regional
City of Hull. A balanced approach may be to accommodate
some infilling in these areas effectively ‘rounding off’ the urban
area whilst also maintaining a degree of separation between the
settlements. This approach would ensure the continued
sustainable and balanced growth of the East Riding.
We feel there is a need to identify the networks of open space,
green space and habitat networks that fit within and around
settlements and that prevent settlements from merging and
allow wildlife to move freely and adapt to changes and
pressures. These networks should fulfil the role of protecting
landscapes at the same time. A criteria based approach would
not properly deal with the cumulative effects of piecemeal
development and assessment on a one-by-one basis at the
development control planning scale.
The two approaches are not necessarily entirely exclusive,
though they might marginally weaken one another.
Problems with housing require identification and alignment with
these criteria. Generally, priority should be given to landscape
protection.

Officer Response

The LDF will identify habitat networks and networks of green
infrastructure. However in the Preferred Approach Document
this has been considered as a separate but complementary policy.

Noted
Noted. The plan should be read as a whole.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of HQE8

HQE9

In respect to property threatened by coastal erosion, should we

97

Option A – Develop Roll Back policies to facilitate re-location of development threatened by coastal erosion, and if so should we consider
broadening the scope of existing roll back policies to include other types of property?
Option B – Accept that nature will take its course, and that property will be permanently lost?
Responses with no further comments
Mr John Ellerby; Mr Robin Shucksmith; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with Anlaby Common Parish
Option A –

Option B –
Ref
35

Council; Mr R. Vickers, Tickton & Routh Parish Council; Mr Christopher Hughes; Mr David Hammond, Beeford Parish Council; Mr Roger Jones,
Humber & Wolds Rural Community Council; Julie Abraham; Mrs Pamela Austin; Mrs M. Barker, Swanland Parish Council; Mr Keith Kaye; Mr M
Guest; Cllr Kate Gray; G M V Winn and Co; Julia Billany, Ottringham Parish Council; Mrs Paula King, Bridlington Town Council; Cllr Symon Fraser,
Conservative Group; Humber Rural Partnership Board
Louise Reevell; Mr Ian Scruton; Ms Helen Anderson; Mr S. Young, Bubwith Parish Council; Mr Mike Jackson, Nafferton Parish Council; W Buckle,
Wetwang Parish Council;

43

Consultee/Agent
William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd
Cllr John Whittle

47

Dr Amy Crowther, RSPB

50

Mrs K. Richmond, South
Cave Parish Council

51

Mrs C. Binnington,

Opt
B

Comment
7.40 - add sea level rise.

Officer Response
Noted

A

We need to keep a very close eye on this and reconsider if it
becomes necessary. Caravan parks especially.
We believe that a careful and strategic approach which may
result in a balance between Options A and B is likely to be
required as some land in East Riding will inevitably be affected
by erosion but it may not always be possible or sustainable to
undertake a direct roll-back. In terms of relocation of property
and infrastructure we believe that this issue should be examined
in detail on a case-by-case basis to ensure that the most effective
sustainable and beneficial solution is found.
This council suggests that neither Option A nor Option B is the
best way forward even though it may be the easiest. There
should be development of full coastal protection with work
done in the Netherlands as an exemplar.

Noted

A

However in order to protect Greenfield sites the council would

Proposed policy HQE6 provides for flexibility regarding forms
of re-location/roll back.

Decisions about coastal protection are established through
Shoreline Management Plans, and it is unlikely that full-scale
protection of the coast will be deemed to be environmentally
and economically sustainable. A review of the Shoreline
Management Plan (SMP2) is being carried out by the Humber
Estuary Coastal Authorities Group and forms part of the
evidence base underpinning the implementation of proposed
policy HQE6.
Proposed policy HQE6 provides for all types development to
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Consultee/Agent
Driffield Town Council

Opt

54

Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council

A

68

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Hull Ionians RUFC
(Holdings) Ltd

80

Ms Laurie Norris, National
Farmers Union

86

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Peter Ward Homes Ltd

88

Cllr Winifred I Knight

93

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr & Mrs JH Foreman

94

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mrs J Boat

98

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Bryan Brown & Sons

A

A

Comment
recommend that only farmsteads be relocated not residential
homes or caravan/holiday parks.
Encourage greater government subsidies to protect the East
Riding coast line.

We have no comments to make on this specific topic other than
perhaps this is also an area which might be more appropriately
dealt with through supplementary planning guidance or
development control policies rather than within the Core
Strategy.
It is important that those businesses and communities affected
by coastal erosion are given support to relocate away from areas
at high risk of coastal erosion.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
Maintain the 50 yr line for any new development
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.

Officer Response
roll back, in line with emerging national policy.
Decisions about coastal protection are established through
Shoreline Management Plans. A review of the Shoreline
Management Plan (SMP2) is being carried out by the Humber
Estuary Coastal Authorities Group and it is unlikely that fullscale protection of the coast will be deemed to be
environmentally and economically sustainable
Noted

Noted. Proposed policy HQE6 reflects this approach.
Noted

Noted. Proposed policy HQE6 requires development at risk
from erosion (in identified Coastal Change Management Areas)
to relocate/roll back to a location outside of these areas.
Noted

Noted

Noted
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Ref
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Consultee/Agent
Rachel Whaley, HLL
Humberts Leisure on
behalf of Long Beach
Leisure Park

Opt
A

Comment
The Good Practice Guide on Planning for Tourism (2006) post
dates the adopted local plans for the coastline area, the East
Yorkshire Borough Wide Local Plan (adopted June 1997) and
the Holderness District Wide Local Plan (adopted April 1999)
and the Council's 2004 supplementary planning guidance on
rollback policy for caravan and holiday homes parks. The
GPGPT requires local planning authorities to examine the scope
for relocation away from the sites prone to coastal erosion but
recognises that the high land values associated with holiday
parks, the cost of infrastructure and possible planning issues
relating to a proposed site may make such proposals impractical
or unviable.

Officer Response
Noted. These issues have been taken into account and are
primarily addressed through proposed policy HQE6.

Policies in the adopted Local Plans do make some provision for
replacement of caravan sites where the existing site is at risk of
loss through coastal erosion and only allow for new caravan
sites within the Holderness Plain coastal area where they will
relocate an existing site at risk of loss through coastal erosion.
New sites will not be permitted within 400 metres of the clip
top but replacement provision may be made by way of limited
extension on the landward side.
This policy is intended to provide the flexibility to replace
pitches lost through coastal erosion, yet the Council's stated
preference is that sites at risk should be relocated in their
entirety to appropriate inland sites. This would appear to be
rather impractical.
The preferred approach of relocating entire sites inland, as well
as being difficult to negotiate, will clearly have significant
financial implications in terms of lost income during the
relocation of the park as well as the potential loss of a more
competitive location immediately adjacent to the sea where
customers prefer to spend their holidays.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

Comment
Our client, Martin Varley, on whose behalf these representations
are made, has found it difficult to achieve a roll back solution on
his site at Longbeach Leisure Park, Hornsea, with three
applications for a site extension being turned down, including
one which achieved the required distance of 165m from the cliff
edge (equivalent to 61 years).

Officer Response

The effect on the local economy of these lost pitches is massive
and it is important that this is recognised in developing the Core
Strategy and Development Control Policies DPDs. Taking the
numbers at Longbeach Leisure, for example, using data
provided by the UK Tourism Survey of 2006 for the Yorkshire
Region, it is calculated that the most recent loss of 44 pitches
will result in a loss of £198,145 in visitor spending each year,
increasing to a loss of £360,264 each year if calculated on the
basis of the total number of 80 pitches lost since 1980. Couple
this with the damage to other holiday parks along this coastline
and it is clear that the local economy is losing millions of
pounds in tourism revenue with further impact on the viability
of local retail businesses and the demand for local jobs.

100

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr and Mrs Hudson

103

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of R Swales

105

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus

It is important therefore that the Core Strategy provides a clear
and constructive policy approach to the rollback of holiday park
sites, to ensure that operators are able to replace lost pitches in
suitable locations rather than having to hold out and negotiate
for a wholesale relocation of the site.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other

Noted

Noted

Noted
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Consultee/Agent
Planning Group on behalf
of W. Clifford Watts Ltd

106

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr C Hill

109

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr A Morley

110

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of MB Goodwin (Skipsea)
Ltd
Rachel Whaley, HLL
Humberts Leisure on
behalf of Park Resorts Ltd

121

Opt

A

Comment
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
We have no comments to make on these specific topics other
than perhaps these areas might be more appropriately dealt with
through supplementary planning guidance or development
control policies rather than within the Core Strategy.
The preferred approach of relocating entire sites inland, was
well as being difficult to negotiate , will clearly have significant
financial implications in terms of lost income during the
relocation of the park as well as the potential loss of a more
competitive location immediately adjacent to the sea where
customers prefer to spend their holidays.

Officer Response

Noted

Noted

Noted

Noted. These issues have been taken into account and are
primarily addressed through proposed policy HQE6.

Our clients Park Resorts, on whose behalf these representations
are made, own 3 holiday parks within the Councils areas:
Barmston Beach, Skipsea Sands and Withernsea. Each of these
sites is amongst the 24 sites identified in the Councils 2004
supplementary planning guidance on Roll Back policy for
caravan and holiday homes parks as being at risk from coastal
erosion within the next 100 years. It is predicted that this
stretch of coast will erode at 1 -1.5m a year.
Barmston Beach is particularly badly affected. This is impacting
significantly on the economy of the park, with the area
approved touring caravans now lost to the sea plus substantial
number of static pitches near the cliff edge also lost, and no
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

Comment
capacity to relocate these elsewhere on the site. The cliff edge
has eroded back by another metre in the last year.

Officer Response

The effect on the local economy of these lost pitches is massive
(average spend by holiday makers occupying static caravans is
£37 per night according to the UK Tourism Survey of 2006 for
the Yorkshire and Region) and it is important that this is
recognised in developing the Core Strategy and Development
Control Policies DPD.
Couple this with the damage to other holiday parks along this
coastline and it is clear that the local economy is losing millions
of pounds in tourism revenue with further impact on the
viability of local retail businesses and the demand for local jobs.

126

Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership

128

Ms Helen Wright, Rural
Policy and Partnerships,
East Riding of Yorkshire

It is important therefore that the Core Strategy provides a clear
and constructive policy approach to the rollback of holiday park
sites, to ensure that operators are able to replace lost pitches in
suitable locations rather than having to hold out and negotiate
for a wholesale relocation of the site.
The value of the East Riding’s agricultural land must not be
under estimated. It is a vital resource which contributes
substantially to the local economy. Managed retreat rather than
automatic roll back should be the policy adopted. Roll back
policies result in loss of agricultural land and impinge on the
production of vital crops. East Riding agricultural land-owners
are currently facing some challenging choices between food
production energy crop production flood mitigation and
protecting wildlife habitats. With rising fuel costs and world
food shortages the pressure on agricultural land use is likely to
increase over the next decade and every effort should be made
to protect the best quality agricultural land.
The value of the East Riding’s agricultural land must not be
under estimated. It is a vital resource which contributes
substantially to the local economy. Managed retreat rather than

Noted. The loss of best and most versatile agricultural land is a
consideration for all types of development proposal on
greenfield sites.

Noted. The loss of best and most versatile agricultural land is a
consideration for all types of development proposal on
greenfield sites.
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Consultee/Agent
Council

Opt

I142

Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates
Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

A

I185

I392

Ms Margaret Baddeley,
Nathaniel Lichfield &
Partners Ltd on behalf of
Bourne Leisure Ltd

A

Comment
automatic roll back should be the policy adopted. Roll back
policies result in loss of agricultural land and impinge on the
production of vital crops. East Riding agricultural land-owners
are currently facing some challenging choices between food
production, energy crop production, flood mitigation and
protecting wildlife habitats. With rising fuel costs and world
food shortages the pressure on agricultural land use is likely to
increase over the next decade and every effort should be made
to protect the best quality agricultural land.
Option A. It would be appropriate for the policy to consider all
types of property affected by coastal erosion.
Natural England supports Option A that East Riding should
develop roll back policies to facilitate re-location of
development threatened by coastal erosion. The current review
of the Shoreline Management Plan will define the policies for
management of the East Riding coastline where the policy
identified is ‘no active intervention’ or ‘managed realignment’
then roll back of any type of property may be necessary.
Bourne Leisure supports this approach (para 7.40) in principle
but would emphasise that specific policies within the Core
Strategy should support improvements within current site
boundaries or expansion onto adjoining unaffected land if land
is likely to be lost particularly given that it may be impractical
and financially unviable to relocate existing development such as
holiday parks away from the coast. This will be the case
particularly where the land has been owned/occupied for a long
time and therefore bought at a much lower cost. As a related
point Bourne Leisure is strongly of the view that policies within
the Core Strategy should also acknowledge the importance of
maintaining existing coastal defence works and providing new
works to protect and enhanced coastal and tourist-related
businesses. In this regard Bourne Leisure would emphasise the
need for continual monitoring and review of the approach taken
to coastal erosion throughout the plan period to take account of

Officer Response

Noted. This approach is taken forward in proposed policy
HQE6.
Noted. These issues are primarily addressed in proposed policy
HQE6.

Noted. Proposed policy HQE6 provides flexibility for forms of
re-location/roll back. Decisions about coastal protection are
established through Shoreline Management Plans, and a review
of the Shoreline Management Plan (SMP2) is being carried out
by the Humber Estuary Coastal Authorities Group. It is unlikely
that proposals for protection measures that conflict with SMP
policies will be supported.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

130

Ms Avril Wallace,
Throngumbald Parish
Council
Ms Jan Crowther,
Easington Parish Council

A

129

I995

Paul Bellotti, ERYC

A

Comment
the views of landowners/operators and emerging coastal
defence mechanisms. Therefore the company considers that
specific policies within the Core Strategy should be worded so
as to allow for existing and enhanced coastal developments to
be protected by new defences and/or improved existing
defences even where the defences are not currently identified as
a priority within a Shoreline Management Plan (SMP). The Core
Strategy's flood risk/coastal erosion policies should also allow
for tourism (an other) coastal business operators and
landowners to fund and implement appropriate coastal defence
work. This approach would be in accordance with para G5 of
Annex G of PPS25. It would also reflect advice in para G4 of
Annex G of PPS25 which suggests that 'In certain
circumstances to meet the wider aims of sustainable
development it may be necessary to permit development that
requires the provision of flood risk management including
defences and mitigation work. Therefore Bourne Leisure
supports Option A subject to the above comments. In particular
Bourne Leisure would emphasise the need for early and
continuous discussions with landowners and operators located
in the coastal area who are/will be affected by coastal erosion.
Allow relocation of caravan sites inland – they generate a large
amount of tourism into the area and by not allowing them to
relocate the caravans this reduces revenue and tourism
Protect the coastline. Compensation for households lost.

There needs to be a combination approach dictated by the
SMP2 and the ICZM

Officer Response

Noted. Proposed policy HQE6 allows for the relocation/roll
back of caravan and holiday home parks.
Decisions about coastal protection are established through
Shoreline Management Plans. A review of the Shoreline
Management Plan (SMP2) is being carried out by the Humber
Estuary Coastal Authorities Group and it is unlikely that fullscale protection of the coast will be deemed to be
environmentally and economically sustainable. The Council will
continue to pursue the case for compensation to be provided for
property owners facing loss as a result of coastal erosion.
Noted. Proposed policy HQE6 promotes measures to enable
adaptation to coastal change, and its implementation is to be
underpinned by the SMP2 and the ICZMP.
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Ref
131

Consultee/Agent
C O’Connor

Opt
A

133

Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

134

Mr M Comrack, Preston
Parish Council

B

135

Mr J Kilby

A

136

Martine Gabriel, Beverley
Town Council

Comment
We must protect peoples homes and businesses

Neither of these options are acceptable. The first tends
perpetuate an untidy sprawl along the coast, while the second
ignores the fact that at some points our coastal cliffs no longer
have much backing. Are we just going to accept that within at
most 50 to 100 years large areas of Holderness stretching close
to Hedon, Beverley and even Driffield will be submerged every
high tide? We cannot prevent this happening by closing our
eyes, and this outcome is likely even without factoring in any
additional effects from global warming, water-levels and rainfall
patterns.Just look at where the acronym HWMOT (High Water
Mark Ordinary Tides) appears on the map of the East Riding’s
rivers, streams and field drains.
Compensation Schemes should be available to residents for
demolition/removal of property.
Roll-back policy allows flexibility. Areas in towns require
protection, but extensive protection against erosion is expensive
and outcomes are unpredictable.
Both options are appropriate.

Officer Response
Decisions about coastal protection are established through
Shoreline Management Plans. A review of the Shoreline
Management Plan (SMP2) is being carried out by the Humber
Estuary Coastal Authorities Group and it is unlikely that fullscale protection of the coast will be deemed to be
environmentally and economically sustainable. Proposed policy
HQE6 promotes measures to enable adaptation to coastal
change.
Decisions about coastal protection are established through
Shoreline Management Plans. A review of the Shoreline
Management Plan (SMP2) is being carried out by the Humber
Estuary Coastal Authorities Group and it is unlikely that fullscale protection of the coast will be deemed to be
environmentally and economically sustainable. Proposed policy
HQE6 promotes measures to enable adaptation to coastal
change.

The Council will continue to pursue the case for compensation
to be provided for property owners facing loss as a result of
coastal erosion.
Noted
Noted

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of HQE9
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General
Ref
I487

Consultee/Agent
Mr Geoffrey Streets

Comment
We need govt to be even handed with grants. Also only about 20% of
govt VAT income from flood repairs being returned

Officer Response
The Local Development Framework does not have any control
over Government or other grants, or the return of VAT.

Paragraph 8.2 – Community services and facilities
Ref
I186

Consultee/Agent
Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

Comment
There is a growing recognition of the benefit of green infrastructure to
the health and physical and mental wellbeing of urban communities
especially access for poor communities and vulnerable groups; connecting
town and country enhances the liveability of towns and can be used as a
resource to prevent ill health.

Officer Response
Comments noted. The Council has nearly finished an open
space strategy which will show where there are shortfalls in the
provision of open space for the Local Development Framework
to address.

Paragraph 8.6 – Delivering accessible services and facilities
Ref
I230

Consultee/Agent
Councillor Symon Fraser,
East Riding of Yorkshire
Councillor for Driffield
and Rural

Comment
The overall approach of sustainability should be to seek to address the
challenges of service provision to and the sustainability of rural dwellers
the emphasis should be on how we can bolster the ability of people to
live in our scattered rural communities.

Officer Response
Comments noted. The Core Strategy aims to protect and
enhance rural facilities and services that make these areas more
sustainable.

SHC1

In preparing a policy to protect rural facilities, should we
Option A – Aim to protect rural facilities in all locations?
Option B – Apply protection policies only in the settlements to be identified through the Spatial Strategy, and which serve a wider rural
catchment?
Responses with no further comments

3

Option A –

Option B –

Mr John Ellerby; Mr Robin Shucksmith; Miss Kate Helliwell, Bidwells; Louise Reevell; Jane Allen, Fangfoss Parish Council; Cllr John Whittle; Mrs C.
Binnington, Driffield Town Council; Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn Parish Council; Mr Christopher Hughes; Mr David Hammond, Beeford Parish Council;
Mr Roger Jones, Humber & Wolds Rural Community Council; Ms Helen Anderson; Mrs Sylvia Sheard, Millington Parish Council; Mr S. Young,
Bubwith Parish Council; Mr M Guest; Mr Mike Jackson, Nafferton Parish Council; Cllr Kate Gray; W Buckle, Wetwang Parish Council; Julia Billany,
Ottringham Parish Council; Susanna Sanlon, Barton Willmore Partnership on behalf of Central Land Holdings; Ms Avril Russell, Thorngumbald Parish
Council; Ms Jan Crowther, Easington Parish Council, C O’Connor, Hornsea Town Council; Mr M Cromack, Preston Parish Council; Martine Gabriel.
Beverley Town Council
Mrs Anne Crick, Humber Mental Health Teaching NHS Trust; Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury Associates on behalf of Strawsons Development /
Omnivale Ltd; Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with Anlaby Common Parish Council; William Lee, Albanwise Ltd; Mr R. Vickers, Tickton & Routh Parish
Council; Mrs Pamela Austin; Mrs M. Barker, Swanland Parish Council; Mr Jamie Pyper, Signet Planning Ltd on behalf of Southwell County Homes and
Makinder; Mrs Paula King, Bridlington Town Council

Ref
28

Consultee/Agent
Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates

Opt

Comment
Neither of the above. Change in rural communities is an
important element in maintaining their viability and it would
need to be a very unusual situation where a plan sought to
secure business interests which are no longer viable. Instead the
plan should provide for change in a flexible way allowing
applicants or property owners to consider the viability of
facilities and alterative places where they could be provided to
meet community needs which may be identified. I refer to our
earlier comments where we suggest that new groupings of
settlements should be looked at holistically and with regard to
wider travel requirements.

31

Driffield Partnership

B

49

Rose Freeman, The
Theatres Trust

A

Rural facilities should only be protected where it can be
demonstrated that it is economically viable and sustainable to do
so
An objective of the Core Strategy should be to protect and
enhance village facilities and services (Objective 17) and in order
to increase participation in cultural activity and meet future
community needs for cultural facilities consideration should be
given to providing local facilities in barn conversions (for
example) that combine space or resources for a range of cultural
commercial and community activities in one place. This is
especially important in villages to enable groups to have the

Officer Response
Not seeking to protect rural services and facilities would go
against national planning policy. The Core Strategy will not seek
to protect business interests which are no longer viable.
Question SHC2 asks what criteria we should apply in assessing
whether the loss of a rural facility would be justified. If a
business would not be viable, it would not meet such criteria and
would be ‘released’ for alternative uses. Part of the role of the
Spatial Strategy element of the Core Strategy has been to identify
settlements below places such as Pocklington or Hornsea which
act as service villages in rural areas. As suggested, these places
looked at in terms of groupings of settlements as well as single
distinct settlements.
Comments noted. The proposed policy SHC2 addressing the
loss of rural facilities has viability as one of its criteria.
In a time when rural services and facilities are contracting, it
seems like a logical idea to combine a number of facilities under
one roof in order to gain shared economies of scale to make
these services more viable. However the LDF can only protect
land for such proposed facilities if there is a clear willingness of
landowners of such sites to develop them for this purpose.
There would also need to be a clear commitment from service
operators to move to one site before existing sites could be
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

50

Mrs K. Richmond, South
Cave Parish Council
Julie Abraham

A

Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby
Conservation Society
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Hull Ionians RUFC
(Holdings) Ltd

A

81

Phillippa Edwards, G V A
Grimley on behalf of
Horstine Farmery

A

86

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Peter Ward Homes Ltd

60
66
68

A

Comment
opportunity to participate where they are excluded from or are
less able to access mainstream services in town centres such as
younger or older people and those without access to a car. Local
activities such as performance arts can promote social inclusion
bringing together existing and new communities of all ages
particularly in areas of growth and good quality accessible local
cultural facilities are key to creating communities where people
will to want to live and work.
The Council feels strongly that Option A should be part of the
planning policy.
Unless there is clear evidence that after closure there is no
chance of a service/facility re-opening we should do our best to
protect all communities from loss.
Less movement of traffic involved in Option A

Officer Response
reused for other purposes.

We would suggest that a key means of protecting rural facilities
is to allow the sustainable growth of small local settlements to
ensure that they have the population to thrive and support
existing local services. The policy should be realistic in its
approach and not seek to protect facilities which are underused
or unviable.

The argument for additional residential development in villages
to sustain services is one that is frequently used. However as
noted in paragraphs 4.80 and 4.81 in the issues and options
document, this is rarely borne out where villages have taken a
significant amount of development in the past. Issues and
options question SS8 asked how we should plan for
development in rural areas. One of the options proposed was
for small-scale development in those villages that perform an
important role. This option has been taken forward and may
help to retain existing shops and services. The proposed
approach Core Strategy does not seek to protect facilities which
are unviable.
Comments noted. The Core Strategy sets out to protect services
and facilities in rural areas, the big issues on which we were
seeking feedback was on whether to protect facilities in all
locations or only settlements identified through the spatial
strategy.
The argument for additional residential development in villages
to sustain services is one that is frequently used. However as
noted in paragraphs 4.80 and 4.81 in the issues and options

The rural nature of the East Riding and large geographical area
served, results in a greater need to protect services and amenities
serving smaller settlements to increase sustainability and quality
of life, in line with PPS1.
We would suggest that a key means of protecting rural facilities
is to allow the growth of small local settlements to ensure that
they have the population to thrive and support existing local

Preference noted.
Preference noted
Preference and reason noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

Comment
services. The policy should be realistic in its approach and not
seek to protect facilities which are underused or unviable.

93

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr & Mrs JH Foreman

We would suggest that a key means of protecting rural facilities
is to allow the growth of small local settlements to ensure that
they have the population to thrive and support existing local
services. The policy should be realistic in its approach and not
seek to protect facilities which are underused or unviable.

94

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mrs J Boat

We would suggest that a key means of protecting rural facilities
is to allow the growth of small local settlements to ensure that
they have the population to thrive and support existing local
services. The policy should be realistic in its approach and not
seek to protect facilities which are underused or unviable.

98

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf

We would suggest that a key means of protecting rural facilities
is to allow the growth of small local settlements to ensure that

Officer Response
document, this is rarely borne out where villages have taken a
significant amount of development in the past. Issues and
options question SS8 asked how we should plan for
development in rural areas. One of the options proposed was
for small-scale development in those villages that perform an
important role. This option has been taken forward and may
help to retain existing shops and services. The proposed
approach Core Strategy does not seek to protect facilities which
are unviable.
The argument for additional residential development in villages
to sustain services is one that is frequently used. However as
noted in paragraphs 4.80 and 4.81 in the issues and options
document, this is rarely borne out where villages have taken a
significant amount of development in the past. Issues and
options question SS8 asked how we should plan for
development in rural areas. One of the options proposed was
for small-scale development in those villages that perform an
important role. This option has been taken forward and may
help to retain existing shops and services. The proposed
approach Core Strategy does not seek to protect facilities which
are unviable.
The argument for additional residential development in villages
to sustain services is one that is frequently used. However as
noted in paragraphs 4.80 and 4.81 in the issues and options
document, this is rarely borne out where villages have taken a
significant amount of development in the past. Issues and
options question SS8 asked how we should plan for
development in rural areas. One of the options proposed was
for small-scale development in those villages that perform an
important role. This option has been taken forward and may
help to retain existing shops and services. The proposed
approach Core Strategy does not seek to protect facilities which
are unviable..
The argument for additional residential development in villages
to sustain services is one that is frequently used. However as
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
of Bryan Brown & Sons

Opt

Comment
they have the population to thrive and support existing local
services. The policy should be realistic in its approach and not
seek to protect facilities which are underused or unviable.

103

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of R Swales

We would suggest that a key means of protecting rural facilities
is to allow the growth of small local settlements to ensure that
they have the population to thrive and support existing local
services. The policy should be realistic in its approach and not
seek to protect facilities which are underused or unviable.

105

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of W. Clifford Watts Ltd

We would suggest that a key means of protecting rural facilities
is to allow the growth of small local settlements to ensure that
they have the population to thrive and support existing local
services. The policy should be realistic in its approach and not
seek to protect facilities which are underused or unviable.

106

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus

We would suggest that a key means of protecting rural facilities

Officer Response
noted in paragraphs 4.80 and 4.81 in the issues and options
document, this is rarely borne out where villages have taken a
significant amount of development in the past. Issues and
options question SS8 asked how we should plan for
development in rural areas. One of the options proposed was
for small-scale development in those villages that perform an
important role. This option has been taken forward and may
help to retain existing shops and services. The proposed
approach Core Strategy does not seek to protect facilities which
are unviable.
The argument for additional residential development in villages
to sustain services is one that is frequently used. However as
noted in paragraphs 4.80 and 4.81 in the issues and options
document, this is rarely borne out where villages have taken a
significant amount of development in the past. Issues and
options question SS8 asked how we should plan for
development in rural areas. One of the options proposed was
for small-scale development in those villages that perform an
important role. This option has been taken forward and may
help to retain existing shops and services. The proposed
approach Core Strategy does not seek to protect facilities which
are unviable.
The argument for additional residential development in villages
to sustain services is one that is frequently used. However as
noted in paragraphs 4.80 and 4.81 in the issues and options
document, this is rarely borne out where villages have taken a
significant amount of development in the past. Issues and
options question SS8 asked how we should plan for
development in rural areas. One of the options proposed was
for small-scale development in those villages that perform an
important role. This option has been taken forward and may
help to retain existing shops and services. The proposed
approach Core Strategy does not seek to protect facilities which
are unviable.
The argument for additional residential development in villages

7

Ref

Consultee/Agent
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr C Hill

Opt

Comment
is to allow the growth of small local settlements to ensure that
they have the population to thrive and support existing local
services. The policy should be realistic in its approach and not
seek to protect facilities which are underused or unviable.

108

G M V Winn and Co

Neither really. The E.R.Y.C. should seek to protect rural
facilities by promoting a healthy local economy with associated
development.

109

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr A Morley

We would suggest that a key means of protecting rural facilities
is to allow the growth of small local settlements to ensure that
they have the population to thrive and support existing local
services. The policy should be realistic in its approach and not
seek to protect facilities which are underused or unviable.

Officer Response
to sustain services is one that is frequently used. However as
noted in paragraphs 4.80 and 4.81 in the issues and options
document, this is rarely borne out where villages have taken a
significant amount of development in the past. Issues and
options question SS8 asked how we should plan for
development in rural areas. One of the options proposed was
for small-scale development in those villages that perform an
important role. This option has been taken forward and may
help to retain existing shops and services. The proposed
approach Core Strategy does not seek to protect facilities which
are unviable.
Section 6 of the issues and options document set out how the
Core Strategy will promote a strong economy in all parts of the
East Riding. This is on the back of the Council’s Employment
Land Review which analysed the economy of the area and
recommended where new land should be allocated. The
argument for additional development in villages to sustain
services is one that is frequently used. However as noted in
paragraphs 4.80 and 4.81 of the issues and options document,
this is rarely borne out where villages have taken a significant
amount of development in the past. Issues and options question
SS8 asked how we should plan for development in rural areas.
One of the options was for small-scale development in those
villages that perform an important role. This option has been
taken forward by the preferred approach Core Strategy and may
help to retain existing shops and services.
The argument for additional residential development in villages
to sustain services is one that is frequently used. However as
noted in paragraphs 4.80 and 4.81 in the issues and options
document, this is rarely borne out where villages have taken a
significant amount of development in the past. Issues and
options question SS8 asked how we should plan for
development in rural areas. One of the options proposed was
for small-scale development in those villages that perform an
important role. This option has been taken forward and may

8

Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

110

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of MB Goodwin (Skipsea)
Ltd

We would suggest that a key means of protecting rural facilities
is to allow the growth of small local settlements to ensure that
they have the population to thrive and support existing local
services. The policy should be realistic in its approach and not
seek to protect facilities which are underused or unviable.

115

Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd

126

Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership

I256

Victoria Molton, Walker
Morris Solicitors on behalf
of Paul Lisseter

Persimmon Homes have no overall objection to protecting rural
facilities. However economic reality needs to be taken into
consideration in preparing protection policies and we must
question the extent to which the planning system can influence
such issues.
The East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership believes that
every community should have equitable access to services and as
such needs at least a key point from which services can be
delivered whether this be the village shop church village hall or
public house. That said the Partnership recognises that in some
very small settlements the retention of a physical facility may not
be viable - in these circumstances it is important to ensure that
the key infrastructure is available to support the delivery of
mobile and virtual services. The East Riding of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership does not support Option B which overtly provides
protection to specified settlements to the detriment of others.
Protection should be given to the rural facilities in the Preferred
Market Villages in order for them to continue to the village's
sustainability credentials.

A

Comment

Officer Response
help to retain existing shops and services. The proposed
approach Core Strategy does not seek to protect facilities which
are unviable.
The argument for additional residential development in villages
to sustain services is one that is frequently used. However as
noted in paragraphs 4.80 and 4.81 in the issues and options
document, this is rarely borne out where villages have taken a
significant amount of development in the past. Issues and
options question SS8 asked how we should plan for
development in rural areas. One of the options proposed was
for small-scale development in those villages that perform an
important role. This option has been taken forward and may
help to retain existing shops and services. The proposed
approach Core Strategy does not seek to protect facilities which
are unviable.
Comments noted. Proposed policy SHC2 has viability as one of
its criteria to address the possible loss of rural facilities.

In a time when rural services and facilities are contracting, it
seems like a logical idea to combine a number of facilities at one
point to gain shared economies of scale to make these services
more viable. However the LDF can only protect land for such
proposed facilities if there is a clear willingness of landowners of
such sites to develop them for this purpose. There would also
need to be a clear commitment from service operators to move
to one site before existing sites could be reused for other
purposes. The Council would be pleased to discuss any such
proposals as they come forward.
Preference of option A noted.
The smaller settlements DPD is no longer being produced
however its approach to identifying those villages which perform
an important role for some small-scale development has been
taken forward in identifying Rural Service Centres and

9

Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

I569

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly

I732

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

A

I825

Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings

A

I814

Mr Tom Brereton,
Development Land and
Planning Consultants Ltd
on behalf of site owners of
site at Lowthorpe Lane,
Nafferton

A B?

Comment
In line with Policy YH6 the Local Authority will need to identify
those Local Service Centres which it considers sustainable. It
follows that these centres should have protection policies for
rural facilities.
Our client supports the approach identified within Option A
which aims to protect rural facilities in all locations. Our client
believes that this approach will ensure the long term
sustainability of rural areas not only through the sustained
provision of rural facilities for existing people who live in rural
areas but by also ensuring that there is a sufficient level of
facilities in rural areas should local housing needs assessments
identify the necessity to provide additional housing within them.
This approach would be especially advantageous in the context
of the East Riding’s affordable housing needs.
We support the approach identified within Option A which
aims to protect rural facilities in all locations. We believe that
this approach will ensure the long term sustainability of rural
areas not only through the sustained provision of rural facilities
for existing people who live in rural areas but by also ensuring
that there is a sufficient level of facilities in rural areas should
local housing needs assessments identify the necessity to
provide additional housing within them. This approach would
be especially advantageous in the context of the East Riding's
affordable housing needs.
Rural facilities are vital to the health of the countryside as they
provide a communal focus for the residents of rural areas and
allow services to be more easily and sustainably accessed by
rural populations. In answering Option A would be more
desirable however it is likely to prove impractical and
unachievable with any strategy that moves towards urban
concentration. The proposed distribution of development set
out above recognising the role of rural settlements below that of

Officer Response
Supporting Villages. Your preference for protecting facilities in
such villages is noted.
The fact that a Local Service Centre is allocated as such in the
first instance will mean that it is capable of sustaining a
comparatively wide range of services. Limited development in
such settlements should also contribute to sustaining such
services.
Preference and reasons noted.

Preference and reasons noted.

Preference for option B and reasons noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

I891

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc

A

128

Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council

A

132
133

Humber Rural Partnership
Board
Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

A
A

Comment
Local Service Centre would however be the most appropriate
and effective way of seeking to support rural service provision
in as many rural centres as practicable. Without such formal
recognition of a hierarchy below Local Service Centre level
there is unlikely to be any focus for service provision and for
support for communities that have significant levels of
population that are dependent upon them.
Our client supports the approach identified within Option A
which aims to protect rural facilities in all locations. Our client
believes that this approach will ensure the long term
sustainability of rural areas not only through the sustained
provision of rural facilities for existing people who live in rural
areas but by also ensuring that there is a sufficient level of
facilities in rural areas should local housing needs assessments
identify the necessity to provide additional housing within them.
This approach would be especially advantageous in the context
of the East Riding’s affordable housing needs.
The East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership believes that
every community should have equitable access to services and as
such needs at least a key point from which services can be
delivered whether this be the village shop, church, village hall or
public house. That said the Partnership recognises that in some
very small settlements the retention of a physical facility may not
be viable - in these circumstances it is important to ensure that
the key infrastructure is available to support the delivery of
mobile and virtual services.
The East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership does not
support Option B which overtly provides protection to specified
settlements to the detriment of others.
There may be scope for some rationalisation without going to
the full extent of Option B - see SHC 2
It is inevitable that we will pay more attention to those
settlements which are part of an active renewal process, but we
should not abandon any of our citizens.

Officer Response

Preference and reasons noted.

In a time when rural services and facilities are contracting, it
seems like a logical idea to combine a number of facilities at one
point to gain shared economies of scale to make these services
more viable. However the LDF can only protect land for such
proposed facilities if there is a clear willingness of landowners of
such sites to develop them for this purpose. There would also
need to be a clear commitment from service operators to move
to one site before existing sites could be reused for other
purposes. The Council would be pleased to discuss any such
proposals as they come forward.
Preference of option A noted.
Support for continuing the existing approach on a pragmatic
basis noted (response to SHC 2)
Comments noted.

11

Ref
135

Consultee/Agent
Mr J Kilby

Opt
A

Comment
Option A is certainly the preferable option but there must be
the recognition that protection is not always possible.

Officer Response
We sought criteria for establishing where protection is not
justified within question SHC2 of the issues and options
document.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of SHC1

SHC2

What types of rural facilities should we seek to protect, and what criteria should we apply in assessing whether their loss is justified?
Ref
2

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Ellerby

3

Mr Robin Shucksmith

5

Mrs Anne Crick, Humber
Mental Health Teaching
NHS Trust
Duncan Ross, East
Yorkshire Primary Care
Trust

6

10

Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby
with Anlaby Common
Parish Council

Comment
Cottage Hospital beds. The criteria should be travelling distance for a
none car owner. It is entirely wrong to put patients in beds in hospitals or
homes that are more than 30 minutes away from their families and
friends.
Post Offices telephone boxes shops public houses schools - social and
cultural above purely financial considerations.
Similar criteria but at a lower level to those identified in local service
centre plus how accessible is the nearest local service centre

Officer Response
Comments Noted

Depends upon the definition of facilities. Protection of actual buildings
should not take precedence over service changes to modernise services.
Within community and primary health care services the strategic direction
of the Primary Care Trust is to re-organise services to increase the range
of services available to the majority of patients within their own location
for a wider range of clinical conditions however these new service models
require different ways of working both within and outside of existing
healthcare buildings. Core facilities such as post offices where the wider
social and economic role of the facility is greater than the title over the
door would indicate provided the local residents support the facility and it
is economically viable in the medium/longer term.
Post Offices GP surgeries local shops amenity centres to be used for
multi-purpose use. Criteria - if local transport is available the number of
elderly residents & young families who may have to travel long distances

The assumed implication of this response is that a criteria of
‘how well the facility fits into overall re-structuring of services
and new service modals to increase the range of services
available to the majority of people’ should be included to ensure
that this is a factor that is taken into account when considering
healthcare facilities. A similar criteria has been taken forward in
proposed policy SHC1which addresses the loss of land for
community facilities Local Service Centres and larger
settlements.
Comments on economic viability and other facilities noted.

Comments Noted
Comments Noted

Comments noted
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

28

Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates
Driffield Partnership
William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd
Jane Allen, Fangfoss Parish
Council
Cllr John Whittle

31
35
38
43
50
51
52
54

Mrs K. Richmond, South
Cave Parish Council
Mrs C. Binnington,
Driffield Town Council
Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council
Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council

55

Mr Christopher Hughes

57

Mr David Hammond,
Beeford Parish Council
Julie Abraham

60

Comment
to use facilities.
Viability and likely market interest should be the key factors.

Officer Response

Economic viability sustainability and meets a exceptional local need.
Those that reduce car travel.

Comments noted
Comments noted

Shops pubs community buildings transport (especially where services is
subsidised)
All facilities which provide employment give a quality of life and also a
service. Dwelling in rural surrounds needs work to be the idyll perceived
by others and support must be given and maintained.
The Council feels strongly that Option A should be part of the planning
policy.
Those that are sustainable but at the same time taking into account the
needs of ‘vulnerable’ people whoever they may be.
As a priority those associated with health and wellbeing.

Comments noted

Comments noted

Comments noted
Comments noted
Comments noted
Comments noted

Shops post offices pubs petrol stations schools nurseries garages facilities
for the elderly. This should be done based on local needs and sound
research.
Post Offices and or village shops Village pubs if it is impossible to
provide a comprehensive public transport system and therefore
impossible to take people to facilities then the facilities must stay with the
people. however with public houses there is a political aspect to this that
encompasses a far larger debate. Will the loss of a particular facility affect
the psychological concept of community? If so then they are best
protected or the result will be just a collection of disconnected houses.
For a village to lose not only its pub but post office and shop is in effect
to destroy it as a community.
Green land hedgerows: farming: rural trades their loss is not justified.

Comments noted. Settlement profiles have been produced to
gain a picture of the type and number of facilities in various
settlements.
Comments noted and the implication that a criteria of whether
or not the loss of a particular facility would affect the
psychological concept of community (pub, post office, and shop
as examples).

Shops schools PO's health facilities. Ensure that the market has been
thoroughly tested to ensure that there is no possibility of re-opening. Also
at least 2 years has elapsed.

Comments noted

Comments noted
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Ref
61
62

Consultee/Agent
Ms Helen Anderson
Mrs Pamela Austin

Comment
Economic and social
GPs shop public houses village halls and playing fields bus services parttime post offices. Use parish Reviews and the opinions of the providers
of the service. Perhaps a slight charge or support could retain services.

66

Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby
Conservation Society

Include post offices and 'corner' shops and village halls etc. Lack of use
by residents should be main consideration in justifying loss of facilities

67

Mrs Sylvia Sheard,
Millington Parish Council
Mr S. Young, Bubwith
Parish Council
Phillippa Edwards, G V A
Grimley on behalf of
Horstine Farmery
Mr Mike Jackson,
Nafferton Parish Council
Cllr Kate Gray

Shops post offices village halls schools surgeries pubs cafes. Viability as
described in 8.7
Healthcare facilities shops

72
81
87
90
108
118
119

G M V Winn and Co
W Buckle, Wetwang Parish
Council
Julia Billany, Ottringham
Parish Council

120

Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council

126

Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership

Officer Response
Comments noted
The LDF cannot implement the charging of the users of rural
facilities or allocate funding to keep facilities open, however we
can take into account actions of others who may choose these
approaches.
Lack of use could come under the approach of assessing the
extent to which a facility is economically viable. Although it is
accepted that some facilities may be used comparatively often
but still remain unviable.
Comments Noted
Comments Noted

Health facilities Community facilities Local convenience shops/post
offices Public transport links and services

Comments Noted

We should protect rural post offices. Also letterboxes phone boxes etc.

Comments Noted

Many existing community facilities protecting post offices - with greater
service facilities. Residents do not always have ???? + ??? health
appointments difficult to attend.
See comments under SHC 1
Shops public houses doctors surgeries schools and fuel stations.

Comments Noted

Contribution to the economy - e.g. arable farm land food production
providing local employment etc.
GPs shop public houses village halls and playing fields bus services parttime post offices use parish reviews and the opinions of the providers of
the service. Perhaps a slight change or support could retain services.
Every community should have a space where it can come together to
provide mutual support and assistance. Such a space should include
access to communication networks and internet access making it a place
where service providers can hook up and support communities with key

Please refer to the officer response to SHC1 comments.
Comments Noted
In the context of this chapter of the document, local
employment is not classed as a service or facility as such as it is
dealt with under the prosperous economy section of the
document.
Comments Noted. We would be keen to be informed of any
particular Parish Reviews that are taking place. We are also aware
of Parish and Town Plans that are being prepared.
The LDF can only protect land for such proposed facilities if
there is a clear willingness of landowners of such sites to develop
them for this purpose. There would also need to be a clear
commitment from service operators to use such sites. The
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
outreach services.

I570

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly
Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

The Assembly does not wish to comment on this issue as it raises no
regional concerns but notes that the general direction of policy would be
in line with the RSS.
Our client believes that the following types of rural facilities should be
protected where they will sustain existing and future local needs and
where their continued use will remain viable: - Grocery Shops; - Post
Office; - Schools/Nurseries; - Health Centres; - Public Houses; and Village Halls/Community facilities.
Our client believes that the following types of rural facilities should be
protected where they will sustain existing and future local needs and
where their continued use will remain viable: - Grocery Shops; - Post
Office; - Schools/Nurseries; - Health Centres; - Public Houses; and Village Halls/Community facilities.
PO, Shops, Village Hall, School, Church
Consultation with local people.

I733

I892

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc

130

Ms Avril Russell,
Thorngumbald Parish
Council
Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council

128

131
132
133

C O’Connor, Hornsea
Town Council
Humber Rural partnership
Board
Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

Every community should have a space where it can come together to
provide mutual support and assistance. Such a space should include
access to communication networks and internet access making it a place
where service providers can hook up and support communities with key
outreach services.
Cottage Hospitals. Post Offices.
This is a very sensitive topic and local priorities vary. The existing
approach seems to work well on a pragmatic basis.
(a) Transport links. Even hamlets should have access to a two-way bus
journey once a week.This would mean for example a bus arriving at 10.00
and departing soon after, arriving in a Principal Town by 11.00 and
departing on the return journey after at least 2 hours, and returning. I.e.
A visitor should be able to make a meaningful visit, and a resident should
be able to both make use of a service such as a doctor in the principal
town and do some shopping before return. It would be useful in small

Officer Response
Council would be pleased to discuss any such proposals as they
come forward.
Comments Noted
Comments on suggested facilities noted.

Comments on suggested facilities noted.

Comments on suggested facilities noted.
The LDF can only protect land for such proposed facilities if
there is a clear willingness of landowners of such sites to develop
them for this purpose. There would also need to be a clear
commitment from service operators to use such sites. The
Council would be pleased to discuss any such proposals as they
come forward.
Comments Noted
Comments Noted
(a) There is only a limited amount of funding available to
subsidise bus services that would not be viable on passenger
numbers alone. The Council is continually working with public
transport providers to target subsidy where it would have the
most impact in terms of providing a valuable service.
(b) The Council provides such services at its Customer Service
Centres and Libraries. In rural areas we provide access to
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

134

Mr M Cromack, Preston
Parish Council

135

Mr J Kilby

136

Martine Gabriel. Beverley
Town Council

Comment
settlements to consider whether this could be linked with school
transport provision for at least one direction.(b) Post Office or other
basic shop. The council should consider whether sole remaining shops
could be rewarded for giving some council services e.g. provision of a
range of leaflets and basic advice on getting in touch. Possibly even a
computer link.(c) Primary School. Long-term views should be taken on
whether a primary school is viable.If the size is close to the limits
consideration should be given as to whether a modest development of
(say) 10% extra dwellings in the shape of affordable homes for young
couples might tip the balance for the survival of the school, or at least for
survival of entry classes as part of a collegiate system. Clearly this would
only occasionally make the difference, but it should be considered.(d) A
communal centre of some kind. This is even more important if the
school disappears. The East Riding should look at ways of liasing with
the Parish Council (and perhaps the local church/chapel) to ensure that
some facility survives. Even medium size parishes might not be able to
buy a hall outright, but it might still be possible to set up a deal which
would not cost the East Riding disproportionately in the long term.
Protect all.
Consultation with Parish Councils/Local Communities.

Education - pre-school and primary children cannot safely travel to a
different location without expensive support from the LEA.
Transport availability. Protection of Post Offices seems to move against
the tide. It is important to be aware that 'facilities' create communities.
Everything that allows residents to lead a full life, be educated and die
happy without travelling.

Officer Response
services through travelling libraries. Any additional costs to
subsidise the provision of services in local shops would not
provide the same quality of service and would divert funding
away from the Council’s existing services.
(c) This is a factor being considered through the Spatial Strategy
element of the Core Strategy in establishing an approach on
whether or not to identify rural settlements that play an
important role, where small-scale development may be
appropriate. However as paragraph 4.80 in the issues and
options document notes, small-scale residential development is
unlikely to make any significant difference in retaining education
facilities.
(d) The LDF can only protect land for such newly proposed
facilities if there is a clear willingness of landowners of such sites
to develop them for this purpose. The Council would be pleased
to discuss any such proposals as they come forward.
Preference to protect all facilities noted. There is already an
existing system in place for consulting Parish and Town
Councils on certain planning applications we will continue to
involve Parish Councils and local communities in the
preparation of the Local Development Framework.
Comments Noted

Comments Noted

Paragraph 8.12 – Leisure and open space
Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment

Officer Response
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Ref
I480

Consultee/Agent
Mrs C. Hird, Snaith and
Cowick Parish Council

14

Revd Stephen Cope

Comment
Entertainment facilities are limited in Snaith to sporting issues such as
football. the nearest cinema is ten miles away in West Yorkshire with no
public transport link.
Churchyards (open and closed) should not be forgotten as leisure and
open space resources (as well as environmental areas).

Officer Response
Comments Noted, the Council will seek to protect such
entertainment facilities if any become established in the town.
Comments Noted

Paragraph 8.13 – Leisure and open space
Ref
I187

Consultee/Agent
Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

Comment
Natural England welcomes the assessment of all public open space and
the assessment of availability quality and management which can then be
used to inform decisions on future provision of community greenspace in
areas of deficiency. The East Riding of Yorkshire Council should aim for
no net loss of open space.

Officer Response
Comments Noted

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of SHC2

SHC3

How should we deal with any surplus land and buildings belonging to health, education and other community facilities?
Option A – There should be a preference to retain the site (or part of it) for other forms of community use. If there is no demand for
further necessary community facilities or there is already sufficient provision, the site could be used for other purposes?
Option B – We should let the market suggest how the site should be redeveloped
If you support Option A, should the policy apply only to those settlements to be identified through the Spatial Strategy where there may
be a demand for other types of community services and facilities?
Responses with no further comments
Driffield Partnership; Mrs C. Binnington, Driffield Town Council; Mrs Judith Macklin, Cottingham Parish Council; Mrs Pamela Austin; Mrs M. Barker,
Option A –
Swanland Parish Council; Mr S. Young, Bubwith Parish Council; Mr Mike Jackson, Nafferton Parish Council; Cllr Kate Gray; Mrs Kathy West, Hessle
Town Council; Mr Jamie Pyper, Signet Planning Ltd on behalf of Southwell County Homes and Makinder; W Buckle, Wetwang Parish Council; Mrs
Paula King, Bridlington Town Council; Mr James Durham;

17

Option B –

Ref
2
3
6

Mr Ian Scruton; Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury Associates on behalf of Strawsons Development / Omnivale Ltd; Mrs Anne Crick, Humber Mental
Health Teaching NHS Trust; William Lee, Albanwise Ltd; Ms Helen Anderson; Mr Keith Kaye; Phillippa Edwards, G V A Grimley on behalf of
Horstine Farmery; I W Scruton, Scruton; G M V Winn and Co; Ms M Lewis, NLP Planning on behalf of Persimmon Homes (East Yorkshire) Ltd; Ms
Jan Crowther, Easington Parish Council;
Opt
A
A
A

Comment
It should apply to all settlements
No they should be applied according to expressed local needs.
No each site should be reviewed on an individual basis to assess
wider opportunities.

Officer Response
Comments noted
Comments noted- could be a criteria in answer to SHC2
Comments noted- could be a criteria in answer to SHC2

A

No - all settlements

Comments noted

39

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Ellerby
Mr Robin Shucksmith
Duncan Ross, East
Yorkshire Primary Care
Trust
Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby
with Anlaby Common
Parish Council
Louise Reevell

A

No

43

Cllr John Whittle

A

44

Mr Mark Johnson,
Yorkshire Ambulance
Service

B

49

Rose Freeman, The
Theatres Trust

A

No - throughout. I would put in stronger than 'preference' 'commitment' perhaps.
The YAS objects to the wording in this section. The Yorkshire
Ambulance Service is currently undergoing a strategic review of
all its ambulance locations in response to tighter government
targets on emergency response times. That review requires the
YAS in certain cases to close stations and use the receipt from
the sale of those premises to then develop more modern
facilities in locations where response times can be reduced. The
YAS objects to SHC3 Option A where the policy approach
would interfere with the disposal of existing sites and thereby
jeopardise the YAS strategy of finding and constructing more
suitable locations.
We agree that existing facilities should be supported and
protected as without such a policy it could become difficult to
retain an essential community asset particularly where land
values become higher for an alternative use. This policy should
also state that the loss of an existing facility will be resisted
unless it can be demonstrated that the facility is no longer
needed or it can be established that the services provided by the

Preference not to apply the policy just to settlements identified
through the spatial strategy noted.
Comments noted.

10

Objection to the policy approach in option A noted. Although
an approach of retaining a site for community uses may result in
a lower capital receipt for the sale of surplus sites, it is more than
just this policy approach within the Core Strategy that would
determine whether uses such as housing or retail are suitable on
certain sites. Proposed policy SHC1 addresses the concern
expressed by including criteria allowing the loss of land from
community use if the loss is part of a wider proposal to improve
service provision in the locality.
Alternative suggested policy approaches noted. There is nothing
within the preferred approach Core Strategy which stops new
proposals coming forward and these proposals will be assessed
against the level of need identified by the applicant and the
assessments of need referred to.
The LDF can only protect land for newly proposed facilities if
there is a clear willingness of landowners of such sites to develop
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

50

Mrs K. Richmond, South
Cave Parish Council
Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council
Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council
Mr Christopher Hughes

A

Mr David Hammond,
Beeford Parish Council
Ms Maureen Dale
Mr Roger Jones, Humber
& Wolds Rural
Community Council
Julie Abraham
Miss K. E. Laister, Ferriby
Conservation Society
Mr Dennis Peckett,
Beverley & District Civic
Society
Mr M Guest
Cllr Winifred I Knight

A

52
54
55
57
58
59
60
66
71
74
88

A

Comment
facility can be served in an alternative location or manner that is
equally accessible by the community. This policy should also
allow for new development of community and cultural facilities
even though there are theatres in nearby cities the district might
well have demand for an arts centre or other cultural activity. It
is important that local authorities carry out thorough and
rigorous assessments of need for open space sport recreation
theatre and cultural facilities in line with PPG17 to reflect local
distinctiveness. Efforts should be made to ensure that young
people and other hard to reach groups are engaged in
discussions about the use of space and community design and
opportunities for the provision of combined cultural activity
spaces should be explored.
This Council considers that Option A the retention of surplus
land should be for community use.
Yes

Officer Response
them for this purpose. The Council would be pleased to discuss
any such proposals.
The Council has adopted a Statement of Community
involvement, which sets out its commitment to engage with all
sectors of society in producing planning documents and
determining planning applications.
Proposed policy SHC1 addresses concern expressed by
including criteria for existing facilities to adequately serve
identified needs as one of the criteria which could justify the loss
of a facility or land in community use.

Comments noted

A

Apply to all settlements

Comments noted

B

Comments noted

A
A

The land must remain in public ownership once gone it will be
almost impossible to regain.
Option A - 3 question marks in the box Part of a Parish Council
should be consulted on the other purposes.
Local opinions should be sought
No. Valuable community facility in any settlement.

Comments noted
Comments noted

A
A

All communities.
No

Comments noted
Comments noted

A

No

Comments noted

A
A

NO
Cottingham needs meeting places. We have a school in a

Comments noted
Comments noted. Proposed policy SHC1 seeks to preserve

Comments noted

Comments noted
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

119

Julia Billany, Ottringham
Parish Council

A

126

Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership

I141

Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates

A

I297

Ms Janet Harris

A

I571

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly
Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on

I734

B

Comment
Conservation area declared surplus to requirements. The
community needs this especially since the building used for
youth activity was demolished without compensation to make
way for the new Hallgate School. It displaced cubs scouts guides
brownies and a nursery facility.
This should apply in all settlements and there should be scope
for this to be determined within and by the community itself.
A third option containing elements of option A & B should be
devised. The East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership is
concerned that this question confines itself to healthand
education; it should be broadened to include any other publicly
owned property which becomes surplus to requirements e.g.
County Farm buildings. The options provided are too simplistic
- the policy should provide for a tailored and innovative
approach based on the needs of an individual settlement. For
example a redundant school building or county farm buildings
could be used to work with a social landlord to create affordable
housing care homes etc.
Option A - with the proviso that any future uses should
represent the views of the local community not the financial (or
other) imperatives of other organisations.

I would strongly support Option A whereby existing surplus
buildings are recycled to respond to any community need. This
could provide flexible and relatively cost-effective solutions to
local issues.
The Assembly does not wish to comment on this issue as it
raises no regional concerns but notes that the general direction
of policy would be in line with the RSS.
In regard to the redevelopment of surplus land or buildings
belonging to health education and other community facilities

Officer Response
community facilities such as the school in Cottingham.

Comments Noted. The involvement of the community is
something which is sought by proposed policy SHC 1 in
deciding the importance of facilities and developing solutions to
enable their retention.
The question was not confined to just health and education
facilities- these are just two examples of the sort of facilities the
question was concerned with, ‘other community facilities’ is also
stated within the question.
Preference to include any other publicly owned property as part
of the approach noted, as well as the suggestion for tailored
approaches to each settlement.

Comments Noted. The involvement of the community is
something which is sought by proposed policy SHC 1 in
deciding the importance of facilities and developing solutions to
enable their retention. The standard of community involvement
when the Council determines applications is set out in the
Councils adopted Statement of Community Involvement.
Comments Noted

Comments Noted
Preference for option B and support for using the criteria from
paragraph 8.7 within the issues and options document, to assess
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Ref

Consultee/Agent
behalf of Barratt Homes

Opt

I893

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc

B

Comment
our Client supports the approach identified within Option B.
Our client believes that in circumstances where the continued
use of surplus land or buildings belonging to health education or
other community facilities is no longer required to meet local
needs or is no longer viable the Council should adopt a flexible
and market responsive approach to their redevelopment in
order to ensure the efficient and effective future use of the
redundant land or buildings. Through the application of the
above identified criteria in assessing the redevelopment potential
of surplus community facilities this approach will ensure that
surplus land or buildings previously used for community uses
will be afforded sufficient protection for this use where they are
required to meet local needs and where their continued use
remains viable. However in circumstances where their continued
use does not meet these criteria through adopting a market
orientated approach in assessing their potential redevelopment
the Council will endorse the flexible and responsive release of
surplus land or buildings for redevelopment which will ensure
an efficient and effective future use of land in the East Riding.
In regard to the redevelopment of surplus land or buildings
belonging to health education and other community facilities
our Client supports the approach identified within Option B.
Our client believes that in circumstances where the continued
use of surplus land or buildings belonging to health education or
other community facilities is no longer required to meet local
needs or is no longer viable the Council should adopt a flexible
and market responsive approach to their redevelopment in
order to ensure the efficient and effective future use of the
redundant land or buildings. Through the application of the
above identified criteria in assessing the redevelopment potential
of surplus community facilities this approach will ensure that
surplus land or buildings previously used for community uses
will be afforded sufficient protection for this use where they are
required to meet local needs and where their continued use
remains viable. However in circumstances where their continued

Officer Response
whether the loss of a facility is justified noted. The issues of a
facility no longer required to meet local needs or no longer being
viable are two of the criteria being used by proposed policy
SHC1 to address the potential loss of land and buildings for
community facilities.

Preference for option B and support for using the criteria from
paragraph 8.7 within the issues and options document, to assess
whether the loss of a facility is justified noted. The issues of a
facility no longer required to meet local needs or no longer being
viable are two of the criteria being used by proposed policy
SHC1 to address the potential loss of land and buildings for
community facilities.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

130

Ms Avril Russell,
Thorngumbald Parish
Council
Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council

A

128

131
132
133

134
135

C O’Connor, Hornsea
Town Council
Humber Rural Partnership
Board
Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

A

Mr M Cromack, Preston
Parish Council
Mr J Kilby

A

A
A

A

Comment
use does not meet these criteria through adopting a market
orientated approach in assessing their potential redevelopment
the Council will endorse the flexible and responsive release of
surplus land or buildings for redevelopment which will ensure
an efficient and effective future use of land in the East Riding.
No

Officer Response

A third option containing elements of option A & B should be
devised. The East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership is
concerned that this question confines itself to health
and education; it should be broadened to include any other
publicly owned property which becomes surplus to
requirements e.g. County Farm buildings.

The question was not confined to just health and education
facilities- these are just two examples of the sort of facilities the
question was concerned with, ‘other community facilities’ is also
stated within the question.
Preference to include any other publicly owned property as part
of the approach noted, as well as the suggestion for tailored
approaches to each settlement.

The options provided are too simplistic - the policy should
provide for a tailored and innovative approach based on the
needs of an individual settlement. For example, a redundant
school building or county farm buildings could be used to work
with a social landlord to create affordable housing, care homes
etc.
No, apply to all settlements
Perhaps it should say ‘previously used for’ rather than
‘belonging to’….
Not only those settlements identified in the Spatial Strategy, but
if the facility could not even pay its running costs with a
contribution from the Parish Council it is hard to see how its
continued maintenance could be justified.
Yes
First priority to Option A. Even in a rural village, open spaces
may be important and playing fields usually need to be retained.
In some circumstances Option B should be taken.

Comments Noted

Comments noted
Comments noted
Comments noted

Comments noted
Comments noted. We would welcome your further comments
on what circumstances you would consider option B justifiable.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

136

Martine Gabriel. Beverley
Town Council

A

Comment
Any other comments?
Market forces should never be given free reign. There is not
much sense in allowing a village to lose its facilities and
subsequently increasing its population.
No

Officer Response

Comments noted

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of SHC3

SHC4

How can we best encourage mixed and multi-purpose uses?
Option A – Develop a policy that supports mixed and multi-purpose uses of sites/buildings for service provision
Option B – There is sufficient guidance in national planning statements
Responses with no further comments
Mr John Ellerby; Mr Robin Shucksmith; Mr Ian Scruton; Mrs Anne Crick, Humber Mental Health Teaching NHS Trust; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire
Option A –

Option B –
Ref
54
92

Primary Care Trust; Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury Associates on behalf of Strawsons Development / Omnivale Ltd; Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with
Anlaby Common Parish Council; William Lee, Albanwise Ltd; Louise Reevell; Cllr John Whittle; Mrs K. Richmond, South Cave Parish Council; Mrs C.
Binnington, Driffield Town Council; Mr R. Vickers, Tickton & Routh Parish Council; Mr Christopher Hughes; Mr David Hammond, Beeford Parish
Council; Mr Roger Jones, Humber & Wolds Rural Community Council; Julie Abraham; Mrs Pamela Austin; Mrs M. Barker, Swanland Parish Council; Mr
Dennis Peckett, Beverley & District Civic Society; Mr S. Young, Bubwith Parish Council; Mr M Guest; Cllr Kate Gray; Mrs Kathy West, Hessle Town
Council; I W Scruton, Scruton; W Buckle, Wetwang Parish Council; Julia Billany, Ottringham Parish Council; Mrs Paula King, Bridlington Town
Council; Karen Wood, East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership; Ms Avril Russell, Thorngumbald Parish Council; Ms Jan Crowther, Easington Parish
Council; Helen Wright, Rural Policy and Partnerships, East Riding of Yorkshire Council, C O’Connor, Hornsea Town Council; Humber Rural
Partnership Board; Mr M Cromack, Preston Parish Council; Martine Gabriel. Beverley Town Council
Ms Helen Anderson; Mr Mike Jackson, Nafferton Parish Council; G M V Winn and Co; Susanna Sanlon, Barton Willmore Partnership on behalf of
Central Land Holdings; Mr James Durham

Consultee/Agent
Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council
Mrs Ingrid Khan

Opt
A
B

Comment
But within reasonable access of local people considering public
transport links.
An ability to relate housing sites conveniently to nearby
employment facilities already exists and similarly employment to

Officer Response
Comments noted
Comments noted
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

115

Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd

B

I231

I572
I735

I826

Comment
housing. There now appears a good mix of proximity between
housing sites and employment sites in East Riding - i.e.
Melton/Brough Pocklington town/Barmby Moor and Airfield
Humber Bridge park and Hessle etc and this should continue.
National planning statements provide sufficient guidance on
encouraging mixed and multi-purpose uses.

Officer Response

Councillor Symon
Fraser, East Riding of
Yorkshire Councillor
for Driffield and Rural

Encourage more joint working between communities and both
public and private agencies to explore how facilities can be used
and services can be provided for residents and visitors.

Comments noted

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly
Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

The Assembly does not wish to comment on this issue as it
raises no regional concerns but notes that the general direction
of policy would be in line with the RSS.
Our client believes that there is sufficient guidance within
national planning statements which encourages mixed and
multi-purpose uses within future developments. To this regard
our client believes that through the introduction of more
specific policies within the Local Development Framework the
Council would increase the level of policy restraint on future
development within the East Riding. Consequently our client
believes that the approach identified within Option B would be
sufficient in promoting mixed and multi-purpose use
developments within the East Riding and would ensure a
flexible and responsive approach to meeting the development
demands of the area.
We believe that there is sufficient guidance within the national
planning statements which encourages mixed and multi
purposes uses within future developments. With regard to this
we consider that through the introduction of more specific
policies within the Local Development Framework the Council
would increase the level of policy restraint on the future
development within the East Riding. Consequently we consider

Comments noted

Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings

B?

B

Comments noted

Comments noted

Comments noted
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

I894

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc

B

133

Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

A

135

Mr J Kilby

A

Comment
that the approach identified within Option B would be sufficient
in promoting mixed and multi purpose use developments within
the East Riding and would ensure a flexible and responsive
approach to meeting the demands of the area.
Our client believes that there is sufficient guidance within
national planning statements which encourages mixed and
multi-purpose uses within future developments. To this regard
our client believes that through the introduction of more
specific policies within the Local Development Framework the
Council would increase the level of policy restraint on future
development within the East Riding. Consequently our client
believes that the approach identified within Option B would be
sufficient in promoting mixed and multi-purpose use
developments within the East Riding and would ensure a
flexible and responsive approach to meeting the development
demands of the area.
Mixed use is not always easy, even if there is a degree of give
and take. It is often easiest if the building is designed or
redesigned for mixed use, and at minimum there must be
adequate provision for the building actually being opened and
cleaned appropriately for its dual (triple?) use.
Multi-purpose uses bringing communities together; therefore
this is preferable to scattered dispersal of facilities.

Officer Response

Comments noted

Comments noted

Comments noted

Paragraph 8.16 – Developer contributions
Ref
I996

Consultee/Agent
Paul Bellotti, ERYC

Comment
In terms of biodiversity developer contributions should not just be used
to compensate for the loss of biodiversity they should also be used to
gain enhancement for biodiversity in-line with PPS9

Officer Response
Comments noted

Paragraph 8.18 – Developer contributions
Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment

Officer Response
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Ref
I328

Consultee/Agent
Mr Zulficar Ali,
Environment Agency

I490

Mr Matthew Reid,
Principal Leisure, Tourism
and Culture Policy Officer,
East Riding Of Yorkshire
Council

Comment
We welcome the importance placed upon the improvements to flood
defences including drainage infrastructure. The Agency would be willing
to work very closely with ERYC and developers in terms of compiling
developer contributions in dealing with drainage and flood defence
infrastructure.
Pg 113 Developers Contributions: In paragraph 8.18 you request readers
views on how Developers Contributions should be prioritised. I would
suggest that some form of priority is given to the provision of Green
Space/Play Space. There is mounting evidence of the value of play space
and green space/open spaces to local communities in government
publications. Additionally the Council's recent adoption of the East
Riding Sport & Active Recreation Strategy and East Riding Play Strategy
both highlight the value of open spaces/more formal play spaces and
importantly the Council's commitment to the continued provision of
such facilities. It is also worth noting that one of the 198 National
Performance Indicators refers specifically to this issue 'Children and
young peoples satisfaction with parks and play areas' and it could also be
argued that NI 8 and NI 110 ‘Adult participation in sport’ & ‘Young
people’s participation in positive activities' (two of the thirty five priority
indicators in the draft East Riding Local Area Agreement) will also be
effected by adequate levels of open space/play space. Additionally the
Government is investing £235 million in play areas/opportunities and the
Council has just been awarded Pathfinder status (and £2.5 million) to
improve the provision of play space across East Riding. From a more
general perspective I would also suggest that Developers Contributions
should be used to contribute towards cultural projects and facilities to
enhance the cultural offer particularly in communities with multiple
deprivation in accordance with the priority areas outlined in both the
Council's Cultural Strategy and Sustainable Community Plan.

Officer Response
Comments and support noted

Support for prioritising the seeking of developer contributions
for Green Space/Play Space, and cultural projects and facilities
noted.
Provision of open space will be refined by production of an
Open Space Strategy which will develop local standards of open
space provision that the LDF will adopt.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of SHC4
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SHC5

What types of infrastructure should we prioritise in seeking developer contributions? Are there any particular locations where
improvements to infrastructure are required?
Ref
2

Consultee/Agent
Mr John Ellerby

3
5

Mr Robin Shucksmith
Mrs Anne Crick, Humber
Mental Health Teaching
NHS Trust
Duncan Ross, East
Yorkshire Primary Care
Trust
Robert Deanwood, Sport
England

6
9

10

Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby
with Anlaby Common
Parish Council

Comment
Sports facilities playing fields public halls. Hornsea is particularly short of
sports pitches for young people
Community buildings playgrounds amenity areas
Flood defenses, public transport, transport infrastructure, other
infrastructure as highlighted as a local need.

Officer Response
Comments Noted

Flood defenses and drainage infrastructure, Transport infrastructure,
Facilities for children adolescents & young people

Comments Noted

Sport and Recreation facility provision has a key role to play in the
creation of healthy and sustainable communities. As well as meeting
sport/recreation needs of the community, facilities can contribute
towards improving health and education and reducing anti-social
behavior. Sport England therefore considers that when examining
community infrastructure provision associated with new development,
the approach taken to sport/recreation facility provision should be
similar to that taken to education and health facilities. As the list of
community facilities and infrastructure within paragraph 8.18 does not
specifically mention sport and recreational facilities, Sport England would
request the inclusion of a sport and recreation facilities under the banner
of 'other'.
In turn, the priority accorded to the type of infrastructure that should be
collected through developer contributions should be dependent on the
type, size and scale of development and the impact that the development
has on existing community infrastructure. Following the establishment of
the principle and broad scope developer contributions, negotiation in the
light of local circumstances will be critical.
Public transport for rural areas - min buses? Health care - integrated care
centres and large GP surgeries to be sited at some local service centres
lessening distance to travel to hospital for tests.

Support noted for the approach taken to sport/recreation
facility provision to be similar to the approach to education and
health facilities. The list of community facilities and
infrastructure in paragraph 8.18 within the issues and options
consultation was purely the list we consulted on at the preconsultation events and not an indication of the all the facilities
and infrastructure we have decided to prioritise.
A preference to vary the type of infrastructure funded by the
type, scale, and size of development has been noted.
We are whether or not to introduce a Community Infrastructure
Levy. Although the levy would be a fixed charge. The charge can
vary for each different type of development although this would
be based on viability considerations. A standard community
infrastructure levy charge is unlikely to be flexible, as it will have
been established by an agreed methodology through the planmaking process. Section 106 agreements on the other hand are
generally much more flexible.

Comments Noted
Comments Noted

Comments Noted
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Ref
15

Consultee/Agent
Kerry Lawson, Barton
Willmore on behalf of
Wykeland ltd

27

Eamonn Keogh, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Redrow Homes
(Yorkshire) Ltd

28

Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates

29

Ms Liz Charnock, Howden
Town Council

Comment
We believe that when seeking developer contributions the Council need
to assess the infrastructural requirements associated with each
development on a site by site basis potentially set out within the
Community Infrastructure Levy. Rather than simply identify a check list'
of contributions to be sought our client believes that through adopting a
responsive approach to meeting the specific area in which it is to be
located this will ensure that realistic and practical contributions are sought
by the Council and thus not place and unnecessary restrictions on land
supply and future development in the area.
The infrastructure listed in paragraph 8.18 may all be appropriate in
certain circumstances. We would, however, draw the Council’s attention
to the tests set out in Circular 05/05 that a planning obligation must be:
I. Relevant to planning;
II. Necessary to make the proposed development acceptable in planning
terms;
III. Directly related to the proposed development;
IV. Fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the proposed
development; and
V. Reasonable in all other respects.
It would therefore be inappropriate for the Council to prioritise
improvements if they do not relate to all parts of the East Riding. A
flexible approach would be more appropriate which seeks to relate any
justifiable requirements for contributions to the priorities most relevant
to the development scheme providing the contribution. The requirement
for developer contributions should be justified through a Development
Plan Document and Supplementary Planning Document prepared in
accordance with advice in Circular 05/2005 and other relevant guidance.
Developer contributions should only be sought where they are necessary
and reasonably related in scale and kind to the effects of the
development. National guidance is clear on this.
This must depend on the particular circumstances of the location eg in
Howden drainage is a crucial issue. but we do not want to see this
resulting in the abandonment of developer contributions to recreational
facilities.

Officer Response
We have started an infrastructure study, which will establish the
amount and type of infrastructure required to deliver the amount
of development envisaged by the LDF. This will help to
establish the infrastructure requirements within each new
development. Any introduction of a Community Infrastructure
Levy would look to fill in the gaps in funding required to deliver
infrastructure improvements to bring about the development
envisaged.
Reference to Circular 05/05 noted for planning obligations,
however these tests mentioned will not be carried forward in the
same form for any introduction of the Community
Infrastructure Levy as CIL is also intended to collect revenue to
mitigate the wider impacts of development rather than purely
those directly related to a development. We note the issue of
varying infrastructure needs across the East Riding, and we are
about to start an infrastructure study to look at what is needed in
different areas. A flexible approach will be used for developer
contributions. In the meantime, we have been keen to establish
what types of infrastructure people generally consider to be
more important in seeking developer contributions.

This guidance relates to planning obligations however any
introduction of the Community Infrastructure Levy will collect
revenue to mitigate the wider impacts of development rather
than purely those directly related to a development.
Comments noted. We will be looking at the varying
infrastructure needs of different areas.
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Ref
31

Consultee/Agent
Driffield Partnership

35
39
43

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd
Louise Reevell
Cllr John Whittle

47

Dr Amy Crowther, RSPB

48

Mr Garth Hanlan, Savills
on behalf of St John's
College, Cambridge

Comment
Transport infrastructure - Town centre improvements for town centre
edge of centre developments plus out of town retail developments Community safety - Community facilities
Goods and people transit.
Flood defenses and transport infrastructure improvements.
Public transport needs more support. Intelligent planning can make a
difference in this area - and s106 would help. I would go along with flood
defence and drainage infrastructure as well but would be loathed to lose
the original benefits - those of affordable housing and public open space.
Infrastructure you should prioritise in seeking developer contributions
including SUDS wildlife corridors.
Cost implications for the developers - With regards to areas that have
specific physical or socio-economic geographical issues, developer
contributions should be tailored towards addressing these local issues.
For example, areas which are more susceptible to flooding, such as
Goole, should see a higher proportions of such developer contributions
go towards generic local flood defences which would benefit the wider
community and not just satisfy the interests of specific developers who
wish to locate to the areas.
The concept and principle of planning obligations arising from proposed
new developments is of course enshrined within PPG's/PPS's and of
course Circular advice. In assessing new development proposals, the
Council must have regard to the proper approach which is advocated by
the Circular and the five tests that accompany the guidance. It is
important in this context for the relevant authorities to be mindful of the
viability of new development proposals and thus it is important that the
Council identify priority lists on the assumption that certain elements may
well need to be excluded from a list on the basis of deliverability of the
scheme, which is of course at the heart of current policy formation.
In our view, those matters which should take priority are the necessary
contributions that may arise as a result of the technical requirements
needed to bring forward the development and in the case of
developments in Goole for example, these should be related to the
provision of necessary flood risk works and other infrastructural

Officer Response
Comments noted
Comments noted
Comments noted
Comments noted

Comments noted
Reference to Circular 05/05 noted for planning obligations,
however these tests mentioned will not be carried forward in the
same form for any introduction of the Community
Infrastructure Levy as CIL is also intended to collect revenue to
mitigate the wider impacts of development rather than purely
those directly related to a development. We note the issue of
varying infrastructure needs across the East Riding, and we are
about to start an infrastructure study to look at what is needed in
different areas.
Comments relating to the infrastructure needs of Goole and to
focus on technical requirements noted.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

49

Rose Freeman, The
Theatres Trust

50

Mrs K. Richmond, South
Cave Parish Council

51

Mrs C. Binnington,
Driffield Town Council
Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council
Mrs Judith Macklin,
Cottingham Parish Council

52
53
54

Mrs S A Spence, Airmyn
Parish Council

55

Mr Christopher Hughes

57

Mr David Hammond,
Beeford Parish Council
Mr Roger Jones, Humber
& Wolds Rural

59

Comment
requirements e.g. highways.
It is important that the need for developer contributions for the future
development of infrastructure for community and cultural activities is
identified as a policy in the Core Strategy and you may want to broaden
this out in the form of a supplementary planning document which should
develop detailed guidance setting out what achievements are expected
from section 106 agreements and addressing cultural provision. Investing
time and resources in such a document will set down clearly what is
required of the developer and other funding partners.
It is considered that developer contributions should be made at a
threshold of one and that it should be applicable to the nature of the
development and that contributions should be spent locally (within the
community of the development).
These should include town centre improvements community facilities
and community safety.
We agree that flood defence and transport infrastructure are the greatest
priorities for developer contributions.
Traffic congestion and drainage issues. Looking at flash flooding issues.
These three issues were raised by the public during the consultation
exercise to prepare a Community Plan for Cottingham.
Implement a policy where S106 agreements resulting in community
benefit are placed on single dwelling developments and all industrial
development. Introduce the provision of roads and footpaths into the
range of benefits to be derived from S106 agreements. This will help to
develop company ownership in the area in which businesses are situated
and promote the government's policy for less use of motorised
transportation.
Fixed contributions such as flood defences and drainage. Biodiversity and
green spaces and perhaps transport infrastructure. Transient
contributions such as transport training etc are difficult to enforce and
may move on ceasing to be an asset to that particular community.
In rural locations a massive investment is required in the drainage and
sewage areas.
Driffield Town Centre.

Officer Response
The preferred approach Core Strategy policy SHC3 does set out
the need for developer contributions to meet the need for new
infrastructure and facilities to facilitate new developments.
Either a CIL charging schedule or Supplementary Planning
Document will be used to set out a detailed mechanism for
obtaining developer contributions. A policy purely for gaining
developer contributions for community and cultural activities is
therefore not required.
Comments noted

Comments noted
Comments noted
Comments noted
Comments noted

Comments noted

Comments noted
Comments noted
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Ref
60

Consultee/Agent
Community Council
Julie Abraham

61
62

Ms Helen Anderson
Mrs Pamela Austin

63

Mrs M. Barker, Swanland
Parish Council
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Hull Ionians RUFC
(Holdings) Ltd

68

71
72
74
86

Mr Dennis Peckett,
Beverley & District Civic
Society
Mr S. Young, Bubwith
Parish Council
Mr M Guest
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Peter Ward Homes Ltd

Comment

Officer Response

Flood defences health care transport. Improvements are needed in the
short-term and also longer-term to flood defences along the River
Humber. the EA will be doing the minimum necessary and new
developments such as Melton Park will be having to provide their own
defences.
Education and Health
in order of priority 1) transport infrastructure improvements 2) health
care 3) public transport 4) biodiversity + green space 5) flood defences +
drainage infrastructure) linked 6) crime prevention 7) education +
training (colleges should work with developers re work experience and
staff training to increase employer opportunities. Should be
entrepreneurial enough to fund it mostly themselves.
Agree that priority be given to Transport and Road improvements and in
relevant areas Flood Defence.
Developer contributions to infrastructure should be directly related to the
scale and nature of the development proposed. Developers should not be
required to resolve existing infrastructure capacity problems but be
confined to the impacts of the development proposed.

Comments noted

Comments noted
Comments noted

Comments noted

much better playgrounds footpaths woodlands and parks

Comments noted. Guidance is clear that we will not be able to
gain developer contributions to solve existing infrastructure
deficiencies unless the deficiency is exacerbated by the
development. Although any introduction of CIL would ‘loosen’
the relationship between the developer contribution and the
individual development concerned to allow the development of
an area rather than particular development sites.
Comments noted

Flood defence and drains transport green space

Comments noted

Playing fields and grounds Footpath links Cycle lanes
Developer contributions to infrastructure should be directly related to the
scale and nature of the development proposed. Developers should not be
required to resolve existing infrastructure capacity problems but should
be confined to the impacts of the development proposed.

Comments noted
Comments noted. Guidance is clear that we will not be able to
gain developer contributions to solve existing infrastructure
deficiencies unless the deficiency is exacerbated by the
development. Although any introduction of CIL would ‘loosen’
the relationship between the developer contribution and the
individual development concerned to allow the development of
an area rather than particular development sites.
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Ref
87
88

Consultee/Agent
Mr Mike Jackson,
Nafferton Parish Council
Cllr Winifred I Knight

Comment
Drainage; Flood defences; Transport infrastructure; and Community
Buildings
Cottingham has severe drainage problems - sewage system cannot take
the output. Need a direct pipe to the Humber for surface water/streams.
A serious traffic problem. Broken culverts. No more building until the
above is completed.

90

Cllr Kate Gray

93

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr & Mrs JH Foreman

Currently in Beverley area ??? /£250,000 committed sums available
for publice open spaces. The Memorial Hall which is a much needed
facility is not able to access this money for multi-functional community
use. I think a definitive use of money availabile would make better use
of such funding. Developers should always landscape + leave green
amenity space as a matter of course.
Developer contributions to infrastructure should be directly related to the
scale and nature of the development proposed. Developers should not be
required to resolve existing infrastructure capacity problems but should
be confined to the impacts of the development proposed.

94

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mrs J Boat

Developer contributions to infrastructure should be directly related to the
scale and nature of the development proposed. Developers should not be
required to resolve existing infrastructure capacity problems but should
be confined to the impacts of the development proposed.

98

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Bryan Brown & Sons

Developer contributions to infrastructure should be directly related to the
scale and nature of the development proposed. Developers should not be
required to resolve existing infrastructure capacity problems but should
be confined to the impacts of the development proposed.

Officer Response
Comments noted
Comments Noted. The Council is in the process of completing a
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment in order to gain a better
understanding of flood risk in Cottingham and the rest of the
East Riding. This will inform where future development should
go and where improvements need to be made to drainage
infrastructure.
The Memorial Hall does not have access to the funding because
it is not classed as a public open space.

Comments noted. Guidance is clear that we will not be able to
gain developer contributions to solve existing infrastructure
deficiencies unless the deficiency is exacerbated by the
development. Although any introduction of CIL would ‘loosen’
the relationship between the developer contribution and the
individual development concerned to allow the development of
an area rather than particular development sites.
Comments noted. Guidance is clear that we will not be able to
gain developer contributions to solve existing infrastructure
deficiencies unless the deficiency is exacerbated by the
development. Although any introduction of CIL would ‘loosen’
the relationship between the developer contribution and the
individual development concerned to allow the development of
an area rather than particular development sites.
Comments noted. Guidance is clear that we will not be able to
gain developer contributions to solve existing infrastructure
deficiencies unless the deficiency is exacerbated by the
development. Although any introduction of CIL would ‘loosen’
the relationship between the developer contribution and the
individual development concerned to allow the development of
an area rather than particular development sites.
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Ref
100

Consultee/Agent
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr and Mrs Hudson

Comment
Developer contributions to infrastructure should be directly related to the
scale and nature of the development proposed. Developers should not be
required to resolve existing infrastructure capacity problems but should
be confined to the impacts of the development proposed.

103

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of R Swales

Developer contributions to infrastructure should be directly related to the
scale and nature of the development proposed. Developers should not be
required to resolve existing infrastructure capacity problems but should
be confined to the impacts of the development proposed.

104

I W Scruton, Scruton

A simple defined percentage take of the net value of the uplift in value of
a development site should be used so that all landowners and developers
understand the cost implications. Section 106 and affordable housing
requirements should be wrapped into one simple document that can be
agreed upon within a short period of time allowing for development to
proceed swiftly.

105

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of W. Clifford Watts Ltd

Developer contributions to infrastructure should be directly related to the
scale and nature of the development proposed. Developers should not be
required to resolve existing infrastructure capacity problems but should
be confined to the impacts of the development proposed.

106

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr C Hill

Developer contributions to infrastructure should be directly related to the
scale and nature of the development proposed. Developers should not be
required to resolve existing infrastructure capacity problems but should
be confined to the impacts of the development proposed.

Officer Response
Comments noted. Guidance is clear that we will not be able to
gain developer contributions to solve existing infrastructure
deficiencies unless the deficiency is exacerbated by the
development. Although any introduction of CIL would ‘loosen’
the relationship between the developer contribution and the
individual development concerned to allow the development of
an area rather than particular development sites.
Comments noted. Guidance is clear that we will not be able to
gain developer contributions to solve existing infrastructure
deficiencies unless the deficiency is exacerbated by the
development. Although any introduction of CIL would ‘loosen’
the relationship between the developer contribution and the
individual development concerned to allow the development of
an area rather than particular development sites.
The Government envisages that affordable housing shall
continue to be provided via section 106 agreements. The
Council is giving consideration to setting standard tariffs
through a Community Infrastructure Levy for funding other
types of facilities and infrastructure. However it may be that
planning conditions and section 106 agreements remain in place
as they are today. Adopting a single percentage of developer
contributions from the net uplift in value is unlikely to be
workable as when this uplift is small, it would still render
development unviable.
Comments noted. Guidance is clear that we will not be able to
gain developer contributions to solve existing infrastructure
deficiencies unless the deficiency is exacerbated by the
development. Although any introduction of CIL would ‘loosen’
the relationship between the developer contribution and the
individual development concerned to allow the development of
an area rather than particular development sites.
Comments noted. Guidance is clear that we will not be able to
gain developer contributions to solve existing infrastructure
deficiencies unless the deficiency is exacerbated by the
development. Although any introduction of CIL would ‘loosen’
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment

108
109

G M V Winn and Co
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr A Morley

Flood defence and drainage infrastructure.
Developer contributions to infrastructure should be directly related to the
scale and nature of the development proposed. Developers should not be
required to resolve existing infrastructure capacity problems but should
be confined to the impacts of the development proposed.

110

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of MB Goodwin (Skipsea)
Ltd

Developer contributions to infrastructure should be directly related to the
scale and nature of the development proposed. Developers should not be
required to resolve existing infrastructure capacity problems but should
be confined to the impacts of the development proposed.

111

East Riding House
Builders Group

Developer contributions to infrastructure should be directly related to the
scale and nature of this development proposed. Developers should not
be required to resolve existing infrastructure capacity problems but be
confined to the impacts of the development proposed.

115

Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd
W Buckle, Wetwang Parish
Council
Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council

Infrastructure priorities need to be considered on a site-by-site basis.

Officer Response
the relationship between the developer contribution and the
individual development concerned to allow the development of
an area rather than particular development sites.
Comments noted
Guidance is clear that we will not be able to gain developer
contributions to solve existing infrastructure deficiencies unless
the deficiency is exacerbated by the development.
The introduction of any Community Infrastructure Levy
however would allow the wider impacts of development (not
necessarily just the direct impacts) to be mitigated by collecting
contributions towards infrastructure serving a wider area.
Guidance is clear that we will not be able to gain developer
contributions to solve existing infrastructure deficiencies unless
the deficiency is exacerbated by the development.
The introduction of any Community Infrastructure Levy
however would allow the wider impacts of development (not
necessarily just the direct impacts) to be mitigated by collecting
contributions towards infrastructure serving a wider area.
Comments noted. Guidance is clear that we will not be able to
gain developer contributions to solve existing infrastructure
deficiencies unless the deficiency is exacerbated by the
development. Although any introduction of CIL would ‘loosen’
the relationship between the developer contribution and the
individual development concerned to allow the development of
an area rather than particular development sites.
Comments noted

Health Cares Green spaces Flood defences

Comments noted

1. Transport Infrastructure 2. Health Care 3. Public Transport 4.
Biodiversity and Green Space 5. Flood Defences and Drainage
Infrastructure (linked to four) 6. Crime Prevention 7. Education and
training (collages should work with developers with developers re work

Comments noted

118
120
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

126

Karen Wood, East Riding
of Yorkshire Rural
Partnership

I22

Mr Matthew Naylor,
Yorkshire Water Services
Ltd

I51
I143

Mr James Durham
Mr David Hickling,
Hickling and Gray
Associates on behalf of
Hickling and Gray
associates

Comment
experience and staff training to increase employer opportunities should
be entrepreneurial enough to fund it mostly themselves)
Rural areas may need different types of infrastructure to urban areas and
given the number of energy-related developments happening in the
countryside some reference could usefully be made to this. The detail
would need to be dealt with on a case-by-case basis.
Yorkshire Water would support the inclusion of flood defences and
drainage infrastructure as priorities for developer contributions. The
instances where Yorkshire Water would seek contributions for drainage
infrastructure usually occur when a non allocated site is proposed for
development. Or where an allocated site comes forward before its
programmed release e.g. it is meant to be released in 2016-2020 but
comes forward before 2016.
Critical and Community Infrastructure should be prioritised.
This is an important issues that needs to be carefully thought through
with the introduction of the Community Infrastructure Levy. All costs
and benefits (including opportunity costs) must be considered as must
the availability of alternative sources of funding. It would be quite wrong
in our opinion to require developers to fund infrastructure that for
instance the EA or privatised utilities have a duty to provide under other
legislation. The list and commentary in para 8.18 is a good example of
how popular opinion must not get in the way of common sense: Flood
defences and drainage infrastructure are currently financed in a variety of
ways with a range of bodies being responsible for different aspects in
different areas including the East Riding of Yorkshire Council itself!
Developers have only so much money to play with depending on local
land values interest rates market conditions etc. If the LPA demand too
much developers will go elsewhere; too little and local communities miss
out on valuable developer contributions. A good knowledge of
development economies in the local area is clearly required as well as
open book style negotiations between developers and the LPA. Finally it
will be important to ensure that funds generated locally are returned to
that area so that local people see and feel the benefits emanating from
new development. If this link is not perceived opposition to new

Officer Response
Most energy related developments such as wind farms and
biomass power stations do not require funding through
developer contributions. However they may not be able to
contribute towards infrastructure, as technically they themselves
are classed as infrastructure.
Comments and indication of instances when Yorkshire Water
would look for developer contributions noted.

Comments noted
Comments noted for consideration in any plans to introduce the
Community Infrastructure Levy in the area. In the meantime
section 106 agreements and planning conditions will continue to
be the means of gaining developer contributions. These are
negotiated on a site-by-site basis.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment
development will be inevitable.
Developers should be encouraged to work with both ERYC and local
communities to address the sustainability challenges pertinent to those
locations where they have proposals these should include those listed on
page 114 but should not be constrained by the list.

I232

Councillor Symon
Fraser, East Riding of
Yorkshire Councillor
for Driffield and Rural

I188

Ms Susan Wilson, Natural
England

I166

Mr Michael Glover on
behalf of Great Gutter
Lane Collaboration

I247

Mr Paul Thornton, White
Young Green on behalf of
Sanctuary Housing

This will be site dependent and we would request that ERYC promote
flexible policy to allow for the levels of contributions to be negotiated on
a site by site basis. If unrealistically high levels of contributions are sought
then it will restrict the number of schemes coming forward in the East
Riding which will in turn have a negative impact in the local economy.

I283

Mr Paul Thornton, White
Young Green on behalf of
Stamford Homes Ltd

Clearly this will be site dependent and we would request that ERYC
promote flexible policy to allow for the levels of contributions to be
negotiated on a site by site basis. If unrealistically high levels of
contributions are sought then it will restrict the number of schemes
coming forward in the East Riding which will in turn have a negative
impact on the local economy.

Developer contributions should be assessed on a site by site basis and
advice provided to the developer about the priorities for contributions in
a particular area.
It is not considered that any particular type of infrastructure requires
prioritisation as different areas will have different needs. However in the
case of a number of areas of search the requirements of upgrading to the
A164 have been referred to. In all cases the developer contributions to
improvements in infrastructure should be rational and should avoid
destruction of viability as otherwise development will be prejudiced.

Officer Response
Comments noted

Comments noted
Section 106 agreements and planning conditions will continue to
be the means of gaining developer contributions for the time
being and these are negotiated on a site-by-site basis. The
Council is undertaking an infrastructure study which will
determine the infrastructure required to deliver the amount of
development envisaged by the Local Development Framework,
including areas to the west of the major Haltemprice villages.
Section 106 agreements and planning conditions will continue to
be the means of gaining developer contributions for the time
being and these are negotiated on a site-by-site basis taking into
account viability. The Council is carrying out an infrastructure
study, which is looking at what infrastructure is needed to
deliver the development envisaged by the LDF and Core
Strategy to 2026. The findings of the study will be a significant
influence on the amount of developer contributions sought.
Longer term the Council is considering the introduction of CIL.
Whilst not negotiated on a site by site basis CIL would be set at
such a level as to not render development unviable.
Section 106 agreements and planning conditions will continue to
be the means of gaining developer contributions for the time
being and these are negotiated on a site-by-site basis taking into
account viability. The Council is carrying out an infrastructure
study, which is looking at what infrastructure is needed to
deliver the development envisaged by the LDF and Core
Strategy to 2026. The findings of the study will be a significant
influence on the amount of developer contributions sought.
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment

I362

Mr Jon Suckley, HOW
Planning LLP on behalf of
Castlemore Securities

I402

Ms Margaret Baddeley,
Nathaniel Lichfield &
Partners Ltd on behalf of
Bourne Leisure Ltd

I482

Mrs C. Hird, Snaith and
Cowick Parish Council

I645

Mr Alex Codd, Kingston
Upon Hull City Council

Issues SHC5 questions whether types of infrastructure should be
prioritised when developer contributions are sought. It is our view that
the type of developer contribution sought should not be rigid and relate
to all developments but should satisfy the tests set out in Circular
05/2005: Planning Obligations which requires a planning obligation to
be: (i) relevant to planning; (ii) necessary to make the proposed
development acceptable in planning policy terms; (iii) directly related to
the proposed development; (iv) fairly and reasonably related in scale and
kind to the proposed development; and (v) reasonable in all other
respects.
The company would emphasise that a 'shopping list' approach to s106
contributions from new development should not be taken in the Core
Strategy. Developer contributions towards infrastructure should not be
sought where they are unrelated to the proposed development or where
they attempt to supplement existing/historical deficiencies in services or
to fund provision in other areas of the district unrelated to the proposed
development. Moreover Bourne Leisure considers that the Core
Strategy's approach to s106 obligations' policy should acknowledge that
any contributions to be sought should be (i) directly related to the
proposed development and (ii) fairly and reasonably related in scale and
kind as set out in Government advice at para B5 of Circular 5/05. In
addition in order to reflect Government advice in circular 11/95 on
planning conditions wherever possible the potential impact of proposed
development should be dealt with by planning conditions rather than by
seeking developer contributions.
The Town Council believes that consultation should take place between
developers and local people in particular the Town Council regarding use
of any developer contributions.
Critical infrastructure required before developments can go ahead should
be prioritised. Flood protection and drainage measures and transport
infrastructure (Castle Street and A164) should be the priority in the Hull
urban area.

Officer Response
Longer term the Council is considering the introduction of CIL.
Whilst not negotiated on a site by site basis CIL would be set at
such a level as to not render development unviable.
Reference to Circular 05/05 noted for planning obligations,
planning obligations (section 106) and planning conditions will
continue to be the means of gaining developer contributions for
the time being and these are negotiated on a site-by-site basis.

Reference to Circular 05/05 noted for planning obligations.
Planning obligations (section 106) and planning conditions will
continue to be the means of gaining developer contributions for
the time being. Government guidance is clear that developer
contributions (including the Community Infrastructure levy)
cannot be used to solve existing infrastructure deficiencies
unless the deficiency is exacerbated by the development.

The parish and town councils, as well as the public will have the
opportunity to have their say on what infrastructure projects and
facilities should be funded as part of the plan making process.
Comments noted on priorities for the urban area.
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Ref
I759

Consultee/Agent
Mr Dan Mitchell, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Wykeland Ltd

Comment
Our client believes that when seeking developer contributions the
Council needs to assess the infrastructural requirements associated with
each development on a site by site basis potentially set out within a
Community Infrastructure Levy. Rather than simply identify a ‘check list’
of contributions to be sought our client believes that through adopting a
responsive approach to meeting the infrastructural needs of the specific
development and the specific area in which it is to be located this will
ensure that realistic and practical contributions are sought by the Council
and thus not place any unnecessary restrictions on land supply and future
development in the area.

I736

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

Our client believes that when seeking developer contributions the
Council need to assess the infrastructural requirements associated with
each development on a site by site basis potentially set out within a
Community Infrastructure Levy. Rather than simply identify a ‘check list’
of contributions to be sought our client believes that through adopting a
responsive approach to meeting the infrastructural needs of the specific
development and the specific area in which it is to be located this will
ensure that realistic and practical contributions are sought by the Council
and thus not place any unnecessary restrictions on land supply and future
development in the area.

I827

Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings

We consider that when seeking developer contributions the Council need
to assess the infrastructural requirements associated with each
development on a site by site basis. Rather than simply identify a 'check
list' of contributions to be sought we consider that through adopting a
responsive approach to meeting the infrastructual needs of the specific
development and the specific area in which it is to be located this will
ensure that realistic and practical contributions are sought by the Council
not placing any unnecessary restrictions on future development in the
area.

Officer Response
We undertaking an infrastructure study, which will establish the
amount and type of infrastructure required to deliver the amount
of development envisaged by the LDF. Planning obligations
(section 106) and planning conditions will continue to be the
means of gaining developer contributions for the time being,
these are negotiated on a site by site basis. CIL by its very nature
as a standard charge would not assess the infrastructure
requirements on a site by site basis. The infrastructure required
and gaps in funding to deliver that infrastructure will be
established by the infrastructure planning process, including the
infrastructure study currently underway. CIL would then be used
to fill that gap infrastructure funding on a Local Authority wide
basis- no matter where the contributing development is located.
We undertaking an infrastructure study, which will establish the
amount and type of infrastructure required to deliver the amount
of development envisaged by the LDF. Planning obligations
(section 106) and planning conditions will continue to be the
means of gaining developer contributions for the time being,
these are negotiated on a site by site basis. CIL by its very nature
as a standard charge would not assess the infrastructure
requirements on a site by site basis. The infrastructure required
and gaps in funding to deliver that infrastructure will be
established by the infrastructure planning process, including the
infrastructure study currently underway. CIL would then be used
to fill that gap infrastructure funding on a Local Authority wide
basis- no matter where the contributing development is located.
We undertaking an infrastructure study, which will establish the
amount and type of infrastructure required to deliver the amount
of development envisaged by the LDF. Planning obligations
(section 106) and planning conditions will continue to be the
means of gaining developer contributions for the time being,
these are negotiated on a site by site basis. CIL by its very nature
as a standard charge would not assess the infrastructure
requirements on a site by site basis. The infrastructure required
and gaps in funding to deliver that infrastructure will be
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Comment

I895

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc

Our client believes that when seeking developer contributions the
Council need to assess the infrastructural requirements associated with
each development on a site by site basis potentially set out within a
Community Infrastructure Levy. Rather than simply identify a ‘check list’
of contributions to be sought our client believes that through adopting a
responsive approach to meeting the infrastructural needs of the specific
development and the specific area in which it is to be located this will
ensure that realistic and practical contributions are sought by the Council
and thus not place any unnecessary restrictions on land supply and future
development in the area.

130

Ms Avril Russell,
Thorngumbald Parish
Council
Mr Richard Primmer,
Culture and Information,
East Riding of Yorkshire
Council

Road, flood defences, drainage, play areas.

128

Helen Wright, Rural Policy
and Partnerships, East
Riding of Yorkshire
Council

Rural areas may need different types of infrastructure to urban areas and
given the number of energy-related developments happening in the
countryside, some reference could usefully be made to this. The detail
would need to be dealt with on a case-by-case basis.

131

C O’Connor, Hornsea

Sports facilities, playing fields. Hornsea needs more football pitches.

I904

The Museum Libraries and Archives Council are suggesting nationally
and regionally that a minimum Community Infrastructure Levy of £90
per person in new housing should be levied for library provision; and £22
per person in new housing for archive provision. Both under Section 106
agreements.

Officer Response
established by the infrastructure planning process, including the
infrastructure study currently underway. CIL would then be used
to fill that gap infrastructure funding on a Local Authority wide
basis- no matter where the contributing development is located.
We undertaking an infrastructure study, which will establish the
amount and type of infrastructure required to deliver the amount
of development envisaged by the LDF. Planning obligations
(section 106) and planning conditions will continue to be the
means of gaining developer contributions for the time being,
these are negotiated on a site by site basis. CIL by its very nature
as a standard charge would not assess the infrastructure
requirements on a site by site basis. The infrastructure required
and gaps in funding to deliver that infrastructure will be
established by the infrastructure planning process, including the
infrastructure study currently underway. CIL would then be used
to fill that gap infrastructure funding on a Local Authority wide
basis- no matter where the contributing development is located.
Comments noted
The Community Infrastructure Levy and Planning obligations
(section 106 agreements) are completely different methods of
gaining developer contributions. Planning obligations (section
106) and planning conditions will continue to be the means of
gaining developer contributions for the time being in this area,
these are negotiated on a site by site basis as opposed to the
Community Infrastructure Levy which would be a standard
tariff. Suggested level of contribution for library and archive
provision noted.
Most energy related developments such as wind farms and
biomass power stations do not require funding through
developer contributions. However they may not be able to
contribute towards infrastructure, as technically they themselves
are classed as infrastructure.
Comments noted
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Ref
132

Consultee/Agent
Town Council
Humber Rural Partnership
Board

Comment

Officer Response

Rural locations may need special kinds of infrastructure investment and
some reference to this could usefully be made. Local details would be
needed on a case by case basis.

There is unlikely to be significant development in rural areas that
could contribute towards infrastructure improvements. For
particular small-scale developments in villages and the
countryside, it will often be more appropriate to use planning
conditions rather than section 106 agreements to cater for what
are often site specific infrastructure needs.
We would welcome your suggestions as to what special
infrastructure rural areas require.
Suggestion for enhancement of biodiversity infrastructure
through developer contributions noted. It may be difficult to
justify this in planning terms since development needs to have
an impact on these sites before developer contributions could be
justified. It may be that housing development nearby produces a
greater demand for use of the sites, in which case spending
contributions on the particular site could be justified.
Comments Noted. The Council is producing a Strategic Flood
Risk Assessment, which will provide a detailed understanding of
flood risk. The assessment will look at all types of flood risk
including pluvial flooding (flooding caused by rainfall) and will
therefore provide an indication of where investment in drainage
and flood risk infrastructure is best targeted. An infrastructure
study is also being completed in this respect.
Planning obligations and conditions currently used are
monitored and enforced by the Council’s enforcement team.

I997

Paul Bellotti, ERYC

The enhancement of biodiversity infrastructure should be considered for
this levy and the use of this levy should be linked to Local Wildlife Sites
to provide a funding mechanism that is sorely needed to enhance these
sites and their role in the wider functional ecological habitat network.

133

Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

At present memories of the floods of 2007 are to the fore, and clearly
there are places where better drainage, pumping facilities and separation
of groundwater from sewerage is essential. There are also areas where no
development should be allowed without substantial contributions to
drainage and sewerage for areas which may not be particularly close to
the desired development, but are at the lowest point on the chain which it
would join. It is important to identify such zones. Similarly, however,
there are areas which already suffer from transport deadlocks or school
shortages. Ideally the East Riding should identify the greatest priority in
many areas.Nevertheless, except in the rare circumstance where a
developer is basically replacing like with superior like, every development
does create new demands. Sometimes these arrive immediately,
sometimes five or 15 years down the line. Even in those rare
circumstances the superior homes may lead to increased car usage, more
waste to dispose of, etc. Thus some carpet expectation of contributions
to improved facilities is always justified, but the contribution’s link with
actual improved facilities within the general area should be proven within
(say) five years of the contribution being paid, and there might be a more
hefty contribution in those cases where it can be shown that a
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

134

Mr M Cromack, Preston
Parish Council

135

Mr J Kilby

136

Martine Gabriel. Beverley
Town Council
Daniel Gaunt, Highways
Agency

138

141

East Riding Planning
Committee

Comment
development creates an immediate crisis.
Drainage and road improvements.
Preston. Staithes Road/Weghill road.
This HGV corridor becoming under increasing pressure due to industrial
development within the area ie Saltend.
Prioritisation is dependent on circumstance of location. All those listed
are feasible and advantageous to the community.
The following would in general be advantageous to all.
Flood defences and drainage infrastructure.
Crime prevention - architecture and lighting.
Facilities for Health Care (decision in conjunction with PCT)
Also health care provision would include centres for home visiting etc., as
currently protected by the PCT.
8106 agreements should be taken to the area being served.
In terms of securing Developer Contributions the Highways Agency is
happy with the inclusion of transport infrastructure and public transport
in the list of priorities for developer contributions but would like to see
this expanded to include other sustainable transport initiatives such as
Travel Plans.
At Planning Committee in 26/2/09 members asked if the LDF
could/would look at developer contributions towards highway
infrastructure as well as the provision of leisure/open space from future
housing allocations, particularly in Goole.

Officer Response
Comments noted

Comments noted

Comments noted
Comments noted

Comments noted and suggestion for contributions to be sought
for highway infrastructure.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of SHC5

SHC6

In respect to a development’s viability, should we
Option A – Consider requiring a lower developer contribution for development on certain sites. If so, under what circumstances would a
lower contribution be justified?
Option B – Require the same level of developer contributions for all sites

41

Responses with no further comments
Mr Robin Shucksmith; Mr Ian Scruton; Duncan Ross, East Yorkshire Primary Care Trust; Mr Adrian Sail, Antony Aspbury Associates on behalf of
Option A –

Option B –

Strawsons Development / Omnivale Ltd; Mrs Val Wood, Anlaby with Anlaby Common Parish Council; Cllr John Whittle; CP Group; Mr Mike Jackson,
Nafferton Parish Council; I W Scruton, Scruton; Mr Jamie Pyper, Signet Planning Ltd on behalf of Southwell County Homes and Makinder; W Buckle,
Wetwang Parish Council; Susanna Sanlon, Barton Willmore Partnership on behalf of Central Land Holdings; Martine Gabriel. Beverley Town Council
Mr John Ellerby; Ms Liz Charnock, Howden Town Council; Mrs C. Binnington, Driffield Town Council; Mrs Judith Macklin, Cottingham Parish
Council; Mr David Hammond, Beeford Parish Council; Ms Maureen Dale; Ms Helen Anderson; Mrs M. Barker, Swanland Parish Council; Mr Dennis
Peckett, Beverley & District Civic Society; Mr M Guest; Cllr Winifred I Knight; Cllr Kate Gray; Mrs Kathy West, Hessle Town Council; Karen Wood,
East Riding of Yorkshire Rural Partnership; Helen Wright, Rural Policy and Partnerships, East Riding of Yorkshire Council, C O’Connor, Hornsea
Town Council; Mr M Cromack, Preston Parish Council

Ref
15

Consultee/Agent
Kerry Lawson, Barton
Willmore on behalf of
Wykeland ltd

27

Eamonn Keogh, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Redrow Homes
(Yorkshire) Ltd

28

Matthew Sheppard, Turley
Associates on behalf of
Cavermill Estates

Opt
A

Comment
This will ensure that the contributions sought are realistic and
deliverable. We consider that lower contributions should be
sought on sites that are constrained by issues such as
contamination and where the developer can demonstrate that
the level of contribution required would render the development
financially unviable. Given that there is support at all levels for
brownfield development and this is likely to be the most
constrained land a flexible approach should be adopted.
Neither. It would be inappropriate to apply a blanket approach
to developer contributions. This would be at odds with both the
tests of the circular 05/2005 but also might render many
developments unviable. Contributions should only be sought
where they are necessary from a planning point of view and
justified by an appropriate Policy in the LDF backed up by a
robust evidence base.

Neither of the above. There are a number of situations which
may cause a development to become unviable and it would be
unhelpful to define these as they could be interpreted as being
the only relevant factors to take into account. It should be for
the developer to claim and justify the lack of (or reduction in)

Officer Response
Comments Noted and need to look more closely at the
constraints of brownfield sites when considering developer
contribution levels. Proposed policy SHC3 does take into
account viability when requiring developer contributions, which
could cover issues such as the cost of clearing up contamination.

We have commenced an infrastructure study, which will
establish the amount and type of infrastructure required to
deliver the amount of development envisaged by the LDF.
Planning obligations (section 106) and planning conditions will
continue to be the means of gaining developer contributions for
the time being, these are negotiated on a site by site basis. The
Council is still considering whether or not to introduce a
Community Infrastructure Levy and the responses to this
consultation have helped inform this consideration. Any
introduction of CIL would be backed up by up to date evidence
and has its framework set out within proposed policy SHC3.
It is anticipated that planning obligations (section 106) and
planning conditions will continue to be the means of gaining
developer contributions for the time being in this area, these are
negotiated on a site by site basis looking at site specific viability
factors. The Council is still considering whether or not to
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

31

Driffield Partnership

34

Mr Roland Bolton,
Development Land &
Planning Consultants

35

William Lee, Albanwise
Ltd
John Downing, Rollits
Solicitors on behalf of
Westella Holdings Limited

37

Opt

Comment
contributions on viability grounds or indeed provide evidence
for non-compliant development where this is required for
enabling a development to go ahead. Option B would
considerably hinder development and is both unnecessary and
unreasonable.
It is essential that developer contributions are not seen as a tax
and should be clearly linked to the impact of the development
rather then on site by site bases. For example retail
developments which will have an impact on the town centre
should have one level of contribution based on the impact and
should be directed towards town centre improvements where as
a residential development will have a different impact and the
developer contribution should be directed towards community
facilities.
Viability of a scheme is a material consideration and therefore
the council are required by central government guidance to
consider lower levels of contribution if the level sought by the
council renders a scheme undeliverable.

A
A

High contribution of ever Greenfield developed. Consider
simplicity roof tax and charge per square foot for commercial.
Although we have yet know the detail of the proposed
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) it will be important to
ensure that opportunity is given for developers to assess site
viability with the planning authority. This is particularly so
where other community benefits may be sought (as is suggested
as a basis of this representation) (SS4 above). Again we say that
the policy will be workable as long as it is a guide and not a rule.

Officer Response
introduce a Community Infrastructure Levy and the responses
to this consultation have helped inform this consideration.
Preference to avoid option B noted. Proposed policy SHC3 does
take into account viability when requiring developer
contributions.
Preference for differential approaches to developer
contributions for different land uses and locations noted. The
Government is advocating the use of developer contributions to
deliver development and the Council is looking into the
infrastructure requirements of development envisaged over the
plan period to 2026. Section 106 is negotiated on a site by site
basis whereas CIL would be a standard charge with the charge
for different uses only differentiated based on viability. The
Council has not made any decision on whether or not to
introduce CIL.
It is anticipated that planning obligations (section 106) and
planning conditions will continue to be the means of gaining
developer contributions for the time being in this area, these are
negotiated on a site by site basis looking at site specific viability
factors. The Council is still considering whether or not to
introduce a Community Infrastructure Levy and the responses
to this consultation have helped to inform this consideration.
Proposed policy SHC3 does take into account viability when
requiring developer contributions
Comments noted
It is anticipated that planning obligations (section 106) and
planning conditions will continue to be the means of gaining
developer contributions for the time being in this area, these are
negotiated on a site by site basis looking at site specific viability
factors. The Council is still considering whether or not to
introduce a Community Infrastructure Levy and the responses
to this consultation have helped to inform this consideration.
Whatever method is used for collecting developer contributions,
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

Comment

39

Louise Reevell

A

If requirements made development unviable.

40

Larards on behalf of East
Riding Securities Limited

A

Although we have yet to know the detail of the proposed
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) it will be important to
ensure that opportunity is given for developers to assess site
viability with the planning authority. This is particularly so
where other community benefits may be sought (as is suggested
as a basis of this representation (SS4 above). Again we say that
the policy will be workable as long as it is a guide and not a rule.

42

Mr Jonathan Atkinson, J G
Hatcliffe and Partners

A

47

Dr Amy Crowther, RSPB

48

Mr Garth Hanlan, Savills
on behalf of St John's
College, Cambridge

A lower level of contributions should be required where the
proposal includes community provision or where the proposal
meets an identified need i.e. 100% affordable housing as an
exception for accommodation for the elderly.
We believe that developer contributions can be a valuable tool
in helping the Council to promote green infrastructure for local
wildlife and enhance local environments for biodiversity.
Option A of SHC 6 suggests the council should consider
requiring a lower developer contribution for the development of
certain sites. We support such an approach in circumstances
where the deliverability of the scheme is challenged by the scale
and nature of the obligations placed upon it before a planning
permission is granted. In our experience, there is are plenty of
cases of local authorities applying planning obligations to
developments but acknowledging that the obligations may not
be met in full because of other competing or more proritised
requests that come through. For example, in circumstances
where the viability and deliverability of a scheme is severely
under threat as a result of costs being put on the development,

A

Officer Response
proposed policy SHC3 provides a framework for taking viability
into account in requiring them.
Unviability as a reason for requiring a lower contribution noted.
Whatever method is used for collecting developer contributions,
proposed policy SHC3 provides a framework for taking viability
into account in requiring them.
It is anticipated that planning obligations (section 106) and
planning conditions will continue to be the means of gaining
developer contributions for the time being in this area, these are
negotiated on a site by site basis looking at site specific viability
factors. The Council is still considering whether or not to
introduce a Community Infrastructure Levy and the responses
to this consultation have helped to inform this consideration.
Whatever method is used for collecting developer contributions,
proposed policy SHC3 provides a framework for taking viability
into account in requiring them.
Comments noted

Comments noted
Support for option A and support for lower contributions where
the deliverability of a scheme is challenged by the scale of
contributions placed on it noted.
It is anticipated that planning obligations (section 106) and
planning conditions will continue to be the means of gaining
developer contributions for the time being in this area, these are
negotiated on a site by site basis looking at site specific viability
factors. The Council is still considering whether or not to
introduce a Community Infrastructure Levy and the responses
to this consultation have helped to inform this consideration.
Whatever method is used for collecting developer contributions,
proposed policy SHC3 provides a framework for taking viability
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

Opt

50

Mrs K. Richmond, South
Cave Parish Council

A

52

Mr R. Vickers, Tickton &
Routh Parish Council

A

55

Mr Christopher Hughes

A

59

Mr Roger Jones, Humber
& Wolds Rural
Community Council
Julie Abraham

A

60

A

Comment
then the planning authority should positively respond to ensure
that schemes will come forward but on a reduced scale of
contributions.
Clearly this must be the only viable option for the authority to
take given the alternative is a requirement that the same level of
developer contributions is secured for all sites. Such an
approach is clearly inequitable and clearly in the planning terms,
every site must be considered on its merits. No two sites are the
same and consequently the planning obligations and scale of
those together with the nature of payment will be different
between sites and a policy within the Core Strategy must
adequately differentiate between such proposals.
It is suggested that Option A would be the most suitable as sites
on contaminated land e.g. heavy metals may require substantial
funds to clean up.
It would be foolhardy to demand the same level of developer
infrastructure contributions for all sites; whilst not wanting to
render development uneconomical where special problems exist
reduces contributions should be agreed at an early stage. There
is sufficient knowledge and experience within the planning
system to be aware of these problems for most sites throughout
the region.
Each case should be taken on its merits. E.g. in the case of
affordable housing on a heavily contaminated ex-industrial site
then contributions might be waived or reduced but the
popularity of the site would also have to be taken into account
i.e. would the houses be easy to sell due to scenic surroundings
or convenient infrastructure.
Use independent viability checks

Officer Response
into account in requiring them.

If the development is bringing forward a community benefit eg
health facilities affordable housing it is reasonable to consider a
lower contribution. Difficult to set a policy as each case should
be assessed on merits.

Support for lower contributions for developments which
provide community benefits noted.

Comments noted
Comments and support for option A noted.

Support for option A noted with factors of contaminated land
and housing demand noted. Proposed policy SHC3 does take
into account viability when requiring developer contributions,
which could cover issues such as the cost of clearing up
contamination
Comments noted
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Ref
62

Consultee/Agent
Mrs Pamela Austin

68

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Hull Ionians RUFC
(Holdings) Ltd

70

Mr Stuart Natkus, The
Land and Development
Practice on behalf of
HICA
Mr S. Young, Bubwith
Parish Council
John Downing, Rollits
Solicitors on behalf of Mr
and Mrs Stephen Webster

A

MT Pearson

A

72
73

79

Opt
A

A

A

Comment
Lower developer contribution on affordable housing sites where
50 dph to encourage developer to install lower or carbon neutral
systems i.e. prevent fuel poverty.
There is a clear need for the Local Authority to be flexible in its
approach to developer contributions to avoid having an adverse
impact on delivery. Regard should be had to the complexities of
individual developments and to difference in site circumstances.
The Local Authority should engage with the development
industry and agree how and when it will negotiate to reduce
developer contributions to ensure parity across the district.
A lower level of contributions should be required where the
proposal includes community provision or where the proposal
meets identified need i.e. 100% affordable housing as an
exception for accommodation for the elderly.
If the site is brownfield and in an area where economic
regeneration is a priority.
Although we have yet to know the detail of the proposed
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) it will be important to
ensure that opportunity is given for developers to assess site
viability with the planning authority. This is particularly so
where other community benefits may be sought (as is suggested
as a basis of this representation) (SS4 above). Again we say that
the policy will be workable as long as it is a guide and not a rule.

Although we have yet to know the detail of the proposed
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) it will be important to
ensure that opportunity is given for developers to assess site
viability with the planning authority. This is particularly so
where other community benefits may be sought (as is suggested
as a basis of this representation) (SS4 above). Again we say that
the policy will be workable as long as it is a guide and not a rule.

Officer Response
Comments noted
Support for applying certainty and flexibility in the system by
agreeing the circumstances where the Council will negotiate to
reduce developer contributions noted. Proposed policy SHC3
does take into account viability when requiring developer
contributions.
Comments noted

Suggestions as to the circumstances where lower developer
contributions could be applied noted.
It is anticipated that planning obligations (section 106) and
planning conditions will continue to be the means of gaining
developer contributions for the time being in this area, these are
negotiated on a site by site basis looking at site specific viability
factors. The Council is still considering whether or not to
introduce a Community Infrastructure Levy and the responses
to this consultation have helped to inform this consideration.
Whatever method is used for collecting developer contributions,
proposed policy SHC3 provides a framework for taking viability
into account in requiring them.
It is anticipated that planning obligations (section 106) and
planning conditions will continue to be the means of gaining
developer contributions for the time being in this area, these are
negotiated on a site by site basis looking at site specific viability
factors. The Council is still considering whether or not to
introduce a Community Infrastructure Levy and the responses
to this consultation have helped to inform this consideration.
Whatever method is used for collecting developer contributions,
proposed policy SHC3 provides a framework for taking viability
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81

Phillippa Edwards, G V A
Grimley on behalf of
Horstine Farmery
Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Peter Ward Homes Ltd

A

92

Mrs Ingrid Khan

A

93

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr & Mrs JH Foreman

94

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mrs J Boat

98

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Bryan Brown & Sons

Each site should be considered on its individual merits to take
into consideration the viability of development site constraints
and need and demand for off site works.
There is a clear need for the local authority to be flexible in its
approach to developer contributions to avoid having an adverse
impact on delivery. Regard should be had to the complexities of
individual developments and to deficiencies in site
circumstances. The local authority should engage with the
development industry and agree how and when it will negotiate
to reduce developer contributions to ensure parity across the
district.
The contribution should take into account individual factors and
locations.
There is a clear need for the local authority to be flexible in its
approach to developer contributions to avoid having an adverse
impact on delivery. Regard should be had to the complexities of
individual developments and to deficiencies in site
circumstances. The local authority should engage with the
development industry and agree how and when it will negotiate
to reduce developer contributions to ensure parity across the
district.
There is a clear need for the local authority to be flexible in its
approach to developer contributions to avoid having an adverse
impact on delivery. Regard should be had to the complexities of
individual developments and to deficiencies in site
circumstances. The local authority should engage with the
development industry and agree how and when it will negotiate
to reduce developer contributions to ensure parity across the
district.
There is a clear need for the local authority to be flexible in its
approach to developer contributions to avoid having an adverse
impact on delivery. Regard should be had to the complexities of
individual developments and to deficiencies in site
circumstances. The local authority should engage with the

86

Officer Response
into account in requiring them.
Support for option A and viability and need and demand for off
site works as factors to take into account noted.
Support for applying certainty and flexibility in the system by
agreeing the circumstances where the Council will negotiate to
reduce developer contributions noted. Proposed policy SHC3
does take into account viability when requiring developer
contributions.

Comments noted
Support for applying certainty and flexibility in the system by
agreeing the circumstances where the Council will negotiate to
reduce developer contributions noted. Proposed policy SHC3
does take into account viability when requiring developer
contributions.

Support for applying certainty and flexibility in the system by
agreeing the circumstances where the Council will negotiate to
reduce developer contributions noted. Proposed policy SHC3
does take into account viability when requiring developer
contributions.

Support for applying certainty and flexibility in the system by
agreeing the circumstances where the Council will negotiate to
reduce developer contributions noted. Proposed policy SHC3
does take into account viability when requiring developer
contributions.
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Consultee/Agent

100

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr and Mrs Hudson

102

Catherine Birks, RNLI

103

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of R Swales

105

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of W. Clifford Watts Ltd

106

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf

Opt

A

Comment
development industry and agree how and when it will negotiate
to reduce developer contributions to ensure parity across the
district.
There is a clear need for the local authority to be flexible in its
approach to developer contributions to avoid having an adverse
impact on delivery. Regard should be had to the complexities of
individual developments and to deficiencies in site
circumstances. The local authority should engage with the
development industry and agree how and when it will negotiate
to reduce developer contributions to ensure parity across the
district.
A lower contribution for infrastructure should be sort where
affordable housing is being provided.

There is a clear need for the local authority to be flexible in its
approach to developer contributions to avoid having an adverse
impact on delivery. Regard should be had to the complexities of
individual developments and to deficiencies in site
circumstances. The local authority should engage with the
development industry and agree how and when it will negotiate
to reduce developer contributions to ensure parity across the
district.
There is a clear need for the local authority to be flexible in its
approach to developer contributions to avoid having an adverse
impact on delivery. Regard should be had to the complexities of
individual developments and to deficiencies in site
circumstances. The local authority should engage with the
development industry and agree how and when it will negotiate
to reduce developer contributions to ensure parity across the
district.
There is a clear need for the local authority to be flexible in its
approach to developer contributions to avoid having an adverse

Officer Response

Support for applying certainty and flexibility in the system by
agreeing the circumstances where the Council will negotiate to
reduce developer contributions noted. Proposed policy SHC3
does take into account viability when requiring developer
contributions.

Support for circumstances where affordable housing is being
provided as a reason for lower developer contributions noted.
Proposed policy SHC3 does take into account viability when
requiring developer contributions, this will would take into
account the cost to the developer of providing affordable
housing.
Support for applying certainty and flexibility in the system by
agreeing the circumstances where the Council will negotiate to
reduce developer contributions noted. Proposed policy SHC3
does take into account viability when requiring developer
contributions.

Support for applying certainty and flexibility in the system by
agreeing the circumstances where the Council will negotiate to
reduce developer contributions noted. Proposed policy SHC3
does take into account viability when requiring developer
contributions.

Support for applying certainty and flexibility in the system by
agreeing the circumstances where the Council will negotiate to
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Consultee/Agent
of Mr C Hill

Opt

108

G M V Winn and Co

A

Comment
impact on delivery. Regard should be had to the complexities of
individual developments and to deficiencies in site
circumstances. The local authority should engage with the
development industry and agree how and when it will negotiate
to reduce developer contributions to ensure parity across the
district.
High cost remedial site works.

109

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of Mr A Morley

110

Mrs Sarah Mustill, Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf
of MB Goodwin (Skipsea)
Ltd

111

East Riding House
Builders Group

113

John Downing, Rollits

A

There is a clear need for the local authority to be flexible in its
approach to developer contributions to avoid having an adverse
impact on delivery. Regard should be had to the complexities of
individual developments and to deficiencies in site
circumstances. The local authority should engage with the
development industry and agree how and when it will negotiate
to reduce developer contributions to ensure parity across the
district.
There is a clear need for the local authority to be flexible in its
approach to developer contributions to avoid having an adverse
impact on delivery. Regard should be had to the complexities of
individual developments and to deficiencies in site
circumstances. The local authority should engage with the
development industry and agree how and when it will negotiate
to reduce developer contributions to ensure parity across the
district.
There is a clear need for the Local Authority to be flexible in its
approach to developer contributions to avoid having an adverse
impact on delivery. Regard should be had to the complexities of
individual developments and to differences in site
circumstances. The Local Authority should engage with the
development industry and agree how and when it will negotiate
to reduce developer contributions to ensure parity across the
district.
Although we have yet know the detail of the proposed

Officer Response
reduce developer contributions noted. Proposed policy SHC3
does take into account viability when requiring developer
contributions.

Comments noted. Proposed policy SHC3 does take into account
viability when requiring developer contributions. This would
cover issues such as land contamination which result in
increased costs to the developer.
Support for applying certainty and flexibility in the system by
agreeing the circumstances where the Council will negotiate to
reduce developer contributions noted. Proposed policy SHC3
does take into account viability when requiring developer
contributions.

Support for applying certainty and flexibility in the system by
agreeing the circumstances where the Council will negotiate to
reduce developer contributions noted. Proposed policy SHC3
does take into account viability when requiring developer
contributions.

Support for applying certainty and flexibility in the system by
agreeing the circumstances where the Council will negotiate to
reduce developer contributions noted. Proposed policy SHC3
does take into account viability when requiring developer
contributions.

It is anticipated that planning obligations (section 106) and
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Consultee/Agent
Solicitors on behalf of
Trustees of W H Welsted
Decd

114

Mr Andrew Rose,
Spawforth Planning &
Urban Regeneration Ltd
on behalf of Miller
Strategic Land

115

Ms M Lewis, NLP
Planning on behalf of
Persimmon Homes (East
Yorkshire) Ltd

A

120

Mrs Paula King,
Bridlington Town Council

A

I233

Councillor Symon Fraser,
East Riding of Yorkshire
Councillor for Driffield
and Rural
Mr Michael Glover on
behalf of Great Gutter
Lane Collaboration

I169

Opt

A

Comment
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) it will be important to
ensure that opportunity is given for developers to assess site
viability with the planning authority. This is particularly so
where other community benefits may be sought (as is suggested
as a basis of this representation) (SS4 above). Again we say that
the policy will be workable as long as it is a guide and not a rule.

Seeking developer contributions should be flexible to enable
sites to be viable for development to reflect the differing needs
in different areas and other elements of planning gain resulting
from the developments. Therefore continual monitoring would
be required to establish an up-to-date assessment for the need
for developer contributions in an area. Such an approach is clear
through PPS3 paragraph 29 in relation to affordable housing.
Onerous developer contribution requirements could
compromise the viability of a development so an element of
flexibility needs to be retained in order to take local site and
development conditions into account. Lower contributions
could also be justified where joint developer contributions from
nearby sites could be made or where additional funding is
available for infrastructure improvements.
Lower developer contribution on affordable housing sites where
50 dph to encourage developers to install lower or carbon
neutral systems i.e. prevent fuel poverty.
Must be a flexible approach.

It is considered that Option A is the only realistic option as
individual cases have different requirements and developers are
used to looking at sites on a site by site basis and their

Officer Response
planning conditions will continue to be the means of gaining
developer contributions for the time being in this area, these are
negotiated on a site by site basis looking at site specific viability
factors. The Council is still considering whether or not to
introduce a Community Infrastructure Levy and the responses
to this consultation have helped to inform this consideration.
Whatever method is used for collecting developer contributions,
proposed policy SHC3 provides a framework for taking viability
into account in requiring them.
Support for a flexible approach to enable developments to
remain viable noted. Proposed policy SHC3 does take into
account viability when requiring developer contributions.

Support and reasons for option A noted. Proposed policy SHC3
does take into account viability when requiring developer
contributions. Proposed policy SHC3 does take into account
viability when requiring developer contributions, it would be
difficult to provide for further specific site specific factors (such
as joint contributions) within the policy and it is considered that
viability assessment is applicable to a wide range of
circumstances where issues such as the cost of land
contamination add to the cost of development.
Comments noted
Comments noted

It is anticipated that planning obligations (section 106) and
planning conditions will continue to be the means of gaining
developer contributions for the time being in this area, these are
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Ref

Consultee/Agent

I201

Mr Robert Crolla, Indigo
Planning on behalf of St.
Modwen Properties Plc

Opt

Comment
circumstances will be properly reflective of market conditions.
On delivery issues we consider it important to stress that the
delivery of housing and other forms of development in
sustainable locations relies on viability. Differing sites have
differing needs and Option A considered above is the only
sensible option.
The Core Strategy should ensure that the policies requiring any
sort of contribution to be made by developers to take into
account the potential implications on the viability of the
proposal. Circular 5/05 makes it clear that standard charges for
developer contributions should not be applied rigidly in all
circumstances without regard to the context of an individual
application and site. The final level of contribution required
should be negotiable subject to the unique aspects of the
individual application. St Mowden therefore support Option A
and consider that the circumstance that would require a
discounted contribution include the prevailing market
conditions and other tangible issues including amongst others:
a) Abnormal costs including contaminated land remediation b)
Infrastructure works required to facilitate the development c)
Where the development is funding other public transport
enhancements to provide a choice of transport of the site d)
Wider community benefits at a cost to the development (e.g.
inclusion of community facilities within the scheme) e) Where
the development is meeting other Council objective e.g. meeting
an aspirations of a Development Brief or as part of an identified
regeneration programme. The premise of Option B to require
the same level of developer contributions for all sites is contrary
to central government guidance on planning applications
(Circular 5/05) which states that developers should only be
required to make such contributions when they are: a) relevant
to planning b) necessary to make the proposed development
acceptable in planning terms c) directly related to the proposed
development d) fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to
the proposed development and e) reasonable in all other

Officer Response
negotiated on a site by site basis looking at site specific viability
factors. The Council is also still considering whether or not to
introduce a Community Infrastructure Levy and the responses
to this consultation have helped to inform this consideration.
Proposed policy SHC3 takes into account viability when
requiring developer contributions.
Support for consideration of sites on an individual basis for
developer contributions noted. Circumstances considered to
justify a lower developer contribution noted.
It is anticipated that planning obligations (section 106) and
planning conditions will continue to be the means of gaining
developer contributions for the time being in this area, these are
negotiated on a site by site basis looking at site specific viability
factors. Proposed policy SHC3 does take into account viability
when requiring developer contributions. The consideration of
viability will take into account all costs to the developer and
would thus cover many if not all of the issues mentioned in the
response including abnormal costs, infrastructure works
facilitating the development, wider community benefits at cost
to the developer etc.
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Consultee/Agent

Opt

I314

Mr Robert Crolla, Indigo
Planning on behalf of St.
Modwen Properties Plc

A

I252

Mr Paul Thornton, White
Young Green on behalf of
Sanctuary Housing

A

I268

Mr Peter Hall, Indigo
Planning on behalf of CP
Group

A

Comment
respects On the basis of this guidance alone Option B is not
appropriate.
St Modwen support Option A and consider that the
circumstances that would require a discounted contribution
include the prevailing market conditions and other tangible
issues including amongst others: * Abnormal costs including
contaminated land and remediation; * Infrastructure works
required to facilitate the development; * Where the development
is funding other public transport enhancements to provide a
choice of transport to the site. * Wider community benefits at a
cost to the development (e.g. inclusion of community facilities
within the scheme). *Where the development is meeting other
Council objectives e.g. meeting an aspirations of a Development
Brief or as part of an identified regeneration programme. The
premise of Option B to require the same level of developer
contributions for all site is contrary to Central Government
Guidance on planning obligations.
This will be site dependent and we would request that ERYC
promote flexible policy to allow for the levels of contributions
to be negotiated on a site by site basis. If unrealistically high
levels of contributions are sought then it will restrict the number
of schemes coming forward in the East Riding which will in
turn have a negative impact in the local economy.
As explained above with regard to affordable housing the Core
Strategy should ensure that the policies requiring any sort of
contribution to be made by developers take into account the
potential implications on the viability of the proposal. Circular
5/05 makes clear that standard charges for developer
contributions should not be applied rigidly in all circumstances
without regard to the context of an individual application and
site. The final level of contribution required should be
negotiable subject to the unique aspects of the individual
application. CP Group therefore support Option A and
consider that the circumstances that would require discounted

Officer Response
Support for option A and suggested circumstances considered to
justify a lower developer contribution noted.
Proposed policy SHC3 does take into account viability when
requiring developer contributions. The consideration of viability
will take into account all costs to the developer and would thus
cover many if not all of the issues mentioned in the response
including abnormal costs, infrastructure works facilitating the
development, wider community benefits at cost to the developer
etc.

It is anticipated that planning obligations (section 106) and
planning conditions will continue to be the means of gaining
developer contributions for the time being in this area, these are
negotiated on a site by site basis looking at site specific viability
factors. Proposed policy SHC3 does take into account viability
when requiring developer contributions. The consideration of
viability will take into account the costs to the developer.
Support for consideration of sites on an individual basis for
developer contributions noted. Circumstances considered to
justify a lower developer contribution noted.
It is anticipated that planning obligations (section 106) and
planning conditions will continue to be the means of gaining
developer contributions for the time being in this area, these are
negotiated on a site by site basis looking at site specific viability
factors. Proposed policy SHC3 does take into account viability
when requiring developer contributions. The consideration of
viability will take into account all costs to the developer and
would thus cover many if not all of the issues mentioned in the
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Consultee/Agent

Opt

I284

Mr Paul Thornton, White
Young Green on behalf of
Stamford Homes Ltd
Mr Peter Hall, Indigo
Planning on behalf of CP
Group/Wykeland
Group/Quintain Estates
and Development PLC

A

I352

A

Comment
contribution include the prevailing market conditions and other
tangible issues including amongst others: a) abnormal costs
including contaminated land remediation and demolition b)
infrastructure works required to facilitate the development (such
as highways works) c) where the development is funding other
public transport enhancements to provide a choice of transport
to the site d) wider community benefits at a cost to the
development (e.g. inclusion of community facilities within the
scheme) e) where the development is meeting other Council
objectives e.g. meeting an aspirations of Development Brief or
as part of an identified regeneration programme. The premise of
Option B to require the same level of developer contributions
for all sites is contrary to Circular 5/05 which states that
developers should only be required to make such contributions
when they are: a) relevant to planning b) necessary to make the
proposed development acceptable in planning terms c) directly
related to the proposal d) fairly and reasonably related in scale
and kind to the proposed development and e) reasonable in all
other respects On the basis of this guidance alone Option B is
not appropriate.
Need to have a flexible policy where the levels of contributions
are negotiated on a site by site basis.

Officer Response
response including abnormal costs, infrastructure works
facilitating the development, wider community benefits at cost
to the developer etc.

As explained above with regard to affordable housing and
sustainability/renewable energy the Core Strategy should ensure
that the policies requiring any sort of contribution to be made
by developers take into account the potential implications on
the viability of the proposal. Circular 5/05 makes clear that
standard charges for developer contributions should not be
applied rigidly in all circumstances without regard to the context
of an individual application and site. The final level of
contribution required should be negotiable subject to the unique
aspects of the individual application. Our clients therefore
support Option A and consider that the circumstances that
would require discounted contribution include the prevailing

Support for consideration of sites on an individual basis for
developer contributions noted. Circumstances considered to
justify a lower developer contribution noted.
It is anticipated that planning obligations (section 106) and
planning conditions will continue to be the means of gaining
developer contributions for the time being in this area, these are
negotiated on a site by site basis looking at site specific viability
factors. Proposed policy SHC3 does take into account viability
when requiring developer contributions. The consideration of
viability will take into account all costs to the developer and
would thus cover many if not all of the issues mentioned in the
response including abnormal costs, infrastructure works

Comments noted
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Opt

I363

Mr Jon Suckley, HOW
Planning LLP on behalf of
Castlemore Securities

A

I452

Mr Nick Fillingham,
Indigo Planning Ltd on
behalf of Sterling Capitol

A

Comment
market conditions and other tangible issues including amongst
others: a) abnormal costs including contaminated land
remediation and demolition b) infrastructure works required to
facilitate the development including off site highway
improvements c) where the development is funding other public
transport enhancements to provide a choice of transport to the
site d) wider community benefits at a cost to the development
(e.g. inclusion of community facilities within the scheme) e)
where the development is meeting other Council objectives e.g.
meeting an aspirations of Development Brief or as part of an
identified regeneration programme. f) environmental historical
and cultural benefits such as refurbishment of listed and historic
buildings. The premise of Option B to require the same level of
developer contributions for all sites is contrary to Circular 5/05
which states that developers should only be required to make
such contributions when they meet 5 tests which are: a) relevant
to planning b) necessary to make the proposed development
acceptable in planning terms c) directly related to the proposal
d) fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the proposed
development and e) reasonable in all other respects On the basis
of this guidance alone Option B is not appropriate.
We support option A in principle as it seeks to provide a flexible
approach towards the level of developer contribution required
on a site by site basis. As highlighted throughout these
representations each site will have individual characteristics such
as contamination constraints which could impact on the viability
of a scheme if the same level of contribution is required for all
sites. Therefore any future policy should seek to negotiate a level
of contribution but provide sufficient flexibility through a series
of exception tests where this contribution can be reduced
dependant on site constraints which if a rigid policy framework
is adopted could render a development unviable.
The thrust of option B to require the same level of developer
contributions for all sited is contrary to Central Government
Guidance contained within Circular 5/05. We therefore support

Officer Response
facilitating the development, wider community benefits at cost
to the developer etc.

Support for consideration of sites on an individual basis for
developer contributions through the use of exceptions tests
noted.
Proposed policy SHC3 does take into account viability when
requiring developer contributions. The consideration of viability
will take into account all costs to the developer, including the
cost of resolving constraints on the development.

Support for option A and circumstances considered to justify a
lower developer contribution noted.
Proposed policy SHC3 does take into account viability when
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Goole Ltd

Opt

I681

Mr John Blacker,
Shirethorn Limited

A

I574

Mr Martin Elliot,
Yorkshire & Humber
Assembly
Mr Dan Mitchell, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Wykeland Ltd

I760

I554

Mr Peter Hall, Indigo
Planning on behalf of
National Grid Property

A

A

Comment
option A and consider that the circumstances that would require
a discounted contribution include prevailing market conditions
and other tangible issues including amongst: Abnormal costs
including contaminated land remediation or ecological
mitigation; Infrastructure works required to facilitate the
development; Where the development is funding other public
transport enhances to provide a choice of transport to the site;
Wider community benefits at a cost to the development (e.g.
inclusion of community facilities within the scheme); and Where
the development is meeting other Council objectives e.g.
meeting the aspirations of a Development Breif or as part of an
identified regeneration programme.
Shirethorn supports Option A. Considerations are as follows: *
Abnormal costs Contamination and remediation Demolition
Infrastructure works/highway improvements Funding public
transport scheme Community facilities Other council
requirements (schools)
The Assembly does not wish to comment on this issue as it
raises no regional concerns but notes that the general direction
of policy would be in line with the RSS.
As discussed above our client supports a flexible approach to
developer contributions and therefore supports Option A. This
will ensure that the contributions sought are realistic and
deliverable. Our client considers that lower contributions should
be sought on sites that are constrained by issues such as
contamination and where the developer can demonstrate that
the level of contribution required would render the development
financially unviable. Given that there is support at all levels for
brownfield development and this is likely to be the most
constrained land a flexible approach to contributions should be
adopted.
As explained above with regard to affordable housing the Core
Strategy should ensure that the policies requiring any sort of
contribution to be made by developers take into account the

Officer Response
requiring developer contributions. The consideration of viability
will take into account all costs to the developer, including the
cost of resolving constraints on the development.

Support for option A and circumstances considered to justify a
lower developer contribution noted.
Proposed policy SHC3 does take into account viability when
requiring developer contributions. The consideration of viability
will take into account all costs to the developer, including the
cost of resolving constraints on the development.
Comments noted
Comments noted and need to look more closely at the
constraints of brownfield sites when considering developer
contribution levels.
Proposed policy SHC3 does take into account viability when
requiring developer contributions. The consideration of viability
will take into account all costs to the developer, including the
cost of resolving constraints on the development.

Support for consideration of sites on an individual basis for
developer contributions noted. Circumstances considered to
justify a lower developer contribution noted.
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I737

Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Barratt Homes

A

Comment
potential implications on the viability of the proposal. Circular
5/05 makes clear that standard charges for developer
contributions should not be applied rigidly in all circumstances
without regard to the context of an individual application and
site. The final level of contribution required should be
negotiable subject to the unique aspects of the individual
application. NGP therefore support Option A and consider that
the circumstances that would require discounted contribution
include the prevailing market conditions and other tangible
issues including amongst others: a) abnormal costs including
contaminated land remediation and demolition b) infrastructure
works required to facilitate the development c) where the
development is funding other public transport enhancements to
provide a choice of transport to the site d) wider community
benefits at a cost to the development e) where the development
is meeting other Council objectives e.g. meeting an aspirations
of Development Brief or as part of an identified regeneration
programme. The premise of Option B to require the same level
of developer contributions for all sites is contrary to Circular
5/05 which states that developers should only be required to
make such contributions when they are: a) relevant to planning
b) necessary to make the proposed development acceptable in
planning terms c) directly related to the proposal d) fairly and
reasonably related in scale and kind to the proposed
development and e) reasonable in all other respects On the basis
of this guidance alone Option B is not appropriate.
Our client supports the flexible and responsive approach
identified within Option A. As discussed above our client
believes it is of paramount importance that the Council seek site
specific developer contributions which are realistic and practical
and which will thus not affect the viability of developments.
This issue is especially pertinent when considering smaller
development schemes where the level of developer
contributions sought by the Council could warrant schemes
unviable and thus jeopardise their delivery. In such a climate an

Officer Response
It is anticipated that planning obligations (section 106) and
planning conditions will continue to be the means of gaining
developer contributions for the time being in this area, these are
negotiated on a site by site basis looking at site specific viability
factors. Proposed policy SHC3 does take into account viability
when requiring developer contributions. The consideration of
viability will take into account all costs to the developer and
would thus cover many if not all of the issues mentioned in the
response including abnormal costs, infrastructure works
facilitating the development, wider community benefits at cost
to the developer etc.

Support for option A to consider each development on its own
merits to avoid making development unviable and where the
development meets local needs such as affordable housing as
one justification for a lower developer contribution noted.
Proposed policy SHC3 does take into account viability when
requiring developer contributions. The consideration of viability
will take into account many of the costs incurred on the
developer.
The Council is also in the process of carrying out an affordable
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I828

Susanna Sanlon, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Central Land
Holdings

A

Comment
inflexible approach to developer contributions could leave even
large schemes unviable. However if flexibility is planned into the
LDF policies regarding developer contributions the LPA will be
in a stronger position to achieve the RSS housing targets even in
an uncertain economic climate. In addition to considering each
development on its own merits our client also believes that one
further circumstance where a lower development contribution
would be justified is where the development is required to meet
identified local needs more specifically with regards to
affordable housing. As discussed on a number of occasions
within the Core Strategy Issues and Options paper the Council
are aspiring to increase the number of affordable homes within
the East Riding. One potential method of encouraging the
increased development of affordable housing would be through
providing developers with the benefit of reduced developer
contributions on developments which will help to meet local
affordable housing needs. Such an approach would reduce the
financial barriers to the provision of affordable homes on
development sites within the East Riding.
We support the flexible and responsive approach identified
within Option A. As discussed above we believe it is of
paramount importance that the Council seek site specific
developer contributions which are realistic and practical and
which will thus not affect the viability of developments. This
issue is especially pertinent when considering development
schemes where the level of developer contributions sought by
the Council could warrant schemes unviable and thus jeopardise
their delivery. For a sustained period the housing market has
been relatively buoyant. However the LDF being brought
forward may cover a period suffering from economic downturn.
In such a climate an inflexible approach to developer
contributions could leave even large schemes unviable. However
if flexibility is planned into the LDF policies regarding
developer contributions the LPA will be in a stronger position
to achieve the RSS housing targets even in an uncertain

Officer Response
housing viability assessment, that will establish an appropriate
percentage of affordable housing to require on a range of
different types of housing sites without compromising viability,
and a size threshold above which affordable housing will be
required.

Support for option A to consider each development on its own
merits to avoid making development unviable and where the
development meets local needs such as affordable housing as
one justification for a lower developer contribution noted.
Proposed policy SHC3 does take into account viability when
requiring developer contributions. The consideration of viability
will take into account many of the costs incurred on the
developer.
The Council is also in the process of carrying out an affordable
housing viability assessment, that will establish an appropriate
percentage of affordable housing to require on a range of
different types of housing sites without compromising viability,
and a size threshold above which affordable housing will be
required.
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Paul Butler, Barton
Willmore Partnership on
behalf of Kayterm Plc
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economic climate. In addition to considering each development
on its own merits we consider that one further circumstance
where a lower development contribution would be justified is
where the development is required to meet identified local needs
more specifically with regards to affordable housing. As
discussed on a number of occasions within the Core Strategy
Issues and Options paper the Council are aspiring to increase
the number of affordable homes within the East Riding. One
potential method of encouraging the increased development off
affordable housing would be through providing developers with
the benefit of reduced developer contributions on developments
which will help to meet affordable housing needs. Such an
approach would reduce the financial barriers to the provision of
affordable homes on development sites within the East Riding.
Our client supports the flexible and responsive approach
identified within Option A. As discussed above our client
believes it is of paramount importance that the Council seek site
specific developer contributions which are realistic and practical
and which will thus not affect the viability of developments.
This issue is especially pertinent when considering smaller
development schemes where the level of developer
contributions sought by the Council could warrant schemes
unviable and thus jeopardise their delivery. In such a climate an
inflexible approach to developer contributions could leave even
large schemes unviable. However if flexibility is planned into the
LDF policies regarding developer contributions the LPA will be
in a stronger position to achieve the RSS housing targets even in
an uncertain economic climate. In addition to considering each
development on its own merits our client also believes that one
further circumstance where a lower development contribution
would be justified is where the development is required to meet
identified local needs more specifically with regards to
affordable housing. As discussed on a number of occasions
within the Core Strategy Issues and Options paper the Council
are aspiring to increase the number of affordable homes within

Officer Response

Support for option A to consider each development on its own
merits to avoid making development unviable and where the
development meets local needs such as affordable housing as
one justification for a lower developer contribution noted.
Proposed policy SHC3 does take into account viability when
requiring developer contributions. The consideration of viability
will take into account many of the costs incurred on the
developer.
The Council is also in the process of carrying out an affordable
housing viability assessment, that will establish an appropriate
percentage of affordable housing to require on a range of
different types of housing sites without compromising viability,
and a size threshold above which affordable housing will be
required.
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Consultee/Agent

Opt

7

Mr Adrian Sail, Antony
Aspbury Associates on
behalf of Strawsons
Development / Omnivale
Ltd
Ms Avril Russell,
Thorngumbald Parish
Council
Ms Jan Crowther,
Easington Parish Council
Helen Watson, Beverley
Town Council

A

Mr J Kilby

A

130
129
133

135

Comment
the East Riding. One potential method of encouraging the
increased development of affordable housing would be through
providing developers with the benefit of reduced developer
contributions on developments which will help to meet local
affordable housing needs. Such an approach would reduce the
financial barriers to the provision of affordable homes on
development sites within the East Riding.
Lower contributions would be justified on sites that are subject
to exceptional extra over development costs.

Officer Response

Comments noted

A

6-14 properties = £500 per property
15+ properties = £1,000 per property

Comments noted

B

Increase developer contribution for certain identified sites.

A

If the nature of the development and/or the nature of the site
made a similar contribution to at least one of those for which
contributions are expected .e.g. development of a small and
awkward site that had been neglected contributed to the viability
of an area, or its drainage/sewerage provided part of a network.
A more dramatic case is the need to clean up contamination.
Care is needed, however, to avoid encouraging planning blight.
Some sites are extremely expensive to develop as drainage
problems and contamination have to be dealt with before
development.

Comments noted. We would welcome your suggestions as to
what types of sites would warrant a higher contribution.
Comments noted

Comments noted

Nevertheless, a developer should expect to have to make a
contribution which may be excused in some circumstances as
described above.

Return to contents page
Return to beginning of SHC6
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